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THE GILBERTIXE PRIORY OF WATTON, IN THE
EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.

By VV. II. ST. JOHN HOPE, M.A.

Wattoii is a snuill \'illage in the wapentake of

Hartliill in the East Hiding of Yorkshire, abont eight

miles due north of Beverley, and some five miles south

K)f Driffield. It lies at the foot of the wolds, on the

edge of the broad alluvial flat extending from Driffield

to Hull.

According to Tanner,^ and other writers, there was a

nunnery here a))out 686 ; but the only authority for

this statement seems to be an account by Boeda^ of

a miracle wrought by St. John of Beverley after

he became bishop of York in 705, on a visit "ad
monasterium virginum in loco qui vocatur Uetadun, cui

tunc Heriburg ablxitissa prasfuit."

^Ethelred or Aelred, abbot of Rievaulx, 1146 to 1166,

in his description of another "notable miracle" wrought
iit Watton in his time, thus describes the place, which

was then evidently considered identical with the
" Uetadun " of Bseda :

Intel' monasteria virginum qua^ vir venerabilis ac Deo dilectus

pater et presbyter Gilelbertus per diversas Anglia? provincias miro

ferv'ore constriixit, ununi in provincia Eboracensi situm est in loco

qui aquis et paludibus septus ex re nomen accepit. Dicitur euim

Watton, id est Immida villa. Qui quondam, ut refert in liistoria

Anglorum venerabilis presbyter Beda, mag-no sanctariim mulierum
pollebat examine : ubi et beatus pontifex Johannes puellam ob

incautam sanguinis diniinutionem fere desperatani salubii tactu

et oratione sanavit. Qnnniani igitur in eodeni loco pra^dicti patris

industria renovatur antiqua religio, antiqua nichiloniinus miracula

renovantur."

Of the Saxon monastery there is no further record-.

If such actually existed at Watton it had ceased to be

<it the time of the Norman Conquest, inasmuch as there

^ Thomas Tanner, 2\ro<t7 ('a 3/o/(a.9;('w, - Hist. Eccle-siast. Geiitis Aiifflorin:?.

ed. Nasmitli (London, 1787), s.v. York- lib. 5, cap. 3.

^liire, cxx. ^ Aistorice AnglicaiicB Scripfores De-

cern (Loudon, 1752), i. col. 415.
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is no iiientioii of it in Domesday Book, thongli Watton
then ])osses.sed a priest and a clnnch.

The existing parisli church, which dates from the

tliirteenth century and onwards, stands witliin the

})recinct of the priory. This is rougldy an oblong area,

hounded and intersected ])y a series of banks and
ditches, and containing about forty-two acres. If an
okler monastery stood liere, some of these earthworks
may l)e of Saxon origin, but the construction of such
enclosures was the first duty of every Gilbertine

monastery.

Previous to the draining of the country the site of the
priory no dr»uljt corresponded with Aelred's description.

The CTill)ertine Priory of St. Mary at Watton is

said to have been founded about 1150 by Eustace
FitzJohn, who, with Agnes his second wife, certainly

gave " to the nuns who serve God at Watton " the
vill of Watton itself, and other j^ossessions. The
various cliarters printed by Dugdale in the Monasticon
Aii(jlicanum^ say nothhig as to Eustace FitzJohn being
the founder, and it may be that Aelred's statement
concerning Gilbert the i)riest refers to tlie establish-

ment by him of a monastery at Watton, which was
afterwards endowed by Eustace FitzJohn.

Of the history of the monastery down to its suppi-es-

sion practically notlung is known, but it was then in a
flourishing condition, its clear value being reckoned at
£8G0 186". 10(/., an amount exceeded by only seven other
Yorkshire houses.

The Priory was surrendered on Otli December, 31
Henry Ylll. (1539), by liobert the connnendator,"
Thomas Webster tlie sub-jjrku-, and seven other jniests,

with Joan Warcopj)e, prioress, .Agnes Warner, prioress,
Anne EUerker, sub-prioress, and eleven other nuns.
The Pension List gives the names of nineteen more
nuns, making tliirty-three in all. and nine sisters. The
signatures of the nuns in the deed of surrender are all

writt(Mi in one hand.
The ( )r(l('i- <tf Sempringham, as it ^\•as called, to

' K(l. Ciilc.v, Klli>. and Eaiidenel " Roliert Ilolgato. l)islioj. of Llandalf,
(Londou, ISao;. vi. i.ai-t ii. 1155 'J57. afterwards arelibisliop of York, wliw

iicld the priory in coiiniietidaw.
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which the Priory of Wattoii Ijelonged, was founded
about 1139 by Gilbert, rector of Senipringliam and
Tirington/ owing- to the desire of seven maidens, who
lived in Sempringham, to lead a strict religious life.

Gilbert accordingly built for them a cloister and offices

on the north side of and adjoining the j)ai"if^h church

of Sempringham, and to this monastery they retired.

These first nuns of the Order were comj)letely se-

cluded from the outer world, and with it they held

communication by means of a window only, through

which necessary things could be introduced. Their

needs were supplied from without by certain poor girls,

serving in secular habit. But these subsequently became
lay sisters, who lived in the monastery and there

attended to the wants of the nuns. Gilbert also

established a body of lay brothers to see after the

external affairs of the nuns, their farms, etc.

Other houses beginning to be founded on the same
model, Gilbert drew U23 the Kule. This, which is

printed at length in the last edition of Dugdale's
Monasticon Aiiglicanum,^ opens with a chapter by
Gilbert narrating his establishment of (l) the nuns and

(2) the lay brothers and sisters, all of whom followed

the strict and austere Kule of St. Benedict as observed

by the Cistercian Order.

Owing to the multiplication of houses of the new
Order, chaplains became necessary, and these were to

be canons, following the Rule of St. Austin. They
were not to have any access to the nuns, except to

those who were dying and in need of unction and the

last rites of the Church, and then only in places

specially aj^pointed for the purpose in the church and
infirmary, and in the presence of many on each side.

They were even to sing mass with a wall interposed,

so that the canons and nuns could neither see nor be
seen by one another. The church of the canons,

where they kept the hours, etc. and their house and
cloister were to be disjoined and shut oflP from the

court and enclosure of the nuns, as was also the

' Probably " West Tervnston," which belonged to the sister house of Bulliiigton

at the Suppression ; now called West Tonington. - Vol. vi. part ii. *t-*xcv.
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lodging- of the conrt'r.s'i' or lay brotlier.s, Tlie luiiis were

responsible for the clothing and sustenance of the

canons, as well as the lay brothers ; and four discreet

canons, proctors {prociiratorcs) as they Avere called,

viz. the prior, the cellarer, and two illiterati, looked

after the external Inisiness affairs of the house. The
proctors had charge of all sheep and other animals,

and were to know their number, etc.

Tlie prior of Sempringham, if unable from pressure

of otlier matters to visit the other houses, might
appoint two canons and a lay brother as scrutators,

and likewise two lettered nuns and one unlettered to

visit the nuns.

As the nuns were strictly secluded, all business

between them and their proctors was arranged ad
fencstram sororitm, and at it all moneys were paid in or

out. One of the cellarer's officers was known as /rater

fcnestrae, and acted as the mediiuu of communication
between the nuns and tlie canons. Two trustworthy
nuns at least were assigned to attend to the great

turning window {^magna fenestra versatUis), one of whom
did the necessary talking and gave out victuals, etc.

thereat. This window was in a place called the

window-house {domusfenestrae).

In each house of the Order tliere were to be at least

.seven canons, and ne^^er more tlian thirty, unless

means allowed it. They were to hold the office of
clerks at masses and the hour services. No boy
was to be taught letters A\'ithin the monastery unless a
novice. None could be received as a novice under the
age of fifteen, nor become a canon under twenty. In
eacli house two laymen mcujuae aactoritatis, or even
more, might be received. Every canon had three shirts

(tu7iicae), a j;ilch or cassock {pellicea) of sheep's wool,
.md a white cloak ; also a cap, two pairs of l)oots and
socks, and day and night socks ; also a linen ((piire) cope.

In cloister and in tlie frater they wore their cloaks.

At labour tliey wore wliite scapularies. The canons
kept clia])ter, etc. like othei- Augustinians. All their
clnnclies were to be dedicated in lioiiour of the Blessed
V^irgin Mary, and all sculptures and superfluous
jMctuics in tliem were forbidden. Only painted crosses
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might be vised. On feast days a sermon was to be

preached in the nuns' church {in ecdcsia monialium), a

carpet or cloth being Innig up between the two sexes.

The fraters of the canons and lay brethren were to be

so constructed that the victuals could be served to

them by the imns or sisters per fenestras versatiles.

These were to be so made that the men could not be

seen by the sisters, nor the sisters by the men.

There were to l^e one cellar and one kitchen for all,

under the care of the prioress and nuns. A fire

was allowed in the frater in Manter. All flesh meat

was forbidden, except in the infirmary. The warming-

house (^caJefactoriiim) might not be entered without

leave. The dorter could be entered at any time

without leave, but with hoods drawn. When visiting

the reredorter (domus necessaria), the canons were to

cover their faces as much as possible. The chief

officers among the canons were the prior, cellarer,

sub-prior, and sub-cellarer ; the last named liad charge

of the guests.

The lay brothers seem to have been farm labourers,

serving men, workmen, etc. and for the most part to

have lived at the granges under the supervision of a

i>:ra.n0;er.

From tlie moneys of the imns there were to be

reserved three marks every year to inclose their houses

with a ditch and a wall or hedge, until there be security

of complete seclusion, and no expense was to be spared

to prevent tlie nuns being seen or accessible. No one

was allowed to enter their court [cvMus).

The nuns were governed by three jjrcepositae or

prioresses, under Avhom were a suh-prceposita or sub-

prioress, a cellaress, etc. They could talk with their

parents and others, always in the j^i'^'^^ence of one or

more witnesses, at a window as long as a finger and as

broad as a thumb, and bound round with iron. The
windo\\' at whicii they made their confessions was
similai".

Each nun had five smocks, three for labour, and two
cowls foi- use in cloister, church, chaptei', frater, and
dorter ; also a scapulary for labour. Each had further

a pilch of sheep's wool, and a chemise of thicker stuff,
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if she wislied, with a hiieii kerchief {mitra) dyed black

and furred with lamb's wool. All headgear was to be

black and thick, as were also their veils.

The nuns received holy water and the pax (lapis jyo.cis)

" ad fenestram," and probably by means of the same
window the nuns were communicated. The nuns were

not allowed to sing in church or to talk Latin.

On fourteen occasions during the year a solemn pro-

cession was made round the nuns' cloister in this order :

tirst, the bearer of the holy water ; then the cross-l3earer

and taperers, followed by the censer-bearer ; then the

deacon carrying the Gospel book and relics, with the

rest of the canons, the novices going first. After them
came the seculars, if there were any. The lay brethren

followed, the seniors going first, except two old men
who came after the novices. Then came the pratpositae

of the nuns, followed by the rest in order of seniority
;

then the sisters after the novices, and then the novices

of the sisters. Two elderly sisters, not veiled, brought
up the rear. During the procession, doors constructed

betM'een the altar of the nuns and themselves were
closed during the passage of the men, lest they should

see or be seen by the nuns in passing. Similarly veils

were placed across the four corners of the cloister, and
curtains were extended by rings along the sides of the

cloister, so that none could see across.

The nuns kept cloister and chapter as in other Orders.

There was a guest-house for women within the nuns'

court, w4th an oratory or chapel in it for the use of the
inmates.

The Statutes end with a direction " De Numero Sanc-
timonialium fratrum et sororum " allowed to each house.

At Watton the brethren were not to exceed 70, nor the
nuns and sisters 140. These are the tiighest numbers,
those of Sempringham being 60 and 120, and Chick-
sands 55 and 120. Watton was, therefore, the largest

house of the Order. It is clear that nuns and canons
lived in distinct houses, separated by a considerable
interval, each containing its own cloister, church, chapter-
house, dorter, frater, guest-house, infirmary, etc. The
two houses were probably connected by a corridor or

gallery in which was the doums fcnestrdc. The nuns'
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church was tlie principal one, and liad separate acconniio-

<lati()ii for b(^th sexes.

The Gilbertine monasteries in England, according to

T)n<i'dale,^ were twentv-six in number. ( )t* tliese eleven

were in Lincolnshire, live in Yorkshire, tliree m ( am-
bridgeshire, and two in Wiltshire ; while Bedfordshire,

Nottinghamshire, Norfolk, Oxfordshire, and Hertfordshire

contained each one. Only half the number began with

nuns and canons, the other half being apparently houses

of canons oidy. At the Suppression only three surrenders

were signed by nuns and canons, those of ( -hicksands

(Beds.),^Watton (Yorks.), and Shouldham (Norf.).^

Apart from such information as could be derived frcim

the Statutes, nothing was knoAvn mitil lately of the

actual arrangement of a Gilbertine monastery, or the dis-

position of its cloisters and buildings. Of Sempringhani

nothing is left but i)art of tlie parish church. At Malton

some of the monastic buildings exist in and beneath a

modern-looking house, and tlie greater part ot the nave

of a considerable church is standing and in use, but its

plan presents nothing unusual. At Ohicksands part of a

late cloister remains, too-ether with the western range,

incorporated in a modern mansion, but there is not

enough to show whether w^e have here part of the nuns

or the canons' buildings. With the exception of an

interesting block at Watton, there does not seem to be

iinything of importance on the site of any other Gilber-

tine priory.

Shortly after the formation of the East Riding Anti-

quarian Society in 1892, a project was brought tbrward

for excavating-^ the site of Watton Priory. The chief

reasons for this were threefold. In the first place, it

seemed probable that as Watton had remained a double

house from its foundation to its suppression, its ground

plan would illustrate the peculiar arrangements of the

Order. In the second place, the site was temptingly free

and open, and the only buildings on it had evidently

formed part of the monastery. And in the third place,

' Mo,ui 'ificon Aii(/licaHHiii, vi. part ii. also in tlie pcii>ion lisU of the priorio

*ir. of Alvingliaiu, Bvillington, Cattley,

- Miss Eoise Graham has pointed out Haverholme, Sonipringlmni, and Six-

to me that uuns as well as canons appear hills.
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tlie discovery, in the Public liecord Office, of a survey

taken at the Suppression, which enumerated various

huildinL;-s and their (hniensions, promised to afford useful

information during- the jn-ogress of the work.

Bv the kind permission of the owner, Mr. William

Bethell and of. Mr. Kichard Beckitt, the tenant of the
" Abbey," as it is now called, excavations were l)egun in

September, 1893, under the direction of the writer and

the Rev. Dr. Cox, in tlie jjasture west of the present

house, where the nTegularities of the ground promised

good results. The excavations soon brought to light the

foundations of the priory church and the site of a cloister,

])ut tlie further elucidation of the plan had to be post-

poned until the next year. In September, 1894, the

church was further exj)lored, as well as the buildings

surrounding the cloister adjoining it, Ijut no traces could

be found of a second cloister, or any other group of build-

incrs. Some additional excavations made bv the writer

the followino- Easter led to the traciup; of certam walled

enclosures east of the cloister, and a few other detaus,

but the other buildino-s still remained undiscovered. The
interest attaching to the search was enhanced by the fact

that it had been noticed, on comparing the survey with

tlie plan, that the dimensions therein given did not in

any way correspond to those of the buildings already laid

bare, and that it must refer to the missing cloister. As
the outcome of a more careful consideration of the plan,

the site, and the existhig buildings, a final search was
made in Whitsun week, 1898, to the north of the i:>resent

house, and liere tlie long sought for cloister was success-

fuUv traced, too-ether with the remains of the buildinos

that surrounded it.

Many of the buildings uncovered were uufortunatelv
reduced to mere fomulations, and in places even these
iiad been destroyed. The chalk of which the walls were
largely constructed h.nd been burnt for lime, and most of
the ashlar work had been torn out from the doorwavs
and other places. Owing to the scarcity of building
mateiial in the distiict, as much as possible of the
wrought and nioukled stonework had l)een removed, and
in cf)nse(iuence it is difficult to assign dates to many
pai-ts of the bnildlnns. So niuoh as could be made out
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has been laid down on the plan, Ijut many points for the

present mnst remain unsolved, since finids did not permit

of so com2:)lete an excavation as M'as desirable.

The Nuns' Court.

As will be seen from the plan (Plate T.) the south-

western quarter of the site described above is practi-

cally cut off from the rest by ditches on all four

sides, as if to form a precinct in itself In the centre

of this stood what w^as no doubt the house and court

of the nuns. It consisted of a cloister, with the chin^ch

on the south, the chaj^ter-house and warming-house, etc.

on the east, the frater on the north, and a western

range with buildings extending from it westwards.

The kitchen stood semi-detached on the north-west.

The cJailstrum or cloister was oblong in form, and
measured 98 feet from east to west and 113 feet

from north to south. The centre Vv^as a grass plat

surrounded by covered alleys, but of these no remains

were found to give any clue to a date. The east,

north, and west alleys were chiefly passages, with
doorways opening from them into the various oflices

round the cloister. The south alley was practically the
living room of the nuns, where they sat and read when
not engaged in the church or elsewhere.

The church was 206 feet long, and consisted of a

presbytery, central tower, and nave, a north transept

with two eastern chapels, and a broad south ^
aisle

extending the length of the church, with a south
transept, a soutli chapel, and another adjunct opening-

out of it. The arcade dividing the main part from the

aisle seems to have stood upon a wall of some height,

part of which remained towards the east, and thus
formed a barrier between one half of the church and the
other. Previous to the excavations nothine; was visible

above ground, and the eastern part was found to be
ruined to its j)liiiths. It was impossible on account of

large trees to fully investigate the south transept. To
the west of it the walls were standing to a height of
over 6 feet as far as the west end, but the outer facing-

had been removed throuo'hout, and the west wall had
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Wen stripped within as well.' The chapels east of the

north transept had heen entirely destroyed, as had the

corresponding Avork on the other side of the church. In

the face of such destruction it is difficult to make out the

precise arrangements of so curious a plan.

Tlie preshvterv was 2(3 1- feet wide and of two bays,

divided midway hy four steps extending right across.

Tliese led uj) to the altar platform, which was paved
witli chalk blocks, but we did not find any traces of

the altar. On the south was a wide opening into the

aisle," \Aliere a similar chalk platform existed at the same
level as the other, but of the stej^s up to it only the

lo\\est was left. A i'ew feet to the west of the opening-

there were the remains in the wall of a somewhat curious

construction. On the north side it had been partly

destroyed, but on the south a good deal was left. It

consisted of two rebated apertmes, one on each side of

the wall, with gradually converging sides, opening into a

central hexao-onal recess. The bottom of this had been
removed, and as only the lower portion of the con-

struction was left it is not easy to see what it \vas for.

Since its sill was nearly 3|- feet above the floor, the recess

was evidently made to put something into, and it not
ini})robably formed a fenestra rersatilis, and contained a
tunital)le or wheel for passing things from the canons to

tlie mnis on the other side of the wall. Through such a
\\indow the holy water and the pax, for instance, could

easily be passed, and, as will be seen from the accom-
panying diagram, a tuiiitable of the simplest form
would effectually pievent anyone seeing through the
contrivajice.

Westwards of tlie lowest stej) in the presbytery, and
level with it, were the lemains of a floor of chalk blocks.

The north wall contained a doorway into the transept
chapels. .Inst to the east of this there had been inserted,

about the middle of the fointeenth century, a most
sniiiptuous cano])ied tomb. It had contained the effigy

of a knight in ainionr. whose body had l)een laid to rest

' The west \vu!l was laid open mi - Tlii- cliulk fiuor of the altar plat-
V)iitli hides, but of llie western liiilf t'onn was continued tlirougli the open-
'if tlie soutli wall only M'etions wei'e iiiff, which love no signs of a door or
<>xnniii:cd. harrier of an V kind.
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ill a walled grave beneath,' siiiiuoiiuted l)y an ogee

canopy of the same character and ^^'orknlallship as the

beautiful monument of Lady Eleanor Percy in Beverley

Minster. Many pieces of the canopy were found as

they had been thrown down by tlie destroyers, but of

the effigy such fragments oidy remained as had been
roughly hacked otf to make the stone more shapely

kestoeed plan of the turn between the
nuns' and canons' quires.

as spoil. Among these were shields charged with a bend
and others with a cross."

Of the crossing only the base of the north-east pier

was left. This showed that the arches were of three

orders, the innermost of which was carried by a broad

semi-circular member and the others by semi-detached

uook shafts.

' The grave was 7 feet 31 inches long,

2 feet 2^ inches wide at the head and
1 foot 10 inches at the foot, and 3 feet

3 inclies deep to the top of a brick curb
forming the south edge.

'" The fragments of the tomb and effigy

are at present deposited in the parish
church of Watton. From the arms, the
tomb may be to oue of the De Mauleys.
By his will dated April 10th, 1350,

Gilbert de Aton, knight, desires that

if he die in York.shire he is to be buried
" entre les bones gentz de religion a

Wiitton," and he leaves the sum of

£100 to the priory. Richard, prior of

Watton, was to be one of his execu-

tors. Testameiita JEhoraceti'iia (Siirtees

Society 4). i. 62, 63. So groat a bene-

factKjr ought to have had a sumptuous
tomb, but the oue above described

canuot be identified as bis, unless the

sliiclds with tlic cross arc liis arms.
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From the base a stone wall about 2^ feet thick

extended ^^•est\va^ds across the transept arch, no doubt

to place the quire stalls against. But owing to the

complete destruction of the western bases and the nave

walls innnediately beyond them, it is not possil^le to fix

the limits of the quire itself

Of the north transept there remained the base of the

A\est wall, and of part of the north with the jaml) of a

doorway from without ; also one respond of the arches

that opened into the chapels, and beside it the base of a

vaulting shaft.

The nave has been so ruined that little else now
exists than the lower part of the north wall towards the

M-est, and the massive chalk core of the west wall.

There was no western entrance, but in the north wall

a doorway on the extreme west led into the buildings

there abutting on the church, and there was certainly

one and perhaps two entrances from the cloister into

the nave. The wall on which the arcade stood was
4 feet 11 inches thick, but it had been destroyed almost

from end to end, and only some remains of it existed

here and there, together with sections of the piers and

pieces of capitals. The piers were apparently clustered,

with capitals carved with broad-leaved volutes. Thei'e

were no signs of a western respond, nor of the wall

having continued up to the west wall. Possibly, there-

fore, it stopped against some pier or other such abutment

a little in advance of the wall, and belonging to a

o-alilee or narthex in line with the internal projections

shown on the plan.

The south aisle was 10^ feet wide, and had a stair

turret in its south-east angle projecting into the church.

There are no traces of any doorways from without.

The chai)el opening out of the aisle was 28 feet long

and 14 feet wide, and entered by a wide archway of two
c»rders carried by clustered columns. The arch was at

some time closed by a wooden screen. The altar plat-

form remained, with part of its step and a pavement of

yellow and V)lack tiles arranged checkerwise. The block

(»f the altar was G feet long and 2 feet 11 inches

wide. It stood against a clialk wall, 2 feet thick, which
divided the clia])el from aiu)ther east of it. This was
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entered from the aisle by an archway hke the other, of

which the western resj)ond remained. A jDarty wall

•crossing this second chapel 5 feet from its west end shows
tliat tlie arrano-ements were diffei-ent from that of the

other, but all the stonework here was so shivered by the

action of a strong fire and dislocated and shattered by
some heavy fall that it was not possible to pursue the

investigations.

The greater part of the church seems, from the

architectural remains, to have been all of one date

circa 1170, but there are also traces of an earlier

l^uilding of the time of the foundation of the j^i'i^^iy

beneath the later east end. The western part of tlie

nave was also perhaps of the earlier date.

For the exjjlanation of this we are indebted to a casual

entry in the chronicle of the neighbouring Cistercian

abbey of Meaux, which tells how Adam, the first abbot
there (1150-1160), resigned his ofiice after ten years and
retired to Watton, "then a new monastery of virgins,"

intending henceforth to have leisure for God alone and
choosing to lead an anker's life. "And there he
remained for a long time shut up, until after a lapse of

seven years, the church beneath which he d^velt was
l^urnt, and he himself having been rescued from the fire

returned to his monastery of Meaux," where he died

thirteen years later and AA-as buried in the chapter-house

there.
^

It is interesting to note that, as its remains show, the
church burnt in 1167 was of the same plan and extent
as its successor, but it is not clear why so complete a
reconstruction was necessary. Possibly the large amount
of chalk used in the walling, which would j3artly be
converted into lime by fire, may account for the fact

;

l)ut' the scantiness of the remains, and our lack of

information as to the cause and extent of the fire,

effectually hinder fuller investigation. Adam's anker-
hold, if it escaj^ed the flames, was no doubt destroyed in

^ " Habita ei'go deliberatione, deeimo tanidiu iiiaiisifc iiulusus donee, post
anno administrationis suiE cedens, apiid septum auiioruin curricula, ecclesia s\ib

Wattonam, novum tunc virgiiium ipia mxnebat combureretur, et ipse ab
monasterium, intendens deiuceps soli igne extractus ad monas-terium siuim de
Deo tacare ac anacboreticam vitam Melsa est reversus." Chronica de Melsa,
pr>t'eligens ducere, Be conclusit. Ibique (Rolls Scries 43j, i. 107.
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the rebuildiiio-. There is nothing . to show where it

was.

Before leaving the church, it should he noticed that a

hn-o-e mass of masonry, apparently of the thirteenth

century, has been added at the north-east angle of the

presbytery. It may have served merely as a butti-ess,

but its size rather indicates the base of a stair turret.

The north-west corner of the transejDt. has been also

strengthened by an added buttress.

There can be little doubt that the building just

described formed the ecclesia sanctimonialimn of the

Statutes. The main or northern division served as the

nuns' church and had their quire under the crossing,

with probably the quire of the sisters in the nave.

The aisle or southern division served as the quire of

the canons, probably with the quire of the conversi in

its western half. Between the two presbyteries was (1)

an archway for the passage of processions, etc. and

(2) a turn through which the nuns could take holy

water and receive the pax and be communicated. The
north transejjt may have been the place provided in

the church where the sick nuns could be anointed, and
it no doubt contained a staircase from the nuns' dorter

to enable them to come directh^ into church for the

night offices.

Next to the transejat, into which there was a door-

way from it, was a chamber 12 feet wide and twice as

long, with an entrance from the cloister, but the west
wall has been destroyed. This was probably the

auditorium or parlour, where sucli necessary conversa-

tion might be carried on as was forbidden in the

cloister. It had no eastern door.

The capitulum or chapter-house, which adjoined

the parlour, was GG feet long and 23 feet wide. Its

entrance from the cloister has been utterly destroyed,

and just within it a lime-kiln measuring 12 feet by 10

feet has ])een made, no doubt- soon after the Supj)res-

sion, for converting into lime the chalk of whicli so

mucli of tlie walls was Iniilt. The rest of the area is

filled many feet deep witli fallen rubbish, but we ascer-

tained that it had a tiled floor and had been roofed in

one sj)an. At a distance of 5^ feet from the east wall
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was a raised dais, 7 Inches liiyli, paved with tile.

Along the south Mall was a hench tahle, 18 inches high
and the same in width, built of chalk ; it had no step

in -front. Along the north wall a different arrangement
prevailed. Here a step 13 inches high and 2^ feet

Avide led up to a bench table IG inches high and 18

inches wide, all Imilt of chalk. How these differing

levels were retiu-ned across the east end is doubtful,

owing to the destruction of the wall there. The
imusual variation in the treatment of the side benches
is not easy to account for, unless the nuns during chapter

sat on the north and the novices lacing them on the
south. The exterior of the south wall was built of brick

with stone courses.

The remains of the north wall suggest that the
chapter-house has been lengthened by about one-third,

probably in the fourteenth century.

From the chaj)ter-house there extended northward a

vaulted undercroft of five bays, about 90 feet long and
23|- feet Made, diA'ided into t^vo alleys by a central roM^

of octagonal pillars. It had been so ruined that only

the lower parts of its south end and east side and a

fragment of the M^est side i-emained, and from these, and
the bases of three of the pillars, the probable extent of

the undercroft has been laid down on plan. The east

M^all had in the second bay from the chapter-house a

recess like a fireplace, and there were doorways from
without in the third and fifth bays. This last bay
seems to have been cut off" from the rest by a cross

wall. There Avere also indications of a Avail haA^ng
extended westM^ards from the base of the second jDillar,

and round the base Avere some remains of brick paA^ng.

Both the doorways noted aboA^e had stepped sills. If

there was an entrance from the cloister it must haA^e

been in the second l)ay.

The building just described probably serA^ed, at any
rate as regards its southern end, as the ccdcfactorium or

warming-house, Avhere the nuns might come and Avarm
themselves in Avinter ; and this is to some extent borne
out by the discoA^ery of pieces of coal and charcoal on
the floor leA^el. Owing to the comjDlete destruction of
the rest of the building there is nothing to shoAv to
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what use it was put, or whether and how it was further

subdivided. There was probably a passage through

the third bay.

Over all the buildings described above, from the

church northwards, was the usual place of the

dormitorium or dorter. It would thus have been nearly

120 feet long and have also extended over the chapter-

liouse.

Nothing whatever of it remains, nor is there anything

to show how it was approached.

Some indications of a transverse building at the

north end suggest that the reredorter, of which there

are no other remains, occupied that j)Osition.

The whole of the north side of the cloister was
covered by the refectoriuiiv or frater. Like the dorter

it was on the first floor, but there is none of it left.

Some idea of its jDlan and extent can be gained from
the scanty remains of the undercroft or cellars upon
which it stood. These remains consist of portions of

four buttresses and as many doorways of the south wall,

and some rough foundations of the north wall. When
laid down on plan they show^ that the subvault was
ten bays long, and divided into two alleys by a central

row of pillars, some of the bases of which remained.

The two end bays were narrower than the others and
probably served as passages through the range, which
was 90 feet long and 20 feet broad internally. Of the

four remaining doorways, one opened out of the western
passage into the cloister ; the other three led from the
cloister into the frater subvault. The doorway next to

this western j^assage, from its position in the range,

most likely opened u})on a flight of steps leading up to

the frater. The j)illars of the subvault were octagonal
with the angles indented, and rising directly from flat

bases 20^ inches square.

Tnnnediately to the west of the frater, in the angle
formed l)y it and tlie western range, was the kitchen.

It was an ()])long building about 30 feet long and 19
feet wide, standing detached from and not quite square
witli the main building. As in other cases, the extent
and arrangements of the kitchen can only ]je recovered
by laying down on 2)laii its few lemaining fragments.
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These consisted of the touudjitioii of part of the iiortli

wall, with the lieartli of a tire})lace, a length of west
wall, and the south-east angle. The firejDlace was
iibout 7 feet wide, and innnediately to tlie west of it

were the remains of a stone bench, 13^ inches wide,

against the wall. There were some doubtful indications

of anotlier fireplace ojjposite. The w^est wail had a plintli

.alona' it, and as a short leno-th of similar wall was fouiid

in place about 7 feet east of it, it seems as if a passage

thdt width had been cut off fi-om the kitchen pi-opei'.

In' the eastern end of the kitchen a sjjace 4 feet

wide seems also to have been partitioned off, probably to

form a service department. The east wall is too far

•destroyed to retain any remains of a doorway, but as

there was one opposite in the west walP of the frater

range, which w^as only a few feet distant, it is probable

that meals were served into the entry there and con-

veyed thence up to the frater. The kitchen was most
likely entered from the passage west of it, and this in

turn no douljt extended southwards to the western block
rf )f 1 )uildinp:s.

To the north of the passage were some offices with
Avliich it communicated, but of these only some scanty
brick foundations remained.

From the kitchen to the church, and covering liie

west side of the cloister, was a range of buildinp's

112 feet long and about 24 feet wide, with a return

westwards near its south end. Circumstances did not
})ermit a complete excavation of this, and only the outer
walls could l)e traced.

From variations in the thickness of these, it is clear

that the range consisted of an L-shaped block which did
not extend as far as the church, but was connected
therewith by a building with thinner walls.

Tlie entrance was in the north end of the west wall,

tlnough a porch about 13 feet wide, but of uncertain
projection, in Avhich Avoidd also be the door to the
kitchen entr}^ The north side of this j^orch was
represented by a foundation 8 feet wide in continuation
"f tlie north end of the range, Avhich Avas only 4J feet

' This could not be fully opened out because of a tree.
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tliick, and probably contained the staircase to the iii)|)er

story.

There was no other doorway in the west wall of the

ran;L;'e.

On the cloister side there were certainly two door-

A\avs into the basement, and breaches in the wall may
indicate two others. One of these ojDenings is at the

north end ; the other is between the tM'o doorways.

The n< rthern of the doorways has a much woi-n sill.

These entrances show tliat the l)asement was di\ided

into a series of chambers, but no traces of the partition

Malls were met with, nor anything- to show that the

bavs were vaulted. The remains of the western

extension of the range were too fragmentary to enable

anything definite to be made out about it.

In default of other evidence as to the arrangements

of a Gilliertine house it is imcertain to what use

this western range was put. The basement was j^jro-

bably in part a storeplace, but it may also have included

an outer ])arlour where the nuns could talk witli their

relations luider the conditions already noticed. The
rest of it was most likely occupied by the lay sisteis,

who, it must be remembered, were secluded like the

nuns ; and as it was one of their duties to attend to

guests, the upper story of the range probably served, at

any rate in part, as the liospitimn or guest-house,* as ^ell

as the dorter of the lay sisters.

The ground story or basement of the buikling

l)etween the western range and the clnuch had a

doorway from without in the west wall and another
on the east intct the cloister. Both doorways are placed

as far north as possible, as if opening into a narr(»w

passage cut off from the rest of the I'oom. This area

south of the ])assage probably contained a staircase from

the u])})er floor to give the lay sisters direct access to the

cliurcli, but owing to the ruined condition of the south

wall nothing definite can be said on this point. There
are the remains, however, in the south-east corner, of a

chalk foundation which may have served to support the

' " Sororcs tainou liospitihus scrviaiit, opus f'ueril;, non iiioniules." liiafUii-

C't ill lipspitio iiiiiiistrcnt ; et res liospitii (ioiies ad moniales Ordinis jJ^i'tinoifex,

fiisttKliniit ; ft ill lior^picio jaci-aiit cuui Ciiji. xxxiv.
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stair. It has already been pointed out that tiiere was
a wide doorway into the room from the church.

The upper stoiy^ probably contained an oratory for

the use of guests, who were not allowed to enter the

imns' church. They apparently might hear the service

from a gallery or closet, but were to withdraw before

the nuns left their places so as to avoid being seen.^

There is nothing; to show where the nuns' infirmarv

stood.

From a doorway in the middle of the east wall of the

dorter subvault a covered passage about 5 feet wide
with thin walls led eastwards for about 80 feet to a small

building of doubtful dimensions of which only some
scanty fragments remained. These consisted of a wall

crossing the passage, with another projecting from it

eastwards, the sill of a wide doorway with two steps on

its east side, and a further length of wall going south-

wards, from which other walls extended westwards.

As the building stood midway between the two cloisters

it probably also communicated with the eastern or

canons' cloister by another passage leading directly to

it, but this had been entirely destroyed.

From the building occupying such a position it is

likely that it formed the domus fenestrae or window-
house. This seems to have contained a very small

window [fenestra j^^^'^'vula) at which conversation ^vas

carried on between the nuns and canons, and a great

turning window {inagnafenestra versatilis) through which
food and other things could be passed. The opening

of this window was to be less than 2 feet in height

and width by three fingers' breadth all romid, or about

18 inches square.""^ The window-house must have con-

sisted of at least two chambers, one for the two nuns who
waited at the window, the other for the canon [frater

fenestrae) who attended on the other side, with the turn

and window in the partition wall.

" Hospitales vei'o sororcs, in ora- - "Fenestrae aiitem versatiles, per

torium iutroducere hospites possimt, qiias eybaria coniiuuiiiter eraittuntur,

liospitibus paratnm ; diim nioniales vix duorum pedum fiant in altitudine

debitum liorarum persolverint, set re- vel in latitudiue, videlicet trium digi-

dueant eas antequam de choro exeant." tormn latitndine ablata hinc et inde."

Institutiones ad moniales Ordinis per- Iiistitiiliones ad iiionia/es Ordinis ptr-

tiiienfes, Cap. xxxiv. tinentes, Cap. ^i.

c 2
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Tlie Willi mentioned above as crossing the nuns' pas

saoe extended southwards for nearly 50 feet. It then

deflected a little to the west for 'M^ feet, and finally

(•ontinued with a further deflection westwards for 52 feet

to the north-east angle of the nuns' church. The wall

was throughout of a uniform thickness of about 2 1 feet,

with a plintli on both sides. In the section next the

church Avas another doorway. The space enclosed by the

wall Into which this led was })i'obably the nvuis' cemetery.

It seems to have been subdivided in later times by a thin

ashlar Mall extending obliquely across it from north to

south, just In front of the chapter-hovise. The object of

this wall Is not apparent, mdess It was to shut out

a possible vlew^ of the nuns from the late fifteenth

century addition to the prioi-s lodging on the south-

east.

The Canons' Court.

The buildings of the canons' court, so far as they have
been traced, consisted of a cloister 100 feet square, sur-

romided by vaulted alleys 14 feet ^vlde, having on the

east the dorter, above an undercroft containing the

chapter-house, parlour, warming-house, etc. on the south
the chapel, on the w^est the hall, and on the north the
frater, which stood partly over the north alley of the

ololste)- and partly over a vaulted undercroft parallel

with It. Attached to the soutli-west angle of the cloister

was the prior's lodging. The sites of the kitchen, the
Infirmary, and some niinoi- offices have not been re-

covered.

The entrance into the cloister was by a doorway (Plate

11, fig. 1) with two much -worn ste})s. In the north-west
corner, in front of w^hich a further series of five steps,

segmental In jjlan and projecting into the alley, led down
to the cloister level (Plate III.). The west wall in which
the doorway w^as set has been destroyed almost to its

footings, but a short length remained jnst to the south
of the entrance, Avith the attached l)ases of the shafts that
can-led an arcli which here s])anned the alley on the line

of the garth north wall (Plate II. tig. 2).

The noi-th wall of the cloister remained to a helirht of
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several feet for most of its lengtli. It was built of ashlar

throughout, and (li\i(le(l into seven bays by the vaultiiii;'

shafts, which stood upon a stone bench, but that in the

north-west corner was placed on top of tlie steps there.

The plan of the shafts and tlie section of the vaulting-

ribs are shown in Plate 11. iig. 3. The vault was a

simple one with diagonal, transverse, and wall ribs. The
surface of the bencli table in the seventh or westernmost
bay is greatly worn. In the next, or sixtli bay, the j^lace

of the bench was taken by a richly decorated lavator}'.

This was recessed into the wall, and had an ashlar base
with eleven moiddefl (piati-efoil panels, above which pro-

jected the bason. This had a lovely row of four-leaved

flowers along the front and bevelled ends, and was no
doubt lined with lead. From the bason a down pipe

carried off the waste water. Behind the bason was a

ledge to carry tlie cistern ; only the ends of this

remained.' The lavatory was surmoinited l)y a canopy
of unusual richness, with a diaj^er of four-leaved flowers

like those on the bason, painted alternately red and
white with gold centres, and a crocketed pediment with
the ball-flower in the hollow of the mouldings, also

decorated with colour. Some of the larger fragments,-

many of whicli were found buried in the rul)bish, are

shown in the accompanying illustration (Plate IV.).

The three bays l^eyond the lavatory were blank. In

the second bay was a doorway, of which the west jamb
only remained, and beyond this the wall had been de-

stroyed. The doorway opened into a narrow underci'oft

of eight bays, parallel with the cloister alley, and vaulted
throughout with simple groining springing from half-

octagon vaulting shafts. The plan and section of these

and the vaulting ribs are shown on Plate II. fig. 6.

The wall dividing the undercroft from the cloister was
only 21 inches thick.

The east alley was also seven bays long, but it diflered

from the north in having neither bench table nor vault-

ing shafts. For a little more than half its length the

• For plan and section, see Plate IT. be properly kept and appreciated, they
figs. 4 and 5. were all carefully packed in the laratory

- In the absence of any local museinn recess and buried again for their better
where these beautiful fragments could preservation.
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wall had been greatly ruined, l)ut the sides of a doorway

opening eastwards were left in the first bay. In the

fourth and fifth bays Avere two other doorways placed

side bv side ; they were both alike, and apparently of

some architectural pretensions. Each was of four orders,

carried by a group of shafts, the bases of Avhich remained

in good condition, and had stepped sills (Plate V. and

plan and sections, Plate II. fig. 7). Beyond the door-

ways the wall was found standing to a height of about

4 feet as far as the angle, but there were no other open-

ings in it.

Of the south alley we were not able, on account of

modern buildings, to trace more than a short length of

wall towards the east. This had a doorway in the first

bay into the chapel. Between the first and second bays

was a group of shafts like those adjoining the entry in

the western wall, to carry an arch over the cloister alley.

To the west of the shafts pai-t of a bench table i-emained

against the wall.

The wall towards the gaith has been completely

destroyed, but we uncovered the plinth of one of the

Ijuttresses on the north side, from which the cloister

has been laid down on plan. The alleys seem to have

been 14 feet wide thi-ougliout.

Before noticing the remains of the buildings which
surrounded the canons' cloister, it will be useful to refer to

the survey^ that was made of them, for the sake of the

lead, before they were dismantled.

This survey formed one of a series, of wliich the others

are at present lost, since the covering sheet is endorsed,
" A view of superfiuous howses covered w' leade in the

Estridinge."

The document is imdated, but for reasons presently to

be given it was probably drawn up shortly after the

suppression of the priory in December, 1539. It enu-
merates the various buildinii-s, with their rouo-h dimensions
111 ytirds, to which I have ajjpended for convenience, in

Ijiackets, their equivalents in feet.

Tlie text of tlie survey is as follows :

V. K. O. Excli. Q. R. A int. Misc , Rental:^ and Surveys i^.
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Ksfe Hydiiii^'c in

Com Eboi"

TIio DorLoiirc

Tin- Chapell

The olde dinyn^'

chamber
'I' he olde liaull

ij Chambers caullld

the haull side

The haull staires

The old KytLihen

A littill Chapell io}'!!-

iiige to the olde

Dinyng chambre
Tlie entrie leading

( )ut of the dortoure

to the Jakis house
The [Jakis house

strnck unt} haull

syde leades

The lytill garner in

the yarde
The ffrater

The Jakis house

Wati'ux.

'i'hc vewo and Certiticate ot" all suche super-

fluous hovvses coveryd wytlie leade as doo
at this Instant reiuayn at the late p'orie of

Watton in the Countie affoi-esaide.

viz. [Feet]

Fyrste the Doi'ter in xxxvij"' yeardes [HI]

xij yeardes di.

"' yeardesXXXV

L

length e

Item in Bredfchc or

depthe
Item the Chapell in

lengthe

Item in depth
Item in lengthe

Item in Depthe
Item in lengthe
Item in depthe
Item in lengthe

Item in depthe
Item in LJredthe

Item in lengthe

Item about the Same in gut- 1

ters and Spowtes wyfche

an olde RoufFe over the

entrye leading tt'rom tlie

oute jDarte of the hauUe to

the said Kyttchen con-

teine by estimacon

Item in lengthe vj yeardes
Item in Bi'edthe iiij yeai'des

X yeardes
xiij yeardes di,

ix yeai'des

xxxj"' yeardes
xij yeardes di.

xx'*' yeardes
vij yeardes di.

V yeardes di.

V yeardes di.

[lOS]

[30]

[•27]

[931

[60]

[221]

j ffuthers leade

Item in lengthe
Item in Bredthe

Item in lengthe
Item in

Item in

Item in

Item in

Item Bi
Item in

Item in

bredthe

lengthe
Bredthe
lengthe
edthe
lengthe

Bredthe

V yeardes di.

iiij yeardes di.

xxvij*'' yeardes

V yeardes di.

xviij"' yeardes
vij yeai'des

xxxv"' yeardes
xj yeardes di.

vij yeardes di.

iiij yeardes

[18]

[12]

[161]
[13ij

[SI]

[161]

[.54]

[211

[1051
[341]

[221]

[12]

The dimensions given do not i'e})resent the actual

lengtli and hreadth of each chaniher, but the roughly
paced measurements for the valuation of tlie lead. In

tlie longer dimensions these are always a few feet slioit
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of the actual lengths, as iii the liater, doiter, and cliapeL

l»\it the shorter widths agree more closely with tlie

prohable measurements between the j^arapets, or, if in

excess of this, M-ith the sum of the slopes of a ridged

roof. Buildings covered -Anth other than lead roofs are

nf>t included in the Survey.

The first of the buildinp-s p-iven in the list is the

canons' dormitoriuin or dorter. This no doubt formed

the upper stoiy of the eastern range, which w^as 118 feet

long and 29j feet wide, but there is nothing to indicate

the place of the stair by which it was reached. Nor can

Me at present locate the "" entrie leading out of the

dortoure to the Jakis house " or reredorter, but it was
most likely at the north end. The " Jakis house " was
22|- feet long and 12 feet wide, and the entry to it

16^ feet long and 13|^ feet wide.

The doitei" stood uj)on a vaulted undercroft with a

central row of columns, extending northward for eight

bays from the south-east angle of the cloister. This sub-

vault was divided b}^ partition walls into at least f(nn-

apartments.

The nortliernmost was most likely a cellar or store

];lace. It was entered from the cloister by the doorwa}'
in tlie first bay of the east alley, and was three bays
long. The vault, which was quadripartite with moulded
ribs, was carried by the central row of cohmms and hx
clustered shafts against the walls (Plate II. fig. 8). It

had not any wall ribs.

I'he next two bays j)robal>ly served as the cedefactoriurn

or warming-house, w^here a fire was provided in winter
for the canons to warm themselves at. It was entered
by a doorway in its south-west angle.

The fifth bay had a doorway from the cloister and also

another on the east. It probably formed the auditorium
(»r parlour, where such conversation might be carried on
as was forbidden in the cloister. It also served as a

l)assage to the infirmary jind as a lobby to the remaining
bays to the south, which weie entered from it.

These bays were originally jjiolonged eastward to form
one large apartment 47 feet long and 29^^ feet wide,
whicli no doubt was tlie canons' chapter-house, but tlie

eastern dixision was pulled (l(»wn after the Suppression
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and tlie arches opeuiiii;' into it walled up. Tliese arclies

were of tNX'o orders carried by nioidded piers, tlie section

of which is shown in Plate II. fig. 9. The chapter-

house had a stone bench against the AX'alls, whicli was
also extended along' the west end of the lol)l)y as far as

the doorway there. Upon the bench stood the vaulting

shafts, as in the north alley of the cloister. The absence

of a western entrance into tlie cliapter-house is most
unusual, and the arrangement can only be compared with

the somewhat similar one of the chapter-house of the

canons of St. George's chapel in Windsor Castle, built in

1360, which stood nortli and south with the entrance at

the north-west corner.

The eastern range abuts on the south • against the

canons' chapel, the next Imilding mentioned in the

Survey, M'hicli covered six of the bays of the south alley

of the cloistei". It was an aisleless parallelogram

measuring 11 4|^ feet in length by 24^ feet in width, with
certainly one (Plate II. fig. 10) and probably t\vo door-

ways from the cloister alley. The lower j)art of its south

wall and part of the west wall remain above ground, and
together with the base of the east front, are of the same
fourteenth centiny work as the northern and eastern

ranges of Imildings,' but the north wall is much thicker

than the others and evidently formed part of an older

structui-e.

Of the arrangements of the chapel we have no evidence,

but a curious projection and thickening at the north end
of the east Avail, and a setting back of the adjoining-

section of the north wall, may point to the position here

of a staircase from the dorter, which would thus have a

doorway at its foot into the cloister. From an existing

springer in the soutli wall it is clear that there was a

vaulted ante-chapel in the western end, j^robably to

support a galleiy^ wdiere guests might attend the services.

A doorway, which is still in use, ojjened into the ante-

chapel from without on the south, and to the west of

tliis was another doorway, or more likely window, noA\'

l)locked. Above these is a pointed door"\vay which
opened soutliwards from the gallery on to a building

^ The plintlis of tlie l)uildiiigs arc shown in seetiou on Phite TI. fig;;. II

and 12.
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outside, to be ineiitioiied below. Tbere seems also to

liave been a doorway into the ante-chapel in its north-

west corner, but this Avas afterwards walled up.

Alter the cha})el tlie Survey mentions the " olde

dinyng chamber." This must refer to the fourteenth

century building, which is still complete, attached to the

chapel on the south-west. It is three stories high, and
consists of (i) a basement 39|^ feet long and 19|- feet wide,^

vaulted in two bays with sim|)le groining sjiringing from

carved corbels
;

(ii) a large chamber of the same dimen-
sions on the first floor, lighted by a wide square-headed

west window of five lights ; and (iii) an upper story

lighted by a two-liglit s([uare-headed window, also in the

\vest waW. a circular stair or vice, now blocked, in the

so\ith-west ano-le jiave access from the basement to

the upper floors, and in the north-west angle Avere the

ixarderobes. All thi-ee stories are now subdivided by
modern partitions into A'arious apartments, but there can

be little doul)t that the large room on the first floor was
the ''olde dinyng chamber," with a cellar or servants'

apartment below and sleeping accommodation above.

The old roof was probably a nearly flat one covered with
lead, as the dimensions given, 40^ feet by 27 feet, are

those l)etween gable to gable and from side to side. The
})resent roof is of higli pitch, covered with slate. The
two gables may have been built just after the sujDpres-

sion. The absence of oriiifinal wind()^^^s on the east is

owmg to the clia])el l)eing there.

On the east side of the block just described, and
extending along the south wall of the chapel, are some
traces of a late fifteenth or early sixteenth century
gallery or am1)ulatory 12 feet wide, like an open cloister

alley, vaulted in scpiare bays with a lierne vault, the
shafts and springers of which remain in the first bay.

It I mist liave had a flat roof, or one of very low pitch,

since a doorway o])ened on to it from the cha2)el gallerv.

Its ])ur])ose and extent are alike doubtful.

< )f the next four buildings mentioned in the Survey,
viz. the "oulde haull," "

ij Chambers canllid the haull
side," the /' haull staires," and the "old Kytchen," there

' Tliis liatt in the cast wsill a liitc 'Jiidor doorway with carved spandrels,
hut all its other oiienings are Diuth'rii.
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are no remains. Tlie old liall, since it liad stairs to it,

probably stood upon a vaulted basement or cellar. It

most likely formed the western range of buildings, and
if the lines of the north wall of the chapel and of the

north side of tlie cloister garth be pi'oduced westwards,

a hall of the length given, 81 yards from gable to gable,

would just fill the space. Its width Avas apparently the

same as the eastern range.

The chambers called the " haull side," and the stairs,

pi'obably abutted against the west side of the hall, the

former at the south end, the stairs at the north. The
latter would thus open into the screens, whence there

was an " entrye leading ffrom the oute parte of the

hauUe " to the " old kytchen," which probably stood

semi-detached on the north. The dimensions of neither

entry nor kitchen are given.

The western range of buildings stood on a higher level

than the cloister, lience the steps i]i the north-west

angle of the latter.

The north-west corner of the " olde dinyng chamber"
])lock does not seem to have had any building against

it, and the old hall must therefore have stood away from
it as suggested on the plan. But against the eastern

half of the block there was clearly a two-storied building.

The lower story was vaulted,' and probably served as an
entry into the cloister. The upper story formed the
" littill Chapell ioyninge to the olde Dinyng chambre,"

next mentioned in the Survey, the roof dimensicins of

which exactly agree with those of a building fitted in

here. The little chapel had probably west and nortli

windows, and must have been entered from the old

dining chamber which it adjoined, although there are

now no signs of a doorway.
The next item in the Survey ^^'hich concerns us is

" the haull syde leades." There can be little doubt that

this enti-y refers to the west side of the cloister, which
adjoined the hall, and the length given, 27 yards, or 81

feet, is almost exactly that from the little chapel north-

wards to tlie north end of the hall, while the width, oh
yards, or 16|^ feet, is the extreme breadth of the cloister

alley.

' One of tlie wall ribs of the vault may still be seen.
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Both the liaU ;iiid hall side ended northwards against

the fi-ater, whicli is the last of the claustral Imildings

mentioned in the list.

The nsual place for the frater was against that side of

the cloister which was remote from the church, and the

dimensions given, a length of 35 yards and a hreadth of

\lj yards, enahle us to assign it this position here. In

most houses of canons the frater stood upon an under-

croft, which served as cellarage, hut in this instance the

sulnault was only half the width of the frater, which
nuist, therefore, have extended southwards over the

north alley ot the cloister. The thinness of the cloister

wall on this side is thus accounted for, since it had
merely to help to support the frater floor.

The fratei- was no douht reached by a continuation oP
the steps in the north-west angle of the cloister. Its

total length was 111|^ feet, and its breadth 28f feet, but

the westei'nmost l)ay woidd be cut off to form the screens,

leaving seven bays clear to form the frater pro23er ; its

position over the cloister enabled it to be well lighted

from Iwtli sides.

According to the Statutes, the food served in the
canons' frater was cooked in the nuns' kitchen and passed
through tlie turn in the window-house. As this kitchen

at Wattc)n was 350 feet away from the frater, it is

difficult to see how the dishes were kept hot during such
a journey, especially with the additional delay midway
while they were being passed through the turning-

window. It is, therefore, not surprising to find, as we
do from tlie Siu-vey, that the canons had a kitchen of
their own, which no doubt served the frater as well as

the old hall. Its possible position is indicated on the
})lan.

Of tiie last of tlie Imildings mentioned in the Survey
wliich have not been noticed, the "lytill garner in the
yarde," we know nothing beyond the dimensions of its

roof, 54 feet by 21 feet. It was perhajjs placed to close

in the west side of a yard next the old hall, and so

li«-l])ed to sliut out the view of the nuns' cloister.

It has now been shown that tlie Survey includes all

the buildings round the cloister, but it makes no mention
«'f the east and soiitli alleys, pioba'bly because they were
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roofed with tile or slate instead ot" lead, nor of the re-

mainder of the existing house upon the site.

This may now be described.

The house in question consists of three blocks : (i) that
on the north already noticed luider the name of the
'' olde dinyng chamber;" (ii) a smaller and later block to

the south ; and (iii) a larger and still later block on the

west.

The smaller block is a three-storied camera of the

fifteenth century, standing east and west against the

south wall of the fourteenth century Ijlock. The
Avindows have been modernised and the interior sub-

divided, but there is little difficidty in making (^nt its

arrangements. On the ground floor was a room 27 feet

long and 15|- feet wide, with a fireplace in the south

Avail, Avhich also contained one or more AvindoAvs.^ The
•east Avail had a small loop in its north end, but Avas for

the most overlapped externally by a half-octagon ])ro-

jection Avhich contained a stair to the first floor ; this

projection was also continued southwards to contain a

garderobe shaft from the upj^er chamber. On the first

floor Avas a i-oom of the same size as that beloAv, but in

later times the west end was probably partitioned ofl*,

as noAV, to allow of communication between the three
•divisions of the house ; it had a garderobe in the south-

east corner and Avas lighted by square-headed Avind(^AAs

in the south wall. The third story seems to be of later

(late, and Avas pei'haps added AA^hen the Avestern block

Avas built. The present high-pitched I'oof is coA'ered

with slate.

The Avestern Aving, milike the others, Avhich are for the
most part of ashlar, is built throughout of brick As-ith

stone dressings. It now consists of a three-storied block,

standing north and south, Avith large octagonal turrets at

the AA^estern angles and a lesser turret at the sontli-east

•corner containing the staircase. Projecting from tlie

AA^est front toAA^ards its northern end is a handsome two-
storied oriel.

The house had formerly a wing at the south end, also

of tlu'ee stcn'ies, projecting from it westwards j ust nortl)

' Tlie present windows are modern.
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of'tlie tiiiTet,Mnit it was taken dcnvii about 1840, and
all traces of the junction carefully etfficed.

The ground floor and the first stor}" of the existing

block were identical in plan. Each consisted of a hall

52^ feet long and 19f feet wide, with a panelled arch

opening into the oriel. In the middle of the east wall

was a fireplace, and in the south-east angle was a door-

way into the vice, which extends from the ground floor

to the roof The other turrets had small chambers on

each flooi". The south-west turret j^i'obably contained

the garderobes. The turret windows are original, but

the others are modern, and it is doubtful how far they

repi-esent the older ones. The oriel was ceiled and not

vaulted. The third story is a huge attic, amply lighted

bv large and original five-light windows at each end, and
^Jrobably served as a dormitory. Externally this western

block is greatly overgrown with ivy, which of course

obscures many interesting architectural features, but it

is fortunately kept clear of the oriel. This is one of the

finest examples of its kind in the country (Plate YL).
It is semi-octagonal in plan, with a moulded plinth, and
has in each side two two-light square-headed windows,
one above the other, separated by a band of panelled

ashlar. On the angles are slender buttresses of five

stages. These end under a parapet, enriched by a con-

tinuous series of traceried panels. The eflect of the

M^iole, which is in jierfect preservation, is enhanced bv
the carved figui-es jjrojecting as gargoyles below the

parapet on the four free angles. The present roof is a
])yramidal one covered with green slate.

There can be little doul)t that the existing house
formed the prioi's catmnxi or lodging. In the fourteenth

century it consisted of the northern block only, but in

the next century this was enlarged by the southern
block. About the end of the fifteenth century the
western T)l()ck was added.

It will be noticed that the Survey mentions the
" oulde haull," tlie " olde dinyng chamber," and the
" ()ld kytchen," but says nothing about a new hall, etc.

If sucli existed, as we may certainly assume they did,

' See the cngvaviiif; in G. Oliver, Town and Mini.iff-r of Bevf-rlei/ in ihc
The Hixlorif and Aniiqi'itiex of the Cutinln of York (L'everlej, lS2y), 529.
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these must have formed part of some Imildliig" of in(»re

recent date which was not one of those deemed t(» he

superfluous. The western hlock of the existing house is

exactly such a Imilding as meets these re(|uirements.

The ground floor formed tlie '' new hall," the hall ahove

it " the new dining chamher," while the " new kitchen
"

and its appendages formed the gromid story of tlie

destroyed west wing. This opened directly into the

screens at the soutli end of the hall, whence the

stair in the south-east cornei- enahled the service to he

readily extended when necessary to the dining chamher
above.

As the acconnnodation afforded by the three blocks

forming the prior's lodging nuTst have been somewhat
in excess of what was needed by himself and his

household, it may be concluded that he also lodged

here, as was usual, persons of quality who were the

guests of the monastery. The ordinary guests of the

middle class would of course be housed by the cellarer in

the old hall and the chambers forming the " hall side."

The canons' infirmary has yet to be sought for, either

eastwards of their cloister, which is the more likely place,

and where there is plenty of room for it, or south of

their chapel.

One other point on which light is wanted is the way
by which the canons went from their cloister to the

great church, where their quire was in the south aisle.

If the " hall side " stood where suggested in the plan

the canons might have left the cloister by the entry

under the little chapel, and traversed a pentise extend-

ing along the hall end and " hall side " and thence to

the south-east angle of the church and round to a

doorway in the south wall. We have of course no

evidence of this course, but it is not easy to suggest a

simple alternative, and in view of the fondness for

pentises in religious houses it may have l)een that

actually adopted. The space between such a jDentise

and the nuns' cemetery wall would serve for the canons'

cemetery.

The Survey makes no mention of any building that

could have been used by the conversi, and there is no
accommodation for them in the canons' cloister. Possibly
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1)V the time tlie latter was relniilt tlie rojivcrsi, as anioiig

the Cistercians, liad *;iveii place to hired servants who
for the most ])art lived at the granges. Ifany such were

lodged in the priory their quarters have yet to he found.

The outer coiu't of the ])riory nnist have been on the

north, and the entrance to it on the west where the lane

now called the Avenue abuts on the precinct. There are

no remains of the gatehouse nor of any of the buildings,

such as the stables, bakehouse, brewh(juse, etc. that

usually stood in the outer court. The only building now
on the site is a long range of stabling, etc. standing east

and Mest, to the north of tlie present house, and known
locally as the Nunnery. It is a picturesque two-storied

.structure with four-centred doorways and square-headed

windows, Imilt entirely of brick and roofed with tile,

but is apparently of a date subsequent to the sujjpression

of the priory.

The north side of the outer court is bounded by a

rinniing stream, which rises somewhere to the north-

west, and also furnished a branch that once formed

the western boundary of the pi-ecinct. After traversing

the north side it bends southwards at a light angle

and passes luider the building described al)ove through a

wide archway. It I'eappears a few yards soutli of this,

but after skirting the base of an old wall for about
l;^0 feet it is covered over and runs through a stone

tunnel l)eneatli the canons' buildino-s, finally emermnii;

from under the south end of the present house. It thence

continues southwards and discharges into another stream
which bounds the precinct on the south along Clnu'ch

Lane.

Previous to the buildini*- of the A\estern block of

the prior's lodging the stream Avas open there, and
spanned by a bridge. This was not destroyed when
the block was added, but the parapets \vere removed
and the bi-idge utilised as part of the tvnmel. It

measures 10 feet across, with a sj)an of 11 feet, and
is ribbed beneath in a manner characteristic of the
fourteenth century, to wliicli pei'iod it beloiiirs.

The fate of the priory buildings at the Suppression
is not easy to make out. It is clear from a letter

.addressed to Cromwell on I sth ]\Iaich, 1539-40, by
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Robert Holgate, l)ishop of Llandaff, wlio lield the

priory in commendarn, and surrendered it in December,
1539, that he had ajDpHed for a grant of it to him
fojL- life.^ The result was the issue of letters patent,

dated IGth July, 32 Henry VIII. (1540), granting to

Robert, bishop of Llandaff and lord president of the
Council of the North, " totum illud nuper Monasterium
sive Prioratum nostrum de Watton in Comitatu nostro

Ebor. Ac etiam totum dictum scitum fundum circuitum

et precinctum ac ecclesiam ejusdem nuj^er Monasterii

sive Prioratus,"- together with divers manors and other

properties. But " omnia et singula debita Catalla bona
mobilia et immobilia dicto nuper Monasterio sive

Prioratui de Watton predicto tempore dissolucionis

ejusdem spectantia sive pertinentia tam ea que predictus

Episcopus nuper Commendatorius et ejusdem loci

Conventus adtunc possidebant quam ea que obligacione

vel alia quacumque de causa ij)sis vel dicto Monasterio
sive Prioratui quoquomodo debebantur ornamentis
jocalibus et vasis argenteis ad dicta officia psallendis

cultumque divinum in ecclesia principali sive majori de
Watton predicta vocata the Nmmes Churche infra idem
nuper Monasterium destinatis occupatis seu positis necnon
omnibus edificijs tectis plumbo et Campanis ejusdem
ecclesie principalis et aliorum edificiorum infra circuitum

et precinctum Monasterii ibidem nobis semper et omnino
salvis et reservatis."'

It will be seen that this grant makes over the precinct

and the church, probably the canons' chapel, to Holgate,
but reserves to the king all the jewels and ornaments
used in the principal or greater church, called the nuns'

church, as well as all buildings covered with lead and
the bells of the principal church and whatever others

there were.

Surveys were no doubt thereupon made of what
l)uildings were covered with lead, and considered super-

fluous. That which dealt with the nuns' church and the
buildings attached to it is lost, but the Survey of the

' Letters and Papers, Foreign and ' Public Record Office. Augmenta-
Domestic, of the Reign of Henry TILL. tion Ollico Book 235, if. 13, 14.

XV. No. 362, p. 143.

D
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canons' court luis survived, and the above cited grant

enables it to be approximately dated.

The buildings forming the prior's lodging, although in

part covei"ed with lead, were evidently spared as being a
convenient mansion to live in, while the remainder were
dismantled and eventually demolished.

Holgate was advanced to the archiepiscojjal see of

York in 1545, but deprived early in 1554, and in the

following year he died. The priory of Watton seems,

however, to have reverted to the Crown some time

before, for in 3 Edward VI. (1549), an exchange was
effected between the king and John (Dudley) earl of

Warwick, by which the latter received inter alia " Firma
Scitus sive capitalis mancionis dicti nuper Prioratus [de

AVatton] cum omnibus terris pratis pascuis et pasturis

dominicalibus eidem prioratui jDertinentibus sive expect-

antibus nuper in Manibus et occupacione nuper Prioris

et Conventus ibidem die dissolucionis ejusdem nuper
Prioratus per annum xlij. li."^

This grant was confirmed to John Dudley, as earl of

Northumberland, in 7 EdAvard VI. (1553), in identical

terms. ' After his beheading the same year Watton
again reverted to the Crown on the forfeiture of all his

honours and estates. Its further history does not fall

within the scope of this paper.

In conclusion, 1 nmst express my thanks to Mr.
William Bethell, the owner, and the late Mr. Kichard
Beckitt and Mrs. Beckitt for many kindnesses during

the progress of excavations, and to Mr. William
Stephenson, of Beverley, and Mr. John Bilson, F.S.A.,

for much kind help, I liave to thank Mr. Harold
Braksjjear, F.S.A., who was my companion in 1898,

for the plate of architectural details, for the use of the

photographs rej^roduced as illustrations, and for drawing
the j)lan of the remains of the canons' cloister. For the

rest of the ground plan I am myself responsible.

• p. R. O. rarticuhivs for Grants 3 Edward VI. Augnieiitatiou Office, File 2,046,
2 Ibid. 7 Edwurd VI. FUe 1821.
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AMBER.

By Professor T. M'KENNT HUGHES, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., F.a.S.

There are few natural objects that can compare with
amber for beauty, for historic associations, and for

scientific interest. There are not many things so rest-

fully responsive, so peacefully brilliant, as a collection of

polished amber gleaming in the sun, here gathering its

light into glowing centres, liere reflecting it from small

surfaces within, or there transmitting it on to sur-

rounding objects.

The difliculties that hung round its mode of occur-

rence and the obscurity that enveloped the country
where it was found ; the fabulous accounts of its origin,

and the superstitious beliefs in its virtues ; its known
electric properties, and the remains of what were once
living creatures so strangely enclosed within it—all

united to throw a mystery and an additional charm
around this beautiful substance.

We can understand why a Roman lady would love to

carry a piece of amber about with her to play with.

Men throughout eastern Europe now carry a small string

of beads, often made of amber, to fiddle with, and, as

some have assured me, to assist them in resisting the
excessive longing for smoke, which, like sipping sherry
or breaking up one's bread at dinner, often originates in

the desire to be employed on some mechanical task from
a feeling of unrest or fidgets.

The Boman lady, wishing for an excuse to avert her
eyes, may have looked down at the play of light in the
beautiful object she carried in her hand, may have
changed the subject by calling attention to it, and in

many ways have found it useful. She cannot have
carried it about as scent, for it gives off none at ordinary
temperatures, though it forms an important ingredient in

incense burning, as, for instance, before the shrine of
Mahomet at Mecca, and in the temples of China, where

D 2
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large quantities of it are consumed. She may have hked
the velvety feel of the amber, but it is curious, when one

comes to think of it, how few things there are, except

articles of dress, that are ever carried about to please the

sense of touch, as compared with the number that are

kept about one for the gratification of the other senses.

In the hot summer of Italy she would perhaps have
received more pleasure from the cool relief of holding a

piece of rock crystal or carnelian in her hand.

The ancients regarded with interest the strange

inclusion of what once were living things in this trans-

parent substance, and attached great value to good
specimens of amber with insects in it. But their

mythology shows that the derivation of amber from the

resin of trees was understood and also its common occur-

rence in the alluvial deposits of certain rivers. Milton

embodies this les^end in the lines that tell

—

" Of the half parched Eridanus, where weep
Eveu now the sister trees their amber tears

O'er Phaethon untimely dead."

But Pope expressed the popular view Avhen he A\Tote

—

" Pretty ! in amber to observe the forms

Of hairs or sti-aws, or dirt, or grub, or worms !

The things Ave know are neither rich nor rare,

But wonder how the devil they got there !

"

Bacon^ more thoughtfully had written, " The SjDider

Flye and Ant being tender, dissipable substances, falling

into Amber are therein buried, finding therein both a

Death and Tombe, preserving them better from Cor-

ruption than a Boyall Monument."
Lizards are sometimes seen in amber. In the Bath

Museum many years ago there was, and there is now in

the South Kensington Museum, a piece containing a fish.

It is easy to see how the exuding resin, to which insects

would so easily stick, would flow round them and the

leaves and twigs of the trees. And it is of course

possible that the resin may have dropjoed on to and
enveloped a dead fish thrown up at the base of the tree.

' The Hiitor;/ <•/ Life and Death, 2^"^.
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Various analyses of amber have been given,

cordins: to Schrotter it consists of

—

Ac-

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

78-94

10'o3

10-53

100-00

As the result of another analysis its composition was
found to be

—

Carbon
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yielded any of the vessels referred to. In the great

store brought back to Rome in the time of Nero, there

was one Imnp weighing thirteen pounds, and others are

on record weighing eleven pounds, eighteen pounds, or

even twenty-two pounds.

One laro-e amber bowl found in a tumulus in Irelando
suggests many thoughts. Ireland was from very early

times within easy reach of Baltic and North Sea traffic,

and amber was an article of value and therefore of barter

among the ancient Britons. Was this bowl then carved

out of a solid lump of amber, or were the Irish of that

age acquainted with the not very complicated appliances

required for reducing amber to a plastic state, or is it a

made-up thing imported by merchants from the Far East,

and exchanged perhaps for Irish gold ?

Objects carved in amber have always been much
valued. The material is soft and requires care and
delicate manipulation, but when finished it is very

beautiful from the play of light and colour in it.

Mounted with a foil at the back, it can be made to

resemble most of the jDrecious stones which have a red

or yellow tint. Pliny records esjoecially how well

amethyst can be imitated in amber.

Some think that light is thrown upon the origin of the

diamond by the constitution and mode of occurrence of

amber, giving as a series amber, jet, anthracite,

carbonardo, diamond.
There is considerable range of colour in amber, as may

be seen in the collection which I exhibit this evening,^

but the colours may be grouped under a very few heads.

There is the opaque, light-yellow, or straw-coloured

variety, known as "fat amber "from its resemblance to

the fat of beef. This is sought after for mouth-pieces
for pipes. There is a honey-coloured transj)arent

variety ; another like dark sherry, which is the one
referred to when we speak of " amber " as a colour, as in

"amber ale." This was probably the colour of the old

Falernian wine which was compared to amber and may
be the chryselectron of Callistratus. Another we may
comjjare to treacle or golden syrup. Then we have the

November 2nd, 1898. Archaeological Journal, LV, 407.
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less common riiby-coloiired amber with its still more rare

variety which has a blue tint pervading it, like the

bloom on a plum.

Amber has long been regarded as one of the most

important articles of commerce for the purpose of

tracing trade routes. It was thought that practically

it might be considered an almost exclusively Baltic

product, and indeed that is very nearly true at the

present time. There is not much brought into the

market from any other source.

The earliest historical notices point to the Baltic as

the source of amber. From an Assyrian inscription of

the tenth century B.C. it has been inferred that Asiatic

caravans following the river valleys crossed Bussia in

Europe to seek for amber. The merchants of the

Eastern monarch gathered it, they said, on the shores of

" the seas where the Lesser Bear is in the Zenith," so

that they could no longer shape their course by it.

If we may accept the interpretation of this inscription

given by Oppert,' it pretty well settles the question as to

whether the electron of Homer was really amber or an

alloy of four parts gold to one of silver. These Asiatics

visited the Baltic before the time of Homer and before the

Milesians and the travellers of whom Herodotus speaks,

and they certainly did not go there for gold and silver.

It is dug out of a bed full of decayed trees which

occurs along the eastern shores of the Baltic from Memel
to Dantzig, among strata of sand and gravel now referred

to the Oligocene. It is supposed that similar beds occur

within reach of the waves somewhere along the coast, as

large quantities of amber are thrown up on the shore after

storm. The forest must have grown over part of the

area which is now covered by the Baltic Sea and have

extended through Lithuania and Pomerania into Poland

and Moravia.

Owing to its small specific gravity it is easily carried

by currents over a shallow sea bottom or along the

shore, and it is accordingly found not only on the South

Baltic Coast, but also along the shores of Sweden, Nor-

^ Oppert, Professor J., L'Amhre Journal Officiel de la Rejmhliqne Fran-

mune chez les Assi/riens. Delauiiay's <;aise. Revue Historique, 1881, p. 1862.
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way, and Denmark. Professor Heer discovered it in

Heligoland. It is dredged up in the North Sea, and
occasionally picked up on its shores, but to what con-

ditions and what age its occurrence in this area may be

referred is not so clear. There may be, or may have

been, some nearer source of supply, or its transport may
belong to the period when the Baltic had more open

access to the North Sea.

The frequent mention of Ligurian amber was thought

to indicate that it was obtained along the Kiviera. But
no source of supply has been found in that region, and
this difficulty was got over by the suggestion that there

was some j^ort of exjDort and import in the Gulf of Genoa
from which the amber was spoken of as Ligurian. This

was not, however, quite satisfactory, as the distinctive

title implied some difference in the quality of the

substance obtained from Liguria, which perhaps was not

amber at all.

Then it was observed, that amber had for ages been
gathered from the alluvial deposits in the basin of the

Simeto and of the Salso, washed down, of course, from the

Tertiary deposits that lap round the flanks of Etna. It

is carried by these rivers, and by the Giovietta, out to

sea, and then washed up along the coast near Catania
and Licata and the ruins of the ancient Morgantium. It

has been found in a brownish grey porous sandstone
mixed with lignite at Calascibetta and at Castro-

giovanni.^ This is probably a decomposed calcareous

rock of Tertiary age. It has been suggested that Sakal,

the name used by the Egyptians for amber," was only a

niis_[)ronunciation of Sikel, the people or land from which
they brought it home.
But the conditions were very different in the two

regions. Tlie amber procured from the Baltic was found
in the partly submerged debris of an ancient forest or

washed out from that into tlie sea, whereas in Sicily it

was found in the alluvial deposits of the Simeto, or

recently thrown up on the shores near the estuaries.

The Sicilian amber was generally much darker than
that from the Baltic, and it was in Sicily only, as was

> Buffum, pp. 13, 21. 2 Pliny, Nat. nist., xxxvii, 2, 36.
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then supposed, that the red-tinted amber was found.

It was therefore thought to be still quite a safe in-

ference that trade with tlie Baltic was proved by the

occurrence of any of the pale ambers in the Mediter-

ranean region.

It is a very curious fact that Diodorus Siculus, who
was born on a part of the island which has since his time

yielded large quantites of amber, should make no

mention of its being found in Sicily ; he says it is found

only on the shores of the island of Basilia beyond Gallia,

opposite Scythia.

PerhajDS the island of Basilia meant the promontory of

Samland, or may have included the strips of low ground

which run from near Konigsberg north to Memel, and
south almost to Dantzig, and which, with the Kurische

Hafif and the Frische Haff behind them, would probably

be taken for an island lying off the coast of the ancient

Scythia. An island in the mouth of the Neva at

St. Petersburg is now known as Wasiliev. Indeed, Basil

or Vasil is so common a name in Russia that one is

inclined to speculate upon the possibility of its being an

old Scythian j^lace name perpetuated by its fitting into

royal names of later date and different origin. There is

no difficulty in the statement that Basilia was beyond

Gaul, because the trade route from the Western Mediter-

ranean w^as through Gaul, as, to a traveller by the long

sea route, India is heyond the Cape of Good Hope.

Amber is found not only in the Baltic and in Sicily,

but in many other places, though not often in workable

quantities—in the Adriatic, for instance ; in Switzer-

Und near Basle ; in France, in the Departments of Aisne,

Loire, Gard, and Bas lihin. In Italy it used to be

found in the basin of the Po. Amber of somewhat the

same character as that of Sicily is said to have been

found in Koumania and on the Lower Danube. It

occurs in the London clay near London, in the Cam-
bridge greensand near Cambridge, in the brown coal

of Alsace and Austria.

Dana records its having been found in the greensand

of the United States, generally in lignite or marl, or

washed into more recent soils. He mentions the

localities Gay Head or Mather's Vineyard near Trenton,
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Camden in New Jersey, and Cape Sable near Magothy
River in Maryland ; on Judith River in Montana and
at Harrisonville in New Jersey. It has been found on

Lebanon, and is recorded from Syria, India, and Mada-
irascar. But there is some doubt about some of the

localities from which amber is said to have been pro-

cured, as it is not always easy to distinguish the true

fossil resin from some of the more recent gums which
closely resemble it, while in some of the old descriptions

it is evidently confounded with other substances—amber-
gris, for instance.

North Burmah yields' considerable quantities to the

markets of the East, especially to China, and Armenian
merchants distribute it, from whatever source it can be

obtained by them, through Egypt, Persia, China, and
Japan, in all which countries the demand is greater than
the local supply. It occurs along the north coast ot

Siberia, as far as Kamschatka, and Professor Heer has

found small grains of it in the coal-beds of Greenland,
where he thinks it may be a product of the sequoia which
grew there in early Tertiary times.

Professor Milne' records that in some of the Tertiary

beds of North Nipon lumj^s of amber up to a foot in

diameter are found. Some are cracked and opaque, while

others are transparent and free from flaws, and many
contain remains of insects. He does not, however,
mention whether there is any evidence that this has at

any time been an important source of the amber of

commerce.
This wide disti'ibution shows that there must always

be some doubt as to the origin of any isolated specimens
found among ancient works of art, unless we can make
out some distinctive features of constant occurrence and
permanent character between the specimens obtained in

the several different localities.

In an interesting series of articles on amber. Professor

Conwentz maintains that the amber of these various

countries, or some of them, can be distinguished by the
])roportion of succinic acid they contain and suggests
distinctive names. Succinite, from the Latin name, he

' Catalogue of the Mineral.i, etc., in the Geol. Depart, of the Impl. Coll. of
Engineering, Tokio, 1880, p. 71.
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assigns to the Baltic amber ; Simetite to that from the

Simeto ; and Biirmite to that from Burmah.
Even if we could feel sure of the results of the analysis

of such small quantities and small number of examples,

there does not seem to be any advantage to be gained by
multiplying names for varieties of a common substance,

when so little is known as to the differences which are

due to the varieties of tree from which the resin was
derived, to the differences of age and climate, and, more
than all, to the differences of texture and composition

which are superinduced by the mode of preservation of

the specimen.

Moreover, succinite, one of the names suggested, had

been already used by Berzelius in another sense, namely,

for one of the constituents of amber which is insoluble in

alcohol, but which in combination with small proportions

of two other resins, isomeric with succinite, but soluble

in alcohol and ether, goes to make up common amber.

With a view to making out whether there are any
marked characters belonging to either, by wliich the

origin of isolated pieces could be determined with any

confidence. I have been collecting evidence from the

North Sea and from Sicily, For some of my Catanian

specimens I am indebted to my friend the Marchese di

Gregorio. But I have procured the ruby-coloured amber
from the North Sea and all the paler varieties from

Sicily. In the North Sea the honey and sherry-coloured

amber is by far the most common, and ruby-coloured

specimens are exceedingly rare. In the Catanian amber,

on the other hand, the darker tints prevail, and a large

proportion of the amber beads worn by the peasantry of

Sicily are of a syrup or ruby or plum-bloom colour.

In illustration of this point I exhibited at a soiree

of the Boyal Society a small collection containing ruby,

syrup, sherry, and honey-coloured amber both from the

North Sea and from Sicily. If the chemical composition

follows these two markedly different colours, the ruby

and the yellow, then we must give up the identification

of Baltic and Catanian amber by that test.

The quantity of really ancient amber objects, about

which this question could be raised, is so exceedingly

small that there might be anywhere a dark red bit from
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the North Sea brought in the course of trading opera-

tions to the Mediterranean or trice versd, but the chances

are against it. No j)recaution on the part of collectors

could guard against an accident of that sort, save reject-

ing all specimens not procured directly from the amber-
bearing stratum. My specimens were purchased with a

number of others, sold by weight or in a lot, no attention

being drawn to any difference of colour, and no additional

value being attached to the darker varieties in the case

of those found on the shore or dredged up in the North
Sea, or to any of the variously coloured specimens in the

case of those procured from Sicily.

Taking such evidence for what it is worth, it shows
that colour, which is the most obvious and constant

character by which the varieties of amber may be distin-

guished, is not a sure test of the district from which amber
has been derived, as I have procured all the varieties

both from Sicily and from the North Sea. Some of

this difference of colour may have existed in the original

resin, owing to the different species of tree from which it

was derived or some difference in the conditions of

exudation. Anyone who has collected gum from conifers

and from cherry trees will know that there is some
variety in the shades procured from the fir trees, but
that most of it is of a light colour, whereas there is a
greater variety in that which is obtained from cherry
trees, and much of it is of a darker colour than the
average of that from the firs.

There was a great variety of trees in the ancient Baltic

woodland which bore a considerable resemblance to the
North American forests of to-day in the general character

of its flora. Goeppert has determined no fewer than one
hundred and sixty-three sj^ecies among the plants found
in amber. Nearly a hundred species of trees and shrubs
are recorded from it. He distinguished thirty species of
pine, to which Menge has added one more. There were
also yews, junipers and cypresses, oak, willow, poplar,

birch, and beech and alder and the camphor tree ; also

ferns, mosses, funguses, and liverworts. Tliere is likely

to liave been some original difference in the resin

exuded, seeing that there was such a variety of trees,

as is proved by the fragments of twig and leaf which
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were blown on to its sticky surface or on to which it

dropped.

Flaws in amber do not always detract from its charm.

On the contrary, in many cases the light reflected from

the surface of the flaw, as sometimes from the "feather"

in quartz, adds greatly to the brilliancy of the specimen

and throws back iridescent flashes of great beauty. When
these flaws" are numerous, small flakes appear glistening

throughout the transparent body of the amber and
produce somewhat the effect of avanturine. Sometimes
when larger they have been mistaken for fish scales.

But when the surface of the amber is exposed to strong

vicissitudes of temperature, as when the sun is allowed

to shine full on the case where it is displayed, heating it

up when it passes across and allowing it to cool as sud-

denly when it disappears, the exterior of the amber by
the rapid expansion and contraction becomes covered all

over with very minute cracks, and if this process is

allowed to go on long enough it becomes opaque. In all

amber that has been exjDosed to what is called weather-

ing of the exterior, whether above ground or in the soil,

this is the condition of the surface. It is covered all

over with minute flaws which have all to be ground
away before the specimen can be polished. It is not

clear what the exact process is by which this result is

arrived at in so many different circumstances, but it is

evident that when this condition of surface has been
produced, the specimen must be much more susceptible

of chemical changes affecting the colour and proportion

of succinic acid.

When, however, we have regard to the very different

conditions under which the amber has been preserved in

the two areas, there is room for suspicion that the mode
of preservation may have much to do with its different

character. I have some pieces of amber found in an
Etruscan tomb at Monte Ottone, in the jDrovince ot

Marche, associated with objects in bronze and iron, one
piece of the amber having an iron pin passing through it

with traces of a bronze mount at one end. This amber
is all of a dark syrup colour with a tinge of ruby here

and there in the larerer frag^ments. The character and
distribution of the colour in relation to the exposed
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surfaces suggests in this case that it has been super-

induced since the fashioning of the ornament into its

present form.

I have also some amber beads from a Saxon grave near

Mildenhall, in which the same colours and relation of

tints may be observed. In this case the presumption is

very strong that it is an example of yellow North Sea or

Baltic amber changed to a rusty red colour, with some-

times a more rosy tint within, by the conditions to which

it has been sul)jected since it was fashioned into orna-

ments. These beads were buried round the neck of the

dead jjody, and they have therefore been exposed in an

exceptional manner to the action of organic acids.

There is therefore much to suggest that this oxidated

hydrocarbon may be changed in time under the influence

of hydrating or oxidizing agents, and that the chemical

composition and colour may be thus affected.

This has been inferred from the condition of the sur-

face of amber objects found in graves the dates of which

can be apj^roximately ascertained.'

More conclusive evidence that this darker colour is due

to a superinduced change in the condition of the amber

is offered by a specimen in my possession which has a

uniform dull ruby tint to a small depth, while the

interior is still of what we may infer was the original

light yellow coloiu-.
" There was probably the same range of colour in amber

as is found in the gum of various trees to-day ; but

hovveA'er that may be, it is certain that changes in the

condition of amber have ])een produced by its mode of

preservation, which have in many cases caused it to

become darker in colour ; and therefore colour is not a

sufficient test for the discrimination of the sources from

which pieces of amber have been obtained ; nor can the

chemical analysis of small fragments or of a small number
of examples of pieces of amber be relied upon to enable

us to determine the region from which isolated specimens

have originally been derived.

' Cf. Buffum. The Tears of the Heliadts, or Amber as a Gem. London
Sampson Low, 1896.



ON RECENTLY DISCOVERED MURAL PAINTINGS IN
OUR ENGLISH CHURCHES.

By C. E. KEYSER, M.A., F.S.A.

In February and May, 1896, I read a paper before

this Society on the subject of the recent discoveries of
mural j^aintings in our churches and other ancient
buildings which had been brought to light, or to my
notice, since the publication of the South Kensington
List in 1883.^ I now propose to continue the report up
to the present time, as although only a short time has
elapsed since the publication of my last jjaper, a certain

number of interesting finds have been noted, which may
well be collected, so as to form a short but comprehensive
treatise of our subject up to date, I only wish I could
produce some illustrations, but my attempts to have
some of the series j)hotographed have not turned out
very successful, and I have not thought it worth while to
make any further effort in this direction.

Starting from the eastern counties, I must first mention
some paintings recently discovered at Norwich Cathedral,
chiefly in the south aisle, which have been duly described

by Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, and an account of them
published in the Proceedings of the Society of Anti-
quaries, XVII. 308. At Ranworth Church, Norfolk,

which is now undergoing restoration, is a decorative

border, and traces of paintings are discernible beneath
the whitewash on the nave walls, which will, I hope,

be explored, when the new roof has been placed
in position. At Carleton Kode, in the same county,

visited in 1897, are numerous consecration crosses,

which have been repainted. The chancel screen, simply
referred to as " painted " in the List, has figures ot

St, Paul and the eleven Apostles, omitting St. Matthew,
all well and boldly depicted on the panels.

At Tacolneston close by is, on the north wall of the

' See Archeeological Journal, LIII. (2nd Series III.) 108, 160-191, 192.
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chancel, a very beautiful consecration cross, with a white

rim, a sort of olive green ground, and chocolate-coloured

lines forming the arms. The lower portion of the screen,

now standing against the chancel wall, has been preserved.

Only two of the panels have been painted, but the colour-

ing is so fresh and brilliant that it suggests the idea

that the work must have been stopped by the advent of

the lieformation. The mouldings of the panels have been

painted ivory w^iite, with flowers and foliage in red and
green, quite equal in their execution to the magnificent

examples at Ranworth and Attleborougli. The panels

have been decorated with gilding and gesso work, and
there has been a subject on each which has been inten-

tionally injured. On the one panel is an outdoor scene

with trees, half a cell, a kneeling figure of a monk in

black with hand on a book, while a richly vested female

holding a box stands over him. On the next panel

adjoining the former doors is a scarlet bed, two windows,

etc, a kneeling figure in black, another figure richly

robed standing over, and perhaps an animal, 2:)0ssibly a

lion, at his or her feet. The painting is very good,

but the faces have been wilfully scratched over. It

is rare to find subjects like these painted on the jDanels

of the Norfolk screens, and it is uncertain to what
these refer, though it has been suggested that they are

intended to represent the temj^tation and death of

St. Anthony.
Tn this same year (1897) I was asked by the Council

of the Society of Antiquaries to go down to Dovercourt,

in Essex, and see whether any discoveries of im2)ortance

had been made there. Accordingly I paid a visit to

the church in October, and found the M'oi'k of restoration

still going on. Tlie walls were in a very bad condition,

but traces of texts, etc. were everywhere appai-ent. At
the east end of the nave on the north side is the Lord's

Prayer twice in red and black letter with ricli crimson
border, ])erhaps of the periods of Edward VI. and
Queen Ehzabeth. Thei'e are traces of vermilion colour-

ing belonging to an earlier series. Between the window
and north doorway are the Commandments of Elizabethan
date, and part of an earlier su])ject, apparently our
Lord witli cruciform nimbus, holding some object with
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yellow waved lines in bis left hand. On the soutli wall

are traces of texts, and a nice decorative border in

crimson is carried along above the wallplate and round
the head of the window. Above the doorway is an
ermine cap and feathei's ; on the j)laster above it were
the letters " Henri y IV." I believe that similar caps
were afterwards found on other parts of tlie walls.

At St. Alban's Catliedral, on the east- wall of the
chapel enclosing the shrine of St. Alban, a small por-

traiture of an archbishop, corresponding with that of

St. William of York on the same wall, has recently been
brought to light. In July of last year my attention

was drawn to some discoveries at Abbots Langley, in

Hertfordshire, and accordingly, accompanied by my friend

Mr. P. H. Newman, who is an expert in these matters, I

paid an early visit to the church. The paintings are on the
walls of the beautiful decorated chapel on the south side

of the chancel. On the east wall, on the north side of

the east window, was a large figiu^e of a bishop, and a
corresponding one on the south side was afterwards
uncovered by Mr. Newman. On the south and west
Myalls were a series of small subjects within square
divisions separated by a bright vermilion border, which
are thought to represent scenes in the earthly life of
Christ. The date seems to be of the early part of the
fourteenth century.

In 1897 I received information as to the finding of

some paintings at Hampton and Kingston, in Cambridge-
shire, and accordingly in September I was able to run
down and inspect them. At Hampton on the north wall

of the nave near the east end was a very large por-

traiture of St. Christoj)her. The whitewash had been
very carelessly removed, and only the head and upper
part of the saint, with the Infant Christ seated on
his shoulder, could be clearly deciphered. Above is a
pretty foliaged pattern with bunches of berries. In the
lower part of the painting, the St. Christopher, which
probably dates from the fifteenth century, has been
scraped away, and the operator has uncovered an earlier

pattern of double lines enclosing trefoils in red, with a
very bold scroll border of the thirteenth century.

Traces of decoration occur on other parts of the walls,

E
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round the chancel arch, etc. Round the liead and down
the jambs of the north doorway is a pattern of dentils

in red. An account of the paintings is to be found in

the Eas.t Anglian, VII. (new series), 253-5.

At Kingston, visited on the same day, the church had
been recently restored and several very interesting

j)aintings brought to light, but all in a somewhat muti-

lated condition. Over the chancel arch on a red ground
were traces of a large subject, probably the Doom. On
the north wall of the north aisle between the two east

windows is the familiar portraiture of St. Christopher,

most of the upper part having been destroyed. In the

next space westward, and partly over the west doorway,

is a large rejDresentation of St. George and the Dragon.

St. George is riding on a white horse, and his spear has

pierced the neck of the prostrate dragon, which has the

head and jaws of a crocodile. On the same north wall

are traces of two other subjects not yet divested of the

Avhitewash. On the west wall, partly concealed by the

present lean-to roof, is a large and interesting example
of the wheel of the seven deadly sins. In the upper
part is a large wheel with yellow rim and spokes

having an edging of red. There is a medallion in the

centre, and traces of the representations of the sins

between the spokes. On the upj^er side left are parts

of a figure, probably a demon. Below, the subject is

somewhat confused, but is, I think, intended for the

jaws of Hell. A large demon on the left with horns,

bat's wings, and tail is blowing a horn, and there seem
to be at least four figures in the mouth of Hell, some
apparently having been hauled in. The idea seems to

be that the wheel is revolving, and that the sins, as they
arrive at the bottom, are seized and hurled down into

the depths of Hell.' These paintings are apparently of

the fifteenth century.

In 1898 the restoration of Barby Church, NorthamjD-
tonshire, near liugljy, was commenced, and I was asked
by the rector to pay him a visit and give him some
advice on the discoveries he had made, Accordin^lv, in

June, when the restoration was still in progress, I went

• For list of the Turious examples of this subject, see Archaological Journal^
XLIX. 343.
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down m the hope that, as in the case of many of tlie

other Northamptonshire churches, interesting sjjecimens

of mural paintings might be brought to light. In this I

was somewhat disappointed. Tlie church had l^een pre-

viously thoroughly clmrchwardenised, and tlie walls

were in a rotten condition. The chancel arch has been
coloured in red, and the voussoirs of the sf)ffit have Ijeen

painted alternately red and white with blotches of a

deep red. There are texts of various dates on east wall

of nave and in north aisle. On east wall of north aisle

is a pattern of lilies, and the same design apjDears on
two niches in the north wall. There are traces all along;

the north wall, and by the north door a gigantic foot,

part of a bare leg, and several fish in the water, demon-
strating the former existence of a large picture of St.

Christopher. To the west of the doorway, and on south
wall of south aisle, were further traces of colour, but no-

thing of interest has, it is believed, been since discovered.

In 1898 I was asked by the Society of Antiquaries

to report ujDon some j^aintings which had been found at

Stowell, in Gloucestershire, and accordingly in October
of that year and in the following spring I visited the
church, and collected the materials for a short paper,

which was read before the Society and appears in Vol.

XVII. p. 382, of their Proceedings. The little church
was mainly built during the last quarter of the twelfth

century, and the paintings chiefly belong to this date.

The j^rincipal remains are on the north wall of the nave,

ojjposite to the main entrance, but there is some evidence
that the subject was continued along the west and south
walls of the nave and the walls of the south transept,

though here we have jDortions of later subjects mixed up
A\ith the earlier series. The main picture provides us
with a very early representation of the Doom. In the
centre, under a semi-circular headed arch, is a figure of
our Lord seated and with both hands upraised. On
either side have been three similar arches, within each of
which are seated two of the Apostles. St. Peter occupies

the position on the right, and St, Paul on the left of

our Lord. There are traces of angels above, at the side,

and below, and several nude figures, some collected in a
sheet, no doubt portray the risen souls receiving the

E 2
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blessing or curse from the lips of their Divine Judge. On
the transept walls seem to be rejjresented the punish-

ments of the condemned, though not very distinct, and
there are the remains of later paintings, the subjects of

which are also uncertain. On the interior of the tym-
panum of the Norman south doorway is a scroll and
foliage pattern in grey with some lettering of the fifteenth

century.

The beautiful church of Bishops Cleeve, near Chelten-

ham, in this same county, has recently been undergoing
restoration, and on the occasion of a visit to it last

October, to renew my acquaintance with the magnificent

late Norman work with which it abounds, several paint-

ings were noted as having been recently brought to

light. In the south transept is a blocked Norman south

window, with considerable remains of decoration, a bold

scroll in red, starting from a head in the centre of a pale

grey colour, and alternate squares of red and grey round
the head, and a masonry pattern of double red lines en-

closing cinquefoils on the splays. On some steps in the

sill of the window is a lozenge pattern in grey. All the

colouring seems to be of thirteenth century date. In

the east wall of the north transept is a semi-circular

headed monumental recess, and at the back a rather in-

distinct painting of the Crucifixion. In the centre is

our crucified Saviour, with the Blessed Virgin and St.

John the Evangelist on either side. On the south is a

figure of St, John the Baj^tist holding a medallion on
which is represented the Agnus Dei, while on the north

side is a royal personage crowned but not nimbed. Be-

hind the figure of the Virgin, which is on the north side,

is a small kneeling portraiture of the donor. The only

colours now visible are deep red and vermilion, and the

date seems to be of the latter part of the reign of Edward
III. or the second half of the fourteenth century. On
the north wall of the north aisle is part of an early text

with red and yellow border, and the lower portion of a
richly coloured representation of St. Christopher of

fifteenth century date. There is some earlier colouring

mixed up with this painting, and traces of texts, etc. on
other parts of the north wall, which have not yet been
explored.
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In a beautiful chapel on the south side of the south
aisle is the effigy of a lady with considerable remains of
the original decoration. On the walls of the parvise
over the soutli j^orch are several large subjects said to
have been executed by a schoolmaster who formerly
officiated there. There is a battle scene with elephants,
etc. a lion, tiger, skeleton, and portrait of .the school-

master, all exhibiting considerable merit. They are
stated to have been painted in 1817.

At the interesting abbey of Hailes, visited on the
same day as Bishops Cleeve, I found most of the objects

which had been discovered during the recent excavations
had been locked up, but a series of six very large and
most beautiful bosses from the Chapter House roof were
still on view. These were of the thirteenth century.

All have bold foliage sculptured on them, and bear
strong traces of gilding and red, green, and blue colour-

ing. On one is a representation of Samson slaying the
lion. A figure with long garment and hair is standing
over the lion and wrenching open its jaws with his

hands. Both figures are painted red, and the sculpture

is admirably rendered.

At Fairford, in the same county, on the piers of the
tower arches of the well-known church are some paint-

ings which do not seem to have been satisfactorily ex-

plained. On the north-east pier is a large figure of an
ecclesiastic, with a hermit's cell above him, holding a

crozier, and another can be discerned on the north-west
pier. On the south-east pier is a representation of the

Crucifixion with the Virgin and St. John, and in a hollow
moulding on either side are the implements of the

Passion, viz. a ladder, lance and reed, cup, the dice,

etc. These date from the early part of the sixteenth

century.

At Kelmscott Church, Oxfordshire, there are con-

siderable remains of mural paintings, though more
might, I think, still be uncovered. The arches of the

north nave arcade of transitional Norman character have
been decorated with red colouring. There is a bold

scroll on the faces and soffits of the arches and a trellis

pattern on the eastern respond. In the north transept

have been a series of subjects under rounded trefoiled
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arches with heads painted between the arches, which are

coloured in red and yellow. The subjects on the west

and north walls are not clear, but on the east is the

martyrdom of St. John the Baptist, two of the scenes

depicting the daughter of Herodias dancing, turning a

somersault, before Herod, and the executioner with the

head of the saint on a charger. The date seems to be

late in the thirteenth century.

I have received information from the Rev. E. H.
Goddard of the finding of some paintings at South
Newington, in Oxfordshire, which I have not yet had an
opportunity of insj^ecting. The following subjects are

stated to be still visible. On the jamb of the east

window^ of the north aisle is a portraiture of St.

Margaret. On jambs of window in the north wall are the

Virgin and Child and two kneeling donors, and j^i'obably

the Annunciation with kneeling figure of donor and
armorial shield below\ Farther west is a large and
somewhat confused subject, alleged to represent the

martyrdom of St. Thomas of Canterbury.

At Maids Moreton Church in Buckinghamshire, during

the recent restoration, two paintings were brought to

lio'ht in the chancel. One on the south side on the back
of the sedilia rejDresents the Last Supj)er. It issomew^hat

fi-agmentary, but the table can be made out, and part of

the figure of our Lord and His hand j^ushing the soj)

across to Judas, who has a bag in his hand. Traces of

the other Apostles are also discernible. The colours used
are grey, red, and brown. On the corresponding space

on the north side of chancel is the Crucifixion, but the
whitewash has been only partially removed, so that the
lower part alone of the sul)ject is visible. The paintings

seem to be of the same date as the church, or about the

year 1480. At Great Missenden Church, in the same
county, visited in Fel)ruary of the present year, wdiile

still undergoing restoration, are corisiderable remains of

decoration. Several niches have been very richly

coloured, one large one in the north transept or chajiel

having a very beautiful pattern of pomegranates on the
back, with the outline of the statue which once stood

there clearly defined. It is doubtless very late and
jjrobably about the year 1500.
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At Drayton Church, Berkshire, some portions of a

very highly decorated reredos, formerly stowed away in

the church chest, have again heen hrought to light, and
are now placed in the sill of a window on the east side of

the south transept. There are six subjects arranged

from north to south in the following order : (i) The
Assumption of the Virgin

;
(ii) the Annunciation

;
(iii)

the Adoration of the Magi
;

(iv) the Betrayal
;

(v) the

Scourging ; and (vi) the Entombment, with the Marys at

the Sepulchre. The date is probably early fifteenth

century. At Kingston Lisle, in the same county,

visited in 1896, are several paintings which have been

described in the Reliqitary, VI. new series, 143. The
subjects are in the chancel, and all are on a deep red

ground. In the splays of the east window are full-

sized figures of St. Peter and St. Paul of fifteenth

century date. On either side of the east window is a

painted niche with a figure depicted on the wall above

it. On the north wall are two scenes in the history of

St. John the Baptist, viz. Herodias's daughter dancing

in the usual conventional fashion before Herod, and
presenting her mother with the head of St. John on a

charger. These seem to be of the fourteenth century.

On the upper splay of the north window is the head of

our Lord with cruciform nimbus. On the east wall are

painted the folds of a curtain, and there are zigzag

borderings and other traces on various portions of the

chancel walls, red being the predominant colour. At
the desecrated Norman church at Hatford, in the same
county, are remains of decoration, which have been

brought to light by the falling away of the whitewash.

On the south wall of the nave are two figures under a

canopy, perhaps the Annunciation, and masonry and
other ornamental patterns are everywhere visible. In

the splays of the Norman windows in the chancel are

red roses, and there are other remains in this part of

the church. In the Reliqiiary, VI. new series, 147, is

an illustration of the subject of the Crucifixion, stated

to be still visible in 1892 on the walls of this

church.

The very ancient church of Ford, near Arundel, in

Sussex, has recently been undergoing restoration, and a
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visit was paid to it last November.^ On the north wall

of the nave is part of what is said to be a Saxon con-

secration cross, and varied decoration, partly, perhaps, of

the Norman period. On the south wall is a figure of

our Lord with a group of other personages, and on the

east splay of the east window probably the Agony in the

Garden. Over the chancel arch is a large representation

of the Doom, of the fifteenth century. On the north side

are one or two groups of small heads with yellow hair.

On the south near the middle are two groups of heads,

and above the lower a large shield with the thumb of

the angel holding it, probably as a protection against a

demon, to the south of it. The group below no doubt
represents the saved passing to the north. In the south

corner are several demons, more heads, and probably the

jaws of Hell. The figures are about two feet high, and
the treatment of the subject is similar to that at

Ashmansworth. In the south transept at Boxgrove,
visited on the following day, is some decorative colouring

not previously noted. Within a blocked Norman window
in the east wall is a painted niche, and on the same
wall a masonry pattern of double lines and foliage, and
perhajDS a portion of a large subject. In the south-west
corner is a small figure and an indistinct object below it.

At Breamore Church, Hampshire, visited in May, 1898,

is the interesting sculpture of the Rood, now within the
south porch over the south doorway, and described in

Vol. LV. -p. 86, of our Society's journal. The figures of
our Lord on the Cross with the Virgin and St. John
have been sculptured in stone, while the intervening wall

spaces have been jDainted with a church, etc. and the
sacred monogram and other decorations appear on the
east and west walls. The treatment is less elaborate, but
carried out on the same principle as the well known
representation of the Doom at Wenhaston Church,
Suffolk.

At the little church of Ashmansworth, also in Hamp-
shire, some early painting had been previously discovered
on the north side of the chancel, which was referred to

' A full (lescripfion of Uie churcU xliii. 105, by Mr. P. M. Johnston, the
Bnd its paintings l)a8 been oonimnnicatecl architect for the restoration of the
tothe Sussex j4rch(roloffical Colleciioiix, cliuroh.

*
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in my j")aper read before this Society in 181)G, Imt it was
not until last year, when a more systematic scheme of

restoration was commenced, that the walls were properly

examined. At the request of those interested in the

work, I paid a visit to the church in September of last

year. I found that considerable remains of paintings

had been uncovered on the nave walls, the most notable

being on the east w^all, above and on either side of the

chancel arch. On and above the arch is a trellis

pattern formed by pale red intersecting lines, and there

have been two tiers of subjects divided by a deep red

border enclosing scroll foliage. Above has been a similar

border mixed up with later paintings. On the lower

tier have been four large subjects within circular

medallions. The ground between them has been joainted

a deep red, but the figures are now only shown in out-

line. The subject on the north has been obliterated, but

the next one is a representation of the Descent into Hell.

There is a tall figure of Christ with bare feet, trampling

on a prostrate demon, with various figures kneeling

before Him. More figures are portrayed emerging from

the jaws of Hell, which are depicted by a semi-circular

band of yellow on the south side. A border of roses of

later date has been painted over the lower portion of the

picture. In the next medallion to the south of the

chancel arch is a large tomb, much resembling the back

of a chair or bed, with at least four nimbed figures at the

side of it. This js probably intended to portray the

Marys at the Sepulchre and the Resurrection. Between
this and the next medallion is a church with curious

cupola or low spire at the w^est end, and red lines indi-

cating the slope of the roof In the next compartment
under a semi-circular arch are several nimbed figures and
a large w^hite dove with extended wings above them, no

doubt a representation of the day of Pentecost. The
various figures in this series are about three feet in

height. In the tier above are several large figures, those

over the chancel arch with the nimbus, and they seem
to have formed part of an early representation of the

Doom. The date of this series seems to be late in the

twelfth century. The royal arms and supporters have
been painted on the wall over the central portion of the
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subject. Above and probably over the earlier painting is

a late fifteenth century picture of the Doom. The legs

of several nude figures are visible on the north side,

evidently hurrying towards the north, where the gate of

Heaven is usually depicted. A figure in a shroud, and

two more rising from the tombs, and fragments of others

also remain. In the ujoper south corner is a very large

demon with long tail above several figures with clasped

hands and perhaps flames of fire, indicating the jaws of

Hell. The groundwork is green, and the treatment

similar to the same subject at Ford (see an te). On the north

wall are traces of the earlier painting, and a seventeenth

century version of the Lord's Prayer, and farther west

part of a fifteenth century portraiture of St. Christopher

with some indistinct black letter inscriptions. On the south

wall are traces of other subjects and seventeenth century

texts. On the north wall is the outline of a consecra-

tion cross, and tliere are two more on the south.

At the neio'hlwuring church of Burerhclere numerous
paintings were discovered some years ago, but have been

whitewashed over. One of the subjects is said to have
been the martyrdom of St. Sebastian. At the fine

Norman church of Kingsclere some interesting decora-

tion was found within the splays of the Norman
windows in the nave, but it has been entirely destroyed.

At Salisbury Cathedral the great west door has been
elaborately ornamented with painted figures under
canopies now ver}^ indistinct. Several other recent finds

in Wiltshire have been brought to my notice by the

Rev. E. H. Goddard. At the noble church of Bishops
Cannings' figure subjects were found in an arched recess

on east wall of transept, and thirteenth century masonry
patterns on the walls of the transept and the vaulting

of the chancel. At Purton" Church considerable remains
of colour, and the raising of Jairus's daughter, a rare

subject in mural painting, were brought to light during
the restoration, and at Wanborough^ Church, on the
north wall, our Lord's triumj^hal entry into Jerusalem.

At Imber Church is some decorative colouring on the

' Wilts Archaeological Magazine, - Ibid., XXIII. 237.

XXIII. 9, 10. » Hid., XXllI. 2-J3.
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nave arcade, and on tlie north wall of the north aisle, a

series of paintings, one probably the j^ui'ging of the seven

deadly sins. .At Keevil Church, the fifteenth century
decoration of the nave roof has been discovered and
restored. At Brinkworth Church the wall over the

chancel arch has been richly coloured, and there are twf>

courses of decoration on either side. On the north wall

is an angel (?), and remains of larger figures. On a pillar

near tlie south door is the painting of a saint, and
remains of colour are visiljle on the east column of the

south nave arcade. This is mainly of fifteenth century

date. At Lacock Abbey two paintings were found at the

back of the lavatory. In the larger recess is the abbess

carrying her crozier and kneeling to a saint, probably St.

Augustine, wdio is in the attitude of benediction, while in

the smaller recess is apparently a female saint, the most
distinct portion being the head of a crozier.

At Charminster, Dorsetshire, where the clun-ch was
visited by our Society in 1897, and by me in September
V)f that year, a good deal of painting had been recently

l)rought to light, though unfortunately in a rather

fragmentary condition. Over the chancel arch have
been a series of subjects, but only one, j)i"obably repre-

senting the descent of our Lord into Hell, seems capable

of identification. There is some very beautiful decoration

on the north and south walls of the nave near the east

end, of date about 1500, and the Creed and some early

texts. On either side of the upper part of the tower-

arch is painted a tree, that on the north with pale red

leaves and branches ; that on the south is black and
yellow, and growing out of a vase. On the north-east

buttress is painted the word " MORO."
At the parish church at Barnstaple, in Devonshire,

on the south wall at west end of north aisle, is a large

figure of a bisho23 in the act of benediction, standing

probably over a prostrate figure not now discernible,

while an abbess holding a crozier stands on the opposite

side.

At Poundstock Church, Cornwall, two very interesting-

paintings have been recently uncovered, and were in-

spected by me in October of last year. There have been
three subjects on the north wall of the north aisle, over
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and at the sides of the north doorway. Of the central

subject nothing can now be made out. That on the west

side, surrounded by a scroll border, is a representation of

the Tree of the Seven Deadly Sins, showing the head of

pride with an attendant demon at the top, and the other

sins at the extremities of the branches. There have
been scrolls with the title of each sin, but only one on
the east side remains. The painting is not ver3'" distinct.

The subject on the east is the Christian representative

surrounded by various implements.^ The figure is out-

lined in yellow, above life size, and rather indistinct. It

may be partly in armour. There is a saw right across

the body, and other metal instruments, such as a sickle,

shears, balances, sword, knife, gridiron, etc. are dej)icted

around it. There is a similar border to the other picture

with a red rose at each corner, w^iich seems to indicate

that it was executed in the reign of Henry VI., or about
the year 1450. The chancel screen with figures of saints

on the panels had been removed to the vicarage on the

occasion of my visit.

At Poughill, in the same county, visited on the

following day, are two large representations of St.

Christopher, which have unfortunately been brilliantly

repainted at the instance of the late vicar. On the

north wall of the north aisle, within an elaborate border,

is the larger of the two pictures. In this example the

saint is crowned, the vicar having adopted the theory
tliat this was St. Olave, though no trace of a crown is

visiljle in an original drawing of the unrestored painting

which has been shown to me. It has all the usual

adjuncts of the subject of St. Christopher, our Saviour

on his shoulder, the hermit with his lantern and cell, the

fish in the water, a mermaid, boats, etc. Some white
roses on the Ixnxler show the date to be about 1470.

Nearly opposite, on the south wall of the south aisle, is

the second example, very similar in its treatment, and
undoubtedly of the same date. The figure of the saint

is at least eight feet in height, and in this instance he is

not crowned. Part of an inscription in English, " Bear I

never so heavy a l)urth," and the word " wonder" can be
decipliered. The border is similar to that in the north

' For list of similar examples see Arch'eological Journil, LIII. 177.
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aisle. It is very curious that this sul)ject, popular tliougji

it undoubtedly was, should thus have been twice painted
at the same time in a small remote country church.

On the north wall of the chancel of the church of

Morwenstow, visited on the same day, is a painting

supposed to represent St. Morwenna. Under a rounded
trefoiled arch coloured yellow is a female figure with
veil, yellow dress, and cloak outlined in red. She holds

a book in the left hand and is giving the benediction

with the right over the head of a kneeling figure of a
priest with his hands clasped. There is some decoration

in yellow above. The figures are rather over half life

size. Does this represent the priest who built the
chancel in the thirteenth century, invoking the blessing

of the jmtron saint on his w^ork ? The date of the
painting is about 1250. On the north side of the chancel
is preserved a curious piece of w^ood carving, with a
castle and various animals and heads, all richly gilded
and coloured. It may date.from the fifteenth century.

In addition to these paintings in our churches, a few
examples have been noted in our domestic buildings.

On the wall of the attic at Costessey Hall, Norfolk, is

depicted a view^ of a park with trees, palings, and various

figures. It seems to be coeval with this joart of the
house, which was erected in 1564. At Pevensey, Sussex,
is an old house, said to have been occupied by Edward
VI. and his tutor. In an upper room is part of a border
in grey, with winged cherubs outlined in grey, part of a
crown, etc. There is a date on the house, 1542, and the
painting may be of that period. At an old house facing

the church at Newbury, Berkshire, "some thin fascia

boards had been affixed to the main beams of the ceiling

of two large rooms on the first floor. On these some
sentences in black letter had been painted, an account of
which appeared in the Morning Post of September 7th,

1897. From the character of the borders and letterins:

they most probably date from the tnne of Henry VIII.
At Brightwell, near Wallingford, also in Berkshire, some
paintings have been found on the walls of an old

cottage, apparently illustrating texts from the Song of

Solomon, and of early seventeenth century date.



HARDHAM CHURCH, AND ITS EARLY PAINTINGS.

Bj PHILIP MAINWAKING JOHNSTON.

The little church of St. Botolph, Hardham, in the

valley of the Arun, a mile or so to the south of Pulborough,

ill West Sussex, is typical in its utter plainness and small

dimensions of the early churches of this part of the

county.^ Coates, Selham, Chithurst, Burton, Tangmere,

Eastergate, and Ford are but a few of these tiny ancient

sanctuaries, all built of the rudest materials and on the

simplest lines, and all, if not pre-Conquest in plan and in

their main features, at any rate of a date within the

eleventh century. (Plate I.)

^ardh£\iT5

Cell. :

390O.

' The dedication to St. Botolph

favours a pre-Couquest origin for the

church. A view of tlie church as

it appeared about the end of the

ei<;liteentli century occurs in Hors-

fichi's Hussex, II. 153. This shows
a remarkable liollow yew tree of great

size and immense antiquity, of which

no vestige remains. Besides its ancient

churcli tli(! parish still contains the

ruins of the Priory of the Holy Cross,

an Augustinian foundation, dating back

to the twelfth century at least. The

existing portions comprise the veiy
beautiful chapter-house of mid-tliir-

teenth-century date, and the under-
crofts of tlie refectory and dormitory,
the hitter being probably over the
canons' day room. See, for further
particulars, Sussex Archcsological Col-

lections, XI. and XVIII., wherein
views and a plan are given. It is

much to be wished that furtlier

excavations could be undertaken to

recover the plan of the cliurch of tlie

priory.
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In plan Hardhani, like the others, consists only of nave

(131 feet 6 inches by 19 feet) and chancel (17 feet by
15 feet 6 inches), with the addition of an incongruous,

modern porch. The east wall of the chancel and the

west wall of the nave converge towards the south

;

otherwise the lines of the building are quite regular.

There is a modern wooden bell-cote at the east end of the

nave, replacing an old one, containing two bells. The
roofs are ancient, and that of the chancel is still partly

covered with stone slabs. The materials used for the

walling are the local sandstone and ironstone rubble,

with quoins, etc. of the same local stone, hammer-dressed,^

while in the chancel many Roman bricks and tiles are

visible, some of the latter impressed with characteristic

scoring-patterns. A mass of the bricks in their original

mortar does duty as part of the south-east quoin of the

chancel. The ancient plaster remains on the walls for the

most part, externally as well as internally. Of the original

^ There is not a trace of the Norman axe-tooling on any of the quoins, or

othei* dressed stonework.
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features, one window in the north wall of the chancel

and one each in the north and south walls of the nave,

together with a door in the south wall of the latter,

remain. These are quite archaic in character. The nave
windows are narrow sli'ts, very slightly splayed to the

interior, with no rebate or other provision for glazing,

and the external jambs incline upwards to the circular

head of the opening, which is cut out of one large stone.

The jambs of the chancel window are splayed out to a

wider angle (no doubt for the greater need of light), and
externally there is a shallow shutter-rebate, which, how-
ever, may not be original. The internal jambs of this

window incline towards the head.

The doorway in the south wall of the nave (now blocked

up) is even more archaic in appearance than the windows.

It has perfectly plain jambs, worked in large blocks of

sandstone, and crowned by a massive flat lintol, tapering

on its upper edge towards the ends, and over this is a

rough discharging-arch. There is not a vestige of

moulding or ornament to relieve the bare outlines.^

The chancel-arch, a bold semi-circle slightly horse-

shoed, is also square-edged and perfectly plain, except

that the chamfered imposts have had a small bead-

moulding partially worked upon them, perhaps at some
subsequent period." It is greatly to be regretted that,

at the restoration in 1866, the ancient plaster was removed
from this arch, and its rough hammer-dressed stonework
exposed, the joints being then pointed with cement in

the loathsome fashion so dear to builders. Ijj this

manner portions of the ancient paintings covering the

plaster of the arch were destroyed.

The east window consists of two broad lancets divided

by a wide pier-mullion, the thin masonry above being
pierced with a small opening of pointed-ov.al shape—the
whole forming an interesting and early essay in plate

' At Uurpliani, hard by, is a piniilar touched work of tlie Coufessor, brought
square-headed door, but the lintol there to light, alas ! only to be destroyed or
))re8ents a curious and early instance of hidden by recent extension of the
jogf^ling. Close to it is an undoubtedly School buildings. The abaci of the caps
Saxon window, and probably both are had a quirked bead and clianifer, aud the
of the same date. cushions were carved with tau crosses

^ But the fame moulding occurs in and palm-leaf angles. I was able to

an upper window of the Necessarium at obtain careful sketches before the work
Westminster Abbey, a piece of the un- was masked or destroyed.
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tracery. Tlie internal head is flatly arched in one seg-
ment. Its date is about 1250, and it possibly replaces a
single slit window^ of the original work. Below the
central niuUion, on its internal cill, is a singular block or
corbel evidently designed to support the altar cross, a
purpose which it once more fulfils. In the north-east

j3.2>ttoir c^JVa

angle of the chancel is another corbel, possibly intended
as a lamp or image bracket, or perhaps as one ot
the supports for the altar beam carrying the orna-
ments.

To the same date (1250) belongs the lancet in the
eastern part of the north wall of the nave, the rear arch

F
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of \\'hich (as in the east window) is of flat segmental

form in one sweep. This was, no doubt, inserted to light

a small side altar.

The wide pointed-arched window in the west wall, of

nondescript character, may also be an insertion of this

period, perhaps in place of one of the early openings,

but it may be as late as the seventeenth or eighteenth

century. Another wide and rudely formed window,
with a peculiar trefoiled head, j^robably of early fifteenth

century date, has been inserted in the eastern part of

the south wall of the nave. This may also have had
some connection with an altar ; its flat internal cill

and nearness to floor and ground seem to place it within

the category of what are termed low side windows,

the usual position for which was the south-west corner

of the chancel. Such a position was impossible in this

instance, for a reason that will presently be seen. There
is no present trace of either piscina or aumbry in the

chancel or nave ; they may, however, still exist behind

the plaster.

In the south wall of the chancel is a two-light

decorated window, the existing tracery of which is a

restoration ; and immediately to the west of this is a

feature of peculiar interest which it was my good fortune

to discover last summer.
This is nothing more nor less than an anchorite's

Sacrament-squint, which pierces the wall in a slanting

direction so as to exactly command the mediaeval altar,

which must have stood a yard or more clear of the east

wall. It was in searching for a low side window in this,

its normal position, that this singular squint came to

light.

There can be no doubt that it served the purpose of

enabling the occupant of a small anchorage attached to

the south wall of the chancel to watch the pix containing

the reserved Sacrament, to join from his narrow cell in

the masses offered at the high altar, and to receive

through this small aperture the consecrated Host and
chalice. The squint is far from perfect. On the exterior,

however, enough remains to show that it measured 2 feet

6 inches in width by about 2 feet in height, the head
being roughly arched in an ellij^tical form, and sloping
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downward to the interior ; the liead and sides of tlie

ajDerture were smoothly plastered. The cill, from the cell

side, must have been not more than 2 feet 6 inches from
the floor, requiring the recluse to Ije in a kneeling ])osture

to make use of the squint. Of the opening on the
interior face of the cliancel wall hardly a trace remains,

Xt)ci?ori jr^^^c^iMi^)^^, Hirdf)S92.

fM.r.

If),

the whole squint having been cut into and partially

destroyed in the formation (c. 1330) of the large window
adjoining. We have thus plain evidence that the cell to
which this squint belonged must Ijy that date have fdlen
into disuse.

As to the date at which the ankerhold and its squint

r 2
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Avere made we can guess with tolerable certainty. From
the character of the opening it is evidently not coeval

with the eleventh century wall in which it has been

pierced ; nor has it any of the marks of Norman work,

early or late, about it. We are helped to decide the date

by a bequest in the will of. the famous Sussex saint,

Richard de la Wych, Bishop of Chichester. He seems to

have been a special jDatron both of the friars and of the

anchorites (he was at one time a Dominican himself),

for in his will, made probably in the year of his death,

1253, bequests to two male and three female recluses are

specified. Among these we find the recluse of Hardham. ^

As St. Richard became Bishop of Chichester in 1245, it

seems likely that he supeiintended the inclusion of the

anker at some time between that date and 1253, and
that the cell may have been built at the same time. It

thus remained in use probably for 70 years or more.

The cell in this instance was almost certainly a light

and simple erection of wattle-and-daub, sonie 8 feet square

internally and probably roofed with thatch, or reeds from
the river hard by. Had it been of more massive construc-

tion we should have traces remaining of its roof and walls

against the chancel wall and nave quoin. It must have
had its grated and shuttered opening, probably on the
western side, for the admission of food supplies, and other

needful uses ; and through this narrow aperture the
recluse held converse with such as sought him, adminis-

tered ghostly counsel, and, if a priest, heard confessions

and shrove the penitent. And on the eastern side was
23erhaps another small ajDerture, high up and glazed with

' "Also to Friar Humphrey, the re- day), is the modern Habdiiam. It is

c'luse of Pageham, 40 shillings. very probable that these recluses had all

Also to the female recluse of been admitted to the Order and " in-

Iloghton half a marc (6*. 8c?.). eluded" by Eishop de la Wych, wbo
Also to tiie female recluse of Stope- thus shows a lively interest in their

ham half a marc. siipport. There must have been a great
Also to the recluse of Herinriham manj' more in Sussex in tiie thirteenth

half a marc. century than wc have any idea of at the
Also to the female recluse of the present day. Houghtou and Stopham

Bles.sed Mary of Westoute at are both but a few miles from Kard-
Lewes 5 shillings." ham ; Pagham, on the Selsea peninsula.

Printed in extenso, with an excellent is in tlu; extreme south-west corner of
translation and copious notes, in Sussex the county. I am not aware that any
Archa:olo(jical Collections, 1. 164. search has ever been made for traces of
Uekinguam {Ileriedehani in Domes- the cells at the two former churches.
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horn, for the admission of hglit.^ It was a strange hfe,

but we must suppose it presented attractions to the
devout in those rough times, or else many would not
have voluntarily chosen to relinquish their freedom and
be virtually buried alive for the remainder of tlieir days.

Doubtless where the spirit is free it is always true

that

Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a caoe.'"-

The nave is still for the most part seated with the massive
oak benches of fifteenth century date, with plain but well

designed square ends ; the font, also plain, is probably oi

the same date. The communion rail bears date 1721,

and is good of its kind. The porch and north door are

modern and incongruous. There are no monuments ot

any antiquity or interest.

So much for the building. I now come to the very
important series of paintings with which the entire church
is covered. In considering them I shall refer, from time
to time, to two strikingly similar series of paintings—now
alas ! no longer in existence—in the churches of Plumpton

^ One of tlie statutes of the Synod
held by Bishop Richard de la Wych in

1246 lays down certain regulations as

to recluses. They were " not to admit
or have any person in their dwellings

of whom grave suspicion might arise.

Their windows were also required to be
narrow and convenient ; they were per-

mitted to have intercourse with those

persons only whose character did not
admit of suspicion. The custody of the

vestments of the church was not, except
in cases of necessity, to be delivered to

female recluses."

—

Wilkiiis's Concilia.
^ In the Pontifical of Bishop Lacy,

written in the fourteenth century, is

an office " Reclusio Auachoritanim,"
wherein the Sacrament of Extreme
Unction was administered and the com-
mendatory prayer for the soul of the
reckise was ofPcred, lest in his solitary

condition he should die without these

rites. Part of tlie ofiice for the Burial
of the Dead was also recited to emphasise
the fact that the anchorite, already
dead to the world, had entered his

sepulchre. The Sarum Manual con-

tains a like office, " Servitium Inclu-

dendorum." These anchorites and an-

choresses took vows of lifelong inclusion

after a certain period of probation and
Avith the express license of the bishop

of the diocese. The door by which they

had entered their cells was either locked

and the key taken away—the bishop

putting his seal thereon—or else walled

up with solid masonry, only to be
broken down on the death of the

solitary inmate. The recluse was com-
monly buried under tlie floor of liis cell,

which was then cleansed and prepared

for a fresh occupant.
The Ancreu Riwle, of early Ihirteenth

century date, printed for the Camden
Society, gives lis much curious informa-

tion as to the manners and customs of

ankers and ankeresses. Cf. also papers

printed in the Archaological Joitrtial,

XLIV. 26, and XLV. 284. I have
given a drawing of a cell still remaining
at Ilartlip Church, Kent, in Stts-iex

Archteoloi/ical Collections, XLII. 177.
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and Westmeston, near Lewes, some 20 miles to the east

ofHardham.^
The FTardham paintings are, without doubt, among the

oldest remaining in England ; they are specially note-

worthy also for the variety and brilliancy of the colours

employed, for the remarkable details, and for the extra-

ordinary state of preservation of parts of the work. I

have assigned a date between the years 1050 and 1100 to

the building, and it will, I think, be evident on examination

that the paintings can hardly be many years later than

the latter year. Though brought to light about 1866-8

l)y the late rector, the Eev. J. M. Sandham, the un-

covering of the paintings was not very thoroughly or

carefully done, and many important details were still

hidden till last summer, when as much of the whiteAvash

as it was possible to remove was taken off by myself and

others. They w^ere then twice sized and twice varnished

with a tough white varnish. In the earlier uncovering

it is to be feared that much injury was wrought, partly

by unskilful or hasty handling, and also, inevitably, from

the close adhesion of the whitewash to the surface of the

painting. In addition, eight centuries of exposure to

various destructive agencies—of which the damp and

unsheltered situation of the church was not the least

—

have caused large portions of the surface of the plaster to

disintegrate, and the painting has, of course, been slowly

perishing with it. So durable, however, was the medium
originally employed, that even where this has occurred

stains and outlines of figures, nimbuses, and architectural

settings remain in the j^laster to indicate the nature of

the subjects. Unfortunately, a modern distemper dado

has obscured part of the lower range of paintings in both

nave and chancel.

The paintings throughout are in two tiers, the upper

much l^etter preserved than the lower. A modern door-

way on the north side of the nave has wrought much

' I feci tempted to add a third church, Kcyscr, F.S.A., Avho ascribed the Clay-

that of Clayton, in the neighbourhood ton paintings to so late a period as the

of the other two, but I have not my latter half of the tliirteenth century. If

full data at the time of writing ; and I am too early, burely he is much too

also I hesitate to controvert tlie opinion late.

of so eminent an autliority as Mr. C. E.
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injury to some of the subjects, as also have the various

ancient inserted windows.

The medium used is one of the most curious questions

connected with the work. An enamel-Hke face, especially

noticeable when the whitewash was freshly removed,

seems to render it certain that a varnish was originally

employed to give a glaze to the finished paintings. The
colour below this glaze is very thick and tough, several

coats being applied one over another in many places, and
over all in some cases a thick white body colour is laid

on for the borders, etc. the effect of the work being

exactly similar to oil painting, I incline to think that

we have in reality a combination of pure tempera and oil

painting, the ground colours and broad masses being laid

on in the former, and the latter being applied in the

smaller details belonging to the last stage of the work,

and then the whole glazed over with oil, or oil varnish.

The writer of an account of the now destroyed paintings

at Westmeston,^ the work in which was precisely similar

in technique, style, and date, says: "The colours used

are distempers, and in one or two places there ivere traces

of varnish
y'"

The colours employed are chiefly a deejo Indian red, jDink

in various shades, and flesh-tint ; a rich yellow ochre, and
brown umber (chiefly in outlines of features and nimbuses);

and a vivid emerald green in some of the nimbuses, etc.

White is freely used to heighten the outlines, features, and
hands, and to give relief to the robes. It also is apj)lied

as a body-colour in dotted patterns on some of the dresses

;

for the lettering of the descriptive sentences connected

with some of the subjects, and as a peculiar undulating

border or lacing which edges some of the compositions.

* Sussex ArehcEological Collections, hare recorded instances of its use in the

XVI. 1. By Eev. C. II. Campion, thirteenth century for wall-paintings,

M.A. and it is probable that in the two pre-

- It is difficult to fix with certainty ceding centuries its use was not un-

the antiquity or oil as a medium in known, either alone or as a finishing

painting
; probably it is at least as old process in connection with tempera

as tlie Christian era, but it seems to painting. Varnish is set down among
have come into general use very slowly the materials used in executing the

and partially, and at first to have been paintings in the royal palace of West-

emplojed chiefly in connection with minster, lemp. Henry III. (see the

small articles of furniture, rather than Accounts, printed in Veftisfa Monv.-

witli large surfaces of buildings. We menta. Vol. VI. 1842).
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Beo'innincr with the West Wall of the nave, let us now
examine the paintings in detail.

This is the worst ])reserved of all. Only the upper

tier remains, and this has heen half-destroyed by the

insertion of the large Avindow. The subject is " The
Torments of Hell," apparently. Large figures of

demons are shown hacking the arms and legs of lost souls,

the gashes and blood being very realistically indicated.

The demons are grotesquely ugly and bear some resem-

blance to those in the famous twelfth century painting at

Chaldon—also on a west wall.^ The figures are of flesh-

"tint against a dark red background.
The scenes depicted in the ujDper tier on the north,

south, and east walls of the nave are concerned with the
nativity and infancy of. our Lord, those in the lower, of

which but little remains, being mostly of a legendary or

allegorical character. To take these in their proper
sequence we must commence with the East Wall of
the Nave. (Plate IL)

Hero, beginning on the southern side, we have in the
upper tier "The Annunciation," the most perfect of
any of the subjects represented. On the left is the Arch-
angel Gabriel, the forefinger of his right hand emphasising
the message he is delivering to the Blessed Virgin. His
arms are crossed over his body to enable him to do this,

and in his left hand is a lily-sceptre." The Blessed
Virgin—over whom the Holy Dove is hovering—spreads
out her hands in the Eastern attitude of j^rayer. She
wears a curious three-lobed crown or tiara of Byzantine
character, from which depends a veil. Both figures
have nimbuses of a peculiar oval form and a rich

emerald green colour : their dresses consist of a long robe
of a deep Indian red colour, that of the angel being
somewhat fuller and shorter, displaying an under tunic
of white, while the Blessed Virgin's, which fits closely to
the body, has a broad Avhite band above the feet. Over
her shoulders falls a mantle of the same deep red, lined

' See account in Surre;/ Arcliaological iiiologant fifjures and in the pose of the
Collections, V, witli coh)ured drawing ]iand8. They remind one niove of
to scale. By J. G. WaHer, F.S.A. figures in the mosaics of Ravenna and

- There is sonietliiug extraordinarily elsewhere than of anything in English
Byzantine in these elongated yet not wall-paintings.
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with wliite. Tlie sleev^es of Ijotli figures are sliort and
bell-mouthed, and those of tlie angel have a border or

lining of emerald green. The drapery folds ai'e very

peculiarly treated—archaic and conventional to a degree.

The red dresses are powdered with groups of three little

white pellets, while the outlines and folds are in a })eculiar

whitey-brown colour. Note the i-emarkable wavy feathei"-

ing of the angel's wings, the style of the hair—parted

in the middle'—and the curiously looodcn expression

of the faces. The eyes in most of the figures are set

obliquely, and the iris is drawn like that of a cat's eye.

The Virgin has pointed white shoes, while the Messenger's

feet are bare. The Dove is delicately drawn with light

brown outlines, round his neck is some crimson feathering,

and on the wings black " eyes." Both figures stand upon
a golden j^avement, represented by a diaper pattern in

red upon a rich yellow ground, and the same yellow, with

a different pattern (a sort of diamond scale work, having
a white dot and red line through the centre of each scale),

forms the wall or background behind the upper part of

their bodies. Beneath is a dado of red hanging, edged
with a white scalloped border, and upon this is a roughly

smeared pattern of crosses and fleurs-de-lys,^ On the

left of the Announcing Angel is a trellis border formed
with red lines on a pink ground, in the centre of each

diamond being a white star.

To the south of " The Annunciation ",is " The Saluta-
tion," the subjects being separated by a remarkable
tower, perhaps intended for the Virgin's house. The
lower part of this is covered with a trellis pattern of red

lines, recrossed with jDink, on a cream ground, the edges

being bordered with the scalloped white line before

mentioned.'^ These borders, which are about an inch

wide, are used throughout to separate the subjects one
from another and to emjjhasise parts of the subjects.

In the case of this tower they run up to the horizontal

border over the whole range of subjects, giving at a

^ Said to be a traditional rendering of •' This white lacing or scalloping is

rt/c/i-angelic coiffure. one of the peculiarities of the Plumpton
- These uo doubt refer to the purity and Westmeston paintings. It is met

of the Blessed Virgin, and that which with in a slightly different form in the
her faith was to eventuate in—the eleventh and twelfth century paintings
redemption through the Cross. at St. Savin, Poitou, France.
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distance the apj^earance of pinnacles to the angles of the

tower. The upper stage of the latter has a curious

arcade which looks at first sight like three trefoiled

arches, giving a later character than the painting

generally bears ; but this at once disappears on a closer

inspection, for the arcade is seen to be composed of three

little horseshoe arches on shafts, having plain capitals

and bases of a conical shape. A moulded cornice and
pyramidal roof, shaded in pink, red, and white to

represent tiling, surmount the arcade.

To the right of the tower are the figures of Mary and
Elizabeth ; the faces, unhappily destroyed by an old

settlement^ in the wall, are represented only by parts of

the nimbuses, which in this scene are yellow instead of
e'reen. The Virjo-in's dress is dark red as before, while

that of Elizabeth is yellow, and both are powdered
with the same white dotted pattern.^ The figures are

l)ordered on the right by a pink wall (? Elizabeth's

house), lined out with diminutive " stoning " ; and this,

with some vertical bands of white yellow and red,

completes the subject.

Above these two scenes is a very interesting inscrip-

tion in white letters on a dark red band. The forms

and curious contractions of the lettering can be better

gathered from the accompanying reproduction (Plate III.)

than from a description. It is what is known as a

Leonine hexameter, and reads, without the contractions,

as follows :

—

^ VIRGO SALVTATAT. • STEKILIS FEEVNDA
PEOl^ATVR •

'

the C in " fecunda " being square—-a mark of early date
—and the minuscule b in the last word is also note-

^^T^rthy. The shape of the S has a foreign look.

These Leonine verses were a remarkable feature of

the destroyed Westmeston paintings, where they were

' Two or three large iron holdfasts - The writer of the account of

have been driven into the wall hero- the paintings at Westmeston describes

abouts, either for the support of the these little groups of white spots as

Tables of tlie Commandments, etc. or buttons

!

some other purpose. These have •' " The Virgin is saluted. TJie barren
wrought, fortunately, less injury tliau is proved fruitful."

might have been expected.
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painted in an exactly similar manner, i.e. in Iloman
lettering, white body-colour on a dai'k ground, with the

same style of contractions ; while the square C also

occurred—a strong corroborative proof that the j^aintings

v^^ere of much the same date or even by the same work-
men—as to which more anon.' Roman lettering; in

white on red was found in the paintings (also most
reprehensibly destroyed) at Plumpton : one word was
very distinct—MIHAEL (Michael)—and the white

scalloped border and other peculiarities seem to attest

the same hand at work as at Westmeston and Hardham."
At Westmeston there was a slight difference in the treat-

ment of these Leonine hexameters, for instead of a plain

red ground for the white lettering, the " field " of tlie

texts was divided horizontally, half being painted yellow

and half red, the lettering falling partly on each colour.

The same idea, modified, is present at Hardham, where,

as the folates show, the red text-strip has a yellow

margin.

Doubtless the artist's intention was to affix a Leonine

verse to all the subjects, but it does not seem to have
been thoroughly carried out at Hardham, where remains

of only two or three other inscriptions can be traced. At
Westmeston, on the other hand, they seem to have
accompanied all the pictures.

Coming now to the south wall of the nave, the series

is continued in the upper tier, going westward, with

"The Nativity" and "Visit of the Shepherds,"
far less jjerfect than the foregoing. Here the Blessed

Virgin is seen reposing upon a couch with a red coverlet

' White letters on a red ground occui- t j ii i 4.4 * ' BRAHAM „„^
,, 1 to 1 i.1 Isaac, and the letters r»Tx> ..it. ^^c

on the si)l:iy or a baxon window in the ' UiK dA
ground story of the central tower of still faintly discernible.

St. Mary's, Griiildford. This tower was - The same writer described the paint-

not originally central but western, and ings at both Westmeston and Plumpton
the windows (which are double-splayed) in the XVItli and XXth Vols, ot the

external, but when a nave and transept Sussex ArchcBological Collections, re-

were added and there was no further spectively, .and while, quite correctly,

need of these ground story windows they claiming a date early in the twelfth

were blocked up, with the Saxon paint- century for the former, he is strangely

ing on the splays, and Earli/ Norman blind to tlieir obvious identity of date

arches opened bencatli, partly destroy- and workmanshiji, and in the case of

ing the windows. We have thus indis- Plumpton supposes that the j)aintiugs

putable evidence that the painting is belong to " the reign of Richard II. !
"

eleventh century or pre-Conquest. That One smiles at the perversity of in-

on the splay of the south window used gcnuity by whicli he seeks to establish

to show a figure of Abraham offering up this extraordinary conclusion.
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spotted witli Avliite dots; her head resting on a richly

diapered })illo^^' ; at her feet Joseph is seated in an
attitude of meditation, pai'tly wrapped in the folds of a

curtain which is gracefully drajDed ahove and around the

bed/ Beyond, with a domed roof, diagonally striped

piers, diapei'-work, and other peculiar architectural

features, is seen the stable of the inn, in which are the

ox and the ass Avatching over the swaddled child lying in

the manger, and the entrance to this stable is being

shown by a diminutive genuflecting figure, who is

apjjai'ently acting as guide to three shepherds—if not

one of themselves. All these figures are imperfect and
very indistinct, but ])oth the guide (? an angel) and the

shepherds, who are very much larger in proportion, are

dressed in tunics not reaching to the knee, with tight-

fitting hose and long pointed shoes, dark red in colour.

One of tlie little early windows follows this subject, being-

set in a framework of turrets and walling somewhat
similar to those which occur in " The Annunciation" and
" The Salutation."

" The Appearance of the Star" seems to have been

the Jiext subject, but it is almost entirely obliterated.

Remains of a trellised tower divide it from
" The Magi on their Journey." Three figures on

foot, in tunics, travelling-cloaks, and close-fitting hose,

with pointed shoes. They have apparently Phrygian
caps, or some similar form of head-covering, and carry

staves or spears—it is difiicult to say which. Before

them is another wonderful bit of turret architecture

—

Jerusalem, or perhaps Herod's palace—in which trellis-

work," comsed masonry, a horseshoe-arched arcade

(similar to that in " The Annunciation"), and some other

peculiar masonry are seen. The last-named may be the

])ainter's notion of herring-bone work.

Tlie last sul)ject represented on the south wall of

the nave is very indistinct. It is either intended for

"The Interview of the Maci avith Herod," or else,

Cf. MS. Cott. Cl:iud. E. IV, ill ings unci illuminations of this subject.

Brit. Mus., date eleventh century, for Cf. Benedictional of St. iEthelwold and
treatment of bed, etc. Josepli is usual Ij Missal of Robert of Jumieges.
represented, as in this instance, seated in - No doubt intended for stone dia-

a contemplative attitude in early paint- pcring, or else opus reticulattim.
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as appears more likely fVoni tlie difibieiice in dress,
" Herod conferring with the Chief Priests ani>

Scribes." A tower adjoining that last described,

borders the subject, in which a seated figure on a dais

can be made out with an attendant behind and two
figures before him. ' These have staves of some sort in

their hands and mitre-shaped headdresses. The one
in front has a white tunic, striped horizontally witli red,

white hose, and red shoes, while the other's costume is

mostly red. Another strip of masonry work, part of

Herod's palace, completes the scene.

Passing on to the upper tier of paintings on the north
wall, we find, beginning at the west end (Plate IV.)

" The Magi Presenting their Gifts." The archi-

tectural setting is fairly distinct and very curious—two
circular arches flanked by turrets, with a third turret

between them, supported by columns having capitals

painted to represent carving. The Romanesque character

of the turrets is very marked. Two of the Wise Kings
stand under one of the arches (which is much wider than
the other). They are shown with crowns of an early

type—a simple band of metal—short tunics and outer

cloaks, and long close-fitting hose—red in one case and
white in the other. One holds a crescent-shaped object

which may be intended to represent a metal " shijj," or a
dove, containing frankincense. The third kneels in the

act of presenting his gift to the Young Child and His
Mother, Avho are placed under the narrower arcli. The
Blessed Virgin is seated upon a low cushioned stool or

seat, and holds the Child upon her knee, the latter

being sliown as though about two years old, in proper

accord with the sacred narrative. Before the feet of

the Mother and Child is what may be either a casket or

a footstool. The Virgin has a sort of hood or veil, and a

crown of similar character to that in " The Annunciation."

Both Mother and Child are nimbed. T have as yet only

succeeded in making the drawing here reproduced ; a

careful tracing from the painting would recover many
obscure det;dls.

The next picture represents (1) "Joseph warned in

A Dream.'' The space is divided horizontally into two
" floors

"' or compartments, in the uj)per of which, under
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a canopy of two circular arches, Josejoh, a bearded old

man, is lying asleep, an angel bending over him with

outstretched forefinger. (2) In tlie loM'^er story, which
is loftier and treated more richly, are represented " The
Magi warned in a Dream." The three Magi are in

bed, their heads reclining on large pillows, while over

them also hovers an angel, with his hand emphasising

the warning he is delivering.^ There is some curious

pattern-work upon the arches in this compartment

—

perhaps the remains of lettering—and the capitals are

painted to represent carved foliage, while beyond to the

right is a piece of pink wall lined out with miniature

masonry.
" The Flight into Egypt." Here Mother and Child

are seated upon the ass, led by Joseph, who carries, I

believe, a lantern, but the details in this scene are very

obscure. This subject, somewhat similar in treatment,

was among the destroyed paintings at PlumjDton, but in

another position—on the east face of the east wall ot

the nave, and in this Joseph was shown following behind

carrying a flaming torch and a thick staff in either hand,

while the Virgin guided the ass with the reins.

There is a remarkable adjunct to this scene in the

Hardham " Flight " of which there is no record at

Plumpton—nor indeed in any other ancient painting

in this country to my knowledge—viz. the idols of

Egypt falling out of their niches and being shattered

at the approach of the Saviour of the World. There are

four niches, two upper and two lower, and two nude
idols are still erect in the former, while in the latter one

is seen falling headlong and the other tumbling on to its

knees, as though in involuntary worship.'^

The single narrow-splayed early window in this wall

follows the last scene. Its head and jambs are covered

with a trellis pattern in pink bands upon a red ground.

^ The Missal of Robert of Jumieges series of bas-i'eliefs on the plintli of the

shows the tliree Magi wra])ped in one west front of Amiens Cathedral. This

eoverlet, sleeping, with Plirygian caps is at least a century later than our

on, and tlie angel beading over them to Hardliam painting. Illuminated MSS.
deliver liis message. sometimes include this episode in con-

- A verv similar treatment of this ncction with the " flight," e.g. Kings

jcurious Bubject appears among the 5, f. 5, Brit. Mus.
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" The Massacre of the Innocents." Herod's soldiers

in short, full tunics and long hose (pink, with red shoes)

are very realistically depicted slaughtering the children,

whose frantic mothers are striving in vain to protect

them. The Innocents are mostly naked. One of the
mothers is being seized by her hair.

The large thirteenth century lancet destroys the next
subject, and brings us to the east wall of the nave,

where we have on its northern half " Christ among the
Doctors." A well-preserved range of pendent circvdar

arches forms a canopy, underneath which are the various

actors in the scene. Jose})h and Mary, and perhaps the
Child, are on the left, the doctors on the right. There
are some curious details of costume and architecture

vvhich would repay careful study, in all the foregoing

scenes there are slight indications of lettering upon the

broad red bands framing the jDictures, but the words of

the hexameters are quite undecipherable.

Over the chancel arch was a circular medallion which
no doubt contained " The Holy Lamb," but this has been
destroyed. At Plumpton the Lamb was painted on the
soffit of the chancel arch ; and the same subject, similarly

placed to the Hardham painting, was to be seen at West-
meston,^ but in that case the Lamb was placed within a
curious irregular quatrefoil, bordered with zigzag orna-

mentation."

' Sussex ArcJtceoloffical Collection.^, - The quatrefoil, as an, ornament
XVI. Plate opp.

J)-
8. Also, per- borrowed from a constructional source,

haps, at MaresSeld, Sussex, where there is frequently found in illuminations of
are said to have been found in 1838 the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth cen-
" on each side of the chancel arch, turies {e.g. in the Benedictional of St.

two angels with expanded wings, the j?Cthelwold. c. 970, C.fdmon's Para-
riiiht arm of one and the left of the phrase, c. 1000, and the Missal of Robert
other being so extended as to hold in of Jumieges, c. 1045) ; or, wliat is the
their hands a chaplet of flowers just same thing, the Aa^/'-quatrefoil, to form
over this point. In their other liands a trefoil arch (see the Missal of Robei't

were palm brandies. Tliese figures of Jumieges and tlie Bayeux Tapestry),
were about 8 feet in length." To- A quatrefoil opening in a gable occurs
gether with other ancient paintings in an eleventh century MS., Cott.

discovered at this time, "they were Claud., B. IV. I discovered an eleventli

covered up again" {Stissex Archceolo- century consecration cross beneath the

ffical Collections, XIV. 143). The Agnus rem:iins of twelfth or thirteenth century
Dei is found painted over tlie chancel paintings in the restoration of Ford
arch of the churcli of Vic, in tlie Depart- Church, Sussex. It was painted as a
mcnt of Indre-et-Loire, work of tlie plain cross within a quatrefoil in the
first half of the twelfth century; also in same varnish-coated medium as tliat in

a like position, accompanied by censing which the Hardham and Westmoston
angels, in the chapel of the fincient paintings were executed.
abbey of St. Chef, Isere, France.
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Ill the latter painting angels %Yere represented as

holding up the medallion with its sacred symbol, and
averting their eyes from the splendour of the Divine
radiance ; but here they show their reverence by the
crouching posture in which they kneel. The angel on
the northern side is almost entirely destroyed, but that

to the south is more perfect, the costume especially

being very distinct and brilliant (see Plate III. ). There is

something very uncommon about the colours and cut of

the dress. The nimbus is emerald green, the angel's

hair being yellow, parted in the middle. The costume
consists of a white, close-fitting tunic, reaching to the
knee and having bell-mouth sleeves, one of which is

pink, the other white with a pink border ; and an under-
tunic of deep red. There is a curious edging of pink,

red, and white, like bits of cloth sewn on the hem of

the upper tunic, which occurs in several other figures

and was a common feature in the Westmeston paintings.*

The upper tunic on a close inspection still shows the
delicate spiral lines in pale brown—to indicate folds in a

silken vesture—traced by the aitist when the ground
colour was wet.

The angel's wings are white and red, tlie feathering ot

a peculiar palm-like character. He holds a golden
censer. Behind the figure is a diaper background and
red dado ; below is a rich yeUow pavement—all as in the
adjoining scene of " The Annunciation." The lower part

of the figure, together with all the painting bordering

the chancel arch, Avas ignorantly destroyed when the
plaster was removed, to " show the stonework "

! Most
probably among the work thus destroyed, on the soffit

of the arch, were " The Signs of the Zodiac "
; and

perhaps on the reveals of the arch-piers " The Occu-
pations OF the Months."- Yery imperfect fragments

• Parti -coloured clotlies were shown painted ceiling of Peterborongli Cathe-
on some of tlie figures at Wesfmeston, dral, and in tlie charming stone marque-

es, one leg pink, tiie other white. try pavement of like date in the Trinity
- Both these were favourite subjects Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral. The

with Romanesque sculptors and painters, occupations of the months are repre-

Tlie Signs of the Zodiac appear on many sentcd on tlie curiously carved medal-
Norman doorways (f.cf- St. Margaret's, lions round the outer order of the south
York, and Itfley, Oxfordshire) ; they door at Barfrcston Church, Kent. The
occur also on the late twelfth century Signs of the Zodiac were painted on the
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of medallions such as may luive enclosed tlie latter

suUjects still remain on tlie western face of the arcli

(south side).

We now come to the subjects in the lower tier of the

nave.

That on the north ot tlie chancel arch is too much
defaced to make out. Probably it represented " The
Circumcision of Christ"; for the opposite subject (south

side) is " The Baptism of Our Lord." Thougli very
imperfect, it is possible to trace the figure of the Saviour
with cruciform nimbus, standing in the water (shown as

a sort of conical-shaped fountain), the Dove descending
on Him, and the Baptist pouring water on His head. A
circular enclosing arch, diaper and masonry patterns,

make the setting of this subject.

The only subject remaining in anything like a j^erfect

state in the lower tier of the south wall is to the west of

the large inserted window. This is " The Latter End
of the Righteous " and perhaps formed part of a

series of " Moralities " founded upon the parable of

Dives and Lazarus. If so, "The Rich Man Feasting"
probably occupied the eastern part of this wall, now
nearly all taken up by the fifteenth century window,
while the companion picture to that we are considering

"The Latter End of the Wicked" of which there is

no certain trace remaining, would have been placed

somewhere to the west, in proximity to " The Torments
of Hell " on the west wall.

Lazarus is shown as a small naked figure carried in

a cloth or napkin by four large angels, two above and
two below, to Abraham's bosom. The angels' wings

are outstretched and go beyond the limits of the

picture, passing through a very boldly drawn border of

conventional clouds. On the left is a domed tower

with some arcading similar to that in the picture of " The
Annunciation,'' while a pair of smaller arcaded turrets

with sharply pointed tiled roofs flank the subject on the

right. Whether either of these bits of architecture is

soffit of the chancel arcli at W^estmos' (HI Tliev occur in the eh>vent.h century
and also at Copford, Essex, and Kemph'v, iiaintiiifs at the church of St. Savin,

Glouccstcrsliiic, in the same position. Poitou, Fi'uncc.

G
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intended for the rich man s house, or for the lieavenly

citv, does not seem certain. In the wide red hand ahove

are the very faint remains of an inscrijjtion in white

lettering PAVPER ObllT.

The 23<i^iiitings in the lower tier of the north wall of

the nave have been, most regrettably, destroyed for

the most part by the modern doorway and a widely

splayed thirteenth century lancet. Had they been more
perfect we might have had in this group very valuable

evidence as to the date of the entii-e series. As it is,

however, there is very strong pix)bability that the whole

of this lower tier as far as to the chancel arch was
occuj^ied by incidents in the legendary history of St.

George.

My friend Mr. J. Lewis Andre^—than whom none can

speak with greater authority on such questions—endorses

my opinion in this matter, although originally disposed

to assign a purely emblematical meaning (such as " The
Christian Warrior triumphing over his Enemies ") to the

first subject. (Plate IV., ante.)

I have called this " St. George coming to the Aid of
THE Christians at Antioch." A nimbed figure of

youthful asjDect, clad in a pink or red tunic, with upijer

vest open at the neck, and mounted on a large white

horse, is charging a confused group of aimed figures, who
are in various attitudes indicating discomfiture, one or two
being apparently dead, and another doubled up with the

thrust of the Saint's lance. This lance carries at the

opposite end a four-tailed pennon, strikingly similar to

those shown in the Bayeux Tapestry and early twelfth

century seals. The high-cruppered saddle ])ears a strong

resemblance to the saddles figui-ed in the same Avorks
;

while one or two kite-shaj)ed shields—wliite, with a red

border, and umJm—are added evidence of date. These
shields are a familiar feature of the Bayeux Tapestry, and
do not seem to have been retained in that shajie much
lieyond the first (piarter of the twelfth century. The
discomfited paynims appear to be wearing the conical

steel cap and nasal, also associated distinctively with
this period. Both in composition and details this subject

is strikingly similar to the remarkaljle l)as-relief of St.

George on the head of a twelfth century doorway at
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Fonlingtt)!! (/Inii'cli, Dorset. Tlie peiiuou in this has but
three tails, and it shows, what is not now to be seen at

Hardhani, a small Latin cross in the field, and a row <»t'

crosses as pendant ornaments on the horses harness.

The Saint in both rej^resentations is reining in his

charg-er and thriistinp- down the strno-oiinor fimu-e r»t*

ii heathen warrior with tlie bntt end of his lance, wliile

other dead and donbled-up paynims attest his snper-

natural prowess. In his rear at Fordington are two
Christian knights kneeling with hands nplifted in

reverential wonderment at this sio-nal act of divine

interposition ; bnt I camiot lind any certain trace of

these in the mutilated Hardham painting.^ A piece of

architecture (? the city of Antioch) serves to divide this

:subject from the next.

This (Plate IV.) has inihappily been so mutilated by the
modern dooi'way that it is impossible to do more than
guess at its meaning. A nimbed figure, throwing up his

hands, is being held l)y two others who have seized him
Ijy the wrists ; at his feet is a large kite-shaped shield,

I tliink it possible that we have here an incident in

tlie leo-endarv life of St. Georo;e—his beine; seized and
•carried before Datian the jjro-consul for tearing down
the Emperor Diocletian's proclamation against the

Christians.

The rest of the lower tier of this north wall is a blank,

except for the faint traces of a wheel, with a figure

apparently bound to it. This again, may be part of the

story of St. George (which thus would have occupied

the whole of the lower tier of this wall) ; for Ave know
that after enduring other cruel tortures for eight days,

and having drunk unharmed of a poisoned cup, the
Saint was, on the decree of Datian, " bound upon a

' Both Clu'istinns and paynims at ''coiiihination" suits of mail, unless tlioy

Fordington closely resemble tlie war- were fastened up the back. The fouuda-
riors of the Bayeux Tapestry. Tliey tion of thes;' suits of mail was canvas
have conical helmets witli nasals, and or leather with discs of metal ^CNvn ou,

close-fitting suits of apparently ring or between two thicknesses of the same,
mail, the whole suit in one from the The quilted brigandiues of the bowmen
head to below the knee. Arms and legs and arquebiisiers of tlie sixteenth cen-
arc encased in tliis armour. It is ini- turv were the last survivals of this form
possible to understand how tlie wearer of defensive armour,
.got into, and still more, out of, tliese

G
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wheel full of sharp Ijlades ; but the wheel was Ijiokeii

bv two angels who descended fiom heaven."^
" My conjecture as to the meaning of these pamtmgs is

strengthened by two considerations: (l) That in a will

of Id's? a bequest is made "To Saynt George's light at

Hardham."- This makes it certain that there was at

that date an altar, image, or picture of the Saint

—

perhaps all of them—in the nave of the church.

(2) That in the strikingly similar Westmeston paintings

there was a martyrology—also on the north wall of the

nave (on which wall St. George, like St. Christopher,

seems to have been most commonly painted)—which

almost certainly was that of St. George. In the account

of these particular paintings in the Sussex Archaeological

Collections, they are ascribed to the history of another

saint and martyr, St. Vincent, but, as I think, without

sufficient evidence—without anv at all, indeed, excepting

that the words DATIANO EEGI were found in A^-hite

letters on a band above the central subject, and
• DATIANVS • appeared on the ground of the painting

to indicate a crowned figure with a sword ujjlifted in

his left hand. This figure was shown seated, in the

act of pronouncing sentence, his right hand being raised

to emphasise his words. ^ Behind him, and staying with

upraised hands the blade of the sword, was another

figure, evidently intended for the magician who had

prepared the poisoned cup, while in front was the wall

of a circular tower. Also, above this scene was another

which is said to have conveyed " the idea of a battle or

struggle," as heads were depicted rolling on the earth.

This might well have been the battle scene at Antioch.

The same pro-consul Datian figures in the legend of St.

Vincent as well as in that of St. George, but without

distinct evidence to tlie contrary, we may safely conclude

that it was the latter whose history adorned the walls at

Westmeston ; and this conclusion adds weight to the

' ]\Irs. Jameson's Sacred and Leyeii- •' Datiaii's ci'own was of a Torv oarly

dary Art, II, 400. tvpc, tlnvo ilours-de-ljs on a hoop of

- Sussex Archaoloaical Collections, metal, very .similar to the crjwii ol

XII, 93. In the jitiper read at the KiUvard the Confessor in the Eajeux

pame meeting of tiie Koyal Archa-- Tapestry. His dark red dress wa^

ological Institute as tliis, I'lr. Cox gave s])otted witli the three white pellet>

several in.stauces of bequests to ligiits whirl), ocjur so fre.iuently at Ilard-

beiore pictures of saints. liun.
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pi'o1)aljility that the identically situated paintings at

Hardhani were also \n honour of England's patron

saint.

Now the date of the siege of Antioch, at wliich

St. George is supposed to have come to the succour of

Godfrey de Bouillon and the C^hristians (1098) makes it

certain that the representation of the incident (and with
it the other paintings) at Hardham cannot he older than
the close of the eleventh century, while in all probability

a little time would elapse for the miraculous intervention

to become noised abroad sufficiently to get painted on a
cliurch Avail. On the other hand, the style of tjie paint-

ings, per se, is so archaic and peculiar, so much earlier

in character than most of the well authenticated examples
of twelfth century decorative art that have come down to

us, that we might well be inclined to put them within

the latter half of the eleventh century. The conclusion,

therefore, that we may safely come to is that they belong

to the early years of the twelfth century, and this is

borne out by the details of the chancel paintings, which
we will now consider.

The chancel walls, though less lofty than the nave, are

similarly decorated in two tiers of paintings, the scheme
of which seems to have been founded upon the two ideas

of " The Fall and the Keo-eneration."

On the southern half of the west wall, back to back
Avith "The Annunciation" on the nave side of the arch,

is the Avell-preserA-ed representation of " Adaai and Eve."
This particular painting (Plate V.) is treated in imitation

of a piece of tapestry, being hung by looi3S to a rod Avhich

is supported Ijy hooks from the Avail. The details and
colouiing are noteAvortliy. Adam and EA-e are in purn^i

iiaturalibus, their bodies being painted a Avarm flesh

tint Avith high lights of Avhite and streaks of pink, the

outlines and features being accentuated in dark red.

Adam's hair is red, Ea^b's yelloAv ; their eyes brown. The
drawing of the figures, though archaic and couA^entional,

is free and Aagorous compared Avith contemporary natiAe

work of like kind. Indeed, the Avhole treatment betrays

a foreign influence ; and the artist, or l)ody of artists, was
possessed of no mean skill for the time at which the

paintings were executed.
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Oiii- first parents stand against a pale blue l)ackgTOund

which shades C)tt' into white, and Eve is shown in the

act of receiving the forl)idden fruit which the serpent

appears to have plucked and is dropping out of his

jaws into her oiitstretched left hand, while Avith the long

and curly forefinger of her right hand she is pointing

over her shoTilder at him. Adam seems to be pointing

Avith his right hand at a piece of tlie fruit in his left ;

but he may be merely emjjhasising his speech with his

hands. There is an apj)ropriately conspirator-like air

about the two.

The background of the serpent is a hot tomato-red,

the only touch of this colour in the church, and upon
this is painted the Tree of Knowledge, in the branches
of A\]iich the serpent is coiled. " Coiled," jDerhaps,

liardly expresses the attitude of the upper part of the

l)odv, which is furnished with laro-e wina's and feet, and
rests in a fork of the tree, the serjjentine hinder part

being twisted in knots round the tree. The head presents

a mixture of dog and serpent with a peculiarly evil look

about tlie red eye. The body and wings are of a

brownish yellow, relieved with 2:>ink and white shading
and darker brown outlines. The effect of the creases in

the worm -like skin is rendered by cross lines of whit*-

and pink. From the branches of the tree depend
waving tendrils, on A^4iich are emerald green fruits

similar to the one that Eve holds in her hand ; while

along the right-hand l)ordei' of the picture are more
l)ranches with curious white flowers thereon. The veiv
unusual and foreign character of these led me to search

for anything similar in early art ; and I was fortunate

in lighting uj)on something almost identical in the

recently published magnum ojnis of MM. Gelis-Didot

and Laffillee.^ In this splendidly illustrated and
scholarly work—would that ^^'e had a similar treatise

dealing with o\u' English mural ])aintings I—the first of

the coloured 2:)lates and descriptions are taken uj) with

the unique series of eleventh and twelfth century

paintings covering the entire church of St. 8avin, in the

La rdiittrre (h'coratice on France di: XI'' au .YTT' S'ircle.
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Depai'tmeut of Vieinie, Soiitli-A^est France.' In one
oi' the earliest groups (in the west porch) are rows of

angels falling down in adoration before a central Majesty
;

and under their feet are springing up delicate little

flowers on wavy stalks, precisely similar in shape to those

in this painting of the fall at Hardham ; and they also

occur in another painting of the same date in the nave.

In this latter, a vision from the Apocaly23se, are other

details displaying great similarity to the Hardliam
paintings, such as a winged dragon-serpent. Inscriptions

in white lettering, as at Hardham and Westmeston, are

placed on bands of dark colom- over the different pictures.

Most of them are no longer legible, but the lettei'S that

remain are of the same Koman type.

It is remarkable that in these paintings at St. Savin

the standard of art in general comjDOsition, figure

draMang, and ornament is quite classical in its excellence,

and is, if anytliing, superior to similar work of the suc-

ceeding twelfth centuiy in the same church and else-

where in France." And the standard thus set up may
have produced a school whose traditions, models, and
even guilds of workmen would before long penetrate even
to remote Sussex. The paintings at Hardham look

hmnble and rude by comparison, but one sees a master-

tradition and here and there a master's toucJi Avhich

proclaim a noble parentage.

But to return. On the northern half of the west wall

of the chancel the jDainting is very indistinct, and so

much mutilated that I find it difficult to interpret the

subject. A little figure waving a branch of a tree, and
a beast that onay he the Leviathan, together Math some
diaper-work, are all that can be distinguished. Probably
this subject has some connection with the preceding.

' This church was inoiiiistic (JJpiic- appeared in T/ie Arc/ii/ec/iira'. I'ecieiv

dictine), and was rcl^uilt in tlie eleventh fur August, 1897.

century, the gi'cater part after 1050, and - The authors of the nionuniental

the paintings are for the most ]5art work on French decorative painting-

coeval. M. Paul M;^rimee, an eminent above referred to mj -.
" Some pictures

author'ity,tellsus that they go back to the can be placed in the rank of chefs

second half, or to the end, of tlie eleventh (/'<Buvre; we may instnnce, among
ceutury. A descriptive account, witli others, that where the Lord launches

excellent illustrations, of this churcli, the worlds into space." And these A\er(>

by Mr. H. C. Corlette, A.K.LIJ.A., executed in the barbarous eleventh

century I
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But little of the detail of the reiiiaiiiiiig })ictures in the

chaucel can be made out. The distuibance of the south

and east walls caused by the inserted windows has

\AT0ught great havoc, and time, the weather, and inju-

dicious scraping have aided in obliterating what was left.

K<^ws of saints under canopies—perhaps the Apostles and

others—appear to have occupied the western part of the

upper tier on both north and south walls. Some seem
to have had green, others yellow, nimbuses of the oval

shape found in " The Annunciation," and verses accom-

panied the pictures. Below one of these rows, on the

north w^all, is " The Last Supper." Om- Lord can be

distinguished by the cruciform nimbus ; St. John leans

on his breast ; the usual dishes, lish, loaves, chalice, and
paten appear on the table. One of the loaves is marked
with a cross. The opj^osite lower tier j^ainting is too far

gone even to guess at,

Eastw^ard in the U23per tier on Ijoth sides, and con-

tinued along; the east wall, is seen the vision of " The
Worship in Heaven," originally leadmg up to a central

Majesty, but this has been destroyed l)y the thirteenth

century window. All that remain are parts of the four

living creatures and the twenty-four elders. The former

are very faint ; wings and halos are barely visible.

The elders are seated on thrones and have a pavement
under their feet similar to that in " The Annunciation."

They have crowais of a very eai-ly tyjje—something like

a low mitre^—and are represented as '' falling down before

the throne," all in the same stiff attitude. They hold a vial

in their right hand, and a gittern," or guitar, in their left,

' Tlic Magi in a ] aiiitiiig in the (l('\(iitli and carl v twx-lfth centuiv date,

eliureh of Vie, ludreet-Loire (date and is also met with in contemporary

1080-1100), have exactly siniihireruwns. illuininations. I cannot cite an English

the idea of which vas a square metal exaiiiple to parallel this Ilardham treat-

cap, i.e. fonned of four straight sides ment in painting or sculpture, but in

without a top covering. VioUet-le-Uiic some of the eai-ly illuminations in our

gives a drawing of one under the article libraries, the gittern is to bo teen in the

"Couronne" {DU-fionnaire du Mohilitr hands of the Apocalyptic elders. Zithein

Franca is), taken from the eleventh cen- {cithara, French), gittern (French, gui-

tury paintings of the west porch, St. erne), guitar, are all derived from one

Savin. lie leniaiks on the discomfort word—the Grtek Kidapa : and in like

of a i-quare headdress, •'ueh a foini of manner the instru)nents bearing these

crown was in use between JOoO and lloO. names were evolved one from another,
' Here, again, is a very early note. t.lie harp lieing the original of all.

The gittern is found, instead of the What is tran;lated "harp " in Ecv. V.
harn. in painted or sculjitured repre- of cur AuthoiMsed Version is rendered

icnrations of the twenty-four elders of cithara in the Latin of the Vulgate.
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and appear to be vested in long tunics or albes. 'i'lieir

faces are of the same curiously bard type tliat Me find in

" 'J'be Annunciation " and otber sulyects. Beneath is a

broad red band on which are traces of a verse—perhaps

one of the choruses in the Apocalypse.

In the lower tier of this eastern jmrt of the chancel,

under the remains of canopy Avork, are groups of figures,

not all of whom are nimbed. It is possible therefore tliat

these are not connected with the Majesty, but represent

scenes in the life of our Lord.

I have gone at some length into the description of

these paintings, as I believe them, imperfect as they are,

to be of quite exceptional importance and interest, on

account of their extent and very early date. One rai'ely

finds a church, however small, covered with paintings all

of one scheme and period ; and when that pei'iod is the

earliest of which we have any examples—that embiacing
the second half of the eleventh to the first quarter of the

twelfth century—one may be excused for going somewhat
minutely into detail in describing them.

My friend Mr. C. R. Peers calls this period " the Saxon
overlap," and it seems a very good term to express an
era of conflicting traditions in art such as that which
ushered in the Conquest and subjugation of England

;

but it must not be understood that the dominating
influence in these paintings was a native one. The
number of distinct marks of early date which I have been
at some pains in emphasising, taken in conjunction with

the general aspect of the paintings, will, I think, warrant
my claiming for them a date not long after the year 1 100 ;

and they inigbt with equal propriety have been placed

within the latter part of the previous century, but i'or tlie

practical certainty that " The Appearance of St. George
at Antioch " is among the paintings. This limits the

date to a period after 1098, but, as I have endeavoured
to show, veri/ soon after ; and it suggests the con-

temporary acceptance and widespread belief of the

The curious similarity of the paintings at Hardham,
Westmeston, and Plumpton to eleventh and early twelfth

century work in Western France seems to point to their

l)eino: the work of a travelling; o-nild who ]iad inliei'ited
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tlie ti'iidition.s of the school of painters of Poitoii, and
blended them with Eno-lish ideas.

The peculiarities that we notice in the Hardhani
})aintings are certainly not the result of j)ure Saxon
influence, for in the treatment of the faces and draperies

of tlie fio-in-es there is little trace of the mannerisms
familiar to us in Saxon illuminated MSS. ; at the same
time this group of paintings l^ears very slight resemblance

to the few remaining tyjjical Anglo-Norman paintings

scattered about England.^

On the other hand, a strono- foreio-n influence is

observable in this group of paintings—an inherited

classical tradition, filtered in succession through Byzan-
tine, Lombardic, and Frankish channels, and finally but

imperfectly blended with native Saxon and Norman
Romanesque. The very colours are un-English-looking."

In the weirdlv tall and anfjular fio-ures Bvzantine feelino-

is very apparent. Much of the architectural detail is

quite Italian in spirit ; while the French influence

grafted upon these strains is very noticeable in some of
the special points dwelt on above. The workmen may
have been English, but they received their training

abroad ; and it is evident that they were touched with
the crusading spirit—perhaps some of them may even
have newly returned from the First Crusade, their minds
stored ^^-ith the wonders of the East and the glories of

foreign lands.

Until tlie settlement of England after tlie Conquest,

and while as yet the dominant Norman ecclesiastics had
found little op})ortuiiity to train up in their own art-

traditions schools of craftsmen and painters, it seems

' iV/. Ijiiisti'd C'liureli, Sussex, not Archefological Collect ionx,'SAAl\, 224:;

far from Hardhani (c. 1140) ; AVcst Ivem])le_v. with a coloui-cd illustration,

Cliiltinfjton, also near {c. 1170) ; Kemp- is dcscril)cd In- Mr. Mickletlnvuite in

lev. Gloueestershire (c. 1130); St. A'ol. XLVI T, of tiie -4rr//'/-o%/fl', p. 187 ;

Gahriel's Cliapel in the crvpfc. Canter- andtheCantcrhurv]iaintings, elaborately

burv Catliedral {v. 1150). All tliese, )lln>trated, by the late Canon Seott

and others that we conld name, have Eobertson in Arcliaolof/la Caiiiiana,

a certain family likeness to each otiier, XI 11, 17.

l>ut the IFardham fjrou]) have little in - They are found in the elerenth
common with any of them. 1 havi- centnry paintings at St. Savin; a dee]>

elsewhere indicated a halt-belief tiiit ])uvplish red, with other shades, a

Clayton Church should he added to strono; jjoldeu yellow, yellow-brown, a

this group. OiH' of the iJinstcKl paint- brilliant green, blue, while, and black.

ings forms a coloured jilate in S>isse.r
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very prol^al^le that the need lor skilled artists was
supplied from al)roa(l, as was often the case duriiiu,' the

j)revious centuries of Saxon rule.

The great Cliniiac priory of St. Pancras, Lewes,

founded by William de Warrenne and his w^ife Giuidrada

about 1077, must alone have been the cause of im2)orting

a host of foreign artificers.^ Its great stone cliureh,

replacing the Saxon wooden one, was consecrated in the

first instance betw^een 1091-07 ; l)ut thereafter woik was
l)usily and continuously going on.

No\v the church of Westmeston has l^een conjectured

on what seems good evidence to have come into tlie

possession of Lewes Priory'-; but apart from this, both

Westmeston and Plumpton (and Clayton) were among
the lands of William de Warrenne, a man of singularly

cultured taste for his time, a great traveller and patron

of the arts ; in which latter role his sons continued to

act as benefactors to the priory. After the death of

AYilliam, in 1088, they proceeded with the building ot

the church and its ofiices, and much of the elal)orate

colour decoration (of which abundant traces have come to

light during the I'ecent excavations on the site of the

infirmary chapel) niay have been carried out in their

time. Meanwhile Hardham was in the possession of

other Norman lords, who enndated the great de Warrenne
in benefactions to the clnu'ch.

We have, it seems to me, in these facts suggestive

evidence as to when and by whom the Westmeston and
Plumpton i^aintings were executed, and, arguing by
analogy, confirmatory evidence as to the date and artistic

genesis of the paintings in Hardham Church.

In conclusion, the grateful task remains of expressing

mv indebtedness to the Sussex Archceolooical Societv tor

l)earing the actual cost of the scaifolding, sizing, and
varnishing for the paintings ; to the Pector of Hardham.

^ The pious patrons liacl a .strongly nrtisfs—indeed, iiiauy of tlieni were
marked partiality for Buriiiindian monks. doubtless artists themselres. Areh-
with whom the eommimity at Tewes hishop Lanfranc, the adviserof William
was judieiously leavened. The peeuliar and Gundrada, himself a foreiuner. de-

expressiou on Gundrada's tomb (now in spised the English as barbariaus, and
Southover Church), is supposed to refer i-eeommeuded foreigner.*,

to this: " Intulit ecclesii.s Anglorum - Sussex Archaolotjical CoUiclionx

balsama morum." Probably with the XVI, 18.

monks came skilled «ovknieii and
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the Kev. Cecil Brereton, for mucli kind assistance ren-

dered ; and to the Hon. Photographer of tlie Sussex

ArchiBological Society, Mr. J. C Stenning, whose
excellent photographs, specially taken, have greatly

helped me in elucidating some of the details of the

paintings. My thanks are also due to the Editors of the

Archceolofjical Jovrnal and Sussex ArclinoJDgiccd Col-

lections for their kindly criticism.
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A Find of Bkoxze Implements near Brlstol.

Some interesting- ancient bronze implements were
found by a boy in tlie picturesque little valley known as

Combe Dingle, about four miles north-west of Bristol.

The find consisted of a bronze chisel and three orna-

mented flanged celts/ varying from 5| inches to 3J inches

in length, and from 13:j- oz. to 4f oz. in weight. The
smallest was beautifully decorated with a pattern formed
of diamond shaped markings shaded with crossed lines,

enclosed in a similarly shaded shovel-shaped frame, with
double zigzag lines on either side. It somewhat
resembled one fig-uied bv Sir John Evans from the Isle of

Lewis, but Avas much smaller. The most interesting

object in the hoard was a chisel-like implement 6^ inches

long, which seems to belong to an undescribed type. Sir

John Evans, to wliom a sketch was sent, wrote :

—
" I do

not remember anything like the tool. It is of the same
class as Figs. 196 and 197 in Ancient Bronze Implenu'rittt,

but the point is more like that of Fig. 220. I doubt
wliether it was used tc) extract cores " (the suggested use

of those figured in Sir John's book) " as the celts Ijelong

I believe to an age wlien coring was unkno^vn." With
the implements was foimd a cinious looking stone ball, of

extremely hard nature, which Mr. Gowland, F.S.A.,

found on analysis to consist of iron ore (hematite) ; it

seems to have l:)een l)mied with the tools, j)robably as a

curiosity, not showing any traces of use as a stone

hammer. The bronzes are now in the jDossession of the
Bev. S. N. Tebbs, of Westbury-upon-Trym.

Caeravent.

The excavation of the remains of the Roman to\\n of

Isca Silunmi, connnenced in 1899 under the direction of

' Similar to Fi^. 11 on ]i. 53 of plemcnix, clc. of Great Britain and
Sir John Evans's Ancient Bronze Tni- Ireland.
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n Coiniiiittee of which Lord Tredegar is President, was
continued during the sinnnier and autumn of last year,

and has resulted in the discovery of the remains of no

less than six blocks or liouses, of which only two have so

far been completely explored. Of these '' Block I " con-

sisted of two rooms only, and an annexe suj^posed to be

a latrine ; in one of the rooms were remains of two
furnaces of unusual construction, evidently for some trade

<>]• manufacture. '' Block II," a large and important

l)uilding, has not yet been completely excavated, but will

be finished wlien work is resumed in the spring ; several

tesselated pavements and other interesting features have

been found, which will have to be dealt with. The most

iuterestinii- buildino; is that named " Block III," a house

of most unusual type, if not unique in England. It

consists of no less than sixteen rooms, mostly of small

size, grouped round a coui'tyard or peristyle, which was
open to the air in the centre. The ambulatory w^as paved
witli red t('.sse')'rie, and covered by a lean-to roof of stone

slates supported on ten columns, of which fragments both

of shafts and capitals were found. On the east side was
a corridor running the whole depth of tlie building, and
separating it from the street. Tlie remains of a very

large latrine on the south of the liouse were w^ell pre-

served, and resemble one found in Hadrian's Villa near

R(^me.

The city walls are in very excellent condition, nearly

a mile in circuit, and from 20 to 30 feet high. The
small portions that have at present been explored,

luive revealed some very interesting features, but as it is

intended to continue the examination of both the south

and west walls shortly, no account of them will be given

at present. The same may be said of the city gates,

of which one, on the north, has been partially exca-

vated. Numerous coins and small antiquities have

been found, and are deposited in tlie local Museum,
Among these niay be mentioned a slal) of stone with a

portion of a well-cut inscription, a dagger of unusual

type with a bone liilt, a sickle, Inll-hook, knives, choppers,

and various otlier objects of iron ; bronze Ji/ndae,

buckles, ])ins, rings, etc. ; tlu't^e engraved gems from

rings, a bone cliarm against tlie Evil Eye (in tlie shape
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of ;i hand), and a very considera])le (juantitv of ])ainted

\\'all-])la,ster, some of whicli still remained in situ, to a

lieiii'bt of 3 or 4 feet from the base of the wall.

Tlie Committee hope shortly to piihlisli tlieir first llej)ort,

containing an account of Blocks I and III, to be followed

])y an accoimt of Block II, and of the south-western
])ortion of the city wall. The Treasm^er, Mr. Alfred

Hudd, F.S.A., Clifton, Bristol, will l)e glad to receive

contributions to the Exploration Fund, which are gieatlv

needed.

Recent Excavations in Hertfordshire,—IIadlett.

In December, 1898, a Ilomano-British potter's kiln was
opened at Badlett, on the j)roperty of Sir Walter
Phillimore, by Mr. W. Page, F.S.A. A small kiln was
<liscovered in a sand pit, but was unfortunately destroyed,

tlie workmen mistaking it for an old land drain.

SufHcient, however, was left to show that it was similar

to the kiln illustrated on Plate XXXVII, Fig. 13, oi

Mr. Charles Hoacb Smith's Collectanea Antitiua, Vol. VI,
The second and larger kiln was found about 10 feet

from the smaller. It was somewhat in the shape of a

horseshoe, 6 feet at its greatest length inside and
5 feet 1 inch at its greatest width. It had a batter on
the inside varying from 6 to 10 inches. The uppermost
part existing was 3 feet 6 inches from the present ground
level and about 1 foot 6 inches from the ground level of

the Romano-British period. The kiln had evidently been
constructed by cutting a hole in the sand, about 4 feet in

depth, of the shape which it was to take, and against

the sand there was built the wall of the kiln, consistinir

of small pieces of Roman bricks, varying in size, and set

in clay, which was afterwards baked, making one solid

piece of wall about G inches in thickness. The most
interesting point with regard to these kilns is the fact

that it was found possible to identify the name of the
potter who worked there. Tliis could be done from the

large quantity of the impressions of his stamps, of Avhicli

there were three varieties, all bearinn;; the name CASTUS,
upon the rims of morturia.

Most of the pottery found is now by the kindness of
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Sir Walter Pliillimore preserved in the Hertfordshire

County Miiseiun, at St. Albans. For a full account of

this discovery see Proc. Soc. Antiq., XYII, No. II, 261.

Yerulamium.

In the autinnn of 1898, Mr. W. Page commenced some
excavations in the glebe of St. Michael's A'icarage, by
kind permission and with the assistance of the Rev. C Y.

Bicknell, the vicar, on the site of a large Romano-British
buildino; in Yerulamium. A lono" wall 373 feet in lenp'tli

was opened, at each end of which were two walls 26 feet

apart, evidently formerly an ambulatory, the inner walls

of which showed the foundation for columns giving an
inter-columniation of 13 feet 6 inches centre to centre.

Connecting the ends of these ambulatories was the long

wall above referred to, which was extremely massive, and
was broken by two oj^enings filled by a colonnade of five

columns of peculiar construction. One of the bases

of these columns remained ; it was circular, 2 feet

10 inches in diameter, and was composed o^ Roman
bricks triangular in shape, with one side curved to form

the outside. A j^ortion of a fluted column of the same
diameter was also found. From the excavations, which
were continued in the autumn of 1899, it apj^eared that

this wall was the inner wall of a long ambulatory,

26 feet in width, backing upon which at the east end
were a series of passages with coarse red tesselated floor

83 feet in length, and a large chamber 63 feet 9 inches

in length, and 34 feet 6 inches in width internally, at the

south end of which was an apse 17 feet across externally,

and 26 feet jn width, forming a j^k^tform 4 feet 8 inches

above the floor of the chamber. The side walls of the

chamber are of excellent construction, being as much
as 9 feet 6 inches in thickness, and terminate with

pilasters, the foundations of which are 5 feet by 4 feet,

and are opposite to the similar fovmdations in the wall

uncovered in the previous winter. Tliese walls and that

at the south end, all of which remain to a height of

2 feet and more aV)ove the floor level, were covered

witli plaster witli tlie usual roll at the junction of the

wall and floor. So far as the plaster remained in position
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it was coloured a dark olive green, but detached pieces

of* it were found of various colours, and with fragments

of designs upon them. Mr. G. E. Fox, F.S.A., suggests

that havino; reii'ard to the thickness of the walls, the

chamber was vaulted, and jDrobably with a barrel vault.

Of this there was every appearance, for firstly, there were

found three pieces of coloured wall plaster, the surfaces

of which were very slightly concave, and which had
possibly formed portions of the internal decoration of the

vault ; secondly, while on the floor of the ambulatory,

and at the sides of the apse there was a layer of charcoal

indicating the remains of a burnt wooden roof, in the

chamber itself scarcely any charcoal was found ; and,

thirdly, the floor of the middle part of the chamber was
mostly destroyed by bricks and flints which had evidently

fallen from some heio'ht and had become embedded in the

pavement in their fall.

There can have been no entrance to the chamber from

the east, south, or west side, as there is apparently no
opening in the walls, which, as before stated, remain to

some height above the floor level. On the north side,

however, the wall has been destroyed down to a foot

below this level, and from the smoothness of its upper
surface Mr. Pao-e is inclined to think it formed a bed for

a continuous course of blocks of stone, and was merely a

sleeper wall to carry columns. This is corroborated to a

certain extent by the fact that the eastern side wall

passes quite over it, and by the finding of a considerable

number of the triangular tiles with one side curved, used
as before stated in the construction of the columns. On
the other hand, however, as there was a slight projection

of 4 inches on the west side at the end of the east

wall, 8 feet westward of which there was a small

block of masonry, with a slight indication of a face on its

eastern side, the space between these points may have
formed a doorway, but the remains were so slight that it

is impossible to make any definite statement, beyond
pointing out that for the reasons before stated the

entrance to the chamber must have been at the northern

end.

The chamber had a tesselated floor, so far as could be

ascertained, of an elaborate design. The pavement had
H
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an outer border of coarse drab tesserae, each tessera

about 1 inch by 1|- inch, which extends from tlie side

walls about 5 feet 6 inches, and rather more from the end
walls. Within this was a border of a scale pattern in

black and white, within wliicli again was a very pretty

wide braidwork design in black, red, drab, and white,

then lines in black and white. Tlie great depth of soil

above the floor level, about 5 feet to 6 feet, prevented

the uncovering of very much of the pavement, but it

appeared that it was very fragmentary, by reason of the

upper part of the building having fallen and become
embedded in its siu^face. From what was found, however,

the design appeared to be geometric, made up of a series

of bands of a scroll pattern in red, white, yellow, and
black. The foundations for the tesselated pavements
were composed firstly of about a foot of rammed gravel,

upon which were about 2 inches of rough concrete or

rammed gravel mixed with lime, then came about an
incli of ojDUS signinum, upon which again was a thin

layer of white cement forming a bed for the tesserae.

For full reports upon these excavations so far as they
have been carried, see Transactions of the St. Albans
and Herts Arch. Sac. for 1899-1900.

The Martin Effigy in Piddletown Church,
Dorset.

In Vol. LY. of the Arch(tologieal Journal, at p. 119, is

an account of this alabaster figure by Viscount Dillon,

P.S.A., in which it is stated that the person represented

was one of the Martin family, who was living in the time
of Edward IV., but whose name had not, as yet, been
identified, though a pedigree of the family would doubt-

less easily settle the point.

This has now been done, by the researches of the Kev.
J. K. Floyer, and communicated to the Journal by Vis-

count Dillon. The effig}^ is proved to be that of Sir

William Martin, who died in 1504, and is described in his

will, dated 1503, as a Knight of the Bath. He directs that

his body sliould be ])uried in the chapel of St. Mary
Magdalen, Piddletown, in a place prepared for it. He
married 1st, Isabel, daughter and heiress of Thomas
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Fereiidon, from whom he had Tincleton and other

adjoining lands, and 2nd, Christian, danghter of Sir

Amyas Paulet of Hinton St. George.

The tomh and effigy were therefore prepared nearly

thirty years before tlie deatli of the person they com-
memorate, as both the details of the armour and the

collar of suns and roses show. Viscount Dillon remarks
tliat this collar would not have been carved later than

the reign of Edward IV., or, with a white boar pendant,

tlian that of Kichard III.

EoMSEY Abbey, Hants.

In October and November, 1900, during the process of

laying down a wood block iloor in the nave and crossing

of Romsey Abbey, the foundations of an apse were dis-

covered under the central tower, and considerable remains

of walls on the soutli side of the nave. The latter may
be dealt with first, as they have no bearing on the struc-

tvn^al history of the church, and the record of them is

chiefly of value because 'they are now buried beneath
6 inches of concrete and a w^ood block floor, and will

probably not be seen again for many years. They are oi

two dates, the wall running east and west being the

older. This is 19 inches thick, of flint and stone rubble,

and was traced from the eastern angle of the first nave
pier to within 2 feet of the fourth, where it ends

withoiit a return. It is plastered on the north or inner

face with a coat of rough yellowish j^laster, continuous

with a floor of the same character, 1 6 inches below the

j^resent pavement level, which is at the original level of

that of the existing Norman nave. This plaster floor

rests, as to its western part, on a layer of flints on the

undisturbed soil, and extends along the whole length of

the w^all from east to west, and northwards as far as the

digging went, that is, nearly to the south edge of the

paving of the central alley of the nave. It is worked to

a rough trowelled face, and was not intended t(^ be

exposed, being clearly the floor of the pit for the stalls, of

which the . rubble wall formed the southern side. The pit

is of unusual width, and suggests that there must have

been a wooden floor over the whole area of the stalls.

The second wall, which runs north and south at right

H 2
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angles to the first, is very roughly built, about 3 feet

thick, and rests on the plaster floor just described. At
about 8 feet from its junction with the first wall is a pro-

jection 2 feet 6 inches square, which is not the start of a

return, as the wall continues northward beyond it. All

the area to the east, as far as it was examined, has 8 inches

of gravel concrete laid on the first plaster floor, and on that

a second plaster floor very similar to the first. On this

lies a layer of rubbish, chiefly bits of wood, carbonized by
the damp, so that at first sight it looks like traces of a fire,

which however is clearly not the case. Another coat of

plaster has been put down over the rubbish, probably at

no great interval from the laying of the second floor. It

is further to be noted that the engaged shafts on the

north faces of the second and third piers of the nave are

in their lower part of new stone, the original shafts having
doubtless been cut away for the backs of stalls. From
all this it is clear that stalls extended into the fourth bay
of the nave, and were subsequently shortened or moved
eastward, the level of the floor of the pit being then raised

9 inches. The bits of wood are the carjjenters' rubbish

from the making of the second set of stalls. There is

little evidence as to the date of all this. A few pieces of

the early Norman stonework are used up in the first w^all,

and among the rubbish lying on the second plaster floor

were found several pieces of plain yellow, green, and pale

blue glass, of fourteenth century date. The first wall

may be of the thirteenth century, and the second a

hundred to a hundred and fifty years later.

Turning now to the foundations of an apse east of the

western piers of the crossing. Tlie wall exists to within

7 inches of the present floor level in its northern portion,

the east end was not uncovered, and the southern part was
damaged by the workmen, who removed several stones

before realising tliat they had come on part of a wall.

One course of ashlar remains on the northern j)art, on the

outer and inner faces alike, set in a fine lime mortar of a

slightly leddish colour. At this level the wall is 4 feet

9 inches thick, and from the ashlar downwards is built of

flint rub})le in a grout of poorish brown mortar. A little

lloman material is used, a nearly comi^lete brick 1 1 inches

square l)y 1| inches thick being found in the footings on
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the inner side, and several Ijlocks of oolite with Iloman
mortar on them. On the outer face the Ijase of the wall

was not uncovered at 4 feet 1 inch below the present floor

level, but on the inside are footings projecting in all 1 foot

10 inches from the wall face, their bottom course Ijeing

4 feet below pavement level. The trenches are filled in with
gravel, and probably no part of the wall which remains was
intended to be seen aljove the ground. The aslilar course

is rough and uneven, only the top bed being level. The
stone is of two kinds, Isle of Wight or Quarr Abbey stone,

whicli shows no tool marks, and a chalky limestone, wliich

has diagonal tooling done with a pointed axe. The
w^estern piers of the crossing are built on the top of this

wall, which was at any rate one course higher than now
when they were built, as a second ashlar course remains
under the north-west crossing pier, and can still be
seen above the jDresent pavement level, the Norman
masonry being cut to fit over it. On the whole, the

masonry of the apse has very much the look of Norman
work. In the absence of any wiitten history of Komsey
Abbey, the evidence of the building itself is the only

guide to an answer to the question as to the plan of the

church of which this apse formed part. There are four

dates of Norman work in the church, from early work of

about 1090 to transitional of 1180. The last of these

does not concern the argument, and may be left out of

consideration. The earliest work is to be found in two
bays of the south aisle of the nave, and two res23onds in

the north aisle which very closely resemble the work in

the south aisle, and are probably of the same date, about
1090 to 1100. The second work is the general rebuilding

of the whole church, which was begun from the east about

1120, and extends westward to the fourth bay of the

nave on the south side. This work covers a series of

years, and was perhaps completed between 1150 and
1160. The third work is the lower part of the west wall

of the south transept, and the two eastern bays of the

south aisle of the nave. It must, however, be noted that

these are not of one build, there being a straight joint

bet\veen them, the aisle built first. The transept wall

cannot be earlier than 1150, but does not range with the

adjoining work, which must have been built by then,
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either in masonry or design. The clerestory, however, is

of exactly the same work all round the transept, and is

clearly of one date. There may well have been an interval

between the building of the two lower stages of the

transepts and that of the clerestory, but it cannot be a

lonof one, and in it this wall must have been built. In-

stead of two ranges of windows m the two lower stages

it has a triplet of tall lights, the cills being about the

level of the sj^ringing of the heads of the first stage win-

dows elsewhere, showing that the wall was designed to

form part of the eastern boundary of the cloister, and the

cills kept up to clear the cloister roof Was there, at the

time of the building of the transept and nave, anything

standing on the site of this third work, which could not

be i-emoved till the adjoining walls had been built up to

the triforium level at any rate ? The cloister is not likely

to have been an afterthought. When the nave was being

rebuilt new windows were inserted in the early work in

the south aisle, but it was not otherwise altered, and
seems to have regulated the spacing of the nave arcade.

There is no reason to sujDpose that if the eastern part of

the aisle wall had been of the same work it would have

been treated differently. It seems to follow, therefore,

that the early wall was built against an older building,

which was not destroyed till 1150, Is the ajDse to be

connected with this building, in spite of the Norman look

of its masonry ? It is, at any rate, of a date so near to

that of the first Norman work that it must have some
relation to that, and the thickness of their respective

walls is 4 feet 9 inches and 4 feet 10 inches, and this, with

the evidences in the north aisle wall, and the fact that the

axis of the apse is only a few inches to the north of that

of the present Ijuilding, M'ould suggest that what has been

found is the eastern end of an aisled church, of which the

work in the aisles is now the only part above ground,

and which may have incorj^orated in its south aisle a

fragment of the tenth century church, which was not

destroyed till 1150. As to what this fragment was, the

inference is tliat it was the south wall of the south

transept. Given the tenth century as the date of this

building, it should have a plan somewhat of the Dover or

Repton type. (See Vol. LIII, 327, 329, of the Journal.)
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Siii:)po.sing this to have been its plan, it was not

destroyed but enlarged after the Conquest, perhaps

about 1086, when Christina, sister of Edgar Athehng,
took the veil here, and no doubt brought an accession

of wealth to the house, by the addition of north and
south aisles of the width of the transepts. This would
give a reason for the unusual plan of the first Norman
church. Round this church to tlie east the second work
was built, according to the usual custom of not destroying

existing work till the new church destined to supersede

it was sufficiently comjDlete to be used. Then the Saxon
transept wall was destroyed to make the eastern pro-

cession door, and the church took its present form, the

apse having, of course, disappeared at the building of

the crossing piers. Along the line of both nave .arcades

between the piers is a great deal of broken building

material, which may be the remains of the Saxon nave
walls, pierced with arches when the early Norman
aisles were added, and destroyed at the building of the

present nave. And on the line of the north arcade there

is said to be the base of a wall still existing, which may
of course be only a sleeper wall, but could also be the

Saxon north wall.

As for the delay in building the west Avail of the

south transept, Mr. W. H. St. John Hope suggests that

there were standing at the time the eastern range of

the older monastic buildings, joining on to the south wall

of the Saxon south transept, which, being in continuous

use, could not be cleared away until their twelfth

century successors were completed. This would account

satisfactorily for the delay.

EoMANO-British Interment at West Wjckham, Kent.

In the early part of the year 1899, the attention ot

Mr. G. Clinch was drawn to the feet that in a field at

West Wickham, Kent, some unusually dark earth, of a

bluish-black colour, had been turned uj:) l)y the plough.

The discoloured earth occurred in one or two small spaces

about 1 feet in diameter, situated at or near the highest

part of South Field, and less than a quarter of a mile to
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the south-east of the now ruinous farm-house which once

belonged to Waits Farm.
The fact that a good many fragments of Romano-

British jiottery had been found on the surface of South
Field ten or twelve years earlier by the same gentleman,

and the more recent information from Mr. G. W. Smith
that he had found portions of roof-tiles there, made it

desirable to examine the sj)ot more carefully than had
hitherto been done.

In April, 1899, after digging one or two experimental

holes, Mr. Clinch found a large mass of compact and
very dark earth filling a dish-shaped excavation in the

ground 8 feet in diameter, and about 2 feet 3 inches deep
in the centre, measuring from the present surface of the

ploughed ground. Among the black earth were found

a number of large and small fragments of jDottery, a

large proportion of which appears to have belonged to

one earthen pot of unusually large size. Unfortunately
the pot had been crushed before it was found. A number
of vigorous roots from a neighbouring elm tree had
encircled it, and so much destroyed its form that it was
not found easy to restore it from the fragments preserved.

In and around the pottery, and especially on the inside

of the curved fragments of the pot, were sparsely scattered

a few pieces of chalky-looking matter which may have
been the remains of bones.

The composition of the pot is interesting and unusual.

It may be briefly described as a coarse, imperfectly

baked, dark-coloured clay, enclosing a somewhat large

proportion of light-coloured fragments, which at first

sight might be mistaken for pieces of calcined flint.

Close examination, however, will show that they have a

laminated, shelly structure. It is difiicult to understand
where shells for the potter's purpose in such abundance
could have been obtained, unless they were procured
from the fossiliferous bands in the Woolwich and Heading
beds, which may be found not far off, and whence also he
might have taken the clay of which the pot is made. The
upper part of the finiereal mound, wliicli was probably
placed above the buried pot, has apparently been levelled

in the course of ploughing and other farming operations,

and partly, perhaps, by rain-wash
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Mr. Clinch considers that these remains mark tlie site

of a cremation and interment of the llomano-British
period, and this view is confirmed by "the opinion of Mr.
G. E. Fox, F.S.A., who strong-ly advises further excava-
tion with the object of ascertaining something about the
building or buildings, of which traces remain on the
surface of the field. Tliis it is hoped to do before long.



^SrocccOiugs at il^cctings of tfjc Uom\ ^vctofological

institute.

February 6th, 1901.

Judge Baylis, Q.C, Hon. V.P., in tlie Chair.

Professor T. M'Kennt Hughes, M.A,, F.R.S., F.S.A., read a paper
on the natural forms which have suggested some of the commonest
implements of stone, bone, and wood.
A number of objects and photographs were exhibited in explanation

of the paper, notably some specimens of war-clubs, etc. collected by
Captain Cook in his voyage among the islands of the Pacific.

j\Ir. J. Hilton raised a question as to the origin of the jawbone-
shaped club of the Maories, there being in New Zealand no
quadruped Invse enough to have furnished the pattern.

Messrs. H. Wilson and Gareawat Rick also joined in the discussion.

A paper on recent excavations in the Forum at Rome, by Dr. S.

Russell Forbes, was read by Mr. R. E. Goolden, F.S.A. Plans
were exhibited, showing the buildings treated of in the paper, which
included the Regia and the Fons Juturna?, with the early church of

S. Silvestro in Lacu.
Both papers will be printed in the Journal.

March 6th, 1901.

Sir Henry H. Howorth, President, in the Chair.

The proceedings opened with the reading of an address to His
Majesty the King, drawn up by the President and Coancil of the

Institute, as follows :

—

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

May it Please Your Majesty,

We the President, Council, and Members of the Royal Archaeological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland very humbly and respectfully

desire to express the profound grief and regret with which, in common
with the whole Empire, we heai-d of the loss which we have all

sustained in the death of our great Queen and Empress. It may be

pardoned in a Society devoted to antiquarian and historical pursuits

to recall on such an occasion the high level which England has

reached in the reigns of her three Queens, Elizabeth, Anne, and
Victoria, a level which has culminated in the unprecedented reign of

her late Majesty.

In humbly presenting our condolence and sympathy with Your
Majesty, who has greatly honoured our Society by having been its

patron for many years, we respectfully desire to give expression to

our feelings of devotion and loyalty to Your Royal Person, and we
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shall ever pray that the sun will continue to shine upon Your
Majesty's throne and that the blessinfj cf the Almighty will always
attend Your footsteps and those of Her Gracious Majesty the
Queen.

The Address was unanimously adopted.

Mr. C. E. Kkyser, F.S.A., exhibited a very fine series of lantern
slides of Norman Tympana in Eno-lish churches, commentingon each
slide as it was thrown on the screen. He arranged the carvings by
subjects into a number of groups, demonstrating the existence of
local types and workmanship, but not establishing any basis for a
system of dating by means of subject. Among the numerous ex-
amples shown the following may be noted as typical :—Architectural
enrichments, crosses singly or in groups, foliage subjects, with or
without animals, the Tree of Life, typifying the Cross, or the Cross
itself, generally flanked by animals, the Agnus, alone or worshipped
bv animals, Sagittarius and Leo, St. Michael and the Dragon,
Samson and the Lion, the legend of St. Margaret, and the Majesty
in a vesica surrounded by angels (typifying the Ascension), or by
the Evangelistic symbols.

The Pres[dext and the Hox. Director subsequently spoke, both
urging the publication of a complete series of English Norman
Tympana in a volume, which would be of the greatest value as a
book of reference for anyone working at the subject.

Mr. Keyser also exhibited a very numerous collection of enlarged
photographs of examples from all jiarts of the country.



iEoticcs of ^rtta'ologtcal publications.

A HISTORY OF SURREY. By Hexet Elliot MaldExV, M.A. Popular
County Histories. Elliot Stock. London : 1900. 8vo, pp. viii, 321.

As the author is careful to remind us, a history whose whole
extent occupies little more than three hundred octavo pages can
aspire to give only a brief general view of the county, not of each
place in the county. The illustration of phases of English history by
examples taken from Surrey is one of the guiding principles which
Mr. Maiden lays down for liis work, and this principle, being kept
well in view throughout, goes no little way to relieve the present
volume from the accusation of being merely one of those dull

chronicles of important events which writers of books on a similar

scale are too often contented to make them. Moreover, Mr. Maiden
is nothing if not critical, and it would perhaps be difficult to find

a single fact recorded in his history on which he has not brought to

bear the light of his own scholarly reasoning and research. This,

which gives him his thorough grip of liis subject, combined with the
fact that his style is always vigorous, if at times a little rugged, will

help to show that his history of Surrey is one well worth attention.

The keynote of Surrey history is to be found in the contiguity of

the county to London. The county as named, whether we derive the

name from the Anglo-Saxon rice, a kingdom, as from its earliest

variants Mr. Maiden thinks we should, or from the primitive Bea, a
river, as Camden does, is an appendage of something greater to the
north of it. So at least says Mr. Maiden, although one is a little

puzzled to think how he would apply the argument in the case of

such counties as Norfolk and Suffolk. Nevertheless Surrey does
indeed appear throughout its hislor}- under the shadow of London,
and the process which began early with the absorption of Southwark
into the City is being continued in our own day, when the county is

becoming more and more to Londoners their most delightful rural

suburb. But although, as Mr. Maiden thinks probable, it is to this

proximity of the capital that Surrey, which never corresponded to

the territory of a people or a tribe, owes the fact that it has become
a district with a name, it is to it also that the county is indebted for

never having possessed any great city of its own. This circumstance

perhaps affords one of the most distinguishing features of Surrey
history. Proximity to London, moreover, which has meant for

Surrey a shifting population, will in no small measure account for

the present-day poverty of the county in any considerable remains
of antiquity.

For all that, Surrey has been the scene of many striking events in

history. Its position between London and the south coast, which
made it necessary that every army which approached tlie capital

from the south should march througli it, Avill help to explain this.

Other reasons, however, made it the scene of the first recorded fight
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between two Kn^lisli kings, for, wherever the much disputed site of

the Battle of Wipandune may have lieen, it was certainly in Surrey.

Mr. Maiden would give the credit to neither Wimbledon nor Worplesdon
but sees in the Wipsedone which occurs amongst tlie boundaries of

the manors of Chertsey, Thorpe, Egham, and Cliobham in a cliarter

of Chertsey Abbey of the reputed date of 675 the naturally later

form of Wipandune, wiiich the earlier variants of Wimbledon,
Wimbaldon,and Wymbalton,are not. Worplesdon was never anything
but a random guess. Furtiier, Mr. Maiden will have it tliat what we
know of the battle and the immediately subsequent events will sort

much better with the probable position of Wipsedone than either of

the two previously suggested sites. This charter of Chertsey Al)bev
is interesting- in other respects, and Mr. Maiden's ciitical acumen i.s

well illustrated in his method of dealing with it. To all appearance
of thirteenth century reconstruction in the form in which it has been
preserved to us, it contains at least one glaring anachronism and
more than one palpable error. But it probably rests on a certain

basis of truth and has the special interest of containing the one
mention of Frithwald, the only English king in Surrey whose name
has come down to us. He appears as a dependant of Wulfhere, on
whom had devV)lved the inheritance of the ]\lercian King Penda.
Thus for a time Surrey is under the overlordship of Mercia. But
one hundred and fifty years later the supremacy of the West Saxons
within its borders was again to be asserted, as it had been one
hundred years befoi-e in the Battle of Wipandune, over the men of

Kent. This supremacy is the most constant feature of the history

of Saxon Surrey, and its results yet continue in the ecclesiastical

organisation of the greater part of the county under the diocese of

Winchester, the ancient West Saxon capital.

Through the whole course of Surrey history it is not possible now
to follow Mr. Maiden. He appears to have omitted no event of

general importance or anything that is in accordance with his pre-

viously quoted principle. He would probably be the last to feel

aggrieved if we say that he seems most happy in his treatment of tiie

earlier periods of his history. To say so is certainly not necessarily

to depreciate the rest of the work. The chapter on the ancient
roads and Roman rule is an especially valuable result of the deep
study he has devoted to the subject, but it would have been yet more
valuable if the publisher could have been persuaded to illustrate it

with a carefully prepai-ed map. The chapters on the Domesday
Survey and the Feudal Tenures are rather suggestive of the writer's

acquaintance with these subjects than actually replete with it.

Perhaps the fear that they would prove caviare to the general in

what is confessedly a "popular" history has led to their severe com-
pression, but to this their lucidity has been somewhat sacrificed

Other chapters that call for special mention are those on the Castles

of Surrey, on the Forest, on Ecclesiastical Surrey, and on Surrey
Iron and Industry. The whole work is one which cannot fail to

make the many to whom Surrey is the home of their leisure hours
better acquainted and in love with the picturesque southern county
The student will probably find his chief cause for satisfaction in

Mr. Maiden's present work in the knowledge that as the editor of

the topographical section for Surrey in the forthcoming Victorian
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Coniitj Histories, the avithor will shortly have a field where he can.

display his evidently wide learning to better advantage.

THE DEFE^'SIVE ARMOUR AND WEAPONS AND ENGINES OF
WAR OF MEDUEVAL TIMES AND OF THE " RENAISSINOK."-
Ev Robert Coltman Clephan. Walter Scott, Ltd. Loudon: 19U0. 8vo,

p.' 237.

Of the numerous w^orks on this subject the more important may be

roughly divided into two classes—those treating of armour which may
be seen by travellers in the numerous public and private collections

at home and abroad, and secondly, those in which the use, develop-

ment, and history of arms and armour are examined. No doubt the

first class of works have great attractions for very many readers, and
the various kinds of illustrations now so common, and often so-

tru-thful, aid considerably in the proper appreciation of the beauties

and peculiarities of the arms and armour described. But to some
students the matters dealt with in the second class are yet more
interesting than existing examples, which owe their survival in many
cases to the very fact that they were jirms and armour of parade and
not for the actual business of war, while the armour of which we can

only study representations in marble, brass, painted glass, and illu-

minated MSS. was the ax-mour which fulfilled its chief raison d'etre,

namely, the protection of the wearer's body in the rough and hand-
to-hand fighting of the Middle Ages.

It would be hard for any one nowadays to Avrite a book on arms^

and armour without quoting very largely from the works of those

giants, Grose, Hewitt, Way, Von Leber. Anyone who reads those-

works will see tliat unless fresh ground is broken by the examination
of hitherto unexamined souices of information, such as many of the

documents in the Public Record Office, Somerset House, county and
parochial records and accounts, and MS.S. in private possession, there

is little to be gleaned after the writers named above. And there are

not many corrections to be made of tlieir works, for they faced the

subject in a practical way and gave us the raw material from whicli

they compiled their work, without ornamental restoration or develop-

ments.
Meyrick, it may be suggested, should be mentioned in company

with the above, but Meyrick was at times rather careless, and, much
good work as he did, one feels the want of the stern and sometimes
almost dry information of the other writers. Stothard, Blore, and
the Hollises gave us invaluable work and were content to di-aw what
they saw. So also Avith Waller, Boutell, Haines, and in a less,

attractive way Cotman and other earlier artists. Meyrick's Skelton'

is all that can be desired so far as truthful drawing is concerned,

but the restorations of Meyrick in his Critical Inquiry, however
pleasing they may be to the general reader, lack the valuable-

exactness of the scale-drawn figures of Stothard, etc. Hewitt amassed
a remarkable store of information from every source and made
it still more useful by the comparisons he drew. Way and a
few others worked deeper still in the untrodden paths of domestic-

history, and it is in this direction that, in spite of the great amount of

knowledge already obtained, we may look for still more facts and.
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circumstances which will render clear and intellig-iblc to modern
people the uses and practices of those who, living in the midst of

xrms and ar-mour, thought it unnecessary to explain the why and
wlierefore of so man}' things which to us ai'e puzzles. Unfortunately,
the best works of both these classes have from their nature become
comparatively scarce or unattainable by tlie ordinary individual save
in public libraries and other places where, though much may be read
ind examined, that quiet study and constant peiusai which possession
'j£ a book gives us cannot be had.

Anyone, therefore, who will bring within the reach of those far

from public libraries th(i general points of information on this subject

in a handy and not too expensivi? form, may be said to have done a

afood and useful work.
We cannot expect the voluminous extracts from first tiuthorities

which the |7i(xyi^s give us, but we must be content with the chief poiiits

of interest, and indications of where to look for ourselves when
cii'cumstances will permit of the subject being followed up.

In Mr. Clephan's book we have the results of a vast amount of

reading and of observation of existing armour, but the information
given is hardly well or systematically arranged. The book gives one
almost an indigestion in the rapidity with which the author passes
from one point to another, and one is inclined to think that the various

forms of armour are treated too much as types of series rather than as
individual examples of the armourer's art. The idea of uniformity in

construction is apt to take hold of writers, when in fact there was, in

those days, no such institution as the " sealed pattern " to which we
are nowadays accustomed. The wearers of armour were those

whose means allowed of their having armour made for them, and it

Avas always costly. Another point that strikes one is the habit
Mr. Clephan, with so many other writers, has of using foreign v/ords

such as cubitiere, genouilUere for the elbow cop and knee cop when we
have good English words to express the parts of armour. And here
it may be remarked, that the terms ogivale lancette and ogivale tiers

point (p. 112) are new to most of us. How the author arrives at the

conclusion that " quarrels for the arbelest (sic) were called muschettcc,
" hence the word musket," it is hard to see. Musket was a variety

cf hawk and a good English word.
Bows were not used at Rochelle in 1627, as stated on p. 182, for

the reason that when the later order requiring a certain proportion of

the impressed men to be archers arrived at the county headquarters
the men had already left for the war, and so no such selection was
possible. The broad arrow was not used ai- a royal badge by Kicliard

1., and its first appearance as a mark in connection with Royal or

Government stores is mentioned by Sir Thomas Ciresham, who notes
that certain money and stores sent by him into England were in

cases so marked. The anelace is not of Italian origin, the name
being merely a variant of alenaz, as the pointed daggers were called,

as opposed to the baselard, which was a cutting weapon. The deri-

vations of Arhalite a tour and the Prodd. (p. 186) also are somewhat
wild.

But in spite of these and some other points on which Mr. Clephan
appears to be hasty in his conclusions, the book is interesting, and
the numerous references and illustrations of foreign and even north-
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country suits and jDortions of armour are very useful. For those who
have not access to the chief works on the subject, and even for those

who have, the book is certainly intei'esting, but it should not be

taken alone, and the limits of the book as to size and cost, as referred

to in the pieface, prevent the numerous subjects from being treated

otherwise than in a sketchy manner.

OLD ENGLISH CHUECHES : THEIR AECHITECTURE, EUENITURE,
DECORATION, AND MONUMENTS. By Geokge Clinch, F.G.S. L.

Upcott Gill. London : 1900. 8vo, pp. xiv, 264:. Illustrated.

This little book is meant to be an introduction to the study of

eccle.siology, and gives in a concise form a very considerable store of

useful information aboixt the ancient churches of the country, and
what they are likely to contain. Its subject matter is treated clearly

and systematically, and is divided into four headings, as set forth in

the title. But the feature of the book is the generous scale and high

standard of its illustrations. There are fourteen full page plates,

and a very large number of blocks in the text, carefully selected, and
in some instances of quite exceptional merit, as, for example. Fig. 45,

of Harberton pulpit, and Figs. 81 and 82, of stained glass from
West Wickham Church in Kent. The chapter on monuments is

perhaps the best, but throughout the book the treatment is clear and
simple, with explanations of the terms used where they require it,

and a wholesome avoidance of the confusing and useless practice of

piling up instances, a very common fault in works intended for

beginners. The statement as to the pulpits in monastic refectories

being due to the coming of the friars in the thirteenth century will,

w^e fear, not commend itself to antiquaries, but where there is so

much good and careful work it would be ungracious to point out the

few minor blemishes. The book may be heartily recommended to

any one who wishes to begin the study of the ancient churches of

Ensrland and their contents.
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THE PARISH CHERCHES OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRI']

:

ILLUSTRATED BY WILLS, TEMP. HENRY VIII.

By Rev. J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

It is proposed in this paper to group together certain

facts relative to the parish churches of Northamptonshire
which can be gleaned from the pre-Reformation wills of

the county of the time of Henry VIII., and also from ;i

few of the reigns of Edward VI. and Mary. It is much
to be desired that some general analysis, or tabulated

extracts fi'om these most interesting testamentary
documents, should be prepared for every county.^

Wills are invaluable as giving absolute proof of the
dedications of churches. The dedications of this county
as given in modern calendars and gazetteers are most
faulty. For instance, a group of old churches is assigned

to St. Luke, every one of wliicli is a recent invention. The
following table shows the relative frequency of the dif-

ferent dedications. This summary includes all old j^arish

churches and a certain number of parochial chapels that

had fabrics at a distance from the parish clnu-cli, l)ut

omits the churches of mere reliefious foundations.

' An admirable paper ou tlie ecelcsio-

logy of the West Kent churches, bj
Mr. Lelancl L. Duncan, F.S.A., was
printed in the third Tohime of the
Transactions of the St. Paul's Eccleslo-

Joqical Society, 1895. Rev. F. W.
Weaver, M.A., pubhshed annotated
abstracts of a laro;c number of Somer-
setshire wills in 1S90, under the title

Wells Wills.

The wills treated of in these pages are
to be found at tlie Probate Office,

Derngate, Northampton. I desire to

acknowledge the invariable courtesy

and assistance extended to me by tlie

officials.

A large portion of the extracts buve
been taken by my friend Rev. R. M.
Serjeantson. ALA., to wliom I am most
grateful for the free use made of tliem

in this article. I am hopeful that tliese

pages will only prove introductory to a

complete analysis for every parish by
Mr. Serjeantson. In a few cases T have
depended on the copious extracts nuide

by Bisliop Kennet in the eighteeiitli

(jentury, which are among his collect ions

ii*the British Museum.
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St. Marv- 62

All Saiiits ... .
43

St. Peter 25

St. John Baptist 20

St. Andrew" 20

St. Peter and St. Paul 19

St. Michael 11

St. Nicholas 11

St. Leonai'd ... ... ... ... 8
Holy Trinity 7

St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... 7

St. John the EA'angelist ... ... 6

St. James ... ... ... ... 6

Si. Mary Magdalene... ... ... 6

Si. Helen " 5

St. Botolph ... • 5

Holy Cross ... ... ... ... 3

St. Catharine ... ... ... ...i 3

St. Mary and All Saints 3

St. Edmund ... ... ... ... 3

St. Diou^-sius... ... ... ... 3

St. Guthlac ... ... ... ... 3

St. Margaret ... ... ... ... 2

St. Thomas of Canterbury ... ... 2

St. Giles 2

St. Bartholomew ... ... ... 2

St. Martin 2

St. Gregory 2

St. George ... ... ... ... 2

The Assumption of Our Lad}' ... 2

St. Kyneburgh 2

St. Michael and All Saints ... ... 1

St. Peter and St. Mary ... ... 1

St. Saviour ... ... ... ..., 1

St. lieodagarius ... ... ...j 1

St. Columba ... ... ... ...' 1

St. Benedict
j

1

St. Pega
I

1

St. Stephen I 1

St. Wilfrid ' 1

St. David 1

St. Faith ' 1

St. Werburgh ' 1

Decollation of St. John the Baptist
j

1

St. Sepulchre... ... ... ... 1

St. Matthew I 1

The Celtic saint St. Columba is commemorated in the

dedication of CoUingtree, the ternjinal of the place-name
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being also Celtic ; St. Wilfi-id, of tlie Ilomaii ol)edieiice,

at Guilsboroiigh ; St. Werburgh, at tbe cbapel of Weedoii
Bee ; St. Gutblac, at Passenharn, and at tbe cbapels of

Deeping Gate and Ebnington ; and St. Pega, at Peakirk.

Tbe full dedication of tbe cliurcb of Castor was in

bonoiir of tbe " Holle Virgins Seynt Keneburgbe,
Kenyswytbe, and Tybbe," as is given in a will of 15.'52

;

tbongb otber wills only name St. Kyneburgb. Tbe
subsidiary cliurcb of Upton is also dedicated to St.

Kyneburgb.
Pre-Pteforniation wills are often of value in giving tbe

exact date of structural alterations or additions to tbe
fabric of tbe cburcb, as well as pointing to tbe time of

considerable repairs. Tbe fine embattled tower of
Artbingwortb was being built as late as 1515-17, as we
find from various bequests. "Steeple" was the term
then used indifferently for eitber tower or spire, or botb.

Building or considerable repairs A^^ere in progress at

Wbiston m 1526, at Botbwell in 1528, and at Hazelbeacli

in 1537 ; wbilst in tbe latter year tbere was a bequest
of 6.S'. 8c/. to tbe steeple of Cransley Cburcb " wben tbe
tyme sball come tbat it sball be new made." Tbe
building of tbe steeple of Old cburcb was a long time
in progress, certainly from 1512 to 1519. In tbe first

of tbese years tbere was a bequest towards tbe steeple

of 20.?.; in 1519 tbere was tbe bandsome bequest of
" xvj wbetbers off tbe second sortte, and iiij ewys of tbe

same sortte." Bicbard Arnold left to tbe building of
tbe roof of tbis steeple tbe best piece of oak in bis

yard, wbilst anotber parisbioner, in tbe following year,

outdid this by leaving tbe two best pieces in his yard.

The new aisle of St. John Baptist, in tbe church of

Kettering, was building in 1512. The making of a

porch at Moreton Pinkney was in progress in 1520. The
roof of the church of St, SeiDulcbre, Northampton, was
being repaired in 1528-9; in each of those years there
was a bequest of 20,s\ towards " castynge of the leades

and bellyng of pulkars." The south aisle of All

Saints, Wellineborouoh was beinfr built in 1530, when a
parisliioner left as much money as should suffice to glaze

the middle window. Ten shillings were left in 1526 "to
Our Blessed Lady of Asliby towards tlie building of the

I 2
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parish clmrcli
"'

; this would mean the nave of the con-

ventual church of the house of the Austin Canons. A
specially interesting bequest tells of repairs being done to

the chapel of Our Lady standing in a wood in the

parish of Croughton.

Among the bequests of general utility to the parish or

district, the most usual kind were those made in favour

of the repairs of l^ridges and highways or " causeys."

There are several cases of bequests to the four bridges

about the town of Rothwell, as well as to the dif-

ferent bridges at Oundle and Wellingborough. Other
bridges that we have noticed are those of Barnwell,

Brigstock, Deeping Gate, Denford, Moulton, Peter-

Iwrough, Pitsford, Spratton, Walgrave, and West
Haddon, The highways mentioned are generally those

leading from a special place to the church, and in some in-

stances for the causey from the parsonage to the church.

Thomas Angiers of Paulerspury in 1532 left " one halif

of my goodes to be sjjent in warkes of mercye as in

mendyng of the .hiewayes." Occasionally crosses, other

than those in the churchyard, are named. There are

bequests for two difterent crosses in the town of Irthling-

borough, and one testator of Chipping Warden, in 1529,

leaves twenty pence to the repair of the cross that stood

next his house.

There are various references of interest with resfard to

the Sacrament of the Altar.

Thomas Doddington, of All Saints, Northampton,
leaves, in 1530, £10 in money or plate to make a pix

for the Sacrament, and requests that his brother (who
was probably a working goldsmith of the town) should
" make the said pix after such a goodly manner as he
can devyse." Henry Godwin, of Irchester, leaves, in

1526, 406-. "towards the hying and purchasing of a pyxe
of sylver & gylte to ley the blessed Sacrament or body of

our Lord Jhesu Cryste, there to remain for ever."

Stowe Nine Churches had a l)equest in 1532, of " x^^.

to bye a cloth to leye over the Iiolie sacrament on Corpus
Christi daye & at all other tymes nedeful."

The following relate to the English use of a canopy
over the j)ix :

—

" To mendynge the canopye and blessed Sacrament of
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the aulter xiic/." (Holcot) ;
" towards the maiiiteiiaunce of

a caiiopye over the hie aulter, iiijcZ." (Daveiitry) ;
" to

the sacrament of the aulter to by a canopye x.v." (Great
BilUng) ;

" a canope to hano; over the liolv k l)lessvcl

Sacrameiit " (Brafield).

With regard to altar plate :

The mending 'of a chalice gained a bequest at West
Haddon of G.v. 8t/. in 1553; whilst £'A was at the same
time left to that church to buy a new chalice. Bequests
are also found towards buying a new chalice on three or

four occasions, 40,s'. being the largest sum.
In these wills the celebration of the mass of the Five

Wounds is frequently enjoined. There are also instances

of St. Gregory's trentals, the mass of Pope Innocent, and
the mass of Scala cell.

A bequest of 1529, providing for five funeral masses,

specifies that they are to be : (1) The Five Wounds, (2)

Our Lady, (3) Holy Ghost, (4) Jesus, and, (5) Requiem
" for my pore soule.'"' A Brington will stipulates for five

masses : (1) Nativity, (2) Epiphany, (3) Resurrection, (4)
Holy Ghost, and (5) Assumption of Our Lady.
John Sumerly, of Mears Ashby, requested that five

l)riests might have five groats to sing live masses of the

Five Wounds on his burial day.

The use of fine household or personal linen (of course

lumsed) for church purposes is frequently illustrated.

John Robinson leaves his best kerchief to the high

altar of St. Gregory's church, Northampton, " to make
a corporax." A Naseby parishioner bequeaths a kerchief

to make a corporax, and three silk pillows. Henry
Mayo, priest of Chipping Warden, left in 1516 "a fine

kerchieff to make a corporax."

An Oundle woman left half a sheet to the altar of

Our Lady, and the other half to the altar of St. Sythe.

Cecile Smyth, widow, of Carlton, left in 1529 two sheets

to make a surplice, one to make two altar cloths, and a

table-cloth for the high altar. " A dyaper bordcloth
"

was left to the high altar of Flore, " to remayne as an
ornament ther." Joan Parker, in 1538, desired that a

fine sheet might be laid on her body when borne for

l)urial to the church of All Saints, Northampton, which
was afterwards to be used as altar cloth at the high altar.
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Two references have been noticed to the honselyng

cloth. There was left to the church of St, Giles, North-
ampton, in 1522, "a great diaper Towell to be a houslyng

cloth." A " towell cloth " was left to Carlton church,
" for to serve the Paryshioners withall when they

take their ryghts of the church at Ester and other

tymes."
" A short towell of dyaper for the lavatory " was left

to the chapel of St. Werburgh, Weedon Bee, in 1527.

Sir John (Jlarke, parish priest of St. Peter's, Irthling-

borouo-h, left, in 1518, a towel to the hio-h altar of each

of the churches of Irthlinp-borou":h. " A towell to

Avype ye prests haiides w* " was a bequest to the church

of Naseby. The most singular of such gifts is tlie

following, which occurs in the will of Henry Langley,

of Harrowden Parva, under the late date of October
13th, 1557 :

—
" My best towell to hange in the rood lofte,

my worst towell to hange at the hye aulter to serve the

l^reste at washing his handes before the sacringe and
after." What was the use of the towel in the rood loft ?

Was there an altar there ? Or mig-ht it not have been
used (if there was any special local devotion) to wipe the

feet of the rood after salutation ?

A sensible bequest, though small in amount, to the

high altar of Great Brington was that of William Smyth
in 1529, when he left " halfe a quarter of barley to be

bestowed on suche maner of thyngs as is mostt necessary

and convenyent to ye high aulter." But right through
this series of wills, some very small bequest to the high

altar, usually of money, is tlie regular rule, with few
•exceptions.

Among the vestments left to Noi'thamptonshire

churches are : "A vestment of velvete suitable to the

best cope " (Pytchley) ; a cope of crimson velvet (Orling-

l:)uiy) ; a cope and vestment of white silk that cost £7
{Kettering); a vestment price 13.s-. 4c/. (Kilsby) ; "'my
surples and a vestment prec. xx.v." to Duston church
Ircjm Sir Kobert Parke, vicar, 1519 ; a cope and vestment
(Preston Capes). More frequently money was left for

tlie purpose of buying vestments ; St. Sepulchre's had
a bequest of £5 of this kind, in 1534, and Bushden a like

.sum to buy a cope or vestment. Smaller bequests towards
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the jjurchase of vestments were common. Sucli are :

406'. towards the buyhig of a pair (set) of vestments at

Aynhoe ;
406'. towards a cope at Whittlebury ;

206-. to

be bestowed In vestments at Hardinti'ston ; the residue

of a small estate at Exton to buy a cope oi' vestment
;

6v. 8t/. and an acre of pease towards a cope for Naseby
;

and 6.S". 8f/., in 1516, " towardes the bying of a cope to

lionom- Almighty God in the churcli of Asliby " (Mears
Ashby).

Sir Richard Knightley (the father of Sir Richard,

the great Puritan and jJatron of the Mar-prelate tracts)

by his will of 1538 was most generous in the way of

vestments to the churches of his neighbourhood. " To
the intent that God's service may be the better main-
tained " he left a vestment of the value of 206'., or 20s. to

buy one, to the churches of Fawsley, Everton, Badby,
Newnham, Lichborough, Stowe, Weedon, Norton,

Braunston, Byfield, Woodford, Catesby, Helidon, Char-
welton, Preston, Farthingstone, and Plumpton,

There are not many references in these wills to any-

thing pertaining to Holy Baptism, but in 1526 the rector

of Holdenby left " a basson and a laver " to the. font ; and
there was also a bequest to the church of Bugl)rook of
'' a charger to wasche the hands when chylden be

crystened." Such washing would be essential at the

time when chrism or holy oil formed part of the

baptismal ceremony. A parishioner of St. Peter's, North-
ampton, desired to be buried in the churchyard and
*' before the christening: dore."

The references to books chiefly relate to those used ui

the services of the Church. They are too well known
to ecclesiologists, under theiv differing nomenclature, to

need annotation.

To the church of Great Billing " ij portuisses w^ a

masse boke "
; "To bye a gray lie for Cold Ashby churche

X.9." ;
" To by a mase booke and alter clothe, vj.v. viijcZ.,"

All Saints, Northampton, 1542; and to the church of

Tiffield the vicar leaves, in 1516, " my best Portuys, my
manual of parchment, and sawter. " Henry Newman,
vicar of Harringworth, left in 1521 to the parish church

of P^lneston " my notid Portus and a surplus there to

remain in the custody of the chauntry prest for ever, but
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1 will that the same boke and the surjDles be registered

ill the Church Reves Inventory."

There are some interesting examj^les of the re-supply

of the old church office books towards the end of Mary's
short reign. In 1557, 26a*. 8c?. was left to the church of

Crick " towards the buyinge of a new Grayle book." On
June 3rd, 1558, there was a bequest of 3^. id. "towards
the byiiige of an Antiphonar."

In 1529 the college of Irthlingborough received a

bequest of 10s. towards buying books. Roger Alyn,

husbandman, in 1521 left 206'. to Benefield "to the

buyinge of bokes necessarie to the church."

But by far the most interesting book bequest to a
church is one of March 22nd, 1526, which tends to prove

that printing had not driven out the love for the

beautiful and painful work of the scribe. At the date

mentioned Sir William Adson, parson of Chipping
Warden, left " to the jiaiyshe church of Chepyng
Warden v'' sterrling to ])uy a boke called a Breviary to

be made. I have spoke for ytt myselfe to oon dwellyng
at the blakefreers in Herforde and payd to him in

yernest vJa\ viijc/."

The following bequests pertain to volumes other than
office books. George Symonds, parson, of Maidford,

leaves "to the abby of Byndelesden my Decretalls,^ to

the abbey of Ashbye a Boke called Ludolfus de vita

Jhesu,"^ to Sir Robert Goodmulne my boke of prayers on
parchment, to Sir William Croke a boke called Virgill, to

the vicar of Preston a boke called Postilla,'' to Mr. Foxley
the elder a boke called De Vita Jhesu,"* so that he ewe
it to a preste after his decease to pray for me."
Thomas Pratt, vicar of Spratton, which was a vicarage

of the Austin Abbey of St. James, Northampton, left, in

' Tlie Decretals of Pope Gregory IX. ef ma/jlstralis sirper epistolas PauU
were printed in 1518, and with com- Reverendi patris : fralris Nicolai de
ments at several otlier early dates. Gorraii sacre parjine professoris ac

* Ludolpli of Saxony, Prior of the Pror'uicialia Francie Ordinis Predica-
Carthusians at Strasburg, was tlie first iorum, which was printed in 1502.
to write a connected life of Christ. • The vicar was not likely to have
The earliest edition of this great folio had two copies of Ludolph, and this

was pi'intetl in 1474. was probably Vi/a Christi secunduvi
•* This may have been the postils Bonacenturam, which was printed in

on the l']pistlcs and Gospels already 12mo in 1481, and again by Wynkyn
named, or possibly Fosiilta elucidath-a de Worde in 4to in 1525.
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1510, "To the House of St. James a Boke called

Pnpylla Oculi."^

The vicar of Blakesley, in 152:i, left to the chantry

priest of that clnirch, in addition to liis '' inydyll ii;f)wne

and a fustyan jack([uet," " Manipnhis ('uratoinnr et

Legenda Lumbardica.
' ' ''

John Harres, master of arts and vicai- of Hardingston,

was evidently a considerable student and dabbled in

physic and astrology. By his will, dated December
•Jth, 1558, lie leaves to Master William Dixson, ])riest,

"all my divinitie books if he will fetch them, to Doctor

Tornear all my physicke bokes one excepted called

my black boke & that boke to be restored to Merton
CoUidge in Oxford w^ an Astrolable of brasse with

introductions & xx5. in money & all Potticarye stufe

or ware.

'

In 1541, John Parnell, priest of Wellingborough,

leaves to Sir Edward Parnell his " best New Testament
in Latyn, a Post ilia upon the Gospells & Epistles by
the yere,^ Legenda Sanctorum, and ij of the old Portuss."

He also left to Master Earnworth "the vj bokes of the

byble of Hugo de Vienna."'

The litrhts before the imao-es were in some of the

smaller churches very numerous. For instance, at

Dallington there were thirteen lights : those of St.

Hugh, St. Nicholas, St. John Baptist, St. Anne, The
Trinity, Our Lady in the Chancel, Our Lady by the

Trinity, St. Katharine, St. Thomas, St. Margaret, and
All Hallows, in addition to the Sepulchre and Hood

' PupiUa Oculi omnibus j't'Cfbi/feris,

precipue A)>i/licn»i,s siitiime mcpssaria,
etc. by John de Burgli, chancellor and
professor of divinitj at Cambridge,
compiled in 1385, was a favourite

treatise of the educated English clergy.

Tt treated of the administration of tlie

Seven Sacraments and other ecclesiastical

duties. Tt was printed in 1510.
• Manlpidus Cvratoriim was ])rinted

by Wynkyn de Worde in 1509. The
colophon of tlie copy in Lambeth
library is a sufficient explau:ition of its

use : "Explicit iibelluti intifulatus Mani-
piilits Curatorum,proi)}strttctione neophi-
torum cnratorum editus a doctissimo
viro domino Guidone deMonte Rocherii."

•* Lonrjoh((rdicii lli.iloriu qite a

plerixqjte Aitrea Legenda sanctonim

appeUatur, siue Passiunale sanctorinn

was the title of the edition of the

Golden Legend printed in 1516. In

earlier printed Latin editions, Lomh'ir-

dica Hlstoria is usually given as the

secondary title. It was the work of

Jacobu.s de Voragine (1230-1298),

Archbishop of Genoa.
* Pout ilia Guilhrmi super Epistolas

et Evanffelia de tempore et Sanctis et

pro defunctis was printed in 1488.
•'^ The test of the Bible, with Cardlnnl

Hugo's comments or postils, was printed

in six folio volumes at Nuremberjj iu

1504.
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lioht.s. At Hardine'stoii tliere were six, at Holdenbv and
Kiugstliorpe eight.

Among the more curious or interesting lights may be

named that of St. Oohmiba in CoUingtree church, taking

us back to the okl Scottish chinch that hrst brought
Christianity into Northamptonshire througii the preach-

ing of Diuma. St. Cuthl3ert's hght at Bugbrook was
also an unusual one for the Midlands. At Towcester

tliere was a joint light to St. Roche and King Henry.
This latter of course refers to Henry YI. ; though the

attempt to have him canonised failed, there is hardly a

county in England but had one or more images of him in

the cliurches.

The becjuests in kind for the support of different lights

or for otlier moi^e general church purposes are exceed-

ingly varied. One of the most usual is a strike or

quarter of barley and other kinds of grain and malt. At
Woodford, in 152G, a load of wheat was left to the

chapel of Our Ladv ; whilst at Naseby a load of j^ease

was left to the liood. fSheep were common bequests for

like purposes ; w^e find them differently described as

"sherehogs,""ewehoggerells," "whethers,"and "lambbes."

At Towcester there was left to the brotherhood of Our
Lady and St. George "an oxe calfe of the age of xij

Avekes." There are several instances of the bequest of

hives ; a parishioner of Naseby in 1529 left all his hives

of bees to maintain the Rood and Sepulchre lights.

Amongst metal gifts to cliurches may 1)e named a silver

spoon, a pewter dish, and "' my biggest brasse Pott."

Now and again the bequests to the various lights were
in kind that did not require barter or sale to make the

gift available. Thus, Thomas Robins, husbandman, left,

in 1531, to the village church of All Saints, Holdenby,
two pounds of wax for Our Lady's light, and one pound
of wax for each of the lights of the Rood, of All Hallows,

the Sepulchre, St. John Baptist, and St. Christopher.

The lights used at funerals and requiem masses are

always prominent in pre-Reformation \\'ills. They were
known by different names in different parts of the

country. Mr. Weaver gives a list of the West Country
teriyis, of which the commonest was lumen wortuoruvi.

Mr. Duncan found that in West Kent the usual term was
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*' berse liglits," In Nortliainptonsliire it is abinjst invari-

ably " tbe toi'cbes," and small money bequests towards

tbe torcbes occur in a large majority of tbe wills. Tbev
were great serges or yellow tapers made of a mixtme of

resin and wax, and were kei)t by tbe wardens ready for

tbe use of all parisbioners wbo required tbem. In ad-

dition to tbe sinq^le bequest to tbe torcbes, ex])ressions

sucb as tliese are found, " to tbe cburcb reeves to make
torcbes," '' xxtl. to lielp to by a torcbe," '' two torcbes of

4i>. apiece."

Tbe Sepulcbre ligbt, as lias been remarked, receives

special mention in tbe Nortbam|)tonsbire wills, })eing

very rarely omitted. But in addition to tbis tbere are

some otber sjjecific references to tbe Easter Sepulcbre,

wbicb sbow tliat in various cbuicbes it ^^'as more tban a
temporary erection. Tbere are various bequests at Brig-

stock toward tbe repair of tbe Sepulcbre, including tbe

gift of a bullock of two years old. Jobn Tresbam, of

Rusbden, wbo died in 1420, desired to be buried in tbe

cburcb of St. Peter " by tbe sepulcbre." Tbere are also

some references to gilding tbe Sepulcbre before Easter.

Witli reference to tbe two ligbts on tbe altar, tbere

was a bequest in 1533 of £10 to buy a pair of silver

candlesticks, and a smaller sum to tbe cburcb of Moreton
Pinkney for two candlesticks to stand before tbe bigh
altar.

. A " candyllstike " was left to St. Clement's altar at

St. Giles, Nortbampton, in 1528,

In 1531, tbere was left to tbe cburcb of Braybrook " a

candylstick of v flowers & v tapers of v ponde waxe to

be sete before our lady."

Tbe will of a Brington jDarisliioner of tbe same date

leaves " to tbe Image of our ladye tbat standetb in the

cbancell a candlestick of latten," Anotber will leaves
*' a candlestick of laten witb 5 brandies p*' x 5 " to tbe

same image.

In 1534, tbere was a bequest of 3.s. 4r7. "to tbe roode

lofte (Brougbton) to tbe buying of a candellsticke to set

tapers on." ,

:

As to tbe special time for liglits, particularly at mass,

tbere are various entries—sucb as " a j)ounde of wax
candle to burn at bigb mass" (Kingstborjje) ; "a taper ot
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xv'' to be contlniioiislv l)iTrnino; before the Blessed Sacra-

ment at mastyme " (Old).

Henry Mayo, i:)riest of Chipping Warden, desired (in

1516) that " afore thei ymage Petur & Panll ther be

burnyng light of Wax and hon thee holy day All Seynts

tyme as ytt ys used and on theer worke day at hye
mass,"

Here it may be mentioned that Chipping Warden was
dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul. These wills confirm

in several jDlaces Mr. Duncan's statement that the image
of the saint or saints to whom the clnu'ch was dedicated

always stood in the chancel.

Occasionally a church possessed a sacred picture, and in

those cases there was usually a lamp or light before it.

References occur in these wills to " the blessed picture of

our Savyour Christ Jesu," in the church of St. Andrew,
Barnwell ; to the painting of Our Lady of Pity, at More-
ton Pinkney ; to the painting of St, Michael, at East
Haddon ; to the painting of St, Lawrence, at Towcester

;

and to the painting of St. Cuthbert, at Old, Half a

sieve of malt was also left to the painting of Our Lady
at Barnack.

Some references to "painting" may apply to the re-

colouring of a sculptured figure, but it does not seem
jDrobable that that was the case with any of the instances

just cited.

In addition to the painting of Our Lady of Pity at

Moreton Pinkney, there were Pleta'H or images of the

Blessed Virgin with the dead body of Christ in the

churches of Brixworth, Bugbrook, Little Houghton,
Great HoTighton, St. Giles, Northampton, Middleton
Cheney, St. Peter's, Northampton, and Bushden. " Our
Lady of Comfort " was the usual name for a Pieta of

some celebrity at the church of the Carmelite Friars of

Northampton, to which bequests were sometimes made
from distant parts of the county.

TvAo instances occur of Our Lady of tlie Nativity. At
Bugbrook bequests were made " to the mayntenance of

the natyvyte," and to " the light before tlie nativity in

the chancell"; whilst at Long Buckby, Alice Saunders
leaves two of her best kercliiefs to " Our Lady of

Bethlem,"
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Sometimes bequests ;ire found for ])articiil;ir fio-ures or

images which were ol)viously intended for their iidoni-

meiit. To " Our Lady of Whittlebury " was left, in 1522,
two ells of ell-broad cloth " to be drawne upon wvre
before liir." A pair (that is, a set or rosary) of " white
aumber bedes " to Our Lady in tlie cliapel at Lufi'enham.

Another l)equest left " a pere of coral Ijedes " to Our
Lady of Walsingham and Our Lady of tlie Wliite Friars,

NorthamiDton. A kerchief was left to Our Lady of Pity
at St. Peters, Northamjjton. Tliere is a variety of

information to be gleaned with res^Ject to the decking of
images and their various coats or garbs that pertained
to the great churcli of All Saints, Northampton—par-
ticularly those that were carried in procession on Corjnis

Christi Day—but as it has not been found in wills, it

would be foreign to the present pin-pose to (piote it.

There was a bequest, in 1534, at Middleton Chenev,
" To the iij Kyngs of Collyn (Cologne) oon strike oi

barley."

The chantry priest of Spratton, in 1520, left to the
bedehouse of St. Thomas at Northampton " my iij

ymages of Alabaster."

At Pitsford 40c/. was left to the gilding of the rood
loft. Li 1516, 20-5. was bequeathed at Mears Ashby for

painting the rood loft, and 6s. Qd. in the following year
"to the paintinge of Mary & John." At Brington, in

1531, 10s. was left for the fixing of Mary and John,
and other bequests for a new cross (crucifix). Li 1537,
there were various small bequests at A¥ellingborough
for the painting and gilding of the High Kood.
At Bugbi'ook there were four lights in the rood loft to

which bequests were made. At Rushden, in 1533, there
was a bequest to the '' Hye Poode," and at the same
time to the " Grene Pode," whatever that niay have
been.

With reference to tabernacles, for the enclosing of

sculpture, the following have been noticed :

—

Li 1516, Henry Mays, priest, of Chipping Warden, left

()S. Sd. " to the makinge of the tabernacle of oure lady
of Warden."

Elizabeth Makernes, widow, of Finedon, left 3(Js. St/.,

in 1534, "to the making of the tabernacle of Jhesus."
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In 1523, there was a bequest at Kettering- to the

gilding and painting of the tabernacle of Our Lad3\
Altars other than the high altar occasionally obtain

s})ecific bequests. Henry Dunkley, parson, of Heyford,

leaves 2s. in 1521 to tlie repair of St. Botolph's altar in

that church. Simon Smith, of Foxton, leaves in the

same vear 12(i. to the gilding of the altar of St. Nicholas

in Foxton Chapel. A Courteenhall bequest leaves " X6\

towards buying of a tabul (reredos) to sent Johns
aulter."

Tliere are a few references to bamiers. There was a

special banner of St. Martin at St. Sepulchre, Northam23-

ton ; a bequest of 5^. was made to the church of Brington
" to bye a crosse banner clothe "

; Ss. was bequeathed to

Blatherwick church, in 1553, " to bye one banner clothe

w^'' the picture of St. George." As a proof of there

being several banners in ordinary county churches, it

may be mentioned that a widow woman of Spratton. in

1544, left money to purchase " a banner clothe yt shalbe

better than any now in the Churche." There are also

bequests towards banners for the churches of Welling-

borough and Bugbrook.

The gilds, fraternities, or brotherhoods that we have
noticed in these Northamptonshire wills temj:). Henry
YIII. are as follows :

—

Jieiiefield

Brixworth

Cottesbrook
Cranford

Dallington

Uaveiitry

Firiedou...

Ketterinjr

Mears Ashby

Moreton Pinknej-

>St. John's.

Sr. Boniface.

Holy Trinity.

Our Lady.
Oar Lady.
St. Catharine.

Our Lady.
The Rood.
Holy Trinity.

Our Lady.
The Sepulchre.

St. John's.

Our Lady.
Sepulchre.

St. John Baptist.

St. ]\Iarg'aret.

Holy Trinity.

The Sepulchre.
The Rood.
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All Saints, Northampton

St. Gi'egorj ,,

St. Giles

Ouiidle

Pjtcblej

>)

Rauncls
ilushden
Towcester
Wellingborousli

Wollaston

Our Lady.
Holy Trinity.

Corpus Cliristi.

St. John Baptist.

St. Georg-e.

The Holy Rood.
St. Catharine.

The Holy Rood in the Wall,
St. Clement's.

Holy Cro.ss.

Our Lad3\
Onr Lady of Pity.

St. Nicholas.

The Resurrection.

Our Lady and St. Catharine.

Our Lady and St. George.
Our Lady.
St. Catharine.

Corpus Christi.

The Rood.
The Sepulchre.

Mass of Jesus.

The Sepulchre.

The custom sometimes prevailed of a dying person
leavino- monev to a cild in order to l)ecome a
posthumous memljer, and thus secure then^ prayers. A
very curious instance of this occurs in the will of
Widow Agnes Doles, of Oundle, in 1514, wherein she

leaves a sufficient sum to the gild of Our Lady to make
her two husbands and herself " Ijrethern and systour of

the seid gyld."

At Raunds there was a bequest of 6s. St/, to the gild ot

the Resurrection for a dinner.

A Peterborough widow leaves a bequest to the

Motherless Children of St. Catharine of Lincoln.

Iloger Alyn, in 1521, leaves 105. "to the byldynge
of Seint John Gelde in the church " of Benefield, ^Ahich

seems to have reference to the screens or 2:)arcloses

forming the gild chapel.

A matter that has caused some surprise in going

through these Avills is the number of instances of legacies

to the religious individually and not collectively. Such
gifts cannot be held to accord with the true interpre-

tation of the vow of poverty in the bettei- monastic days,

but sufficed, we suppose, to afford a small suj^ply of

"pocket money" for particular needs. These bequests
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could not, of course, reach the Ijrethren or sisters save

tlirough their superior's hands. Bequests to each of the

sisters or nuns of the house of St. John Baptist, Rothwell,

are not infrequent, and it is difficult to conjecture how
these good ladies could have spent their small legacies

in any way save for the community.' The most curious-

looking bequest to this community is one of 1521 :

'• To the Convent off Nunnys a Browne Kowe." Master
John Sokkes, priest, of Hardingston, left IS.v. 4f/.,

in 1527, '"To every lady in delaj^rey." This was the

Cluniac convent of De la Pre in Hardingston parish.

There are several instances of bequests not only to

the Cistercian ;djbot of Pipewell, but to each one

of his monks. The abbot of the Austin house of St.

James, Northampton, had left him by the vicar of

Duston in 1519, 20c/. and at the same time " every of

hys brothern 12'^" and every novice 2c/.

In 1532 the same abbot received 2s. and every canon,

being a priest, l.s\ After a like manner the Premonstra-

tensian abbot of Sulby and each of his canons were
remembered in several wills. No order seems to have
been exempt from these individual gifts ; a priest in the

north of the county, remembering the double Gilbertine

house of Sempringham, left 20.s\ to be divided equally

among the canons, and another 20s. equally among the

strictly cloistered nuns. Nor Avere the friars forgotten.

The prior of the Black Friars, Northampton, received by
will a goblet of silver in 1536. Ten years earlier a well-

disposed Northampton lady leaves a pair of sheets to the

sub-prior of the Austin Friars and single sheets and a

silver spoon to other friars, whilst the cook of the same
house became the fortunate possessor of a feather bed.

Sir Bichard Knightley, of Fawsley, from whose will of

1528 we have already quoted, is one of those late cases

which tends to disprove the ^^opular notion that founders

of chantries were usually entirely selfish in their

bequests, and that the minister was nothing more than

a mass priest. In addition to providing for elaborate

masses and trentals at the time of his decease, he provides

' Letters are extant of English ladies writing to their relatives hist centurv

of Roman Catholic families, who liad and asking for a little poeket nionev to

taken the veil in continental nunneries, buy snuff .and warm gloves
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for " a secular jjreste to syiig'e & praye fur my soule in

the parish church of Fawstey for terme of xx'-' yeares

next after my departure, & to have yearely for his

wages & salarye x markes, & that the sayd preste shall

during the said tyme teach children their playn Song,

after the nomber & rate as my executors shall thinke

mete & convenyent, without anythinge taken of the sayd
children or of ther frendes for ther techinge."

A more striking instance of general teaching l)eing a

part of the function of a chantry priest of an old founda-

tion occTU's in the will of " Sir Thomas Hertwell, of

Spratton, clerk." By his will of 1520 he leaves "to
every Scolar of my j^aryshe that can syng iiij d. &
that cannot ij d., & to every scolar that 1 have else i d.,

& that have hen my scolars beyng at my buryal, a peny,

& as moche at the nioneth day to every scolar of myne
that are present, and to such as have ben my scolars,

beyng then yn holy orders, present at my buryall,

XIJ d.

Another example of the same character is to be found

in the will of John Bloxam (June 20th, 1518), priest of

the chantry of E.V.M. in the church of Great Addingtou.

One clause of this interestinof will runs as follows : "I
will that any priest who has been my scholar m time

past to have, that he may pray for me, £10, or their

value in books."

A name for Rogation Week that is seldom met with,

and not quite easy of explanation, is Cross Week. " Sir

John Jacson," vicar of Hambledon (Rutland), left in 1519
" To the procession in Cross week a Ewe & a Lamb." A
Harleston will of 1558 leaves "every Crosse Monday year-

ly, 8''. to be dronken amonge the poor." Thomas Rowell,

of Cottingham, by will of 1559, left bread and drink on

Cross Monday, at the discretion of the churchwardens,
" so long as the worlde endurethe," the cost to be

defrayed from the rent of the house in whicli he then

dwelt.

It seems to have been the custom before the Reforma-
tion, as we well know it was afterwards, for the chuich-

wardens to provide refreshment for those who made the

often long perambulation of the parish bounds at this

season. John Worthy, of Whissenden (Rutland), left, in

K
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1537, a cow to the churchwardens, that they might ever-

more give the parish " bred & drinke in the Mondaye
in the Rogation weke, for to pray for me and my frends."

A cow was also left to the wardens of Long Buckby " to

make a drynkynge w^ in the processyon weeke."
Only one reference has been foinid to a church ale, a

testator of Norton by Daventry leaving a strike of malt
for the church ale in " Whitson Weke."
Amongst various entries, difficult to classify, the

following may be noted :

—

In 1521 a lectern of latten was left to the church of
Old. Two shillings were left in 1534 towards the making
of a church clock for Towcester. Ten shillings were left

to the church of Spratton in 1510, by Thomas Powell,
the vicar, to buy " a par of Sensors."

In 1522, 3*'. 4f/. was left towards a new jDair of organs-

for the church of Wellingborough.
Most remarkable is the 1522 bequest in a will of St,

Giles, Northampton, wherein two shilUngs are left " tO'

the repair of the vise of the Holy Gost." The word
" vise " means a mask or representation. Probably it

here refers to the model of a dove used at Whitsuntide.
There are various bequests to hermits, mention being-

made of the one on St. Thomas's Bridge, Northampton,
of St. James's Chapel, Pushden (who kept a causeway in

repair), of St. Gregory, of St. Austin, and of Haddon, the
last of whom must have been a jjriest, for lO.s. is left him
to sing a trental. There is also a bequest to tlie anchorite
or recluse at Northampton to say five masses of the Five
Wounds—which is a further })roof that an ankerhold
sometimes contained an altar.

The wills of the parish priests usually provide that

they shall be buried in the chancel of their church,

John Hay, vicar of Kilsby, requests (1521) that he may
be interred " afore my stawle," two other incumbents
before their desks, and one beneath the lamj) in the
centre of the chancel. This part of the church wa&
rarely used for lay burial, but we suppose John Nichols,

of Islip, succeeded in his desire in 1531, for he left a

black Ijullock to the parson on the express understanding
that he was to lie witliiii the chancel. Henry Godwin,,

of Irchester, expressed an exactly opposite and far humbler
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wish ill his will, of 152(1, wherein he desired tliat liis

body might he buried in tlie parish church " next unto
the lioly M-ater stoke as may be so the people may
tredde and come over my grave and sepulture."

It is generally supposed that the egotistic custom of

leaving money for a funeral sermon or sermons came
in at the Reformation, but Phylyppe Mechyll, of Flore,

widow, by will of 1527, after providing for a trental

of masses, left 6.*>". 8d. to "a clarke beyng graduatte

to saye a Sermon in the said churche of Flower the day
of my said buryall." Robert Gun, of Raunds, in 1558,
instructed his executors to provide three preachers for

three sermons, at a charge of 5s. each.

Jane Bralield, of Northampton, in 1522, desires to

have " y^ pall of y^ blacke frears upon my herse & y""

to have xxd for it." A Rothwell will provides for " ij

blake clothis with white crosses on my grave & on my
wyvis, & ij serges to burn at all the masses said & all

masses at hi aultar for a yeare." An All Saints,

Northampton, will requests that six torches may burn
at the burial and at month's mind, and that immediately
after they be divided among the five chief fraternities

of the church.

A general distril:)ution of small benefactions to the
parishioners on the day of the funeral was not unusual,

without ordering the recipients to be present. There are

several cases of Id. and 2d., and in one instance as much
as Ad. being given to each householder. A Naseby
testator left a cheese for every householder, the best

ones to go to the poorest. The poor of Old had a load of
Avood distributed to them on the funeral day of a felloM^

parishioner.

As to provision made for funeral processions, it

must suffice to quote two examples. John Naylor, of
Rothwell, provided, in 1522, that " my wyfe bring me
honestlye to the Chirche with xij pore folks baryng
in thyr hands one taper of waxe beyng of half a li apece."

Anne Sheffi^rd, of all Saints, Northampton, requested,
in 1542, that " all the prestes of the College with all the
clarkes of the s^ parish shall see me to the Church
& they to have for their labour after the order of the
Church."

K 2
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James Ball, of Wellino^boroiiofh, in 1526, left 16d. to

the eight ringers to ring at his burial.

Edward Martin, parson, of Old, added a remarkable
codicil to his will, in 1544, appended as he states by his

own hand. Therein he provides that there were to be

brewed against his burial four quarters of malt ; and
three bullocks, six sheep, three calves, six pigs, and
hens & capons as nede shalbe " were to be prepared

for the same, together with three quarters of " bred

corne, that all comers might he rejoiced."



THE REGIA.

By S. RUSSELL FORBES.

Some most interestiup" remains of tlie lleiiia, tlit-

official residence of the Fontifex Maximns of ancient

Kome have been discovered during the past summer. It

was partly exposed in the excavations of 1882, and
covered up again. I argued at the time that it was part

of the original Atrium Vestse, but in 1886 Mr. F. M.
Nichols, a member of the Institute, demonstrated that

the remains then visible were those of the Regia. Mr.
Nichols's hyjDothesis is correct.

Servius, jE}i., viii, 363, gives the exact location.

He says, " Who is ignorant that the Kegia, where Numa
lived, was at the foot of the mount of Romulus (Palatine

hill) at the end of the Forum Romanum ? " Plutarch,

Numa, 14, says, " Numa erected a royal palace called

the Regia, near the Temple of Vesta, where he passed

most of his time." Ovid, Tristia, III, i, 30, speaks of it

as a small edifice. " This was the little palace of the

ancient Numa." This little palace has been found
occupying the space between the Temple of Vesta and
the Sacra Via in front of the Temple of Antoninus Pius

and Faustina, having its north side of 63 feet parallel

with the Sacred Way. Its west side, towards the Forum,
is 79 feet 10 inches. The south side, separated from the

Temple of Vesta by a vie us, is 83 feet long ; 20 feet of

this at the south-west corner seems to have been an
addition. The east side, which was the front, is 39 feet

long. Thus it is shaped like a keystone—a very signifi-

cant fact, for religion is the keystone of the state. On its

west side was an open court, or Atrium, afterwards

occupied by the temple-tomb of Csesar, whose l)ody M-as

cremated in the Forum, "in front of the old monumental
Regia of the Romans "

(Appian, De Bellis Civilibus, ii, 42).

"When (on March 6th, B.C. 12) Augustus was elected

Pontifex Maximus he refused to use the Regia (House
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i)f the Prince of the Temples) and gave it (in chai-ge) to

the Vestals, because it adjoined their temple " (Dion

•Cassius, liv, 27). This is confirmed by Suetonius,

.Vugust 31st, and by Ovid, Fasti, vi, 2(53. " This little

spot, whicli now suppoi'ts the Atiium Vestse, was in those

days the vast palace of the unshaven Numa." It was,

however, still called the R-egfia in the second and third

centuries, and used for the transaction of religious affairs,

the chapter-house (Pliny jun., Ep., iv, 11 ; Plutarch,

Rom., 18, QiKVst. liom.\ 97, Solinus, l). "Now this

had been the Pegia of Numa Pompilius, but was con-

venient to the Atrium Vestse, which had been remote

from their temple" (Servius, ^£'n., vii, 153). It

escaped, or was restored after, the fire of a.d. 192, for

the word REGIA occurs on a piece of the marble plan of

Septimius Severus, and it is represented in the back-

ground of the lelief in the Ufiizzi of the Temple of Vesta,

the south side having at each end a fluted composite

pilaster (see frontispiece to Ramhlcs in Borne). A piece

of a moulded base exists at the north corner, part of a

fluted pilaster on the travertine pier on the west side, one

of its caj^itals has been recently built into the shrine of

Mercury, and two pieces of the entablature are opposite

the east corner.

The original construction of Numa—squared blocks of

tufa stone—exists on all four sides.

In 211 B.C. a fire broke out at the septem taheriKt and
the Atrium Pegium was destroyed (Livy, xxvi, 27).

It was rebuilt next year (Livy, xxvii, 11). Julius

Obsequens, a fourth century recorder of ancient

prodigies, relates, that in A.u.c. 606 (147 B.C.) "a fire

ravaged Pome, when the Pegia also was consumed ; the

Sacrarium (of O23S Consiva) and one of two bay trees

were (saved) uninjured out of the midst of the flames."

Professor Boni, the director of the excavations, has

})lanted two bay trees at the entry. To this period we
may attribute the oiyus mcer'tuiii construction found

within tlie tufa walls. It was again gutted by fire in

38 B.C. and rebuilt by On. Domitius Calvinus (Dion

(Jassius, xlviii, 42). The wall of opus reticukUum,

the piers of travertine and the chamber with the mosaic

])avement on tlie west side, and the travertine wall

J
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inside the late .stei3s on the nortli side are of this date.

It was again destroyed in Nero's fire (Tacitus, Annules,

XV, 41), and restored by Vespasian. The brick remains

are of this date. It is to this period that the blocks of

white Lunense (Carrara) marble belong ; they have'

marginal drafted edges, but some of the drafts are cut

irrespective of the joints to give the walls a uniform

appearance, as in the marble walls of the Itound Temple
of Hercules, which is also of this date as it now stands.

Carrara marble was not used in Rome before the time

of Nero (Pliny, xxxvi, 4). The liegia was finally

destroyed by the great fire under Maximinus in 238,

and its area covered to the depth of 4 feet. Over this a

later edifice was erected, of which remains exist, built of

the old material, along the east front 19 feet in over the

area of the Regia. The main entry into this edifice was
from the Sacred Way, a frontage of 63 feet apjDroached

by a flight of marble steps along its whole length, three

of these steps still existing, forming an angle with the

original north tufa w^all of the liegia. At eacli end is a

base of red granite, the north one supporting a column
of cipollino marble. Behind this column is a well, lined

with tufa, a piece of opws tncertum supporting some
travertine, and marble of the late edifice. Thus all

through the construction and the historical notices

agree.

Sacrarium of Ops Coxsiva.

Within the west angle of the original edifice is an

enclosure 34 feet long and 17 feet wide ; inside this is a

rectangular tufa platform 23 feet long and 13 J feet wide,

in the centre of which are two courses in tufa, red and
brown, 1 foot 4 inches hig-h, of a circular construction

8 feet 5 inches in diameter. 1 believe these are the

remains of the shrine of Ops Consiva, the goddess of

the seed-time, "the Sacrarimn of whom is in the Regia,

into which no one but the High Priest and the High
Vestal can enter." Varro, De Ling. Lett., 5 ; Lucan,

Phars., V, 98, and ix, 994; Plutarch CaiuilUis ;
and

Ovid, Fa:sti, vi, 254 and 450, say that only the Vestals

could enter. This seems most jjrobable, for Ops Consiva
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was their special goddess, and Ovid tells us that Metellus,

before eiiteiing to save the sacred objects, appealed to

the gods to forgive him. In it was kept the Palladium
(Plutarch, Camillus; Lucan, Phars. ix, 994 ; Horace, J^/).,

ll, ii, 114); though Pliny, vii, 45; Valerius Maximus.
I, iv, 4 ; Livy, v, 52, and Ep., 19 ; and Dionysius, i, 69,

speak of the Palladium being kept in the Temple of

Vesta. By this title they probably embrace the whole
group of buildings. Festus says, " The bronze vase

without handles called piiTefericulum, used in the

sacrifices, was kept in the shrine of Ojjs Consiva," and
he identifies her with the Bona-Dea when he says, " The
sacrifical knife, Teccspiia, used by the higher grades of

jjriests was kept in the shrine of the Bona-Dea." Both
of these instruments are represented on a piece of

the frieze belonging to the Temple of Vespasian, lying-

close by.

Ops as the Bona-Dea, the goddess of chastity, was
specially venerated by the Vestals ; in fact, the Vestal

Claudia Quinta erected a temple to her on the Aventine
204 B.C. (Ovid, Fasti v, 155). The altar, No. 25 in

the gallery of the Capitol, has perhaps some connection

with this temple. It was on the night of December 3rd,

62 B.C., when the secret rites of the Bona-Dea were being-

observed in the house of Caesar, as praetor, " In Sacra
Via, doino 'piihlica" (Suetonius, C(ts., 46), which adjoined

the Regia to the east, that Clodius entered dressed as a
woman, and "wandering about the great house" (Plutarch,

CcES.), was discovered. In 44 B.C., the year of Caesar's

murder, " the folding doors of the shrine of Ops were
fractured, and the greater part of the roof cracked by
the roots of trees " (Julius Obsequens).

The Penus.

The word Penus means that whicli is inside the house,

also a store, a sanctuary. " The inmost covered jjlace in

the House of the Vestals is called the Penus.

The inmost place in the House of the Vestals, called

Penus, which is often opened on certain days during the

Festival of Vesta, which are religious days " (Festus). In

the court on the north side of Ops Consiva is a sunken cir-
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cularcliamber 10 feet in diameter at its l)ase, I 4l feet deep,

domed in with concentric overlapping rings of tufa, like

the treasure chamber of the Temple of Victory on the

Palatine. It was coated with a ])eculiar blue volcanic

clay covered with white stucco. <_)n a ])iece of the

travertine coping-stone which closed it is cut tlie woid
KEGIA. This was no doubt the sacred store-chamber

whei'e the first ears of the harvest were stored wdth

which the Vestals made the mola salsd cake from May 7tli

to 14th (Servius, Eel, viii, 82). Within it was found a

wooden writing tablet, on which ])rol);djly the tally was
recorded, eighty finely worked bone .s7^//, some broken

vases and bones. It was cleared out once a year on

June 15th. When the late edifice was erected this

chamber was converted into a rain cistern.

Sacrarium Martis.

To the west of the Penus is a well of spring water
IG feet 8 inches deep, lined with blocks of tufa. To the

north of the well is a small rectangular tufa base 4 feet

by 4 feet 10 inches, upon which is cut a circle 2 feet

10 inches in diameter. Upon a loose stone is part of an
inscription \ * COVPI. I think that the circular marble
altar now on the steps of the Temple of Jupiter Victor

on the Palatine may have stood here. It is 3 feet

1^- inches in diameter, upon a travertine base 3 feet

5 inches by 3 feet 4 inches, and would fit. It is

inscribed

—

ON . DOMITIVS . M . F . CALVINVS
PONTIFEX

COS . ITER . IMPEK .

DE . MANIBIEIS.

This agrees with the fact tliat he restored the liegia

with spoil of the Spanish war. He was consul for the

sec(md time in 40 B.C. If so, this is the altar of Mars
which stood within the Sacrariuin where the spear of

Mars was kept which shook just before Caesar's murder
(Dion Cassius, xliv, 17). "In the shrine in the Kegia
the Hastce Martue moved " (Aulus Gellius, IV, vi, 1 ).

He also preserves to us the Senatus Consultum made on
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the occasion, Julius Obseqiiens records the spear in the

Regia as moving in the years IIG, 101, 97, and 1)4 B.C.

The oiF horse of the winning chariot in the race in

October was sacrificed to Mars in the Campus Martins,

and a contest took jjlace between the Suburanenses and
Sacravienses for the head. If the people of the Subura
obtained it they placed it on the Turris Mamilia, those

•of the Via Sacra on the Regia. The tail was cut off and
the blood was distilled in the fire, and with great quick-

ness taken to the Regia (Festus). It was there preserved

iind used as a fumigation on the festival of Pales, April

21st {Ovid, Fasti, iv, 733). Phitarch, Quctst. Rom., 97,

says the blood was smeared over the altar of Mars in the

Regia.

Office of the Calator.

At the south-west corner is a wedge-shaped chamber
below the level of the shrine of Ops Consiva^ with the

remains of a black and white mosaic j^avement, the

threshold of which is formed with a piece of marble, with

the following inscription placed upside down:—
[CalatlORES . PONTIFICVM . ET . FLAMINVM.

A list of names was found about here in 1788 (Corpus
Inscr. Lat., vi, 21^). Suetonius, De Ilhistr. Gramra,, 2,

speaks of the Calator as an attendant on the jjriest.

This was probably the waiting-room of those attending

on the Pontifex. It is outside the original tufa wall,

and was evidently an addition' of Domitius Calvinus.

There is another small chamber on its north side with

Avails o^ opus incertum and op)us rcticulatuin.

The Late Edifice.

Trebellius Pollio, writing in the fourth century, says,
" In short, there was at this time (a.d. 268) a statue at

the foot of the mount of Romulus (Palatine); this is at

the Arch of Fabi\is before the Sacred Way, between the

Temples of Faustina and Vesta, upon wliich was inscribed
' Gallienus the yoimger.' Salonina (his mother) added
since to his jiame, ' To him wlio excelled in intelligence

(Saloninus, Gallienus, 1), Asconius, In Verrcm, ii, 82,
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.says, "The arch, Fornix F;il)ius, Is near tlie llegia, (wliich

is) in the Sacred Way." The piers of this arch still exist

on the south side of the teniple-tonih of Caesar, and
behind it, to the east, the remains of the llegia have now
been discovered bordering on the Sacra Via. Now if the

.statue of Gallienus the yovniger stood in the angle

between the arch and Temples of Vesta and Faustina it

must have been somewhere within the precincts of the
Regia, and as Pollio does not mention the llegia we must
conclude that it did not exist in his day, probably
destroyed in the great fire of 238 (Herodian, 7 ;

Capitolinus, Maximin., 20), and when the property of the
Vestals fell into the hands of the Church in 383 under
Oratian, the very late edifice, the remains of which ^ve

have pointed out, was erected on its site and out of the
ancient material. Part of an inscription exists built int(j

the north wall of the chamber on the right-hand side of

the eastern entry to the late edifice.

P. .

. ELIO
CESAR .

. . . ANI

. . . N
L. ^Elius Cfesar was consul with P. Caelius Balbinus

A.D. 137. He was adopted by Hadrian in 136 and died

January 1st, 138. This is different in character from the

Fasti series, and does not belong to them.
At the top of the vicus on the south side is a very

deep well with excellent spring water. Many fragments
of broken vases were found in it.

The Fasti.

It is generally asserted that the Fctfiti Triumph ales

and Consulares were engraved on the exterior walls of

the Eegia, but this is not so ; the marble could not have
withstood the various fires, the majority of the existing

fragments of the Fasti dating from the time of Augustus.
The records all connect the finding of these inscriptions

with the Temple of Castor and Pollux, on the east and
.south sides, in 1547 and 1816. I saw other fragments
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found In 1872 and 1879 by the temple-tomb of Caesar.

Panvinio, who was present at their discovery in 1547,

says, " The first fragments were found at a ruined edifice

which has the forrn of an hemicircle." The only ruin

in tlie Forum that has this form is the Temple of Csesar

with the Kostra Julia in front of it, which is a hemicircle.

The lofty platform of the temple of the deified Caesar

would be a most appropriate place for these records, of

which I saw the first one found in 1872 in front of the

Rostra Jidla, where it remained for some years, and then

was removed to the Conservatori Palace.

ROMVLVS . MARTIS . F . REX . ANN
DE . CAENINENSIBV8 . K . MAR
• • • • MARTIS . F . REX . II

Ligoiio, who was also present at their discovery in

1547, sj^eaks of a l)uilding being destroyed for material

for St. Peter's upon which were the Fasti, that many
were broken up, and that tlien Cardinal Alexander
Farnese stepped in and saved them, Michael Angelo
building them into the wall of the Conservatori Palace

of the Capitol, in such a manner as to represent the

edifice from which they were taken. Ligorio says it

took thirty days to destroy the building. This we
could believe if the blocks had to be stripped off the

podium of Caesar's temple, but certainly not of the solid

marble walls of the Regia, which in fact was then no
longer existing, having been destroyed in the fire of 238.

Ligorio gives a drawing (see Lanciani's Rains and
Excavations, 222) of the building he saw destroyed,

which, however fanciful, in no way corresponds with the

lemains of tlie Regia now discoveied. He calls it a

nero jano summo quatrifonte, confusing it with the

upper Janus of Horace, Ejy. i, 1, which refers to a

part of the Forum and not to a Iniilding. His drawing

does not agree in any way with the relief and coins

showing the Tem])le of Caesai', but curiously enough it

does somewhat with tlie Arch of Augustus erected

adjoining the temple to commemorate the battle of Actium
(Dion Cassius, li, 19 ; Maronis, Maii, and the Miral)iliaall

agree as to its site), as depicted on a coin of the Vinician

famil3^ so far that the arch is triple, the centre one being
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arched, and the side ones liorizoutal with cohuuns
.supporting a pediment (see Donaldson's Architcct^uri

Nutnismatica, 228). The facade erected l)y Michael Angelo
is 24 feet long, composed of hlocks of Greek marble, and
they have not drafted edges. This does not agree with the
blocks of Carrara marble found on the liegia site. This

fagade of 54 feet would not fit any of tlie sides of the
Regia, and they do not rej^resent the Regia as now
discovered.

Owing to the recent heavy rains the Tiber has risen,

and is backing up into the city through the drains. As
I write this the Forinn is under water, so we may again
realise the flood described by Horace

—

Vidimus flavum Tibei'itn retortis

Littore Etrusco' violenter undis
Ire dejectum monunienta re^is

Templaqne Vesta?.

(Odes, i, 2.)

FONS JUTURN.E.

On the east side of the Vicus ad Caj)ita Bubula,
opposite the three columns of the Temple of Castor and
Pollux, the actual spring or fountain of Juturna, the
" deep pool " of Dionysius, was discovered in September,
about 13 feet below the level of the vicus. In the

centre of a well-house of the time of Tiberius, 44 feet

from north to south, 30 feet east to west, rises a rect-

angular base 6 feet north to south, 9^ feet east to west,

y feet high, upon which probably stood the twin gods
and their horses, as represented on a denarius of the

Gens Postumia, struck by the consul A. Albinus 110 B.C.,

and of which broken fragments have been found, the
actual springs being off the north and east corners.

Surrounding this base is the pool, 4 feet wide on its

eastern and western sides, and 6g feet wide on its north

and south sides. On the north, south, and west sides of

the pool is a ledge 5 feet wide, level with the tojD of the

central base. The east side is partly covered by a blind

arch 1^ feet deep, but it has no ledge. On the other

three sides, 4 feet above the ledge, is a travertine

' The ri^ht bank is iu Etriiria.
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threshold "2^ feet Avide, then a ijlatfbrm of 5 feet to-

the enclosure walls. From the threshold to the bottom

of the pool is 13 feet. The pool, base, and ledges were

lined with white marble slabs, of which considerable

remains exist. On the east side of the base, between it

and the blind archway wall, the water space was divided

oii' by a slab of white marble 4 feet 3 inches long by
3 teet 2 inches high, part of an inscription re-used

—

POTEST XYIII
COLONIA . IV
TERTIA DECTA
VTHINA . EX

INDVLGENTIA . EIVS . AV
Within the pool was found an altar in peperino of the

Republic, many terra-cotta vases of various jjeriods, a

well-preserved bust of Jupiter, fiagments of a group of

the Dioscuri, and a white marble altar 53 inches high

and 18 inches wide. Upon the front face is a relief of

Castor and Pollux, on the left Jupiter, on the right Leda
and the Swan, and on the rear Vesta, with a long

flaminof torch in her hands. It is of the time of

Tiberius, who restored the Temple of Castor (Suetonius,

Til)., 20 ; Dion Cassius, Iv, 27), and probably the pool at

the same time, the walls Of op'iis reticulatum with which
the ledges are constructed not being later than his

period. The pool was originally 7 feet longer on its

eastern side and was faced with blocks of tufa stone.

There were no ledges. The coating of opus signinum

which lined the west tufa wall can be seen between it

and the tilling in ledge of opus rcticidainm. Behind the

east side of the pool is a chamber 11 feet wide with a

tank-ljath 2f feet wide sunk in the floor, the east side

of which is the original tufa wall of the east side of the

pool. This chamber communicates with a shrine of

^^sculapius, for the spring had some medicinal properties

(Frontinus, i, 4), the tank being used by the patients.

In this shrine were found mutilated statues of Apollo,

-^sculapius, and Hygieia, which have been pieced

together and placed in their niches. The base of the

]jhysician has a very indistinct inscription, ^sculapius
]ias by his side the serpent and his son Telesphorus, who
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is lioldiiii;' a cock by its wings in his left luiiui, and lias a
sacrificial knife in his right hand. The construction of
this consultation room or shrine is of the time of
Hadrian, opus reticulatum set in frames of brickwork

;

its floor, of opus spicatum, and that of the bath-chamber
are level with the platform entering the well-house.

The pool is shown on the piece of the marble plan of

Rome found near this site in 1882.

To the south, more under the Palatine, a spring was
found in August, about half-way along the side of the

Scala3 Annularife (Suetonius, Aug. 72) with its cipj)olo

marble well-head perfect. On its face is inscribed in

characters of the time of Augustus

—

M . BARBATIVS . POLLIO
AED . CyB

.

IVTVBNAI . SACBVM
PVTEAL

Tlie last word was added in the time of Hadrian. The
inscription, without the last word, is repeated on the
siu'face of the rim of the well-curb. Barbatius Pollio was
qufestor to Lucius Antoninus 41 B.C. (Appiaii, D'' Bell.

Civil., V, 7, 31 ; Cicero, \Mh Philippic, ii). He was
Cnrule ^dile under Augustus. We believe that whilst

the pool was open to the public this spring was reserved

to the Vestals, who supplied the sacrifices with living

water (Tacitus, Hist., iv, 53 ; Dionysius, i, 77). They
used it daily to sprinkle and purify their temjjle (Plu-

tarch, Numa, 13, where he confuses it with the foun-

tain of Egeria, over a mile away ; as does Servius, yE7i.,

xii, 139, with that at Laureritia, Statins IV, v, 35).

It is 1 3 feet deep and 3 feet in diameter. In it were found
broken terra-cotta vases of all dates, and a well-preserved
< Hiristian lamp of the third century.

In front of the well, but placed at a different angle, is

a small altar of the time of Hadrian 3 feet by 1^ feet,

also of c//9/Jo/o marble, standing on a platform approached
by a wide step on its west side. On the face of the altar

is a relief of Turnus and Juturna, for although she M'as

the Italian goddess of spring, Virgil {^En., xii, 139)

makes her the sister of Turnus.
Behind the altar and well is an adicula or shrine,.
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il feet loiio- l)v G feet wide, raised 9 feet above the altar

platform, ^Yith a curved apse at the end, with a base for

a statue, prol)ably the seated fragment now in tlie shrine

of ^sculapins. Part of the architrave was found,

inscribed

—

l.V:T.:RNAI .S

Another piece is inscribed PEVIAE. These letters were

tilled in with bronze. A cippus was fomid bearing the

inscription

—

GENIO
8TATI0NIS
AQVARVM

part of another

—

. . . KSENVS . FORTVNATVS . Y . C
CVPtATOK . AQVARVM . ET

MINICIAE.

This shrine is enclosed in a rectangular chamber of a

difterent orientation. The group of rooms surrounding

the pool and well formed a station of the city water

supply for the eighth region or ward. Just before

reaching the well is a pedestal of 328 a.d.

OPTIMO ET VENEKABILI
D . N . FL . CONSTANTINO
MAXIMO YICTOPJ PIO
SEMPER AVG.

FL . MAESIYS EGNATIVS
LOLLIANVS V . C . CVRATOR
AQVAR . ET MINIC . D . N' . M . Q . E

<)n the left side is^

—

DEDICATA . CVM . STATIONE
A . FL . LOLLIANO . . V . CVR

KAL . MARTIS
lANVARINO . ET . IVSTO . CONSS

The Porticus of Minucius consisted of colonnades, called

Vetiis and Frumentaria, ei*ected 177 B.C. for the distri-

bution of corn. Slight remains exist in the Piazza

'
' Miiiiciae devotus numiiii.
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Montanara. Part of it was destroyed in 1879 (Cicero,

2nd Phil., 34 ; Patercuhis, ii, 8 ; Lampridius, Coui-

modus, 16).

The Church of S. Silvestro in Lacu.

On the site of the church of S, M. Liberatrice, destroyed

in 1900, there was a chinch known as S. Silvestro in

Lacu, commemorating the light between Silvester and
the dragon; and the spring of Juturna. This church was
discovered in September behind the «lirine of Juturna,

which is erected against its north side, beneath the nave
of S. M. Liberatrice, It is reached by a j^assage off the

Vicus which leads into a court retaining traces of Christian

frescoes. The church has more widtii than depth, and
in the centre of the east end is a wide shallow apse with a

most interesting fresco of the fifth century. A group ot

rows of about thirty almost life-size male figures are stand-

ing in a pool ofwater which reaches up to their knees ; they
have short kilts on, the upper part of their bodies being

nude. To the right a figure is stepping up out of the

water, to the right of w^hom are tw^o soldiers, as if on
guard. Probably this figure is Constantine ; if so, this is

the oldest representation of his baptism. Legend says

he was baptised by Silvester at Rome, history that he
was baptised at Nicomedia just before dying. Behind
the neophyte and guards is a dark vaulted building from
which flows an abundant stream of water into the

baptismal pool, evidently intended for the Lacus
Juturnae, as though Constantine was baptised in it.

On the wall to the left of the apse are three large

circles with a cross occupying the whole field, from which
are suspended lamps. In the centre of the crosses were
heads, the middle one only, of our Saviour, being

preserved. Beneath the crosses are peacocks and sheep,

emblematic of the immortality of the Christian flock.

On the north wall of the church are represented

the figures of twenty-six saints in a row. All liave

the nimbus, w^hich was not used in Christian art till the
fifth century, alternately light and dark in colour. In
the centre above the row of saints is a medallion portrait

of Christ with a plain nimbus. The absence of the cross

L
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in the nimbus shoAvs the fresco to be not later than 550,

the cross having been introduced under Justinian.

On the south wall the frescoes are nearly obliterated,

but the scenes seem to represent the flight into Egypt
(in a niche), and of other sul)jects on the wall one is a

horse carrying an amphora by its side.

The floor is paved with small rectangular slabs of

various coloui-ed marbles.

The court and church were evidently one hall

(uiginally, the west wall of the church being built of old

material across a large hall ; this hall was the temple of

the deified Augustus.



SOME DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE PARISH
CHURCH OP ALL SAINTS, BRISTOL.

By E. a. CUTHBERT F. ATCIILEY.

The parish church of All Saints or All Hallowen is

situate neai- the centre of the old city, having now Corn
Street on the north. All Saints Lane -on the west, All

Saints Court on the south, and two houses in High
Street to the east. It consists of a nave and chancel,

with a north and a south aisle. At the eastern ex-

tremity of the north aisle against the chancel rises a

square tower, which was rebuilt in the first quarter of

the eighteenth century, while the north aisle was rebuilt

in 1782.

In the fifteenth century and up to the reign of

Edward VI. there were, besides the high altar, four

nether or low altars. In the north aisle, otherwise

known as our Lady Aisle, or Jesus Aisle, stood the altar

of our Lady, or Jesus altar
;
presumably in much the

same position as is occupied by the unused modern altar

now standing at the east end thereof.

At the east end of the south aisle, where now rests

the monument to Edward Colston, the famous Bristol

merchant, benefactor, and sound Churchman, stood the

liood altar ; on the north side of which may still be

seen "the little vestry door at the Ptood altar end,"

mentioned in the churchwardens' accounts for 1472-73.

The other two altars, dedicated the one to St. Thomas
and the second to SS. John Baptist, John Evangelist,

and Dunstan, perhaps stood one on either side of the

entrance to the quire under the rood loft ; at the church
of St. Mary, Guilden Morden, Cambridgeshire, an ar-

rangement of this sort appears to have obtained, and tlie

entercloses of the same are still there existing. This

idea is borne out by the following extract from the

churchwardens' accounts for 25th March, 1549 to 1550 :

—

" Jtem paid for whit-lymynge where the Bode Loft stode

L 2
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and for sloping the holis and for brekinge downe the ij

alters and for jDaving where they stode, iiijs. iiijd." And
it receives further support from an item in an inventory

of the goods of Halwey's chauntry (founded at the altar

of SS. John Baptist, John Evangelist, and Dunstan)

dated 27th March, 1457 :
" Jtem a lytyll tye that

stondethe be-twene the vecare & the seyd Awter." This

would seem to place St. Thomas's altar on the north and

St. John's on the south side of the quire door.

The west ends of both aisles of All Saints Church are

encroached upon above, on the north by the house of the

Fraternity of Kalendars, and on the south by the old

Aacarage. The present building over the end of the

north aisle is quite modern, while only a doorway
remains of the old vicarage, built by Thomas Marshall

during the first quarter of the fifteenth century.

This brief description of the church will be sufiicient

for the due understanding of the annexed documents.

All Saints Church has been lucky in having preserved

intact the larger portion of its deeds, as well as its

churchwardens' accounts from 1407 onwards with but

few lacunae. Several deeds, which a century ago were
still in the possession of the church, are now at the

Bristol Museum, and a few more are in the collection of

Mr. Francis Fox, of ChijDping Sodbury.

The present series of documents lias been selected

from those extant at All Saints, to ^^'hich a will from

Mr. Fox's collection has l^een added.

The first of these is a grant by one Laurence le

mercer of six pe7inies of silver of rent assize coming from

some jDroperty in the parish of St. Peter, Bristol, and
which one Bichard Cox used to pay him annually, for

the benefit of the lights at All Saints Church. This

rent assize was granted to Laurence le mercer by a lady

of the name of Alicia Mansel not very long l)efore he

gave it to the church. Both grants are without date,

but from the names of the witnesses, three of whom
witness both deeds, it is certain that tliey belong to the

middle of the thirteenth century. Of tliose three, one is

Stephen de Gnoushale, vicar of All Saints and Dean of

Christianity of Bristol. In the fifteenth century the

deeds weic catalogued in a large book still extant, and
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the endorsement of the deed (In tlie same hand as the

entry in the above-mentioned book) tells ns that the

rent came from William Canynges' house in St. Peter's

Street, and that at the time of the entry in the book one
John Steyner lived in it. It was probably the " large

tenement with fourteen shops opposite St. Peter's Cross,

between the shops of our lady the Queen (which Simon
Olyver lately rebuilt), and a lane called the Strcte of
Defence " whicli was bequeathed by William Canynges
in 1474 to his heirs.

The next document, or rather documents, are two of

the "evidences under authentic seals," out of the original

twelve, for 12.s'. rent assize from a house in Baldwin
Street, granted to the church by a William Newbery,
whose obit was kept yearly on the 10th of May. The
churchwardens' accounts furnish us with evidence of the

date of the bequest. The first appearance of this 12.9. is

among the Receipts of Rents in the computus of Thomas
Fyler and William Haytfeld, brought before Sir Thomas
Marshall, vicar, on the last day ofMarch, 1427, 2 Henry VL
There is a discrepancy between the regnal year of Henry
VI. and the reckoning anno Domini. Henry began to

reign 31st August, 1422, so that 31st March of his second

year would fall in 1424, and 31st March, 1427, was in his

fifth year. The accounts-book does not help us, for the

preceding computus is dated only 1 Henry VI. ; and the

succeeding, 1428, without the regnal year. However, in

this computus we find the receipt " of Nycholas Hoper
yn Baldwyn strete, xij 5."

; and the payment " Jn primis

for Wylliam Newbery-ys Mynd, iij .9. j c/." also for the

first time. So that he died on 10th May, either 1423 or

1426.

Howel, a son of Worgan, archdeacon of Llandaff, and
his wife Cecilia, a daughter of John La Warre, grant to

William, son of David de novo burgo (or Newbury), a

certain property in the j)arish of All Saints, Bristol.

The name of the street wherein it lay is not mentioned,
but the names of the owners of the bordering properties

are given. William Newbury has to pay 246-. yearly for

the same to Howel and his heirs, as well as 3f cZ. a year

ground rent to the head-lord of the fee. William and
his heirs may sell or give or convey it to anyone, with
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the exception of religious (i.e. monks, canons, friars, and

the Hke), and Jews. If it is sokl, 12(/. silver is to be

paid to Howel or his heirs. Amongst the witnesses is

one Griffin, son of the archdeacon. Anotlier copy in

paler ink only differs in that it is made out in the name
of Cecilia alone, and is witnessed by one different

witness.

This grant has been frequently quoted, and assigned

to various dates. The only archdeacon of Llandaff called

Worgan appears to be one more con^imonly called Urban,

who was consecrated bishop of Llandaff' in 1104 by St.

Anselm. The handwriting of the deeds is more like that

of the reign of Henry III. than Henry I. Messrs.

Nichols and Taylor in their Bristol, Past and Present,

identify the William Newbury of the deed with the

person of the same name who gave the property to the

church, and sujDi^ose the two deeds to have been written

a little before 1370. Howel and Cecilia they think were

Wiclifites, alleging in proof the proviso against selling

the property to religious and Jews, the fact that Howel
was an archdeacon's son, and that one of the witnesses

was another. William Newbury they say died in 1414.

The origin of this seems to be an item in the receipts for

the year 2 Henry V., which ended 19th March, 1415:
" Jtem ofWylliam Newbery for j by-Qwest, xx s." Their

remarks on married jDriests show little acquaintance with

the facts ; a little reading of Gerald du Barry on his own
countrymen would have shown that, more than two
centuries before Wiclif, married clergy abounded in

Wales ; indeed, one may almost say that at no time in

England would it have been impossible to find a certain

number of married priests, at any rate up to the time

Avhen Cranmer so ardently set about enforcing the Six

Article Act.

The will of Alice, widow of one William Halye, is

extremely interesting ; the numerous legacies give us

some idea of the household goods of a well-to-do

merchant family in the middle of the thirteenth century.

There do not appear to have been any cliildren of the

marriage, at least none are mentioned. After exj^ressing

her desire to be buried in the churchyard of All Saints,

she bequeaths small sums of money to the high altar of
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that cliurcli, to Sir William tliu cliaplaiii, as well as the

deacon and subdeacon, more frequently called in later

documents the clerk and his suffragan. Her arrange-

ments for her funeral include 3.s. to ])e spent on drinks

for the clergy. Her house in High Street, opposite

tlje Drapery, she left to the church of All Saints, for

tlie perpetual assistance of the lights burning before tlie

liigh altar at the Lady-mass in the same church. She
.also left a towel for the benefit of the service of St.

Mary there. This house, or another on the same site,

was at a later period called " the Green Lattice." Her
beddino; was distributed amon2;st the vicar of All Saints

and her past and present servants, consisting of a feather

mattress, several feather beds, sheets, bolsters, and
pillows or cushions. Three lady friends receive small

gifts—a little coffer, and two towels. A silver bowl or

cup, and a cow, a heifer, and a bull-calf in the care of

Adam Delby at Leigh, were to be sold to jDay her debts,

together with a number of other unbequeathed articles.

It may be inferred from this will that the north aisle

of the church had not been built at this joeriod, as the

Lady-masses were said at the high altar.

John of Yate gave 3s. annually out of a piece of land

9 feet G inches wide and 29 feet long, next the church-

yard, the building standing on which in the fifteenth

century is described as the corner house next the conduit

(which is now at the west end of the church), towards

the service of St. Mary in All Saints Church, besides 25.

towards the maintenance of a lamp burning before the

altar of St. Margaret in the same church. This is the

only reference to this altar which I can find, and it seems
to have been non-existent in the fifteenth century. The
Kalendars benefited to the extent of 8.9. a year out of

the same property.

In 1303 one lloger the girdler, a parishioner of All

Saints, gave to the church a magnificent jdIx wherein to

reserve the Eucharist at the high altar, and to carry it

to the sick in visitations. This ornament is described as

a large goblet with a cover, made of silver, and gilt

within and wdthout, having a crucifix standing upon it,

also of silver and similarly gilt ; and resting on a long

foot adorned with precious stones, also gilt ; the whole
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weio-hino- as much as G7 shillino;s of silver. Inside this

lay a small box fashioned like a cup, and weighing as

much as two shillings and six pence of silver. A sj^oou

seems to have been added to the gift at a later period,

as the vestry book and the endorsement of the deed of

gift mention "the Cowpe, the Cuppe, and the Spone,"

and the combined weight is given in the record of the

benefaction, and in the inventory of 1464, as 45 ounces.

And as a protection the donor requested the then vicar,.

Sir AVilliam Schoche, to anathematise all and any who
should alienate or break up the said pix : and for the

still greater safety, the Dean of Bristol Avas asked to put
his seal also thereto.

When William Lenche and Stephen Knyght, proctors

or churchwardens of All Saints, retired from office on
the 5th March, 139f, they drew up in the form of a pair

of jjarchment indentures, 38 cms. long by IG cms. wide,

an inventory in Latin of the church goods which they
handed over on that date to their successors. Later
comers have made alterations, corrections, and additions,

which will be found duly recorded in the notes to the
list.

This inventory is the more interesting as it appears to

be the original on which was based the English inventory

of the same date, which is recorded in the fifteenth

century vestry book and entered therein about the year
-1460. This vestry book was compiled and made, as we
read on p. 83 of the volume, by Sir Maurice Hardwick,
" for to be j memorial & j remembrance for ever for

the curates and the churchwardens that shall l)e for the

time, that every man to put in yearly his accompt for

j evidence of the livelihood of the church : and for to

put in Names of the Good-doers, and the names of the
wardens of the church, and what good they doeth in

their days, that they may yearly be prayed for. And
Sir John Thomas helped too, and wrote this book."

Hardwick was vicar from 1455 to 1472, while Sir John
Thomas came in as vicar in 1479.

The inventory is not divided into groups ])y an}-

headings, but in the left hand margin the di\'ision into

sections is noted by the sign "~ It enumerates first the

books, tlien tlie ornaments of the ministers, followed bv
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tliose of the altar and other 2)arts of the clmrch ; a list

of the church plate and some various cliuieh implements

conclude the original list, wliicli is auo-mented by sundry

ornaments added later. The additions vary in tlie two
copies.

There was not a very large numl)er of books :—Two
mass Ijooks, one described as old, and the otlier seem-
ingly identical with the missale de usu sarum bequeathed
m V270 by William Selke, Vicar of All Saints. Six

grails, two of them possibly given by Selke, one for the

Lady-mass, and another al:>ridged. A manual, also

])rol)ably given by Selke, and a martiloge or martyrology,

four breviaries, of ^^'hich two were half-})ortueses, two
antiphoners, both old, four psalters, and three legends,

two of the Temporale and one of the Sanctorale, were

for the quire offices.

An ordinal, probably given by a former vicar, William
Isgar, in 1321, completed the set.

Nor are the ornaments for the ministers very numerous.

Two complete suits, both of ciclatouns, the best being-

coloured green and blue ; five vestments, one black, one

white, and three red, apparently including undev that

term stole, fanon, alb, and apparels ; there were also five

chasubles of cloth of gold, and black and white, red, or

yellow silk. Besides these there were two tunicles to

match the cloth of gold chasuble, in addition to two
others of the same fabric but different set. There were
only three copes apart from those presumably included

in the suits above mentioned, for the use of the clergy

;

l)ut the list mentions two copes and two albs for boys

that cannot have been very large, as altogether they were
only valued at 3s. 4d.

For the adornment of the hiofh altar there was a frontal

panited with the representation of the Trinity, and an

overfrontal similarly painted with the coronation of our

Lady, and two riddells with angels on them, and the iron

rods to hold them ujo. No other frontal is mentioned,

not even for one of the low altars, unless the two
front ella of red silk with frino-es of silk are frontals and
not frontlets. The usual linen cloths to lay on the altar,

some with frontlets or apparels, and some without, are

mentioned. The cloth, which was used to cover the Pix
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over the high altar—at any rate used for that purpose

at the tmie the EngHsh version of this inventory was
written—was of black velvet with a red fringe. The
Lent veil was striped blue and white. The Lent cloth

for the crucifix was painted with the Passion, i.e. with

symbols of the Passion, and there were four other white

buckram cloths Avith red crosses on them, which in the

English version are called Lent cloths for altars.

For the image of the Madonna and Child in the chapel

(? the north aisle) there Avere two mantles of red satin

with four gilt buttons, and the same number, but with

only three gilt button§, for a similar image "in the

pillar," as well as a checker-velvet mantle for the image
of the Child. For the image of St. Anne, " in the pillar,"

there was a mantle of red satin with three silver buttons.

Li the English version these garments are differently

distributed.

The plate includes a silver gilt pix and cup, probably

that given by Roger the Girdler, an oil-vat or chrisma-

tory, three chalices, a bason and ewer, two censers, four

pairs of pewter candlesticks weighing 40 lbs., and two
others ; four hand-bells, and two others—of which one is

said to be for the high altar in the English version, to

ring just before the sacring. There were also two long

wooden candlesticks, and an old iron one which was
probably given by Selke in 1270 for use at funerals.

Besides two desks, one of Avhich Avas fOr the high altar,

there Avas an eagle-desk gilt, probably to be identified

with the Avooden eagle bequeathed by Selke.

Amongst the ornaments added after the draAving up of

these indentures AA^ere tAvo banners for Kogation pro-

cessions, tAvo crosses and tAvo cross staves, tAvo pairs of

cruets, a cloth of gold hanging for the Easter SejDulchre,

and another cloth Avith four soldiers painted on it,

evidently for the same purpose. Other ornaments Avere

a frontal for the high altar for Lent, and a Lent veil Avith

a "pitee" (Our Lady of Pity, or Our Lord's Pity?), a

castle Avith four angels for the cross and a pair of shoes

for St. Dunstan.
The next document is an example of a royal licence to

eA^ade tlie Statute of Mortmain, so as to alloAV of the

endowment of a lamp to burn Ijefore the high altar of All
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Saints. It was customary to have a li^ht Imriiiiig l)elore

the Eucharist hung over the high altar in reserve for the

sick, alth(nio;li there was no obliiration to do so^ unless the

means of the church were sufficient. Its introduction

into England appears to have been largely due to the

preaching of Eustace, Abbot of Flay, in the year 1200 A.D.

The present licence was issued on 16th January, 20

Eichard II., 139f.
Our last document belonging to the mediaeval period

is remarkably interesting. Sir Thomas Wheton, rector

of the church of SS. John Baptist and John Evangelist,

was a2:)pointed commissary for the Bishop of Worcester,

in whose diocese Bristol then was, to inquire into an

alleged pollution of the church of All Saints, There had
been something very like a free light in the church, in con-

sequence of the attempted arrest of a strange priest who
was suspected of misappropriating certain things that

belonged to other folk, and rumour had it that blood had
been shed, in which case all services would needs be

discontinued until the buildino; had been reconciled.

The evidence at the inquiry showed that the stranger

entered an inn near All Saints, and had some refreshment

;

after which, seeing that " the servants of our lord the

king" were in wait for him outside, to avoid being laid

by the heels, he took his departure by another door, and
bolting into All Saints Church, secretly entered the

vestibule, in the vain hope ofthereby eluding his pursuers,

who are somewhat quaintly called "his enemies." They,

however, soon got wind of this manoeuvre, and shortly

afterwards a bailiff rushed hurriedly into the church just

as they were beginning the psalm In exitu Israel at

Sunday evensong, and (most improperly) strode into the

quire, and hauled the offending cleric out by the shoulders,

using considerable violence. The vicar, seeing this, in

the interests of the cloth, tried his level best to obstruct

the officer, but was not strong enough, so Sir John
Prince, one of the chaplains, actuated solely and entirely

by feelings of reverence, came to the vicar's aid, and gave
one of the bailiff's men one or two manly blows witli his

' There was but rarely more Mian Prayer Book lii.tforicaUif considered,

one light before the reserved Eucharist. cditecl by .1. Wickham Legg, London,
See Some Principles and Services of the 1899

; p. 32.
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fist. Next a lettered layman, who was standing in the
quire amongst the chaplains, joined the scrimmage, not

in any wanton or angry mood, but mei'ely in the interests

of peace and quietness (like Mr. Prince) and a desire to

separate the fighters ; and quite accidentally chipped a

piece of skin off somebody Avith the pin that fastened the

little cross on the cover of the book which he was holding'

in his hand. It was but a small book, and no bleeding

followed. Tlie court unanimously believed this story and
decided that no pollution had occurred. One would have
liked to have known more about the fight, who had the best

of it, and how that man of "apostolic bknvs and knocks,"

the Rev. John Prince, further disported himself Evidently

the athletic parson is not a product of modern times.

The inventory of the church goods of All Saints in

1619 is an example of the neglect of the plain pro-

visions of the ornaments section of Elizabeth's Act of

Uniformity. The plate is represented by a communion
cup and its cover, more commonly now called the chalice

and paten, a present pottle pot and a quart pot (the

Jlagons of our rubric) and some candlesticks. The
ornaments of the altar are but two table-cloths, and
three carpets, as frontals used to be called at that period

(comj)are the 82nd canon of 1603) ; while the books were
represented by four bibles, the inevitable paraphrase of

Erasmus, four communion {sic for common) prayer-books,

and a l^ook of Homilies, Canons, and Articles. The
ornaments of the minister have been reduced to two
surplices. A brass eagle for reading the lessons, a hearse

cloth of black velvet, and a puljDit-hanging or preaching-

cloth and a blue velvet cushion and an hourglass for the

pulpit are the chief ornaments of the church besides those

already mentioned. There were a number of cushions,

twenty-foiu' in all, besides that for the pulpit, and two
"in the ministers pew" : their purpose is not indicated.

In transcribing these documents all expansions of the

contractions of the original MSS. have been notified by
the use of italics, excepting that of th for the thorn.

I have to thank the Kev. H. Boustead, vicar of All

Saints, Bristol, and Mr. Alderman F. F. Fox, for affording

me every possiljle facility for transcribing these manu-
scripts.
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APPENDIX.

SOME DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE PARISH CHURCH
OP ALL SAINTS, BRISTOL.

Endowment of the Lights.

Both are endorsed Wjlliam. C^njnges yn seynte

petyr ys strete, vjd. ij -pectus, in the same Jiaiid

as the original liand of the Jifteentli century

hook of Records and accounts preserred in

the church, compiled and made hy Maurice
Hardwyk, and 'written hy John Thomas.

l). Sciant j^i'esentes & fiituri Quod Ego Laiirentms

le Mercer dedj . concessi . & hac present] Carta mea
confirmaiij deo & beate Marje & omnihus sanctjs ad
Lumjnare Ecclesje Om/^juni sanctorw/w de Bristolka.

Jllos sex denarjos argeutj reddjtus assisi quos Ricardus

Oocus michi anniiatjm reddere consueujt de terra ilia

CMm edificijs & pertinencijs suis in villa Bristolhe in

pa7T0chia sanctj Petri que jacet inter t<^rram que fujt

Robertj de Thornbire ex parte orjentalj. & terram que
fujt Cecjlje Pollard ex pa/'te occjdentalj. Habendos &
percipjenclos dic^os sex denarios reddjtus assisj . de

pred/c/'a terra Gwm edificijs & pe^^tinencijs sujs . ad
Lumjnare dicte Ecclesje Omryum sanctovum ad duos

annj terminos. scjljcet ad Pascha . tres denarios . & ad
festum sa7^c(j Michaeh's . tres denarjos . libere . &
quiete . pacifice . & integre in perpetuu>Ji . Ego uero

d^cius Laurentjus Le Mercer & heredes mej . dictos

.

sex . denarios argentj reddjtus assisj . ad dictum

Luminare dicte Ecclc^sje Omnjum sanctoru??i de

Bristolh'a . contra om/tes niortales in perpetuu/?i

warantjzabjmus . Quod ut Katum & stabile in per-

petuuj72 permaneat :' presentem Cartam sigillj niej

impressione roborauj . Hijs testibws . do»imo Stephano
de Gnoushale tunc decano de BristolU'a . Paulo de
Corderia . Martino de corderia . Waltero de monte .
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Koberto Pjkarcl . Ada Snel . Ilegjnaldo Golde . Ilegi-

naldo le Costiiler . Johanne de Teniplo Clc? ico . & alijs.

2). The second is a similar document granting to

Laurentiiis le Mercer the six pennies of silver, by
Alicia Mansel. Witnessed by ''Domino Stephano
vicario Eccleiie Om/dum ssmctorum de BristolKa . tn??c

Decano cAr/.s-danitatis BristolliV . Martino de la RojDselde .

Ileginaldo Le costiiler . Ricardo Coco . Greoorio Clerico

Johanne de Templo Clerico. & alijs."

-o^

Neitbei- of these beai-s any date : each has the slit for the seal but

no seal attached. The handwriting appears to belong to about the

middle of the thirteenth century.

Of these persons, Alicia Mansel filia ManselH executed a quitclaim t7i

cntstino trandacionis heati Martini Anno dmnhii M°. CC. xl viij° (No. 163 in

the collection of deeds at Bristol Museum Library), conceining 4d. rent

assize that she had inherited from her fathei\ and which Henry Ailward
used to pay for the land near the causeway leading to Beggereswelle, in

Eedland, between land that was H. Ailward's and that was John le Seler's :

witnessed by William de Watfonl, AYilliam Seuare, Eeginald Bathonieusis,

etc. A grant (undated) by Ysolda, relict of Joliu Selarius, to St. James's

Church (No. 51, Br. Mus. Lib.) of some land near the new Frorae gate

which had belonged to Eadulf Coruubieusis, and she bought from James le

Warre, between land that was Peter la Warre's, and that was William le

Guide's : is witnessed by Six- Stephan, then Dean, Sir John, parson of Holy
Trinity, and Sir John de Echenistude, then chaplain of St. James, Helyas
Aky, Eeginald Bathonieusis, and some others. A grant in a bound A'olume

entitled Collection of Original Leases, d'C, at the same Library (p. 22) is

witnessed amongst otheis by Tiiomas, vicar of St. Werliurg's, and Stephan,

vicar of All Saints, also undated. William Selk, chaplain, granted in free

alms to All Saints for the support of a lamp to burn in the cliurch by night

for the benefit of the souls of himself, his father John, and mother Isabel,

and all his predecessois and successors, those 2s. of silver of rent assize

which he bought from Eobert de Kerdif of that land in Scadepulle in the

suburbs of Bristol and the parish of St. Stephan (No. 160, Br. Mus. Lib.).

]t is witnessed l>v Paul de Corderia, Eobert Turtle, Reginald Golde, "Walter

de Moute, and John de Templo, cler^'. Isonda, relict of Hugo de L'aluestone,

crputed to WilUam Selke, rector of All Saints, that land in SeadepuUe
between lands that were Thomas Long the tanner"s, reaching back to the

Laffedich : witnessed by Henry Adrian, 7na>/or : Williaui Seuare and Hugo
Michel, prepositors : Eoger de Bercam, Paul de Corderia, William de
Bruges, John de Yate, William de Malmesbury, Philip Freud, Walter de

Seltelbury, William Lif, John Scrinarius, and Eichard Scrinarius (No. 1G8,

Br. Mus. Lib.). Thomas Le Teler de C'aluestone granted quitclaim to

William Selk, rector of All Saints, f)f all his rights that he had or might
have over that land in Scade])ulle Street (de.st libed as above) : witnessed by
Symon Clerk, mun/or : Eoger de Cantoc and William de Berewyke, pre-

positors : Paul de Corderia, Walter de Monte, Reginald Golde, John de

Yate, Thomas de Bercham, Philip Fioeut, William de Malmesbury,
Nicholas de la Marine, John Eussel, William Lyf, John Scrinarius, John
de Templo, clerl' (No. 24, Br. Mus. Lib., two copies, sealed with one seal

each, bearing a rough fleur-de-lys, and S' THOME LE TELEE around).

Eobert de Kerdif,. sun and heir of Eobert de Kerdif, granted the 2s. silver

of rent assize which Hugo de Calueston used to pay for that land in
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Scade])ulle (described as above) to William Selk, ivctor of All Saints :

witnessed by .same mayor and jirepositors as No. -24, and by most of the
others (No. 7i), Br. Mus. Lib.). Stephan de Gnohusal, reetor of the

I'linreh of Filton, when Hui^o Kiet in his last will be(|ueathed lid. of

silver of rent assize to the sui)i)ort of one lamp to burn daily before the
altar of Holy Cross at All Saints out of the land near the All Saints

cemetery lying between land that was Elye de la Eedelonde on the north,

and that was Peter de Wygornia's on the south, and extends back to that

that was Thomas Le Cordewaner's, and said Stephan afterwards took the
.same in feodum et hereditatem ; granted freely and purely by himself his

heirs and assigns, the same lid. i)ayable at Easter and ]SIiehaelmas.

Witue.s.sed by Symon Clei'k, laniior : Henry .\driau and Martin de Corderia,

prepogitors : Paul de Cordei-ia, Walter de Monte, Adam Snel, Reginald
Golde, Richai'd de ( 'alna, John de Yate, Richard Flaonchaut, Nicholas le

('iip]iaie, John de Templo, clerl- {at All Saints, endorsed the Almys house
.\ij.d. ij Ex'ydens, undated). Paul de Corderia granted to his daughter
]\Iaigery all that land that was Aylric Drapar's near the Corderia and
exteiubng back to John Monk's land, viz., a moiety of the land between
the said Corderia and that that was Martin Dra])ar's (of which land John
Blund parmentarius holds another moiety) ; 3 marks yearly to the head-
lords, viz. to liichard Juuenis Gs. 8d., to Elene relict of William Fitz-

Nicholas 2s., and tlie prioress of Kyncton Kid. ; witnessed by Reginald de
Panes, maj/or ; Sanekyn Eeneward and John Clerk, prepositors ; Robert
Turtle, Walter de Montibus, Richard de C'alna, Henry de Reyni, John de
Yate, John Plumbai'ius, Nicholas Martin, Radixs Salsarius, John de Templo,
clerk. A copy made after 5 June, 3 Edw. II., of the following deed is

preserved at All Saints : Hawisia, wife of Peter de AV^ygornia, contirmed
to Richard de Calna the grant made to him by her husband, fortified l)y a
Curse, sealed by Gilbert then dean of BristoU, and Stephan de Gnohiissale
then vicar of All Saints, dated 1254 circa festum sancti Eadmnndi Regis

;

witnessed by Paul de Corderia, Martin de Corderia, Robert Pikard, Adam
Snel, Walter de Monte, Reg-inald Golde, William Halve, and John de
Templo, clerk.

Henry Langbord, son of Henry Langbord, granted to AValter de Panes
some land in Worthesshipestrete ; witnessed by Reginald de Panes, mar/or

;

Roger de Cantok and John de Lydjard, prepositors ; Simon le C'lerc,

AVilliam de Bjaumond, Robert de Kylmeynan, Radulph Bjauflur, and John
de Templo, clerk. Margery daughter of W^illiam de Albedeston, relict of

Walter Clerk, granted that tenement in Wurtheschipestret that had
belonged to Robert Pultram to Walter de Panes ; witnessed by John
Wyssi, maj/or ; Roger de Cantok and William de Berewyk, prepositors

;

Simon Clerk, Henry Adrian, Reginald de Panes, Thomas Maylleden,
Alexander le Denesmey, AVilliam de Ochampton, Laurence de Har]:)etre

and John de Templo, clerk. B<ith these are at AH Saint.s. John Wi.ssy was
mayor in 1272, according to Ricart.

Cecily Pollard executed a deed in the time of James la AYarre, mai/cr

(1230), and founded a cliauntry in the pari.sh church of St. Lawrence,
Bristol, accoi'ding to two deeds at SS. John Bai)t. and John Ev., Bristol

(Nos. 09 and 19 in Mr. Latimer's MS. calendar).

AA'^illiam Selke was vicar of All Saints when he made his will in 1270
{Trans. Bristol and Olouc. Arch. Soc., 1890-1 ; xv. opp. 314). Symon Clerk
was mayor in 1208, and Henry Adryan in 1254 and 1265, according to

Ricart ; while AYilliam Seuare and Hugh Mychell were i^repositors in 1254.

Roger de }5erkham was mayor in 1257. A Reginald de Penes was mayor
in 1247, but the prejjositors are not the same in the deeds as in Ricart :

another R. de Panys was mayor in 1314, but the Iiailifs (who are the same
as prepositors) are .still different.

It is evident from the names of the witnesses that these two deeds must
l)e!ong to about 1245 to 1255.
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There was a tenement still c-tlled " lo Ropeseld " in High Street in 33
Edw. III. (MS. deeds, No. Ill, Brist. Mus. Lib.) : in 1393, mentioned in the
Avill of Joan Stoke (T. P. Wadley, jVotes . . . of the WUls . . . at

Bristol, Bristol, 1886 ; p. 41) ; and in 20 Hen. VI. (deed by John Fitzwaryn
cleri\ and Thomas Norton gentleman, to Thomas Hallewey, &c., a.d. 1442

;

at All Saints).

From the endorsement of these two deeds it appeal's that the property
was situate in St. Peter's Street, and that, at the time of the endoi'sement
in the third quarter of the fifteenth century, it belonged to AVilliam

C'anynges. It was probably the large tenement with fourteen shops next
to the Street of Defence which he mentions in his will (George Pryce,
Jfeinorials of the Cuni/nges Familij, Bristol and London, 1854

; p. 264).

II.

Endorsed Baldewyii?i strete in the same fifteenth

century Jiand : and High street E
|

2
|

in a
hand of about the end of last centitry.

Sciant presentes & fiiti/ri qi/od Ego Howellus fA:ius

Worgani Arahidiaconi de Laudaf & Cecelia vxor mea
tilia Johanxis La Warre . dedimit.v & Ooncessim^^9 & hac
p?"esenti carta nostra confirmauimi^s WilleZmo filio daiiit

de nouo burgo . totam illam terrain nostrmw cum per-

tiuentiis in p«rochia oiwnmm sanctovitm BristoHze que
iacet int^?' terram que fuit Eue le Huclagh & te/'ram que
fuit Walt^'yi filii Thome de monte . que quidem terra

tenet in fronte Septemdecim pedes de Latitudine . Et
extendit se in Longitudine a vico anterius . usque ad

. terrain qui fuit Petri de Oxonia posterius. Hai'endam
& tenendam totam illam pred/c^am terrain c m omnibw
edeficiis & pertinenciis suis eidem Wille/mo & heredihus

suis uel assio-natis suis de nobis & he^'edibus nostrifi in

feodo & hereditate libere & quiete . plenarie . pacifice

.

& integre in perpetuum . Keddendo incle annuatim nobis

& heredihus no^-^ris ip.ve Wille^mws & heredes rjui . uel

sui assignati . viginti & quatuor Holidos esterlingor?i7W

ad quatuor termi^ios anni . sciKcet ad festu7/i sa7icti

Michaeks sex sobc/o6'.ad Natale doniin'i sex sok"c/o5.ad

Pascha sex Holidos . ad Natiuitatem sancti Johanyiis

Baptis^e sex solidos . Et Capitali dommo feodi illii^5 tres

deuar/o.S' et tres quadrentes per annu77i .de Landgab^do^

.

pro omnilyas seruiciis . querela, exact ionibw^- & demandis

' A quit-reut for the site of a house, the same as ground-rent.
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ad luts Sz, ;ul lie/'edes nostros \)eri\ntnit[\)u.s . Et licet

])r('diGto Wille/nio & \\eredihus siiis &; assignatis siiis

totani prechc^am terrain cum omnibz/s edeticiis &; per-

tinenclis suis dare . vendere . iimadiare . iifl excanil)ire .

cu'iGivmiite uoliK^rint . ipi'eterquani virls religiosis . k
Judeis , sahio suprad/c/'o redditu nosfvo -per annum . Set

si eani vendere volnevint . erimws nos inde iiide (sic) pro-

priores omnihus aliis de duodecim deiiariis argenti Jta

i/uod vendit/oneni illam inipedire non poter'unus . nltra

])roxini()S Qnindecini dies postqi/am nobi*' oblata fuerit

.

pro liac autem donat?one . & Concessione . & prc^sentis

carte nostre Confirmacione . dedit nobis predictuH

WiWelniUH decern solidos eHterlingorum . de inteyitu .

Quare nos et beredes nostvi warantizabimws d^c^f*

Wille/mo & be?'edib?t.s' suis & suis assignatis totam pre-

dic^am te?"rani cum omTiibw** edeficiis & pe/'tinentiis suis

contra (jniries bomi^es & feminas inpcrj)etuum per

predzcium seruitiu???, . Quod ut Ratum & stabile inper-

petuum permaneat . p?esentem cartain fiigiWorurii no.s'/'ro-

rum inp)"cssionib^f.5 Roborauim^^s , Hiis testibtts Wille^mo
tiho Arthuii . Hteph.a7io de la bammo . Randulfo persona

de Clopton . Griffino fiko Arcbidiaconi . Henrico Luuel

.

Ricarc^o de la Hamme . Robe?'to Rosely . Walte^^o de
Oaerdif . Jiicardo iilio ems . Jordano de Caerdif

.

Waltero fdio ei?/.9. Randulfo aurifabro . Joh«n?ie clerico

.

&, aliis.

Another deed, oidy differing from the above in that it omits the

name of Howel, son of Worgan, and lias instead of the last witness
*' Thoma le scot," and only one tag for a seal, is preserved at All

Saints and endorsed E | 1
|

.

Two seals are attached to the above : (1) circular, about 22 mm.
across having in the centre a triangular shield on which can be
made out a cross tan fusilly (?), and around the edge is inscribe-!

>it SHOVALDI FILII ARCHIDIACONI : (2) was elliptical, but

now is much broken : in the middle is what appears to be an
aspergil or springel, for sprinkling holy water.

I cannot find any definite record of an archdeacon of Llandaff callecl

Worgan. In the Brut V TymjsogiGn (Rolls Series, 18(50
; p. 81) under fhe

date 1104 a.d. we are told tliat Herwald bishop of Llandaft" died and was
.succeeded by Worgan, wlio was consecrated in Kent by Archbishop
Ancelliu. In the annals of Margan {Annales ^[onastici, EoUs Scries, I8(j4 ;

j, p. 8) we are told that he was succeeded by Urban, who was consi ciated by
Anselm. From T. D. Hardy's edition of Le Neve's Fasti Ecclesice A/u/licaiue

(O.vford, 1854 ; ij, 241, 258j it appears that this L^rbau had been archdeacon

M
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of Llanclat}'. If \\v is the Worgan I'eferred to a1)0ve, it follows that the
deeds weie drawn up before 1104 a.d. : and tlie names of the witnesses

have an early appearance. The authors of Bristol, Past and Present,

suppose it to have been written "a little before 1370," and that Howel
and Cecilia weie AViclitites. They identify the William Newbury of the

deed with another man of that name who died in 1414, and bequeathed
1 2s. rent assize from this pro])erty to the church. But that is improbable,

though the handwriting looks more like that of the second quarter of the

thirteenth century than the beginning of the twelfth. There was a Walter
de ^Nlonte living <;><•. 1250 (see notes to preceding, and the following).

The family of Hamme are named in some documents at All Saints.

1. Philij) Deiienyssh nf Bristol grants to Peter de Ham???e a certain rent

from a messuage in Lewynnesmede, Z-1 Edw. III., witnessed by Eeginald le

Frensh, mai/ur ; Henry Viel and John Sore, hailifs : Michael Ciode and
Walter Kelb, senesholls ; and eight others. 2. Will of Peter Hamme,
weaver, 12 Xovemlier, 1377. To be buiied at the Blackfriars ; Gs. 8d. to

fabric of parish church of St. James, Bristol ; tenement in Lewins Mead
and all his goods to wife Edith : she and Nicholas Hastynge to be
executors. Proved before the dean of Bristol, 23 November, 1377, and
before Thomas Beaupvne mayor & Walter Ted[?]ule rirecomes, C'onvers.

St. Paul 1 Eic. ir. "Seal of Deanery and mayor. 3. Will of Edith
Hamme, widow of Peter Hamme, 14 November, 1382 : to be buiied in the

cloister of the Blackfriars of Bristol near late husljand ; 12cl. to fabric of

Worcester cathedral church, 6s. 8d. to that of St. James, Bristol ; 2s. 6d.

each to Greyfriars, Whitefriai's, and Austinfriars of Biistol, and 6s. 8d. to-

the Blackfriars : 40s. for funeral expenses ; 10s. to John Botelere, weaver ;

to elder sou John a ras of lead j^^o sendda imponenda, a large chest with
lock and key, a " biit'et," one paii' of sheets and 2 blankettes " and one brass

pot containing " iiij lagon>i " ; to friar John my younger son a principal

coverlet, 2 pair sheets, another striped coverlet, a better tablecloth with
a towel (rnaiu'tergiitui), a l)ason with a ewer (lavatoriiim), G plates,

2 " chargcres," 5 ''.saucrre.s,'' of tin; 4s. to Agnes wife of John Martin;
remainder to John Wynchestre and Nicholas Hastinge, who are to be
executors. Proved at St. Austin-tlie-less, 5 December, 1382.

III.

The Will of Alice Halye. 1261 a.d. (Penes
F. F. Fox, Esq., Bristol Deeds, No. lij.)

J^ Ego Alicia Halye de parrochia Omuium sanctorum
Bristolk'e . die Mei'cuvii \wox.ima ante festu??^ troiis-

lacioTzis sauQti Swithuui . Anno gvacie . M^. CC. Ix"^

primo. Ju mmme pa^ijs & fibi & sp/r/^Hs nancti am<?n.

Jn hu?tc modvi?)! meui» condo testame/itu?/L Jn p7*miis

a.nim8.m. mea?)i Lego deo quatn passione sua ledeniit

.

Corpus uero n^e\Wl ad sepeliendK?7z in cinijteno om^ainn
Hanctorum . sumnio altaij ei?i6'dem Locj . ij.s, & domino.
Willelmo . capt41ano ij.s. Djacono Loci . xij.d. sub-

diacono . vj.d. ^iem in cera & ea q'ac pe?'tineiit ad
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eaiidein . v.s. Jtem ad classicu?Ji' ineiDM })ulsaii(b/jji

.

viij.d. Jtem Jn jDsalterijs . \;j.d. Jtem ad dejxtsitii^^i

ineu7>^ paraudn?;i . Hcilicct ad potu?n clcr'icovum & ad
sarcofagu»i & ad alja earuin .siinilja . iij.s. Jtem lego

domum meaw? in parrochia omnium Hcinciorum in vjco

ex oppcsitc) drape?ne sitam inte?" t("rram tp/e fuit Walto'j

de monte ex parte boreali & tervixm cpie fuit Laiuentn
Le Mercer , ex pa'?i:e australi . & extendjt se a vjco

anterins : usque ad terrain cp<e fuit petrz de Wygornja
posterius . ad perpetuu??2 Juuamen Luminar^s in eadem
ecclesia ad missam bea^e virginjs Maije ante summum
altare . scilicet ad cereos per manus p/'ocuratortim eiitsdem

pajTochie qui -pro tempore fueri^it faciendos & reparandos .

in pnram & perpetuar/i- elemosina??! saluo seruicjo capita-

libus dy»imis . pro a^dwia mea . & pro a?ii;/ia Wille/?»i

lialye virj mej . & pro siynmahiis 07Ji?aum antecessori6»i.

& successoriMy^ no6'^ror7(7?i . ut anime nos^re specjalius

habeant'i'^^' in memorja in eadem ecclesia. Jtem lego

domino WiWelnio" vjcario eccle^ie o»inium sanctoYU7n

meliore»(t plumalem culcjtrcmi.'^ Jtew Robe^'to viro

meo lego vnum lectu7?i plumale?»^ . .j. quissi?iu»v' . ij

lintheamina'' . .j. tapetu77i . ij ceruicalia,' Jtem Johanna
pinel lego .j. lectu«i plumalem . & .j. quissinw^i. Jtem
Elene qi^ondam se?'ujentj mee .j. Iectu7>i plumalem . j.

quissinu???. Jte/7i Hemmotj serujentj mee .j. paruu??^

lectujji plumale?7i .ij. ceruicalja. Jte^i Wille?7no quondam
serujentj meo .ij. cerujcalja .xij.d. de arreragijs & molam
magna??i ad cinap^'m. Jtem Waltero cleWco .xij.d. Jtem
Aljcje vxoij Nichoka* cupj^are paruum cofru???, meu??i.

Jtem in pane ad opM.9 pauperu»i iiij.s. si bona sufljcjant.

Jte?7i operi ecclesie omnium sanctorum, .xij.d. Jte??i ad
serujciu;ji bea^e v?'rgin?'s 077i?dum Hcmctorurif .j. manu-
tergiu///.^ Jterji Matillide vxori Petrj Gurnard .j. manu-
te7"giu'?7i. Jtem Agnefo Yxori Wille/mi cocj .j. manuter-
giu?n. Jte?7i lego ad vendenda ad debita mea acq^'./etanda

& ad testame?itui?i meu?5i cowplendu7?i . vjdebcet vnu7}i

I
The knell. • Feather bed.

- Presumably Sir Williiim Selke. ^ Cushion.
•' Cnlcifa or culcilra means a. mattress " Linen sheets,

or couch. {Conlocemns in culcila flu-
'' Cushions, pillows, or bolsters.

mea: Cicero, Twsculan. Blsput., III., ^ The daily votive otiice of Our Lady,
xix., 46.) 9 Towel, to dry the hand*.

M 2
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cyphii?>i* argenteiwi .j xacciim .j, jiiiiencam .j. vitiilii//i

Que Hunt in ciistodja Ade Delby apvic/ leye. Jteia .j.

suem cum .iij. porcelKs .j. peciam de Busset..ij. cyphos

de mazero' .iiij/"" coclearja arge?itea .j. fermaculu??!"

argenteum . duo pallia de virjdj panno . penulata\ .j.

supe/'tunica de paiinez'^ .j. tunjca de virjdj . duas ollas

eneas .ij. pelues .iij. patella s. k i[uart'a.m jDatellar/t

ancaijam^ -iiij-"' martinotes^ .ij. Endarja^ .j. naccrmi

.V. cistas .j. culcitram^ albam pu?7ctatam .j. craticula?7i^^ .

.iij. candeleb7'« ferrea . & om;da alja bona mea c[UOCuw(.[ve

locorj^m iji-uenta Le^fo insimul ad vendendct & iiide

p?'ouenjencja lego ad distr^buenda pauperib'iis Bristollic

& ad di?/.ma celebranda pro a/n»?a mea & pro s^nimshus

o??^^dum iideliu?/i defur/ctor^(m pro dispo.<2^c/one executoru^yi

nieorum . quibiis voluntatem meaiH co»7mitto . soluto

debito . co77ipleto testame/ito . Executores htdiis testamerz-tj

mej co?istituo . dominum y^iWehnuiu vjcarium ecck^6'ie

Omwjum sanctovuw . Walterum clericura . & Nicbolau?7i

Cuppare . (\uihus suj)plico prout HM\)erms est ordinatu?/i

pro deo & a?iimab?^.s eorwmdem sicut vjderint melius &
cautius ad commodum ^nime mee ac diiiwishus om?/juni

fideliu/;i defunctor?fm nomjne meo disponant & ordinent.

Endorsed Grene lates in the fifteenth century hcvud

in which the vestry hook is written : and Hec
est testamer(!,tu7?i Aljcje Halye de parrochia

om^yum sanctorum BristolKe conditur/i die

M.ercurii proxima ante festum translaczonis

Hancti Swithunj . Anno gratie ^^.00°. Ix".

primo in a contemporary hand.

' A bowl or cup. cup ? John .Tcnkyns aliax Stejncr and
- Mazer.-* are large drinking bowls or Agnes bis wife gave a stmidyng Noote

cups. with a kciiyr well y-gultt to All
•* Possibly a clas)i or buckle. Haiiits Churcii, c. 1492 {Vestry-look,
* Lined. It is not clear wliat "pal- p. J 53).

liuin" means hero. " I cannot exi^laiii tlii.sword.

' Perhaps " pannes " or clolli. ' C«/ctYa or ctt/c<7rrt means a mattress
* Perhaps for " j)atellain iini^ariam," or couch. {Conloremus in culcita plu-

put for " patellam ansatam," a dish or mea : Cicero, Tuscidan. Dixjiut., III.,

plate with handles. xix., 40.)

^ Is tliis some sort of Xo/e, i.e. '" A little gridiron.
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IV.

Endowment of a Lamp to burn before
St. Margaret's Altar, and of the

Service of St. Mary.

Eiidoi\sed Eiiydencp of the Conierc house nexte the

Coiidyte for oure lady [Seruyce in a later hand]
iij.s. in the fifteenth century hand already

referred to.

\)-Aium per copiani . Nouerint vniue7^si qwod Ego
Ricarc/us de Maneo-odesfeld Maior Bristolhe de ordina-

c/one. consensu. & assensu tooius coiwitatis eiusdem ville

tradidi . dimisi . Concessi . ac present! scripto conft'rmaui

^o\\an7ii Kyft Burgensi nos^ro totavji illam t(;^?'ram in villa

Bi'istolk'e iMxta Cimiteriuwi ecck^'ie Omnmiw sa7iGtorum

quam Johannes de yate drape? 'ius in confeccione testi-

mo^iii sui ad seruiciu»i beate Marie in dic^a ecclesia

Omnium fianctorwrn reliquit . Que quidem te?Ta iacet

inter dictum Cimite^'ium ex vna parte . & terram que
fuit Johannis J^liiinharii ex altera . & extendit se a vico

de Cornstrete anterius usq?te ad terram qi/e fuit Galfr^c/^

Cormangere posterius. & continet eadem terra in latitudine

mmeni pedes & dimidmm . et in longitudine viginti &
noue3>i pede.9. Ha^endam & tendendawi totam jDred^c^am

terram cum edificijs & omnibus pertinencm suis eidem
Johanni Kift & heredihus uel assignatis suis libere quiete

bene (?) & in pace Jure he7'editare impe?'petuuwi . Red-
dendo inde annuatim ffratrihus ka[endarihus Bristolke

octo solidos argent^ ad quatuor anni te?niiinos . videk'cet

ad Pascham duos aolidos . ad N'dtivitatem heati Joha;mis
Baptiste duos solidos . Ad festum sancti MichaeZis . duos
fiolidos . & ad ^Sitivitatem doinim duos solidos. & he?'edibw.v

Jacobi la Warre dece«i solidos . ad eosde?3i terminos equis

"porGiomhus . & ad sustentacio^^em vnius lampad/5 ardentis

ante altare sancte Maroi:arete in pred^c^a ecclesia Omnium
scmctorum duodecim denarios ad duos anni termi?ios scilicet

ad Pascha??i sex denario.? & ad festu?'/i sanc^i Michae/is
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sex denarios . Et etiam ad sermc'ium hcate Marie in

pi'edictR ecckifia Onuiium. sawc^or^o/i tres solido6-aiiiiuatim

ad qitatuor aniii terminos p?'mcipale?s equis porcionib?t.s'

-pro ommhics seruiciis . exsiccionihiis . quereh-s . & deman-
datis ad dictRui te?Tam ]}ertmeritihus . saliio vno obolo

argent I i^er annu??i de landgabiilo. Jn huivis autem rei

testinit)iiiu?7i ]3resenti scr/pto sigillu7n comitsitis Bristolke

est appensuni . Hiis testibit.s . Symone Adrian & Job«?ine

Clerico SenescalUs tunc Gilde niarcsmdoo'um (?) . WiWelnio

de Marina &; Waltero ff/'aunceys p?'epo5itis . Roberto

Turtle. Euerardo ffyaunceys.Riea^'cZo Osmu^^d. Stephavzo

le Jeneye . Radulpho Wineman . ^icardo de Berchcan .

Hicardo Le RojDere . Gilemino Drape?'{o , & multis aliis.

Jn cuius Copie testimoni?/?7i p^^esentibt^s sigilkuji Maiori-

tatis ville Bristollie & efciam sigillum Officij Decanat?J5

eiusdem ville sunt appensa.

Of the two seals, only part of the mayor's seal remains.

According to Ricart, Richard of Mangotsfield was niavor in 1285, 1286,

1290, and 1299. Ricart does not give the prepositors for any of these years.

Of the Gild of Mei-chants nothing seems known definitely at this time. A
Walter le Fraunces was mayor in 1233 and another in 1293. Everaixl

Frauncis was bailiff in 1324, 1327, and 1328. A Radulphus Wynemone was
bailiff in 1314. A Robert Turtle was one of the witnesses in William Selke's

grant mentioned on p. 158 : and a James le Warre was mayor in 1236.

Symon Adiian and William de Maryna were seneschals in 1275, and Symon
Adryan liad been so befoie in 1270. William le Maryner was seneschal in

1299, so that he probably was not jjrepositor or liailiff that year. Waltei- le

Fraunces was mayor in 1293, so that he is not likely to have taken an
inferior office at any later date. The latest date for the lease is thus 1290,

and possibly it may be 1286 or 1285.

Joceus de Reigny, senior, granted towards the lights of the church, and in

return for certain easements conceded by the vicar, churchwardens, and
parishioners, of their cemetery, 2s. 6c?. rent assize fi'om a tenement opposite

the south d(jor of the church ; witnessed by John de A.xebiugge, John atte

Wallei-, Richard le White, Walter le White, Joceus de Reigny, junior, and
Clement Turtle, on Thursday, St. James Ap., 1331, 5 Edw. Ill {endorsed
ij.s.vj.d. of Rente Assize for J. Baste doi- of John Branfeld goyng yn-to the

Churchehey, i'li the original fifteenth century ha'nd of the restry-hook before

mentioned). Ricart makes John de Axbiige mayor in 1331, John at Wall
bailiff in 1330 (another in 1232), Richard le White Ijailiff in 1313 and
1319, Joceus le Raynv bailiff in 1329 and 1334, and Clement Turtle bailiff in

1321 and 1322.

There is no mention of St. Margaret's altar in the later documents at All

Saints Church.
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V.

Gift of a Fix to hold the IIeservkd Eucharist
AT THE HktH Altar, and for Husellino

THE SiXK : 24th Uecemrer, 1o03.

Endorsed Evydeiice of llogere Gurdelerc for the'

CowjDe^ & the Cuppe' & the Spoiie in the same
fifteenth century hand ccs before mentioned.

()u\u\\)as chrisli lidelib?w hoc preseiis .scriptuin vlsuris

iiel aiidituris Rogerus le Gurdlare parochianus Ecclcsie

Oiuiiiiuii SanctoYitm Bristoll/e salittcni in domino . Nonerit
vniiifr.sitas ve.stvsi me dedisse,Ecck^"?ie Omnin//^ Sanctorum
predic^e ad honorem dei patris om?iipotentis & gloriose

virginis & Matris Marie & Onininm Sanctorum vnani

Ciippam , Gwrii Coopt^rtorio de argento , deam'atam infra

& extra , cu?y! vna Cruce & vmagfine aro^ent^.s Himiliter

deanrat/.s' supra existentilj?/..s' , cum Longo pede , lapidibi^i-

ornato , sijn/h'^e?' deaurato ponderis Sexaginta & Septem
sohdoru7)^ argenti . & infra eandem Cuppa/;?, qwoddam
vas argenteum , ad Moduj^i Cyphi fabricatum ponderis

duority/i sohdorzt;;? & sex denariorwr/i argenti , &• (p.fod

ilia Cuppa cum iiredicto Cypho infra existente , in

predi'c^a Eccle^'m impe/'petuu???- permaneat ad su;yimu))i

altare'' eiusdem Eccle.^ie . Jta L\uod preciosum Corpus
cA;v.s^i , infra apj^onetur & semper custodietui- , & (\^uod

' Cowpe, O.Fr. Conpe, Lat. cupa. wocle's comment on the practice see

The original meaning is tub, rat, or Provincial is, Lib. Ill : Tit. De custodia
barrel. The Promptoriiiin Farvuloruin Eucharistie: cap. Di(/nissimHm : verb,

explains it iis Pece, crrf^p*', which means Cum clausiira). This was not, however,
a large bowl, a cistern, etc. It evi- tlie only method adopted in England,
dently means here a large covered stand- althougli by far the most common. In
ing or hanging pyx. the Otfice of the Deacons of Trinity

- Tlie "Cuppe" ad inodum Cyphi Church, Coventry {British JIf«.(/. 183-J
;

fahricatumviiis a small pyx to hold the vi, 201<, 265) there is twice made men-
reserved Eucharist inside the large tion of "' tlie door at the liigh altar's eiul
" Cowpe." Cuppe, Ciphtis, Patera, where the sacrament staiuleth." And
cuppa. (Prumpt. Parr.) the infamous Udall says :

" In a great
•' A decretal of Gregory IX. required number of places even here within tliis

the priest to keep tlie Eucharist reserved realm, l)ot]i abbeys and other churches,
for the sick in a clean and honourable the sacrament was never yet nnto this

place by itself (Lib. Ill : Tit. -41 : cap x). day hanged over the Iiigli altar"
The common practice in England and (Troubles coiii/ecfed with the Prayer
France was to liang it in a pix under a Book of 1519, Camden Society, 1834;
canopy over the liigli altar (for Liiulc- p. 156).
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ilia Cupjjci cum prechc^o C\'pli<» infra existente , ad
infirmos eiusdeiii parochie , semper portetiir cum
covpore clirist'i , ad eisdem infirmis Ministrand^9 &
se/'uiendzs . Et in qiiaciiwqi^e visitacione in pred/c?a

Ecck6-ia foc?a per venerahilem pairem dommuin
,

Wy^ornensem EpiscojJi^m & Archidiac(>nu?)i Glouces-

t riensem , -predicttx Cuppa sempt'r eis declaretur, Et quia

volo q?iod hec mea donacio & pred?cte ordina.cio inper-

petuu?/! obseruentwr :' ne per quemcumqvfc vicarium in

dicta. Ecclesza de cetero existentem , nee pe/' procura-

tores , nee \)er quoseumqtte alios eiusdem Eccle.s'?e

pa7'Ochianos , infringentw?' , aut inpedientur , nee pred/e^a

Cuppa , cwiii Cypho jiredieto infra existente , in alium

Loeum , nee in alios vsus YB.C[i(an\ in ])ostermH quod
s.u2De?^ius est expressum amoueatur , asportetur nee quo-

eumq?/e alio modo , alienetur . Rogaui donn'nuni Willel-

niian Sehoche tu?7e vicarium eiusdem Eccle.sie q^^od

fulminaret seji^enciam exco^nmimieaeionis , ac publice

pronunciaret , super om7<es illos predi'cfam formam in

aliquo puy/ctu , contraire , inpedire ac infringe) -e jjre-

sumentes . Jdem-q?.te; vicarius ad mei Rogatimi , & ad
pred/c^as donaczonem & ordinaew7iem firmius Katifi-

candr^.s- & eonfirmar^dum [sie~\ : predz'c^am Hententisim

excoimnunicRCioniH in forma que sequitur jDresentibi^*'

tu7ie omriibit.s- parochianis anted^'e^e Eccle.sie pro-

nunciauit.Jn dei noinine amen. Ego Wille/m?/s Sehoche'

vicarius anted?c^?«s , auctoritate dei jDatris om7<ipotentis

& filij & fi'piritus Hancti & iianctoYuni Canonu'?)^ . Excow-
tnumci) jDuLsatis campanis , candelis accensz5 & ana-

themtizo [szc] , ac a Liminibzis fiancte dei Eecle.s?e & a

Consorcio Hanctovicni (nnnivm sequestro ,om7^es illos siiie

' Henry Snellai'd grunted to Sir Wil- de Lcye, aud others. (At All Saints.

Ham Scoclie that tenement which he had Jindorsed yn Wvnehestrete .xij.d. /// the

of tlie gift of William IMannig, formerly fifteeiilh centurjt hcihd meniioned hefore.)

rector of St. Lawrence, Bristol, and the Tl-e endorsement was by Sir John
will of Hugo de Melles, in AVynclu'slret Thomas, and in entering the deed on
between tlie tenement that was Robert p. 74 of the book of records, accoimts,

Marescall's and that that was John de etc., lie mistook the S of the deed for au
Leye's, in the j)arish of St. l'eter"s

:

M in both case.*, so that the names
\2d. to come annually Cuintali Domino appear as Miwllard and 3Iooche. E.
and his heirs and assigns. Witnessed de Mangotsfield's last mayoralty
by Eichard de Manegodesfeld, wrt/yor

;

was in 1299. Walter Frannceys was
AValter Frannccys and Thomas de la mayor in 1293, and Thomas de la

Grauc, /y«<7//i; Thomas deWych, Adam Grave in 130;:5 ; so that tliis deed is

le Northerne, John Maresca'll, Kobert probably of 1290, or perhaps 1286 or

Waterledare, Eobcrt Goldbetare, John 1285.
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clerlcos slue Laicos
,
])?vdlctani doimcKmcin ,s.g ordina-

cionem prefataiu , iiitiiiigeiites , Inpedleutes , & dictsun

(*u})j)aiii cum predic^o Oypho de dicto Loco siio ccrto

sil)i assigiiato
,
qiiocu)U(prr iiiodo alieiiantes , & ad

alienaci'o?2em consenciente.s & iiide aliqnrnu partem
extra formam jDrediciani haljeutes , se\i pa?-tein inde se

liabltiiros expectantes. Jii cuii^i' rei te.stiinouiiu>i tarn

Ego pvedictifii vicarius , sigilluni iiieiim
,
quam siipdic^^^s

[sic^ llogei'us sigillum suum , liiiic present! sc?'zpto

apposuiiniis , Et vt tenor & forma presentis script!

,

meUus & firmi?<s Katiticentur & confirmentur : p>'0-

cnrau!mus discretum virum dominum. Decanum^ Br!s-

tolkV , ad hu!c present! scr!pto , s!gillum offic!j su!

ponenditm . qiii ad Rogatum nostrum s!c apjjosuit . Nos
Decan?/s c/ir{5^!an!tat!s Br!stolKe ad !nstanciam &
Kogatu7?i Y))'edictovum W!lle/m! & KogY^r! sig!llum offic!j

no5ir! hu!c jjresent! scr^pto dux!m7i.s' apponendwm .

Datum Br!stolK(? Jn v!g!l!a Natal!s dom!n! Anno eiusdem

M!lles!mo Tricentes!mo Terc!o & Anno Regn! Regis

Edward! filij Regis Henrzc^ : Tricesimo Secn^do . Hijs

testibz^s Thoma de La Grane" tunc Maiore Br!stolh(? .

Tlioma de Tyloy . Henrico de Calne . Hugone SanekSai

.

liicardo de La Ropeselde . Rogero de Apperlegh . RicarcZo

Br5'an Johaiine Kyst [? Kyft] Ricarc/o de Westone .

Robe^'to Marttn Wille/mo Gvlenwn clericis & m^dtis alijs.

The comma re^H-esents liere a small bracket with the concave side

to the right about the same size as the small letters : and the

inverted semicolon rej)resents a similar-looking stop in the MS.
Three seals of green wax are attached. The first is elliptical,

somewhat broken above, 22 nini. across by about 35 mm. long

(originallv), bearing a ship with a mast but no sails, on waves ; and

S' DECANATVS BRISTOLL can be made out around the margin.

The second is hexagonal, about 16 mm. across, Avith the figure of" an

ass (r) and . . . "^GETE GE (??) in the margin. The third is

circiilar, about 20 mm. across : within two interlacing squares is the

head of a man (? a bishop) full face ; with ^ S' WILLI : SCHOCHE.

' Concerning rural deans or deans of ticum, ut in constitutionc Othoiiis,

Christianity, Lindewodereniarks," Ciiius qiioniam tahellionum nsiis (Fror. Lib. II

:

offieinm est in causis ecc-lesiasticis eita- Tit. Be kidicys : Cap. Qiiidaui ri'.ralium:

tioncs et transmissas exsequi : ut plenius verb. Decani rurales).

legitiir et notatur in dictis coustitutioni- - The 3Iaire of Bristowe is Kalendar,
hns f(info, et consiitutione ifa morfaliian, Camden Society, 1S72 ; p. 32.

et cuius sigillum in talibus est autlien-
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There was another Roger (xurdeler who gave, with John Forge, eook, the

sum of £'() to the new gable window as apjjears by the rhurL-hwardens'

ac-counts for (:*) 1407. He lias been confounded with the donor of the

Cowpe. Thomas de Tilloy was mayor in 1292 and 1331 aexording tc Ricart.

At All Saints there is an indenture between Henry de Calne and Roger de
Apperleig-h letting a t-ellar in clco C'ocorum opjwsite the TJrapery between
the tenements of the Prior of St. James and Henry Pye, for -t;8, witnessed

b\" Roger Terry, Richard Adryan, Richard de "Weston, William Gylemyn,
<:lerl\ etc., dated St. Dunstan's Day, 34 Edw. I. {i.e. 130G), \\'\i\\ a round seal

of green wax beai'ing a Greek cro^s between the antlers of a stag's head
caboshed, and . X- S' ROGERI D'APPERLEYE around the margin. Three
other deeds relating to the same me^-suage, tlated 3 Edw. II. (1310) are in

the same church : each is witnessed Ijy William Randulf, mayor ; Jolm de
Methelan and John de AVachet, bailifs ; and the following who ajjpear in

one or more :—Richard Bryan (3), Walter Mailleden (3), Richard de
Weston (3), Henry Pye (3), Walter Oppehull (3), Rogei- de Stanes, clerk (2),

Thomas de Tylloy (2), Alexander Koop, Richard de la Moore, Thomas
Shirldk ; William Gylemyn, clerk. Robert Martin was excepted out of a
general pardon of insurgents at Bristol in 1312 (S. Seyei', Memoirs, etc.,

Bristol, 1823 ; ij, 108). A burgess named William G-ylemyn is mentioned in

the Rolls of Parliament 1315-16 (Seyer, ij, 90). In 3 Edw. III. he granted
quitclaim to Rol>ert le Wythe, Christina his wife, and William their son of

a messuage in Grojjecunte lane. He witnessed a ([uitclaim by John le

Wvg'Athe Jrman^t're to Omfridus Wen de Cirencestre, butcher, of a tenement
in Worthshipestret ; together with John del Celei', mayor, Thomas le Specer
and Robert Randalf, haiUffs, and several others, Thui'sday, St. Silvester'.s

Day, 1310, 4 Edw. II. Also a quitclaim by John de Bardeneye, son and
heir of Robert de Bardeneye, of a garden in le Puthey to Thomas de la

Grave ; together with Roger Turtle, muAior ; John de Romeneye and Walter
Prentiz, bailiffs, Saturday after St. Luke's Day, 18 Edw. II. (1324). He also

witnessed a giant liy Thomas de la Graue of the same to John de
Axebrugge, son of Elye de Axebrugge, dated Friday before SS. Simon and
Jude's Day in the same year. These are all at All Saints. Roger de
Apperleg-h witnessed some deeds at Bristol Museum Library (Nos. 84, 121,

134) in 9 Edw. III. : and with Richard de Weston, anothei- (No. 38) in 33

Edw. I. William Gylemyn, clerk, and Thomas de la Graue and others,

witnessed a quitclaim l)y John Payn de Lodewell to Hugo Payn and his wife

Isabell of a tenement in (Jornstreet between those of Adam Wellysschott and
William de Hanefeld ; togetlier with Roger Tuitle, mayor ; Thomas le

Spicer and John de Romeseye, bailifs, 11 July, 11 Edw. II., at Lodewell.

<At All Saints.)

YI.

Ax Inventory of Church Goods, 1395.

Both copies of the following indenture are preserved at All Saints

Ohui'ch : it is especially interesting as being the original of the

inventory in English of the same date, on pp. .'U5 sq, of the volume
of records and accounts which Avas compiled by Sir Maurice
Hardwick (vicar from lloo to 1472) with the assistance of Sir John
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TJiomas, and written by the latter, as the volume itself records ou

p, 83. The writer of that volume also endorsed most of the deeds

preserved at the church that existed in his time. The following

text is that of sheet A, and the variations of B (other than in spell-

ing) are recorded in the notes. T)ie English version has been

printed by Nichols and Taylor in Bristol, Fast and Pressnt, Bristol,

1881 ; ij, 100.

Hec Indentiira testatwr qiiotl Wille/iuus Leiicli <k,

Stephanws knyght 'pi^ociiratoreH Ecclei-ie Omnium
Sanctorum Biistolke tempoj'e quo recesserur^t ab office (j

sue precKc^o videlicet qiw'iito die Mens^5 Marcij Anno
domini Millc^imo CCO™" Nonagesimo qi^mto liberaiieiTi?i,t

& sursu^i. reddideni/it Ileginaldo Tauerner & Jobr«r/ti

lentwardyn iwocuvatorihus succedentibzicV hona & res

ecclesie p?^enotate videlicet

""Jn -p)miiis .J. rubeiiyvt Missale" pi'ice xls. et .J. veins

missale price* xiiJ5. iiijc/. Jtem .J. gradale bosed^ iwice

.iiij. marcas. Jtem aliud gradale pn'ce .xls. Jtem mag-
num gradale albu^Ji 'price .iiij. marcas. Jtem gradale*

sancte Marie . price .vjs. viijc/. Jtem .J. parnmn gradale

abbreuiatum . pr/ce .xs. Jtem .J. Yetus gradale price

.xijc/. Jtem .J. manuale^ pr?*ce .xs. Jtera .J. marti-

logiu«i pnce .xs.

"~Jtem optimum portoforium pn'ce .xls. Jtem .J. dj

po7'toforium cu??2 psalterio price xxs. Jtem .J. vetus

portoforium p?7'ce .xiijs. iiijo?, Jtem .J. vetus dj porto-

foriu??z sine psalterio*^ przce.xs. Jtem .J. vetus anti-

phonare . przce .vjs. viijcZ. Jtem J. paruuiJi vetzis

antipbonare pWce .xld. Jtem J. ordinale' price .xxs.

Jtem .J. psalteriu^i albu9/i . pWce . xs. Jtem J. psalteriu^ji

nigruwi ex dono Thome Norton^ quod prior kalen-

dariorum habet in custodia . p7'ice .xiiijs. iiijc^. Jtem J.

' This has been attributed to Ricart, •' William Seiko bequeathed "viuu/*

but the stateiueut of the book itself is as Manuale cum yranarto " in 1270.

above. - '' Walter Isgar, vioar of All Saiuts,

^ This was " tuuui Missale de vsu bequeathed " half j
portues of the Teui-

Sanrw," bequeathed by William Selke porall & Sanctorum" in 1321 (Vesfrj/

in 1270 {Vestri/ Becords and Accounts, Jioo/c,]i. 78).

p. 78: Bristol 'and Gluvc. Arch. Soc, ' Walter Isgar "^ave j Onlynall to

1890-1
; XV, p\. xxxv). the seyd Churche."

^ William Selke bequeathed a grail ® Perhaps tlie Thomas Norton who
with processional, ordinal, troper, etc., was bailiff in 1393, sheriff in 1402, and
bound in one volume, and another un- mayor in 1414. But there were several

bound : perhaps among these. persons of this name living about this
* " J lytyll G-rayle to se;-ue our lady time.

Masse " in the English version.
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l)ar\u\m psaltfi'Iiuji integriDJi p?'^ce .ij.S'/ Jtem .J. veins
})salte/'iu??i lyrice .xijc7, Jtem J. magnam legendam de
tempoyali -price .xl.<?. Jtem alia??t legendam sanctorum .

price xiij.v. iiijc/. [Jtem .vj. nouos q?f«rtern/os de tem-
porali pr^ce xvs." struch out, and against it is added in

another hand Jte?7i J noua//i legenda?^ de temporali

p?'ice (hJanlS)\

"~Jtem opiAmmn sectam vestmieiitoiv/7Ji de ciclantouHs^

de viridi & blueto* cum orphuris de felvet str-agulato''

price . X. marcax. Jtem alia??? sectam Yesihnewtovum de
ciclantou??s de bliieto & plunkef^ price . vj. maTcas.

Jtem J. cajDa??^ de blueto st?'agulato pr?ce . xiiJ6'. iiijc/.

Jtem J casula cu??i .ij. tunicis parzni deaurati cu??? .iij.

albis & .iij. amictw & .iij. fanon?? . price . xlvjs. Yii^dJ

Jtem aliar// capa???, de ciclantou?is cu?«, auibz^s p?'ice . xxs.

Jtem J. vesti?>^entu??i nigru??2 . p7'/ce . ij. iwavcas} Jtem
J. vesti?}ientu?/? rubeu??i de grifonib?^^ pa?ini deaurat/

p?^ce . ij. \\\aYcas.^ Jtem .J. rubeu??i vesti??ientu???/ p/"?'ce .

xiij.y. iiijf/."-' Jtem .J, albu??? vesti?7;entu??i price . vj.s'.

y'liyl. Jtem .J. casula??! pa^ni deaurati cwm auibw^<f in

circulis p?^{ce . vJ6'. viije/. Jtem .J. casula?>^ pa;ini cerici

de nigro & albo diapre p?'?"ce . V6\ Jtem . J. casula?y/

rubea?^? de satyn cu??i gallis aurati'-y . pn'ce . vJ5. viijo?.^'

Jtem .J, casula??! crocei coloris cu??i blodeo st?'Ofgulato

p?7ce . v^^. Jtem .J. vete?"e?7? capa/?2.cu?yi .ij. tunicis i3a?nii

deaurati veteribiis p?'!ce . xiijs. iiijcZ.''^ Jtem .ij. capas

& ij albas p?"o pue?'is pWce iiji'. iiijc?.

Jtem .J. covporsXe nouu??i cu?/t coopertorio viridi. cu/^/

floribws auri de cypres. ^^

Jtem J pa?inu??? tinctum de t?'mitate ad coope?-iendit???

magnu73i altare et .ij.^^ cortinos de angek's tinctos cu?n

' Struck out in B, and " vendit«r pro ** The prioe is struck out in B, and
ij.9." in the margin. " xiij*. iiij'i'." added in anotlier hand.

" Underhned in B, and " vna noua ^ The price has been struck out in B,

legenda rubea " added over it, in anotlier and " xx.v." written over in another
luind. " XV*." is also struck out, and hand.
" Tj.«. TiijV/." added in a diifcrent '" The price struck out in B, and
hand. " \y. viijrf." added in another hand.

* Ciclatoun -vvas a rich figured cloth. " Price struck out in B, and"xxrf."
* The English version only sajs added in another hand,

green. '- Price struck out in B, and " vj*.

" " Of Ray ffelwett." viijf^" added in another hand.
^ The English only mentions blue: '' "J gi'ene Corporas Case wtV/v

lilunket is a coarse woollen clofch, accord- fllowrp-y."

ing to J. O. Hallivvell. " Against the line ending licre B lias

'' The price is struck out in B, and " xh/." in another hand. It probably is

' XXX*." added in another liand. the price of the new corporas and case.
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ferranient/.v . & vnu;/^ pa;iim»i de coronacioiie hcftte

vir^hiiH similiter tiiictii7»- . pnce . xxxs.

Jtem ,vj, phimalia' panni cerici pr/ce .vj.v. rnyf.

Jtem .ij. tables & .ij. paxl)redis price, xiij.s". iiijc/.-

Jtem .J. veliD/i (piadragesimale i)ale(r' de albo &
bliieto pr/c6 . xijcZ.

Jtem .J. riibeii77i amictii?/? cwm* lapidib^^s'' pv/ce . xlc/.

Jtem .J. owche"^ p/'o caj^a de cujjro sin)eraiirato cii;h

lapidibi^s pyice . xld.

Jtem .J. ventale de nigro felwet cum nibea freiio-e^.

price . xlc/.

Jtem .ij. pautenei's'^ de nedelwork vnum, de ymaginibw*-
& aliud de ceruo in circulo . pr/ce .xk/.'' [Jtevi^'^' added
in a later liand^^

Jtem J pannu9?i pro prmcipali cniciiixo tinctir//i de
passione . pr/ce . x\d.

Jtem .iiij. pannos albos cum crucib'J6- "riibeis de
bukeram pr/ce. vj.s. viijr/.'^

Jtem .iij. Chalouns ad poiiend?f7/i ante altare . pr^cc

.

x\d}'

Jtem .ij.'^ txwWia cmn frontelk'*' & .vij.^' tuellta sine
frontell4' & .J. parwum manitergiu^/^ ^Mtem .ij.

frontellrt de I'ubeo cerico'^ cum frenges de cerico

l)r?ce . vj.s. viijc/.^*' Jtem^^ .iij. S^^peiT^ellicia [cu??i

struch out]

\Jtem .iij. tuellia de Done Emme Chylcombe in
another hand aytd blacker in/cy^

1^ Pillows of silk. 1" Not in B.
^ Price struck out in B. and " tjv. ^'-'i Struck out in B, and " viridia

viijV.' added in another hand. cruce*" written over in black ink and
•' " J lente clothe of wyte." another band ; and " xld." added in a
* In B is added above the line in difPerent hand, and brown ink.

another hand and black ink, "v." '"- Price struck out in B. and '• xvrf."
" In B is added here in same ink and added in another band, Chalons are

band as precedinfi, " jjrincipah'Jw*," and coverlets for beds, etc.

at'ter the price, which is struck out, " & '* Struck out in B, 3nd"v" written
siij alijs positjs in argento." The over in black ink.
English has "J Rede Amjs y-powdryd " Altered in black ink in B to " vj,"
M-itk perj." over an erasure.

fi Called " pectorall " in the English ^'-'^ Struck out in B.
version : i.e., a brooch. 16 B adds in bhick ink and another

' " J veyle of blak ffelwett for the hand : Jte/>} J tuelliww cu)« vno pa^no
Cowpe." tincto pro su?/!nio Altare (the rest is

" Only the two first are mentioned in hardly legible),
the English version. A patener is a '' Not in B. Emmot Chilcombe
cloth to hold the paten in, similar to died 29 December, 1423 (Little Red
the modern " humeral veil." £ook of Bristol, ed. F. B. Bickley,

' Price struck out in B, and " xx(7." Bristol and Loudon, 1900 ; vol. i,

added in another hand. p. 2).
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& J. vesti-

\'elami7^^b^t6'

""^Jtem .ij. mantellrt de rubeo satyii cum .iilj. Ijotenis

superaura^/.s- pj'O ymagiiie fiancte Marie & puero in

capella.

Jttm .ij. mantella de rubea satvn cum .iij. ])otenis super-

iiwratis pro ymagiiie saiicte ISiarie & puero in colu/^qjna .

& .J. mantelhmi de felwet chekeie pro eodem 'pue.ro

cuhi J. Scalony/ argenti.

Jtem J. niantelb^77i de rubea satyn cum .iij botenis

argenti ad ymaginem sancte Anne in coluwpna.

^Jtt^m .ij. tuellm cum front elb.? & .ij. tuellia sine

frontellw' cum 4j. candelabris de j^ewtre^

[m]entw«i de rubeo satjai Strogulato cuui .vj

cericis' & ij. crenwles.^

In a different hand.^

Jtem corde k rope price xJ6'. xc/. ob.

Jtem J. magnu?vi boket price xxd.

Jtem .V. parue bokettes price ij 6'. vijcZ.

Jtem .J. duplex peleye xd.

Verso: in the original hand.

"~Jtem .J. cupam^ argents & superaurata??^ jDonder^V

xxxiiij vnce & vijc/. ob.

Jtem J ciphus'' argent?" superaurof?^5 ponde?'iS J.

vnce5 . & dj. & iiij<^^-

Jtem J. cr/smatoriu'»i" argenti ponde7'i5 .viij. viice.v^

Jtem J. tabe^'nacwb^m in magno altari argenti & super-

2iuv?itnm de coronacio?^e beate v/rginis cum saphiro

impe?'iali^ . price .xxli.

Jtem magnuwi calice?7i ponde^^zs xxj. vnce.<? & dj.

Jtem aliuy/i calice?7i caXiceni (^sic) ponder?^' xiij. vnces .

iij q^^cirters . ijd. ob.

Jtem J. pixide??! eburnea7>i Wgixtom cum argento.

Jtem aliuy?! calicem poiideris . xiij vnces . & dj. ijc/. ob.

'-• Not, in B.
- " J Ked Ray vestyment of Sateii

and Tj kerche\vy3 of Selke."
3 ? Chri.soms.
* None of these in B.
' " J Cowpe."
" " J lytyll Cuppc." Wlicther tiiese

two are tlie same as tliose presented by
Koger le Gurdeler in 1303 (see p. 167)

is not quite certain. The veslry-book

already frequently cited puts the total

weight of those as 43 ounces (p. 133).

and the inventory of 1464 has " J Cowpe
for the Sacn-anicnt v/ifh J pecc & J.

Spone all y-guldyd weyeug xlv vnce*.
'

The extra weight perhaps may be ac-

counted for by the spoon, given later.

' " Oyle fat" in the English version.
^ B adds in another hand : J Tua

pcdc eiusde/« <fe J elapse.
^ The Englisli version has : with J

Ruby Jmperyall.
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Jtem alm?Ji calicej^i poiul^'ri*' . xv. vnce.s & dj. [.hem
caMcein Carj)entare in another hand and black i«/,']'

fJU'iYi alium calicem ponder?.s' . xiij. vnces & . vd.'-

" Jteni .iiij. ca??ij^anas luauiiales'' ponde?75 vxvij.

Yihrarum.

Jtem .ij. tluulbulos de latuii . pr/ct; . vjx. viijc/. civil

.ij. })ippil)'/>'

Jt<'m .iiij/ paiia candelabrorif7?i'' de peutre ponde?'w ,

xl. lihraruni . price .xij.y.

[Jtem .J, pelue^/i- cum laiiacro sine lid k pipe jonce

.iiij-s-. struck out'^'\

Jtem .J. textu/;^ de aq?«'la" HuperRwixitum p?"ice vj.5.

Jtem aliuc? textii»i^ ligneum price .iJ5. Jtem ad
magnii77i altare .J. textum paruu7H^ . ij. cruettes de
peutre .J. noumn camiDana^^i de latun^*^ p?-2ce .xijc?. & alia?;^.

csLUhiydTiRm eneam p^v'ce . iiijc?.

"~ Jtem* J. rotam ligneam pro candeK*''* . & J. vet^fs^

candelabr^67?^ ferreum^'" jDondens .xij. \ihrariim. Jtem .ij.

longa candelabrct lignea.

Jtem .iij. magnas rotas pro ca77ipanis. Jtem J. scalawi

de .viij. ro??-ges.

Jtem aliam scalam de .xxvj. rouges.

Jtem .ij. libitinas^^ cum coopertorijs.

Jtem J. pixideiii ligneam^'* ligatom cum ferro price .xvjr/.

In another haiid.^''

Jtem .ij. vexilla pr;*ce . xviijs. \]d.

Jtem aj. banerstaves pictos \blank^^

^ Xofc in B. It seems to be the '-' Possibly the sau'.e as "vnuiH lectri-
" elialys of ft'rate/'nyte of the Car])en- rmm ad Aiiteiitieu/w altare " bequeathed
terys " of the English version. in 1270 by William Selke.

B adds in another hand : Stem '" " J latent belle for the hye An-
aliuw calicem rend (?). fcji"«'-"

•* "Lyche bellys" in the English " A trcndle. See Some Principles
version. dan Services of the Fraiier Book

* In B struck out and "ij" written Historically/ considered, edited by J.
over in black ink. Wickhara Legg, London, 1899 ; pp.

" B adds in black ink and another 35 sq.

hand: vj. discis. '- William Selke bequeathed "vnuw
^ So also in B. candelabrum ferreuw ad opus niortu-
' This seems to be the " Egyll of orum " in 1270.

Tree y-guld " of the English version :
'* Biers, with their covers,

perhaps the same as " vnam aquilam '^ William Selke bequeathed " vnam
iigneaw no;? depictam" bequeathed by Cuppani ligneaw depictam ad Eucharis-
William Selke in 1270. ' tiam " to All Saints Church in ] 270 {Br.

'* "Dexte" in the English version: and Gl. Arch. Soc. Trans. s.y^i^X.-axs.y).
i.e. desk, and not textus, or book of the '' Another hand in B, but not the
Oospels. same as this in A.
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Jtem ij. cruettc^.s- przcc vjc/.'

Jtem optiiiiam cruce>/i ponderautem' [hlank^

Jtem .J. nouam cruce?7i de ligiio deplete* pr/ce . xxiilj.9.

Jt^an .ij. crosstaves depict o.s- \hlank]

In a/iother hand.''

Jtem ij Crnetys de argento . v .vnces & dj.'*

VII.

Royal Licence for the Endowment of a Lamp
BEFORE THE HiGH AlTAR.

Endorsed E
|
8

|

. 16 January, 20 Ric. IL 1396-7).

[R]icardiis dei gracia [R]ex Anglie & ffrancie &
Dominus Hibe7'nie . Omnibws ad qiios presentes \iUcve

peruenerint .' salutem . Licet de comniuni consilio regni

nostv'i Anglie statutum sit q%od non liceat viris religiosis

seu alijs ingredi feodum alicuius . Jta cp/od ad manum
mortuam deueniat sine licencia i\ostv?i & Capitalis doraini

de quo res ilia immediate tenetz^r ' de gracia tamen nosfra

spc'c/ali k pro sex marcis quas Thomas de Wyndesore
vicarius ecclesie Omiduiw Sanctorum in Bristolh'a nol)i.s'

soluit in hanape?'io no.sfro i concessimus & licenciam

dedimus pro nobis & heredib?<-y no.s-^ris quantum in

nobis est Ph?7^ppo Excestre de Bristolh'a quod ijose

sexdecim solidatas redditus cum pertinencijs in BristolbVt

qui de nobis tenet^n" in burgagio"" sicut tota villa BristoUiV '

' B adds " vjrf." Telu//( quadragesimale cum vno pitee

:

- B adds ill black iuk and different Jtem iiij candelabra lapidea cu)« iiij

band again: cum vno agno [arg struck brocbes de ferro : Jtem iiij cruccs

oiit^ ij pinnae) is &. J parua ymagi/^e p«ruas reliquias : Jtem vnuwj castellu//»

periinenti/jiifi cruci. cum iiij angelf* pro cruce : Jtem xiium
•' Not another hand inB. iiolibredclothe : Jtew surplis p>*o cler/co :

"* B has a furtlier list in a different Jtem J vuu;h par sotulariHW de saiicto

Imnd from eitlier the original or the Dunstano : Jtem iij cordas de Ix

additions at the end but similar to the fetlionuH : Jtem vnnm poley : Jtem J

additions in black ink: JtfHi J paxebrede hamum de ferro: Jtem xvij lb. de
• ;e cupro deaurato i);"/ce : Jte/M ij pa/'ua plu;«bo . iiij payles de iigno pro

tuelli« de cerico siragulato cu/m auro mortur/.?.

[ le cipres t» another hand^: Jtem J ' Burgage-tenure was wlien the tene-

panniHM de auro tincto pro sepulcro

:

nient was held by a certain annual

Jtem J pan[n]u/n. tinctujw de quatuor rent in money, or by some service

niilitib«.y : Jtem J panfnjuw principale relating to trade, and not by military

pro summo all are tinctuwi pro quadra- or other service that had no such

gesima de deposictowe ct : Jtem vnuw relation.
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dare possit & assignare p?Tfato vicario iK^^endo Sc tenendo

eidem vicario & successoribws suis vicarijs eiusdem ecclcsie

ad iiiuenienda?vi qiiendam lampadein coram su7?imo altari

in ecclfiia \yredicti:i in honore domini no^-^ri ihe.s-u christ'i

continue ardentem & ad faciend'j alia })ietatis ope?*a iuxta

ordinacio??em ij^.sius Phi7i^9pi in hac parte faciendo imper-

jjetuum . Et eidem vicario qwod ipse redditum p?'(^d2C^um

cum ix'rtinencijs a prefato Phi7^^9/JO in forma p-^rd^cfa

reciperc jiossit & tenere sibi & successoribw*' suis pred2C^is

'imi)eiyctimm. sicut pred^ct^an est ' tenore p7'esenci?aii

similiter licenciam dedimus specialem Statuto i)7'edicto

aut eo q«od pr^d/c^us redditus de nobis tenet?<r in

burgagio sicut predictum est non obstantibws .

Nolentes quod predic^us Thilippus vel heredes sui aut

jjrefatus vicarius seu successores sui racione statuti

'predict! vel aliorum premissor^^m iDer nos vel heredes

no.s'^ros Justiciarios Escaetores vicecomites aut alios

balliuos seu Ministros nos/ros vel heredum nostrorum

quoscumq?^e . inde occzonent?/?' . molestent^/r . in aliquo

seu grauentwr . Saluis semper nol^is & heredibz/s nos^ris

seruicijs inde debitis & consuetis Jn cuius rei testimoniu?)i

has Iz^^eras nostras fieri fecimus patentes. Teste me ipso

apud Westmo7iaste7'i2i77i sextodecimo die Januar/i Anno
reo;ni nos^ri vicesimo

Scarle

The red and green silk cords remain, but the seal lias been cut
away.

VIII.

An Inquiry into a Disturbance at All Saints
Church, 10 September, 1457.

Vniuersis sancte matris ecclesie filijs. Ad quos
presentes littere peruenerint. Thomas Wheton Cle?'icus

l^enereiidi in cliristo pa^ris & do?}2mi. T)077iim Joha?i7?is

pe?'missione dirf/ta VVigorn^e/^s^s Yipiscopi in villa &
decanatu Bristolh'e Cor/imissarius sufficie[n]te?' & legitime

deputat?^6\ Salwtem in ojjiniwm saluatore . Cmn nuper
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vt accepim2^5 joer c[U0Yumdain \idelicet relac/o?2em ,

Do7nim Mauricij hardwyk perpetui vicarij eccle^ie

IKcrochicdis Ormiium. sa7iGtoYum Bristolh'e Wigormeyisis

diocesi . dict'K[ue Decanattts Johan??is Shoj:) & WilleZmi

Box jcononioYum eiusdem ecclesie ac dliorum com-pciro-

chmnoYuni ihidein.quQliter ip^'a eadem eccles'm'parochialis

Omnium sanctoYum esset & fuisset jDolluta . indeqite

resonabat 'puhlica vox & fama . qui vero vicarius S^conomi

& co?7ipa?'ochiani hwu<5mo[d]i . nos cum omni instancia

rogaueru7it 'pariter & requisiueru/^t . quatin?^6' Ructoi^ilate

officij nostYi iwedicti qua fungimwr in hac parte diligente?n

inde faceremws inquisic^o?^em. Ad quorum rogat?<s incli-

naiites quia racioni consonuwi . Et ne quod absit dictsi

eccles'vci diuinis staret destituta seruicijs . seu infuturum
occasione premissor?ir73 . D^c^us vicarius aut cowparochiani
'predicti . p?'eiudiciu7?2 senciat a^ sencia??t reiactura . citari

fecimus -per ApparitoYern nostYmn . Curatos & laicos

subscripto.? . Yidelicet mag^s^r«m Wille^r/imTi Sutton?^

T>07ninos Thoma7?2 Jacob & E,ogeru^?i Ryglyn ecck^iari^wi

parochialium sancte Warburge scmcti Audoeni & beate

marie de fforo Rectores ac dommos Ilobertu7?i Mayster
Capellanum pa?'ochiale»i sancti Petri & JohamieYn Gower
Qixpellanum ffra^ernitatzs ^miGti ^ohanni^ Bap^/ste .

necno/i Henricu??! Brownn Nicho/am Bede Wille^mmn
Colyns Bicarc/um Batyn?i Wille/m^fm Sampsonu &
Walteru7?i fFaryngdon^i . Qui quidem Jnquisitores prediQ,t\.

coram nobis personah'^er compa^^entes . Assu?}ipt^5 nobis

mag^.s^ro Dauid Coklond in vtraq?<e iure Bacallario . &
Boberto Core no^rtrio pwhlico in Scribam no.s-^ram . Deinde
Diligenter interrogati examinati & requisiti . per nos

Cowimissariu^jz p^rdiatUTa . virtute iuramenti primitMB

p7'e'stit^ . Deposueru?it fideb/er & vnanimiter dixerunt .

totalem seriem facti huiusYnodi . vt a £de-dignis personis

audiuerwtt & didiceru;it . que persone tu«c tc7i?poris

intererant in vesperis in predicts eccle.sia parochicdis

Om^imm Sa?ic^or?<m.quomodo quidam extraneus sacerdos.

quodam-modo suspectus . super certis rebz<5 furtiue ablatw

per evmdem in Comitatu Somerset intrauit bospicium

cuiusdam coojimtinis Coci iuxta ecclesiam pa?'ocb?'a^em

OrtWiiiim SanctoYwni pro victuabbn.s* bol/endis . Demum
ille memoratus sacerdos . videns emulos suos & ministros

Dommi Begis . exspectantes egressu77i ipsius . timens se
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capi ab illis . mox iper aliud Hostiinn transiuit in dictam

eccle^iam -parochialeni Omnium. Sanctorum . & clam

vestibwlidn ecck^^e eiusdem intrauit vt ibi securius a suis

iiiimicz.*? seruaret . Demiim hoc aiidiens quidcan Balliuus

vltra Abona^H ville BristolhV an^edictc.mox ])7yici\Atanter

eccles'mra illam intrauit . & die Dwnimco quando erant in

vespe/'is ibicZem . incipiendw-?^ hunc psalmum . Jn exitu
Jsrael &c. choruii?, cum suis sequacibws nepharie intrauit,

vt 'predictum sacerdotem ibidem reseruatum.per scapvdas

violent^ r extraherent . Hoc videns vicarius ecclesie

pcn'ochiaUs p?"edzc^e iinpetu7)i memorati ballmi volens

impedire . nee valens violencijs ipsorwm intranciu??! solus

resistere . tunc quidam dommus Joha?z?ies prynce Capel-

lanus eiusdem ecclcsie considerans immanitatewz facti .

et reuerencia ac timore Dei . nequiter per illos post

posit ^s . eciam volens eos extra chorum eicere . vni famulo

Y>redicti hslUni sibi resistenti . vnawi aut duas alaj^as cum
pugno suo viriliter dedit . Depost alius laicus K^^eratus

existens in choro. vna cum alijs capellanis psalmonizando.

tenens paruum libru?7i in manibw^ suis. volens & afFectans.

tantu77imodo litigantes & abinuicem rixantes sepa?'are .

casuak'^er ab illo que?rt in manib'?^6- tenuit modicuwi cutem
virlus (?) sic rixanciu?7i dirujDcriebat.cu^i spintro signactdi

illius libri.no?i animo jDroteruo aut iracundo. nee sanguis

sen habundancia sanguinis inde sequebatwr . iper qu&m
fieret poUucio ecclesie. Et banc verhorum serie?9i om?ies

p?'ed^cd inquisitores . tarn clerici quam laici veraciter

dixeru/tt & deposueru?it nichil addendo vel diminuendo .

vnde ha6ita & accepta Diligenti deliberacione super hac

causa per nos smtedictum Commissariu77z . dictis & deposi-

cionihus -predictorum inquisitontm diligenter visis auditis

spectis & examinatw jDronu/zciauimt^s & ser/i(enciauinms

& sen^enciando per p?'esentes Denunciauim?i5 . predz'c^am

eccWiam pa7'OG\iiale7n Ommiim Sanciorum minime esse

polluta?ii . Sed licenter potuerunt in ipsa Diuina cele-

brare . Jn cuius rei testiwio;n'?aii & in perpetuam rei

memoriam. Sigillu^n officij nos^ri p^-edicd.vna cum sigillis

pred^c^ont7?i inquisitor^wi . present^7>^^.>^ Mtteris nostr'ifi

pvedictiH apponi £ecimus . Datum in ecclesia iparochiali

saiicti Johr(/r/iis Bap^/ste ville & diocei*/.9 an^edicte .

Decimo die mensis Septembris . Anno do?7imi millesimo

quadringentesimo quinquagesimo septimo.

N 2
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There are five tags for seals ; but only one of them remains, that of

the deanery of Bristol, in x-ed wax, and the edges of this are much
broken away. Sir Thomas Wheton is mentioned in the inquiry

preliminary to granting the episcopal licence for Halwey's chauntry
at AH Saints in 1452 as rector of the parish church of St. John
Baptist, Bristol, and dean of the deanery. Master William Sutton
died before September, 1474 (see Wadley's Notes, p. 155). Sir John
Gower, " the Tayllours priest," died in 1458 or 1459, and was buried

at St. Ewen's parish church " without the enterclose door as one
.goeth into St. John's chapel," the chapel of the Fraternity of the

Tailors (churchwardens' accounts of St. Ewen's, fifteenth century,

pe7ies Rector of Christ Church with St. Ewen, fol. 32 verso). Henry
Brown was one of the jury. in the action by Sir Thomas Syward,
parson of St. Ewen's, and the parishioners, against one John Sharp
(ibid., foi. 45 verso). Richard Batyn, goldsmith, was a benefactor to

St. Ewen's, and the accounts for 20-21 Edw. IV. mention the pay-

ment of 6s. 8d. for his grave (fol. 88). William Sampson was
another parishioner of St. Ewen's, and his bequest is recorded in the

accounts for 18-19 Edw. IV. (fol. 85).

IX.

At the end of the Churchwardens' accounts in the

seventeenth century there is generally an inventory of

the goods remaining in the church. The following is

from Peter Miller's accounts for 1618-19 :

—

An Jnvintary of such things as remaineth in the church the (sfc).

A Commuonion Cupp with his Cover^ of silver and gilt Wayeinge 32

oz. £. Item 12 silke Cushens.^ Item 2 ComjH union table Clothes.^

Item 3 Carpettes.* Ite?^ 4 Bibles.^ The parraphrase of Erasmus."

4 ComvHunion prayer bookes.' 2 surpleses.** 6 greene Cushens.^ 6

Cushens wrought with blacke & greene.'" A great spout of Brase

' Tliis still appeared in tlie inventory '' Still existing in 1662.

of 12 June, 1662. In 1654, '56, '59, '62, ^ None mentioned in 1654, '56, '59;

is added "two Silue?* flagons containing "2 service books" in 1662.

92 on. i with a trunke wberein the &aid ^ None mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

plate is jmtt, both being in y<= church- '62.

warde«.9 hande.?." '* Still existing in 1662. In '54 is

^ Still existing in 1662. added "one Purple Sattin cushion
' Not in 1654, '56. '50. In '62 is wrought with nedleworke, one Purple

" Item a holland table Cloth & Napken." Sattin Cloath & purple freinge both for
* Two carpetts in 1054^ '56, '59, and the comunion table," still found in

'62. , 1662.
^ Only two in 1654, 1656; "Two "^ Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

great bibles" in 1659; and "3 grete '62.

Bibles" in 1662.
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and A Chein.' A Blacke velvett heai'se Cloth.- A Booke of

Homilies & Cannous & Articles.^ 7 yeallow platt Candlstickes.^

Whitt Candlestickes.^ 4 Black Jron Candlestickes." i Eagle of

Brasse.' 2 Cushens in the ministers pue.*^ j Branch with 18
sockettes.-' j. present pottle pott &

j
quart pott.''' 20 Buckettes."

j hower glasse.'-
j peece of P]mbrodred velvett for y*^ palpett." 4

mattes.'* j lanthorne for the Walke.'^ j Blewe velvett Cushen for

the pulpett."* 3 Coslette.s^ fui-nished." j Targett.'* i 5 formes.'" A
Frame Abonte the Comunion table with pillowes of Canvas & greene
Coverinofes.'-"

' In 1659 only "one brass spoute,"
and in 1662 " a bras spoute for Water." '62.

- Still existing in 1662.
* Not mentioned in 165-i, '56, '59,

'62.

•• " Si.ic yellow pewter Candlesticks &
16 pewter Socketts with Jron for y"

pewter" in 1654; "six pewter candle-
sticks & 16 pewter Socketts witli Iron
for the pewter" in 1656, '59; "15
pewter sockets with Jron stems " in '62.

^ In 1620 " 5 whitt Candlesticke.?

-with Jron." Not in 1654, '59,

'62, nnless they be included in the next.

In 1654 is added '' one new branch of

brass with nine Socketts," which existed

in 1662.

/ In 1662 there were 7. In 1654,
'56, '59, '62, "flue Jron Candlesticks"

;

'62 adds "2 bras : 3 Latten : & 3 smaller
]iangeinc;e Candlesticks,"

' " One brasse Eagle broken in

peeces" in 1654 and '56. Not in '59

or '62.

** " 3 cushions in y'' Ministers pue "

in 1654 and '56 ;
" j" ministers seat," in

'59 and '62.

^ In 1662 "one timber one \_i.e.

branch] v/ith 18 sockets."
'" Not in 1654, '56, '59, '62.

" 6 in 1620; 9 in '22; "twelve
leather Bucketts" in '54; " twenty" in
'56 and '59 ;

" 17 lether Bucketts " in
'62.

'- Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

'62. Apparently included in these
years under "one Pulpitt cloath ^
cushion of Jmbroidered reluett."

Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

'^ Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

'62.

'' Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

'62.

'« See Note 12, above. In 1654, '56,

'59, there is also "one fayre gi'eene

veluett cushion with deepe gold and
Silk freinge about it, a greene bag to

keepe it in, with a greene cushion to

put vnderneath it for y"^ pulpitt" : in
'62 it is worded " a greene bag to hould
him, & a greene quilt to put vnder
him."

''^ Not mentioned in 1654, '56, 59,
'62.

'^ Not mentioned in 1654, '56, '59,

'62. Instead of these in '54 is " one
Pickax, one Jron Bar a Shouell
& a Spade," which were still there

in '62 with the addition of " one
Ladder."

1" In 1654, '56, 59, "one J)oze>i

of formes, with pillowes of canuas &
greene Cloath." In 1662 " 15 Joyne
ifurms, Canvas Pillows & greene

Cloth."
-" Seems to be inchided in the note

next above. In 1654 is added "four
Joyne Stooles," still found in 1662.

At the end of '59 is added in a different

hand from the rest of the inventory
" One greene Carpitt for y*^ Comwumiori
table bought y'^ 14 July 1659. Cost

[blank]," which appears in '62 as " one

Cloth Carpet frenchgreene for y" Com-
munion table."



THE PYRENEAX NEIGHBOUR; OR, THE VICINAL
SYSTEM IN THE "WESTERN PYRENEES.

By A. E. WHITEWAY.

A^ul seigneur sans terre was essentially a maxim of

mediteval Pyreneaii peoj^les, and especially of the

Bearnais. As men ceased to be nomad, fixity of domicile

and tenure greatly grew in public estimation. When
the same households began to reside year after year side

by side, a particular bond of union, distinct from the

conventional tie of blood, ^ between their members for

utilitarian reasons became by degrees the well estab-

lished rule. And so the householder, and the house he

continuously occupied, were at length universally acknow-
ledo-ed to bear a definite relation to his neis'hbour ando

^ . . .
~

.

such neighbour's house, not wholly dissimilar to that exist-

ing between members of a regular guild or confraternity.

For man living in community is rendered more and more
social by development as his surroundings become well

fixed and defined, since of these it is impossible for him
to be independent. " Generated by processes of growth
and development continuing through centuries," and
having its origin in the social needs of the dwellers in

the Pyrenean district, which were similar to those ot

many Kelts and Germans, the vicinal system, if this

term may be allowed to express the relation between
neigh])ours, did not spring from any Latin source. Nor
did feudalism or chivalry, which it long j^receded, give it

impulse or a helping hand. Christianity, though not

ecclesiasticism, fostered its progress, and the isolation of

those regions, where it mainly flourished, accounts in part

for its existence there at the present day. But it is of

course in the main its ajot vitality that has enabled such

bond of local contiguity to withstand for so long all

malign environing action, and which constitutes its chief

interest, as otherwise it would long ago have j^erished

^ I.e. local contiguity instead of the of common action. itaine, Ancient

previous agnatic bond became the basis Law, p. 120.
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everlastingly. To explain this vigorous vicinal system,

which existed also in Italy,' and especially the part it

played in the life of mediaeval western Pyrenean peoples,

is the 23urpose of the present paper.

The designation of him who had a local habitation and
a name in a fixed and limited Pyrenean district was Besi,

Vest, Veciyio, or Voisin, the primary meaning of which

was probably near-dwelling householder. Thus the word
roughly answers to our " neighbour," but with a more
restricted signification in the case of the French term.

Though not peculiar to the south-west of France and
north-west of Spain, the relation of Voisin was charac-

teristic of and implied more there than elsewhere, and,

handed down as it was from generation to generation,

has largely made for the advantage of those who have

enjoyed it up to our own time. Reference to the Voisin

is frequent in Pyrenean folk-lore as in

—

Que bail mey u Besii

Qa'u consii

(
Voisiii vaiit mieuoc que cousin), which is the Bearnais

variant for the better known jjroverb, Mieulx vaut pro-

chain amy que long parent (i.e. ^^arewi eloigne), itselt

somewhat reminiscent of the Anglo-Saxon "Call me cousin

but cozen me not." In southern France the letters B and
V are usually interchangeable, so that we find Besi and
Vesi used indifferently for neighbour, and Besiau or

Vesiau for a neighbourhood or confraternity of neigh-

bours, thus giving ground for Scaliger's famous jest, ^ea^i

populi quihus vivere est hihere.

Obviously the Voisin has to be regarded in two lights,

firstly, in relation to his public duties to the Besiau or

neighbourhood to which he belongs, and, secondly, in the

closer and more restricted sense of his private duties to

individual members of the Besiau in which he dwells.

The latter is the more strictly social point of view, and
brings into particular prominence the idea offellowship and
interdependence that undoubtedly existed between him
and his brother Voisins. The vicinal institution is rather

Keltic than Boman, the Incola and Peregrimis having

respectively but a general likeness to the neighbour and

' See Ducange's Glossary, suh voce Vicinafuiu.
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the stranger, and the Populus and Plehs {vleo, persons

that fill up) even less. If the Codex de Incolis and the

Jus Civitatis throw little light on the Voisin of the

Pyrenees, the family resemblance between the Gallic

Nahac and the Vesiau or confraternity of neighbours

cannot be overlooked. Both alike met in the oj)en air,

and busied themselves about the same matters ; both

borrowed from the Latin names for their officers, e.g.

hdile, mayor, maire, constable, connetaole, the duties ot

the latter being exactly those of the costiero of Navarre.

Many other social features have been developed in different

countries by, and so have become common to, various

Keltic races,^ as, for examjDle, to the Highland Crofters,

the Bretons, and the peasants of the Pyrenees. But the

superior climate and soil which was the patrimony of the

latter,^ and their freedom from feudal oppression as well

as early adoption of the trinoda necessitas, allowed them
to do for themselves far more than was j^ossible in the case

of either of the other peoples. Thus many Pyrenean
institutions obtained a development and a stability which
is nowhere to be observed among less favoured nations,

though of somewhat similar origin. Nor were these

features w^holly confined to Kelts. Of the same kind, for

examj)le, were the compiirgatores, jurymen, and aldermen

of Saxon settlements in Transylvania. To return, how-
ever, to the Pyrenees for the jDurpose of instancing there

particular neighbourhoods, many of which occupied a

strong defensive position a cheval on those mountains.

In Beam, the Voisin was sharply distinguished from

the Habitant and the Stranger, and formed one of the

Vesiau or privileged citizens. This was still more
markedly the case in towns, especially in those to which

a charter had lately been given, as for example at

Oloron.^ But, mutatis niuta^idis, it obtained likewise in

all other towns, and also in country villages. In Bigorre,

'

r/- ("') J ''^ bonfires on St. John's oath ratifjing them, Johnson, Hebrides

Ere stili univerfal in south-western (Cassell's rheap ed.), pp. 156 and 175.

France and till lately in Ireland. See " As showing the poverty of the

Isineieenih C'enivrii Magazine, 1900, p. Highlands, see Johnson, op. cif.. p. 162.

310. (h) The Highlander's bonnet and ^ The foundation of tliese towns had
the Pyrenean ierf^ though the Jere/ was no religious basis as had the Cite ^n-
()!ily adoj^ted a single century ago. (c) lique. See Fustel de Coulanges, La,
Treaties between the Highland clans Cite Anfiqve, 18th cd., Paris, 1900,

and Pyrenean Tallejs and sanctity of p. 151.
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the Voisiji had the riglit of VoisincKje in his particular

valley, or republic as it was often called, just as the

Civis had the Jus Civitatis or Droit cle cite in other parts

of the south of France.^ Nor is there any material

difference to be noticed in the case of the Basques. For
in Navarre the Vecimr (sometimes a freeholder, some-

times a householder) and Vicindad were practically the

Bed and Besiau of Beam, Bigorre, Labourt, and Bayonne.

Indeed, the same may be said of the Gascons as well. So
that on both versants of the Pyrenees, and even farther

afield, the neighbour was a descriptive relationship, as

fully recognised as was that of the citizen elseAvhere,

while the mutual obligations of the foraier were much
more clearly defined and far-reaching than were those of

the latter category of individuals.

The truth is that this very Droit de Voisinage

or vicinal svstem forms a nea'lected and unwritten

chapter in the history of social institutions. It is not

the exclusive property of any one race, but has its origin

in the general want of mutual protection felt alike by
many segregated peoj)les at similar stages of their

respective evolution and development. We find it, for

example (as has been already said), in full force in the

Saxon villages of Transylvania. Nor are traces of it

wanting in Justinian's Code.^ Yet nothing germane to

the vicinal system is to be discovered in the Code of

Alaric,'* which was the outcome of the earlier Roman
influence upon barbaric legislation, inasmuch as Gains,

whose writings mainly inspired the Yisigothic Code, does

not appear to have dealt with the subject at all. The
system, moreover, is in some degree noticeable about

1773 in the Western Highlands of Scotland. For Dr.

Johnson thus writes,^ " Land is sometimes leased to a

small fellowship, who live in a cluster of huts called a

' Of Inrge towns, Magna civilas Fuero Jiizrjo, in Lib. VIII, Tit. V, c. 4,

magna solitinlo is true, because there as also is the Vicanu/i and Convicaiius

exists not in them the fellowship of in Cod. Theod., Lib. XI, Tit. 21-, c. 1

smaller neighbourhoods. See Bacon's andc. 6. C/". the Mtrpo^ojuiVoiof Byzan-
Ensai/ on Friendship (No. 27). tine Greek law.

- See Quarterlff lievieiv, No. 364 ^ Johnson, Hebrides, ed. cit., p. 105.

(Oct., 1895), " Village Communities in In 1800 the crofters bad their grazing
tipsiir]" passim. land in common. See Nineteenth Cen-

^ Just. Cod. IV, XT, 55-58. turg, Oct., 1900, p. 658.
^ But the Vecino is recognised in the
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tenant's town, and are bound jointly and separately

for the payment of their rent." The proprietorshijD

of land by confraternities was and still is a distinctive

feature in the Pyrenees. In our day it is particu-

larly to be observed in oj^eration in the pacages of

the valleys of Ossau and AsjDe, and in the village lands

of Llanabes in Leon.^ The vicinal system, however,

went far further than the mere tenure of land. It was a

necessity to existence, and the basis of a closer form of

citizenship in every mediaeval West Pyrenean aggrega-

tion of inhabitants, and notably in the towns. Indeed,

the vicinal system in the Pyrenees, both in town and
country, was not only a more prominent feature there

than elsewhere, but it differed also in various important

particulars. In many countries, for example, all that was
expected of neighbours was that they should not do harm
to each other. Here they were expressly enjoined to do
all manner of good. The proverb, " A man does not owe
a fire-brand to his neio-hbour," has no bearino; on life

in the Pyrenees, since in Navarre, for example, the

law said expressly that he did. The presumption of

law, too, usual in Germany that, if a serious crime was
committed in a neighbourhood, the neiMibours knew who
was its author, and were liable to torture if they did not

inform against him, had no application in the Pyrenees.

Nor was the commune nor the neio;hbourhood recoo-nised

as being so fully liable for any crime committed within

its borders, as was the Irish sept or the Saxon hundred.'

Again, no limitation ujDon the nearness that neighbouring

houses might be built to each other seems to have been

in force. Nor were the regulations as to servitudes from

contiguity in the Pyrenees either strict or explicit in

mediaeval times. Yet both at Bordeaux and Toulouse

there was an express provision that a neighbour should

have a right of way over his neighbour's land, he paying

any damage thereby caused to growing crops. ^ But the

carrying on of noxious trades M'as not expressly forl:)idden,

nor the disturbance of neighbours by noises and the like.

* As to Pyrenean collectivism, see - See Glasson, Le Domaine Rural,
" Pvrcnean Customs," English Histor- p. 167.

ical Revieiv, Oct., 1900. ^ Franc^ois, Observations (a.d. 1615),

p. 274.
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It seems never to have been supposed by legislators that

such unsocial conduct could obtain amono^ neighbours.

The vicinal system was not identical with Teutonic

or other village communities, though it is perhaps the

outcome of the latter. The Teutonic system applied

to both town and country, and belonged to a later stage

of development. Voisins were not proprietors of the

district they occupied, Ijut only enjoyed certain privileges,

sometimes, however, in respect of lands situated in it.

The patria potestas was not nearly so marked in the

vicinal system as in the village community, while the

transition from collective to individual property had been

to a greater extent reached under the former than in the

case of the latter. The power of absorption of strangers,

too, was far more alert and elastic in the former^ than

in the latter, inasmuch as the vicinal system was not

to the same deg-ree an association of kinsmen even in its

earlier days. In tlie village community the prmaary object

was joint tillage of the soiP of which it was proprietor.

This was not so under the vicinal system. Finally,

under this trades remained not so universally in the

hands of particular families, and above all the obligation

of mutual duties was brought into far greater promi-

nence. Perhaps not much of the true distinction between
inlla and vicus^ applied to the village community and
the vicinal system resj)ectively, yet this distinction must
not be quite lost sight of in considering their relative

beginnings, or even their subsequent development.

An excellent example of its scope is afforded by the

provisions of the ancient* customs of the town of Bayonne,
which devote various articles to the privileges, duties,

and responsibilities of Voisins in a vastly more marked
way than do its reformed customs of the sixteenth

century. An instance of its application is afforded in

the contention of the inhabitants of the neighbour-
ing fishing village of Biarritz, that they were them-
selves, in reality, Voisins of Bayonne, and so free from

^ Maine, t'illage Communities,}-). VJi,. ^ Maitland's Doomsday Book and
- At Toulouse, for example, all that After, p. 333.

a man had to do to become a burgess ^ Kubrs. VIIT, Art. I ; XVIlI,Art. I,

was to make tlie declaration, JEgo volo etc.

•intrare Tholosam et facers me civem
Tholose.
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the obligation of paying entry duty upon the fish they
brought into that town, a contention subsequently dis-

allowed, however,^ by Edward I. at Oloron in Beam.
That Voisins were a distinct body, forerunners of

the burgess class, can be seen from provisions of these

customs of Bayonne which were reduced to writing in

1273. For examj)le, the Episcopal Court {L Officicai de

Baione de lahesque) had no jurisdiction over los Vesins

de Baione except in matrimonial matters, usury, and
gifts for pious purposes." Moreover, these customs pre-

scribe what the mayor is to do with regard to the

Voisin, accused of crime, who has taken sanctuary in the

cemetery. ' The man claiming to be a Voisin had to make
oath to be faithful to the king and commune, and to be

always ready to act for the honour and service of the

city, and never to summon a Voisin before any other

jurisdiction than that of the communal courts."* Thus
Voisins came to l)e those over whom the mayor and
echevins had jurisdiction.'' They Avere, in fact, the

members of the commune. The right of Voisinage was
obtained by birth, marriage, or sojourn for a year and
a day in the city, provided in the latter case that the

oath above mentioned had been duly taken, and this

same right could be renounced only before the mayor in

full court, '^ after which the ex- Voisin had to quit the

city. The right of Voisinage implied, in the eye of the

law, participation in the franchises and privileges given

to the city by the Dukes of Guyenne, such as exemption
from custom-duties, as well as sundry important com-
mercial facilities. And these were the matters referred

to in the oath, taken, as for example in 1261, by the

Voisin Auger de Gavarret,' " I will undertake no
machination against any of my neighbours." These
privileges were the cherished possession of every city or

district which had a For, and such For was the charter

which guaranteed its inhabitants in the same.

^ Ti-\\a.i(\Vie, Etudes Hist, surla Tillede Masson, ilferfifEra/ jPrance, p. 49. Note,

Bayonne, Tom. II, p. 484. too, the social nature of tlie oath as

- CI, Art. 2. compared witli Ihut of tlie mere citizen

» Ibid., CII, Art. II. (Pollux, VIII, 105 and 106), which wa*
•• Ibid., A^III, Art. I. Cf. For dc mainlv relicious iu cliaracler.

Morlaas, Ruhr. LIII. Art.lPO, forwhen a ' Ibid., XX, Art. I.

\\)din'\s Voisin. Also Beauvais Communal '' //xc/., XVIII, Art. I.

charter (twelfth century), quoted hy '' Eymer, Foedera, I, II, p. 67.
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But besides privileges, the Voisins of Bayonne and
elsewhere in the Pyrenees had also obligations whicli

jhey owed each other for their common good. For
nstance, when a Voisin summoned any person before the

iiayor, he had to be supported in his demand by two
)ther Voisins,^ and, if such Voisins would not appear at

:he request of the claimant, they had not only to pay a

ine to the town, but damages to him as well. As a

natter of fact, the court of the Voisin being that of the

iiayor and echeviyis, he was tried by his fellow Voisins,

kvhile the stranger went before the provost, who was the

iing's nominee, and the clergy before the official of the

bishop. So that in his court he had trial by a jury of

[lis peers, and the right to compel the attendance of his

fellow Voisins in support of his case.

In Beam, the term Vesiau, or Voisinage, was especially

jsed of the class that subsequently l^ecame the honr-

jeoisie of a town. Under the For d'Oloron," any man
w^ho had resided there a year and a day became ij^so

facto a Voisin, and it was the duty of the Viscount of

Beam to defend him against any other lord. The For
3f Morlaas, however, which applied to the greater part

Df Beam, enacts that, in order to become Voisin, the

postulant had, after fulfilling certain conditions, to be
received as such, and to take the appropriate oath.'' In
the Latin edition of the For of Morlaas which governed
Orthez, the sole persons who were entitled to the privi-

leges thereby granted were,^ Burgensts Viciiii et Hahita-
tores VilUe Orthesii, solventes et contribuentes in donis

domini et talliis vill/e. It was the Jurats of the town of

Orthez who received the Voisin, and to them and to the
Bade the oath was taken. About the fourteenth century
he swore on the missal and cross " to be a good, upright,

faithful, and loyal bourgeois of the Viscount and of the

town. That he would work for their profit, good, and
honour, and oppose all damage that he knew was intended
against them." If he had no house in the town himself,

the proposed Voisi7i was obliged to find a surety, until he
acquired such house, and they both pledged, as security

» Cust. Bay., XXXVI, Art. I. ^ For de M., Eubr. LTII, Art. 190.
- For d'Oloron, Art. V. Marca's Ristory of Beam, \, p. 339.
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that the new Voisin would fulfil all the obligations of his

oath, the whole of their property, both movable and
immovable.^ From this it will be seen that, at all events

in Beam, the duties of the Voisin, which were brought
into especial prominence, were those towards the

sovereign, although his obligations to his town, and
therefore of necessity to his fellow Voisiiis, had been by
no means overlooked. The reciprocal advantages that he
gained for himself were as follows : (a) Freedom from
military service, except in the case of one man per house,

and even here service for not more than nine days three

times a year. There was no obligation throughout all

Beam upon the Voisin to serve in Spain against his will,

and if taken beyond the limits of Beam, as into Bigorre,

Armagnac, Marsan, Dax, or Soule, he had to be fed and
his equipment carried for him." (6) Freedom from all

import duty, and the privilege of paying to the Viscount

only such charges and fines as were expressly prescribed

by the For.^

Moreover, under the old For of Bearn,^ the

Voisin, if sued by the Viscount, could demand that

his appeal be heard in his own County Court. Under
the new For of Henri II., reception by felloAv Voisins is

obligatory.^ Also every son of a Voisin is a Voisin, as

Avell as' the man that marries an heiress who is the

daughter of a Voisin. But the latter has to take the

oath. If one, v^^ho is not himself a Voisin, marries the

younger daughter of a Voisin, he does not thereby

become himself a Voisin, until he has fulfilled the

requirements of his district, as, for example, by paying

taxes and acquiring a house within its boundaries."

The privileges of Lourdes" give the protection of the

Voisins, and the right to be judged like them before the

local judges, to all, who, having resided in the town a

year and a day, show the fixed intention of becoming

1 Ai-chives of Ortliez, AA, T, fol. 42, fion of Homo IVIitrrans under La Loi

and BB, 1. Salique (Les Co/>imu7ianx et le Do-
• For de Morlaas, Eubs. XXII and maiyie Burale, par Glasson, p. 29, Paris,

XXIII, Arts. 34 nnd 35. 1890).
•' Hid.. Rub XX VII. f' New For, Eub. de Qualifatz de
» Old For, Rub. LIV, Art. 190. As Personna.-t (No. 55).

to Voisins privilege in seisures, see ' Art. 3 (a.d. 1379). Cf. custom of

ihid.. Rub. LIV, Art. 144. St. Sever cited in Guyot's Repertoire,
'"

Cf. the consent of Ticini to rccep- Tom. XVII, 625.
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domiciled there, provided their conduct has been irre-

proachable in the past.^ The same protection is accorded

by the privileges of Montfaucon, while those of Maii-

bourget (a.d. 1309, Art. 6) prescribe that if a man
settles there with the intention of becoming a Voisin, and
shows himself in the Vcsicm as a Voisin, and passes a

year in the town without being the object of unfavourable

remark, he is to be considered as a Voisin in due course."

From these specific enactments, it will be seen that

the mere Habitant or Fohlador, especially in a new town
or village (Bastide) readily became a Voisin, and as such
obtained the full privileges of a burgess of such new
locality. These privileges, besides the j)olitical benefit

of freedom from uncertain taxation and war service

included as well, not only a share in the civil government
of the place, but an aliquot part also of its communal
property.'^ The latter privilege was sometimes of great
value, as at Salies de Beam, where it was clearly defined

by the regulations of a.d. 1537. But it had also its

corresponding liability. For not attending a meeting of
the Vesiau duly summoned was often punished, as, for

example, under the Statutes of Luz, by having to give

a litre of wine to such Voisiiis as did their duty in

this regard, as well as a pound of wax, to the church
of the place.'* Subsequently none^ but heads of
families were summoned, and eventually only delegates,

but these were always Voisi?is until the Revolution.

In process of time, the right of being Voisin was.

conferred for services rendered, as, for instance, at

Pau® in the case of Guicharnand in 1663, and then
the right of Voisinage became in efiect the possession

^ The consent of the Vieini was ^ Cf. the condition of things, for
necessary for the establishment of tlie example, in England under the cus-

stranger under La Loi Salique (De tomarj Germanic law. Some folk-land

Coulanges, L'AUeu et le Domaine was used by the members of parti-

Rtiral, p. 187). As to the solidarity cular townships to the exclusion of
of Voiiiiis, see De Coulanges, op. cit., strangers (Sir F. Pollock's Land Laws,
p. 183, and as to succession to Toisins, p. 21).

p. 191, and as to their responsibility for * Lagreze, Droit dans les Pi/reiiees,

each other, Glasson, op. cit., p. 167. p. 6.3.

- See, too, Charta de Commune pour * Originally the Voisin was not of
Bagneres de Bigorre (a.d. 1191), necessity though usually head of a
Daverac Macaye, Essais, 1, p. 235. family.

"

Note that the serf, whether Ceysaxi or ^ As to the privileges of the Voisins
Questau, was a T'oi^iti in Bigorre of Pau, see Dugenne, Panorama de
(Lagreze, Rid. du Droit, p. 41). Pau, p. 351, note 3.
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of the freedom of the town. Thus one Pedarrieu,

Hving at Gelos, was Voisin both of Pan and Gelos

in 1734. Sometimes a fee was payable, viz., 500 liv7'es

for Bourgeois becoming Voisin s of Pan, and 50 in the

case of peasants, which fee in 1774 was for Bourgeois

raised to 1,000 livres} Such payments varied in

different places and at different periods. For example,

Larcher was elected Voisin of Vic-en-Bigorre, of which

town he came from Picardy to be secretary, merely upon
condition that he set up two crosses, one on the road to

Pabastens and the other on that to Tarbes.

In Navarre, for a year and a day a christian could

stay in any town which had no particular lord, witH
his arms and lance, as well as hire a house for his furni-

ture. In that state he was considered a resident [mora-

dor), and therefore became liable to military service, and
could forthwith demand to be classed as a Vecino or

Voisin. This demand he had to make three times. The
Vecindad or position of Voisin could also be obtained by
marrying the daughter of a Vecino, or in the case of a

noble automatically if he had jDroperty in the town.

The position of Vecino was lost if the holder would not

conform to the opinion of the majority of his fellows or

to the customs of the town. In such case he became an

outlaw, and could get nothing at the hands of his former

CO- Voisi7is, who owed him no further obligatory service

than to fetch a priest to confess him on his deathbed, a

sieve (tamis) to sift his flour to keep him alive, and a

little fire from his neighbour's hearth."

The difficulty of showing the distinction between
Voisin and bourgeois in the towns is only apparent.

They melted into each other. All forms of civilisation

do so. They have their beginning and growth in one

system, and then give rise to another.

The interests of town and country seem often opjDosed

and the consequent customs differ. In the country older

forms of civilisation survive. The town necessarily bulks

larger in history and in written documents than does the

' Cf. the purcliase of the " Neighbour - For General of Navarre, v, Tit.

Eight," which used to be common in XI, c. 3.

Thuringia and Schwartzburg (see Zed-

ler's Lexicon, sub voce).
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country ; but obviously in the last ressort the town is

dependent on the country for food and })rovisi()ns, and
cannot sul)sist without it. Hence, to employ Latin terms,

we know more al)out tlie civitas and the town than we
do about the respuhlica wliich suri-ounded it, fed it, and
followed its own customs. It is in these customs that

the vicinal svstem is best seen. It is the missing link

between the tribal system and the town or the feudal

system. They mingled no doubt and subsisted side l)y

side and at last only in siu'vivals. But tliis is no answer
to the reality of each of the systems.

Feudality in France passed into an alinost absolute or

liighly centralized monarchy, yet some of tlie worst

abuses of feudality lasted till the Kevolution, and in the

P3^renees feudality lived all but side by side with a

nearly autonomous vicinal system. Such is the view of

Ml'. Webster. Originating from such a source it can not

he lightly pushed aside

But besides the privileges above mentioned, the Voisin-

age liad not only the administration of, but also the bene-

ficial interest in all property belonging to the Commune,
which, as at Salies de Beam in the case of its salt springs,

and in many mountain villages in tlie communal lands

upon which cattle were run, and as at Artigelouve in

the matter of the forest where the Voisins could get

wood and their pigs acorns, was not seldom of con-

siderable value. The Voisins, too, in their Assembly,
•often decided upon making treaties of peace [lies et

pa.reries) with other villages or valleys. Instances of

•such were the treaty between the valleys of Aspe and
Lavedan in 1348, and between Bagneres de Bigorre,

Tarbes, and Ibos^ in 1292. Also that between Bareges
in Bigorre and Broto (Aragon) in 1390," under which a

yearly rent, or fines for breaches thereof, were payable to

the offended community, i.e. to its Vohins. These
powers, it will be seen, were in their totality consider-

able, and thus the jDOsition of Voisin in public matters
was undoubtedly one of far-reaching imj^ortance.

So much for the public advantages and resj)onsibilities

of the Voisin. What presents itself next for considera-

Arcliives cl'Ihos (Bigorre). - Lagreze, Droit dans les Pi/renees,

p. 297.

O
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tioii is the private duties he owed to his fellows, which'

were essentially reciprocal in character, and permeated
all the more important relations of life. These exist and
are in force, though in a somewhat modified degree, even
at the present day, being in this respect peculiar, at all

events in their scope and extent, to the district of the

western Pyrenees. In mediaeval days, the obligation of
being actively good to one's neighbour often had the

sanction of the law. In Navarre, the man who refused

his neiofhbour a lisfht for his fire was mulcted in a fine

of sixty sols.^ Lagreze says that any violation of the

right " de bon Yoimiage " was there punished asacrime.^

It was not merely the removal of a neighbour's land-

mark, which under the Jewish law as well as that

of the Twelve Tables was an accursed act, and delicts of
a similar kind that were considered infamous, but also

j)assive neglect of kindly ofiices, such as more nearly

resembled the brotherly kindness enjoined by the Sermon
on the Mount, Between the treatment of the stranger

and that of the Voisin there was however all the

difference in the world. " Here is the new curate, let us

heave a brick at his head," was the old Pyrenean method,
just as it was but lately that of the Black Country collier,

with reference to the stranger, but love your neighbour
as yourself, the ideal of every good Voisin, in the case of

his own neighbour. When a new-born child was ex-

pected to make its advent in the voisinage, it was the

Voisines, as it is to this day in outlying districts, who
took the place of the sage-fcmme, or fetched her, if

haply she was to be found. These were they who con-

ducted the mother to church, and assisted not only in the

preparation, but likewise in the eating, of the christen-

ing feast. The nearest neighbour on the side of the house-

towards the cliurcli sumuK^ned the others to a wedding,
at which his eldest unmarried dauofhter, if he had one,

was bridesmaid and witness, as it was he likewise who
fetched the priest to administer the last sacraments to

his fellow Voisin upon the bed of death. He too con-

ducted the funeral and bore the large silver cross in

front of the bier, and with his fellows dug the grave, in,

' For Geiienil Nav., Lib. TIT, t. 107, ' Navarre Fran(^axse,Yo\. U, p. 89.

c. 7.
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villag-es where there was no grave-digger, also scnipiilously

atteiidino" all memorial services. When a roi.v/vi cliant-ed

his residence, or got ni his harvest, he was actively aided
hy his fellow Vomiis, especially those who lived on
either side of him, i.e. the Premier on the church side,

and the Contre Voisi^ti on the other. And these good
offices were done whether the Voisins ha})pei]ed to be
on friendly terms with each other or not. Such duties,

it will be noticed, were of greater value in the country
than in the towns, so that the more onerous nature of

the private duties of the Voisins in the country made up
for the lack and took the place of public obligations that

occupied the Voisin of the town.

No simple task is it to draw, from the nineteenth
century standpoint, an accurate picture of the vicinal

system as it is thus shown to have existed in th^ middle
ages throughout the western Pyrenees ; but that the

relation of neighbours one to another, both in town
and country, was then regulated upon a fixed system is

made abundantly manifest by contemporary testimony.

This system had its origin in the necessities of social life

in far-off days, when men were no longer nomad, and did

not proceed from any religious beginnings, as did the
tribe or the Cite. It attained a fuller development as

land ceased to be the property of the tribe and was not

yet wholly in the hands of individuals, or evfen of house
communities. Voisinage was the outcome of, or the

expression given to, society by the then existing collec-

tivism, and it fructified in order of time before individ-

ualism had taken root. Although Christianity was busied
in impressing upon its followers their duties, first towards
God, and afterwards towards their fellow-men, and feu-

dalism was exhausting itself in upholding and enjoining

the rights of feudal lords, what the tribal conscience of

Pyrenean peoples in mediseval times mainly urged upon
them was to love their neighbours as themselves. During
the jDeriod in which this principle was approaching its full

development into a general custom, the householder, male
or female, being in conjunction with his or her family the
responsible unit of contemporary society, grew more and
more tied to neighbour householders and their families

by the exercise of reciprocal duties and the recognition of

o 2
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mutual obligations. These latter were in process of time

clearly defined, and the neglect of them entailed popular

odium, and in some cases even fine and punishment.

The duties in question were like the Komaii ohligatio

in contract strictly bilateral, and so not infrequently

onerous, if sometimes jjrofitable and clearly advantageous.

Their twofold character, i.e. towards the Ijody politic

and towards each other, has been already indicated. If

further illustration on the latter head were required, it

might be gathered from such different obligations, as the

universal duty of nearest neighbours' daughters to be

bridesmaids, and the right of the neighbour, derived

perhaps from that of the vicinus in Roman times, to the

pre-emption of adjoining immoval)le property. In the

larger sense, the whole law of servitudes, as in operation

in the Pyrenees, was rather the outcome of the vicinal

system than taken bodily from Roman law. In like

manner, the church bell owed its importance not so much
to its ecclesiastical usefulness as to being the chief

means of communication among the inhabitants of a
" neighbourhood." They were, by its different sounds,

not only summoned to services of their common
church, but informed too of periodical visits of the

veterinary surgeon and blacksmith, the time to cut the

communal wood, and the hour at which to go to

bed. Thus it might be shown that in reality the whole
life of the people centred round the vicinal system, for

which hitherto not even a name has been found, and
upon which as yet no monograph exists, though it was
discovered by Mr. Webster some years ago.^

Its light shines, if somewhat less brightly than of yore,

in Beam, Bigorre, and Basque land to this hour, and goes

far to account for the comparatively hajDpy lives the people

live, and ever have lived, in and about the western
Pyrenees.

In brief, the survival of this system is due to its

eminent fitness, just as its evolution w^as to the

imperious wants it so well supplied. But as these wants
have now lessened, so likewise has its influence. Tliere-

' Mr. Webster on "Le mot Repub- Sciences at Arts de Bat/onne, 2me
lique," Bulletin de la Societe de$ semcstre, 1898, p. 157.
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fore, now tliat it is on the wane, neighljour may with
reason say to neig"lil)our,

" Damnosa quid nou iiaminuit dies /
"

Addenda.

The following is the latest published definition of

Vecino, Voisin :—
De como es vechio. Todo orne que faze fuego en alguna vecindat

e oviere pejnnos dalbarda, o X puercos o ovejas o cabras, o herdat
oviere alguna en el Inerar, puede ser fiador en toda cosa.

'•' Hoic one is a neighbour. Every man wlio b'ghta his fire {i.e. has
his hearth and home) in any neighbourhood (vicinity) or should

haA^e . . . ? or ten hogs, or sheep, or goats, or should have any
inheritance in the place, can be seciirity (bail) in everything."

It is difficult to find any translation for " peynnos
dalbarda," It is either some dress or weapon qualifi-

cation, or else one of property, the former most probably.

But the thing to observe is, how the being a neighbour

brings with it the idea of mutual obligation, as the very

essence of the condition " puede ser fiador en toda cosa."

" Fii.eros ineditos de Viguera y de Val de Funes (in 482
Articles) otorgados por Don Alfonso el Batcdlcidor (King
of Navarre 1104-1134)" in the Boletin de la Real
Academia de la Historia, November, 1900, 368-430.

The Vecino is said to mean villager in Quarterlij

Review, No. 364 (October, 1895), quoting a passage from
Siculus Flaccus, where Vicinus [viciis, village) would
seem to bear the same meaning.

The strength of the idea of the Voisin in the

Pyrenees is well seen in a kind of versified catechism

(not in question and answer), Le Tableau de la bido del

parfait Chrestia en herses (" The Picture of the Life of

the Perfect Christian in Verse"), by Pere Amilia, of the
Order of St. Augustin, written in 1673 (reprint, Foix,

1897). In the chapter at p. 272, we find

—

L'injustice faito al gazailhat inoucen de la mort del bestial. (" The
injustice to the metayer, insured person, or hirer on cheptel—gazailhat
covers all these—innocent of the death of his cattle.")
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L'amonr que cadun a de sa propro natura
De I'amour del prontchen diu estre la mesui'e.

Qui iamai se bol mal, qui ii'aimo pas soun cos,

E qui n'aimo rproutcben, qu'es un os de nostre os ?

" The love whicli each has (to himself) of his own nature
Should be the measure of the love of the neighbour.
Whoever wishes himself ill, who loves not his own body,

And. who loves not the neighbour, who is a bone of our bone ?
"

This injustice was attempted to be got over by insurance,

as we learn from Mr. Webster's Lcs Assurances mutuelles
de Bkail et le Cheptel, Bayonne, 1894.

Of those who jDut the law in force against the gazailhat

contrary to the contume we have the striking verses

—

La coustumo n'es pas uno le pla foundado,
Se de las gens de be n'estado aproubado.
Uno le que n'a pas de Dia I'aproubaciu

K'es pas tant uno le, qn'es uno courupeiu.

" The custom is not one well founded
]f it has not been approved by people of worth.
A law which has not the approval of God
Is not so much a law as it is a source of corruption."

Gazailhat, gazaiUe, niiey-goa-danhcric (Custom of Soule,

Kubr. XX) nodic, migodein^ is a very important word
;

it was certainly in use among the Visigoths. In its

Latin form gascdianus it is found in Galicia in 572, and
in other forms in mediaeval charters in Latin and other
dialects from Languedoc to Galicia {cf. Ducange, s. v.).

It is probably connected with the German geseil, geseJl-

schaft.

In liis lately puljlished Historia de JEspaiia y de la

CiiilizacLOii ^J^sjjaiiola (Barcelona, 1900) Don Rafael
Altamira says, speaking of the administrative organisa-

tion of the Visigoths (]). 198), that the country population
" se reunia tamljien en assembleas de vecinos (Godos y
Bomanos) llamados conventus publicos vicmorum, para
decidir acerca de las cuestiones de propiedad rural,

division de tierras, gaiiaderia, persecucion de siervos

huidos y otras de interes local." This is distinctly the
heziau in action. It is certainly as much Gothic as

Keltic.

' Ilarispe, liecherches llistorlques stir le Pai/s Bcif^qne, II. 416, note.



ox THE NATURAL FORMS WHICH HAVE SUGGESTED
SOME OF THE COMMONEST IMPLEMENTS OF STONE,
BONE, AND WOOD.

By T. McKENNY IIUailES, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S.

Introduction.

There are few questions of greater interest than those

raised by an investigation of the various methods by
which j)i'i^i^^v^l man has tried to supplement the

.apj)Hances with which nature had endowed him in

common with the lower animals.

I have been approaching the question in a tentative

way for many years, and have from time to time brought
forward instances in which it apjjeared to me that the

forms of certain instruments were originally suggested

by natural objects.^ I have now gained so much ad-

ditional knowledge respecting it that I have thought
that I might bring the whole subject forward before the

Institute.

When, with a view to such an inquiry, we are

examining the instruments which are in use among races

«of low civilisation, we must consider Avhether they are

works of art involving thought and experiment, or are

merely an adaptation from natural objects, the use of

which may easily have been suggested by accident

;

whether they are common appliances necessary to meet
the requirements of every-day life, or articles of luxury
or dignity, the manufacture of which would demand
exceptional skill and direction.

In tracing the migration of man by the implements
which he has left behind him, one of the first questions

to be asked in respect of any work of art upon which we
rely as evidence is this : Was it imported or made on the

spot ? In dealing with objects commonly made of wood,

' Camh. Ant. Soc, October 21st, 1895, " On the derivation of the battlo-axc, the
"' On the derivation of a boomerang throwing-stick, and the boomerang from
irom a cetacean rib." the ribs of tlie cetacea."

Soc. Ant. Lond., February 4th, 1897,
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or bone, or stone, we must inquire whether the trees, or
animals, or rocks from which they were manufactured
were native or foreign.

As I have elsewhere shown,' this line of inquiry leads,

to very imjDortant generalisations respecting the distribu-

tion of neolithic implements in the British Isles, where a

difference of foi-m confirms the infei'ences that would be

drawn from the difference of material, and enables us in

certain cases to distinguish imported from indigenous-

specimens.

The Imitative Faculty among Eaces in a low
Stage of Civilisation.

From obser^•ati()n of the habits of races in an early

stage of develoj)ment we can often explain the origin of

forms which have been modified and adapted to special

uses in later times and under higher conditions of life.

We can understand the cause of the conservatism which
has been observed among savages, the conservatism of

the more advanced in checking the unreasoning or care-

less experiments of the undevelo2)ed intelligence, to which,,

nevertheless, much of the manipulation of the routine

work of daily life must l)e left. The imitative faculty

was thus strongly develojoed.

There are many instruments and manufactiu'ed vessels

tlie form of which has been olwiously suggested by
natural objects. For instance, the gourd is obviously

the original of many primaeval water-bottles. Baron von
Hligel has 2)ointed out to me the resemblance of some
stone drills and arrow-heads to sharks' teeth, and informs

me that sharks' teeth are actually used by some tribes in

the same way as the stone instiuments ; and it has often'

been shown that the earliest forms of metal wea^jons seem
to be merely coj)ies of those which had previously been
made in stone. When, then, Ave find a ])attle-axe or

hdton de commandement resembling a cetacean rib, not
only in general outline, but also in many details of form,

we may fairly indulge in the speculation as to whether-
this implement may not have originated in the bone from
which it seems to l)e so closely cojDied, and we may, in

' Camhridge Tieview, XII, 44.
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the same way, carry our iuvestigatious onward into many
suggestions arising out of similarity of form, some of

which will commend themselves, and some of which must
await further evidence, but the greater the number of

cases the stronger does the evidence for each become.

The Use of Bone.

Of all the materials suitable for tlie manufactm'e of

weajions or objects of every-day use bone is the most
generally available and suitable. It is of common
occurrence and great variety of form. It is easily

worked and yet most tough and durable. It comes half-

way between wood and stone, and many an instrument,

adapted from a bone, was reproduced in stone when
greater hardness or a keener edge was wanted, and in

wood if there w^as not time or opportunity to manu-
facture the required form in harder material.

The natives of New Guinea make tlieir spears of the

cassowary bone. In the hands of the Yule Islanders, the

teeth of the kan2:aroo and " the tusks of the wild boar

are implements of the greatest utility," and " the forks

made from the leg-bone of the cassowary, with wdiich

they eat fish, are most admirably carved."

I exhibit a bone arrow-head (Plate I, Fig. 1) made by
North American Indians (Sioux Indians, as I was in-

formed). This, and the examples which I quote from
New Guinea, do not illustrate so much the adaptation of

natural forms as the selection of an every^^'here available

and suitable material.

Similar requirements produce similar results, but the

forms into which the stones or bones of any district

naturally break will always tend to suggest the jjarti-

cular shapes of the implements adopted there.

Thus many of the bone implements figured by
D'Albertis' from New Guinea and the adjoining islands

are veiy like those which I exhibit from people far

removed in age and place, though it wall be hardly

suggested that the fashion w^as introduced into the

British Isles from New Guinea or vice versa.

> New Guinea: JVhat I did and what J saw, Lond., 18S0, 1, 50, 116,417.
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The splint-bone of a horse (Plate I, Fig. 2) I found in

use in a farmhouse in Wales for making button holes.

Apple scoops made out of the radius or til)ia of a

sheep (Plate I, Figs. 3 and 4) have been in common use

down to quite recent years.

Bone skewers and pins (Plate I, Fig. 5) have been
turned out here and there with mediaeval j)ottery in

Cambridge. One specimen is made out of the bone of a

bird merely whittled at one end into a pen-shaped jDoint

(Plate I, Fig. 6). Some of the others are cut out of large

solid bones that do not suggest this form, and similar

objects were dug up at Haslingfield with Saxon remains
;

e.g. Plate I, Fig. 7, which is a very rudely chipped bone,

while Plate I, Fig. 9, appears to have been a kind of

shuttle or bodkin.

The pointed bone shown in Plate I, Fig 8, I found in

the refuse ofthe Roman potters' field at Horningsea, and it

is not improbable that it may have been used for making
the incised ornamentation on the pottery.

A slice of a hollow limb-bone makes an admirable
instrument for many j^urposes. The "flayers" made
from the radius or tibia of a small ox or deer (Plate I,

Figs. 10, 10a; Plate II, Figs. 1a, 1b, Ic) are not un-

common in the Fens.

All of these are adapted with very slight modifications

from the original form.

I need not multiply examples to prove that the bones

found lying about on the surface of the ground or washed
up on the shore were commonly used if of suitable

forms or easily modified and adapted, and, when the

•demand for any form exceeded the supply, were repro-

duced in other material.

The rough hooks used for fishing by many races in

a rude state of civilisation hardly seem the best that

even they miglit have been expected to devise. But
if we examine some of these more carefully, such, for

instance, as those made by some of the South Sea

Islanders of common shell (Plate II, Fig. 7) or of turtle

shell (Plate II, Fig. 8), and compare them with certain

bones in the head of our connnonest fish, such as cod

and haddock (Plate II, Figs. 9 and 10), we cannot fail to

be struck by the resemblance between them.
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It is in this connection that we have our attention

specially called to those characteristics of all people in

a primitive state to which I have referred, namely, their

great imitative capacity and their tenacity in co])ying

details even when they are unimportant or unfavour-

able.

Such features are sometimes seen among the works of

art belonging to much higher civilisation, as when we
find the structures which were necessary in w^ooden

architecture imitated in stone ; but in the simpler handi-

work of ruder races they are much more common and
strongly marked.
Now if w^e take the commonest weapons of the South

Pacific, namely, the oval patoo-patoo, the bill-shaped

2Kitoo-patoo, the battle-axe or hdtoti de commmidement

,

the axe for hurling, and the boomerang, w^e shall find

that every one of them is either commonly made of the

bones of cetacea or, by its form and the unnecessary
reproduction of marks and jjrotuberances, suggests that

it was derived from such bones.

In different districts or countries a suggestion origi-

nating in one and borrowed by the other is often modified

in the direction of the natural forms which ofier the best

substitute for the original material should it prove scarce

or altogether w^anting in the new locality. The oval

patoo-patoo (Plate II, Figs. 5 and 6), and the bill or jaw-
shaped implement (Plate II, Figs. 2a, 2b, and 3) seem to

be cases in point.

j

It may as well be pointed out at once that there is no
I idea of urging that all these forms, no matter how much

I

modified they may be or how far apart they may occur,

must be traced to any one of the places where they are

now found. All that is suggested is that they have a

•common origin in natural objects ; that those which most
resemble the bones of marine animals were probably first

made by some people who lived near the coast, while
others, like the jaw-bone of the ass in Samson's hand,
were seized upon to meet the necessities of the time by
•dwellers inland. The cetacea are so widely distributed

that there is no difiicultv in accounting: for the use of
then' bones in the South Pacific, while the former
dispersal and sej)aration of races will easily explain
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the occiUTence of forms, originally derived from them,

among people since far removed from the sea.

The following extract from the Neiv Zealand Herald

^

Monthly Summary, October 30th, 1896, records an
example of a war club made from the jaw of a sperm
whale. The hoeroa mentioned towards the end of the

passage was of course made, not of Avhat we should now
understand by whalebone—that is, the elastic substance

we obtain from inside -the mouth of a right whale—but

of a piece of the l^oiie of a whale. The sperm whale has

no whalebone in its mouth.
'' Before his departure from the pai4iamentary arena,

Mr. Thomas Mackenzie, M.H.R., Avas the recipient of a

somewhat \aluable and unique present from the Hon.
Mr. Carroll. It was in the shape of a famous war club,

made from the jaw of a sperm whale. The clul) is known
as a Katiate, or liver cutter, and was called Wharepakau,
after an ancestor of liewi Kangimio of the ISI gatimaniwa,

a sub-tribe of the Urewera. It was presented to Mr.

Carroll by Te Tuhi at Ahikereru on March 6th, 1896.

Major Mair, one of the best authorities on Maori w^eapons,

writincr about the club, mentions that when he first met
the Urewera natives in 1865 this weapon was in the

custody of Rewi Rangimio, who informed him that it

belonged to a former ancestor (Wharepakau) over ten

generations ago, and that it was greatly valued by the

tribe, who traced the ownership from father to son for

ten generations. The names of the previous owners are

duly chronicled. It was Wharepakau, in connection

with his brother-in-law Tangiharuru, who attacked and
destroyed the once powerful tribe called Te Marangaranga,
an ancient peojjle who occupied the country about Galatea,

Wharepakau came to his death at Tawhinau,near Galatea,

in this manner :—He was startled by seeing a moa, which

so alarmed him that he fell over a cliff, and the point of

his hoeroa, a whalebone weapon which he carried, entered

his side and caused his death. The place where he fell

is still called Te rere o Wharepahau (' The Leap of Whare-
pakau '). W^harepakau means ' winged house.'

"
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The Patoo-Patoo.

Tlie oval jKitoo-patoo or mere (Plate II, Figs. 5 and 6),

is made of bone, wood, or stone, ground into a long flat

form such as would be readily suggested by the water-

worn fragments picked up on the shore.

One of the specimens (Fig. 5) in Captain Cook's

collection in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge,
is part of the jaw of a cetacean worked into a flat,

elongate, oval imjjlemeiit with a handle terminated in

a transversely grooved knob to prevent it from slipping

through the hand and further secured by a hole bored
through it to receive a thong. This specimen does not

show any trace of the original form of the jaw out of

which it may safely l)e inferred to have been fashioned

from the texture of the bone and the foramina. Fifj;. 6

represents an implement in jadeite from the same collec-

tion, obviously made upon the same lines, although there

was nothing in the stone to suggest the shape. A similar

implement is found in wood.

It may be that the original of these was a water-worn
shoulder-blade, the pi'oximal expansion suggesting the

handle.

Some of these implements may have been suggested by
the jaw-l^one of some smaller animal than a whale, in

which case the form of the jaw may be expected to be

retained.

Now among the specimens brought by Captain Cook
from New Zealand and preserved in the Library of

Trinity College there is one made of green jade, the

side aspect of which (Plate II, Figs. 2a. 2b) reminds one
strongly of a jaw in which three tooth-sockets remain,

while the rest of the alveolar has been cut away.
When, ho^^'ever, we look down upon the supposed teetli

(Fig. 2b), we find that instead of the three sockets we
have the head and part of the body of a grotesque figure.

This is in stone, so that there is no suggestion of there

being any part of the actual teeth or of teeth-sockets

remaining, but in the bone specimen (Fig. 3), whicji is

actuall}^ part of a jaw, we see the origin of the suggestion.

Other points of resemblance will be apparent on comparing
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Fig. 2A Avith Fig. 4, which represents the jaw of a

kangaroo, the dotted hne cutting oft' the thin articulating

j)rocesses as they would l)e by being knocked about on
the shore.

The jaw-shaped patoo-patoo brought by Captain Cook
from New Zealand may be derived from the jaw of one

of the marsupials so characteristic of Australasia, or it

may easily have been brought from countries where the

larger mammals are common ; for we must remember
the traditions of the natives—the Maoris, for instance

—

that they migrated from other lands some centuries back.

The Battle-axe.

A long flat rib would make a very effective implement,

and with little work might be shaped into a weapon like

the wooden sword shown in Plate III, Figs. 1a, 1b.

Mr. S. J. Freeman informs me that he saw a bone

weapon like a large cavalry sword from 3 to 4 feet

long in one of the camps of the natives at Corva Corva
on the North Cape of New Zealand in 1878.

The v'lh of a cetacean (Plate III, Fig. 2) obviously

suggested the common form of Fijian battle-axe or baton

de commandement (Plate III, Fig. 3). The transverse

process which rises from the upper side of the proximal

end gives it somewhat the outline of an animal's head,

while the small interlocking protuberance on the side

suggests the eye, just as the hole for the hawser is

commonly represented near the figure head of many a

vessel, in which the hawser no longer passes through

it but is attached differentlv from the orioinal method.
Although tlie implements are made of wood, these

very marked but unnecessary features are generally

reproduced.

Hurling the Battle-axe.

In some of tlie balsenoptera which are or were

frequently seen round Australia and New Zealand the

proximal end of the rilxs which occur near the front

part of the animal is prolonged below the vertebral
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Cf)luiiiii Into a long flat pointed process as represented

in Plate III, Fig. 4.

The Anstmlians liave a wooden implement closely

resembling this bone. The head is flat and pointed

(Plate III, Fig. 5), and the end which is grasped is

rounded and straightened for convenience of liandling.

Such weapons are widely distrilmted. Owing to its

flattened end and thin edge the missile ofters less

resistance to the air, and when it is made to rotate

gains steadiness of flight as does a quoit. Discoidal

and f\ilcate implements of this class are known from
India. Weapons of this form, intended to be thrown,

were employed among all races. Even the battle-axe

of Northern Europe was not only used, as is a cavalry

sword, for cutting down the enemy at close quarters,,

but was sometimes hurled at him. The Pev. Edward
Conybeare has kindly sent me the following references in

support of this:—Procopius^ (a.d. 539) tells how "the
Franks marched into Italy to the number of 100,000 men.
A few horsemen armed with spears surrounded the king.

All the rest fought on foot, having neither bow nor

spear, but each with a sword and shield and one axe.

The iron of this axe is stout, sharp and two-edged ; the

handle, of wood, is exceedingly short. At a given signal

they all throw these axes, and thus break the shields of

the enemy and slay his men." Next year the Franks
sent a threatenino- message to Belisarius that a reinforce-

ment of 500,000 was on its way across the Alps " whose
axes flying through the air will ])ury the Poman army in

one heajD of ruin." Procojoius was himself engaged in

this campaign and forcibly describes how the Goths
(who thought the Franks were come to aid them, and
came out to greet them) were met by "a storm of flying

axes."

What more natural than that a native of the South
Pacific Islands should pick up the axe- like rib of a
cetacean which he found upon the shore and use it as

a battle-axe at close quarters or a throwing weapon,
especially in the case of the middle ribs, whose flattened

ends adapted them admirably for this purpose ?

' Ar.ecdotix.
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The Boomerang.

The boomerang is a very curious implement, and we
cannot suppose that savages calculated out and manu-
factured an instrument Avhicli should be so nearly flat

and in one plane as to fly rotating in that plane, and
which, further, should be chamfered off like two vanes of

•a windmill, so that, when tlie force of propulsion was
dying out, the rotation should carry the instrument up
into a higher position, from which it should glide down an
air-incline to the place from which it started, or to some
other place at the will of the thrower.^ It might be in-

ferred that, since they could not have elaborated such a

complicated machine, they must have obtained it from

some other people of higher civilisation, or be themselves

the degenerate descendants of such a race.

But these difficulties are got over if we can show
strong presumptive evidence that the boomerang itself

might well be suggested by a common and Avorld-wide

natural object, and that a simple explanation can be

offered of the adoption of that peculiarity of form in

which the boomerang differs from the common axe

adapted for close combat or to be hurled.

Supposed Use of the Boomerang in India, Egypt,
Europe.

It has actually been urged as corroborative evidence of

Sj common origin for some of the black races of India and
of Australia and some of the early inhabitants of Egypt
that this peculiar instrument, the boomerang, the charac-

teristic weapon of Australasia, was used in India and
figured on certain ancient monuments in Egypt.

There is some doubt as to whether the object repre-

sented in Egyj^tian scul])ture was i-eally a boomerang or

•one of those weapons just described which might be

used as an axe at close quarters or be hiu'led at the

enemy. Nor is there any necessity for inferring that,

Avhatever it was, it must have been made or even used by

• See Walker, A. T., Proc. Camb. FJiil. Soc, I'roc. li. Soc, Vol. LXT, No. 373,

p. 239, " On Boomerangs."
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the liii^lily civilised Egyptians tliemselves, hut only that

it was in use at the time of the record by some race with
whicli the Egyptians came in contact or perhaps even
employed. At the beginning of this century there were,

among the Russian troops, soldiers fighting with bows
and arrows as'ainst the French.

It has been supposed by some that the cateia of Virgil

was a boomerang

—

" Teutonico ritu soliti torquere cateias."'

This was a foreign weapon of some kind which Virgil

speaks of as Teutonic, a name tlien applied to the people

of Northern Europe whether of (^eltic or Teutonic origin.

Isidorus calls it Gallic

—

' Cateia est gemis Gallici teli . . . quod si ab artifice mitfcatur,

I'Lirsus veiiit ad euni qui inisit."-

That the Gauls used it as a weapon of war is suggested
by Bezzenberger.'^

According to Servius the cateia was like the aclis^ or

acli/s, of which Virgil says

—

Oscoramque manus : teretes sunt aclides illis

Tela, sed liaec lento nios est aptare flagello.*

That is to say, they were thrown with a thong fastened

on to a handle so as to resemble a small whip, and these

thongs were known as amenta

—

" Quibus ut mitti possint, vinciuntur jacula."

It was
'' Genus antiqui jaculi exigui et teretis, quod flagello seu loro

longissime jaciebatur."*

This was simply to give the thrower more leverage and
to enable him to send it farther.

Some, however, forgetful of the form of the weapon,
and not bearing in mind this method of hurling a javelin

with the amentum, misunderstood the use of the thong,
and saw in it merely a string attached to the missile,

then, speculating uj)on its use, suggested that it was for

pulling the weapon back to the thrower.
" Aclides tela sunt qufe fune religata, post inflictum valnus

retraliuntur."

_' JEneid, VII, 741. " .Eneid, Vll, 730.
^ Oriqg., XVIII-VIT, 7. * Facciolati, references siti vcce.

^ Beitrage, XXI, 121.
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Servius says

—

"Ciitejani quiclem asserutit teli g-enus esse tale, quales aclides sunt^

ex niatoria qnain iiiaxime lentu, cubitus long-itudine, tota fere clavis-

ferreis illifjata, quam in hostem jaculantes, liueis, qviibus earn

adnexuerant, reci])i'ocum faciebant."

Salinas, accepting this explanation, says, '^ Ita fuisse

loi'fi ilhgatas, 'ut peracto vulnere ad jacientis manum
redirenty Isidorus, however, says nothing abont its

having a string attached to it by which it could be pulled

back, and describes it as a weapon " (piod si ah artijice

miltatur, rursn.im venit ad eum qui Tnisit," or, as Coning-

ton puts it, "he supposes that it returned of itself to the

thrower like an Australian boomerang."
Thus Virgil's whip-like amentum, or thong with a

handle, grew into a string so long that with it the

missile could be drawn back. Then the thong was lost

sight of altogether, and it was said that this weajDon if

skilfully thrown would return to the thrower, that in fact

it was a boomerang.
It may be that the traditional descriptions of two

different weapons may have got mixed up : the one a

javelin with a smooth round shaft, " trrcti mucrone," and
thrown to a great distance with a thong, " (juod jlagello-

SL'U loro longissime jaciebatur" ; the other a battle-axe

studded with nails, '' clavis .sit ferreis invicem reHgata^'

and never flying very far, but crushing through every

obstacle against which it struck.

" Q118B jacta quidem non longe propter gravitatem evolat, sed, quo
perveuit, vi iiimia perfringit."

It is clear that this was not the same thing as the-

javelin, of which each soldier carried two or more, "earum
binas saltern aut jjhires etiam ferebant milites in proelio,"

for each soldier could not caii-y a bundle of heavy battle-

axes or clubs into the field.

Mr. Whitley Stokes informs me that he heard Hofrath

Biihler say that he had himself " seen a tribe of Bhils in

Central India using the boomerang. They employed it

not in war, Ijut (as well as I remember) for killing wild

ducks. The weapon was a true boomerang which re-

turned to the thrower."

Whether or not the Indian wooden axe, adapted for

hurling, had always tlie twist of a boomerang is not quite-
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clear. But it' it even- liad there is no reason why it

sliould not liave heen the connnon property of the
Negrito or other perhaps earlier race, and'have originated

anywhere along the coast of the Indian Ocean such as

that ocean was when the j)eople wlio first used the
hoonierang, and whose traces are seen in Australasia, in

tlie Deccan, and in Egypt, travelled along its shore.

Origin of Boomerang.

If this he so it is improbable that the boomerang was
the result of calculation and therefore the product of a

very advanced civilisation. We must rather look for

its origin in some common natural object, and seek a
simple explanation of the adoption of that peculiarity of
form by which the boomerang differs from the common
battle-axe.

The front ribs of the cetacea generally differ much
from all the others, and this difference is more marked in

some species than in others.

They are flattened and almost equally broad along their

whole length (Plate III, Fig. 6), and moreover the i3lane

in which the bone lies is at right ano-les to the lenp'th of

the animal's body, so that there is a tendency at the distal

end to bend back to the normal position of the other ribs

and lie parallel to the barrel, which, with the usual

chamfering off at the proximal end, where there is an
adaptation for overlap, gives the bone the form of two
adjoining vanes of a Avindmill. This would produce no
appreciable effect on the flight of such a heavy object as

a cetacean rib-bone, and would be rather a disadvantage
to it as a throwing weapon.
When, however, the bone weapons were reproduced in

wood (Plate III, Fig. 7), and the form was closely imitated,

these two vanes by their rotation would carry the light

wood up to a higher level and let it glide back along an
inclined air-plane to the thrower. The discovery would
thus be made by accident.

I am informed by Mr. Walker, who has made the
subject of boomerangs a special study, . that it is only a
small proportion of them that have the twist requisite to
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make them describe a curved path or return to the point

from which they were thrown.
As the ribs vary in different species of cetacea and

also at different parts of the same animal, there is, as

might be expected, much variety in the forms of weapon
derived from them ; but they pass gradually from one

form to another through intermediate ribs, and so we find

a similar series among the weapons, as has been shown by
General Pitt-Rivers.^ This suggested their being derived

one from the other, as jDrobably many were.

Summary.

1. Bone is a commonly available material everywhere,

and the forms of bones have suggested the shapes of the

instruments independently in many and far distant

countries.

2. The four characteristic weapons or implements of

Australasia, namely, the 'patoo-jyatoo, the battle-axe, the

hurled axe, and the boomerang, find their exact counter-

part in the bones of cetacea which are thrown upon those

very shores, which is too large a number to be referred to

mere coincidence, especially seeing that two out of the

four have been found made of cetacean bones as well as

of wood or stone.

In the cetacean ribs there is not only a simple explana-

tion of the shape of the head of the battle-axe, which has

something of the profile of a wild swan's head, but also of

theybvm of the hJades of the boomerang, for some of the

cetacean ribs have a twist in them due to the gradual

change from the position of the front ribs, which are

flattened in planes at right angles to the length of the

animal's body, to the position of ribs which lie flat on the
" barrel."

The heavy bone would probably never show the effect

of the rotatory motion uj)on the two blades though they

were inclined like the vanes in a windmill, but when it

was imitated in lighter material by the savage, who

' Journ. R. VnHpd Service Inst , somhlanre of tlie iveapons of early

Vol. Xn, 1868, No. LI, p. 399, "Prinii- races ; tlioir variations, coutiniiity, and
tivo Warfare, Section II: Ou the re- development of form."
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copied essential or unessential cliaracters, the form Avonld

at lenixth be noticed and beinn- found of advantaii-e would
be carefully rejDroduced.

Cetacea, such as tlie grampus, are of world-wide distri-

bution, and the Ca'ing whale occurs round the shores of

Australia, where the true rotating boomerang is most
conunon.

The jaw of a kangaroo, or of some mammal carried })y

the natives from other lands, would explain the peculiar

Inll shape of some of the implements.
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SiLCHESTER. EXCAVATIOISS DURING THE YEAR 1900.

The work of the past season, carried out hy Mr. Mill

Stephenson and Mr. Hope, comprised the examination of

four Insulae at the northern end of the area enclosed by
the city walls, being Nos. 23 to 26 on tlie plan published

by the Excavation Committee. The results were of great,

and in one case, to be referred to later, of excejDtional

interest.

Insula 23 was first dealt with. It is a square of

394 feet, being thus considerably above the average size.

But in spite of this it contained only two buildings of

importance, Avith traces of a number of small structures

in its northern portion. House No, 1, at the south-west

corner, had been previously uncovered by the Rev. J. G.

Joyce in 1865 and described by him, but several new
points were bi'ought to light during its re-examination. It

is of the courtyard type, with the main chambers on the

noi-th and east, a corridor and entrance vestibule on tl:ie

south, and the entrance to the courtyard on the west. It

contained a large number of mosaic floors, mostly of simple

character and without pattern. The entrance vestibule,

however, had a floor of an unusual kind, probably

unexampled in England outside Silchester, showing a

combination of the two systems of paving, opus sectile and
opus tessellahim. House No. 2, also of the courtyard type,

is irregularly placed Avith regard to the lines of the streets,

and shows by its plan that it has undergone a series of

additions and alterations. Originally it was probably of

tlie corridor type, and consisted of the western range

only, l)ut Avas converted to its present form by the

addition of nortli and east Avings. In one of the larger

looms Avas a mosaic floor Avith a geometrical centre of

])lack and Avhite fret and knot Avork, within a vandyked
Ijorder of red and dral) tesserae, all set in a red ground.

Another room, Avitli a pillared liypocaust under its eastern

end, liad a floor of red mosaic, enclosing a panel Avith a
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l)order of Ijniidwoik and four coiiqwrtnieiits, one of wliicli

was destroyed; the others contained res2)ectively a iioral

pattern, a vase, and a dolpliin, on aground of white chalk

tesse rcu\ wh\ch liad ahiiost entirely perished. Immediately
to the south of this house was a small rectano-idar huildiui''

standing east and west, 18 feet by 17 feet externally,

with a porch-like projection on its eastern side l)uilt with

a straight joint against the main structure, and cleai'ly

an addition to it. A chase for the plates of a wooden
Hoor existed on three sides of the rectanale, which from

other indications may have been a small temple or wdicula

with two columns in antis on its eastern side. Wooden
floors are exceedingly rare but not unknown in the

buildings at Silchester. Foundations of a smaller and
earlier rectangular building were discovered within the

walls just described, having a different axis to them, but
further excavation threw no liu-lit on its historv. A tirst

brass of Marcus Aurelius was found at the floor level of

the earlier building. Insula 24, a lono- triano-ular area

bounded on the north by the city wall, contained two
houses, l)oth close to the wall. House No. I, of the

corridor ty})e, stood east and west, and was entered from

the street by a short corridor and a vestibule. A nimiber

of square rooms with intermediate jjassages opening ou
to a corridor on the south side formed the body of the

house and were chiefly remarkable from the complete

absence of any remains -of flooring, althougii the back
walls were standing to a greater height than is usual

at Silchester. Traces of both earlier and later buildings

Avere found on the site. House No. '2 showed a remark-
able i)lan, not ])aralleled by anything as yet fovnid.

Koughly speaking it was of the courtyard type, with the

courtyard bisected by an entrance gallery. In the

entrance vestibule was a pavement similar to tliat de-

scribed in House 1, Insula 23, as a combination of the two
systems of paving, and unexampled outside Silchester.

The main body of the house consisted of a row of

chambers and passages having corridors on either side,

the southern being the principal and the nortliern

probably a pentise only. The central group of chambers
were planned with an eye to eflect, at the end of the

long gallery leading from the street. A vestibule AN'itli a
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wide opening to^^ards tlie gallery opened Avitli a doorway
in each of the three other sides into three rooms, two of

wliich showed traces of fine mosaic panels in the centre

of the floor, and the third gave another possible instance

of that very rare feature, a wooden floor. Several other

rooms in this house had floors partly of white and j^artly

of red tesserae, HO -diTanged as to suggest that the position

of seats or pieces of furnitm^e had dictated their plan.

White chalk tesserae Avere extensively used in tliis house,

which was remarkable not only for the large number of

rooms with mosaic floors, but also for the traces of painted

plaster from the Avails of the Avinter rooms, and perhaps

elseAvhere. Brilliant red panels Avith purple borders seem
to have covered the Avails, Avhile other fragments showed
grounds of gold, blue, and green. Other specimens of

plaster of a diab colour Avei-e met Avith, combed in A'arious

directions, apparently as a decoration, and not a key for

a thinner surface coat. Insula 25, of small extent, and
triangular in shape, forming the exti'eme north-Avest j)ai't

of the area within the Avails, contained remains of two
buildings of minor imj^ortance, one of them having

been probably used for dye Avorks. Insula 26, south of

the preceding, 395 feet east to west by 269 feet north

to south, produced seA'eral interesting details, notably a

circular foundation, 27 feet in diameter, of flint rubble

Avith a floor of opus signinum. All round its vertical

edge Avas a cutting in the graA^el as if for the foundations

of a timber construction enclosing the circle. A small

segment on the east AA^as cut off and the straight edge
faced A\ath tile. The use of tliis building is unknoAvn.

It Avas abandoned at an early date, for the foundations of

a later building are driA'en through it and a pit sunk in

it. Remains of three houses Avere found in tliis Insula,

only one. No. 3, Ijeing of any size. No. 2 is exceedingly

fragmentary and is chiefly of interest as being an
additional proof that the many A-acant sites in Silchester

Avere not necessarily ahvays in tliat condition, some
buildings, evidently once considerable, liaAang been so

thoroughly destroyed that their A^ery existence nn'ght be

dis])uted, Avere it not for the eA'idence of similar houses in

a slightly better state of preserA-ation. House No. 3 Avas

partly uncoA-ered in 1860, and consisted of AA'estern and
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southern ranges \vitli corridois, and an added ve.stibule

forminir an entrance from tlie street.

Three wells were found durino- the season, two m
Insula 23 and one in 2G, all having timber framing

towards the l)ottom. (3f those in Insula 23, the tirst,

27 feet deep, contained a most interesting bronze Ijucket

beaten up out of a single sheet of metal, 10 inclies across

and 7^ inches deep, having originally had an iron handle.

It was much 2:>atched and mended, and had evidently

been in use a long time. The second well, 21^ feet dee]),

yielded the most important find of the year, l)eing a

collection of iron tools, over 100 in number, forming a,

mass 7 feet thick, resting on 5 feet of black asli, and

completely filling up the lower part of the well. After

much careful and patient work in separating the mass,

the collection was found to consist of a set of smith's

tools and a number of articles forming his stock-in-trade.

The tools include two striking hammers, ten small

hammers, two pairs of tongs, two sates, a drift, a small

chisel, a pair of wringers or hand levers, two j^airs of

dividers, and two instruments for makiiig nails. Of tools

beloiip-ino; to different trades, there are an axe-head, three
. . Ill

socketed chisels, an adze, and a centrebit ; a shoemaker s

hobbing-foot or anvil ; three plough -coulters, a cotter,

two forks, and eight mower's anvils, two being unfinished.

Among the miscellaneous objects are knives and choppers,

bucket-handles, shoes for staves, two files, two saws, a

spear-head, a pocket knife, part of the binding of a large

door 3^ inches thick, a very large padlock of well known.

type, 20f inches long, and part of another, with pieces of

chain, four copper cooking jDans, a bronze steelyard

weight in the form of a bust, now hollow, and a pottery

jug and bowl. Perliajis the most important object is an
iron instrument identified as a farrier's buttress, of which
several examples have been found in France, and one

from Pompeii is in the Naples Museum.
A large number of pits were found and excavated,

jjroducing a series of antiquities comprising glass, coins,

beads, brooches, keys, rings, etc. and in this connection

it is to be noted that the yield of complete pottery

vessels, about 130 in number, is greatly in excess of other

years' records.
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The results of the season's work have been, as usii.-il,

exhibited at the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries.

The systematic excavation of Silcbester has now been
carried on for eleven seasons, and 73 acres out of the 100

within the walls have 'been examined, so that the com-
pletion of the work may fairly be said to be in view.

The results, as evidenced by the Reading Museum and
the published descrij)tions from year to year, speak for

themselves, and the work, the largest and most important

of its kind as vet undertaken in Enjj^land, should command
the support of every archaeologist. Subscriptions may be

sent to the Hon. Treasurer, F. G. Hilton Price, Esq., 17,

Oollingham Gardens, S. Kensington, or to the Hon.
Secretary, W. H. St. John Hope, Esq., Burlington

House, W.

Excavations at Waverley Abbey, Surrey, in 1900.

The excavations at Waverley Abbey were continued

last summer by the Surrey Archseological Society, under
the direction of the Kev. T. S. Cooj^er, M.A,, F.S.A.

The results were even more important and satisfactory

than hitherto, although at times the work has been very

perplexing, owing to the many unexpected walls and
footings of the Norman abbey found mixed up w^ith, and
sometimes made use of in, the later buildings. In the

previous year Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A. , who has

brought his large exjDerience to bear on doubtful and
ditiicult points, discovered the little presbytery of the

Norman churcli in and forming part of the south

transept of the later magnificent church planned by
William de Bradewater. The long, narrow Norman nave

has noAv been traced l)elow the cloister. The original

cloister was at some time considerably enlarged and
carried across the ccUarium as well as the nave of the

first chiu'ch. The arrangement of the frater and its

pulpit is interesting, as it shows tlie former to be of tAVO

dates at least. The plan of the infirmary hall and
kitchen is now clear, and it has become evident that there

was no building between this portion of the abbey and

the river. Some interesting featiu'es have come to light

in tlie direction of tlie monks' dormitory. Mucliofthe
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Norman work liere remains, with tlie south wall on a line

with that of* the frater ; later the dormitory was ex-

tended southwards at a higher level almost to the river

bank. At the north end, the doorway leading from the

•cloister and the five broad ste})s ascending to the dormi-

tory have been exposed, and close by a winding staircase,

which probably formed the approach to the treasury.

The plan of Bradewater's church also is now nearl}^

complete. There is still a good deal to be done west of

the cellarium, where the guest houses, the infirmary of

the convcrsi, and possibly a gateway may be looked for.

This is of almost greater importance than tlie work
.already done, since these buildings of the outer court

have never been worked out properly anywhere. Both
at Fountains and Furness the remains of them are any-

thing but complete, and at the foiiner it is known there

were a numljer of buildings of which no trace can be

foiuid. In order that the opportiniity may not be lost of

adding materially to what is already known of a Cis-

tercian al)bey, it is hoped that the owner of the site will

•consent to the excavations being extended, and, in this

•event, that sufficient funds, whicli are at present lU'gently

needed, may be subscril)ed to enable Mr. Cooper to carry

to a satisfactory conclusion this most important work.

Paintings in Hardham Church.

Mr. P. M. Johnston sends tlie followino- notes on his

paper printed at jj. 62 of Vol. LVIII of the Journal :
—

A later insjDection of the paintings suggests the follow-

ing addcndci et cori-ujcnda.

The subject of the painting on the northern half of the

•east side of the chancel arcli is probably " Adam and Eve
after the Expulsion." Adam is seen wrestling with

gnarled branches ofa tree in allusion to the text, "Thorns
also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee " (Gen. iii,

18) ; while, below. Eve is milking a very weird-looking

€0W.

On the southern side of the same arcli, below the

subject of " The Fall," shown in the coloured plate, are

the remains of another, evidently illustrating the text,
" And the eyes of them both were opened, and they
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knew that they were naked" (Gen. iii). Adam and Eve
are depicted nude and witli outstretched hands, in an
attitude suggestive of shame and confusion. They stand

against a yellow-diapered hackground, witli a })ink border

on which is a larger diaper pattern.

In the painting of the Twenty-four Elders on the

north side of the chancel they are shown with A'ials

shaped like slender glass water-l)ottles, while on the

opposite wall the vials are similar to the glass in an

hour-glass. Their crowns are square in shape, like the

carpenters jDaper caj).

Underneath on the south wall is part of a series of

paintings representing the liesurrection. One can dis-

tinguish the three Maries bringing sjnces to the tomb,

on which is seated an angel, inmljed, with outstretched

wings.

I can now clearly make out a figiu^e crucified or Ijoinid

to the wheel on the north wall of the nave ; and there

can be no doubt that this represents a scene in the

martyrdom of St. George.

I think it rigiit to add that, on a further close inspec-

tion, it appears more probable that the s\ibject over the

cliancel arch, west face, was iiot, as shown on the plate,
'' The Adoration of the Lamb," Ijut " The Veneration of

the Cross." The object of the angels' worship, within the

circle ovei* the crown of the arch, wliatever it was, has

been almost entirely obliterated, but such traces as remain
are more consistent with the figure of the Cross than

with that of tlie Agnus Dei shown on my drawing.

Canterbury. St. Augustine's Abbey and
St. Pancras' Church.

This site, which was last year rescued from tlie

desecrated condition which has so long vexed the souls

of antic[uaries, is now in the possession of trustees,

appointed to superintend a thorough examination of

all the remains of building within its area, comprising

the eastern part of the abbey church, with the eastern

range of the conventual Iniildiugs and the infiimary, and

tbe northern and eastern parts of the early cliurch of
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St. Paiicras, tlie remaining portions ot* wliicli liave been

cleared and plarnied some years ago.

» Work was begun early in November nnder the sui)er-

intendence of Mr. W. H. St. John Hope and Canon
Routledge, and in view of the lateness of the season, it

was thought better to complete tlie excavation.of the

church of St. Pancras, leaving the systematic clearing of

tlie abbey buildings till the next season. A certain

amount of digging was, however, carried out on the site

of the abbey church, resulting in the discovery of part

of a twelfth century apsidal chapel on the east of the

north transept, and a few other details.

The results of the first season are of considerable

importance. The plan of St. Pancras' Church is

definitely ascertained, and shows that the eastern apse

was elliptical, like that of the early church of Pochester,

and not a semicircle, as had been conjectured. The site

of the arcade between the nave and the presbytery has

been cleared, and in the process a part of the arch

which sj^anned the central opening has been found, lying

as it fell on the floor of the church, and owing its

preservation to the fact that it was worked into tlie

foundations of the cottage v/hich was built on the ruins

of the church after the suppression, and is shown in

Hollar's view of St. Augustine's Abbey of 1656.

The northern portimt.s of the nave has been completely

destroyed, but clear evidence of the abutment of its w^alls

remains.

But the most important result of the work, from the

view of the history of the building, has come from an
examination of the remains of the walling now fully

exposed. The nave walls are built with a yellowish

mortar, the southern and western porticus with a white

mortar, and the lower parts of their walls are not

bonded to those of the nave. But from the evidence

of fallen masses of masonry from the upper jDart of

the nave walls, it appears that only the eastern wall

was carried to its full height in the yellow mortar,

and that the western wall was not built uj) to a

height of more than 3 feet in it ; and further, some
fragments of masonry, undoubtedly from the north and
south walls of the nave, are set in the white mortar,
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showing that the use of the yellow ceased Ijefore they

reached their full height. The relation of the two-

periods of building is settled by the junction of the north

AA-all of the west porticus, which remains to a height of

over 11 feet, with the west wall of the nave. The
straight joint between the two walls ceases at about

3 feet from the ground, and above that level they are

l)onded together and both Iniilt in white mortar, which
overlies the yellow mortar of the lower part of the nave
walls. It seems, therefore, that a very little time elapsed

between the first and second pei'iods of building, and
that the porticus, though not of the first season's work,

were in all prol^ability pai-ts of the original design.

Outside the lines of the nave a good deal of fallen

masonry remains to be examined for traces of window
openings or other features, and it is hoped that the

jjresent year's work will be successful in this respect.

Owing to the depth of soil overlying the eastern parts-

of the abbey church, the process of clearing will be-

slow, but if tlie results are at all commensurate with

the importance of the site, which is that not only of

St. Augustine's Shrine, but also of his own church

of St. Peter and St. Paul, and of Eanbald's church of

St. Mary, these excavations will make additions, the

value of which can hardly be overestimated, to our

knowledge of the earliest times of the reintroduction of

Christianity to southern England.
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Institute.

April 3rtl, 1001.

Judo-e Bavlis, K.C, Vice-President-, in the Cliair.

Mr. 0. M. Dalton, F.S.A., read a paper on " The Fojidi d'Oro, or
Gilded Ghiss of the Catacombs," whicli will be printed in the Journal.

The paper was illustrated by drawings and photog-raphs, and by the

kind permission of the director of the Victoria and Albert Mnseum
several pieces of Italian work of the fourteenth century were shown,
and a fine modern Venetian reproduction was kindly lent for exhibition

by Mr. C. H. Read, F.S.A.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope read a paper on " Tlie Gilbertino Priory of

Watton, in the East Riding of Yorkshire," exhibiting a coloured and
dated plan of all the remains of buildings as yet found on the site.

The paper is printed at p. 1.

Miss RosK Graham contributed some remarks from documentaiy
evidence collected by herself. In connection Avith the building of

the canons' (doister, circa 1320, she said that in 1330 the prior owed
£100 to the Archbishop of York, which might have been money
borrowed for the expenses of building. Convcrsi ceased to exist at

Watton as early as the thirteenth century, as all outside work was
done by paid servants before the end of the century. Thei'e was a
good deal of evidence of the troubles of the house, which was robbed
by the purveyors of Edward II., on his Scotch expedition, and by
the family of De Moleys, who apparently had a quarrel with the

prior. In 1326 was a record that fifty-three nuns took the veil in

that year. From the plan of the building it was evident that the

regulation that both fraters should be served from one kitchen was
soon set aside, and confirmation of this was found in Papal bulls

ordering the observance of the rule. In the last years of its existence

tlie Priory was held in coinmendam by Richard Holgate, who did
much harm to the house and its possessions, and made it most
unwillingly take part in the Pilgrimage of Grace.
Mr. E. Green also took part in the discussion.

May 1st, 1901.

Mr. E. W. Brahrook, C.B., F.S.A., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. E. Green, F.S.A., read a paper by Mr. A. R. Whitewav on
" The Pyrenean Neighbour ; or, the Vicinal System in the Western
Pyrenees," which is printed in the Journal at p. 182.

Mr. H. liONODEN read a papei- on " Cast Iron," exhibiting in illustra-

tion several fine fire-backs, dating from the beginning of the seven-
teenth century onwards. A specimen dated 1604 bore the arms of

James I., a second, inscribed Richard Lenard fovnper at Bred
FouRNis 1636, showed the founder standing surrounded by the imple-
ments of his trade and examples of his works. Several fire-backs with
Scriptural subjects, of the middle of the seventeenth century, were
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exliibited, as well as a very effective specimen with a rose and crown,
dated 1650, and a north country " Fairfax " back, inscribed Fairfax
CouNQUiROR 1649. Witli reference to this last, Mr. Longden noted
the existence of a back having St. George and the Dragon, and
inscribed CcRSius and Nil IJespkran'dum 1650, which might be
considered a sort of " counterblast " to tile Fairfax device. A fine

model of a foreign example of a cast iron relief, not meant lor a
fire-back, Avas exhibited, and also a rubbing- of an iron grave-slab to

Anne Forster, 1591, the process of casting being explained.

Mr. J. HiLTOX, F.S.A., exhibited a very delicate example of cast

iron, being a pair of earrings of German work, oi-igiually made to

replace similar articles of gold contributed to the war fund by
German ladies during the Napoleonic wars.

Mr. R. Gart^away Rick, F.S.A., gave a list of extracts from wills

of Sussex iron-founders, containing many very interesting details

relating to the trade, and showing that cast iron vessels and fire-

backs, etc., wei*e considered of sutB.cient value to form the subjects of

separate bequests,

June 5th, 1901.

Sir Henry H. Howorth, K.C.I.E., President, in the Chair.

His Majesty's gracious reply to the Address presented by the

President, Council, and Members of the Royal Arch^ological Institute

was read.

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S., F.S.A., read a paper on " The
Exploration of a Sepulchral Cave at Gop, near Prestatyn, Flintshii-e,"

illustrating his remarks with coloured plans and sections. The joaper

will be printed in the Journal.

The President and Messrs. Green and Brabrook took part in the

discussion.

Mr. E. W. Brabrook, C.B., F.S.A., read a paper on " Medijeval

Lavatories," citing a number of monastic examples, with an illustra-

tion of the twelfth century specimen at Canterbury. Two classes of

these buildings exist, the one circular or octagonal, the other

rectangular in plan, the earlier examples being all of the first class.

Mr. Brabrook quoted the description of the Durham lavatory from
the " Rites " as showing what elaborate workmanship was expended
on buildings of this kind in the gx*eat monastic houses. By past

generations of antiquaries they Avere generally considered to be

baptistries. Cantei'bury and Mellifont, visited by the Institute in

1900, Avere given as examples of the long persistence of this opinion,

that at Canterbury having actually had a font put into its upper or

cistern chamber in modern times in vindication of its supposed

former use. The great fifteenth century lavatory at Gloucester Avas

given as an example of the rectangular plan, Avhich was the form usually

taken by domestic lavatories, these being often of great size, so much
so that " even a hundred knights and ladies " could wash in them at

the same time.

The President and Messrs. Boyd Dawkins, Green, and Gaeraway
Rice joined in the subsequent discussion.

Judge Baylis, K.C, at the close of the discussion, referred in

suitable terms to the recent deaths of Mr. Arthur Cates and Mr. J.

Park Harrison.



THE GILDED GLASSES OF THE CATACOMBS.^

By O. M. DALTO>^ M.A., F.S.A.

DESCEIPTIOX OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Bottom of a glass drinking vessel ; a husband and wife with a small figure of
Hercules. Inscription: oufitvs ET costantia in nomine hrecvlis acekentino
FELicrs BiBATis. The word acekentino perhaps stands for achervntini, the
epithet being given to Hercules in lionour of bis rescue of Alcestis. It may, how-
ever, be divided into two words, a cehentino, when the sense would be "drink of

Cerentine wine." Garrucci, Tetri, Plate XXXY, Fig. 1. C.I.L. 7036.
Diam. 426 in. In the Britisli Museum Collectipn.

Plate IT.

Bottom of a gla«s bowl ; a gladiator {retiarius). On his left shoulder is seen

the f/a/eriix, a piece of armour j^eculiar to gladiators, and on a cippus in the back-
ground an inflated skin, toryr«* or foU is j^tifjilatoriuK, used in boxing exercises.

Inscriptions: pie zeses, and stratonicae bene vicisti vade in aveeliaji.
Aurelia is probably tlie province of that name in Cisalpine Graul.

Frohuer, La Collection Ti/szkietoicz : Choix de monuments, Sfc, Plate VIII,
Fig. 3.

In the British Museum Collection.

Plate III.

Bottom of a glass drinking vessel; Daniel killing the di*agon of Bel with the

poisoned cake. Behind him a figure of Our Lord.
Diam. 3-56 in. Garrucci, Vetri, Plate III, Fig. 13, and Storia, Plate CLXXIIi,

Fig. 14.

In the British Museum Collection.

Plate IV.

Glass disc, probably the cover of a cup. A Cupid with a hoop, etched in gold
foil on a dark red ground . From Crete.

Diam. 33 in. In the British Museum.

-

Plate V.

Glass bowl found at Canosa with two millefiore dishes and other glass vessels.

The lower part, from the band of scrolls downwards, is piotected by a second bowl,
so that the design, which is executed in gold leaf, is enclosed between two layers

of glass.

Diam. 8 h). In the British Musemu.

1 Bead, April 3rd, 1901.
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THE GILDED GLASSES OF THE CATACOMBS.

The gilded glasses, called In Italy fondi c/'oro, have
been known to modern Europe since the time of Bosio

[d. 1629), the first great explorer of subterranean Rome.
All writers upon the catacombs and upon early Christian

archaeology have had something to say upon them, but

it is to the Jesuit Father Garrucci that we owe the most
comprehensive treatment of the subject and the most
complete series of illustrations. In spite of certain

inaccuracies his two works^ still remain indispensable

to students, though since the date of their publication

much new material has accumulated which urgently

needed incorporation with the old. In a most useful

monograph" published two years ago Dr. Hermanji
Yopel has set himself the task of bringing Garrucci's

work up to date, and has furnished a concise and useful

treatise to which is added a catalogue of all the specimens

known to exist in public and private collections at the

time of writing. On the history of the art of decorating

glass with gold foil he has much that is interesting to

say, and he has endeavoured with considerable success to

establish a more accurate chronological sequence in the

series of gilded glasses which have been preserved to us.

Information previously scattered in the pages of the j)i'o-

ceedings of learned societies has now been rendered acces-

sible in one small volume, which will be henceforward

indispensable to all students of the subject. The follow-

ing pages are in large part based upon Dr. Vopefs book.

The gilded glasses are in the great majority of cases

the circular bottoms of drinking vessels, from wdiich the

sides have been broken away. They usually consist of

two layers of glass, on one of which a design is etched

in gold leaf, the other serving as a protection or guard.

The design was intended to be seen from above ; but

when both layers of glass were transparent, it was
equally visible from beneath, though in this case the

inscriptions and figures w^ere seen in an inverted form.

As a rule the ornamentation of the vessel was confined

' See list of books at the eiicl of this - ArchiiologucTie Studien zum Christ'

paper. In all references whoi-e only tlie lichen Altertumttnd Mitfelnlter, heraus'

name of the author is given, the full title gegehen von Johannes Ticker. Fiinfte*

of the -nork -will be found in the list. Heft. Die altchristlichen Qoldglciser,

Garrucci's two books will be referred ron Dr. Hermann Topel. Freiburg,

to as Velri and Sloria resi^ectivelj. Leipzig, and Tubingen, 1899.
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to the circular bottom, which alone was double, but in

rare examples it seems to have been continued I'ound the

sides. Thus in most cases a single large medallion vary-

ing from three to six inches formed the bottom, and the

vessel was either a shallow bowl with little more than a

low projecting rim for a foot, or a glass rather i-esembling

our modern tinnbler,^ There was, however, a class of

broad shallow bowls which, instead of having merely one
large ornamental disc at the bottom, had their sides

symmetrically studded with diminutive medallions hardly

larger than buttons, usually with a dark-coloured back-

ground of blue, green, or dull red. Medallions of both

kinds, the large and the small, seem to have been
occasionally mounted in metal frames and worn on the

person as amulets or pendants. One of these {Vetri,

Plate IV, Fig. 9), now in the Vatican, was found outside

a child's grave in the Cemetery of St.''Priscilla. The
smaller sort were sometimes used like other glass pastes

simulating gems, if we may judge from an example
mounted on a headband found in Egypt and figured

by Dr. Vopel." The larger may in some cases have been
votive offerings or have even been employed to decorate

caskets or other similar objects much as Wedgwood's
cameos were employed in the last century. A single

casket which was discovered at Neuss, near Diisseldorf,

in 1847, was entirely composed of rectangular glass panels

ornamented with Biblical scenes. Unfortunately this

interesting monument has disappeared, and nothing but
rather incomplete drawings remain to show what its

general appearance must have been.'^ But all such

independent uses were ^^robably rare. The great majority

of the glasses were simply parts of drinking vessels which
were impressed in the mortar of the locu.li or wall-tombs
in the catacombs, probably as marks by means of which
particular graves might be distinguished from those which
surrounded them.^ The tombs were not all provided

' Several authorities state that one ' Bonner Jahrbiicher, Part 63, 1878,
class of the gilded glasses had convex 103-113, and Plate IV.
bottoms, so that they would not stand '* Tlie delicate sides which projected
hv themselves when filled with wine. from the wall were naturally soon
Tliis class is not represented in the destroyed, leaving only the medallions
British Museum collection, where all safely imbedded in the mortar. A
tiie examples have the low rim-like foot. single example of a perfect bowl was

' Page 79. discovered by Boldetti, who broke it in

Q 2
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with inscriptions, and it was the custom for the mourners
to stick all kinds of objects into the f-esh mortar by
which the tiles or slabs that formed the front were
closed. Carved ivory j^laques, combs, children's toys,

cubes of mosaic, beads, coins, tesserae, and a variety of
other things were all so employed, few of Avhich were
distinctively Christian ; while sometimes impressions
were made with bronze stamps bearing proper names
or acclamations. The intrinsic worthlessness and the
perishable nature of some of these objects, such, for

example, as the leaves of trees, make it almost certain

that they were not deposited on the graves because they
had been treasured i30ssessions of the deceased during
life, but rather for utilitarian reasons. It is interest-

ing to note that the glass Storia, 202, 4, is still in

position in the mortar of a tomb in the Catacomb of St.

Agnes.

'

The method of making the gilded glasses is rather
puzzling to those who are not flimiliar with the
technicalities of glass manufacture, for the procedure
does not seem to have been invariably the same. The
actual designs must always have been executed in a
uniform manner by etching with a needle on gold (more
rarely silver) leaf previously fixed to the glass by some
kind of gum ; while if a richer effect was required, a few
simple colours were applied, esjDecially to parts of the
costume such as the elavi or stripes upon the tunics, or
the jewelled collars and necklaces worn by ladies.^ But
the process of covering the design with a protecting
guard and of incorporating it with the vessel appear to
have been less constant. If a medallion only was
required, two discs of glass must have been exposed to

a degree of heat just sufficient to cause them to coalesce

without damaging the design, or a film of molten glass

the endeavour <o remove it from its Roma Sofferanpa, III, 571-608, and
place. The drawing wliieli lie made Plate XVII; abridged by Northcote
has, however, been very freqnently and IJrowniow, II, Bk. V, 1, 2G6 ff. ;

reproduced (see />/;•/, Thite 39, Fig. 7, and V. Scluiltze, Die Kaiakomben,
and Smith and Cheetliam, I, 731). Leipzig, 18S2, 202.

It is ))ossible that some glasses may " In a few rare cxam])les the outlines

have been broken or trimmed hefvre of the design were dcc])ly <>ngravcd and
insertion in the mortar. then filled in witli coloured p-vsto

' On the objects impressed in the (Krans, Die ChrisUiche Kunst in ikren

mortar of the tombs, see De Eossi, friilwsien Aiifdngen,lZl).
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blown over the surface of a sin <;le ornamented disc' If

a vessel was to be decorated, the design was probably

executed on the bottom, a flux of powdered glass applied

to this, and a disc with or without a foot-rim ])laced over

all. The whole was then placed in the oven face down-
wards, and heated until the melting of the flux caused

the disc and tlie vessel to cohere. Such would at any
rate be the procedure with the harder glass of modern
times, but it is possible that the softer Roman material,

]n-oduced by wood fires, would amalgamate at a com-
paratively low temperature without the interposition

of a flux. The bowls studded with small button-like

medallions were evidently made in some such Avay, for

portions of the gold can be seen projecting beyond the

edges of the protecting blue and green glass at the back.

This protection is applied in the form of shallow bosses

of coloured glass, a style of decoration common in

other Roman glass vessels of the period. Yet another

method of providing a guard is that described by
Theophilus (see p. 250) as practised by the Byzantine
Greeks. Here the flux itself formed the protecting

layer, and was applied with a moistened lirush ; the

vessel was then heated until the j)ulverised glass melted
into a continuous film. The presence of three layers

of glass upon more than one examj)le in the British

Museum su2:2;ests that in some cases a finished

medallion, with protecting glass comjolete, was again

subjected to heat and welded by fire to the bowl or

cup.^ One of the principal difficulties Avith which the

manufacturers had to contend was the tendency of the

gold leaf to blacken and roll up under the influence of

the heat.

The 2^(ii'iod within which the gilded glasses were made
has been variously fixed by different authorities, but the

general tendency of modern research is to bring many of

them down to a later date than that assigned to tliem by
earlier archaeologists. Thus Buonarruoti ascril)ed all to

the third century, while de Rossi, though admitting some
to the fourth, allows none to be later than 410 a.d., in

' This is tlie mctliod employed by - See Aus'm Weert'i, Boiuier Jahr-
the mediicval writer known as Heraclius biicher, LXIII (1«78), 102.

(see below, p. 249).
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which year the catacomhs ceased to be used for intei-

ments. The more recent opinion is that they began to

be common in the tliird ceii.tury, perhaps in the first half

of it, and continued without a break until an advanced
period in the fifth or even later. The following are some
of the arguments on which this opinion is based. ^

No examples are known to have been discovered in

the older cemeteries belonging to the first two centuries,

a fact which furnishes negative evidence of considerable

importance. One was found in a gallery of the cata-

comb of Callixtus, which dates from the first half

of the third century. Impressions left by three others

were seen in the cemetery of St. Agnes, close to an in-

scription of the year 291 a.d. Five came to light in the

cemetery of St. Priscilla, near inscriptions considered to

belong to the late third or early fourth century. Another
was discovered in the catacomb of Sts. Peter and Marcel-

linus in company with coins of Maximian, with which it

may well be contemporaneous. Evidence of this kind

based upon the exploration of the catacombs is not in

itself absolutely conclusive, but it affords a presumption
that, except perhaps in a few very rare instances, the

gilded glass does not go back to the second centviry after

Christ. It would have had greater value if the early

exj)lorers had been able to put on record the exact

localities where individual pieces were found, and thus

to sujDply us with more numerous data from which
wider deductions might have been drawn. Let us now
turn to the internal evidence of the glasses themselves,

from which many probable and some certain dates may
be derived ; here, in view of the rarity of other monu-
ments, the information furnished by the coinage is espe-

cially valuable.

In Vetri, 33, 5 ; Storia, 202, 5, we see a number of

overlapping coins on which may be distinguished tlie

inscriptions IMP ANTO PI • •
, FAVST • • • , M • AVEE

PIVS FEL. Some of these coins have been attributed

by Garrucci and others to Caracalla, but the occurrence of

the name FAVST (INA) seems to justify Dr. Vopel in

ascribing them to Marcus Aurelius. It cannot certainly

' Vopel, 17-33.
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be argued that the glass is contemporary with the Aiito-

iiiiies because it bears their effigies. Still, it is perhaps

not likely that the coins of these emperors would be thus

represented at any very long period after their death.

In Vetri, 33, 4, we see depicted the goddess Moneta.
Now this figure is common on coins of the third century,

but disappears at the end of it, so that we are probably

justified in placing this glass before the fourth century.

On Vetri, 34, 2 and 4, a quadriga is shown advancing to

the front, a position which is only usual on coins after

the year 241, before which time the chariot is always
shown from the side. The earliest date for these two
glasses is therefore the middle of tlie third century.

Vetri, 36, 1 ; Storia, 201, 4, shows personifications of

Rome and Constantinople^ receiving the homage of a
third female figure, possibly intended for Carthage. Such
personifications of the two cajDitals are found on coins

from 330 to 350 A.D., within which period this example
probably falls. Two other specimens, one (Vetri, 35, 1)

in the British Museum, have figures of Hercules upon
them, a fact which may possibly connect them with the

period of Maximian (abdicated 308 a.d.), who appears
on his coins with the attributes of the god. Turning
now from the evidence of the coinage, we find further

indications of date in the occurrence on several glasses of

certain historical names. Thus Vetri, 19, 1 ; Storia,

188, 1 ; Vetri, 19, 2 ; and Storia, 188, 2, bear the names
of CaUixtus (c/. 217 a.d.) and Marcellinus [d. 304 a.d.),

while on Vetri, 23, 1 and 2 ; Storia, 192, 1 and 2 ; Vet7-i,

25, 2 and 8 ; Storia, 194, 2 and 8, is found the name
Damas, wdiich in all probability stands for Damasus, the

well-known bishojj, who did so much to preserve Christian

monuments, and who died in 384 a.d. Here, again, we
cannot be certain that the figures are' contemporary
portraits, but at least we obtain a terminus a quo l>efore

which these examples cannot be dated. The inscription

' These personifications are found in consular diptyclis of the fifth and sixth
the miniatures of the Byzantine clirono- centuries. The silver treasure- of the
graplicr, the original of -which is at- fourth or fifth century found on the
tributed to the fourtli century (see Esquiline, and now in tlie Britisli

Strzygowski, Die h'alenderlilder des Museum, contains statuettes of Rome
Chronofjraphen, Jahrbuch des E. and Constantinople (see P. G-ardner,

Deutschen Arch. Instituts Ergiinznngs- J. H. S., IX (1888), Plate V, and
heft, I, Berlin, 1888), and on numerous 77).
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AVSONIOKVM on one of the small medallions connects
it with the Ausonii, a family Avhich flourished at the end
of the fourth century.

Further indications of date are provided by features of

an iconographical nature. The sacred monogram is

foinid ujDon more than twenty examples, sometimes plain,

sometimes surrounded by a wreath, sometimes, again,

flanked by Alpha and Omega. But M-ith a single excep-

tion it is always in the earlier decussated or Constantinian

form N^, which predominates in the fourth century and

becomes rare in the fifth. The excej^tion is the diminutive

medallion set in a headband found in Egypt, which bears

the crux monogrammatica (
-f ), a form which is commonest

in the fifth century. The simple cross is extremely rare,

and one of the examples on which it was found is only

preserved in the draAving Vt'tri, 41, 4; Storia, 188, 3.

Such considerations make it j)robable that few of the

glasses belong to a later period than the early part of

the fifth century ; but a second argument drawn from the

occurrence of the nimlms' would seem to tell the other

way. In Italy the nimbus as a Christian attribute is first

given to Our Lord in the mosaic of Sta. Pudenziana, which
is considered to date from the close of the fourth century.

It is first extended to persons otlier than Our Lord in

the mosaics of Sta. Maria Maggiore in the first half of the

succeeding century, Avhere it is seen round the heads of

angels and of the Virgin. Yet even here it has not yet

become a mark of holiness as distinct from worldly power,

for in the same mosaics it is o-iven to Kino; Herod. Its

use in connection with apostles and saints still fluctuated

between 500 and 600 a.d., and it is not until the seventh

century that it became universal. Now on some ten

glasses Our Lord appears with it, and on others it is not

' Vopol, 24. Arguments based u]ion in tlie fiftli eenturv. It now seems
such icunograiiliiial details as the ]>robable that it was introduced in the

introduction of tlie ninil>us must, how- fourth, and is therefore almost, if not

ever, be received with the greatest quite, as old as the plain varietj-.

caution and only accepted as provisional. Production in the eastern or western
The dates liitherto regarded as most lialves of the Christian world necessarily

certain are liable to be overthrown at influences questions of this kind. It

any moment. For example, it has till seems probable that the initiative in

now been almost an axiom that tlie these matters was often due to the East,

cruciferous nimbus of Our Lord first See J. Strzysowski, Crient oder Rom,
appeared in the sixth, or at the earliest 56 (Leipzig, 1901).
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only given to the Virgin, but to St. Peter, St. Paul, and

St. Aofnes, Althouo-h, therefore, there must always be a

certain want of conclusiveness in arguments based on the

occurrence or absence of the nimbus before the seventh

century, we may assume with some probability that

no glasses on which it is found are much earlier than

the middle of the fifth century, while some are later. A
late date is equally suggested by certain details upon
other examples. On one {Vetri, 1, 3 : Storm, 171, 3) is

depicted in a very realistic manner the martyrdom of

Isaiah. But as the representation of martyrdcans is not

known to begin before the fifth centurv, and the realism

of our example points to familiarity with such subjects, it

is natural to attribute this specimen to an advanced
period in the century at earliest. Again, in the German
Campo Santo at Pome there is preserved a trlass with

the inscription JYSTIXIAXYS SEMPER AYG, which,

if genuine, can only belong to the sixth century. From
the foregoing we may conclude that the gilded glasses

belong to a period extending from the first half of the

third century until a yet undefined time in the fifth or

perhaps even in the sixth century.

The principal difiiculty in the way of acceptmg so late

a date lies in the fact, ali-eady alluded to, that interments

did not take place in the catacombs after 410 a.d., while

the majority of the glasses were undoubtedly found there.

Unless this fact, attested by De Possi himself, can be

called in question, the objection undoubtedly has weight,

but may be at least partially met by the following

considerations :—For a long time after interments had
ceased, it was the custom of Christians to visit the tombs
of the martyrs'; and it is conceivable that on such

occasions new glasses mav have been deposited or old

ones replaced. Secondly, the catacombs are not the

only place where the glasses have been found. Examples
have been discovered in the ruins of a house at Ostia,

at Aquileia, at Castigiione della Pescaja and Castel

Gandolfo, as well as in tombs at Cologne and in Egypt."

^ Useful outlines of the history of Britain and Ireland (London, 1SS7).
the catacombs mar be found iu North- IL
cote and Bro-nrnlo-n-, and RomillT Allen, - Topcl, 20. Kisa, 03.

'Earlti Christian Si/mbolism i'm Great
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The later date for some specimens is therefore not

rendered impossible by the cessation of burials in 410,

but the great majority belong to the fourth century,

especially to the second half of it. Those with pagan
subjects are usually among the earliest, mostly belonging

to the third or early fourth century ; then follow those

in which signs of Christianity are not obvious, though
here some of the symbolic subjects such as the Good
Shepherd may form exceptions ; lastly come the examples
on which the cliaracteristic marks of Christianity are

conspicuous, especially those with figures of saints. The
general development thus illustrates the transformation

of a pagan into a Christian community. The artistic

merit of the glasses was never of a high order ; they
followed the course of decadence usual in Roman art, and
deteriorated with the course of time. The pagan speci-

mens are often the best, wliile many of those with figures

of Sts. Peter and Paul bear too evident traces of whole-

sale production. In some examj^les, e.g. Vetri, 17, 1, 2,

4, we can clearly trace the influence of contemporary
sculpture, the arrangement of the figures between fluted

columns closely recalling the sarcophagi of the most
highly developed period. In the simple ornamental
borders within which many of the scenes are inclosed we
may perhajiJS recognise imitations of designs executed by
workers in metal. ^

The subjects represented on the glasses maybe divided

into three main classes :

—

I. Those connected with relio;ions other than

Christianity.

II. Those which are purely secular.

III. Those directly related to the Christian religion.

The very existence of the first class, which may be

subdivided into two sections, the pagan and the Jewish,

awakens questions of considerable interest ; for surprise

has often been expressed that subjects of such a character

should have been placed by Christians upon the tombs of

their dead. It is, however, not astonishing that during

' Various arguments in favour of a Professor Schultze, Lie Katakomben,
later date for the gilded glasses than 192 and 195-6 (Leipzig, 1882).

that formerly accepted are giveia by
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the earlier period of persecution Cliristians slioiild Lave
refrained from displaying upon objects of domestic use

designs wliicli might have exj^osed their households to

suspicion and danger ; the same cause would act as a

powerful check on the manufacture of such objects. We
have already noticed that the other things found im-

pressed in the mortar of the loculi are also non-Christian

in character, jDrobably for the same reason. Nor is it

altogether surprising if in later and happier times we are

still confronted by such reminiscences of an abandoned
faith, for after the peace of the Church, bowls and cups

with subjects of this kind may still have remained in the

possession of Christian families, either as heirlooms from
pagan ancestors, or gifts from pagan friends. Nor was
any previous laxity of feeling likely to disappear at a

time when numbers ofpersons called themselves Christians

for political reasons, retaining as much as they could of

the old order of things, and only concealing what was
absolutely forbidden. It was thus that there prevailed

in Kome what has been called the syncretistic spirit,

evidences of Avhich can still be seen on works of art

which have been preserved to our own day.^ One
notable example is the silver bridal casket of Projecta in

the British Museum, where the sacred monogram is asso-

ciated with mythological scenes ; another is a leaden
situla found in Tunis," where Christian subjects are

mingled with motives drawn from classical mythology.
Early Christianity was at no time puritan in matters of
art. The early Christians, who grew up in the traditions

of the classical school, almost inevitably adopted in their

frescoes and scvdptures the decorative schemes of pagan
artists. But sometimes they show a tolerance almost
surj)rising in its comjjrehensiveness, accepting without
demur subjects which might have been expected to

arouse misgivings in the scrupulous. Even in the matter

' See E. Le Blant, Catalogue des tlie Good Shepherd, and stags shiking
Momiments Chretiens du Mitsee de tlieir thirst at streams flowing from the
Marseille, 22 ff. (Paris, 1894). sacred mount ; on the otlier, scenes from
^" DeEossi, i??<//e/'ino, 1867, pp. 77-87. the chase, a nereid on a hippocamp
Kraus, Geschichte der ChrisfUchen and a drunken Silenus supported ujion
Kunst, I (1896), 242. Garrucci, his ass by an attendant. The Greek
Storia, yi, Plate 428, 1 and 2. On inscrii^tion round the top is from Isaiah
this object we see ou the one hand xii, 3.
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of burial- 111 scrlj:*! ions and customs, where a rigid ortho-

doxy would have Ijeen natural, they did not always treat

pagan usages in an exclusive spirit.^ The latitude which
prevailed seems to have left it open to Christians not

only to use objects with mythological scenes or figures

upon them, but even to manufacture them. They were

forbidden to make idolatrous figui-es, " excej)tis Us rebus

qiue ad nsimi hominum jKn'tlnent,'' a- distinction which
allows considerable freedom as regards figures considered

merely as pai'ts of a scheme r)f decoration. Even the

stern TertuUian distinguished between images made
idololatricB causa and those created merely as orna-

ments ; and that this state of feeling was general

throughout the Christian community is established by
the history of the saints known as the Quattuor Coronati.

These men were Christian artificers in the time of

Diocletian, and were in the habit of making Cupids

and Victories for the ornamentation of public fountains.

But when they were called upon to make a statue of

yEsculapius for a temple, they preferred to suft'er martyr-

dom rather than consent. It is clear that figures of a

pronounced pagan character were jDroduced in Christian

workshojjs, but only on the understanding that they

were ornamental accessories and not objects of worship.

Although, therefore, the pagan glasses probably belonged

in large measure to converted pagan families, the possi-

bility that some of them were made by Christians is not

excluded." Among specifically pagan subjects may be

mentioned Cupid (Vetri, oo, 7); Minerva and Hercules

{Vetri, 35, 8); Cupids watching a cock-fight {Vetri,

37, 11) ; and Venus at her toilet ( Vetri, 36, 3).

The examples with Jewish subjects^ are only nine in

number. They do not present objects connected with

the old cult while the Temple at Jerusalem was still

standing, such as the ark and the altar of sacrifice, but

' The lettors D.M. (Dis Mayiihus) - On tlie wliole qxirsbion, see Do
seem to luive liecn undoubtedly "Rossi, Moma Sollerranca, HI, 578 ff.

;

inscribed on Cliristian tombs. Coins Noi'tbcote and Brownlow, Part W, 2,

have been found in tlie moutlis of 35 ff. ; and a sliort ai'ticle -in

Christian dead in llhcnish ;^ravc3 of liomische QuartalschriJ't filr C/iristliche

the fourth century {Homier Jahr- Altertumskunde, Sfc, 1895, 316.

hiicher, 1845, 83). See also Romiu-he •* On Jinvish glasses, see Garrucci,

quartalschrift, 1897, 507 ff, Vetri, 44-56.
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the seven-l)ranclied candlestick, the chest or cupboard
(aron) containing the scrolls of* the law and the prophets,

and other things associated with particular feasts, such

as the rani's horn, the bundle of* branches made uj) at the
feast of Tabernacles, and the unleavened bread of the
Passover. With these objects are associated doves and
lions, tlie latter, if not derived from the lions of Solomon's
throne, serving as guardian angels, or symbolising the
Jewisli Church or people (Genesis xlix, 9). These
Jewish glasses, most if not all of which were found in

Christian catacombs, once more raise the question of a
possible laxity or indifference on the part of the Christian

community; and here, again, the facts may be explained as

in the case of pagan examples. Nor are these gilded

glasses tlie only objects ornamented with Jewish symbols
which have been found associated with Christian inter-

ments, for terra-cotta lamps with the seven-branched
candlestick have often been discovered in Christian burial-

places.' Who made the glasses is another question ; they
may either have been produced in pagan workshops, or by
Jewish artificers settled in Rome. One example deserves

especial mention, as it differs from the ordinary type. It

is a representation in perspective of the Temple at Jeru-
salem, with an inscription in Greek, and was discovered
in the cemetery of Sts. Peter and Marcellinus."

The secular subjects are composed of two j^rincipal

classes—scenes from daily life, and portraits and family
groups. To the first class belong pictures of very varied

character. We see boxers with their lanista {Vetri, 34,

7, 8); a gladiator (Plate II) ; a money-changer (Vetri,

33, 1); a pastoral scene (Vetri, 37, 1); a huntmg scene
(Vetri, 37, 2); a tailor's shop with a customer trying
on a garment

(
Vetri, 39, 6) ; a wine shop

(
Vetri, 33,

2); actors (Vetri, 34, 1; 40, 1, 2); charioteers (Vetri,

34, 2, 4) ; and a tamer of wild beasts (Vetri, 34, 5). The

' In one type Our Lord is represented vol. of liev. Arch., 178 fp.), and a
with the seven-bninclied candlestiek. letter of M. Salomon Rcinacli, i/j., 412.
(Revne Archeoloffique, 1882, 'Parti, Vhite , The seven-branched candlestick alone
VIII). Tliere seems to be' some doubt would appear to be not necessarily
whether .Tewish and Christian cemeteries Jewish.
were always mutually exclusive. See - T>eIio»s{, Bi>netino,Yo].Yll, 1882,
a paper on' the Necropolis of Gamart, 121, 135, 137-158 ; and 1883, 92.
north of Carthage, by M. de Vogue (same
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examples of the second class are too numerous for detailed

description. They consist of portraits of individual men
and women, of married couples (Plate I) like those so

common on sarcophagi, and parents with their children.

Most of them are accompanied by acclamations wishing

health and prosperity, such as PIE ZESE8, VIVAS
CUM CAKIS TVIS, VIVATIS IN DEO, VIVAS
PARENTIBVS TVIS, DVLCIS ANIMA VIVAS,
often with the addition of proper names ; and many of

them cast a pleasing light upon the interior of Roman
homes under the Empire. Thus in Vefri, 31,1, we see a

mother and child with an attendant, the child resting on

the mother's knee ; in Vctri, 32, 2 ; Storia 200, 2, a boy
is learning to read by the side of his parents ; in Vetri,

32, 1, a little boy and his mother are seen together. Of
the single jDortraits, a very fine example is Vetri, 33, 3,

which represents Daedalius, a master shipwright, sur-

rounded by his workmen, who are plying the adze, saw,

and drill in the exercise of their craft. To the secular

subjects may be added the representations of animals,

among which may be noted tlie lion, panther, stag, and
ass.

The glasses with distinctively Christian subjects, which

form the third main division of our classification, may
again be subdivided into two classes, the first bearing

scriptural scenes, the second, figures of saints and

martyrs. The first of these two classes is of special

interest, because it affords ground for comjDarison with

the treatment of the same subjects in the early frescoes

of the catacombs, and on the sculptured sarcophagi of the

fourth and fifth centuries. The comparison shows that

both these branches of art exercised an influence upon

the glassmakers, though without preventing them from

manifesting a certain independence and originality of

ideas. Sometimes we find a complete deviation from the

treatment which routine had rendered traditional in early

Christian art ; at other times a single scene will combine

features severally distinctive of the frescoes or the

sarcophagi, as though the humble artist who etched the

design were unable to make up his mind which treatment

was the best. Of this vacillation the subject of•Moses

striking the rock may be taken as an example. In this
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DANIEL KILLING THE DRAGOX OF BEL WITH THE POISONED CAKE.
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scene the frescoes usually represent Moses as youthful

and beardless, while the sculptures show him as a bearded
man more advanced in age. In this respect the glasses

follow the frescoes, and yet their treatment of the water
flowing from the rock is that adopted by the sculptors and
distinct from that seen on the walls of the catacomlxs. A
more complete independence of convention is shown by the

artist of the Cologne dish [Storia, 169, 1), who diverges

so widely from habitual usage that the subjects of several

of the scenes are still a matter of dispute. This origin-

ality leads Dr. Yopel to conjecture that this artist may
have been a native of the colony and less a slave to

tradition than men actually living at Rome. On some
examples, again, subjects are chosen which are not found
either in sculpture or painting, such as Joseph in the
well, the martyrdom of Isaiah

(
Vetr'i, 1,3; Storia, 171,3),

and the scene on the same glass representing either the
staying of the sun by Joshua, or more probably the setting

back of the dial for the sick Hezekiah. Other scenes, for

example Daniel poisoning the dragon of Bel (Plate III),

(Vetri, 3, 13), and the miracle of Cana (Vetri, 7, 1 ff), do
not occur on the frescoes, but are frequent on the
sarcophagi. Purely symbolical subjects, such as the Good
Shepherd and the Lamb upon the Holy Mount, are rare,

giving place to scenes directly illustrative of scrijjtural

history; among the latter, subjects from the Old Testament
predominate over those from the New, as may be seen
from the following tabulated list :

—

Old Testament.

1. Adam and Eve.
2. Noah.
8, Tlie Sacrifice of Isaac.

4. Joseph in the Well.
5. Moses.
6. Moses striking the Rock.
7. The Return of the Spies.

8. The Martyrdom of Isaiah.

9. The Putting back of the
Dial for Hezekiah.

10. The Quickening of the Dry
Bones. (JJncertam.)

B.

New Testament.

1. The Good Shepherd.
2. The Magi (only one figure).

3. The Miracle of Cana.
4. The Multiplication of the

Loaves.

5. The Healingof the Paralytic.

6. The Healing of the Blind
Man.

7. The Raising of Lazarus.

8. Our Lord delivering the

Law.
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11. Daniel in the Lions' Den. Here 3 is not uncommon on
12. Daniel poisoninortbeDi^agon. sarcophagi, but not certainly

13. The Three Children in the known in frescoes ; 6 is rare

Furnace. in frescoes, very frequent on
14. Tobit. sarcophagi; 8 seems to show
15. Jonah. the influence of the mosaics as

16. Susannah. well as tlie frescoes, and has an
17. Job. especially close analogy with a

Oe these 4, 5, 8, 9 are found P'cture in the catacomb of St.

neither on frescoes nor sarcophagi ;
1*^*^^ ^^^ ^t. Marcellmus.

7, 10, and 12 do not occur in

frescoes, but are known on
sarcophagi.

But Biblical scenes form only one part of the religious

division ; the other class consists of re23resentations of

Our Lord, the apostles, saints, and martyrs, which are

interesting as showing what saints were specially

venerated in the Ptome of the fourth century. St. Peter

and St. Paul are naturally the most prominent, while

other names closely bound up with the history of the

Boman Church and often associated together are those of

Sts. Sixtus, Timotheus, Hippolytus, and Lawrence, and
those of Sts. Callixtus, Marcelhnus, and Damasus. But
martyrs from distant parts of the Empire take their

place beside the saints of the capital ; such are Justus

and Pastor, who M^ere natives of Spain. Of female saints

St. Agnes is most popular. Where portraits of Our Lord
are found, He is beardless and youthful in aj)pearance

;

only in two examples, one of which {Vatri, 17, 2)' is in

the British Museum, is He seen with a beard. Counting

fragments, Our Lord is found upon sixteen specimens

{yida Yopel, pp. lOG-107), on fourteen of which he is

accompanied by other figures. His name is usually given

as Cristus, but once Zesiis Cristus occurs, and twice Zesus

alone. The sacred monogram is twice found alone, but

occurs several times on the portraits and family groups

of the second class.

The following is a list of the saints, martyrs, and other

persons venerated in Bome, whose names are inscribed

on the gilded glasses :

—

' Garrucci doubts •whether tliis poi- tlie Fine Arts Qiiarterly Eevieiv for

trait is really intended to represent Our 18C4, suggested tliat the name Crislus

Lord. T)ie hite Sir A. W. i'riuilcs, in a mijjht here be a mistake for Calisltts.

short pnpi'r on Early Christian Glass iu
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Agnes. Marcellinus.

Callixtus. Mai-ia.

Castus. Pastor.

Cyprianus. Paiilus.

Danms(us). Perog-riua.

Dion. Pcti'us.

Electus. Philippus (" Filpus ").

Felix. Protus.

Floras. Silvonus.

Genesiiis. Siuion.

(H)ippolytus (" Poltus "). Stophauus (" Istefanus ").

Joannes (" Jouaues"). Sixtus or Xystus (" Sustiis").

Judas. Timotheus (" Timoteus ").

Julius. Thomas ("Tomas ").

Justus. Ursus.
Laurentius. Vincentius.
Lucas.

Enough has perhaps been said of the subjects repre-

sented upon the glasses to enable us to form some opinion

as to the purpose for which they were made. It has
often been suggested that they had a ritual use, and
were employed at the celebration of the Eucharist, but
the miscellaneous nature of the subjects and the form of
the vessels themselves, which is unlike that of the
earliest chalices known to us, render such a supposition

improbable. It is possible that a few examples, like

those found at Cologne {Storia, 169, 1, and 170, 1), may
have served as patens, tliough of this there is no certain

evidence. Zephyrinus in the third century ordained that

glass should be used for eucharistic vessels, but silver

was shortly afterwards adopted ; and though the use of
glass was not forbidden, the less fragile material must
soon have come into general use. There is no positive

proof that any of the gilded glasses now existing were
employed in the service of the altar. ^ Other suggestions,.

as that they were employed not directly as chalices but
to distribute the wine from the chalice, or that they held
consecrated wine which was buried with the dead, rest

upon an equally insecure basis. A third theory, that
they were used at the Agape, though less unlikely from
some points of view, is vitiated by the fact that the original

Agape was abolished by the second half of the fourth

century, to which period, as we have seen, the majority

^ The probability is di.-cussed by Nortlicote and Browiilow, II, Book Y, 2, 322.
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belong. Some of them may certainly have been used at

the feasts in commemoration of martyrs and saints, espe-

cially those which bear the effigies of St. Peter and St.

Paul. In support of this view Dr. Vopel has noticed that

names which follow each other closely in the calendar

are often associated upon the same glass, which could

then be used to commemorate more than one person.

For example, Our Lord is fou)id with St. Stephen, St.

Agnes with the Spanish martyr Yincentius, while Sts.

Sixtus, Lawrence, Hippolytus, and Timothy, who are

found together or in pairs, all have their days in the

month of August. The great number of specimens with

the figures of St. Peter and St. Paul point to the natural

pojDularity of the two apostles in Home. In the fourth

century the feast of St. Peter was kept with all kinds of

excesses, and St. Augustine and others comj)lain of the

drunkenness which frequently prevailed.^ It was a

general custom to go to the memoriae or chapels of the

martyrs, and there to partake of food and wine in their

honour. From a well-known passage in St. Augustine,

where St. Monica is praised for taking with her only one

cup, we may gather that others took several, perhaps a

different one for every shrine visited, each ornamented
with the figure of a different saint ; usages of this kind

would account for those glasses of which figures of saints

are the principal ornament. It is probable, however,

that the greater number of the gilded glasses were used

at gatherings of a less ceremonial nature, such as birth-

day feasts and other family celebrations. They some-

times bear inscriptions which are purely convivial and
evidently of secular origin.^ They were the gifts of

friends and relatives, the equivalents of the birthday and
wedding presents of our own times.

But it is jDrecisely owing to this domestic character

that t\\Q fondi cVoro gain in human interest what they

lose in tlie dignity of religious association. Their

evidence is not without value to those who study the

arcliEeology of the late Roman period. It is impossible

in this j)lace to discuss more than a single point of which

' Nortlicot.e and Brownlow, 11, •; F..q. Q.VT SE CORONABERINT
]5()ok V, 2, 306 T)c Rossi, Bulleiino, ]iIBANT {cf. Marquardb, Baa Privat-

ISG-i, 83. Vopel, 85. Icfjen der Romer, 2nd edit., 336-7).
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this ])r()|)ositi(>ii is tnie ; I will tlierefore consider their

importance to the histcny of costume. We are enabled

to supplement by their study the iriformation afforded

by painting and sculpture, information which as regards

the later part of the period in question is rather

meagre.' We see how ladies and children were clothed,

we can trace in part the evolution of male garments, which
were soon to develop into the vestments of the Koman
Church. At the close of the period whicli tlie glasses

cover, the final severance of the ecclesiastical garb from
that of the layman was already impending, and we can
still see in everyday use garments which were shortly

afterwards set apart for the service of the Church. And
of secular garments we see the most famous, the toga,

entering the last stage of its development before it finally

disappeared.

The transformation of Roman dress witnessed Ijy the

first centuries of our era was unfavourable to the ^rraceful

drapery which we associate with classical times. Little

by little the simple and dignified folds were, so to speak,

frozen into something stifFer and more ornate, reaching its

climax in the jewelled raiment of the Byzantine Emperors.
The inspiration of these changes came from the l^ast,

and one of its first effects was the general adoption of

the paUium, itself a simple garment, but the precursor

of a new order of things. The 2^'^('muin was the cosmo-
politan garment of philosophy and science, and as such
was the necessary rival of the toga, the distinctive mark
of the Roman citizen. It was the garment which Our
Lord and the apostles were sujjposed to have worn ; in

it they are habitually represented in early painting and
sculpture, and in it they appear within the narrow
compass of the gilded glasses. For these reasons it

was held in high honour by the Christian community
;

yet it never entirely superseded the toga, which was
preserved jmrtly by the aristocratic associations of the

^ Our knowled-re of certain garments, ornaments such as are seen npon tlie

especially of the tunic, has been largely RiWed glasses are here preserved in the

increased by the discoveries in the original materials ((/. Karabacek, Die
Christian cemeteries in Egypt, especially T/ieodor Grafschen Funde in Arjiipten,
in that of Akluuim (Pauopolis). The Vienna, 1883, and E.. Forrer's works ou
clavi or stripes, and the tabulae or orbi- Akhmim).
culi, applied to rectangular or circular

R 2
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past, but principally by a convenient modification of its

orio-iiial voluminous form. This alteration was ejected

by the adoption of the fashion known as contahulatio,^

which consisted of folding the toga into four, so that

it looked like a long narrow band. When worn thus

folded it had the appearance of a scarf and no longer

concealed to the same extent the surface of the tunic

beneath. This was an additional advantage, because the

tunic in process of time became more ornamental, and
was freely embellished with the stripes known as clavi,

and the circular rosettes or patches called orhiculi or

ccdliculae .' An upper tunic called a dahnatica with

short broad sleeves had come into use, and was itself

sometimes used out-of-doors ; while if further protection

was needed, the poncho-like prenida or p/«??e^a, or the

lacerna, were often preferred to both toga and pallium.

The toga was indeed preserved more as a mark of social

rank than anything else, and both as the trabea of the

consul or as the plainer garment of the senator was
always worn in the contabulated form. The fashion is

clearly illustrated by the considar diptychs of the fifth

and sixth centuries,^ and by a number of oiu' gilded

glasses, though here in a less satisfactory manner, owing
to the inferior precision of the work. It is probable

that the type of garment worn by men in Vetri,

Plate XXVI, is the toga contahalata, though it has

hitherto been considered, on the authority of Garrucci, to

be another kind of mantle known as the Icena. Tlie

comparative frequency with which the toga thus appears,

suggests that it may have been worn not only by senators

but also Ijy all persons of wealth or distinction, a view
which is supported by the fact that boys also wear it

(
Vetri, Plate XXX). If this is so, it may be assumed

that the wearers of the garment, and by implication the

owners of tlie glasses, were persons of some social position.

' For the fiisliion of coniahulatio and essays tlie following remarks are de-

its cousequei^.ces, see the valuable rived.

(•tudies of Monsignor Wilpert, " Un "''

Cf. Ferrer, Die Grdher nnd Textil-

Ciipitolodi Storiadel Vestiario," /y'^/-^£>, fnnde roii Akhmhn Panopolis, Plate

1898 ; and Uie aeirniidnii// der Christen VIII, Figs. 10 and 11.

in den JSrsfen Jahrhundcrten (pub- •* Cf. Afeyer, Zioei An/ike Elfenbeiti'

lished by the Gorresgesellsehaft, Vol. tafeln der K. Siaatshibliothek in

III), Bonn, 1898. From tliese two Munchen, 26-7, Munich, 1879.
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The enil)i"oidered robes worn by the wi\es of tiiese men
may be the feminine equivalent of the toga, possibly the

palla contahidata, and may equally l)e marks of social

position. A similar costume may be seen on the diptych

of the Consul Philoxenus (a.d. 525) now in the Biblio-

theque Nationale, Paris. ^ It was to the feminine pallium

or 2)0,11(1 that contabulation was first applied at the end
of the second or the beginning of the third century,

probably on the analogy of the costume worn by the

priestesses of Isis ; the fashion was then extended to the

toga before the fourth century had begun. The male
pallium resisted the change longer, and did not succumb
until about the middle of the fourth century.^ In this

case the alteration has an exceptional interest from the

probability that the 'palUimi contahulatum was the direct

ancestor of the pallium sacrurti, or archiepiscopal pall of

the Roman Catholic Church. The growing pojDularity

of the 'pcenula or ^:»/a7ie^a in the fourth century

threatened the existence of the pallium, just as the

pallium had itself threatened the existence of the toga.

But it was felt impossible to abolish a garment so closely

associated with the earliest days of the Church ; so by
the process of contabulation it was converted into a

narrow band, and worn above the peenula as a mark of

ecclesiastical rank. But as the psenula was a poncho
without sleeves, the 23allium could no longer go under
the right shoulder as heretofore, but was obliged to pass

over it instead. It now rested on both shoulders like a

collar, whence the Greek name o)fjLO(f)6pLov, with one end
hanging down in front and the other behind ; and it was
held in position by three pins or brooches, one over the

breast, one on the right shoulder, and one behind.

Gradually the heavy contabulated folds were trans-

formed into a single strip, a transformation already

effected before the end of the sixth century, as may be
seen from the fresco placed above the tomb of St.

Cornelius by Pope John III,^ and from the figure of

* Figured by Molinier, Histoire des mark of tlie afficiales (vide Wilpert,
Arts Indvstrieli, Vol. I, Iroires; 30, Caiiitoh,, 99, 100).
Paris, 1896. ^ Figured by Wilpert, CapitoJo, etc.

- In 382, it is enjoined by the Jex 105, Fig. 17.
vestiarm of Theodosius as the distinctive
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Bishop Maximianus in the mosaics of San Yitale at

Kavenna. By the ninth century the awkward pins had
been abandoned, and the paUium was made in one piece

;

and though the length of the pendants has been shortened,

the o-eneral structure has remained the same to the

jDresent day.' Other garments have survived in a

similar manner through their ado^jtion by the Church
;

the ]jlaneta was the prototype of the chasuble, and the

lacerna or hyrrhu.H, of the cope. The upjDer tunic or

dalmatic had become an ecclesiastical vestment as early

as the time of Sylvester (a.d. 314-335).

It may be of interest to conclude these notes on the

gilded glasses by a few remarks on their relationship

with other glass decorated with gold foil in earlier and
later times. The discovery of the great majority of the

sj)ecimens in the Boman catacombs induced the earlier

antiquaries to regard the skill which produced them as

something exclusively Christian ; but as we have already

seen, examples have been found outside Bome, while the

occurrence of Jewish and pagan subjects makes it improb-

able that none but Christian artificers were employed in

their manufacture. It is not astonishing that the number
found beyond the limits of the catacombs should be very

small, for they were exposed to greater risk of destruction,

and even their fragments had from the first little prospect

of preservation. Itinerant dealers in ancient Bome were
always on the look-out for broken glass, which could be

sold for remelting or for mixing with sulphur to form a

kind of solder.^ The presence of gold, even in the

attenuated form of gold leaf, would render the fate of

hvokenfondi d'oro doubly sure. De Bossi once found a

fragment from which most of the gold had been

deliberately scraped away. The predominance of dis-

coveries in the catacombs does not therefore prove an
exclusively Christian origin. There was, indeed, little

^ Tlieorics on the origin of the the iorja contabulata. On the whole

jyaUium sacrum are mmieroiis. In question see Eohault de Fleury,

addition to derivations from the ioga La Messe, VIII, 45 (1889), and

(vf. Eock, The Church of our Fathera, Grisar, Festschrift zvm ll-hv.iidert-

II, 30), tliere are others from the jdhricjen Jnlilaum des Deutschen Campo
lornm. The latter was a narrow Sanio in Rom. 83-114 (Freiburg, 1897).

band or soarf, and seems in ?ome oases - Martial, i"^^. I, 42. Various iiassages

{e.g. on consular diptvchs) to be con- in .Tuvcnal allude to such employment
fused with what Wilpert would call of broken glass.
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antecedent probability tbat the early Christians should .

l]ave suddenly invented a style of decorating glass

unknown to their pagan neighbours.

But there is something more than negative evidence

for believing that the Christians only adapted to their

own use a process whicli had already found favour with
Iioman ^^'orkmen, and that this process was not invented

in Italy. There seems to be a great probability that

Egypt, the country in which glass was first made, was
the home of this late development of the giassmaker's

art. It is well known that about the besfinning; of the

Christian era Alexandria was the great centre where
glass was manufactured ; and from this city, as from
Venice in later times, it was distributed in great

quantities throughout the civilised world. In the early

days of the Empire the art was transplanted into Italy,

first into Campania, and subsequently into Home, where
its products largely displaced the more costly vessels of

silver plate. The objects which still exist as documents
in support of the Egyptian origin of the gilded glasses

are not very numerous, but they are of considerable

intei'est. Herr Theodor Graf, of Vienna, has obtained from
Egypt a medallion with a figure of Minerva^ executed in

the style of the catacomb glasses, and probably dating

from quite an early period of the Empire. From the

same country come the headband, also belonging to Herr
Graf, containing the little medallion with the crux mono-
grwrtimatlca, and various beads, chiefly discovered at

Akhmim (Panopolis) with gold leaf imbedded in their

mass.

It is conceivable that the voXiva hid^pvcia mentioned
by Athenaeus [DeiptLOSO'phista, V, 199) as possessions of

Ptolemy Philadelj)hus may have been of the nature of

the gilded glasses, though there is no positive proof that

such was the case. If they were, the history of the

process is carried back more than two centuries before

Christ. There are other objects now in the British

Museum, which, though not found in Egypt, were probably
made there. Of these the most im2:)ortant are two hemi-
spherical bowls from Canosa (Canusium), the lower parts

of which are double, enclosing an acanthus ornament

^ Figured, Vopcl, 77.
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finely executed in gold leaf (Plate Y). These bowls,

which are of earlier date than thefondi cVoro, are accom-
panied by a fiat millefiori dish from the same place,

imbedded in which are a number of small rectangular

pieces of gold foil/ The Museum has also recently

acquired a thin glass disc about the size of the catacomb
glasses, obtained in Cyprus, and having etched in gold

upon a dark red ground a figure of Cupid holding a hoop
(Plate IV), The disc has at present no protecting glass,but
was probably the cover of a cup. Such discoveries seem
to mark definite stages on the route from Alexandria to

Rome. Vessels enclosing gold foil have been found in

Etruscan tombs, and beads similar to those from Akhmim
are said to have occurred in Danish graves."

Just as the employment of our process did not begin

with the early Christians, so it did not end with them

;

but before it had passed out of their hands it was adapted
to one most important purpose. There is reason to believe

that it suggested the idea of making the gilded cubes of

glass-mosaic so largely employed in Kome from the close

of the fourth century. These cubes are formed of a mass
of opaque or coloured glass covered on one surface with
gold leaf, above which is a very thin layer of transparent

glass, j^robably applied in the manner described by the

mediaeval writer Theoj^hilus,^ In the influence which they
exercised upon the development of the art of mosaic,

some authors have, indeed, seen the principal importance
of the gilded glasses.^

The use of gold for the ornamentation of glass con-

tinued under the Byzantine Empire, and specimens thus

decorated have been preserved.^ In the West, we
cannot be sure that the art persisted without inter-

mission. The first definite allusion to it after the

barbaric invasions we owe to the monk commonly known

' A bowl of similar glass with the * Lobmeyr, Ilg, and Bolieini, Die
same kind of ornament is figured by Glasindtts/rie, v>. 3H, Stutigait, 187-i.

Deville, HiiL de I'Art de la Vermrie, " In private collections (N'opel, -i).

Plate VIIIa (Piiris, 1873). I liave not been able to n ake out
- For a more detailed acfoiint of whether these glasses afford an exset

these and other facts relating to tlie parallel to the /'o^K/t rf'oro througli the

use of gold leaf in decorating gliiss in possession of protecting guards. 'Hie

early times see Vopel, 3, and Kisa, IJyzantine glasses in the Treasury of

91 fP. St. Mark at "^'eiiice, if one may judge
^ See p. 250. from Pasini's Caialoque. do not appear

to have any such protection.



PLATE V. To I'aix pcujt '^48.

BOWL FKOM CANOSA.

See page 225,
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as Heraclius, who is thought to have lived in Italy,

possibly in Rome itself, m the tenth century. His work,

De Culoribu.i et Artihus Roma7iorum,^ is a collection of

rules and recipes relating to the minor arts written

in hexameters. In a well-known passage in the fifth

chapter of his first book he describes his endeavours

to imitate a procedure known to the earlier Komans.
Although the lines are familiar to students of the subject,

I will translate a few of them to show how closely allied

is the process described by Heraclius to at least one of

those adopted by the early Christians.

"I found," he says, "gold leaf cunningly enclosed

between two layers of glass. After I had carefully

considered it, growing more and more perplexed, I

procured some phials of clear glittering glass. To
these I applied gum with a brush. Then upon this

I laid gold leaf; and Avhen it was dry, I engraved
thereon birds, men, and animals as my fancy moved
me. When this was done, with cunning blast I blew
over them a thin coating of molten glass. After they
had felt the heat thoroughly, the thin glass amalgamated
with the phials in a most satisfactory manner." The
passage is interesting as showing that though the

manufacture had probably died out in the troubled

period between the sixth and tenth centuries, a tradition

of it still survived in the monasteries. It may even be

conjectured that some specimens of early Christian glass

%\'ere still in existence, and that it was by these that the

speculations of Heraclius were called forth. The next

mention of glass decorated with gold is in the famous
SchedvJa diversarum Arthmr of Theophilus, a monk
whose real name was jDrobably Rugerus, and who
worked in North Germany about a hundred years

after Heraclius's time. In Chapter XV of his second

Translated by Mrs. Merrifield

:

century MS. of Heraclius (Egerton,
Original Treatises datinq from the 8-iOA).

TiceJfth to the EighteentJi Centuries, - 'R.^QnAric, Anl!ssatf upon Tarious
London, 1849. German edition by A. Arts inThree Books,hy Theophiluscdlled
Ilg in Quetlenschnfleyi filr Kunstge- also Rugerits,'Lond.on,\HA'i • and Ug in

schichte iind Kunst'echnilc des Mittelol- Quellenschriften, etc., Vol. Tli (1874).
iers, etc., edited by E. Eitelberger Von See also E. Aue'm Weevth in lionner
Edelberg, Vol. IV, Aienna, 1873. The Jahrhucher, LXXVI (1883), 79 f.

British Museum possesses a thirtetnth
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book he describes the manufacture of Mass cubes for

mosaic by overlaying the gold leaf with a coating of

pulverised glass subsequently brought to a state of flux

by heat. He adds that glass cups were ornamented by
the Byzantine Greeks by the application of pulverised

glass in a similar fashion. Some method of decorating

glass with gold, silver, and tin seems to have been known
in France and England in the Middle Ages, as Jean de
Garlande (eleventh or thirteenth century) alludes to

vessels thus ornamented. At the end of the fourteenth

century Cennino Cennini, an artist of Padua, in his

treatise on painting^ explains how to make panels of

glass decorated with gold for caskets and reliquaries.

His description includes the process of applying tlie gold

leaf and of etching the designs upon it with a needle, but
seems to ignore the provision of any protecting glass or

guard. Glass pictures reputed to be of about this period,

and answering very closely to Cennini's description,

are sometimes provided with an upper protecting glass,

apparently welded to the lower after the fashion of the

gilded glasses. At South Kensington there are several

examples, one a crucifixion on a dark background mounted
in a gilt frame, with smaller j)laques in the same style

representing apostles, the symbols of the Evangelists,

and the pelican in her piety. ' In the same museum
are several other specimens of medijBval etching

in gold foil on glass ; one is a ])ortable altar of

maple wood with small plaques inlaid in the Ijordei'

;

another, a Nativity, is in the Salting collection (No.

1215), and has next to it a later example representing

a secular subject ; this last is stated to be German
and to belong to the sixteenth century. In the

British Museum there are one or two small examj^les,

of fourteenth century workmanship. In the sixteenth

century coloured glass dishes ornamented on the bottom
with gold figures protected by an upjjer coating of glass

w^ere made in Venice.^ In the seventeenth century,

' 11 Lihro deW Arte o Traiiato della - Cf. a tptv similar example in the

Fif/vra, cd. Florence, ]859, 12.i £f. Church of llie Holy Ci'os-s at Eostock

:

There is an English translation bv Zciisc'hriJ't far Christluhe Kmist, 1895,

Christina Herriujiham :
" The Jiookoflhf 27K-!t.

Art of Cennino Cennini, London, iy9'J. •* Kisa, 99.
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perhaps as a result of recent discoveries in the cata-

comhs, Kiinkel endeavoin-ed to reproduce tlie gilded

glasses.' Attempts made in the following century
ajjpear to have met with greater success, but the

discoverer died without jjublishing the secret." There
are in various museums certain medallions purporting

to come from the catacombs which have usually been
considered sj^urious, and these may date from this period.

They Jiave smooth edges and have never formed parts

of drinking-vessels, while their subjects are principally

portiaits. One example now in tlie British Museum
and foi'merly, it would appear, in the collection of

Horace Walpole at Strawberry Hill, was figured,

though not very accurately, in the Archceotogical

Journal forty years ago.'^ Two others which seem to

l)elono- to the same class mav be seen at South
Kensington. Dr. Vopel is inclined, however, to reha-

bilitate some of the specimens condemned by Garrucci,

on the ground that they bear a close resemblance to

a medallion, now in the Vatican, found l^y Professor

Armellini in 1878 in the catacomb of Callixtus under
circumstances which would make deception difficult."*

It is perhaps in favour of this view that among the

specimens of doubtful appearance said to have been
found in Sicily, and figured by D'Orville," there is one
small medallion, representing Our Lord with the rod of

power, which has all the appearance of being genuine.

Medallions of this kind cannot therefore be condemned
indiscriminately, but it can hardly be doubted that

some are the work of modern times. There seem
to have been no further attempts at reproduction until

the present generation. In 1858 Cardinal Wiseman,''

who took a lively interest in Garrucci's publication,

delivered a lecture on the catacomb glasses at Dublin.

* Kunkel, Ars J'itraria Experimeji- ^ Vol. YIII (1851) 170. See also

ialis, II, 12. Frankfurt and Leipzig, Proceedings, Wincliester, 1845, xrxix.

1679. Cf. also Kisa, 9y. » Gli S'tudi in Italia, 1S78, 178.
" CaThis, I{ect(eil d'Ant.'qtiites, III, * Sicv.la. ed. Burmannus, 1704,

195, Paris, 1759. In the same 128a.
passage Caylus describes experiments ^ The Sermons, Lectures, and Speeches
made by a distinguislied eliemist, M. delivered hy Sis Eminence Caidinal
Majault, in the manufacture of gilded Wiseman during his Toiir in Ireland
glass. -in Atigust and September, 1858, 164-

215, Dublin, 1859.
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In the course of his remarks he stated that efforts had
recently been made in England to manufacture cubes of

gilded glass mosaic like those used in Italy, but without
success, the gold leaf curling up and turning black when
the protecting layer was applied. Not very long ago,

however, Salviati of Venice succeeded in producing
medallions and bowls with enclosed designs after the

real fashion of the fondi cVoro} Successful experiments

have also been made in the present year by N. H. J.

Westlake, Esq., F.S.A., who applies the gold foil by
]neans of a mordant such as sugar and water, covers the

design with a flux, lays on this a second sheet of glass,

and then subjects the whole to a heat sufficient to melt

th6 flux and cause the two layers to miite. As an

example of the use of gold leaf between two protecting

glasses, very much in the mode of the antique bowls

from Canosa, we may note the tuml)lers made in

Bohemia in the eighteenth century, Avhich are made
double, one part fitting closely into the other. It

Avill be seen from the above rapid summary that this

style of glass decoration has had a long and varied

history, lasting, though not without intermission, from

the times of the Roman Empire to our own. As is

both natural and fitting, the largest and most im-

portant collections of the gilded glasses are to be

found at Rome, where, in the Library of the Vatican,

the Kircherian Museum, the Koman College, and the

Museum of the Propaganda, the majority of existing

specimens are to l^e found. Among the collections

outside Rome, that in the British Museum holds a

foremost place.

' See Bonner Jahrhiivlier, 1879, 119; Vopcl; 5.
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LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL WORKS WHICH TREAT OF THE
GILDED GLASSES.

Buonarruoti, F. Osserrazioni sopra Aleuiii Frammenfi di T'asi, Antichi di Tetro
Ornati di Figurr Trocati ncl Cimilcri di Eomn, 171G. (Tliis book has for all

general purposes hcen superseded by Garrucci's works, but both text and
illustrations are still of value to the student.)

Boldetti. O.fxprvazioiii sopra i Cimiteri dei Santi Martin ed Antichi Cristiani di

Roma, 1720 (pp. 14, 60, 191, 192, 194, 197, 200-202, 205, 208, 212, 21U,

334, 514). (Superseded by Garrucci's volumes ; need not be consulted by the
general reader. The book is not of equal value with Buonarruoti's work.)

Garrucci, E. (1) T'efri Ornati di Figure in Oro, 2nd ed., 1864 (42 Plates).

(2) Storia dell' Arte Cristiana, Vol. Ill, 1876. (These two works are the
classics on the subject and should be consulted in tlie first instance. The
illusti'ations are drawn in outline.)

Perret, L. Les Catacomhes de Borne, Vol. IV, Plates 21-33, Paris, 1851. (A costly

edition de luxe only accessible in large libraries. The illustrations, though
not always quite accurate, give a better idea of the actual appearance of the
glasses than those of Garrucci, as the gilded paris are reproduced in gold.)

Bonner Jahrtjiicher = Jahrljiicher des T'ereins von Altertumsfreunden im Rheinlaiide,

Heft 36, pp. 119 ff. (1864) ; 42, pp. 168 ff. (1867) ; 63, pp. 99-114 (1878) ;

71 pp. 119 ff. (1881) ; 81, pp. 49-77 (1886). Articles by E, Aus'm
Weerth, H. Diintzer, and C. Bone, on the gilded glasses discovered in

Cologne and neighbourhood.)

De Rossi, J. B. Bulletino di ArcheoJogia Cristiana (Rome), years 1864, pp. 81 ff.,

89 ff.; 1868, pp. 1 ff. ; 1874, pp. 126 ff
.

; 1882, pp.'l31 ff., 137 ff., 158.

(Articles on individual discoveries.)

De Rossi, J. B. Roma Sotterranea Cristiana, Vol. Ill, p. 602 (Rome, 1877).
(Very short statement, but preceded (pp. 580 ff.) by an account of the various
other objects fixed like the glasses in the mortar of the loculi.)

Kraus, F. X. Die Christliche Kunst in ihren frilhesten Anfdngen, Leipzig, 1873,
pp. 135-144. Roma Sotterranea, 2nd ed., 1879, pp. 328 ff. (based upon
De Rossi's work of the same name.) Realencyklo-pddie der Christlichen
Altertiimer, Vol. I, 1880, pp. 609 ff. (art. " Glasgefasse," by Heuser— a good
summary). Geschichte der Christlichen Kunst, Vol. I, 1896, pp. 479 if.

(A short statement.)

Smith and Cheetham. Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, Vol. I, 1875, pp. 730 ff.

(Short account.)

Martigny. Dictionnaire des Antiquites Chretiennes, ed. 1877, pp. 327 ff., 349 ff.

Schultze, V. Archdologische Studien iiber altchristliche Monumente, 1880, pp.
203-211. Die Katalcomhen, 1882, pp. 187-198. Archaologie der altchrist-

lichen Kunst, 1895, pp. 306 ff. (Summaries with valuable remarks bearing
on the question of date.)

Roller, Th. Les Catacomhes de Rome, Vol.11, 1881, pp.222 ff. (Two plates
;

remarks confined to the glasses with portraits of St. Peter and St. Paul.)

Northcote and Brownlow. Roma Sotterranea ; or, An Account of the Roman
Catacomls, etc., compiled from De Bossi, new edition 1879, Pt. II, Bk. V.
(Based on De Rossi's book, Roma Sotterranea. It is provided with iiseful

coloured plates, which, next to those of Perret, give the best idea of the
general appearance of the glasses.)

Kisa, A. Die Antilcen Gldser der Frau Maria voni Rath zu Koln, Bonn, 1899,
92-100. (Summary, with especial reference to the historical development of
the art of ornamenting glass with protected designs in gold leaf.)



ROMAX ANTIQUITIES IN SOUTH GERMANY.

By Professor BUNNELL LEWIS, F.S.A.

I do not propose, as may perhaps have been expected,

to take a comprehensive view of Roman remains in South

Germany ; this would be a task beyond the hmits of a

memoir, and too extensive for my faculties, either of

mind or body. I shall limit my remarks to objects of

art and antiquity personally observed, or suggested as

deserving notice by the local savants whose acquaint-

ance I had the j^leasure to make.

On former but not very recent occasions I had the

honour to read at meetings of the Institute descriptions

of mosaics at Palermo and Avenches. I now invite your

attention to a similar work of art at Rottweil, in the

kingdom of Win^temburg, This flourishing town is

pleasantly situated in a beautiful country on the line of

railway from Stuttgart to Schaff'hausen, and therefore

easily accessible.^ In the year 1784 remahis of walls, a

tessellated pavement, and Roman coins were found on a

hill south of Altstadt-Rottweil, which led to the conjec-

ture that the Romans had a settlement here. In 1817

furtlier excavations were undertaken, and brought to

light more antiquities. In 1832 an archaeological society

was formed which vigorously pursued exjDlorations.

Two years later they succeeded in uncovering a locality

containing a mosaic of about 24 square feet, divided into

compartments, with the figure of Orpheus in the centre.

This floor rested on stone slabs, supported by stone

pillars (pilae). As the soil was only ankle-deep above

the mosaic, the cultivation of the land caused much

1 Rottweil is not fiir from the source universities in Germany, as Stuttgart

of the Neckar, and cotnuiands fine dis- does the capital cities. Its shady walks

tant views—" mit selioner Ferusiclit

"

and general as])cct please the educated

-(Baedeker, Sild-Deutschland, ed. 1876, Englishman, olten reminding him of Jiid

93). It lies south-west of Tiibingen, own Alma Mater,

which in situation surpasses otlier
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Injury to it. On tliis account in 18G5 it was removed to

the Lorenzkapelle in Kottweil, and still remains tliere.'

Expei'ience })roves that mosaics, if left in situ ^vithout

protection, inevitably suffer deterioration ; they must be
preserved either by building a house over them, as at

Nennig, or by removal to a church or museum where
they will be under inspection and safe."

()r])heus occupies the post of honour in a square,

enclosed by two borders, one very narrow, the other

broader and divided into eight compartments. They
AN'ere adorned with some groups of which only fragments
now exist ; and for want of space these have not been
replaced according to the order in which they were dis-

covered. The Thracian bard, seated, wears a Phrygian
cap, and from under it locks of hair show themselves.

He has a youthful appearance, and is looking sideways
and upwards.^ His right hand holds the plectrum close

' I have derired my information con-
cei'ning the history of tliesc discoveries

from a small pamphlet published in

1881, whose title does not indicate the
existence of any Roman remains

—

Verzeichniss der altdeutschen Schnitz-

Kerlce nnd Malereien in der St. Lorenz-
kapelle zu Sottweil. But it contains an
appendix— " Die romischen Alterthiimer
dieser Kapelle."

- Any person who has studied cla-sical

mosaics will be fully alive to the necessity

of removing them oi* of erecting build-

ings over them, as he can recall instances

where they would otherwise have
perished, e.g., those found at Lillebonne
(Jidioboiia, Guides-Joanne, Normandie,
ed. 1882, p. 306), Promenades de Reimsi,

Tienne in the Departement Iscre,

Nennig between Treves and Thionville.

Professor J. H. Middleton wrote an
interesting article on mosaics of various
periods, EncqcJopcedia Britcinnica, 9tli

«d., XYI, 849-855, with illustrations,

Figs. 1-5 ; but he has not mentioned
even by name any of those to be
seen in France, which of all in conti-

nental Europe are ihe most accessible to

as. He dwells on the mosaics of North
Africa, and very naturally, as some of
them are deposited in the British
Museum. This essay, bearing date 1878,
could of course contain no account of a
tessellated pavement discovered in 1896,
v/hich is interesting from an artistic

point of view, but surpasses the rest by
its historic value— '• Les Mosafques

Virgilienncs de Sousse," Planche XX,
fully described by P. Gaiickler in one
of the publications of the Fondation
Eugene Piot. I abridge his account cf

this precious monument :
—

"The poet clotlied in an ample white
toga, with narrow blue border, faces the
spectator, is seated on a chair with a
back to it, and rests his feet on a step in

front. A roll on which are inscTibed

the following words Ues open on his

knees :

" ' Musa mihi causas memora quo
nilmine Iseso,

Quidve. . . .'

" With head erect, right hand on the

breast, and forefinger raised, he listens

to Clio and Melpomene ; sranding
behind him they dictate his poems.
The Muse of History holds with both
hands a manuscript, the Muse of

Tragedy a mask ; the latter wears a

rich costume of a red colour and
embroidered with gold lace ; she listens

attentively while Clio reads."
* AVe may not unreasonably suppose

that Or]3heus is looking up to the Muse
for inspiration, as according to the
ijiythographers he was the son oi

Calliope ; and such an interpretation

would agree with the designs <>f Jlounus
at Treves, which Dr. Hettner has

described, with an illustration, in

Separatabzvg aus der Wesldeutschen

Zeltschrift far Geschichfe nnd Ktinst,

Jahrgaug X, S. 209 fg.
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to a five-stringed lyre resting on his thigh ; his left plays

it with extended fingers. A red mantle is fastened by a

brooch {fibula) on his right shoulder, and drawn back
over the breast ; it falls behind on the seat, and thence

to the ground. The under-garment is of a greenish blue

colour, with a black border ; it reaches to the calf of the

leg. A magpie on the spectator's left, and a raven on
his right, are perched on trees ; they listen with closed

beaks to the harmonious sounds, while below a dog
opens his mouth wide, and looks up towards the musician.

In the opposite corner we see a bird which might be a

heron or an ostrich, but is too imperfect to be certainly

identified.

The plectrum (TrXrJKTpov) was a short stick with Avhich

the player struck the chords. Its form is much better

shown in a photograph of the Palermitan mosaic, which
I exhibit, than in the compilations generally used for

educational purposes ; here Orpheus is represented hold-

ing the plectrum almost at arm's length away from

the lyre. Cicero, De Natura Deorum, II, lix, 149,

says that his fellow-countrymen were accustomed to

compare the tongue to the plectrum, the teeth to the

strings, and the nostrils to the horns of this instrument.'

At Palermo Orpheus wears only a short tunic that comes-

down to his knees, but the chief difference from that at

Kottweil consists in the greater number of birds and
beasts—nineteen altogether—that surround him."

Philostratus Junior wrote a book which bears the

title Imagines (Et/coVe?). It professes to be an account

of pictures wdiich he had seen ; which, however, some
sup23ose to have been only imaginary. It delineates in

animated language the birds and beasts—all alike, wild

and tame—listening to the music of Orpheus, and sub-

dued by it f but I refer to this passage esj^ecially be-

' "Ea (lingua) vocem immoderate scattered promiscuously; it is just the

profusairi fingit et terininat, quao sonos opposite to that near Kreuznach, where
Tocis distinctos ct presses eflicit, quum symmetry prevails throughout the com-
et ad dentes et ad alias partes pellit position. See my paper on " Antiquities-

oris. Itaque plectri similem linguam in the Museum at Palermo," Arch.

nostri solent dicere, cliordarum dentes, Jour., XXXVIII, 151-153.

Tiares cornibusiis, qui ad nerves resonant ^ On the other hand, at Corinium
in cantibus." (Cirencester) we see the influence oi

- This mosaic shows an utter want of music over savage animals indicated,

arrangement, the various creatures being and probably with a symbolic allusion.



PLATE I. To face paijt 25G.

OEi'HEUS, FROM A JIOSAK' PAVEMENT AT BOTTWEIL.
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cause the description of Orpheus corresponds so well with
our mosaic. " He is represented as a j^outh—the first

down of a beard sprouting on his chin—wearing a tiara

that gleams with gold, looking upwards with eyes ex-

pressing tenderness, inspiration and devotion to the ser-

vice of the gods." Such enthusiasm, strongly marked in

the countenance of Orpheus at Rottweil, is the feature

by which it excels all other figures of the kind that I

have seen in ancient pavements.

The story of Orpheus is one of the most interesting of

tlie old Hellenic myths ; I might even go farther, and say

that for the inquiring archaeologist it has more attrac-

tions than any other, whether he considers the earlier

and later legends, the recurrence of the subject in Groeco-

Koman art, the adoption of this type by the Christians,

or the frequent leferences to it made by our own epic

poet. Even the difficulties that attend these researches

only increase the fascination of the pursuit. At first we
find the })ower of music symbolized by animals, trees, and
stones moving at the sound of the lyre ; afterwards a

new myth was added, and Orpheus is punished by the

gods for the benefits he had conferred upon men.^

Very numerous are the mosaics, in localities far

removed from each other, portraying the bard amidst

birds and l)easts, and it is not an improbable conjecture

that the E,omans preferred this subject as indicating the

blessino-s of civilisation, which thev diftused among
barbarous races whithersoever they went and conquered.

Professor Paul Knajop, in his treatise Uber Oiyheusdar-
stellangcM, Beilage zum JahresbericJtt 1894-5 dcs Kgh
Gymnasiums in Tubingen, reprinted separately, p. 29,

' Horace, Carm., I, xii, 7-12. Propertius, Elegies, IV (HI), i,

" Unde voealem teiiiere insecutae 1-4 :

—

Orphea silvae, » Ornheu, te lenisse feras et concita
Arte matcnia rapidos morantem

dicunfc
Flu.iiinum lapsiis celeresque ventos, Flumina Threicia sustinuiss^e lyra

;Blandum ct auritas fidibus canons ^^^^ Cilliaeronis, Thebas agitata
Ducere quercus.

arteni^rv P(..//m 392-396, he couples Sponte sua i'n muri nunnbra coTsse
Ampluon with Orpheus, and gives us ferunt
the legends in a different metre, but the
subject is the same :— As in Horace, so here, Orpheus and

"Dictus et Aniphion, Thebanae Ampliiou are mentioned together. Tlie

conditor areis, name of the latter does not occur

;

Saxa movere sono lestudinis et however, the allusion cannot be mis-

prece blanda taken.
Dunere quo vellct."

S
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has einimerated ten places wlieie mosaics of this class

have been discovered—at St. Marinella, near Civita

Vecchia, Carnuntum (Lower Austria), Vienne (Tsere),

Isle of Wight, North Africa, etc. He omits the line

specimens which adorned the ancient villas in England.

Foreign savants often show great ignorance concerning

Komano-British antiquities, but we cannot censure them,
being ourselves no better informed about continental

monuments.
Orpheus occurs in sculpture also, not infrequently

;

but for the present a single example must suffice. That
at Pettau (Poetovio, Colonia Ulpia Trajana Poetovio in

Pannonia Superior) is described at length by a well-

known archseologist, Professor Alexander Conze, of Berlin,

in his Romische Bildwerke Einheimischen Fundorts in

Osterreich (SeparatahdrucJc aus dein XXIV Bande dcr

Denkscliriften der Philosojjhisrh-Historischen Classe dcr

Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaftcn 1875). Plate

V is an engraving of a tomb-stone at Pettau.' In the

reliefs of the lower part, which has been much injured,

we may still discern that the visit of Orpheus to the

lower world is represented. On the spectator's I'ight,

Mercury, easily recognised by his pctasiis and herald's

staff, stands behind a throne on which a male and female

divinity are seated—Pluto and Proserpine, I presume.

Orpheus stands in front of them, playing his l3're. The
figures behind him are effaced to such an extent that the

attribution is quite uncertain—one of them may possiljly

be " his half-regained Eurydice."' The most important

' Poetovio appears to be a more From golden slumber ou a bed
correct form than Feforio (y. Orelli's Of heap'd Elysian Howers, and lieiir

note on Tacitus, Histories, III, 1). Sucli strains as would have won
Pettan is a town in the south-cast of the ear

Stjria (Steiermark) near the frontiers Of Pluto, to have quite set free

of Croatia and Carinthia (Krain) ; it is His half-regain'd Eui'ydice."

also a station on tiie railway from Ausfiilirliclie Lexikon der Griech-

Pragerhof to Buda-Pest (Ofen). Many ischm und Rumi.seheti Mythologie,

antiquities have been discovered there herausgegehen v. W. Ji. Roscher, 43
recently ; some of them liave been and 44 Lieferung, 1901, contains a

removed, as is usually the case in very elaborate article on Orpheus

—

Continental Europe, to the capital of pp. 1058-1207. See esp. pp. 1202-

tbe province, Graz. The legion i.III 1207. Altrhristliche Orpheus-darx'et-

Gemina Wiis quartered at this place tmigeu, wi(h figure 17. Orpheus tinier

(my paper on Buda-Pest, Arch. Jour., deiilHeren; Itiickwand eines ArcosoUums
L, Appendix, sub finem). in S. Domltilla (nac/i Botfari, Scult. e

- "ihltOTn, L'Al/.pgro :
— pitt.sagre 2,71). Tbis class of monu-

" That Orplieus' self might heave his ments belongs to the second to lourtli

head centuries.
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group surnioiiiit.s the inscription. Orpheus, wearing the

Phrygian caj) as usual, semi-niide, is seated, playing the-

lyre in tlie same attitude as at Ptottweil ; to riglit are an
elephant, lion, ox, stag, and perhaps a fox ; to left a camel

and hoar, with two other animals not easily distinguished,

A horder below is filled with animals running, and that

ahove with birds, one of which seenis to be a cock,

Apj)ai'ently these creatures have no connection with the

story of Orpheus, as they show no sign of attention to his

music. In the pediment is a female, whose limbs only

are draped ; she turns towards a recumbent figure. In

each corner a winged boy holds a torch. Crowning the

whole monument we see two lions, back to back, and a

bearded human head, pei'haps of Jupiter Ammon, between
them. Compare Plate VII, a similar sepulchral relief, at
St. Martin am Pacher.

The inscri23tion filled a proportionately large space

between the upper and lower gi'ouj^s, but is now^ nearly

illegible, which may be accounted for partly by the

exposed position of the monument in the market-place of

Pettau, partly by its having been used as a pilloiy or

whipping-post {Pranger), to which culprits were fastened

by nails and bonds. However, we can still read DEC, the

abbreviation for Decurio, a member of the senate in a

municipimn or colony, Avhere the highest magistrates

were called Duuwviri I. D. [juri dicundo).^

Compare C.I.L., III, i, 517, No. 4069, Pannonia
Superior, Poetovio. The explanation of the group below
the inscription seems to have been copied by Mommsen
from some preceding antiquary, and is by no means
satisfactory, I have followed Conze's interpretation,

which corresponds w^ell with the figures still visible on
the stone. Poetovio was doubtless a town which grew
up, like many others, aroimd the camp of a legion ; it

must have been at one time an important place, as the

inscriptions found there occuj^y pp. 510-520, Nos. 4015
4098, in CJ.L.Jxr

' Dictionary of Aiitiquitiex, 3rd ed., fortress. It sliould not be confounded
I»697. with an earlier and much sniniler work

' Consult Jacobi, Castrum zri Saal- by Coliausen and Jacobi, which is only
hurg. This book was specially recom- a Iroclntre. The huts (ca7\abae) of
niended to me by Professor Adolf camp-followers, sutlers, cooks, etc.,

Michaelis, of Strasburg University, as gradually developed into towns, of which
giving the best description of a Roman we have an example at Eeginum also

s 2
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In the Aiitonine Itinerary,- besides the form ot the

word given above, we find Patavione and Petovione [v.

Index to Parthey and Finder's edition) ; but the inscrip-

tions in the place itself or its neighbourhood and the

Florentine manuscript (indicated by the letter M, i.e.

Codex Mediceus, in Tacitus, Histories, III, 1, edit. Orelli)

have Poetovio. Uolto^lou (Ptolemy, 11, xiv, 4)' and
Petobio (Annnianus Marcellinus, XIV, xi, 19) are

examples of the connnon interchange between the letters

B and V. This town was on the frontier of Noricum and
Upper Pannonia, and probably on the riglit bank of the

Drave (Drau) ; the modern Pettau is on the left. As it is

a station on the railway from the junction at Pragerhof

for Buda-Pesth, and about 20 miles south-east of

Marburg, which is on the main line from Graz to Trieste,

the traveller will easily make his way to it, whether he

approaches from the side of Hungary or Styria. Many
of the objects found here have been removed to the

Landesmuseum Joanneum at Graz, I have received

valuable assistance there from Professors Arnold Luschin

Hitter von Ebengreuth and Wilhelm Gurlitt, who are

memljers of tlie Curatorium, and I am sure that they will

l^e jjleased to exhibit and explain to the antic[uarian

visitor the monuments in their collection, Celtic, Itoman,

etc.

This institution issues annual reports containing

accounts of recent discoveries and of additions to

its treasures by purchase or donation, e.g. for the year

181)5, published in 1896, pp. 50-59, C, prehistoric

collection and cabinet of antiques and coins
; p. 57, a

tabulated list of new acquisitions. As a sj)ecimen of

contemporaneous researches I may mention excavations

in the Necropolis near Pettau (see Bomische Lampen aus

Poetovio im hesitze des Steiermarkischen Landesniuseums
" Joanneum.,'' von Dr. Otto Fischhach, niit 7 Tafeln,

Graz, 1896, especially p. 4, seq.).

If the digression may be allowed, I sliould like to

notice a marble head engraved in Conze's memoirs on the

(Riitisbon). See my ))apei" on " Augs- ' Sec tlie Xotes in Car. Miiller's

burg und Ratisbon," J'art II, */. edition of Ftoletny, I, 292, for various

Arch. Jovr.^ XLVIII, 408, especially readings,

^ote 1, where inscriptions are cited.
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Koinaii sculptures found in Austria, Part III, pj). 1 1-13,

Plate XVI, A, B [DenkschrifWn d. L Aka<L <l Wis-

sensch. j)Jiilos.-histor., CI. XXVII, Bd. 1877). A youno-

man's liead with the horns and ears of an ox is figured

here. It has been inserted in a wall of the passage through
the so-called Old Gate at Cilli' in tlie south of Styria,

near the frontier of Carniola (Krain). The ancient town
was Municipium Claudium Celeia. The Romans settled

there at an early period of the Em])ire,'" as is proved
l)y an inscrijjtion, No. 5232, recording citizenship ])estowed

upon an inhabitant by the deified Augustus. Tlie name
Claudimn is derived from the Emperor Claudius (Pliny,

Nat. Hist. Ill, xxiv, § 146. The third volume of C.

I. X., ii, 631-648, contains the inscriptions found in the

place, which has many architectural remains, and in its

vicinity (Ager Celeianus).

Several conjectures have been proposed i'ov the explana-

tion of the sculptures above mentioned, l)y no means
rare at Celeia, but the most pi'obable is thiat adopted by
Conze, viz. that they were intended for river-gods.

Compare Horace, Carmina, IV, xiv, 25,

Sic tauriforniis vulvitur Aujidus,

Qui regna Dauni praefluit Apuli,

and see the notes in the editions of Orelli and Wickham,
where parallel passages are quoted.' Conze lefej's to the

' Cilli is a station on the railway Sophocles, TrachinuT, \\.^~\Z,iroTaixhs,

from Graz to Trieste, south of the ^ Axi^'iJov \i-yoj . . . (poirwv ivapy^is

junction at Pi-agerhof. The ancient ravpos, . . . a\^or' avSptlfj) kvth
Celeia was in the south-east part of fioinrpijipos (<f. ibid., 5(i7, -'77., irorafjioh

Noricuni (Antonine Itinerari/ , Celeia crO'fi'os, i'il/iKt(>io rtTpaopov (pda/xa ravpov,

civitas . . . inpm XXIII, edit. 'AxtAojos onr' Olt'iaSaf) ; Virgil, Qeorgicn,

Wesseling, p. 129; edit. Parthey and IV, 371 .v/y..

Binder, p. fil). "Et gcMiiiia auratus taurino cornua
2 >iThe Eoman occupation is also voltu,

indicated by the name oF auotlie^ station Eridninis, quo non alius per pinguia
somewhat farther south, Eonierbad

—

culta,

Slavonic, Teplitza, " warmes Bad"

—

In mare purpiircuni a iolentior

as well as by monumental stones effluit iniinis"

;

v( Baedeker's Siid-lJeutschland und Jiiwid, \' III, 77,

Osterrpich, edit. iSTti, r. 448). " Corniger Ifospcriduni fluvius reg-
* Conip. Euripides, Ion, v, 1261, nator a(|Uiirum "

;

w Tavp6ij.op<poi' ijfj.ua Kt]<pi(roh irarpos, with Couington's notes on both
with Paley's note ; Homer, Iliad XXI, passages.

237, where tlie river Scamander en- Macleane, in his edit ion of Horace, /oc.

deavours to overwhelm Achilles with cilaf. (Bibliofheca Class/en), says that

his swelling waves, river-gods are no(. represented with
o 5' tiriatrvTO oiS/nari Ovoiv, horns in the ancient works of art that

* * * have survived. Tliis as-ertion is ccvy-

Toi'ry tKfiaWi Bvpa'Cf, lUfivicws yvrt tradictcd by the ftatemeut of Conze
TaT'pos

; mentioned above, and refuted by the
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Salzburg Theseus-mosaic as a proof that a man's head
with bovine horns was not unknown in Noricum as the

type of a river-god ; in this case water is flowing out of

the horn. So on the coins of Gela (Sicily) the profile of

a rushing man-headed bull, with eye shown in full length,

represents the river-god Gelas^ (v. History of the Charac-
teristics of Greek Art, by the late Sir George Scharf,

prefixed to Wordsworth's Greece, Pictorial, Descriptive

unci Historical, p. 41 ; and B. V. Head, Historia

Nuinornm, 121, Fig. 75, comp. 123, Fig. 76). The river

Acheloiis appears on some coins '' usually attributed to

Oeniadae, which may be preferably given to Stratos, the

chief town of tlie Acarnanian confederacy " [Brit.

2Ius. Cat., Plate XXIX, 15— autotype; Head, p.

281). It may be observed that Stratos was on the

right Ijank of this river (see also Metapontum, with a

remarkable legend AXEAOIO AE0AON indicating that

games were celebrated in his honour, at which these coins

were prizes, ibid., p. G3). Similarly the human and
equine forms were combined in the centaur, but the

parts united were not always the same. The earlier

evidence of coins (y. Leake, Numi.inuiUi

IIeUenic(\ s.v. Oeniadae, European
Greece, p. 79 -v/.). Eckliel explained t liis

class ol' medals us relating to the worship
of Bacchus, but r.otwitli?tamling liis great

authority, in tuis case later writers liave

declined to follow him.
' BlakesJey en Herodotus, VII, 153,

discusses the name Grela, an Oscan and
Sicilian word for whicli Stephanus
Byzantinus gives the Greek equivalent

Trdxf'i (priiiiKx)— probably akin to the
Latin //e/«, and expressing the cold
temperature of the water.
Compare the Cydnus in Cilicia, where

Alexander the Great is said to have
bathed aYid caught a violent dluess.

PJtiraicli, J'ild Alciaudri M, § IG; also
the Aiiocdliijisi- ^ III, 15, 10, Epistle to
the Laodicean Church, " 1 know thy
works, that thou art neitiier cold nor
hot" (iln oi;rt 4^ii)(pos u o'urt l,ktt6s).

Profes.-or W. M. Kamsay, in a letter 1o

my brother, tlie lale Kev. S. S. Lewis,
1888, sa_\ s, " TIieAo/ stream . . . Hows
from ^pring^ at Hierapolis flown through
the plain, and disap])c*ai's in a hole
before reacliing the Lycus. . . . Lycus,
Caprus Asapus and Cadmus are all cold

Btreams. These rivers are tributaries of

tlie Maeander, flowing noi'thwards and

earning down melted snow from the

neighbouring mountains. The Lycus
valley is interesting because three

Christian churches were planted there,

aiso because it was ' in the h'ghway
of the world.'" Profes.-or Kamsaj,
»bY. Fai.d the Traveller and the Roman
Citizen, pp. 274 and 359. Murray's

Handbook, Turkey in Asia, edit.

1878, Route 11. Toar of the Seven

Chnrchen, p. 30y, Colossae, Laodicea and

HierapoliK. The last is about 5 miles

north of Laodicea. Here ai'e the hot

mineral springs of the celebrated

ancient batlis of Asia.

Allord has a long note on this passage

in the Book of Ke\e'alion ; however, it

contains no allusion to the local circum-

stauces which appear to liave been

present to the writer's mind. Jn tiiese

uays an editor of the Greek Testament

requires other qualilications besides a

knowledge of vaiious re;»dings and

Gt-rman commentaries ; he should avail

himself of the researches of recent

liMvellcrs and arcjia-ologisls, wliieii, as

illustrations of the sacred text, would

piove most useful.
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Greek ait, as we know from tlie vases, exhibited the fore

legs of a man and the hind legs of a liorse ; but Phidias

in the metopes of the Parthenon made them all equine.

Returning to Orpheus, we find proof that his memory
was venerated at Rome in a place that bore his name-^
Lacus Orpliei, on the borders of the Fifth Region
(Esquiliae), near Trajan's Baths. Martial alludes to it in

the following lines [Epic/rams, X, xix, edit. Schneidewin)

addressed to the younger Pliny, vv. 6-10 :

—

IlUe Orphea protinns videhis

Udi vertice Inhricurn theatri,

Mirantesqiie feras avemque regis,

Baptumquae Phryga perttdit Tonanli}

Line 5, Altiim vincere tramiteni Suhurae assists us to

define the locality, for the Subura was in " the valley

formed by the extremities of the Quirinal, Viminal, and
Esquiline." Moreover, the ancient name reappears in the

neighbouring churches, Santa Agatha, Santa Lucia and
San Martino in Orfea. The lactis was a semi-circular

pool with steps, with a figure of the Thracian bard above
it. Recent English editors have not understood the

passage, but it seems to have been correctly interpreted

by Friedliinder in a note on tlie passage quoted above,

and by Dr. Paul Knapp in his treatise Uber Orpheusdar-
stelliuKjeii.. Again, Lampridius {Life of Alexander
Severus, XXIX) informs us that this Emperor honoured
Orpheus by placing his statue together with Abraham
and Christ in a Lararium or domestic chapel, where he

worshipped them as deities.'"^

It is the adoption of Orpheus as a substitute for the

Good Shepherd that has invested the heathen fable with
new and extraordinary interest. In this case there can

be no doubt, for the old classical type was sometimes
followed without modification, of which j^ractice the

example in the catacombs of St. Calixtus at Rome is

probably the best. The Christ-Orpheus is seated, and

' SniiUi's Dictionartj of Greek and tempoium dicit Christum, Abraham et

Jfoman Geoc/raphi/, 11, 828, s.v. Roma. Orplieum et hujw&cemod i ceteros

Martial desires Thalia to carry liis book liabebat, ac majorum effigies—rem
to liis friend the yoimger riiny. divinara faciebat," edit. Jordan and

- iElius Lampridius, I.e., " lu larario Kyssenhardt, Berlin, 18G1 ; lor notes r.

sue—in quo et diTos principes sed opti- Variorum edition Lugduni BataTorum,
mos electos, et animas sancliores, iu quis 1671.
ApoUonium ct quantum scriptor suorum
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playing the lyre, as usual, with trees on either side where

]3irds are perched, and four-footed beasts at his feet. The
group tills an octagon, and around it eight compartments

form a circular border ; here landscapes alternate with

scenes from the Old and New Testament—Moses striking

the rock opposite our Lord raising Lazarus, repi-esented

as a miunmy, and Daniel in the lions' den O2)posite David

holding a slmg with a stone in it.

Many writers have supposed that the Good Shepherd

bearing a sheep on his shoulders, so common in early

Christian art, is derived from the pagan Hermes Crio-

phoros, whose statue at Tanagra is mentioned by Pau-

sanias, IX, xxi, 1 ; but there seems to be good reason for

rejecting this interpretation.' The parable of the

lost sheep sujiplies a sufficient motive, if we bear

in mind the evangelist's words, " When he hath found

it, he layeth it on his shoulders, rejoicing " ( Luke
XV, 5) ; and compare them with the expression which

occurs twice in another gospel, " I am the Good Shep-

herd " (John X, 11 and 14). But this favourite idea

manifested itself in various forms ; so in the mausoleum

of Galla Placidia, daughter of Theodosius the Great, at

Ravenna, we see the Bonus Pastor, a youthful figure,

draped and seated, holding a cross in the left hand, and

caressing with the right one of his sheep, while all the

rest turn their faces towards him." A bronze signet

rmg, noticed by Dr. Fortnum, shows us a shepherd

' Professor J. H. Middlcton, in liis esting as one of the earliest exaiuplps

Descripfive. Catalogue of the Lewis of Uiis subject, perhaps of the fifth

Collertion of Gems and Rings, now in century a.d. Two figures are standing

the possession of Corpus Cliristi College, by; one is Longinus witli tlie spear

Cambridge, devotes considerable space that pierced Christ's side. The

(pj). uZ to 5G), to an account of a very Christians of the third and fourth

fine and hirgc Christian gem of exccp- centuries, inheriting tiie traditions of

tionaliy good execution, witli illustration "the cheerful spirit of ])aganisni,"

at p. 5:3, No. 48. Christ the Good avoided the painful scenes of torture and

Sheplierd stands on an anclior, liolding death wl)ich mediseval ai'tisis delighted

on His slioulders a horned slieep ; at to poi'tray (Kugler's Handbook of

His feet are two lambs, and in the field Painting, Englisli translation edited by

on each side is a fish. Behind and Sir C. L. Eastlake, 1, 11). The genius

extending over tlie figure of Clirist is a of ancient manners and of ancient art,

tree, on the topmost brandies of wliich thougli these were inwardly shaken to

three birds are seated. Professor tlieir foundation, may still be seen to

Middlcton follows tlie gtMicral opinion retain its influence.

that this type was derived from an ^ For a description of this mosaic

early Grreek design of Hermes Psycho- refer to Arch. Jour., XXXI I, l^f). A
pompiis. At p. 84 a curious gem is good photograph of it may be obtained

engraved, which is a very rude ropre- at Ravenna,
sentation of the Crucifixion, but inter-
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lioldiiiy- an olive-brancli towards two sliee})—an apt
illiistmtioii of our Lord's .sayiiii;-, " Peace 1 leave witli

yon " (John xiv, 27).^

A newly discovered sarcoplia^ns at Salona, in Dalmatia,

presents the same subject, I)ut Avith some features

ditterent from those already mentioned. (Hn-ist, as the
Good Shepherd, occu2:>les the post of honour under a
central arch supported by spirally fluted colunms with
Corinthian capitals. He wears a timic and mantle, shoes

and leg'g'ings, and has a pouch hanging at His left side
;

with a rapid movement He carries aAvay a sheep on His
shoulders. A jDeacock, holding the end of a festoon in

his beak, sits on either extremity of the pediment tliat

surmounts the arch. The sarcophagus was intended for

the remains of a married pair, who are placed in similar

but smaller niches, the husband on the spectator's right,

and the wife on the left, with an infant at her breast.

Behind these two statues of the deceased many small

figures of different ages are crowded together. On the

covei" we perceive a female i-ecumbent, holding a wi-eath.

When the Christians in times of persecution saw these

sacrerl emblems of the Good Shej^herd in gems, marbles,

mosaics and wall-paintings, their eyes must have rested

upon them with peculiar pleasure, while they remem-
bered that most tender of all invitations, " Come unto
Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest" (Matthew xi, 28).-

Some have supposed that the Virgin Mary with the

infant Christ and Joseph were represented on the longer

side of the sarcophagus ; but Conze calls attention to the
roll in the man's left hand, and quotes De Ilossi, who
says he has never seen Joseph in this attitude, which

' Dr. Fortuum has contributed to the doctrine. Ihid., XXVIII, 266-292,
same t/oKrwa^ many interesting memoirs. and XLII, 159-170, Notice of a few
For our present pur^Dose the following more early Christian gems. These
are the most important:—XXVI, papers are copiously illustrated.

137-148, "On some Finger-rings of ^ " Romisclie iiildwerke ciniicimi-

the Early Christian Period," especially schen Fundorts in Osterreich, hcraus-
p. 141 sq., No. 6. Behind Him is an gegeben von Alexander Con/.c," I. Heft,
olive tree.

. . . The two sheep, or drei Sarkopluige aiis Salona, Tafel
lambs, may also be intended to represent II {Ueiik.sc//.ri/7eii d. k. Akad. d.
Uie Church of the Circumcision and the Wlssen.sch. jihilo.^.-hi.slur. CL, XXII,
Church of the Gentiles, to botli of 1872, pp. 12-16).
whom He offers the peace of His blessed
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might Ije suitable for a prophet.^ Moreover, the faces

of tliese two personages have portrait features, not con-

ventional or imaginary, hut real. The sexes are divided

in tlie groups of small figures, and it is difficult to

explain them.

Virgil in the Fourth Georgic, vv. 453-547, relates the

myth of Orpheus^—the loss of his wife, his descent to the

infernal regions, his nmsic charming Pluto, the recovery

of Eurydice, her return to the lower world, caught back

when he looked upon her, his lamentation for this re-

jjeated loss, and at last his tragic death" :

—

His gory visage down the stream was sent,

Down the swift Hebrus to the Lesbian shore."'

It is certainly the most pathetic of the beautiful

episodes with whiph he adorned the finest didactic

poem that has ever been written. This story was a

favourite with Milton, as we may infer from his frequent

references to it."* I may be permitted to quote one at

length, because it gives more details than other passages,

and contains allusions, liistorical and biographical, that

may have escaped the notice of many readers, Paradise
Lost, Book VII, vv. 32-39 :—

But drive far off the barbarous dissonance

Of Bacchus and his revellers, the race

Of that vile rout that tore the Thracian bard
In Rhodope, where woods and i-ocks had ears

To rapture, till the savage clamour tirown'd

Both harp and voice ; nor could the muse defend
Her son. So fail not thou, who thee implores :

For thou art lieavenly, she an empty dream.

(Denkschriflen d. k. Akad. d. His munbcrs rais'd a sliMcle from hell,

Wissenxch. 2^^iil("'--k>''(o''- ^l-, XXII, Her's hit tiie soul to heav'n."

1872, p. 13, " Oe E<)9s*i sagt voin Dr. Johnson criticizes this poem in his

Joseph in der altchrifetlichen Kunst hio'^rnphy oi the author, Lirex fjf Eii/jlix/i

'non ricordo averirli giaimnai vediito in Pf*'/.v, IV, 178-180, edit. 1781. Compare
luanoil volume'" {bidlflino di Ardicea- Dryden's Ode witli a similar title.

bxjia Clnisf. ]8(i.'j, S. 25). Conze ' Milton, Z,«/ctc/(r.v, 62, which appears

appreciates De Hossi justtv : "Der wie to follow Virgil, ^neid, I, 316 sq.,

nicht leicht ein Zweiter das in Betracht " Vel qualis equos Threissa fatigat

kommende Material beherrsclit." lfari)al)'cevolucremqiiefiigapraevertitur
'^ I'ope, ill his Ode for Music on llebriim," where some have proposed

St. Cacilia-s- Ddif, has inntated Virgil, to read Kui-um. See the commentaries

especially in Stanzas IV, V and \i in Todd's edition of Milton s Poetical

(see Warburlon's notes in his edition of Works, III, 353; and the notes of

Pope's works, 1760). 1 only quote the llenie and of Bui-mann in the edition

concluding lines : of Virgil by tlie latter, I, 95-97, 174ti,

"Of Orj^lieus now no more let Poets 4to. Tiie various readings are fullj

teil, discussed by Forbiger in loco.

To bright Cacilia greater power is
* Paradise Lost, \\\, 17 ; VAllegro,

given
;

145 ; 11 Penseroso, 105.
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There seems to be liei-e an ohlicjiie satire on the dis-

solute court of Charles II., and an expression of fear that

the lioyalists luioht take their revenge on an author who
had pleaded the cause of the regicide goveriunent {Defence

of the People of England).

By a very easy and natural transition the early Cliris-

tians passed from the Good Shepherd to Orpheus in their

artistic representations ; as the former led his sheep and
was known of them (St. John x, 14), so the latter,

surrounded by animals, charmed them with tlie music ol

his lyre.

\mj P • CAES • G • AVRE ' VAL * DIOCLETIAN
p.C.294y'^R • MAX • PEIIS * MAX ' TRIE ' POT " XI * IN

IMP • CAES • M • AYR ' VAL * MAXSIIMI
MAX • PERS • MAX ' TRIE ' POT ' X ' IMP * Villi ' Cu]

ET • VAL • CONStANTIVS * ET * GAL
ESS • MVRVM • VITVDVRENSEM
AVRELIO PROCVLO V ' l/ 1/

The history of this inscription is curious. It was seen

at Constance by Leonardo Aretino, who was born at

Arezzo in Tuscany 13G9, and died 1444. He was usually

called aftei' his native city, though his family name was
Bruni." He informs us that he found at Constance a

' I have copied this inscription from
Morninsen's work, wliicli appeared ii;

the Mittheilnngen der Antiquarixchen
GeRellschaft in Ziirich, Zelinter Band,
I8o4, and is entitled " Insci'iptiones

C'onfcrderationis llelveticae Latino?,"

p. 47, § xix, Vitudnriim, Viciis

Helvetiorum (Oberwinterthur), No. 239.

Mommsen aho gives conjectures vviiicli

have been added to conijiletethe sense.
" So Italian painters often are not

called by llie names of their families,

e.g., Kaphael (Sanzio), Correggio
(Antonio Allegri. whose initials AA maj
be seen in tlie Pinacoteca at Parma),
Perugino (Pietro "Vannueci). 7'. index
to Varan's Lires of the Paiulers at the
end of Vol. V in Eohn's Standard
Library. Leonardo Briini studied
Greek under Chrysoloras, and was a
distinguished member of the band of
learned Italians patronised by Cosmo
de' Medici. He held the olRce of
apostolic secretary to Popes Innocent
"VII, Gregory X[I, Alexander V and
John XXIIl. His contemporary Carlo

Mar8uppini was al?o called Aretino ;

Eoscoe, Life of Lorenzo de' Medici,

Vol. 1, chap. I, p. 58, nores, 1819, edit.

Bohn. At the time of the Keformation
many great scholars changed their names
by translating them into Oreek or Latin

equivalents, e.g., Schwarzerd became
Melanchthon (from fj.f\as and x^"'*')>

Hinf.ischein Oecolampadius (from oi/coy

and An/xirds), and Gerard Desiderius

Erasmus, more correctly Erasmius,
tpda;iios: Jortin. Life of Era-imu.i,

Vol. I, p. 3. " In his jouth he took this

name, having before gone by that of

Ger/mf, which in tjie liciman language

means amiable." Hero I think tlie

biographer has mistaken the significa-

tion of the syllable ger, which appears

in many compounds : McMillan's
Historical Oranimar of the German
Language (from Pro(es<or Behagel'a

Deutache Spruche, Cliap. VI, Projior

Names, p. 14.3). But a better aiithoiity

may be cited : Ericdrich Kluge, Pro-

fessor in the University of Freiburg in

Breisgau, Deutschen Ltgmologisches
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marbles tablet containing ancient letters ; none of the in-

habitants could read it, but they thought there was some
peculiar sanctity in it. With this superstitious notion,

women (muliercidac) and other ignorant persons rubbed
their hands on it, and then rul)bed tliem on their faces,

so that the letters were nearly effaced. Apianus, who
flourished in the sixteenth century, says that the inscrip-

tion was in the chapel of St. Blaise, near the choir of

the cathedral, where it still remains.' A cast may also

be seen in the Saminlung des E-osgartens.'^ Probably it

TForferbur//, yt. ISo, s.r. Ger, "Mascu-
linum naeh gleiclibedeuteudein Mit-
telhochdeiitsche Althochdcutsi;he ger
Tnasc." Ivluge gives the following
examples:

—

Gerbert (ahd. Ger-brahfc
eigentiicli Specrgliinzeuder) ; Gfrhard
(ahd. Gerliart Speerliiihn) ; Gertrud
(alid. Gertriit) ; A^crgl. Gehren, Geisel.

' Apianus is the Litinised form of
the Greniiau name Bienewitz (literally

Bee-wit, i.e. skilFiil as a bee), being
from api.s-, the diminutive of whieh,
npicula, appears in the French aheiUe,
This author was born in 1495 and died
in 1552 ; he distinguished himself
especially in geography, astronomy, and
mathematics

; of the last subject he
was Professor in the University of

Ingoklstadt. As a reward ior his

principal work, Astronomicon Caesareum,
the Emperor Charles the Fifth
presented him with 3,000 pounds in

gold. But Apianus was also an archae-
ologist, and his book, entitled Inscrip-
twiip.s scifro-saiictae rrfu.sta/is, noii illae

quidem Romanae, sed totius fere orbis,

is frequently cited. See C. I. L.,

Ill, Part 1, edit. Mommseu, Index
Aurlornni, p. xix ; V, Part 1, ed.

Mommsen, p. xiii, where the sources
from which Apianus derived his collec-

tion are iiulicated ; VI, Part; 1, ed.

Hen/.en, De Eossi, and Bormann, §
XXV, which is the most important
reference in C. I. L. TIjc first edition
of Apiani. Cosmor/raphia {Cosmographi-
cus Liber) was printed at Landshut
in Bavaria, 1524. The title ])age is

copied in the Supplement to Brunet's
Manuel dn Libraire, ))ublished in 1878.
Apianus must not be confounded

with Apjiianus ('ATTTriai'os), of Alexan-
dria, a (Ireck writer of Kuman liistoi'y

{'Pwfxa'iKa), who llourished in the reigns

of Trajan, Hadrian and Antoninus
Pius. He composed his work on a
peculiar plan, not treating liis subject

aa a whole and in the usual chrono-

logical order, but dividing it into

separate parts, each of which was an
account of a nation more or less con-

nected with Kome, e.g., Graul, KtKTtKii

;

Spain, 'I)3^/plK»'/ ; Macedonia, MaicfSoi'i/c/;.

- Eosgarten Museum. An inter-

esting and ornamental brochure has
been published descriptive of this

collection, Fiihrer durch die chorograph,

Sammlung des Rosgarfen.s in Konfttanz,

1889. Comparatively few Romau
remains have been found in this city,,

accordingly a small space is devoted to

them. Mention is made of graves

discovered in the Ilusen-Strasse, named
after the Reformer who suffered martyr-

dom outside of the town (No. 815, Ada
ConcilU Coiisfanfiensi.'i, Hagenau, 1500;.

Voynich's Second List of Books, 190J),

fragments of buildings in the Miinster-

Platz, in (he Konradi-Gasse and the

western walls of Constance, probably

of the third century after Christ. The
collection also includes a Mithras-head,

a stone talilet found at Eschenz with

an inscrijjtion supplying evidence that

Tasgetium stood tiieie, liguresof deities,

especially those belonging to the worship

of Priapus, from under tlie Rhine-bridge

and the island of Reichenau. These

relics of antiquity are imj)ortant because

they confirm our faith in history, and

prove tliat we have not believed

" cunningly devised fables." We learn

from Velleius Patcrculus and Strabo

that Tiberius, afterwards Emperor,

suc(;essfully waged war with the

Vindelici and other tribes in South

Germany ; but, as far as I know, Dhm
Cassius is our only authority for the

fact that he launched a liatilla on the

Bodensee (Book LIV, Chap. 22, edit.

Sturz, III, 295; Adnotationes,Ml, 123,

Note 18H).

Lindau is supposed to have been the

base of the military operations of Ti-

berius in his campaign against the South

Germans ; under tlie circumstancea it
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Avas removed from Vltudunim (Oberwintertliiir) to its

jjresent position by some Bisljop of Constance, who might
Avisli to possess it as a j)roof that the origin of tliis city

might be traced to tlie Emperor Constantius mentioned
therein {v. 5). The monument being now in Badisli

territory, 1 thought I might fairly include it amongst
tlie Iloman antiquities of South Germany.

The Trihunicia Potcstas, an annual office, enables us

to fix the date exactly, as given above ; IMP(erator)
with a numeral after it would not answ^er the same })ur-

pose. In the preceding year an important event occurred

in the annals of our own country, Carausius, who had
for some years maintained an independent sovereignty in

Britain, was murdered by Allectus. The medalllc his-

tory t)f the former l^y the famous antiquary Stukeley is

well known. Gibbon has remaiked that the British

Emperor displayed, on a variety of coins that are still

extant, his taste and opulence—chap, xiii (Vol. II,

p. 11, edit. Smith), and compare note 28 (j^. 72).'

Considerable difficulties beset the interpretation of this

broken taljlet. I have followed the text given by

suited his purpose ^erj well, being regnant, ap]iesir in our own coinage. J'.

situated on a large island 100 Bavarian Hawkins, Franks.andGruebiM-, Mednllic
acres in extent (Schmidt's Beisebiicher, lllnsfratioHs of British Hisiori/, Vol. I,

5^;7f7;«>A, .ScAfw;;, Koute 23, p.80,edit. p. 659, No. 19, PI. Busts oF" William
1882). " Die Heidemnaner unweit voni and Mary face to face, 1G89 ; Busts
Scliiitzengarten, vermeintlicli einst riim. conjoined froqueutlv, e.g., No. 90, PI.

Wartthurm, wie man annimmt unter V6iV/., pp. 85-87, Nos. 49-54; Pliilip II.

Tiherius' Regierung (?) erbaiit." and Marv facing each other. Reverse,
(Meyer's Jtel.<!e/juche>; Redaction Ber- PAX AVGrGGr La Paix debout a
Jepfteh, Schweizer Fdhrer, Illu.Hrirt, gauche, tenant line branche d'olivier

Route 1, p. 56, edit. 1870, Alpen- et un sceptre; duns le champ S. P. ; a
Panorama von Lindau aus gesehen). I'exergue C. (1042; do J.C. 289) f?

Comp. Keller's Eeisekarte der Schweiz. pg^jt Bronze, 500 francs. ii(V/., p. 1, une
' SAR m the foregomg inscription m^daille tres-remarquablc. The abbrc-

rnay be expanded from the legend of a
^^^^j^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ Monnmenta

coin which I exhibited, VICIORIAE t, , irw tv\ •

a «T>iiyr ArnTi-i All >-i 1 T TIT Brifaiititca Mtstorica. Ihis com wasSARMATICAL. Cohen, Les Mon- n- i j u cj^ i i 17 i i i n^ /
„ , 7. T^ • Ti published by Stukeley. iicKhtn, Docf.

vaiex f rappees sous I Ampire Jtomaiii, \j j- , vV , itttt t> tt ao
„„ y,. '

^ . , ' T, 1
' Num. I et.. Vol. VIII, Pars 11, p. 43,

2* edition, continuee par leuardeut, ,• • -C- , ,• 1 '•

lOQA ia(\c i. ITT Aon TVT satiriscs his work mentioned above,
1880-1892, tome VI, p. 489 sn., Nos. „ /-> • • • • „. *-

/iQT ino n 1 -J ± ^ XTTT Quis emm in eo viro non continuo
•487-492. Cohen, on. ciYrtr., tome Vll, tt i • j d -j. • „

An i, r^ • T\- I'i- i Tn- • Ilarduinum quendam Britannicum non
p. 43, Carausius, JJiocletien et Maxi- ^ , j. ?"
mien Hcrcule." Plate intercalated in '^rr^ • i i ah 1. ,„ ;„ i„»„
+u i i TVT 1 /-lu /~i ni i TTOTtrc. 1 he money issued by Allectus is less
the text. No. 1. Obverse, CARA\SIVS •

,. i. \ ,. i, *i ,f ti .vn T?DAriiDT-t) a\7T -n L a- ' ^ important, but wc may remark tliat tlio
Jl;! i<KAl'KKS SVl, Buste radie de >; • • i i • in,\
r. • V 11- 1 ^ (7a//ey IS an appropriate device (Colien,
Carausuis a gauche, aocole aux bustes .•7 a> co tvt qi u- «<v„;<. .>,..A^^\ I'f .. 1 W • • .r 1

loif/., pp. 43-52, Nos. 8I-80, Vaisseaii
oe Diocletien ef de Maxinuen llercule, v ,

' *^'-, .i\ ,„
i ,, ., , . ,n, 11' a la voile avec ou sans rameurs ), as,
tous tr jis avec la cuirasse. Ihe whole i-i 1 • 1 r\ 1 « ^^. 1 «•

^-„ci err ^11 like his predecessor Carausuis, he doubt-
proble 01 Carausius is represented, and i j 1 ,„ j t _
Ti „ ^., , , , ^ . , J less commanded a numerous and tor-
tile other two heads are con.iugated ; so •

i 11 a f

the faces of William and Mary, both
^i'^^'^^^ "^e*^-
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Mommsen, because he is a great authority on epigraphy,

also because he assures us that lie copied the letters care-

fully (descripsi dilir/enter). He differs in uiany cases

from the jireceding editors, Gruter and Orelli' ; e.g., thev
both have, witli one slight discrepancy, as the last line,

CVRANTE AVRELIO PROCVLO V.C. PROV. MAX. SEQ.

Proculus is not an uncommon name ; it occurs on

oculists' stamps and elsewhere." We also find another

form of it, Proclus. V.C. as an abbreviation has manv
meaning's ; here it would be = Viro Clarissimo. The end
of the last line was probal^ly Viro Perfectissimo PKaeside
provinciae.

There seems to be no proof that the letters CVIIANTE
and C . PROV . MAX SEQ were cut on the stone. In

one MS. the text ended with " in Helvetiis," which was
expunged and " Rliactiae jnimae " substituted in the

margin ; this again was expunged, and " melius proi\

Seq. Max." was written.''

The Notitia gives a general view of the civil and mili-

tary administration of the Roman provinces as they

existed after the subdivision made by Diocletian and

Constantine. In it we find chapter xxxv, Occidevtis,

has for its heading Dux provinciae Scijuanici, mid ofiicials

under him are mentioned, e.g. numerarius, accountant

;

commeiitariensis, registrar ; suhadjuva, assistant ; exvep-

' Gruter, I, clxvi, No. 7, "Con- probably a native of Rliegium, an'l

stantiae ad laeinn Briganticiim in flourislied before Galen. In tliis coid-

S. Blasii saeello ; nunc quideni et lapide ])ilation we find 10 who bore tlio name
et inscriptione mutili.s, sed iitroque Froclns, and 10 nnder the headinj;

adhuc intogro, anno CI D. TO.XX." Froenlns. Sometimes both forms of

Cf. ibid., No. 'J, " Ex Onuph. Panu. et the word are ap])Hed to the same jierson.

Petro A])iano." Of all the?e Proi his tlie pliilosopher is

Orelli, liiscrr. Lrif. CoJIeciio, Vol. I, tlie most celebrated.

No. 467, *.)•. VITODVRF, with tlie
'' For these details I am indebted to

notes of Orelli and Hajfenbuch. " Ex Theodoi-e Monimsen's Jiiscripfioiiei

Notitia Imp. Oceid." p. 133a:

—

Confiederalionis- HelreticeB Lal'int.
" Triounns Cohortis ITerculeae Pan- 1854. A copious list, pp. i-xviii, of

noniorum Arhore colligitur Arhorem yincforei praecipue adhibHi, is pie-

Felicem pertinuisse ad Rnetiam )iro- fixed ; it contains much information

Tinciam. Ergo Finis (Pfj/") inter concerning their works, and may bi;

oppida Wint^rthur et Arbon fuit limes consulted advantageously. Again,

inter Sequano* et Ractos." Mommsen's book has been supplemented
- My paper on " Touraine and by Swiss savants in the Ulilfhcihinqe)!

the Central Pyrenees" in Arch. diT Aiiliqnnrischen GresoUscliafI in

Jour., 1888, XLV, 222. There Zitrirh. Tlie Inscrr. Helvetica: have

is a short aiYicle on Proclus the not yet a]))ieared in the Corpus, but J

physician in Smith's DIctionarij of am informed that Dr. Schneider i»

Oreek mid Roman Biograph;/ and preparing an edition of them for tliat

Mythologif, III, 538a. lie was series.
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tor, amanuensis or slunlliaiid writer. Britain suj)])lies

an analogy with MAX SEQ., i.e. Maxima Sefjuanornm,

for it was C()m])()sed of the following provinces :—Maxima
Caesariensis, Valentia, Britannia Prima, Britannia Se-

cunda, and Flavia Caesariensis.^

From this nmtilated inscription w^e learn that when
the Emperors Diocletian and Maximian held the Trihu-

nician power, the former for the eleventh time and the

latter for the tenth, and Constantins and Galerins were
Ca^.sars, they repaired the Wall of Vitodnnnn from the
ground, and that the governor of the province dedicated

it to their honour.

Some persons might think the inscription at Constance
so imperfect as scarcely to deserve attention, but if we
compare it with another still more imperfect at Cologne,

A.D. 295, we shall see that the one we have been con-

sidering supplies lacunae, and makes the letters that

remain to a great extent intelligible. I copy the latter

from Brambach's Inscriptiones Rhenanae, Regierungs-
Bezirk Koln.

IN H D D
PRO SALVTE IMPP

J10C///E///////T MAXIM
/////A/Gcr////////////r^//////

////ViAXI^////////////NOBB
////S8TE1 ////// MAKTI
///!/:L//TA^>TbVEvS//////

////LAP-V//V////A VP/////V/////

////CIM//ASOLO BESTI
///////////////////////// /N//0(

/////////////////////////////////////
'

* The full title is 2Vo^t7i'« Dignitatum Militcs Latavienses OliuoiiP ; and
et AdminLstrationitm omnium tam p. 105* [§ 2], Officium auteni luihct idoin

cimlium quam militarium in parflbus vir spectabilis Dux hoc modo : [1] Prin-
Orientis et Occidpniis. Sir E. II. Bun- cipem ex Ofliciis Masistrorum Milituni
burv, Historii nf Ancient Geographi/, Praeseutaliuni a parte I'l'ditum, etc.

chap, xxxi, "Roraan Writers after Pars posterior, Aunotatio, pp. 811*-
Ptolemy," Vol. II, p. 698 seq. See 817*. p. 811, Utrumque TOfabulum
Notit. OcciV?., edit., Rocking, 1839-1853, Latauienses et Olinoue, quid significet

Pars prior, cap. xxxv. Dux Provinciae iuexploratum est. Here the text is

j

Sequanici, p. 104*, witli an engraving corrupt, and several (^onieeturcs have
1

that represents a fortified town from been proj^osed, more or less )ilausible.

aMS. :— - Op. cifat., p. 107, No. 4f;7, In-

[§ 1] Sub dispositione viri spectabilis scriptio restituta.

ducis provinciae sequanici

;

tl
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Ill epigraphy, as in other sciences, we must argue from

the known to the unknown. So DIOCLETIA> nearly

comjDlete, explains the fragmentary characters ,)IOC , and
the same remark applies to many other cases that occur

in hoth these historical documents. Similarly PtESTI is

evidently a part of RESTITVET, whicli we have in

exleiiso on a rock at Pene d'Escot, near Oloi'on (Basses

Pyrenees),

L VAL VERANVS GER
II VIR BIS HANC
VIAM RESTITVIT,

where II VIR stands for dumnviy or diiovir. Tliis

monument deserves to be cited for anothei- reason,

viz. as an example of the attention the Romans paid to

keeping their roads in good repair ; doubtless their

chief object was to preserve the military communica-
tions throughout their vast empire (?'. Arch. Jour.,

XXXV, li.)

Roman inscriptions are often very difficult to decipher,

not only on account of the injuries which they have

sustained, as we have already seen, but also because they

abound in abbreviations, and the same initial letter may
stand for many words that differ widely in meaning from

each other.'

Badenweiler is situated in the Schwarzwald, "in a vale

retired," but easily accessible either from Strasburg or

Constance. We cannot wonder that the Romans chose

this favoured locality for a settlement ; the genial climate,

fertile soil and picturesque scenery would remind them of

beautiful Italy, for a portion of it miglit seem to have

been transported across the Alps.^ On tlie other hand,

IX H • D D upon roting tablets conilemnu ; so A =
PRO SALVTE • IMPP anfiquo in tlie Coniitia, and abso/co in

DIOClEtiani • eT • MAXIMI the courts of justiee.

ANi • AYGG • CoxsTAXTii - Chronik der Voijiei Bade.nioeiler

KT • MAXIMiANi • XOBB • by Dr. Gusfav Wcver, 18(50, p. 3, note*,

caeSS • TEmplvm • MARTIs Justinus Kerner ncnnt Badcnweiler
MiLiTARIS • VP^tVState • co in einem Gediclite " ein Sliiek Italien*

nLAPSVit • AYR . sinxV^S • ruAEf auf deiitscliem Griinde." A li.«t of

lEg • I • MpA • SOLO • RESTI autliorities is prefixed to lliis Chronicle,

TVIT • DIE • XIII • KAL • OCt p. vii, from Etsclieiireuter, 1571, to E.

tvsco • a • ANVLINO * COS Cli. Martini, 1«G0. Tlie series inehidpB

p. Clir. 295. Philippus Cliiver, 1610, one of tli«

^ Gerrard, Siglarium Momaiium, most important amonu; the earlier

initial article for the letter 0, which geographers; J. I). Sehiipflin, 1751,

means Cfecubum, C'vsar, Caius, &c.

;

author of Ahatia lUnslrato, CelHca,
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the English tourist finds the place equally attractive ; he
hasks in brighter sunshine and surveys a more luxuriant

vegetation than he left behind in the land whicli is his

own. But besides the charms of external nature, the

Roman baths, better preserved here than elsewhere in

Germany, interest the antiquary as a subject for investi-

gation that will stimulate curiosity and exercise ingenuity,

suggesting problems by no means easy to solve.

The remains of walls for the most part do not exceed
8 feet in height, hence the structure above ground cannot

be comjDared with the baths at Kome or Pompeii ; but
the accumulation of rubbish, consequent on the destruction

of the building by the barbarians, for centuries protected

the lower jjart of it, so that the ground plan can be
clearly traced. Its overthrow took place probably in

the beginning of the fifth century, when the Germans
not only invaded but ravaged the emjDire, when peace

and prosperity disappeared, plunder and desolation

universally prevailed. Salvianus in his treatise De
Guhernatione Dei bears witness to the disastrous change,^

and his evidence becomes more striking if we compare
this work w^ith the writings of Ausonius, who flourished

about a hundred years earlier." During the middle ages

no mention of the monument was made by any author
or chronicler; it was uncovered only in 1784, and a de-

scription of it w^as 2^ublished by Gmelin in the following

Romana, Francica, folio, Colmar, 1751

;

- Ausonius, about 310-394 a.d., was
and C. L. Wieland, ISll, a celebi-ated born imder Constantine tlie Great, and
writer, too well known to need descrip- died under Tlieodosius the First. His
tion here. poems leave on the reader's mind a

' Salvianus lired from about 420 A.D. pleasing impression of a comparatively
to the close of the fifth centui'y. In his liappy period. See especially " Clarae
melancholy work, entitled, L)e Frovi- Urbes," " the praises of fourteen illus-

dentia sive De Guhernatione Vei et de trious cities."

Jtisto Dei jjrcBsent iqtie Judicio Libri, In the Delphin edition, 1730, pp.
the author enlarges on the misery 209-226, " Ordo nobilium urbium

"

caused by barbarian inroads. The line begins witli Eome and ends with a
of argument may be compared with the mention of Divona (Cahor.>) :

—

treatment of the same subject by "Divona C'eltarum lingua, fons
Augustine in his De Civitafe Dei. The addite Divis,"
article "Salvianus" in tlie ^««/c/o^tB(?ta under the heading Eurdigala (Bor-
Briiannica, ninth edition, is very deaux). The edition of C. Schenkl,
superior to that in Smith's Dictionartf 4to., 1883, contains no explanatory
of Biofiraphtf and 31ythoJo(iy ; the commentary, but jjassages of earlier

former contains a good summary of the writers imitated, various readings, and
contents of the De Gubernatione and Indices I Scriptorum, II IVomiuum et
Adverstts Avaritiam ad Ecclesiam, Eerum, III Grammatica;, Elocutionis,
conclurling with a bibliographical notice Eei Mctricifc.

of the editions and manuscripts.
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year, with a valuable co23per-plate showing the ground
plan and section. The baths were evidently divided into

two nearly equal parts, which led to the conjecture that

one was intended for the army and the other for civilians
;

but the absence of any traces of military occupation, such

as were found in other places, has caused this supposition

to be abandoned. It seems almost certain that here

separate apartments were provided for the male and
female sexes. Promiscuous bathing was practised, as we
know from Martial's epigrams ; on the other hand, the

Emperors issued edicts to check it.^

The site of this establishment was well chosen, for a

high hill (the Schlossberg) sheltered it from the west
wind, which would blow with great violence across the

broad valley of the Rhine. Its facade looked towards the

north, and here fore- courts, probably surrounded by
porticoes, accommodated visitors who promenaded
{amhulatio) or engaged in gymnastic exercises ; the

walls were not so thick as in the great halls, whence we
may infer that there was less height to support—

a

^ Orcrbecli, Fompei, Vol. I, ii, 3,

"Die offentliclien Gebiiude," fiinfter Ab-
scbnitt, " Die Thermen," p. 189, Eigiir

138, " Plan cler alteren Biider "
; p. 202,

" Getrennt von dem beschriebenen Miin-

nerbad liegt das . . . Fraiienbad,

Tvelclies unser Plan durcli dunkle
Sclirafllrung untersclieidet, iind welelies

dieselben Kiiumlichkeiten in grosserer

Bescbrankung enfclialt"; Fig. 145, "An-
sicht des Fraucubades."

J'itruvhis De Arcliifecfura, edit. Rode,
Lib. V, cap. X, " Et item est aniniadver-

tendum, uti caldariamuliebria viriliaque

conjuncta, et iisdeui regionibus sint

coUocata, sic enim efficietur, nt in

vasaviis et liypocaustis comuumis sit

iisus eorum utrisque." Ailas of Plaies,

Lib. V, Forma XVIIT, " Die romisclien

Biider in der Markgrafschaft Baden zu
Badenweiler." Vitruviiis flourished in

(.be Augustan age. This passage implies

that men and women had separate

apartments for bathing at that period.

Daremberg et Saglio, Dictlonnaire des

Antiquites Grecques et Somnhies, tome I,

Premiere Partie, p. 661, Fig. 766, " II

est facile d'y recounaitre, comme nous
I'aTons Tu k Pompci, un ctabl:ssement

pour les femmes place h cote de celui

des b.ommes. Les bains de Baden-

weiler dans la Foret-Noire, offrent un
exemple remarquable d'liue pareille

ordounance." References in footnote 209,
Spartianus, Tifa Iladriaiii, cap. 18,

"Lavacra pro sexibus separavit. Here
Casaubon has a learned note, reprinted

in the Augustan Hisfori/, I, 174.

Capitolinus, Marcus Antoninus Philo-

sophus, cap. 23. " Lavacra mixta submo-
Tit." Lampridius, Alexander Severuiy

cap. 24. " Balnea mixta Romae exhiberi

prohibuit : quod quidcm jam ante pro-

hibitum , . . Heliogabahis permisenit."

Pliny, H. i\'., XXXIII, § 153. " Muli-

erum . . . cum viris lavantinm."

This indecent practice prevailed in

Christian times and even among ecclesi-

astics. Leue synodi YlerBfKTijs . .

irpu tT/s avi'6Sov ravTrjs Upwfj.ei/oi tivis Koi

IJLOvaxoi, Kal AaV/cot fjHTo. yvi'aiKuJv

iXovovTo. Casaubon, loc. cilat.

J. Marquardt, Das Privatlehen der

Homer, erstcr Theil, p. 282 seq., and

note 1, p. 283, besides other authorities

cites a decree of tlie Council at

Laodicea. " Die mixta balnea bis tief in

die christlichen Zeiten hinein sich

erhalten iind ein fortwiibrendes und

doch nie wirksames Einsclireiten welt-

licher und geistliclier BehiJrden erfordcrfc

haben."



PLATt II. To fdce ixir/c 274.
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gradation whicli would produce a j^leasing architectural

effect. A central luxU (restihulum), flanked by two
spacious rooms, led to the interior of the building ; close

to this liall stood an altar dedicated to the goddess
who presided over the Schwarzwald, still bearing the

inscription a"rim"OR// ^^" -^^^^^^^^^ A.hnohae} On the

east side of the so-called Frigidarium, with an opening
into it, were the Apodyterium or undressing room, and
hyi^ocaust, in which the ceiling {susjyensura) was sup-
ported by short pillars (as at Corinium)" ; they were
standing when the baths were discovered, and are

represented in Gmelin's plate. It is reasonable to

suppose that above the hypocaust was a sweating-room,

or a cella tepidaria, where the bathers anointed [Elaeo-

thesium or Unctorium) and shaved themselves. The
middle wall, to which reference has already been made,
divided the baths into two groups, each consisting of a
larger and smaller hall. A similar separation appears in

a vignette at the end of Leibnitz's book {Die Romischen
Bckler hei Badenweilcr im Schwarzwald) ; it is coj^ied from

^ Tacitus, tracing the course of tlie

Danube, says that it rises in a part of

Mount Abnoba, where there is a gentle

ascent, " niolli et clementer edito . . .

jugo" {Germania, cap. I). The phrase
seems imitated from Virgil, Mclogues,
IX, 7,

" Qua se snbducere coUes
lucipiunt, moUique jugum demittere

clivo."

IIow attentively the liistorian had
read the poet, appears from many other
passages.

Pliny, Hist. Nat., IV, xii, 79, defines

the geographical position of tiie source
of the river, " Ex adverse Raurici Galliae

oppidi." We find tlie same form of the
word in Pfolemi/, II, ix, 9, Auyova-ra
'PavpiKidv. The notes in the edition of Car.
Miiller supply references. The epitaph
of Munatius Plancus near Gaeta, ends
with the words :

"IN GALLIA COLONIAS DE-
DVXIT.

LVGDVNVM ET RAVRICAM."
Orein, No. 590.

See especially 3Iittheihingen der
Hisiorischeii und Antiquarischeii Gesell-

sehafl zu Basel. Neue Folgo II. Das
romische Theater zu Augusta Eauvica,

Ton Th. Burckhardt-Biedermann, mit 5
Abbildungen, 4to, 1882 ; also my paper
on " Roman Antiquities in Switzer-
land," Arch. Jour., 1885, XLII,
196, with engraving. Ccesar's Gallic
War has Rauraci, Book I, Chap. 5,

vii, 75. This tribe joined the Ilelvetii

in their invasion of Gaul, and is also

mentioned amongst the allies of Vercin-
getorix when he made a supreme effort

to ;hake off the Roman yoke.

Plotemy, II, xi, 11, gives the name
Abnoba in tlie plural number, which is

a2)propriate because it denotes a range
of mountains. IlaAii' air' avaroAwv
fx'tv TMV 'A^i'oBaiwi' opfwv oiKoixrif viro

Toi's 'S.vii^oi"! Kaaovapioi.
- Buckman and Newmarch, Remains

of Roman Art in Cirencester {Coritiium),

p. 63, Suspensitrae are floors elevated

above the level of the ground, generally

upon a number of small supporfs or
pillars (jjilae)

; p. 61, woodcut section

of the pilae in llie room B. Tliev aro
composed of bricks and squared blocks

of stone. Plate VIII shows the position

of the pilae of tlie Uoor A. Com-
pare p. ^(i, woodcLit 8, ])lan of pilae

of Room A.

T 2
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an ancient picture engraved for the first time by Bellori

in his Frugmenta ceteris Romae} Underneath the

building are' inscribed the words AQVAE PENSILES,
which seem to mean hot baths upon suspensiirae!'

The larger hall had a semi-circular apse ; it was 55 feet

long, 30 feet broad, with a basin 5 feet deep (natatio),

su^Dplied from natural springs southward at the foot of

the hill, so that the water must have entered on that side.

It passed into hoih. frigidaria by an underground leaden

jDipe 18 feet long, 8 inches in diameter,"* and was carried

off by a drain in an oblique direction under the hypocaust

' Tlie title in extenso is Fragmenta
restiffii veteris Romae ex lapidihiis

J'arnesianis, nunc priintim in Juceni edita,

cum notis Bellorii, Romae, 1G73, in fol.

This work Buist not be eonfoaniled with
Admiranda ronianorum antiquit. ac

reteris sculpturae vestigia, a P. Sanie
Bartolo del. et incisa, notis Jo-P.
Bellorii illustrata.

- We read in Pliuy, Hist. Nat.,

XIX, V, § 64, " Cucuniis . . . pensiles

eoi'um hortos (movable frames) pro-

nioventibus in solem rotis olitoribus

;

eampanp iiortatili da agrumi. Cf.

Columella, Lib. XI, Cap. Ill med.,

§ 53, " Hac ratione fere toto anno
Tiberio Caesari cncumis praebebatur.

Compare Pliny, J£ ^V., XXXVI, xii, § 18,

"Hie idem architoctus (Sostratus Cnidius)

primus omnium pensilem amhulationem
Cnidi fecisse traditur," where ambniatio
means a place for walking, as cenatio in

.TuTcnal, VII, 183, is a dining-room.
Sostratus built the Pharos of Alexandria
for Ptolemy Soter, at an expense of

800 talents.' Ccesar Be Bello Civili, III,

112, "Magna altitvidine, mirificis operi-

bu8 exstructa." Ilirt, Geschichte der
BauJcunst, II, 160, "scliwebende
Spaziergang." Donaldson, Architectura
Numismatica, Plate 92, engraTing of a
medal showing tlie lighthouse witii

inscription, JjH, whicli has been inter-

preted as indicating the eighth year of

tlie reign of Antoninus Pius, named in

the legend of the obverse. Lissuj^jiosed

to be the initial letter of AvKa^avros,

genitiye of XvKa^as, t'le year, probably
from the same root as the Latin lux, and
fiaivw, tlie sun's course; however, tliis

explanation may be disputed. H in the

Greek alphabet, used as a numeral,
stands for 8. Pharos is described ibid.,

pp. 345-349; Sillig, Catalogus Artificv.m,

]ip. -426-428, where a list is given of

four artists bearing this name.

In late writers we read of Pensilet

Horti, hanging gardens, at Babylon,
but as there is no early record of them,
it seems doubtful whether they ever

existed there.

The silence of Herodotus on this

subject is the more noteworthy, as in

tlie course of his travels he visited

Babylon

—

ipse testatur, Baehr's edition

of the author, IV, 394, Commen-
tatio de J'ifa et iScripfis Herodoti,

and Rawlinson's Translation, I,

cliap. II, 67, note 2. Moreover, the

inscribed bricks of the great King
Nebuchadnezzar (cited in Dr. Di'iver's

Sssay on Hebrew Authority) com-
memorate many edifices which he
erected at Babylon, but no mention is

made of hanging gardens {Aitthoritif

and ArchcBoloqu, Sacred and Profane,
edited by D. G.' Hogarth, 1899, p. 120
seq.).

•* This leaden pipe at Badenweiler
reminds me of one found at Chester, in

October, 1899. It is inscribed as

follows :

—

IMP.VESP . Villi T . IMP. VII . COS
CN . JVLIO AORICOLA LEG .

AVG . PR . PR

.

li!.rpansion.

" Im])cratore Vespasiano Villi. Tito

Impcratore VII. Consulibus Cnaeo Julio

Agricola Legato Augusti Propraetore,"

This date synchronizes with a.d. 79,

in which the eruption of Vesuvius took

place, tliat overwhelmed Herculaneum
and Pompeii. The inscription is

specially interesting because it is the

only one yet discovered bearing the

name of Agricola, who governed Britain

A.I). 78-85, made famous by Tacitus, his

son-in-law and biogrnphcr {Proceedings

of the Societii of Antiquaries, Feb. 15,

1900, Second Series, XVIil, 07 seq.,

with illustration).
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{marked by dotted lines derived by Leiljuitz from
Gmelin's plan) ; this channel, arched and underground,
was continued along the south side of the edifice, and
besides receiving the bath-water, removed the moisture

from the si)rings that penetrated the soil, and thus
preserved the solidity of the foundations. On both sides

of the fri()ldariuin recesses w^ere hollowed out in the

thick walls, rectangular, having semi-circular niches at

both ends, with a coloured dado, and 6 or 7 feet high
;

perhaps they were waiting-rooms {ScJiolae)} They are

at present filled up with Koman masonry ; hence, as in

other parts of the l)uilding, we have proof of a cliange

made before the destruction by the barbarians.

The so-called Tepidarium was somewhat smaller, 40 feet

long, 32 feet broad, and the bath, as in the larger room,

was quadrangular. At the south end were three separate

baths {solia) in niches, which received light from broad
perforations in the wall at the back. The analogy of

similar buildings at Pompeii and the greater thickness of

the walls lead to the conclusion that the larger halls

were covered by a semi-cylindrical roof Five rooms
in front appear to have been caldaria or Laconica
provided with sweating-baths {sudationes), hypocausts, a

movable cover under an opening in the roof (clipeus) to

regulate the heat," and reservoirs of cold and hot water

^ Marquardt, Privatlehender Rdmer, I, 311, No. 629 is a sepulcliral monu-
I, 287: "Das Lahrum stand in ment of Jason, a phjsician. . . . He
eiuof halbrunden ]Niscbe [schola) ; iim sits on a stool. Before him stands a

dasselbe war ein Unigaug gelasseu, in boy undergoing examination. . . . On
welchem ausser den sick Wasclienden the right is a vessel of peculiar form,

auch die auf den Zutritt Wartenden resembling a cupping glass, but this it

Platzfanden." ^oif \"Locum in baliu'i.'i cannot be on account of its great size,

occupare, sick zudriingeu." Tertulliun at least eight times as large as the man's
adversus Marcioi/ein, ill, 3, ed. Oohler, head, and therefore out of all proportion

II, 124-, "Eine spriirliwortliche Keden- to the groiip. Probably this bell-shaped

sart" (proverbial saying). The Greek object represents the f'//^>iew.s' (shield) or

word ffx'^^'l sifiniiies leisure, also cover of the opening in the roof of the
a place for leisui-e and learned leisure

;
bath. I observed on tiie stone a curved

the Latin Indus somewhat resembles it line perhaps intended for the chain by
in both the primary and secondary which this cover wns worked, so as to

meanings. Yitruvius, Lib. V, cap. lU, leave it open or shut according to the
" Scholas autem labrorum ita fieri oportet temperature required— Cf. The Medical
spatiosas, vit cuni priores oeciipaverint Magazine, April, 1893, " Medical Epi-
loca, circumspectantes j-eliqui stare grajihs of the British Mixseum," by
possint {Lexicon Vitruvianum, s.v. J. Keser, M.D., i)p.

907-9-20, especially

p. 59, edit. Rode, 1800). p. 913 sq. Marquardt, I, 291, " Unter
- See the Catalogue of Greek Sculp- dieser OefEnuug hiingt cine eherne

ture in the British Museum. Beliefs Scheibe {clipeus) an Kettcn," etc.

exhihiting Scenes of Domestic Life, If this interpretation is correct, the
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for washing. There were doubtless j^assages from the

hypocansts to the rotundas, and again from the latter to

the tepidarium. Leibnitz supposes that water was
admitted into these round chambers, and that two pij)es

found there, one of lead in the eastern basin, the other of

clay in the western, were used to carry off the water by
which the tepidarium or hypocaust might otherwise be

"flooded ; but this explanation is doubtful. A. small

annexe leans against the south end of the great middle
partition, and connects the establishment with the long

enclosing Avail. It was divided into two unequal parts,

and according to Gmelin terminated in a semi-circular

apse ; and on the east and west sides were sm.all rooms,

2Derhaps intended for the use of the attendants ; they
j^roljably had doors as a back entrance into the building.

Leibnitz has prefixed to his work a vignette of a

painting said to have been discovered in the Thermae of

Titus at Rome, which represents ancient baths with

inscriptions over the compartments—ELAEOTHES'
EPvIGIDARIV TEPIDARIV CONC.SVDATIO BAL-
NEVM, etc. It has often been quoted as an authority,

but is now admitted to be modern. Canina in his Arclii-

tettura Antica, III, pt. ii, 508, maintained that there

physician is represented as prescribing or distributions of largesses to the

baths for his young patient, so that we people. See my paper on " The Gallo-

liare here in sculpture a commentary Koman Museum of Sens," Arch,

on Celsus, who gives many directions Jour., LYI, 224, 355-3G1, especially

for this treatment as promoting health the last four pages; llemoires

and curing disease, e.tj. De Medicinu, des Antiqnalrex de France, sixieme

Lib. I, cap. Ill, p. 25, edit. Bipont: seric, tome quatrieme, "Inscriptions
" Si quis Tcro exustus in sole est, liuic in Antiques de la Quatrieme Lyonnaise,"

balneum protinus cundum. perfuuden- P. Arnauldet, pp. 103-107 ; ibid., tome
dumque oleo corpus et caput ; dciude in cinquieme, " L'ue Facade daus la

solium bene calidum descendendum est, Capitale des Senoncs," G. JulHot,

turn multa aqua per caput infundenda, p. 142 acq.

prius calida, deinde frigida. Ibid., cap. C'omiJare the folio Alias of Plates

IV, p. 32, et cap. XVII, pp. 87-89 : "At appended to Eodc's edition of Vitruvius,

baluei duplex usus est. Nam mode with brief explanations in Latin and

discussis febribus, initiuni cibi plenioris, German. Forma XA'III, " Balncae seu

Tinique firmioris valetiidini facit ; modo thermae Eomaiiae prope Badcnneiler

febrcm ipsam tollit," etc. (in dcr Markgrafscliaft Baden) C 1, 2,

' In Greek "E.\aio6i<nov, the room Unctuaria s. Klaeothesia (Salbeziminer)

where oils and unguents were kept, and Uncforium, sc. cubicidum" corresponds

the bathers rubbed and anointed. exactly with the Greek aKtnrriiptov

Vitruvius, v. 11: "De j^alaestrarum {aKdcpw). Plinius Junior, Epp. II, 17,

aedificatione. Ad sinistram epbebei med. § 11 :
" Adjacct unctorium, hypo-

elaeothesium." Frequent allusion to caustun, adjacet iiropnigeou balinei.

tliis practice occurring in Celsus will TrpoTTViyHor means the mouth of the

account for the mention oi' oil in some furnace, pure Latin _/j/-ae/'«r?zt«?«.

inscriptions as forming part of confjiaria
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was no proof of its being genuine, and that it was a

drawing made by some commentator on Vitruvius/

The date of the erection of these baths at Badenweiler

is uncertain, because architecture, observing fixed rules

and proportions, continued for a long period with very

little alteration, while sculpture, requiring more genius

and invention, rapidly deteriorated. Hence, some writers

have assigned the edifice to Trajan's reign, and others to

Diocletian's. The Antonine age seems more probable, as

the lloman possession of the JDecumates Agri was com-
jDaratively of short duration, lasting only about 100

years.' Here we must have recourse to conjecture, and
it is by no means unlikely that the baths were the work ot

Hadrian. That great administrator travelled over every

part of his dominions, and conferred substantial benefits

wherever he w^ent. Moreover, he may have taken a more
active part than is generally supposed in strengthening

the defences on the northern frontiers of the empire.^

' Marquarclt, Prlvalleheii <ler Rumer,
Vol. I, pp. 277-279, " Angeblich (pre-

tended) antikes Bild eiues rem. Bades."

This representation of iiu ancient bath
first appeared as an illustration on tlie

title-page of a bot>k publishsd in the

year 1553 ; its history is given iu detail

by Martj^Liardt. Canina, loc. citat. :

" Nessuna prova si accenua che faceia

conoscere essere stato veramente iin

tale dipiuto riuvenuto nelle designate

terme e die lo dimostri essere opera
antica." Tlie supposed fresco has been
accepted as an original authority and
reproduced, sometimes witli alterations,

by several generations of scholars,

amongst them by Kode in his edition of

Vitruclus, and by Rich in his Com-
panion to the Latin Dictionary.

* Tlie Decamates Agri, tithe lands,

were so called because the occupiers

paid a tenth of the produce to the
Roman government. This country was
situated in the angle formed by the
Upper Rhine and the Danube. Roman
remains are comparatively few in this

region, but the Museums of Karlsruhe
and Stuttgart testify that many inter-

esting objects have been found recently.
Tacitus, Germania, K\\.]i.2\) : "Moxlimite
aeto proniotisque praesidiis sinus imperii
et pars provinciae habentur," and Orelli
in loco. Merivale, Hiatori/ of the
Romans under the Empire, octavo
edition, Vol. VII, p. 216.

•' It seems highly probable that

Hadrian took a part in constructing tlie

boundai'y that protected tlie settlers

from the attacks of barbarians. Spar-

tianus, his biographer, cliap. 12, § 6,

gives us some information that favours

this supposition :
" Per ea teuapora efc

alias frequenter in plurimis locis, in

quibus barbari non fluminibus sed

limitibus dividuntur, stipitibiis magnis
in inodum muralis saepis funditus jactis

atque conexis barbaros separavit." The
next sentence begins with '• Germanis
regem constituit." See the long and
learned note of Casaubon reprinted in

the edition of the Augustan Ilistori/,

Lugduni Batav., 1671, I, 113 sq.

He refers to Tacitus, Annals, I, 5u,
" Komauus . . . castra iu limite locat,

frontein ac tergum vallo, latera concaedi-

bus muuitus " (barricade of felled trees),

and mentions the repair of frontier

cities and fortresses by Diocletian.

Dr. Hodgkin has called attention to the

iinportance of the passage quoted above

from Spartianus in his essay entitled
" Ptahlgraben," contributed to Archceo-

logia jSliana, 48. It is accompanied
by a sketch map of the Limes Imperii

Komani, between tho Danube and the

Rhine {ibid., p. 4).

Hadrian travelled through all the

provinces of his vast dominion—from
the sultry plains of Egypt to the snowy
hills of Caledonia—asid conferred
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Though many of the details cannot be explained satis-

factorily, these baths are important, because, as I have
already remarked, they are better preserved than any other
buildings of the same class in Germany. Next to them I

should place the Thermae of Treves, at St. Barbara, near

the Moselle ; a plan has been published separately, as

well as in the recent work of Arendt, Das Monumentale
Trier} Many small objects found at Badenweiler have
been dej)osited in the museum at Karlsruhe." I am
sure that the antiquarian traveller who wishes to examine
them, will meet with every attention from Professor

Schumacher, the assistant director. The baths have

been roofed over so that they present an ajDpearance very

different from the elevation as given in the plates of

Leibnitz. By this means the place has been made so

dark that I presume it would be difficult to take good
j)hotographs of the apartments.

I now proceed to make a few remarks on the Roman
boundary wall. Our own countrymen have contributed

their share towards the elucidation of this interesting-

subject. The late Mr. James Yates read a paper on the

Limes Transrlienanus at the Newcastle Meeting of the

Archceological Institute. After an interval of many
years, Dr. Hodgkin published an elaborate memoir en-

titled the Pfcthhjrahen, about eighty pages of text, with

benefits on the inliabitants -o'liitlierso- 2 unci 3. Ansicht tier Ruiuen
ever he went. We may remark that a derselbcu im 17. Jalirluindert.

ruk'r so "fl-ise and so indefatigable Avoukl 4. Ansicht der Euinen nach den
scarcely neglect the defence of the letzten Ausgrabungen.
Decumates Ac/ri, which were exposed to 5. Ansicht eines iintererdischen

German incursions. Another argument Ganges.
for applying to the Limes Transrheu- Ga. Der in den Biiderruinen

anus the words of Spartianus quoted ausgcgrabene Amazonen-Torio.
above is derived from the fact that Gb. Kopf eines Diadiunenos.

about A.B. 120 he caused to be built a Gc. Arzt-Stempol fiir Ralsani-

boundary-wall in our own country, stiibchen.

from Pons AiVd (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) Gd. Kamm und Ilaarnadelu aus

to Luguvallium (Carlisle). Spartianus, dem Frauenbad.
i6tf?., chapter 11 :

" Multa correxit mu- 7. Fragment eines romischcn

rumque per octoginta milia passuum Scliiffes, Steinrelicf (Museum).
primus duxit, qui barbaros Eonmnosque - Orossherzoglivhe Tcrcinigfe ISamm-

divideret." luntjen zu Karlsruhe. lieschrcibung
' Das monumentale Trier von der der Sammlnng anfiker Sronzeii, von

Riimerzeit bis avf itnsere Tage in Wort Karl Schumacher, mit zahlreiclieu

tind Blld vorgejilhrt, von K. Arendt, Abbildungen im Text, 16 zinkograplii-

Staats-Architect in Luxemburg, 1892, schcn und 13 Lichtdrucklafcln, 1890.

folio. This catalogue has been carefully coni-

Tafel IT, Fig.l. Erliiutcrter Grund- piled and copiously illustrated, but I do

riss der Thermen iu St. Ear- not find in it any mention of bronzes

bara. from Badcnweiler.
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many maps and other illustrations. In 1884 Colonel

Von Coliausen's book appeared, Der RiJmisclie GrenzwaJl
in Deutschland ; Militarische unci tecJiniscJic Beschrtibunfj

desselben. It is accomjjanied hj an atlas of fifty-two

plates/ But the work of exploration has been under-
taken again, and at tlie present time is being carried

out vigorously. Portions of it are distributed amongst
the German savants ; in some cases I can from personal

acquaintance bear testimony to tlieir kindness, learning

and industry.

Among the forts on this wall, that called the Saal-
hurg deserves attention more than any other. Professor

Herzog, of Tubingen University, informs me that it has
been described very exactly and with a masterly hand by
L. Jacobi in his work, Das Rbmerkastell Saalburg hei

Homhurg vor der Ilohe, 1897, and that the book is

specially instructive for the type of a Kastell.^ The
German Emperor intends to restore the praetorkun and

' Taf. I, " Der romisoLe Grenzwall
Tou der Donaii bis ziuii Rliein. Die
britiseheu Romerwiille, Vallum Pii,

Vallum Hadriaiii." Some of the

illustrations are derived from Trajan's

Colmnu at Rome. Taf. II, Fig. 2,
" Dazisclu) Maueru, Trajans-Silule."

Taf. 1 II, Figs. 4-8, " Darstollungeu auf
der Trajans-Silule." Taf. XIII, XIV,
" Saalburg."

- This important work was preceded
by Das Romercastell ISanlhtirg, von A.
V. Cohaiisen, Oberst z. D. nnd Conser-
vator uud L. Jacobi, Baumeister, ]ip. 01,

with two plates, a small and unpretend-
ing brochure, which, however, contains

much information. Tlie latter part of

it is devoted to the Saalburg Aiuseum
in Homburg, pp. 42-^T. '' l)ie Fund-
stiicke, Inschrittstcine nnd Rildwerke,
Ziegel, Cllilser, Gegenstiinde aus Eisen,

die Rronzefundsliicke, Mtinzen."
I have not found in Baumeistcr's

elaborate treatise any notice of tlie

armamentarium (arsenal), which one
would suppose nnist Lave been required
for storage of arms in the casfra .sicdiva

(permanent caaips), and 1 presume that
there has been Uiiliculty of identifying
it with any site in particular. At Pola
lour angular lowers at regular intei-vals

project outside the circumference of tlie
I amphitheatre. . . . Tlie late Sir Richard

i

Buitoa suggested that they might have
1

been hoplothecae, armouries "lor the

gladiators {Arch. Jour., XLIX, 255,
with illustration from a photograph).
Jucobi's book is a large «vo. volume,

pp. 608, it contains ilO engravings
intercalated in the text, with a map
(" Karte der Saalburg und Umgegend,'
incliuling Homburg and Frankfurt) and
bU full ])age plates.

The arsenal is mentioned in Inscrip-
tions, Gruter, P;ig.C, 7,EX . UE(^ VRIA
. ARMAMENTARIA (an adjective

omitted in ordinary Latin dictionaries);

ibid., Pag. CLXIX, i A pud Batavos,

loco nunc appellato i\ Catlorum vica

Catwvck ... ad vetus ostium Rbeni.

ARMA
MENTARIVM VETVSTATE CONLA
BSVM RES ITTVERY NT.
In the original ligfitures occur. For
examples vide Akerman, Niimiimaiic
3Janual, Plato IV, at the end of the
volume. Orelli gives a similar inscrip-

tion, No. 975, in Anqlia.
Compare Juvenal, Satire XIII, 82

seq. :
—

''Addit et Herculeos areus hastamque
Minervae,

Quidquid habeut telorum armamen-
taria coeli."

(" And every weapon that, to ven-

geance given,

Stores the tremendous magazine of

heaven."
Gifford's Translation.)
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the porta decumana, and to ^^lace in the former the

future museum of the Limes.

The results of investio-ations liave been made known
by a series of monograj^lis, one for each Kastcll. They
are j^arts of a great work entitled Dev Ohergerm .-liaet.

Limes des Homen-eiches im Auftrage der Reichs-Limes-
L^ommission Jierausgegeheii von dem Militarischen und
dem Arc]idologisch 671 Dirigenten, 0. vonSartvey, General-

lieutenant z.d., F. Hettner, Aluseumsdirector. I have
selected three of these sej^arate papers—" Osteiburken,"
" Ohringen," and " Unterbobingen."
At Osterburken incomparably tlie most remarkable

object brought to light is a Mithras relief, now deposited

in the Altertumshalle at Karlsruhe. It was found in the

spring of 1861, in a cellar 9 feet underground, close to a

bridge over the Kirnach, not far from the railway station.

In the Mithraea as yet known an op^'is or exedra has not

been met with, but it occurs in inscriptions No. 256
{signum numinis cum absidata), No, 239 {cryptam cum
iwrticihus et apparat07'io et exedra).^ The discovery of

a spring of water is interesting ; I suppose it was used

for ablutions and purifications. The tablet ranks among
the first of its class for size (being 170 metre in height

and breadth), for Mithraic legends, mysterious deities and
the union of Persian, Greek and Chaldaean elements."

' Apparatorium appears only in unci distinguishes these apartments
inscriptions. " Locus prope sepulcrum ivom.hemici/cHa. Cf. Ciccvo, De Natura
muro circumdatus ae tectus, ad lustra- Deoriim, I, 6. Marquardt, Privatlehen

tionem sepulcri et caenas anuiversarias der Jionier, zweite AuHage, 1886, p. 249,

funebres inter propinquos amicosque note 6, " iVff/r« ist urspriinglich ein in

celebraudas," De Vit., Lexicon, s.v. einer Siluleulialle nacli inncu hin ausge-

Eapliacl Fabretti, Inscriptions, a.d. bauter Sitzplatz." DictioiHiri) of An-
1699, p. 232, Nos. 609-611, witli a tiquitiea, third edition, I, 281, plan of

commentary. Gloss. Vet. 'E^ajino-r/'/piov Thei'mae of Caracal la ; FF liali-circular

ab t^aoTiZci), apparo, iiisiruu. In one alcoves, in which tliere were Beats for

inscription mention is made of a banquet tlie philosophers to hold their conversa-

and ])urification, but i ot of a tonib. tions. Tlie same plan is given by Rich,

Exedra (Grroek, t^tSjm), on tlie oilier op. cif.nt., but the exedrae are marked
hand, is a word which occurs sometimes with the letters E E, p. 657 seq., s.v.

in the autliors usually read. Cicero, Thermae. The numbers of the inscrip-

De Oratore, III, 17: "In earn exedram tions quoted in tlie text are derived

venisse, in qua Crassus posito Icctulo from Fr. Cumont, vide infra, list of

recubui.^set" ; ti. Ellcndt's edition, references at tlie end of the Appendix.
Explicdfionea, II, 357. He ciles - From the writings of the Cliristiun

Vitruvius, V, 11, iuit., p. 120, edit. Fathers we know how extensive was

Rode :
" Constituaiitur in tribus portici- the spread of Mithraisin, and I have in

bus eiedrae spatiosae liabentes setles, in a pajier on "Roman Antiquities of the

quibus philohophi rlietores reliquique, Midule Rhine," Arch. Jour., XLVII,
qui studiis dclcctantur, scdcrc possint/' 379, note 1, quoted Tcrtulliau Df
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MITHRAS AND BVLL, FROM OSTERBrRKEN.
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The central group, of large dimensions, consists of Mithras
killing a bull, and fills the greater part of the niche ; he
is in the usual attitude, as we see him at the British

Museum. The bull in mortal agony draws back his fore-

leg and extends his tail upwards. From it three ears of

corn are sprouting, perhaps to indicate the fertilising

influence of the sun-god, causing vegetation to rise up
out of the earth. Mithras looks back towards a raven,

the messenger of Apollo ; again there may be an allusion

to the sun, with whom Apollo was identified. Under the

bull a vase, snake and lion are said to symbolise the

strife of the elements. On each side of the chief group
stands a torch-bearer, dressed like Mithras, compare
T/Dt7rXacrto9 Mt^/aa? in inscriptions ; so that some kind
of trinity seems to be represented. These figures may
have reference to the seasons, of which in the old Greek
mythology there were only three. The signs of the

Zodiac occupy the border over the niche, and may be
traced to Chaldpean influence ; immediately above them
we see an assemblage of Olympian deities.

In the middle of the lower row, Jupiter is enthroned

;

Apollo, Mars and Hercules stand on his right ; Juno,
Minerva and Venus correspond with them on his left.

Minerva with her attributes, helmet, shield and lance, is

easily distinguishable. In the upper row, Victory beliind

Praescrtpfione haereticorum, cap. XL,
" Miiltae leges ct regiilae pouuntur,
quas catholici cum liaereticis agentes
sei'vare debcut," as proving the fact.

Tliis author flourished under Septunius
Severus and Caracalla, and I now add
earlier evidence from Justin Martvr,
who presented his Apologia to the

Emperor Antoninus Pius, probably
about A.D. ]71, edit. iSenedictine,

p. 83. After exjjlaining the doctrine of

the Eucharist, he proceeds :
" o-n-to Kal

ti' Tills Tov Midpa ^vffTi)plois wapiSajKap

ytvtadai /xi/xiiadfuvoi u'l Trovtjpui Saiaot'is,

UTi yap apTus icai Tzorijoiov i'Saros TiQtTai

tv Tttis TOV fjivovfxii'ov TtKtrais utT'

iirtKoywv tivuiu j/ tTrlffTaaBf, j) /xadtlv

SvvacrOt." ("At que id quidem efc in

Mithrae m\steriii ut fieret, pravi dae-
mones imitati docuerunt. Nam panem
et poculum aquae in ejus qui initiidur

in\steriis, quibusdam verbis additis

ai^poni, aut scitis aut discere potestis.)

Index Serum, p. G31, s.r. ^Mithras.
' Mithrae sacerdotes dicunt ilium ex
petra genitum," 168b. " Speluneam
vocant locum ubi ab eo initiari dicunt
qui ei crethuit," ibid. . . .

" Ilaec a
diabolo inveuta ut vaticinium Esaiae
imitaretur," 175l'.

We may consider the Chakhean
symbols as illustrating Jmenal, Hut ire

X, 92-94.,
'• Tutor haberi

Principis angusta Caprearuin in

rupc sedcntis

Cum grege Chaldaeo ?
"

(" And keep a prince in ward, retired

to reign

O'er Capreie's crags, with his

Clialdffian train ?
"

Gilford's Translat ion,\s\i\\ notes.)

6 T(/3fpios t/j.iriip6TaTos Sia nor aorowj/

/j.avTiKi'is »/)'. JJio, LVIII. Suetonius,

Tiberius, chaps. 14 and G9. Kuperti's

Commentanj on Juceiial, iii loco.
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Jiq^iter holds a large palm-branch ; the other personages

are so much injured that we can hardly identify them.

On the left hand in the upper corner, the sun, nimbated,

with flying drapery, drives a quadriga ; over him hovers

the morning star, holding torches. To right, the moon,
who has a large crescent over her head, in a chariot drawn
by two oxen, descends into the darkness of a cave, while

the evening star, also holding torches, falls down from

heaven.

The groups on the pillars are much mutilated, but

beginning with the lowest on the left, proceeding upwards
and then downwards along the right pillar, we may
remark a head in a rosette ; Earth and Atlas, tlie latter

supporting a globe ; the three Fates ; Kronos (Saturn)

handing over to Jupiter the thunderbolt, emblem of

dominion over the world ; and Jupiter contending Avith a

giant. ^ In the left upper corner the birth and deeds of

Mithras are the subject, and the most conspicuous figure

is a youth, wearing the Persian cap as before, who is

cutting leaves or flowers from a great tree. In the right

upjDer corner the bull appears twice, alone and carried by
Mithras on his back. At the top of the right pillar,

Mithras draws water fi'om a rock by striking it with an

arrow ;^ one Asiatic stretches out his hand to receive it,

' Horace, Odes, III, i, 7. " Clari unrecorded Jewish liistory were adopted

Gigauteo trium])ho." C'oiiip. the cameo by apostolic men under tlie inspiration

at Naples, representing Zeus Giganto- of tlie Holy Spirit, the apology of

machos, signed AOHNIHN, engraved in Stephen may bear witness.

Milman's edition of Horace, "Neapolitan Aringlii, Moma Sitbferra»ea (Cata-

• iem of Jupiter and Titans. From an combs), tom. II, p. 1(>1, i'ol., 1651:

Impression." This book is illustrated " Tabula unica cubiculi imdecimi C'oe-

by the late Sir George Scharf's flrawings meterii Marcellini et Petri inter duas

from the antique. For the Giganto- Lauros ad S. Helenam A'ia Laliicana.'

macliia, see Perry, Greek and lioman //y(,V/., Lib. V, cap. XII, § 3, p. 4H2 seq.

:

Sculpture, pp. 545-555, esjieciully " Mysteria aquarum e petra in deserto

p. 549 »eq., " The Zeus Group." Id., scatui-ieiitinm. Petra in deserto Chris-

JJescrijdire Ca1(tlo(jue of the Collection tumfigurabat." J6j(i. torn. T,pi"i. 450-401,

of Castsfrom the Antique in the South lib. Ill, cap. X[, " I)e celebri Callisti

Kensington Museum, pp. 99-101. Coemeterio. Ibid., ]i. 546 seq., "Tabula
- Moses smote the rock twice, Prima." No. iv,"Ft demnm Moysisvirgae

Numbers xx, 11; ibid., vv. 8, 10; ictibus uberes aquarum rivos e petra

Cruden's Concordance. Cf. St. Paul's educentis." There are six full page

First Epistlo to the Corintliians x, 4, plates of this catacomb.

tirivov yap Ik n-invfiaTiKijs aKoAovdovffns huh\e,Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte,

ir'tTpas,
>'i
TTiTpa Si })}' V XpicTTos. Alford's I, 1, " Altcliristliche Kunst." 3. '' Bild-

edition of tlie Greek Testanu'iit, Vol. II, nerei und IMalerei," pp. 250-252,

J).
523 seq., trrivi.iaTiKos ty]iical, cf. " Moses mit dem Stabe Wasser au9

Revelations xi, 8. The rock followed the dem Felsen sclilagend," Fig. 170,

Israelites in their journeyings, and gave " Vv'andgemiilde aus den Katakoniben

forth water all the way. . . . How von S. Calixtus."

extensively tlie traditionary rcliques of
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anotlier kneels thankfully before the god. Then come
various scenes in the life of Mithras—he is hanging on
the neck of the bull, and following the car of the sun-

god, who in the next compartment kneels before him
;

tiius the superiority of Mithras is indicated. He rides

with a bent bow in his hand, and an attendant in oriental

costume behind. The last compartment differs from the

rest ; Mithras and Sol are reclining on a couch with a

small table before them. Compare the Visit of Bacchus
to Icarius in the British Museum, and Bottiger, Sabina,
Part II, PL XII, and descrij^tion of the plates, pp.
255-257.

Beside the Kastell there was an additional building.

We should observe that it was not continued on the
same lines as the original construction of the camp,
but took the form of an irregular trapezium. This
deviation was doubtless caused by a declivity in tlie

ground, which prevented the Roman engineers from
carrying out their plans as usual,

^

Die Kastelle bei Ohringen.—Near this place there

were two lioman forts, Ost-oder llendelkastell and
Westoder Burgkastell, and a bathing establishment

(v. PI. II, Fig. 2, where the low pillars of the hypo-
caust are distinctly marked ; PI, III, Fig. 2, is an attemjDt

at a restoration of the baths). Many inscriptions have
been found here and objects of various materials—gold,

bronze, iron, glass, terra-cotta and stone. Some are

preserved in the Collection of Antiquities at Stuttgart.

Das Kastell Unterbobingen is one of the greater camps
in the series, and nearly square. The Porta praetoricc

faces the north and the Limes. There are two towers
at the gates, not projecting beyond the wall, therefore not

pro2)ugnacula, as at Treves and Batisbon.^ The Porta

' In this memoir I liave placed tlivee " Uebersichtskarte des obergcrnianischen
castella in the order of their geo- ^^^^ raetischen Limes, festgestelltc8,
graphical position, beginning with the ^

most nortlierly and proceeding south- vermuthetes romisches Kastell

"

wards. Osterburken is situated east of (G-renzwall). There are also plans of
the river Neckar, in the latitude of each fort and maps of the immediate
Heidelberg ; Oeliringen, nearly as far neighbourhood.
south of Osterburken as Heilbronn is; - Leonardy, Panorama von Trier und
Unterbcibingeu on tlie left bank of the Umr/ehiingen, pp. 24, 25, two engravings
nver Reins in the same latitude as of the Porta-Nigra, Stadtseite und
totuttgart. A map giving a general Nordseite. Arendt, Da.i monumoitale
view of tlie boundary wall is appended Trier, Taf. Ill, Fig. 1, " Persp. Ansicht
to each separate description of the forts, der Porta-Nigra"; 1 bis. Grundriss, Hid.,
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decumana (opposite the practoria) had one entrance, the
side gates two entrances ; at the north-west end the
foundations of a rectangular building for artillery were
discovered. The ground-plan can be distinctly traced

;

while the position and form of the praetorium are normal,

the saccllum has a striking peculiarity—a smaller apse

was added to the larger one. Probably the smaller one
was higher, and contained images of deities raised on a

platform, with the wall of the larger apse as a facade.

Kooms 9 and 10, PL I, were provided with apparatus for

heating, and the floor in the hypocaust was supported by
small pillars of tufa 50 centimetres high. Inequality of

surface is the most remarkable feature in this cam^D ; it

seems to have been caused by a landslip during the Poman
occupation. Among the objects found we may especially

notice the fragment of a military diploma of honourable

discharge (Jioncsta oiiissio), PL II, Fig. 3, fully explained

in the text, p. G, Bronzen 1.^

p. 12, "Die gewaltige Porta Martis,!5pater

Siineonskirche, Porta nigra genaimt, an
del' Xordostseite, nach dein Vorort
'Maar ' zu." Arch. Jour., 1891,
XLVIII, my paper on "Tlie Roman
Antiquities of Augsburg and Eatisbon,"

398-402, text and notes, and illustra-

tion from a photograph of the Porta
Praetoria at the latter city, facing

p. 400.

Propugnaculum is also used as a

nautical term, and means a tower on
the deck of a ship from which missiles

were discharged. Winckelmaun, Monit-

menii Antichi inediti, Tom. II, Parte
quarta, Capitolo XV, p. 280 :

" Queste
torri . . . solevano cssere due, una
alia poppa, e I'altra alia prora," etc.

Tom. Ill, pi. 207 (folio). Eaumeister,
Denkmnler, art. " Seewesen," p. 1608 :

" Das Deck der Kalaphrakten triig nach
Pollux I, 92, zinveilen bolzerne Tiirme,
TTvpyia, turres, 'propugnacuhi, die auf
den iri'pyouxoi ruliten." Ibid., p. 1634,
folding plate, Tafel IX. Pliny, Nat.
JIi.st.,JLXXU, Sect. I, §3 : "Sed armatao
classes imponunt sibi turrium propug-
nacula, ut in mari quoque pugnetur
velut e muris." T'acitus, Annals, XV,
9. " Interim Corhulo . . . naves
marjnitudine ^jrae.s-^a?2<e.9, et connexas
trahibus, ac txtrribus auctas, ayit per
amnem." Tiie same Avord occurs in

Horace's First Epode, one of Ids most
beautiful poems, addressed to Maecenas
before the battle of Actium :

" Ibis Liburnis inter alta navium,
Amice, propiignacula."

riorus, lib. 4, cap. 11, § 5, describes

Antony's ships. "Turribvsatquetabulati.'»

allevatae, casfellorum et urbium specie."

'I he edition of Graevius, Amsterdam,
1702, p. 500, has an engraving of a

trireme from Trajan's Column.
' Tabulae honestae missionis are well

known to English antiquaries, baving
been discovered in our own country.
Lapidarium ISeptentrionale,

j)P- 3-8,

Diplomata found at Malpas in tJlieshire,

Sydenliam Common in Kent, and
Riveling in Yorkshire, folio plates in

the same colours as the originals. Many
have been brought to liglit subsequently
to the publication of Orelli's CoUectio
Inscriptionum Latinarum, 1828, ride

Nos. 737, 2652, 3571, 3577 seqq. Some
of these " receus reperta" appear in the

Supplement to that work by Henzen,
see especially 6857, 6857.4, from Car-

nuntum, Deutsch-Altenbui'g, on the

southern bank of the Danube, and now
deposited in the Kunst-Historischen
Sammlungen at Vienna {r. Baron Ed.
von Sacken in Sitzungsheriehte d. phil-

hist. Classe der k. k. Akad. der Wissea-

schnften. Vol. XI, fasc. II seqq., tab.

III). One of these documents may be

seen in the Paulus Museum at Worms,
and therefore not far distant from the

boundary wall which we have been

considering.
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St. Bernard .said Rcspice, 2'>yospice, susjnce ; and it is

the privilege of the old to look backA^•a^ds as well as

forwards. Wlien we contrast the position of antiquarian

studies at present with what it was in the last century,

and even nearer our own time, we may cong-ratulate

ourselves on the progress that has been made. Scholars

formerly indulged in learned but fanciful conjectures

which only exposed them to ridicule •/ but now, by
examination of existing monuments, by comparing them
with each other, by observing the characteristics of

different styles and joeriods, and conducting those

researches in the light of the best revisions of ancient

texts, archseology has been elevated into a science, and,

purified from error, rests upon foundations both solid and
secure.

Appendix.

The paraorrapli in Yirgi], j^^neid, I, 8-11, a joart of -wliicli appears
on the mosaic at Sonsse, deserves to be quoted entire :

—

" Musa, milii caiisas memora, quo numine laeso,

Quidve doleus, regina deum tot volrere casus

Insignem pietate virum, tot adire labores

Inpulerit. Tantaene animis caelestibus irae ?
"

One clause, quo inimine laeso, presents some difficulty, and has been
variously interpreted. It cannot mean an inquiry as to what deity

has been offended, which would be unnecessary because Juno has been
mentioned by name in the fourth line. The participle in Latin is

often used where the English idiom prefers a substantive, so that
numen laesum ^ou\d be equivalent to laesio numinis, an oii'ence against

the deity of Juno, as A.U.C. {i.e. ah urbe condita) is translated from
the fonnddtlon of Home. Henry explains numen = arhitrinm. See the
note in Conington's Virgil, edited by Nettleship, Vol. II, p. 4 seq.,

and the Journal of Philology, Vol. XVII, No. 84, pp. 157, 158,

Sonsse is the French form of the modern nnme Susa, on the site of

the ancient Hadrtcmetum—the place to which Hannibal fled after the

^ Stukeley's writings are a striking tasques." The nearest pai'allel I know
example of this stvle. A French critic to this strange compound of learning
in the Nourelle Jiiof/raphie Generale and follv is to be seen in Bent ley's notes
has estimated them correctly : " C'etait on the Paradise Lost—characterised by
uu liorame bon, niais bizarre, un savant Bishop Xewton as the " Dotages of

remarquable, mais emporte par une Dr. Beutlcy" in the preface to //w edition

imagination fougueuse, que lui faisait of the poem,
commettre les erreurs Ics plus fan-
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decisive battle of Zama. C. I. L., VIII. h p. 14, § VII, " Colonia

Concordia Ulpia Ti'ajana 'Augusta Frugifera Hadruraetum, postea

Jiistinianopolis (Susa)." Tribu Papiria Proviucia Bijzacena, Inscrr,

Nos. 59-67, with a sketch of its history.

Conip. Mrs. Jamesou, The History of our Lord as exemplified in

^Yorhs of Art, etc., II. 144, " The Crucifixion," full page engraving,

Avliich also corroboi'ates remarks made above concerning river-gods

with horns, " Ea.rlj ivory of the ninth century," "Classic personifica-

tions of Water and Earth," the one a bearded and horned river-god with

a fish or an oar in his hand, sometimes riding on a dolphin, and with a

stream issuing fi'om his subverted urn.

For a very eai'ly representation of the Crucifixion, see The Lewis

Collection of Gems and Binri$, by Professor J. Henry Middleton, p. 84,

with engraving. Two figures are standing by; one is Longinus with
the spear that pierced Christ's side.

Ger appears to have the same root as the Greek "icf.Tco^, for the

change from S to R presents no objection, being very common; e.g.,

we have the adverb hier, here, and the adjective connected with it,

hiesiq, in this place or country, native. Comp. Key on the Alphabet,

p. 91 sq., Eisen iron, Hase hare, Besen broom ; and s.v. Ger,

Etymologisches Wortei-bttch der Deutschen Sprache, by Friedrich Kluge.

The Latin form of this Gx'eek word is gaesum, which occurs in Virgil,

2Eneid, VIII, 661, where the poet describes the Gauls besieging

the Capitol, represented on the shield of ^neas.

" Duo quisqiie Alpina coruscant

Guesa manu, seutis protecti corpora loDgis."

De Vit in his edition of Forcellints Lexicon has a good article on

Gaesnvi, and observes that two of these spears are frequently

mentioned as being carried together. From ancient authors we learn

that the gaesum was a Gallic javelin, but was also used by other

nations. In the Third Book, De Bella Gallico, Chaps. 1-6, Csesar

relates the campaign conducted by his lieutenant Galba against the

Nantuates, Veragri and Seduni, south-east of the Lake of Geneva
(Lemanus). Ibid. Book IV, Chap. 10, where Ccesar traces the course

of the Rhine from its source. We find the first of these tribes in most
editions, but there must be some mistake in the manuscripts, because

the geographical position of the Nantuates is far west of the river,

being between Villeneuve and Martigny, north of Mont Blanc, and
near Chamounix. The territories of these three tribes are accurately

defined lib. citat.. Chap. I, init. " ab finibus Allobrogum, et laca

Lemanno, et flumine Rhodano, ad summas Alpes pertinent."

Galba, who commanded the twelfth legion, fixed his winter quarters

at Octodurus (Martigny), where the Rhone receives the Drance

;

and we may notice that the Romans showed the same wisdom here

as they did in choosing Castra Vetera (Xanten) for a military

station at the junction of the Rhine and Lippe. Not many days

had elapsed when the general was informed by scouts that the

Gauls in great force had occupied the surrounding mountains.

A council of war was held, when it was decided to defend the

camp. The enemy, after a shoj't interval, rushed down on all sides,

hurling stones and javelins (gaesa) ; at first they broke the rampart

and filled up the ti'enches, but afterwards in a successful sortie
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(eruptione facta) tlie _c"aiTi.son, surrouudin<; the Gauls, slaughtered

the third ])art of their army, , and put the rest to flight iii such
confusion that they did not venture to take up a position even on
high ground. Galba, satisfied with this victory, aban(h)ned the

camp and quickly retired to the Roman Pi'ovince, which at that

time was of the same extent as the modern Dauphine, Provence and
Languedoc.
To the remarks ah'eady made the following references may

be added :— Gustav Koctiug, Lateiiitsch-romaiiischcs Wijrterbiich,

" Gaesurii. 2, Wurfspiess : franz : gvse, Pike (altfrz. gieser :=* gesuruvi).

See also Armstrong, Gaelic Dicclonari/, s.v. Geis, a spear, a javelin
;

a fishing spear. Hesj/chil Lexicon, I, 412 :
" Valao^-ififioKiou

o\o(Tir ijpoi', Kal oi>of(a TroTajnor. ui ce f^unGoir. >/ ottXov a/nvvTijpiov.

Pollux, Onomasticon, edit. Dindorf, 1824, II, 100, agrees with
Hesychius in stating that this javelin was all iron, both head and
stock, Lib. VII : KccpaXxiou AT. irein -n-oirj-iKwi' rey^vwi/ Kitl twu yonrwv.

§ 15t5, Aofjv^ouvj co/iu uXofTiCijpoi'. Ka\c7Tae ce >^/u7aos; ku'i ecnt AifivKOf,

Annotafiones, V, p. 458, nisi legendum fucrit 'Ijit^piKov pro

It may seem strnngo that the foremost scholar of the sixteenth

centui\v should have selected for himself two names, neither of

which is pure Latin. Desiderius does not occur even in the list of

words which Forcellini has excluded from his Lexicon of Classical

Latinitij— " a nobis improbata et expulsa '"—and admitted only into

the Supplement ; nor is it mentioned by Bailey in the Auctariura
appended to Forcellini's work, or by Ducange in his Glossary. But
we meet with it as a proper name at a late period, borne by the last

of the Lombard kings, whom Charlemasrne conquered and dethroned,

about A.D. 775 (Gibbon's Decline and Fall, Chap. XLIX, Vol. VI,

p. 156, edit. Dr. William Smith).
No less than five Desiderii are mentioned as saints. Vide

Potthast's Index to the Acta Sanctornm : " Vollstiindigei es Ver-
zeichniss der Heiligen, ihre Tage und Feste." One of them, called

by the French St. Didier or Dizier, is third in the catalogue

of Bishops of Langres, but in the case of the earlier names
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Memoirs of the local Ai'cha?ological

Society, Vol. Ill, 18bl. Les Eteques de Langres, I'Jtnde li!pigraphique,

Sigiltographiqne et HerahUqne, pp. 2 and 8. St. Didier is said to

have been beheaded by Crocus, chief of a band of barbarians who
besieged this city, having vainly endeavoured to intercede in favour
of the inhabitants. The date of these events is assigned by some to
the year 264, by others to 411, a discrepancy which may cause a
shadow of doubt to pass over the biographies of the old annalists.

Appended to the account of the martyrdom, we read in the Acta
Sanctorum a history of the discovery and translation of his remains,
1314 A.D. :

" Pretiosum corpus . . . caput suum super pectus ejus
in manibus tenens, a deputatis do tumulo est sublatum." He was
buried in the Church of Sainte-Madeleine, afterwards called by the
name of the martyr. At present the apse of this church hns been
included in the Museum building, and forms the hall of antiquities.

The restored tomb of St. Didier occupies the centre ; it bears an
inscription ending with the words, " Mort victime de son devouement
a la Ville " {Mem. de la Soc. Hist, et Archeul. de Langres, 111, 65 seq.)

U
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and Tny paper on "The Antiquities of Langres and Besan9on,"
Arch. Jnur., XLTII, 90, Catliedrol of Saint Mammes.

I have already stated that Erasmus is an incorrect word. The
Greek form is 'Epaaj-no^, which occurs in Simonides, ^schylus,
Xenophon and other ancient authors, and is obviously connected

with f'/>«^«/,amo; c'/^/a', amo; t7>«'»-, amor. Era-<mus himself afterwards

discovered his mistake, and called his godson Joannes Erasmius
Frobenius (Jortin, op. citat., I, 3).

The passage in Dion Cassius refeiTed to above, LIY, 22, is very

important, 'Eff/:Ja\oVT6v ovi/ e's- t)}i' -y^^wixiv TToWaxoOcv i'lfxa ofi<p67epoi,

xvTOi Te Kill cia twv v7ro(n/)U7t]''/tvi', kuI u ^/e Tt^cpio^ koi ria T/ys Xifivtj^

7r\oioi9 KOf.iiaOei'i, iiiro Te tovtuv K-aTL7r\)j^au ainov^ icv tKcimoi^ (i(piai

av/njiii^{pvi'7ei, K. T. \. etc. This historian, who seems to have com-
posed his woik in the earlier part of the third century, may be

regarded as a sufficient authority for the foregoing statement. " He
had access to many sources of information no longer extant^ and
proves himself able to make a good use of them." The campaigns
cof Drusus and Tiberius against the Rhaeti (Tii-ol) and Vindelici

{Bavaria) are known to us from the writings of Strabo, IV, 6, 206,

and Suetonius, Vita Tiberii, 9; aud their victories are celebrated in

the most martial of Horace's Odes, Carm. IV, iv, 17 :

—

' Videre Raetis bella sub Alpibus
Drusum gerentem Vindelici" ;

Jind ibid., xiv, 9 :

—

" Milite nam tuo
Drusus Grenaixnos, implacidum genus,

Breunosque veioces et arces

Alpibus impositas treniendis

Dejecit acer ])lus vice simplici.

Major Xeronuni mox grave proelium
Commisit, imraanesque Raetos
Auspiciis pepuht secundis."

See Beutley's note on the former passage. He substitutes Raetis for

Rhoeti, and gives references to many authors. Orelli, in his

commentary on the latter ode, quotes j^f'-'t^ of 'i^i inscription

in tropdeo Alpium containing the names Breuri, Vindelici and

Genaunes. We owe it to Pliuy, Kat. Hist., Ill, xx, 24, §§ 136, 137,

ed. Sillig, I, 263 seq. It states that the trophy was erected iu

honour of Tiberius, " Quod ejus ducta anspiciisqne (jentes Alpinae

otnnes quae a viari snpero ad inferum periinebant std^ imperium pop.

Horn, sunt redactae." The total number of these nations amounts to

forty-four, including four subdivisions of the Vindelici. The Brenni

inhabited North Tirol ; their name survives in the Brenner Pass,

through which the railway from Innsbruck to Verona is carried, also

in Bruneck, a station north-east of Brixen, on the line from

Franzensfeste to Villach. Compare C. I. L., Ill, 2, 706, " Ue Raetiae

Provinciae origine et finibus."

Tasgetium has been mentioned as the name of a town near tbs

Lake of Constance. Tasgetius in Caesar, Bell. Gall., V, 25, is a

nobleman of the highest rank among the Carnutes (Chartres),

restored by Ca-sar to the kingdom which his ance-itors had held.

HoAvever, after a short reign he was openly assassinated. The coins of

Tasgetius arc uumei"0us. Catalorjue des Monnaies Gaiiloises, by Muret
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mul Chabouillet, p. 139, seq., Nns. 6295-G307 ; AtJas des Monnaies
Oanloises. by Henri De La Tour, PI. XIX, No. 6290, " EAKESOOYIZ.
"Tete d'Apollon diademt'e a droite ; derriero, uiie feiiille; Rev.

TAS(4H'rK)8. Pegase o-allopant a droite." ]\I. de la Saussaye
supposed that EAKESOO\lX was, the grandfather of Tasgetius

:

which would agree well with CjBsar's words siuinino loco natas; but

M. de Longperier thinks that we have here a surname of Apollo.

The obvei'se of the coin is imitated from the gens Calpurnia, and the

revei'se from the Titia. Compare Babelon, Mniiiiaics de la IZejjuh-

lique Romaino, I, 289-297, 300-302 ; II, 4S9-491.
As the coins of Tasgetius Avere copied from the Roman denarii

Calpurnia and Titia, so those of Tatinus, a Gallic chief, imitated

Titia and Marcia ; they have the legend TATINOS on the reverse,

with the device —Cavalier, au galop, a droite ; sous les pieds du
fheval, un rameiu. Catalogue dex Monnaies Gaidoises, p. 98, Nos.

•4382-4391. Adolphe Duchalais, Description d^s Me'dailles Gauloises

delaBihliothcqiie Ivoyale, 1846, pp. 109-111, "Imitations Cousulaires,"

where various explanations of the obverse are cited, some of them
highlv improbable. For the reverse, ^compare Babelon, op. citnt..

Vol. IT. " Marcia," §§ 3, 4. Q. ]\Iarcius Philippus, L. Marcius Philip])us,

])p. 186-188, Nos. 11, 12, especially the latter. Revers—statue
t'questre representant un guerrier qui tient une branehe dans la main
<Iroite; sous le cheval, un rameau incline. These coins .are curious,

showing one of the Philips, Kings of Macedon and the helmet
ornamented with bull's horns, also the head of Philip V., helmeted
with diadem and cheekpieces (Tra/xi-ivuOi'cev)—a portrait like that on
Macedonian money. Rich, op. cit., s.y. huccula, galea; Juvenal, X,
134, " Lorica, et fracta de casside buccula pendens."
The flotilla which Tiberius launched on the Lake of Constance

suggests to me an historical parallel, which seems not to have been
noticed by preceding writers. In the year 1652 Ross Castle sur-

rendered to the Parliamentary army under General Ludlow. It is

situated on an island, or rather peninsula, in the Lower Lake near

Killarne}^ and the superstitious natives believed in a prophecy that

•this fortress could not be taken till a ship should swim upon their

waters ; hence they Avere pi'oportionately disheartened by the spectacle

Avhich LudloAV describes in his Memoirs, printed at Vivay (sin) in

the Canton of Bern, MDCXCVIII, I, 416. "When we had
receiA'ed our Boats, each of which Avas capable of containing a

hundred and twenty Men, I ordered one of them to be rowed about
the Water in order to find out the most convenient Place for Landing
upon the Enemy ; Avhich they percei\'ing, thought fit by a timely

fiubmission to prevent the Danger that threatned them." Doubtles.s

the boats were brought from Killorglin up the River Laune to Lough
Leane (both Avords were probably the same originally) called the
Lower Lake by boatmen, guides and guide-books ; not from Kinsale,

as some haA^e supposed which is too distant. Moreovei', the transport

across the mountains, and by bad roads in those times, was almost
impossible, especially when aa^c consider the size of the boats.

LadloAv voted for the execution of Charles I., and afterward.*?

opposed Cromwell because he aimed at supreme power. '• II etait

republicain dans le parlement, il mourut republicain sur les bords du
lac de Geneve." Biographic Studies on the English lietolntioii, by M.

u 2
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Guizot, English Translation, 29-58; see also Guizot, Histoire de
la n.'puhUque d'AvgJeterre et de Cromwell (1^49-1658), IF, 171-
177, for the conversation between the Protector and Ludlow, given
in eoctenso.

The description of the musenm referred to above deals chiefly with
the prehistoric remains discovered in the neighbonrhood of Constaiife.

Aftor a notice of objects in the collection which exhibit successive

geological periods, an account is given of the earliest traces of human
being-s, and of researches that have made us acquainted with cave-

dwellings, probably inhabited four thousand years ago.

From writers preceding Herodotus we learn the use of caves for

habitation and for burial, but the father of history is the first to

employ the term Troglodytes. Tpic^/\7] is evidently connected with
the verb r/nc^io, tTpa^iov, to gnaw, and properly means a hole made by
gnawing. Compai'e rpa^p'jfuna, sweetmeats, Aristophanes, Achar-
nians, v. 1901 seq. :

—
" aicCpavof. /[tvpoj>^ rpw/nfiaO', ni Tropvoi Trapciy

aUi'\oi, TrXaicovvTev, (n]rTUf.ioi'i'Te^, (rpia"

From Tpcr/nfioTa comes the French woi'd dragres. Stephens, Thesauriis

Linguae Graecae, edit. Didot, gives examples of rpio'-fKocin}]^ and
rpw^/Xoriniho'; from Aristotle, Pliny, and other writers, amongst them
from Testamenta XII Patriarcharnm, p. 636 ult. :

" \ia6i)K)j ZaftovXicv

Trepi ei'rTTrXa^^r/r/s Kal e\eou<}.^' Cap. 4, uCJicvrei ''/ap T}]i'ofoi'T)jv/uc^/('i\tji',

eTTopevOijnaf cia Tprf^/XokoXTDjTwi' cv rrj aoi'To/tw," so Dr. Sinker reads in

his edition, p. 166, but in a footnote we find that Codex Oxoniensis
has rpw/XocvTwi'—MSS. Lat. per asperos siinis. If we accept this

variant, the patriarch relates that the merchants to whom Joseph
was sold by his brethren (Genesis, chap, xxxvii, vv. 23-28) left

the high road, and went by a short way thi'ough the country of

the Troglodytes. In Tpa^iXoKoXTnpii-v it might be supposed that, by
the error of the transcriber or priiater, a has taken the place of w.

but this form of the word is supported by cTpn'/ov and T/xiyij/ua.

Herodotus, IV, 183, informs us that the Ethiopian Troglodytes

were the swiftest men of whom he had received any account, that

they lived on serpents, lizards, and similar reptiles, and that they did

not speak a language like any other, but screeched like bats. An
author quoted by Baehr m loco mentions as an Arabic saying that

the English and the Fellahin, the lowest class in Egypt, whistle like

birds. This observation is by no means flattering to our national

pride; it results from the too frequent occurrence of sibilant sounds

in the language of yes. In the same chapter Herodotus speaks of the

Garamantes (Ferzan) chasing the Ethiopian Troglodytes Avith four-

horsed chariots, doubtless to carry them away and sell them as slaves.

But the geographer Strabo is a still more important authority

than the early historian, because he mentions this people often, and

gives many details. Lib. XVI, § 4, Vol. VI, p. 395, edit. Siebenkees,

he defines their position from Hero to Ptolemais Theron or Ferarum,

both on the western coast of the Red Sea ; ibid., § 17, pp. 424-427,

he describes their manners and customs. Of the Latin authors for

this subject Pliny is the most copious; the references in his Natural

History, s.v. Trogodyticae {sic) occupy nearly one column and a half,

closely printed, in Sillig's critical edition, Vol. VIII, p. 402 seq.
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Keller's Lalie Dn-elling.'^ in Switzerland and other Parts of Enrnpey

though not a recent -work, is still a good authority for remains of

this class brought to light in the neighbourhood of Constance. The
English translation, by J. E. Lee, from whom I quote, appeared in

1866. He notices particularly Allensbach and ^larkelfingen on the

Untersee, which is the western branch of the 13oden-See, pp. 87-95;
and Wallhausen on the Ueberlingei'-Sce, the north-western branch
of the same lake, pp. 96-122. At the last of these pages discoverie.s

are shown in a tabular foi*m. The same author gives a very interest-

ing account of objects found in these settlements, especially articles

manufactured from vegetable fibre and flax

—

e.g. cords, ropes, linen

cloth—in a variety of pattei'ns and excellent preservation ; they were
evidently suitable foi' the use of a population occupied in hunting,
navigation and fishing (Plates LXXXII-LXXXVI).
Compare Anton Springer, Handhuch der Kunstgeschichfe, I,

Altertum, Fiinfte vermehrte Auflage, bearbeitet von Adolf Michaelis

:

'' Die Restc von Flechtwerken, die in den Pfahlbauten gefundeii

wurden (Fig. 1), zeigen deutlich die natiirliclie Entstehung von
Mustern, welehe bereits vollstandig den Reiz eines Ornaments
besitzen uud als Schmuckform seitdem die mannigfachste Verwen-
dung gefunden haben." The illustration contains six specimens of

textile fabrics, p. 2, Fig. 1, " Flechtarbeiten aus Schweizer Pfahlbau-
ten." This excellent work is adorned by many engravings, admirably
executed, in some cases derived from recent discoveries, and not to be
found in ordinary compilations. It displays, as far as possible in one
volume, the glories of ancient art

—

res antiqme laadis et artis.

The Irish crannoges differ widely from the constructions we have
been considering. They are islets in lakes, surrounded by stockades

formed of rough piles of timber, generally oaken, by which au
enclosed ar-ea was fortified. Thus they became a place of retreat for

robbers and predatory chiefs. A short but instructive article

in the Archceological Journal, III, 44-49, 1846, throws light not

only on this subject, but also on the state of Ireland during the

sixteenth century. In the year 1567, a witness, giving evidence

before the Lords of the Council, stated that a native chieftain, O'Neil,

razed his strongest castles which he did not trust for his safety, and
" that fortification that he only dependeth upon is sartin Jjrcsh-water

loghe's in his country." Notices of several crannoges are appended
from the Annals of the Four Masters, and they are said to have been
very numerous in the County Monaghan, which is studded with small
lakes. These islets were generally artificial, and many objects,

especially weapons, have been found there; among them a bronze
handle of a javelin with a loop attached to it woiild attract the
attention of the classical antiquary, reminding him of the omentum
mentioned by Virgil, jEneid, IX, 665 :

" Intendunt acres arcus,

amentaque torquent." By means of this thong " a rotatory motion
was given to the missile before it was discharged," Avhich accounts
for the use of the verb torqneo. Compare the phrase to throit- silk,

both the Latin and English words having a double meaning, liurl and
tioist (Professor Key, dn the Aljjhahet, p.' 99, § 3 of the letter T). la
Lucan the verb ameuto occurs, Fharsalia, VI, 221 :

—

" Quuni jaculum parva Libjs amentavit liabtna.''
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For the form of the noun amentum, see Vergili Maronis Carmina ad
pristinam ortlio'jraphiam, qiinad ejus fieri potuif, revccata, ed. Philip

Wagner; fiftli volume of Heyne's Virgil re-edited, ]>. 416, "Verius
puto ammentum

,
geminata m, ut ibi extat in Medic. "

; Festus, 25,
" Qui hoc vocabulum a Graeco /(/</<a ortum tradit." Compare Greek
a^lKvXi], ("rjKvXtlouni, to hurl spears, and the compounds riw/icvXiXo^ai,

^layKvXdouai. Xenophon, Anabasis, IV, iii, 28, Pnj^/KvXwfjidi'ov^ toi*

aKOVTiaTa?.

Daremberg and Saglio have an excellent article s.v. Amentum,
Vol. I, p. 226 seq. ; it is well illustrated by engravings. Fig. 250,
Mouvement droit ; 251, 252,Mouvement de bas en haut ; 253, Javelot

rauni de I'amentum; 254, Ansata hasta. Fig. 253 from Musen
Borhonicn, Vol. VIIT, tav. XXXV 1. " Un trait gisant a terre

an tour duquel s'enroule une couiroie " (mosaic of the battle of Issus).

To these we may add a drawing in Sir Wm. Hamilton's Etruscan

Vases, copied in the Diet, of Antiqq., s.v. Hasta ; and notice the phrase
hastae ansatae, which shows that ansa is equivalent to amentum.

For the Irish crannoges the most important references are Sir

W. R. Wilde's Catalogiie of the Antiquities in the Museum of the Royal
Irish Academy, and papers contributed to the Proceedings of this

Society, I, 420-426
; VII, numerous articles, especially pp. 147-153

;

Index to Vols. I-VII ; VIII, 274-278, 412-427, with plans and
engravings. See also in Archrrologia, Professor Robert Harkness,
" On a Craniioge found in Drumkeery Lough, Ireland," XXXIX,
483.

If wo turn from ancient monuments to ancient authors, we have
the testimony of two very celebrated writers—Hippocrates and
Herodotus, whom I mention in chronolooical order. The father of

history describes accurately lake-dwellings in the Strymonic lake

Prasias, erected on platforms (f'lcpia) supported by piles ((77017^0/) and
notices that they had a narrow approach from the land by a single

bridge. When Darius returned from his expedition into Scythia,

Megabazus wns left as commander-in-chief of the array in Europe;
he subdued many Thracian tribes, and removed some of them to

Phrygia, but failed in the attempt to conquer the "amphibious"
lake-dwellers. Lake Cercinitis or Prasias is not to be confounded
with Lake Bolbe, north of Chalcidice, and near Stagira, the birth-

place of Aristotle. It is said that the fishermen of Lake Prasias still

inhabit wooden cottages built over the watei', as in the time of

Herodotus.
Hippocrates is the other ancient authority for habitations of this

kind ; B.C. 460 has been generally accepted as the date of his birth

;

however, we have not good evidence for determining it exactly.

Describing the people Avho live on the Phasis, he says :
" wepi fe

twv Hv ^\>aaci, ij X^^'f'V eKcivtf l\ifC)js- carl kui Oc/)fiij ical vrmeii')] kui Caffeui,

ofiljpoi Te aiToOi '//'/i/ofTf/t vuauv icptjv ttoXXoi -re kuI t(T\i'pot. 'H Te nana
7oi<i /ifOpuTroi'} Cv To'i'i eXcaiv emi'u, la tv oiKij^tma ^I'Xti'a kuI KuXttfiiixi ei>

vtatji mfitj-)(^(ii>i^^(luuy De a'ere locis et aquis, Tp. 289, " Magni Hippo-

cratis ]\Ieuicorum omnium facile principis opera Anutio Foesio

Mediomafrico medico auctorc, Genevae, 1657-62." Anuce Foes wa.s

a celebiated Greek scholar and physician, born 1528, died 1595.

This edition of Hippocrates is a ponderous folio of more than l.&CU

pages, containing a Latin ti'anslation together with the Greek text;
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Foes devoted liis life to its preparation and to the exercise of hia

profession at Metz.

Hippocrates, loc. citat., p. 290 : " aind<i tp o <I>«(T(v aTCKTi/ucicno^ Trai'Twv

TiT'i' TToTdfiLci', Ku'i j'ictcu ijvi tt'Tcna." Of this river in Colchis, at the east

end of tlie Euxinc, the Rliion is a tributaxy, and the ancient name-
remains in the modern Ilio)n.

"The salutation pro imperto and the salutation after a

victory . . . are counted as similar units by every emperor who
signifies the number of his acclamations among his list of honours.

Thus, if we find Imp. IV attached to a name . . . the sum is

made up by one accession to the throne and three victories. A
Roman emperor took credit for the successes of the generals, because

they were gained under his auspices." Hence it is evident that from
this part of the legend on imperial coins we can only determine a
date approximately. Under the Republic the title of Imperator
followed the name, but the Emperors assumed it as a praenomen
(Tacitus, Annals, Bk. Ill, Chap. 74, with the notes of Lipsius and
other interpreters).

The art of die-sinking continued to flourish longer than that of

sculpture, which began to decline under the Antonines, as may be
seen if we compare with each other the reliefs on the historical

columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius at Rome. For a specimen
of skilful workmanship in medals of a late period, see CoheUj op. cit.,

VI, engraving on the title-page, " Postumus—one of the Thirty
Tyrants."

Among the ancient Romans, as we learn from the authoi's, men
and women stripped and bathed together". Martial, Ejjigrams, III,

51:—

" Cum faciem laudo, cum miror crura maniisque,
Dicere, Galla, soles ' NutLi. placebo magis/

Et semper vitas communia balnea nobis.

Niimquid, Galla, times, ne tibi non placeam ?
"

Cf. ibid., Epigram 72.

Plato in his treatise De Mepuhlica seriously proposes the same
arrangement for gymnastic exercises in the palaestra, Book V,
p. 452: " T<, ijif c fc'/fi.', >'/ckoi(jTUToi' alnwi' op civ ; i/ CrjXacij uti '•/v/nfa.'i

Tas ''/Vi>(UK(t'S fcV Ta«9 7ra\aia~puis '^junvu^nf.Ltvas fieia tucv ai/dftwfj ov aovov
Tos viius, uWu Kui )jC)f TWi TTpefFJiuTepav ;

'

Ibid., p. 457 :
" 'A— oci'Ttoj' cij Ta?v Til'i/ (^v\nKiou ^iin>ai^ii>, eireiTrep aperiji/

(It'll if.ia-nvu (ijii(ptetfoi>7(ti, Kcu koivwvijjcov TroXefiov tc a."«/ T/yv «\Xjyv (puXuK/jv

T/ys TTepi 7i]i' 7ro'/\(i/, ku'i ovk ilWa TrpaicTeoi'.

In the context from which the preceding extracts are taken there is

a striking coincidence with social delusions now prevalent among
ourselves. Plato's argument is simply this : women have the
same nature as men, therefore they ought to have the same duties,

both in peace and in war ; only, as the sex is weaker (ciariju too r^jdvov^

uaOeveiav), the lighter portion of the task should be assigned to it.

We need not go far to seek a refutation of such a theory. A
distinction between the sexes has been deeply implanted, and it

cannot be ei^adicated by the speculations of a Greek philosopher
or the Acts of a British Parliament. Compare the Introduction to

the Oxford translation of Plato's Eeptiblic, which bears Jowett's
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name on the title page ; some remarks arc made on the supposed
" equality of the sexes," p. 143 seq.

Abnoba has the penultimate syllable sliort. as we learn from
the Descriptio Orhis Terrarum, by Rufus Festus Avienus, v. 430
seqq. :

—
" Poi'i-o inter fautes et saxa sonantia Rhemis,
Tertice qua imbes nebulosus fulcit Adulas,
Urget aquas," &c.

V. 437 :—
" Alinoba mons Istro pater est, cailifc Abnobae hiatu
Fhimen ; in eoos auteui convei'titur axes,

Euxiiioque salo i^i'ovolvitur."

He says that the Rhine rises in Mount Adalas, and the Danube in

Abnoba. Adulas, according to Sir Edward Bunbury, a great
authoi'ity for classical geography, signifies the lofty mountain
group about the passes of the ISpliigen and S. Bernardino^ and at

the head of the valley of the Hinter Rhein. See the article s.v. in

Smith's Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Geogr. bearing the initials E.H.B.
The poem of Avienus, quoted above, is a paraphrase of the work

of Dionysius Periegetes {Aiowaiov OlKouf.ievt]9 Yleptlj^tjai^), included
in the Geographi Graeci Ilinores, edited by Car. Miiller and published

by Didot, II, 103-176. In the same volume we have Avienus,
vv. 1394, pp. 177-189. See also Poetae Latinl Minores, edit.

Wernsdorf, V, ii, 621-1153, text and commentary. Another trans-

lation of Dionysius Periegetes, who probably' flourished a.d. 300,

was made by the grammarian Priscian for educational purposes,

Geugr. Graec. Min., ibid., pp. 190-199.

Lastly, the testimony of inscriptions should be adduced :

—

IN H. D. D
DEANAE ABN
OBAE CASSIA
NVS CASATI
V. S. L. L. M.
ET ATTIANVS
FRATER. FAL
CON. ET CLARO
COS.

Orelli, Inscrr. Lat , No. 1986, I, 351, text and note.

IN H. D. D. = in honoi'em Doraus divinae, i.e. the Imperial
family. The words divina domus remind us of an epithet Avhich

Tacitus often applies to deceased emperors, e.g. Annals, I, 8, and
42, where we have both dicvs Julius and dirv.s Avgustiis.

After CASATI there is a lacuna which should be supplied by
filius. V. S. L. L. M. may be expanded thus : lotnni solvit libe7itissime

merito ; but sometimes LL := lihentes.

The date of the inscription, a.d. 193, is known from the Consuls

;

their names in full are Q. Sosius Faico, C. Julius Erucius Claras.

This year, a.d. 193, was a remarkable one, because in the course of

it the Roman world had three rulers in the following order:

—

Pertinax, .lulianus who bought the empire, and Septimius Severus.

ABNOBAE occurs alone, with omission of DIANAE, in an
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inscription found near Roctcnberg in the Black Forest {Orelli,

Vol. II, No. 4974). I quote it in extenso :
—

ABNOBAE
C. ANTONIVS
8IL0 7 LP]G. lA
DIVTRICISEt
LEG. II. ADIVTRI
CISETLEGIIIAVG
ETLEGIIIIFF
ETLEGXICPF
ETLEGXXIIPFD
VSLLM.

After SILO we have the centurial mark 7 ; it is an abbreviation

for Cevtario or Centuria, and is supposed by some to represent a

staff, made of a vine-branch, with which the officer chastised his

soldiers. Juvenal, Sat., VIII., 247 :

—

''Nodosam post haec frangebat vertice vitem."

7 is often rounded off, and so I'esembles C reversed. For this

mark see Bruce, The lioman Wall, 4to. edition, pp. 415-417, with five

illustrations. The centurial stones may have indicated portions of

work done by a troop, or perhaps pointed out space set apart for

quarters in an encampment. One of them, figured p. 416, has a
special interest, and is inscribed as follows :

—

PED[ATVRA1 CLA[SSIS] The ground of

BRI[TANNICAE]
"

the British fleet.

Lapidarium Septentrionale, fol., 1875, p. 487, Index XIII, marks,
abbreviations and peculiarities in spelling. Six examples Sre given
under Centuria, Centurio, 7, 9, C, 3- , CE, 3, with references.

FF in our inscription stands for Flavia Fidelis (or Firma) ; it

might in other cases = Fausti Filius, Fecerunt, Felicissimus,

Fortissimus (Imperator), or Filii.

The Diet, of Antiqq., third edition, s.v. Exercitu.'^, Vol. I, p. 788
seq., has a list of legions in tabular form—Quarters, Special Dis-
tinctions, Duration of Existence. Compare Hes Gestae Divi Augusti
ex 2Ionumentis Ancyrano et Apolloniensi, edidit Th. Mommsen,
accedunt tabulae tres (facsimiles of the original inscriptions

on a reduced scale, Plates I and II are Roman characters,

Plate III is Greek). Latina Inscriptio, 3, vv. 85, 06 ; Commentarii,
Caput XVII, pp. 44-50, esp. p. 46 :

" Laterculum legionum, quae
extremis annis Augusti fuerunt, addita in singulis oinginis, ubi
tieri potuit, et interitus aliqua indicatione, item provineiae, in qua
primum castra quaeque habuisse invenitur," p. 45. Laterculum
(TrXi'fOiov), diminutive of later, a brick, means a register of offices and
dignities in the Roman Empire—the name indicates its shape, which
was rectangular, and not like \he volnmen, a roll. Mommsen Avrites

Htmc latercnluia, p. 47 ; but De Vit gives the neuter gender, following

Forcellini, who appends a note s.v., " De genere ne ambigas neutrum
facit Isidorus, Origines VI, 17.

Augustus built at Ancyra a magnificent temple of marble, and
inscribed there a history of his deeds, almost in the style of an
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Asiatic soveveigTi. This Ancyra (Augora) in the nortbern part of

Galatia, also called Sebaste in honour of Augustus, west of the River
Halys, must be carefully distinguished from another city Avith the

same name in the north-west of Phrygia, near the borders of Mysia
and Bithj-nia.

Wilmanns, Exenipla I)iscriptiomim Latinariim in usuvi praecipue
academicum, gives a good list of abbreviations with expansions,
Vol. II, Index XA^I, Compendia Scripturae, pp. 710-737. See
especially p. 736, Y.S.L., etc. The book corresponds to its title, and
the tyro in epigraphy will find it very useful for reference, but if

he wishes to see reproductions as nearly as possible facsimiles of the

originals, he should peruse Spon's Miscellanea Eruditce Antiquitatis,

Lugduni, 1685—Bell's Chroyiological Tables of Universal History,
" Literature and Painters," Tab. IX, columns for France and
Switzerland.

Quintus Curtlus Rufus, the Roman historian of Alexander the

Great, probably wrote under the Emperor Claudius, but the date is

uncertain ; this work is entitled De Bebus Gesiis Alexaudri Magni.
In the account of Babylon he says, Book V, chap. 5, "Pensiles horti

sunt, summam murorum altitudinem aequantes, multarumque
arboruni umbra et proceritate amoeni," and enters into minute
details of construction. Diodorus Siculus was a contemporary of

Julius Csesar and Augustus. In Book II, chap. 10, edit. Bipont,

II, 35-38, we have a description of these gardens at still greater

length—"o Kpeua<no>{ KaXovfiefOi kijttov.'^ He calla the vaults that

supported the terraces avpr/^^e^. Cf. Strabo, lib. XVI, cap. I, § 5,

p. 738: ^^ KijTTO'i, txicf tV TeTfiWjwvw ay^i'jf.ixTi . . . avve-^eiui ce

ylyu\icw/.ia<Ti KajuapiL'Tuh—fornicibus concameratis." Pliny, Hist. Nat.,

XXXVI, §§ 83, 94, 104. We cannot implicitly trust the accounts of

these late writers, as they may have only copied the statements of

predecessors who were inaccurate or ignorant.

But the buildings of the seventeenth century to be seen on the

lake Maggiore may enable us to picture to oui'selves the hanging-

gardens of the ancients : L. Boniforti, "II Lago Maggiore e dintoriii

con viaggi ai laghi e monti circonvicini " ; Isola Bella, p. 101,
'• Per fondare nell' ondaquella serie di solidissime volte, su cui poggia

la piramidale scalea dei ])ensili giardini," with plate, Isole Borromee.
facing p. 100, see also p. 103 ; Isola Madre, p. 105, " Cinque digradanti

giardini." The resemblance between the old Roman and the modern
Italian style of gardening appears not only in the general arrange-

ment of parterres and flower-beds, but also in the ars topiaria, or

method of cutting and clipping trees into fanciful shapes. To it

Martial alludes, Epigrams, III, 19 :
—" De Vipera in ore Ursae."

" Proxima centenis ostenditur ursa columnis,

Exornant fictae qua platanona ierae."

Diet. Ant., third edition, I, 977. The article Hortus ends

with an appropriate engraving from a painting at Herculaneuni.

Compare Pliny the Younger, Ep., V, vi, 16, "Ante porticum xystus

concisus in plnrimas species, distinctusque buxo." See also ibid., II,

17, " Descriptio villa3 Laurcntinre." We may observe in § 9 the

phrase transitus stispensus, a passage supported by pillars, where the

adjective is used with the same meaning as suspensura mentioned
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•above. Oy(^vhec\i, Pompeii, Vol. I, p. 278 «'''/., "Garten . . . selir

anmuthin-er, an der Casa di Sallusfcio," Fig-. 18l), and p. "279 :
" Da zur

Anpfianzung von Buunuin und Ge.sti'aacjlien zu wenij; llauni vor-

handeo war, hat man sich begniigt, einen . . . Sandplatz 24
(plan of tlie house, Fig. 185, p. 276) mit geraauerten Behiiltern fiir

Erde zur Blunienzucht zu umoeben un I die fehlenden ]?ilurne auf

die Hinterwand zu malen, wo sie (jetzt hochlich ruinirt) von
zahlrcichen bunten Vogeln beleht, die Aussicbt zu erweiteru und zu

begrenzen schienen oder scheinen sollten."

With i-eference to tbe construction of the Limes Transrhenanus et

Tratisdubiaiiiis, I have made some allusion to the character and
career of Hadrian, Gregorovius, Geschichte des rumisrhea Kaisers

Hadrian und sei)i.er Zeif, I, i, 5.

Gibbon, Chap. XII, Vol. II, p. 46, edit. Sir William Smith, with-

out sufficient reason attributes the boundary wall to Probus, who
reigned a.d. 276-282 ; it is one of the compiirative!}' few errox'S that

disfigure his great work. When he sayf:, " Its scattered ruins are

universally ascribed to the poAver of the Daemon," he refers to its

popular appellation TeufelxDiciner (Devil's Wall). For the stories

connected with this superstition see Dr. Hodgkin, op. citat., p. 6

secj.

1 subjoin a brief notice of publications concerning Roman Baths,

which may be cf some use to those who wish to study their construc-

tion. Vitruvius is the chief ancient authority; his work, Ve Arclii-

tecturd Lihrl X, probably appeared between B.C. 16 and B.C. 18.

Among modern compilations a prominent place should be assigned to

the Dictlonnaire des Antiquifes grecques et rom.ai.7ies, by Daremberg
and Saylio, article Balneii^m, Balneae (Yiu\uve7ou, Xovt/)oi>), I. 648-664,

Figs. 745-769; p. 661, Fig. 766, ''Plan des bains de Badenweiler,"
which are described at length on the same and following page ; 66'S,

Bi}>liogrnplne, " Voyez aussi les ouvrages cites dans les notes, relatifs

aux bains de Pompei et d'autres localites."

On p. 662, col. a, miliarium occurs—"in baths a narrow vessel for

drawing and warming water." It is usually spelt thus, when it has

this meaning, but it is the same word as viilliariKin {sic) a milestone.

In both cases the form of the object is similar, hence the appellation

is identical. Vitruvius, V, 10, calls it ahennm caldarium :
" Ahena

supra hypocaustum . . . ita collocanda uti ex tepidario in

caldarium, quantum aquae caldae exierit, influat," etc. Italian,

caldaia, French, chaudiere. Rich., op. citat., s.v. gives from Pompeii as

an illustration a miliarium restored according to the impression which
it has left in the mortar of the wall against which it was set ; tho

square aperture underneath is the mouth of the furnace, actually

existing, over which it was placed. Some have derived the word
from the plant milium (Virgil, Geonjics, I, 216, " et milio venit annua
cura") on account of some supposed likeness, but this seems to be

erroneous. C. Knight's Gijclopo'dia of Natural History, Millet, s.v.

Sorghum, Vol. IV, col. 858; Italian, sorgo. Treasury of Botawj, hy

Lindley and Moore, Part II, p. 1074.

Of all the books on Pompeii with which I am acquainted. Over-
beck's is the most useful, containing much information and far more
convenient for reference than the works of JNIazois and others, so

bulky that they require a strong man to lift them. The title is
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Pompeii hi seiuen Gehauden, Alterthiime'-n und Kunstwerken . . .,

2 vols., large 8vo., with full-page plates and woodcuts intercalated

in the text, tables of contonts, index at the end, and nia]) on a large

scale, " Plan der Stadt Pompeii Resultat der Ansgrabungen von
1748-186-5." The parts not excavated are also indicated. For the

baths see Vol. I, Section II, Cap. 3, " Dieoffentlichen Gebailde, Fiinfter

Abschnitt, Die Thermen," pp. 186-22-i, Figs. 138-149. This work-

has been re-edited by August Mau, who has also written Pompeii,
Ifs Life and Ari, witli numerous illustrations from original drawings
and photographs, 1899, one vol., 8v^o. ; "Baths," Chaps. XXVI-
XXVIII, pp. 180-2UO, Plate V, facing p. 182, Apodjterium of the

Stabian B.iths, with the ante-room leading from the Palaestra.

The bathing establishments at Rome are, as might be expected in

the metropolis, much larger than those at Pompeii ; but the latter

are more interesting and instructive on account of their excellent

preservation.

Armamentarium—rep)OS'itorum armorum—often meansawaraZ arsenal,

as in Cicero, De Orature, I, xiv, 62, " Philonem ilium arciiitectum,

qui Atheniensibus armamentarium fecit" (with EUendt's note) ; and
Pliny, Nat. Hist., lib. VII, cap. XXXVII, § 125, " Laudatus
est . . . Philon Athenis armamentario mille navium." The
reading CD, i.e. 400, is preferable. In the De Oro.tore, ibid., we
read, " Si huic M. Antonio pi'o Hermodoro fuisset de navalium opere
dicendum." And here we must distinguish between two words which
the compilei's of some dictionaries have confounded. Navalia {I'ctvpia

of Attic orators) were docks, "where shijis were built or drawn up,"

usually in the plui'al number, which is used by Virgil, JEiieid, IV,

593, "Diripientque rates alii navalibus ? " but the poets sometimes
have the singular. Diet, of Antiq., 3rd edition, s.v. De Yit in his

article '"'Armamentarium" says: "Quale item amplissimum illud, quod
hodie Venetiis cernitur; ar.ienale." Mnrreij, Handbook for Northern
Italy, Route 31, remarks that the model-room still contains curious

materials for the history of naval architecture; and it has been
suggested that some mediaeval galleys preserved there might throw
light on the construction of ancient triremes.

In Shakespeare's Othello the following line occurs :
—

" Lead to the Sagittary tlie raised search."

Act I, Scene 1. See also Act I, Scene 3. C. Knight's Pictorial

Edition, cited by Halliwell, Vol. 15, p. 44, note 18, seems to explain

correctly. ''The Sagittary was the residence at the arsenal of the

commanding officers of the navy and army of the Republic. The
figure of an archer, with his drawn bow, over the gates still indicates

the place."

It would be easy to collect examples .showing how Mlthraism was
diffused in countries far distant from each other, e.g. at Treves,
" Kopf eines Cautopates, Hochrelief. Offenbar ist es der Kopf einer

der fackeltragendeu Jiinglinge, welcho neben den Mitlirasbildern

rechts und links dargestellt zu werden pfiegen." Hettner, Die
Romischeu titeindenhmcder des Provinzialmuscums zu Trier, p. 67,

no. 114 [XV, 1]: '' Patef wird aus dem persischen pdta ' geschiitzt

'

erkliirt. . . . Fiir die erste Hiilfte des AVortes ist eine

Erkliirung nocli nicht gefundeu." Perhaps it is akin to tcaiiv, Kuvaw,
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Kfiv^a, K(U'/Tis; Kuf(7i(i, 0, broacl-bri milled liat to keep oil" the lieat

of the sun.

The heterogeneous mixture of emblems in Mithraic monuments
may remind us of the grijlli—"grotesque figures formed of portions

of various animals . . . combined into the outline of a sinsrle

monster.

In addition to the authorities for the worship of jMithras cited in

my paper on " Roman Antiquities of the Middle Rhine," Arch. Jour.,

1890, XLVII, 378-3S::5, 395, and 402 seq., with two illustrations
" Front and Back of Mithraic Tablet at Wiesbaden," I subjoin the
following :

—

W. Froehner, Sctdptitre Antique du Louvre, "Mithrap," pp. 495-503,
•with engraving on p. 499, No. 569, " Le grand bas-relief mithriaque
da Louvie."

Fr. Cumont, Texfes et Monuments figures relatifs aux Jlfysteres de

Mithra.

C. W. King, T/ie Gnostics and thn'r Remains, p. 49, discussing the

connexion of Mitlu*aism with Christianity, remarks that Constantine
adopted and retained long after his conver.'^ion the figure of the 8nn
with the legend SOLI INVICTO COMITI as being a personifica-

tion eitlier of the ancient Phcebus or the new Sun of Righteousness,
equally acceptable to both Christian and Gentile. Compare
Malaclii iv, 2, " But unto you that fear My name shall the Sun of

righteousness arise with healing in His wings."
K. B. Stark, Zwei Mithraeen der Grossh. Altertiiwersammlung

in Karlsruhe ; Festschrift zur Heidelherger Philologenversammlung

,

1865.

Last year (1900) the investigation of the Limes was extended to

Austi'ia, and results obtained were published by the Kaiserliche
Akademie der Wissenschaften, with the title Der Eonnsche Limes in

Oslerreich. In this volume Carnuntum, on the right bank of the
Danube, west of Presburg, occupies a large space, as it was au
important military station, castra staiiva.

We learn from inscriptions that the fifteenth legion, surnamed
Apollinaris, in a.d. 73, under the Emperor Vespasian, built or restored

the fort near Deutsch-Altenburg (auf der Burg) : and there is evidence
from sepulchral monuments that the Romans had occupied the site

previously. Carnuntum does not occur in Tacitus, whose history, as

now extant, ends with the War of Civilis in Germany, a.d. 70, and
therefore the circumstance above mentioned cannot be included in it,

On the other hand, the Antonine Itinerary, edit. Wesseling, pp. 247,

262 {his), 266, 267, edit. Parthey and Pinder, pp. 114, 123 (bis), 127,

128, gives the distances in Roman miles from Carnuntum to Viiido-

bona, 27; to Arrabona (Raab) by different rou.tes, 52 and 55; to

Scarabantia (Odeiiburg), 38 ; they are also marked in the Tahnlu
Feutingeriana, edit. Mannert, Segmentum \Yh, in the upper part of

the plate Aequinoctio XIIII, Carnunto, etc., but the figures are not

exactly the same. Horn. Limes in Osterreich, col. 47 seq., Cap. HI.
"Das Strassennetz." Cf. Noiitia Dir/nitatum Occidentis, ed. Bucking,
Cap. XXXIII, " Dux Pannoniae Primae," p. 99*, [§ I], [B], [4],
"Equites Dalmatae Aequinoctiae, [E], [1], Praefectiis Classus

Histricae Carnunto sive Yindonianae a Carnunto tran.slatae."
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This work on tlte Limes in Austria, from wliicli I have derived some
particulars, contains a supplement devoted to inscriptions ; the

tullowing exanniles may serve as specimens :

—

" C. Cassio Mari
|

no Ye](ina) Aquil(eia)
]
filio ann(orum) VIII et

|

Cassiae Pi"oculae
|
Vel(ina) A<|uil(eia) soroi-i

|
ann(oram) XVI

|

C. Cassius Aelia
|

nus (centiirio) leg(iouis) [XjV Apol(linaris)

fecit."

Col. li^O seq., engraved Fig. 23.

Here we ma}- observe that the tribe and birthplace of the centurion's

son and sister, who were minors, are mentioned, but in his own case

omitted. Compare Col. 103, No. 4, and Tafpl V, " Die Graberstrasse."

"A. Eburius
I

Celer miles
|
]eg(ionis) XV Apol(linaris)

|

(centuria)

DecciMaxsi(mini ?) ; |

vix(it) ann(os) XXX,
|
stip(endiorum) Villi

;

h(ic) s(itus) e(st).
|
frater ei

|

fecit."

Col. 131, engraved Fig. 24 on col. 130.

The Gentile name Deccius is very rare. Perhaps the centurion

above mentioned is the same as that in an inscription found at Rome,
" C. Deccius Maximiuus b(eneficiarius) pr(aefecti) urb(is)," Corp.

Inscrr. Lat., Vol. VI, No. 2680 = 32658. Beneficiarii were soldiers

who had received from their commanding officer some honour or

exemption from service, and are opposed by Festus to munifices

required to perform their usual duties. Cfesar, T)e Bella Civili,

mentions them twice, I, 75, "Barbarisque equitibus paucis, beneficiariis

suis " {i.e. of Petreius), and III, 88, "Haec erant millia XLV, evoca-

torum circiter duo, quae ex beneBciariis superiorum exercituum ad

eum convencrant." B.F.freq^jently occurs as the abbreviation of tbis

word, but these letters are also nsed with different meaninsrs. See Ger-

rard, Siglarhim Romanum, B.F.—B.F.V., e.g., B.F. LEG. LEG. II,

Beneficiarius Legati Lesrionis Secundae. Oi'elli, Inscrr., Xo. 3462,

SINGVLAEIS BENEFIC. TRIBVN., with note 3. Forcellini, s.v.,

has a copious article, containing several references to Gruter. Com-
jiare Wilmanns, Ea-empla Inscrr., Lat. Index XVI. Compendia
Scrijjtnrae, II, 713. Lcrpidarium Septeidrionale, Nos. 189, 603, 681,

716.

Among the gravestones at Carnuntum we meet with other words

that deserve notice. Fig. 28, op), citaf., Fraeconiuft, is formed like

Lictorius, and seems to imply that the Braecones (public criers)

were a corporate body. Fig. 29, the imagiriifer, boi-e the Emperor's

image as a standard, the general term being signifer. Caesar, I)e

Bella Gallico, II, 25, " Signifero interfecto, signo fanisso," in his

account of the war with the Nervii (li.c, 57), whom he defeated

and slaughtered ; ibid., chap. 28, " Projoe ad internecionem gente ac

nomine Nerviorara redacto."

In late Latin the preposition ex denotes one who has retired from

an office, just as we say ex-chancellor. Aquilifer is a compound like

imaginifer. V. Hefner, Das B'umische Bayern in seinen Srhrift- nnd

Bildmalen, 1852, p. 41, XXV, " Denkmal. Aschaffenburg," Taf. IV,

Fig. 9 :-

EX • AQVILIFERO • LEG •

I • ADIVTRICIS

and VII, Index Berum, p. 303, col. 2, for other instances of ex in
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composition. The use of tlio vei'b exandoro is similar (Professor

Key's Latin Grainvuir, § 1332).
" Vegetius, De Re Militari, II, 7, imaginai'ii vel imagiferi, ([ui

imperatcris imagines ferunt. Latins tamea accipi videtur, (T/y^e/or/jo'/Jo/,"

(De Vit, Latin Lexicoi, s.v.).

" Vibius Cn(aei) l(ibertus)
|
Logus

|
an(nornm) XIX, nat(ione)

[Ei"]mundui'(us)."

Fig. 30. Tliia inscription corroborates a passage in Tacitus,

Gennania, Chap. 41, where he speaks of the Hermuiiduri as allies

faithful to the Romans, and in the same sentence appears to refer to

Aelia Augusta (Augsburg), calling it " splendidissima Raetiae pro-

vinciae colonia." Smith's Lictionary of Greek and lioman Geograplvj

has a good article s.v. Hermunduri bj Dr. Leonhard .Schmitz ; it

includes a notice of the contradictory statements made by ancient
writers concerning them. This powerful nation may be described
roughly as extending from the western mountains of Bohemia to the

kingdom of Wartemberg, or in other words to the Roman Grenzwall
that protected the Agri Decumates.

Orelli, in his note on Tacitus, loc. citat., quotes Zeuss D., p. 103,
who defines the boundai-ies of the Hermunduri. " Von der Werra,
Elbe, dem Harze und dem Walde Bacenis war das weite Land der
Hermunduren umschlossen." He also gives a long extract from Dion
Cassius, LIV, 10. The name must have been Ermundurus in the
inscription, without the initial aspii'ate, as there is no room for H
on the stone.

Statilius Taurus, a distinguished general in the Augustan age, was
Pi'aefectus Urbi and built the first stone amphitheatre H.C. 30.

Cohen, Medailles Gonsnlaires, p. 305, No. 159, Statilia, says

:

"Famille inconnue avant I'Empire." This remark is erroneous, but
the mistake has been corrected by Babelou in his Monnaies de la

Bcpuhlique Romaine, II, 468 seq. :
" Marius Statilius commandait

la cavalerie lucanienne qui lutta contre Annibal en 53S (216 avant
J—C). Plus tard, nous trouverous un L. Statilius compromis
dans la conspiration de Catilina." Three coins are mentioned
by both writers, e.g. TAVRVS • REGVLVS • PVLCHER. Rev.,
IIIVIR. A.A.A.F.E.S.C. ("Triumviri aere argento auro flando

feriundo, Seuatus consulto "). Tlie tres viri monetales were directors

of the Mint. Niebuhr, History of Home, English translation,

Vol. HI, p. 552, places their introduction in the year 477 (463; u.c.

Livy, XXII, 42 :
" Marium Statilium praefectum cum turma Lucana

exploratum mittit (L. Aerailius Paullus)." Other Statilii are
enumerated in Smith's Diet, of Greek and Roman Biography and
Mythology, Vol. Ill, p. 901.

The importance of Carnuntum is proved by the fact that a Roman
fleet which guarded the Danube was for a long time stationed there.

Ermanno Yevvevo, L' Ordinamento delle Annate Romane, 1878, supplies

inscriptions relating to this subject, pp. 185-191, Nos. 535-544,
" Classis Pannonica—Classis Moesica." Lbid., Iscrizioni e Ricerche
Nuove intorno all' Ordinamento delle Annate delV Impero Romano,
1884, p. 64, No. 715.

As a continuation of the work on the Limes in Austria, the fol-

lowing part has been just yjublished (April, 1901), iJer rbmische
Limes in Oesterreich, Heft II, M. von Grroller, Griiberfeld bei der
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Villa Pillffj— Lager von Carnuntum — Retentura— Praetentura—
Romische Waffeu— Strassenforschung, etc., with 25 plates and 50

figures in the t^xt.

In preparing this memoir I have made free use of Die Eumischen

Bade)- hei Bademceiler in Schivarzicnld, nach der natur a^ifgenommen

ini sommer 1855, und viit riirksicht auf friihere ediiionen erluatert,

by Dr. Heinrich Leibnitz, and the Reports of the Obergerm-Raet-

Limes des Romerreiches and of the Romische Limes in Osterreich.



THE ARMIGER.

By EDWARD MARION CHADWICK.

In the revival of interest in the Science of Heraldry
Avhich has taken place during the latter jjart of the

nineteenth century, the question of how people acquire

armorial bearings and by what right they use them has
naturally come under a good deal of consideration. There
is })erhaps no heraldic subject which has been so little

understood and has been the subject of so much misappre-

hension. In its consideration a wide difference of opinion

has appeared, some maintaining that armorial bearings

are honours, and therefore to be acquired only by Iloyal

grant in the same manner as peerages, knighthoods
and the like. This opinion has its origin in the conti-

nental notion, derived by imitation from the social

conditions of ancient Rome, that all persons are divided

into two classes, " patricians " or " nobles " and
" plebeians," and that the patricians or nobles are those

who bear arms and the plebeians those who do not.

Tliat such a notion, in modern times at any rate, must
inevitably lead to absurdities is evident. It is one which
•does not prevail in England, where the "patrician" and
"plebeian" are unknown, and none are accounted
^' noble ' excepting j)eers. It is true there are some who
assert the contrary, but that is merely a fanciful assertion

unsupported by any facts of difference in blood or

circumstances attending social conditions. There is not,

and never has been, any servile class in England, or any
distinction caused by difference of nationality or origin

except during the period after the Norman " conquest"
;

but as Normans and Saxons were near akin they soon
became fused into one people ; and since then the

English people have been of but one blood, and the only

•distinction between classes is that which is caused by
individual circumstances. Any person may lise from the

X
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bottom of the social scale to a higher place, and no
" ennobling " is required to enable him to do so.'

Many of those who maintain the opinion that arms can

be borne only by Royal grant probably do so more as a

matter of expediency than as a matured and well-founded

opinion, no doubt considering it advisable to uphold the

authority of the officers of arms, and to require that all

armorial matters should pass under the cognisance of

such officers. In these pages it is proposed to consider

matters as they are, and not as either the writer or any
other person niay think that they ought to be.

Arms are borne by four titles, viz. inheritance, grant,

transfer, and assumption. The mention of the last will

no doul)t be greeted by some readers with a note of

interrogation, but the explanation of the term, and the

reason for its use, will ap2Dear subsequently. In

mentioning such titles it is usual to include prescription,

although some regard that as debatable, but it is here

omitted because prescription is founded upon and
necessarily derived from inheritance, and forms but a

branch of that source or manner of title.

Armorial l^earingrs are a freehold of inheritance de-

scending from father to son. And here we may observe

a material difference between heraldic insignia and
" honours," properly so-called, for the latter, if not for

the life only of the possessor, descended to one person

only, to the exclusion of all others, excej^t only in the

case of falling into al^eyance, which, however, is not

really an exception, for one only of the coheirs can

inherit, and the abeyance only exists until that one

is indicated. But heraldic insignia descend to all the

' As tlie a'serHoii of a royal preroga- men), as clear—and the same— as

tlve ill V speet of anus i-5 fouuded upon between peers and gentlemen-couiinoners

the oontinentil idea tliat armorials in En2;land. He says :
" The King in

are honours, it may be interest! ng to France was the fountain of hereditary

note that in The Last Colonel nf the title, but not the fountain of noble-tse.
'

Irish Brigarh, London, Kegan Paul & In other words, tlie creation of noblesse,

Co., 1892, Vol. II, p. 73, apropos of even by t\v^ King's patent, did not

ditliculties experienced by Colonel proceed from the " Fountain of

O'Connell at the Court of the King of Honour." The rank of noblesse might

France, Avith regard to the rules of be attaine 1 independently of any royal

C )urt etiquette and Court privileges., act, as in tlie ca'=c of one "ignoble"

Ross O'Connell, apparently a herald of atiaining to public olUce of sufficient

some skill, explains tliat a distinction imiiortance to confer the social graie-

was made between Pairie {anjlice, of «o6/t*«6- by the mere fact of tenure,

nobility) and Noblesse {annlice, gentle-
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sons of the possessor, and to all his daughters also ; but
in the case of the latter for life only, unless the male
descent fails. According to strict heraldic rule, when
armorials descend to brothers, all but the eldest should
assmne differences, but this rule is nowhere observed
except in Scotland, Avhere cadets are forbidden to use or

display their arms until they have been " matriculated
'^

or entered in the office of Lyon King of Arms, when a

proper difference is assigned. But there are few Scottish

cadets who consider themselves under obligation to comply
with this rule. It is confidently asserted that Scottish

heraldry rigidly reserves to the male representative of

each family the exclusive right to the undifferenced

family coat, and that no Scottish arms of cadets are

recognised unless duly differenced. Two instances occur

to the writer where this rule has not been observed. The
arms of Munro of Foulis, chief of the name, are, Or, an
eagles head erased gu. These arms without difference

were borne by a cadet of another branch of that family,.

Sir Hector Munro, installed Knight of the Bath 1779.

The arms of Strachan of Glenkindie are, Az., a star/

trippant or, attired and imguled gu. The same arms
are recorded as borne in 1776 by William Strachan, a

cadet of another branch, that of Thornton ; and in 1839
by Bishop Strachan of Toronto. In England and
Ireland differences are formally assigned where a new
branch of a family arises, and desires official recognition,

and such assignments are made with but slight regard to

nearness or otherwise of relationship to the previously

recorded possessor of the arms. In the case of descent

of armorials to the daughters, they all take alike and
without regard to seniority. If, and so long as, they
have a brother or descendants of a brother, they only

bear the arms for life, but if they have no brother, or

if, having had a brother, all his descendants male and
female have failed, then they bear the arms as a free-

hold of inheritance and transmit them to their own
descendants. A woman thus bearing arms is heraldically

known as an heiress. Her husband bears her arms on
an escutcheon of pretence, and her children bear them
quartered with their paternal coat.

Heraldic purists strenuously dispute the right to bear
X 2
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arms by prescription, and, while admitting that such

right is recognised by Irish practice, assert that no arms
can exist in England which have escaped notice in the

course of the Heralds' Visitations.^ Althoun^h such

assertion is by no means conclusive, it may be passed

over for the present. But it may be observed, en

passant, that it is tolerably plain that the heralds in

their visitations recognised arms prescriptively borne.

In Scotland many armorial bearings have been borne by
prescription from time immemorial, and are borne to this

day in entire disregard of the statute enacted in that

kingdom forbidding the bearing of arms unless registered
;

this statute we shall have occasion to refer to again. In

Ireland arms are entered in Ulster's office on proof of

user for three generations, but if they are the same as

already recorded as borne, either in that or one of the

other kingdoms, a proper difference is assigned.

The term " grant " is commonly used to signify the

assigning of arms by some person in authority ; but the

expression is not accurate. The Crown " grants " lands,

as does also a private person, the lands being already in

existence and in the possession of the grantor. The
sovereign " creates" a title of honour

—

creare est aliquid

ex nihilo facere. Arms newly devised might, perhaps,

be better spoken of as " assigned," using that word as a

technical heraldic term in the sense of designating or

appointing. But as the word " grant " is commonly
employed, it will be convenient to use it in these pages.

A grant of arms may be made by the King, or by any

officer deputed or appointed by him for that purpose :

this much all heralds are agreed upon as a statement

which is not open to question ; but there is a difference

of opinion as to whether any exclusive prerogative in

the Crown to make or authorise such grants exists or

not. The writer who uses the 7iom de plume of "X"
may be presumed to have said, in his work on The Ricjfit

to Bear Arms, all that can be said in favour of a

jurisdiction over armorials being an exclusive royal

' And, consequently, that no arms 257, mentions two instances of un-

can \)-i borne by a valid title unless recorded ar:ns borne by heraldic grants,

officially recorded. But a writor in one dated 1590, and the other of about

the Contemj)orary Meview, LXXVI, the earae date.
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prerogative ; l)ut he has entirely failed to establish this,

for he quotes no authority to show that such ])re-

rogative has ever exclusively vested in the sovereign,

excepting a recital in a grant of arms by Charles I.,

which was of no validity, and cannot be quoted as a

precedent or authority, for much more than such a

I'ecital is and was necessary to change the laws of

England ; that quotation, therefore, does not close the

argument or settle the point.

Now the earliest written statement of the heraldic

law of England is the famous Boke of St. Albans,

printed in the first year of the reign of Henry VII., and
supposed to be the printing of a much earlier manuscript
work used in the education of the young gentlemen of

England. After stating how arms are borne, firstly by
descent, secondly by conquest, a manner then used but
now obsolete, the Boke continues " On the thride maner
of whise whe have armys the wich we beere by the

grauntyng of a jDiynce or of sum other lordys." Here
we have a statement which is in effect that any person of

prominent j^osition, who in feudal days would have
retainers of various degree, might grant arms. Tliis law
has never been abrogated or altered. Armorial bearings

are theoretically of a military character, and therefore it

is a reasonable proposition that any jDerson having a

military command and power to grant military com-
missions may, in due consistency with the theory and
principles of heraldry, grant arms.^

This mode of acquiring title to arms is referred to, as

the writer is not aware of any good reason for its

omission, although it is not now jDractised, unless,

perhaps, by the not unusual condition in wills and
settlements requiring a beneficiary to assume the name
and arms of the testator or settlor. But there are

known instances of persons having transferred their own
armorial insig-nia to others in a manner similar to a

' On this consideration, and in view citizens who sliould desire to acquire
of the fact that armorial bearings (witli tliem in an official manner, by the
certain exceptions) are not "honours," President of tlie United States, and,
the writer lias pointed out, in an article concurrently within his own State, by
published in an American magaziuo, each State Grovernor.
that arms migiit be granted to American
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conveyance of lands (see Woodward's Heraldry, British

and Foreign, ii, 402).

Now let lis again consult the Bol:e of St. Alhans,

and we find the following :
" The fauiith nianer of whise

we have thoos armys the wich we take on owre awne
ppur auctorite. as in theys days 023ynly we se. how many
poore men by thayr grace favoure laboure or deservyng :

ar made nobuls. Sum by theyr prudens. Su hi ther

mahod. su bi ther strength, su by ther conig. su hi od
vHuys. And of theys men mony by theyr awne autorite

have take armys to be borne to theym and to ther

hayris of whoom it nedys not here to reherse y"" namys.
NevJ the lees armys that be so takyn they may lefully

and frely beer. Bot yit they be not of so grete dignyte

and autorite as thoos armys the wich ar grauntyt day
by day by the autorite of a prynce or of a lorde. Yet
armys bi a mannys propur auctorite take : if an other

man have not borne theym afoi'e : be of strength enogh."

It is interesting to add the paragraph of the Boke
immediately following the above :

" And it is the

opynyon of moni men that an hei-rod of armis may gyve
armys. Bot I say if any sych armys be borne by any
herrod gyvyn that thoos armys be of no more auctorite

then thoos armys the w4ch be take by a mannys awne
auctorite."

Here we have a voice, plain and unequivocal, from the

palmy days of heraldry in England.
Five years before the book quoted Avas published (or

rather republished, the modern edition being a facsimile

of an original black-letter copy, reproduced by photo-

graphic jDrocess), the writer contributed an article on

heraldry to TIlc Week (of Toronto, Canada), in which he

ventured the opinion that arms might be assmned by
any person of his own will, provided two rules were

observed, viz. the arms must be jjroperly heraldic in

design and character ; and they must not be the same
as, or so similar as to be confounded with, arms already

borne by some other person. The observations then

made by the writer are closely and quite curiously

paralleled by the passage quoted. The opinions

expressed, which at the time required some little

courage to put forth, were arrived at after careful
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consideration of the subject, the writer, liowever,

retaining an open mind and being prepared to accept

any good and well founded statement to the contrary,

until the appearance of "X's" work, which seemed to

him to fail so completely in establishing a contrary

opinion, that a perusal of it only tendi^d to confirm his

views, in support of which an authority which seems to

be conclusive can now be quoted.

It will be urged, no doubt, that a recognition of the

liberty of persons to assume arms as they please will

lead to heraldic chaos ; but that is not the result of ex-

perience, for it is a fact which cannot be disputed that

many persons have assumed arms, within the past

century at the least, and we do not find any such arms
(borne by private persons) of an incongruous or non-

heraldic charactei", for those which are of such de-

scrijjtion have, in fact, been devised by professional

heralds and formally granted. It is, of coui'se, very

desirable that all arms should be officially registered, Ijut

the question of expediency is one thing and the actual

state of the law is another. The opinions which may
be held by one person or many persons as to what is

expedient do not make law.

Those who maintain that arms may be granted only

by the King or those authorised by him found their

strongest argument on the assertion that armorial bear-

ings are " honours," and therefore proceed from the

fountain of honour. But this is altogether fallacious.

Armorials may be and often have been honours conferred

as such in particular cases, such as honourable augmen-
tations, and certain coats which have been especially

granted to mark or record some famous exploit of the

bearer. It is one of the common delusions regarding

heraldic matters that all arms are what may be termed
historic memorials, and many legends have been invented

to fit particular coats, but such stories are in most cases

mere fairy tales, and the fact is that memorial arms are

quite exceptional, and there are very few which can be

so classed with any reasonable certainty or even prob-

ability. Compared with the vast numbei' of coats

/certainly 25,000, perhaps twice as many) borne in the

British Empire, honourable augmentations are extremely
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rare. It is another delusioii which sometimes affects

people whose arms are differenced, that the change in

their arms, which they percei^^e but do not rightly com-
prehend, is an honourable augmentation. Supporters,

as they ai-e usually accessones to the arms of a nobleman
and are inherited with the title, approach nearly to the.

status of honours, but not altogether so, because they

are frequently borne by corporations (such, for example,

as the Hudson's Bay Company, the East India Company,
and various others) ; and in modern times they have
come to be regarded as proper accessories to arms of

colonial governments, e.g. Cape Colony, long borne, but

only lately granted, or perhaps rather recognised, for the

grant has been made in an exceptional manner ; also

British Columbia, where the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council, about five years ago, assumed arms as an official

act, with supporters.

There is another consideration bearing upon the

question of the right to assume arms which nmst receive

attention. Long-established custom has the force of law.

Disregarding the chivalric era, which has spoken to us

through the Bohe of St. Albans, and passing over the

Stuart and Georgian periods of heraldic debasement,^ it

is now a long-established custom, or jjractice of widely

spread usage, to bear arms which are unknown to the

Heralds' College. There is no law or authority in

England or Ireland which can interfere with or prevent
any person bearing arms by an assumptive title. If any
herald should attemjDt in these days to impose upon any
person any indignity because he chose to bear arms of

his own devising, it is the herald whom the law would
punish, and not the other.

All persons in England who use armorial bearings are

required to obtain a license to do so, and to pay an

annual tax ; and anyone infringing the law in this

respect is liable to a fine. But it must be observed that

the Court which imposes the fine makes no inquiry as to

the right or title which the bearer has to the armorials

' Those periods are well described by the Heraldb' earlj science," and that

Boutell, English Heraldry, p. 0, who science w.-is "brought iuto disrepute,

obserTcs: " 2i>'o uonseuse appeared loo and even into contempt, by the very

oxt ravagant and no table too wild, to persons wlio lo^ed it with a genuine but

be engrafted upon the grave dignity of most unwise love."
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he uses, but only as to the. fact of the use, and the non-

payment of the tax.

In the foregoing observations we have made some ex-

ceptions with i-egard to Scotland, for here the right to

bear arms has l)een the subject of parliamentary enact-

ment. In 16G2 an Act was passed forbidding '"cadents,"

or cadets, to bear arms unless matriculated and differ-

enced, but this Act was repealed in the following year.

Ten years later another Act' ordered all persons using

arms to give in a description of them, with their lineage,

to the Lyon Clerk, so that they might be registered, and
that after a year and a day no one should " use any
other amies." With regard to this enactment we may
observe, first, that it was passed in the period of

heraldic decadence ; and secondly, that it has been, and
is, more honoured in the breach than in the observance,

and it is arguable that it has become effete by reason of

long non-observance—but on this point the writer does

not venture a definite opinion ; and thirdly, that it is

not in force out of Scotland.

In the preamble of the Act referred to it is recited

that " many have assumed to themselves amies who
should bear none, and many of those who may in laM'

bear have assumed to themselves ye amies of their

Chieff without distinctions, or amies which were not

carried by them or their predicessors." The Statute

unmistakably recognises arms borne by prescrij)tion

—

in view of Scottish, and especially Highland, social

history, it could not possibly do otherwise—so that

the meaning of the reference to those assuming arms
" who should bear none " is not very clear. Read
together with some following references in the Statute

to those " who may in law bear," we may possibly have
some suggestion of the notion, sometime prevalent, which
connected the bearing of arms with possession of land

;

or perhaps it may l^e a vague shadow of the French ideas

which had been introduced into Scotland. That it can
be intended to refer to any previously defined law «:)r

regulation regarding the acquisition and use of armorials

is negatived by the whole tenor of the Statute.

' This Act was pronounced in 1818 quary," to be " iioav nearly obsolete."
by Riddell, an " eminent legal anti- Seaton's Scottish Hercldn/, p. 67.
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Whether the Act is still in force or not, it is, at any
rate, still the heraldic rule in Scotland that " cadents

"

or cadets must matriculate their arms and procure

ditierences to be assigned to them ; and this rule is

also applied, whenever the opportunity occiirs, in case

of persons of Scottish descent living in the Colonies.

Thus, upon a title being conferred upon any such person,

it becomes necessary for him to matriculate his arms.

Except in such cases there is nothing to prevent any one

of Scottish descent living in the Colonies from using the

arms of liis family as freely as those of other origin may
do.

The consideration of this subject unavoidably recjuires

notice of Tlic. Rigid to Bear Arms^ lately put forth by
" X " (to which reference has already been made), and of

which a second edition has been issued by him, probably

because he has been conscious that the first tailed to

establish his contention, a position which the second

does not greatly amend. It may be advantageous to

refer very briefly to two or three of the more important

arguments or evidences which he adduces. "X," while

without hesitation declaring the Judges of the Courts

of Law to be incompetent to adjudicate upon heraldic

matters, when their decisions are against his opinions,

quotes certain cases which he considers to support his

contention, but which on examination do not at all

appear to do so. For example, Joicey-Cecil v. Joicey-

Cecil (p. 146), in which a testator imposed a condition

of the taking of his name and arms, and on the occasion

for doing so arising, it was discovered that the arms used

by the testator were wrongfully used, being those of

another person, and consequently incaj^able of being as-

sumed in compliance with the direction, and it appearing

that the testator never used or claimed any other arms, it

was held that the condition so far as concerned arms was
ineflective and compliance with it not requisite. This

case goes no farther than to declare the law that one

man cannot acquire title to the armorials of another by

assuming or using them. The ancient and oft-quoted

contest between Scroj)e and Grosvenor (p. 40), was also

decided upon the princij^le that one having used certain

arms another could not adopt the same or a similar coat.
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*'X" refers to this case as supporting his contentions of

an exchisive royal prerogative, which it does not do, Imt

ratlier the reverse.

Much stress is laid hy " X " u})on a warrant oi'

King Charles II., which he quotes {p. 48), granting to a

certain person and his wife authority to assume a certain

surname and arms, reciting in the document that
" neither of which may regularly he done according to

the laws of arms without the special dispensation and
license of us, as we are by Our Supreme power and
prerogative the only fountain of honour." Such a

recital could not override or alter previously existing law

or create a neM^ law. Its value may be gauged, lirst,

by the fact that the Stuarts brought into England
notions of the Royal prerogative Avhich the English

peojjle would not accept, as the troubles of that period

amply attest ; they were for four generations or more
closely intimate with the Court of France, where such

notions prevailed to the fullest extent ; and Charles II.

liimself lived for twelve years in France, and his mother
Avas a French princess ; secondly, this was the period of

heraldic decadence, in which all sorts of absurdities were
foisted upon heraldry, leading to the utter debasement
into which it fell in the ensuing Georgian period ; and,

thirdly, the law of England regarding changes of name
has been plainly declared by judicial decision to be that

anyone who chooses, and does so in good faith, may
change his name of his own accord. Therefore if the

recital in King Charles's warrant has not made a change
of name illegal or irregular, neither has it made the

assumption of arms, not being those of another person,

illegal or irregular. Both things are in the same
category.

In the opinion of the writer the strongest evidence

brought forward by " X " in support of his contention

is the early heraldic visitation [temp. Henry VIII.) where
the King of Arms is commissioned to examine armorials

in his province and to deface, etc. arms improperly

borne, and to inflict dire punishments and indignities

upon offenders ; for at this time the debasement of

heraldry had only begun. But the tenor of such com-
missions does not seem to be really more than the
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grandiloquent language of the period, for, as " X '*

shows, the actual execution of their powers by the
visiting heralds was done in a very mild-mannered wa}^
It will be well to observe, too, that the heralds were
commissioned not only to regulate armorials, but also
" to reforme and comptroll " the mourning to be worn at

funerals, and in various ways to interfere with the
liberties of the King's lieges in a manner which would
certainly not be tolerated in a later age—and probably
was not generally submitted to even in Tudor times.

The attitude of the heralds in their visitations, while

positively picturesque in its terribleness to the con-

tumacious, was most lenient in its practice to the more
amenable. And while they maintained an appearance of

requiring the very strictest evidence of right to armorial

bearings found in use, and of laying down rigid rules by
which such rig^ht must be determined, in their actual

practice they made confirmations easily obtainable by
those whose evidence fell short of the standard—even to

the extent of gauging their "fees" by the depth of

purse of the visited. And in this respect they did right,

and their actions were more in accordance with true

heraldry than their words. Indeed, it is evident that

the heralds themselves often had a truer appreciation of

heraldry (and surely have still, though etiquette does

not jjermit them to say so) than their unprofessional

advocates.

Professional heralds are understood to be precluded

by the etiquette of their office from pul^licly expressing

opinions on such a question as that now under con-

sideration, so that their views can only l^e matters of con-

jecture. It may be noted, however, that the late Sir

Bernard Burke, Ulster King of Arms, in his Avork on

Colonial Gentrij recognised many coats of arms as used

which are not recorded.

In the preface to Armorial Families, by Mr. Fox-

Davies, it is stated that twenty-two peers and over

thirty baronets " have no right to the arms they bear" ;

that is, they bear arms not recorded. But those arms

are recognised by peerage authors without (piestion.

Foster even describes such arms as unrecorded, and lie

suggests no question as to their validity.
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In Seton's Scottish Ilvrcddrij there is a })arrigi'ci])li

(p. 86) wliicli contains what may be assinned to be tlie

opinions of three successive heralds of acknowledi^ed

authority, namely, the writer himself, as he quotes with

seeming approval, first, Nisbet, a well-known writer

of about the beginning of the eighteenth century, and
secondly, Camden, a professional herald. The paragraph
is as follows :

—

" Besides an elaborate chapter in his larger work, the

laborious Nisbet has produced a separate treatise entitled

An Essay on Additional Figures and Marks of Cadency,
showing the Ancient and Modern Practice of differencing

Descendants^ in this (Scotland) and other Nations.

Towards the commencement of the volume he introduces

the following advice of the learned Camden, Clarenceux
King of Arms in England :

—
' No gentleman ought to

l)ear the difterences in Armories otherwise than the office

of Armorie requireth, and when younger brethren do
marry, erect and establish new Houses, and accordingly

do l)ear their Arms with such a distinction and difference

that they mig-ht be known from the families from which
they are descended, the King-of-Arms ought to be

consulted withal, and such differences of houses are to

be assigned and established by his privity and consent,

that so he may advise them best and keep record thereof;

otherwise, gentlemen, by taking unfit brisures, may
either prejudge themselves or the principal houses they
are come of 'This advice,' adds Nisbet, 'is congruous

to our law, and consonant to the principles of prudence

and reason ; and I wish from my heart that our gentry
may take more heed to this than hitherto they have
done, and may apply to the Lyon office for suitable

differences, and not assume them at their own hand, or

by the advice of some presumptuous sciolist, whereby
oftentimes their posterity suffer prejudice.'

"

This plainly recognises the fact of the assumption and
use of armorials without the aid of those in authority,

and does not suggest that a breach of any law is thereby

committed ; though expressing a desire for heraldic acts

being done under competent advice—with which, no

doubt, all persons will agree.

Dr. Woodward, perhaps the most learned M'riter on
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heraldic matters of recent time, in his Ecclesiastical

Heraldry (p. 22) says :

" In our own country (Great Britain) men of all ranks

have always Ijeen eligihle for the highest ecclesiastical

jDOsitions, and on obtaining them have often, down to the

present day, assumed armorial bearings for use upon
their seals, etc., though frequently the connection of the-

prelate with the family whose arms were adopted was,

to say the least, extremely difficult of jDroof Occasionally

permission to use their arms was sought hy the prelate

from the head and other members of the family to which
he desired to attach himself In France, and probably

in other countries, it is usual for a bishop to invent for

himself a coat of arms, if he is not entitled by birth to

bear one."

And again (p. 81) : "I have alluded to the practice

by which a bishop who possessed no armorial bearings

by inheritance generally assumed for himself either a

coat borne by a family of the same name, from whom he

supposed he might have descended, or, and with much
greater propriety, an entirely new coat ; and this is the

custom still both among Anglican bishoj^s and those of

the Homan obedience."

In this work Dr. Woodward describes and illustrates,

many arms of modern Sees, especially Colonial, which

are officially unknown to the Heralds' College, and these

are shown ^>a?'2 passu with more ancient episcopal

armorials.

Dr. Woodward, as he informed the writer, purposed

writing a treatise on TJic Law and Practice of Heraldry,

.

and had collected material for the work, but he died

before its completion, to the great loss of heraldic

literature, to which such a work by so eminent and able

a writer would have been a valuable contribution.

Since the foregoing pages went into the printers-

hands, the writer has obtained a copy of Hulme's

Heraldry (second edition, 1897 ; an excellent work), in

which he finds inserted at full length the passages in

the Boke of St. Alhans on the manner in which arms

were acquired and rights by which they were borne, or
which the ]Darts immediately relating to the sul)ject now
under consideration are quoted above. Hulme discreetly
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refrains from expressing any opinion of liis own, l^nt as

he allows the quotations to stand in his work ^^•ith()ut

comment, his silence is eloquent.

Our subject naturally leads to the inquiry being made,
Who may bear arms ? and it is one which is not very
easy to answer. Title l)y inlieritance vests in all des-

cendants of the ancestor, no matter what their social

status or condition may be. So that the question is

rather, Who may acquire arms ? the answer to which
involves drawing an arbitrary line somewhere between
the worthy and the unworthy ; and as all will not agree
upon how and where such a line should be drawn, the

question becomes one of opinion. In forming such an
opinion it should be borne in mind that ordinary armorials

are not "honours"—"X" and all his school to the con-

trary notwithstanding—but merely the insignia by which
families may be symbolically or pictorially distinguished

from other flimilies. The writer will no doubt be ex-

pected to express an opinion, wliich he therefore does, but
speaking only for himself and in a general way, leaving it

to others to concur or not as they may think best. The
following are those whom he considers to be of sufficient

social degree to appropriately bear arms in Canada

:

Members of Parliament, and of the Provincial Legisla-

tures ; officers of the civil service of at least the grade of
chief clerk, or, in outside service, of an equivalent grade,

such as collectors of customs in important ports, and post-

masters of the larger cities ; mayors of towns and alder-

men of cities, wardens of counties, sheriffs and registrars;

professors in the universities, and Masters of Arts; priests

of the Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches' (there is

no equivalent line which can be drawn with regard to

ministers of other religious bodies, but they will easily

find places in other classification) ; captains of militia,

lieutenants in the Royal Navy and Royal Naval
Reserve, and officers of equivalent rank in the colonial

naval services ; barristers-at-law and solicitors ; Doctors

' It is held hy some heralds that Episcopal Churcli, used a bookplate dis-

crests, being of an especially military playing a full achievement; but as he
character, should not be used by was the chaplain of a knightly order, his

clergymen. \)v. 'Woodward, wlio was case may perhaps be regarded as excep-
the rector of a parish of the Scottisli tioual.
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of Medicine ; civil engineers, architects, and land

surveyors ; bankers, wholesale merchants, and manu-
facturers

;
yeomen possessed of lands of the value of

$8,000, and of suitable education (but not fanners') ; and
all others who are of liberal education, or of independent

means, and of manners so far refined as to admit of their

associating on fairly even terms with such persons as are

above particularly mentioned.

Note ox the Right to Arms derived from User.

From information supplied hy Mr. Wolseley Emertox, D.C.L.

That rights are established by user is, in the Civil

Law, a rule so notorious that the only difficulty is to

choose one's authorities ; and it must be noted that (con-

trarv to the general principle of English statutes of

limitation) the Civil Law does not only " bar the remedy
of an opponent," but actually " confers a right " on the

originally wrongful possessor. I give some authorities on

this point as I know that antiquaries frequently find

themselves compelled by more pressing avocations to

leave the Institutes and the Pandects out of the list of

their studies.

Institutes, Book II, Tit. 6.

" de Usurpationibus et

Lougi temporis possessionibu?."'

Digest or Pandects, Book XLI, Tit. 3.

" de Usui'pationibus," etc.

Gaius, II, 42, 43, 44, 4G.

Looking on the right to arms from the civilian's

point of view, an unchallenged possession of twenty

years at most would be sufficient as a rule.

^ The "yeoman" is a freeholder, the due execution of documents (Seton's

while the " farmer" is one who holds Scottish Herald ri/, p. 16).

under another, colloquially termed a The above qualifination of fitness is

"tenant," and therefore clearly inferior according to the writer's own ideas of

in social position to the freeholding propriety, and that of value of est.ite is

yeoman. In Scotland it was enacted in founded upon ancient English ordi-

1400 and 1430 that every freeholder nances which required that every man
should have his jiroper seal of arms, for possessed of landed estate of a certain

value should become a knight.
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It is important that the possession should have begun

in good faith (which is, of course, presumed unless the

contrary be proved), but it is not necessary that the good
faith should continue till the time of " prescription " has

expired.

In the reign of James I. Segar (who was Garter King
of Arms), while opposing the view of Bartolus on " Arms
by User," thinks it prudent apparently to make consider-

able concessions to the civilians as a body.

Mr. Hound's argument from the wording of the pro-

ceedings in the time of Henry V. seems to me conclusive.

It was very common in the middle ages to confirm

rights which, as a matter of fact, stood in no need of

confirmation, such as the right to arms conferred by
user.

Y



ON THE CAIRN AND SEPULCHRAL CAVE AT GOP,
NEAR PRESTATYN.^

By Peofessoe BOYD DAWKINS, M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S., F.S.A.

Introduction.

1. The exploration of the cairn at Gop.
2. The sepulchral cave.

A. The pleistocene strata.

B. The prehistoric accumulations.

C. The sepulchral chamber.
D. Cave inhabited before use as a burial-place.

E. The pottery of Bronze age.

F. The links.

G. The flint flakes.

H. The animal remains.

I. The human remains of Iberie and Goidclic type.

J. The fusion of the two races.

K. The relation of the cairn to the sepulchral cave.

Introduction.

The cairn at Gop first to be described in the following*

pages stands in a commanding position, at an altitnde

of 820 feet, at the northern end of the picturesque hue
of hills forming the eastern boundary of the Vale of

Clwyd. It is about two and a quarter miles to the south-

east of Prestatyn, on the London and North Western
Kailway, and about six miles to the east of Rhyl. It

commands a magnificent view, westward over the Vale
of Clwyd to the Snowdonian range, northward over the

Irish Sea, and eastward over the low-lying plain of

Cheshire, to Liverpool and beyond. It is recognised

generally in the neighbourhood as a tumulus, and is so

described in the Ordnance maps. It is attributed in

common talk to Queen Boadicea, in spite of the fact that

there is no evidence that the famous queen of the Iceni

ever set foot in that region. In 1886 Mr. Pochin, of

Bodnant Hall, who had bought the Golden Grove estate,

on which it is situated, asked me to undertake the exam-
ination of this conspicuous landmark, at his exj^ense.

The following are the results of the work carried on in

1886 and 1887, which I have been unable to publish before

on account of the pressure of other work.

1 Bead June 5th, 1301.
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324 on the cairn and sepulchral cave

1.

—

The Exploration of the Cairn at Gop.

The cairn is composed of blocks of limestone, of a size

easily carried, piled up so as to form an oval, with its long

diameter 830 feet, pointing from north-west to south-

east, and its short diameter 223 feet, from north-east to

south-west (see Plan and Sections, Figs. 1, 2, 3). It is

46 feet high, with a truncated top, which may be due
either to the removal of the stone for making field-walls,

or by the giving way of a chamber in the area imme-
diately beneath it. It rests on solid limestone rock.

The exploration was begun by sinking a shaft (6 feet

6 inches by 4 feet) in the centre, an operation of con-

siderable difficulty on account of the instability of the

limestone blocks, down to the solid rock forming the

original surface of the ground. It was found necessary

to use heavy timbers to allow of the work being carried

on. The original surface was struck at a depth of 26

feet (see Figs. 1, 2, 3). A drift was then made, 6 feet

high and 4 feet wide, in a north-easterly direction (B of

Figs. 1 and 2) to a distance of 30 feet, following the

original surface of the rock. Two other drifts were also

made, C, C, intersecting B in the line of the Section

Fig. 3. The only remains met with were a few bones ot

hog, sheep or goat, and ox or horse, too fragmentary to

be accurately determined. They are, however, of the

refuse heap type usually found in prehistoric habitations

and burial-places. We failed to obtain evidence of the

archaeological age, or of the purpose to which it was put.

If, as is usually the case, there was a central burial-

place, we missed it. The question cannot absolutely be

decided until the whole of the stones have been removed.

The timbering necessary for our work was not only very

costly, but rendered it very difficult to observe the con-

dition of the interior even in the small space which was
excavated.

Gop Cairn is probably sepulchral, similar to that in the

same range of hills to the east, near Mold, used for years

as a stone quarry, in which, in 1832, a skeleton was dis-

covered lying at full length, clad in a golden corselet, and
adorned with 300 amber beads. If it be a burial-place

its large size implies that it was raised in memory of

some chieftain consjjicuous above his fellows.
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2.

—

The Sepulchral Cave.

While the cairn was being explored my attention was
attracted to a fox-earth at the base of a low scarp of

limestone 141 feet to the south-west of the cairn. It

occupied a position which I have almost invariably found

to indicate the presence of a cavern used by foxes,

badgers, and rabbits as a place for shelter. I therefore

resolved to explore this, with the assistance of Mr. P. G.

Pochin. The fox-earth led us into a cave completely

blocked up at the entrance by earth and stones (Figs, 4,

5, 6) and large masses of limestone, which had fallen

from the ledge of rock above. This accumulation of

debris occupied a space 19 feet in width, and extended
along the whole front of the cavern (see Fig. 4).

We began operations by cutting two driftways, down
to the surface of the rock. We then proceeded to clear

out the whole of the interior of the cavern, which was
filled very nearly up to the roof with debris. It consists

of a wide rock-shelter, passing into a narrow passage at

the north-eastern and north-western ends. It faces very

nearly due south. It contained deposits of various kinds

and of widely different ages, the two lower being

pleistocene, while the two upper yielded remains which
prove that they belong to the prehistoric period. I shall

consider these in some detail.

A.

—

Tlie Pleistocene Strata,

On the rocky floor of the interior of the cave, strewn

with large blocks of limestone, was a stifl' yellow clay,

No. 1 of Sections (Figs. 5, 6) from 1 to 2 feet thick,

containing angular stones and pebbles, some of which

are derived from rocks foreign to the district, and
occurring only in the boulder clay, which lies in irregular

jDatches on the hillsides in the neighbourhood. It con-

tained neither the remains of man nor of the fossil

mammalia found in the caves in the Vale of Clwyd.
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Above tliis, and also within the cave, was a layer of
grey clay, No. '2 of Sections, containing stones, angular
and water-worn, and some of foreign derivation as before.

m

In addition to these there were water-worn, and in many
cases perfect, remains of the following animals :

—
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Cave-hypena .

.

.

.

Hyfena sj^ekea.

Bison .

,

.

.

.

.

Bison i^^'i'^f^us.

Stag .

.

.

.

.

.

Cervus elaphus.

Reindeer .

.

.

.

C. tarandus.

Koedeer ,

,

.

.

C. capreolus.

Horse .

.

.

.

.

.

Equus cahallus.

Woolly rhinoceros .

.

Rliinoceros ticliorliinus.

Some of these, and more especially the antlers of

the reindeer, bore the teeth marks of hyeenas, and had
evidently belonged to animals which had fallen victims

to those bone-eating carnivores. They did not, however,

occur in layers on the floors, occupied at successive times

by the hysenas, as I have observed in other caves, such

as Wookey Hole near Wells, and the Oreswell caves near

Worksop. They appear to have been washed out of the

original hysena floors by the action of water, and to have
been redeposited at a time later than the occupation of

the cave by hyaenas.

B.

—

The Prehistoric Accumulations.

The upper surface of the grey clay, No. 2 of the

Sections, Figs. 5 and 6, passed insensibly into the

accumulation above, in which the interest principally

centres, as it marks the position of the ancient floor of

the cave in prehistoric times. It extended nearly

horizontally inw^ards, from a little beyond the entrance

to the inner w^alls of the cave, composed either of

limestone or of breccia. On this rested a mixed layer

of red earth, broken stalactites, and stones. No. 3 of

Sections, containing a mixture of refuse bones of pre-

historic age together with those of pleistocene animals

such as reindeer and hysena, obviously derived from

the layer below. Pieces of charcoal were scattered

through its mass, together with pot-boilers and fragments

of pottery. These were, however, less abundant in the

lower portion (No. 3 of Sections), which was about 3

feet thick, than in the upper (No. 4 of Sections), where in

some places there was suflicient charcoal to blacken the

accumulation. This up2)er layer was about 4 feet thick

at the entrance of the cave, shown in section Fig. 5,
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where it abutted directly on a sepulchral chamber B.

In the section shown in Fig. 6, it was thickest outside,

thinning away outwards to the edge of the talus, and
inwards into the cavern.

As we were clearing a passage inwards, along the line

of Section No. 5, a thick layer of charcoal, marked A on
the Plan, Fig. 4, covered slabs of limestone at a dejDth

of 4 feet from the surface, and marked the site of an
old fireplace. There were similar blackened slabs, at

various levels, in the strata Nos. 3 and 4, in other parts

of the area excavated. There were also numerous burnt

and broken bones of domestic animals and fragments ot

coarse pottery. Intermingled with these were a large

quantity of human bones, of various ages, lying under
slabs of limestone, which formed a continuous packing

up to the 'roof. On removing these a rubble wall

became visible, regularly built of courses of limestone.

This turned out to be the west w^all of a rectangular

chamber, B of Figs. 4 and 5, three outer sides being

formed of similar rubble walls, while the fourth was
constituted by the inner wall of the cave. They enclosed

a space 4 feet 6 inches hj o feet by 4 feet. Inside was
a mass of human skeletons of various ages, more than

fourteen in number, closely packed together, and
obviously interred at successive times. Along with

them were the fragments of a rude hand-made pot,

ornamented in the herring-bone pattern of the Bronze

age, and showing in its fractured surfaces small

fragments of stone sticking out of the paste. A few

white quartz pebbles, or " luck stones," two links of

Kimmeridge shale, and a carefully polished flint flake

were also found, the three last in one group.

C

—

The Interments.

The bodies had been interred in a crouching posture,

with arms and le^rs drawn tocrether and folded. In

several cases the long bones lay parallel to one another

—

the left humerus and left fibula, the left ulna, the right

tibia, and the right femur, the left humerus, left radius,

and right fibula—of the same individuals. Some of the

bones were in an oblique position, ajDproaching to the
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vertical. It is obvious that so large a number of bodies

as fourteen could not have been buried in so small a

space at one time, although it is clear from the natural

position of the bones, in one case of an ankle, and in the

other of a spinal column, that the whole body had been
buried. The bodies, therefore, have been buried at

successive times, and the se^julchral chamber is to Ije

looked u23on as a family vault. When it became full of

bones the area A of Figs. 4 and 5 was used for burials,

as I found to be the case with the ajjproaches of the

stone-chambered tombs on the opjjosite side of the valley,

near Cefn, described in the EtliiLological Jou7-nal, 1871.

In my opinion the access to the sepulchral chamber
was on the west side, in the direction of A of Plan,

Fig. 4.

D.

—

Cave used for Habitation, and afterivards for
Burial.

On clearing this portion of the cave, we found the

section to be as follows :—

4. Dark cave earth

3. Mixed cave earth

2. Grey cave earth

1. Stiff yellow clay

The stratum No. 4 extended up to the roof of the

cavern, and abutted directly on the se23ulchral chamber,
while No. 3 j^assed directly underneath it. We may,
therefore, conclude that here, as in the sepulchral caves

of Perthi-Chwareu and lihos digre, near Llandegla, in

Denbighshire, the cave was used for purposes of

habitation before it was used for burial, while it is an
open question whether the accumulation No. 4 belongs
to the time of the interments. It is probable, however,
that the sepulchral chamber was excavated out of it.

It is not likely that the same place Avould be used by
the same tribe for habitation after it had been used as a
tomb.^

' Those are two out of a group of five eaves of the Neolithic age, explored by
me in 1869-1872, and described in Cave-hnniinrj, Cliap. \

.

ft.
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E.—The Pottery.

The fragments of pottery are of tyj)es repeatedly met
with in interments in Britain belonging to the Bronze
age. All are hand-made, coarse, grey in colour, or

black, or burnt red, and contain small fragments of

stone imbedded in the i3aste. One specimen found in

the refuse heap has a bold overhanging rim, bevelled off

on the outside, and adorned with herring-bone marks

;

below this is a shoulder indented with a single row of

circular finger marks, the body of the vessel being in

addition ornamented with at least two horizontal lines of

small triangular impressions. With the excejDtion of

riG. 7. FEAGMENT OF URX. (Full size.)

the last feature it is of the same type as that figured by

Hoare in Ancient Wilts., and described by Thurnam in

ArchcBologia, XLIII, 61.

The fragments of j^ottery found inside the sepulchral

chamber belong to an urn with an overhanging rim

(Fig. 7), adorned with herring-bone pattern both on the

outside and on the inside. A small fragment of the

same vase proves also that the body was ornamented
with four horizontal bands of oljlique lines making two
complete herring-bone patterns. The urn to which it

belongs is of a type common in interments and refuse

heaps of the Bronze age throughout the British Isles.
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F.—Thc Luihs.

Two oval articles found close to the ground flake

inside the sepulchral chamber and resembling links

(Fig. 8), are made of jet, or Kimmeridge coal. They
are carefully rounded and polished, and each has a large

oval perforation in the centre. They are of unequal size,

and present the following measurements :

—
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sepulchral chamber is of a rare type. (Fig. 9.) It rested

close to a doubled-up human femur, tibia, and fibula.

It is a smoothly polished flint flake, 71 mm. long, 14 to

19 mm. wide, and only 3 mm. tliick. It has been made
by grinding down a flake so as to preserve the natural

curvature of the flat side, and to remove the rib on the

back, and to give it the aj^pearance of the blade of a

paper knife. The edges are l^evelled bluntly oft", and the

end is rounded. Similar objects have been met with,

as Evans j^oints out [Ancient Stone Implements, 290-

291), in Yorkshire. Their use is uncertain. The
association of an implement of this type with Bronze

age pottery in this sepulchral chamber fixes the

archaeological age of the whole group.

riG. 9. PLiNT TLAKE. (Full size.)

H.

—

The Animal Remains.

The remains of the animals found in the two upper

strata, 4 and 5 of Figs. 4 and 5, consist of the wild and
domestic animals usually associated together in pre-

historic refuse heaps. All are more or less broken and
burnt. The wild animals of the following list need no

special notice. It may, however, be remarked that the

fox was an inhabitant of the cave up to the time of cur
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digging, and that tlie remains of the horse may belong
to a domestic and not to a wild form.

Prehistoric Remains from Refuse Heap.

Wild.

Fox
Marten
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TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS OF LEG BONES OF SHEEP.
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The whole group of domestic animals is identical with

those which I have described from the Neolitliic caves

and burial-j^laces in the district. It is also just such an
accumulation as may be found in the refuse heaps, in the

homesteads in those parts of Wales into which the larger

breeds ofsheep and cattle, common in the low country, have
not yet penetrated. This fact establishes a continuity

of farming operations in Wales, from the Neolithic

age through the Bronze and Iron ages down to the

]iresent time. This continuity, as we shall presently see

from the examination of the human remains, exists also

with regard to the farmers, the great majority of the

human remains belonging to a race still represented by
the small dark Iberic folk of the secluded villages.

I.— The Human Remains of the Two Races.

The human remains belong to more than fourteen

individuals. The skulls sufficiently j^erfect for measure-
ments reveal the presence of two distinct anthropological

types ; the one, as shown in the accompanying table,

belonging to the long-oval-headed race, proved, by my
discoveries in the sepulchral caves and tombs, to have
inhabited the district in the Neolithic age. The chief

characters observable in the skulls are the mark of a

vertical bandage across the head from ear to ear. The
forehead is well developed, cheek-bones inconspicuous,

nasals prominent, chin square and narrow, tending in

some to a point. In one old adult the frontal suture is

open.
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The second type is represented by two fragmentary

skulls, Nos. 3 and 6 of the following table :

—
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The femora, twelve in number, are all carinated witli

the excei^tion of three, and agree in every particular

with those found in the Neolithic tomb at Cefn, and the
Neolithic caves at Perthi Chwareu and Ilhos digre {op.

cit., pp. 166, 187). The carination is a character wliich

stands in close relation to the platycnemism which is

presented by the associated tibiae. Their dimensions are

as follows :

—
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Only two out of the thirteen tibiae examined were not

platycneniic, and one of these belonged to a young indi-

vidual. The flattening of the bone is of the same order as

that presented by the Neolithic remains found in the caves

at Perthi Chwareu and the cairn near Cefn described

and figured in my work on Cave- hunting (pp. 167 ct ^cq.).

It consists of a prolongation of the shaft, sometimes in

front, and at other times behind the long axis of the

bone, and is, as Professor Busk j)ointed out in 1871
[Journal of Ethnological Society, January, 1871), due to

the free use of the feet, never trammelled 1)y shoes

or sandals, and therefore more prehensile than the

normal foot of civilisation. It is not a character of race,

being found in the negro, in the Mongolian tribes of North
America, and rarely in Europeans. It goes with bare

feet. If the last two figures in the above table be

compared with the rest, the difference will be seen

between the normal tibia and those which are flattened.

" en lame de sabre."

The most perfect of the fibulae is 262 mm. long with a

circumference of 30 mm.

J.

—

The Fusiun of (he Two Races.

It is obvious from the above anthropological details

that the great majority of the j^eople who used the Gop
cave as a family vault were of the same physique as the

Iberic dwellers in the district in the Neolithic age, and
from the presence of the round-headed Goidelic type that

the fusion of the Iberic with the Goidelic race had already

begun in this district in the Bronze age. It is the first

observed case of the fusion of the two races which has

been going on in Wales from that time to the present

day. Before, however, the fusion between the two races

became so complete as to form a people like the Celt-

Iberian, the Brythonic invaders conquered alike the

Goidel and the Iberian in this region, and absorbed them
into their mass so that all became one people. Just as tlie

Iberic tongue has been so completely lost in the Goidelic

that no clear trace of it is to be found in Wales, so the

Brythonic gradually disj)laced the Goidelic Avith the ex-

ception of a few place and river names, and Welsh and
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not Gaelic became the speech of the country. It is not

a Uttle remarkable that in all this flux and change,

ranging over an unknown series of centuries, the

small dark Iberic aborio-ines of the Neolithic ag-e should

have lived on with but little physical change, so as to be

still clearly marked off from the races who have invaded

them at successive times.

K.

—

Rdi.ition of Cairn to Sepulchral Cave.

Two questions naturally arise. What is the relation

of the cairn to the sepulchral cave a short distance below
it ? Were the cairn builders the same people who buried

the dead in the cave ? In my opinion it is most ^^robable

that the cairn marks the site of the burial-place, and that

both belong to the Bronze age and to the same people.



T^OTES UPON CLAY TOBACCO PIPES OF THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY FOUND IN BRISTOL/

By F. G. HILTON PRICE, Dir.S.A.

Since I had the pleasure of reading a paper before

this Institute in 1900 upon " Some early Clay Tobacco
Pipes found in the City of London " I have had the

good fortune to receive from Mr. John E. Pritchard,

F.S.A., a very interesting account of some early tobacco

pipes of the seventeenth century found in the City of

Bristol during recent excavations. In addition to this

information he has kindly presented me with some
excellent examples of these pipes, which bear upon the

heels either the names of the makers or their initials,

and he has further most kindly given me permission to

exhibit and publish these pipes as a supplement to my
previous paper. In that paper I remarked that in order

to definitely fix the dates of the manufacture of the

pipes it was necessary that a thorough investigation into

the records of the pipe makers in various places should

be undertaken, as had been done by Mr. Thursfield in

the parish registers of Broseley. in order to ascertain

when the makers lived, together with the marks they

used.

I am glad to be able to state that Mr. Pritchard has

been searching the lists of the burgesses of the City of

Bristol and has made some valuable discoveries

concerning pipe makers in that city. Excavations

appear to have been proceeding, and in some rubljish

pits he has found many pipes, together with Bristol

farthing tokens of 1G52, a piece of Delft pottery dated

' Read July 3rd, 1901.
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1647, and a brass seal top sjDoon, all corroborating the
dates of the pipes.

All the pipes sent to me belong to the middle of the
seventeenth century, and the best known makers of

whose handicraft he has found specimens are various

members of the Hunt family, i.e. Thomas Hunt, John
Hunt, Jeffry Hunt, and Flower Hunt.

In my former paper, when describing pipes bearing the

names of Thomas and John Hunt, I remarked that these

Hunts had a factory in the vicinity of Bath in the early

part of the seventeenth century, and that these j^ipes

belong to the period covered by the reigns of James I.

to Charles II. Thus it will be seen that I was not far out

in their date ; but I was wrong as to the locality of their

factory.

The specimens then exhibited and since figured in the

Journal^ are of the same shape as those now shown from
the Bristol find, but are nearly double the size.

Three of these Hunts, i.e. Jeffry, John, and Flower,

were admitted freemen of the City of Bristol in 1651
;

and another pipe bearing the name of Nathaniel Howell
on the heel is precisely of the same form and size as the

foregoing, and from the list of burgesses it is seen that

he was also admitted to the freedom in 1651.

In addition to these Mr. Pritchard found examples of

the pipes of other makers—Thomas Smyth, admitted a

freeman in 1651, who placed his initials T.S. on the heel
;

Philip Edwards, whose mark was P.E., admitted in

1649, and his son in 1680 ; Humphry Partridge, H.P.
on the heel, admitted in 1650 ; and a few others

whose initials and marks have not yet been identified.

The following is a list and description of the pipes

exhibited :

—

I will begin with those made by the Hunts, as they

are all of the same form and like those found in London
by the same makers. Tliese pipes are of elegant shape,

with a graceful lean back from the heel.

John Hunt, admitted a freeman of the City of Bristol,

23rd May, 1651.

' LVII, 224-240.
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His mark is

lOH
N-HU (Fig. 1.)

NT

Fig. 1.

Flower Hunt, admitted a freeman 23rd May 1651. His

FLO
pipes are marked WER-H and FH. (Figs. 2, 3.)

VNT

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Jeffry Hunt, admitted a freeman in 1651. His mark is

IFF lEE
FIIY'H (Fig. 4), which must be the same as RYH shown

VNT VNT
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Fig. 4.

on p. 105 of Jottings in the Stonchenge Excursion, 187G.

by the late Edward T. Stevens, F.S.A., the name Jerry

being incorrectly drawn.
Another specimen by probably the same maker is

marked IH, i.e. Jeffry Hunt. (Fig. 5.)

3

Fig. 5.

Nathaniel Howell, admitted to the freedom 1651.

nath
His pipes are marked HOW (Fig. 6.)

ELL

]

Fig. C.
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The next specimens are of a short barrel-shaped form,
less elegant in outline.

Pipe marked HP upon the heel was made by
Humphry Partridge, who was admitted to tlie freedom
of Bristol in 1650. (Fig. 7.)

i

Fig.

Pipes marked TS are ascribed to one Thomas Smyth,
admitted a freeman in 1651; three specimens, the bowl
of one more elongated than the others. (Pigs. 8, 9, 10.)

Fig. 8.

Fig. 0.
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Fig. 10.

Other pipes of the same shape marked PE bear the

initials of one Philip Edwards, who v>-as admitted a

freeman in 1649 (three specimens). (Fig. 11.)

Fig. 11.

Pipe marked P'N is larger and of stouter make, more
like the shape of the Hunts than any others. (Fig. 12.)

It was probably made by Pilchard Nunny, who was
admitted a freeman in 1655.

D
Fig. 12.
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Pipe marked HS is similar in form to that by Thomas
Smyth, but the maker is unidentified. (Fig. 13.)

Fig. 13.

Pipe marked EC is of a short barrel shape, and the

initials are unidentified. (Fig. 14.)

7

Fig. 14.

Pipe marked TM (?). The maker is as yet unknown
(Fig. 15.)

:^^IM
Fig. 15.

Pipe marked with what looks like a maple-leaf in a

small circle varies in form somewhat from any of the

foregoing. (Fig. 16.)
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3
Fig. 10.

A pipe with a ])lain heel and longer stem and a narrow
barrel-shape bowl (Fig. 17) Mr. Pritchard tells me he

Fig. 17.

can date cirrxt 1 6(52. It is, however, singularly similar

to a specimen marked TS ascribed to Thomas Smyth.
Most of these latter pipes are like those described in my
first paper as belonging to the period between James I,

and Charles II., which appears to agree satisfactorily

with their actual dates.

In addition to the above, specimens bearing the

following marks were met Avith in the course of the

excavations :

—

An anchor, W.C, I.E., E.L., A.N., C.B., R.B.,

EDWARDS, L., T.M., and I.R, also a specimen of the

celebrated " Gauntlet " pipe.

I cannot conclude these notes without again thanking
Mr. Pritchard for his gift of these pipes, v/hich has

enabled me to place this valuable information on record.

And I hope that he w^ill be able further to investigate

the subject, and trust that others when they have the

opportunity will examine the registers of their cities or

towns for the like results.

3
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The Church of Hayles Abbey. ^

The Abbey of Hayles was founded in 1246 by Hichard
earl of Cornwall, for monks of the Cistercian Order, and
was colonised from the royal foundation of Beaulieu, in

the New Forest, by twenty monks and ten conversi. In
1251 the work of building had so far progressed as to

enable thirteen altars to be dedicated. In 1270 Edmund
earl of Cornwall presented the famous relic of the Holy
Blood. New work was immediately commenced, and was
completed, together with the shrine to contain the relic,

in 1277.

Before the excavations were undertaken last year upon
the site of the abbey church at Hayles, very little was
known respecting it.

All that remains above ground is part of the south
aisle wall of the nave next the cloister. Now, from
entire ignorance resjDecting the nature of the church,

complete knowledge of the whole ground plan has been
the reward of those engaged in the excavations.

More of the walls above the footings might have been
left, but it is fortunate that the comparatively small

amount that does remain enables the whole jDlan to be

reconstructed without drawing anywhere upon the

imagination.

The church that was commenced at the foundation of

the abbey in 1246 was, as usual, cruciform in plan, and
consisted of presbytery with aisles and a procession aisle

with five chapels eastward, transepts with three eastern

chapels to each, and a nave with aisles. All the main
arcades were built upon sleeper walls as at the mother
abbey of Beaulieu.

It would be natural to suppose that a daughter house

would follow the plan of the parent ; but Hayles, so far

at any rate as the church is concerned, is an excellent

' Communicated bj Harold Brakspear, F.S.A.
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example to show that this was not the general custom,
which is also borne out by the fact that Netley, the
other daughter of Beaulieu, was neither like the parent
nor its sister of Hayles. All three foundations are very
late in the list of Cistercian houses in this country, and
the universal similarity of the early plan had long before

become anything but general owing to various causes.

At Hayles the presbytery was foiu' bays in length,

with the westernmost bay considerably narrower than
the rest.

On the south side the plinths remain of two of

the main arcade piers. The eastern one retains the
draft lines of the bases, and the western the draft lines of

the pier itself The lAers consisted of clusters of four

large columns towards the cardinal points with smaller

ones between. Each had a wide fillet in the centre.

The arches were of three orders with a label (Fig. 1,

Plate II). The main span was vaulted, with transverse

and diagonal ribs, with large carved bosses at the inter-

section of the latter. There were no ridge ribs.

Between the piers and separating the aisles from
the presbytery were solid walls 3 feet in thickness.

Unlike the thirteenth century work at Fountains,

Tintern, and other Cistercian abbeys, these walls were not
provided for from the first, but subsequently built in

between the piers.

On the north side the wall was subsequently narrowed
over 12 inches,^ but for what reason it is impossible to

say.

The east gable, judging from the two projections in the
footings, was pierced by three arches, probably in line

with the arcades on either side.

The side aisles were mere passages to the eastern

altars, and were vaulted with cross and diagonal ribs

without bosses. Against the outer walls were stone

seats upon which the vaulting shafts rested. At the
east end of the north aisle the first course remains of the

projecting pier to carry the cross arch in line with the

east gable. The outer walls are of the unusual thickness

' This at any rate was the case date from the original paving, and
in the second bay, as is shown by an presumably t)ie others were similarly

added double row of tiles of different altered.
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of 5 feet, and the buttresses project another 6 feet, so that

doubtless the main vault of the presbytery was supported
over the aisles by flying buttresses. In line with the

main east gable were large turrets, and the southern

one, if not both, contained a vice or spiral staircase.

That there was an eastern termination containing

chapels beyond the main gable is i^roved : 1 , by the

evidence of dedications of thirteen altars, which could

not be accounted for without there being five in this

position ; 2, by the projecting base already noticed in the

north aisle; and 3, by the footings of both aisle walls con-

tinuing across the later chapels to some 24 feet beyond
the main east wall.

If this termination was merely a single aisle as at

Byland and Waverley, it would be entirely occupied by
the chapels and necessitate the procession path being

within the main east gable, as it was in those two cases.

But the high altar at Hayles occupied this position, so

the procession path as well as the chapels would be

eastward of the main east gable, as is the case at Dore,

the eastern extension of which was being built at the

same time.

Of the crossing nothing remains beyond the footings

of the great piers, but there are indications that the

tower caused trouble early in its history, as will be shown
later.

The transepts were both four bays in length, vaulted

as the presbytery. The main east walls were carried on

arcades with piers of the same jjlan as those of the pres-

bytery, except that, judging from the lowest course of

the one left in the south transept, they were without

bases or plinths, except to the column on the west

face, which had both (Fig. 2, Plate II). The chapels

were divided from one another by walls 10 inches

thick.

The south-east corner of the south transept has been

completely destroyed together with its foundations.

The west wall is 8 feet thick and contained the night

stairs to the dorter, which had a square vaulted lobby

at the foot. The angle shaft with base and cap to

carry the vault remains in the north-west corner of the

lobby. This treatment of the night stairs is the same
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as tluit at Beaulieu, but so far as is at present kiioMii

there are no other examples in this country.'

The north transept would have, as usual, a doorway
in the north gable, which apparently was subsequently

used as the entrance for pilgrims to tlie shrine. Extern-
ally between the northernmost buttresses on the west
side are the paving and remains of the walls of a small

room 13 feet by 9, which was perhaps the checker of tlie

sacrist or his assistant whose duty it was to conduct the

visitoi's to and from the shrine.

Eastward of the chapels was another added chamber,

but this has not yet been sufficiently excavated to show
its character or how it was entered.

The nave was eight bays in length with north and
south aisles, but so far as at present excavated, nothing
beyond the south aisle wall remains above the footings.

The easternmost bay was considerably wider than the

others, but the arch into the aisles was of the same width
as the rest.

The usual division walls between the nave and aisles

of a Cistercian church certainly did not exist in this first

bay, unless they were built, like those in the presbytery,

independently of the main structure. For adjoining the

place where the south-east respond should be is a semi-

circular base that supported a curious three-quarter

column with a couple of smaller shafts at the sides,

shaped at the back to fit the mouldings of the older

respond." A number of long stones of this shajje were
found in this bay, but not elsewhere, showing that the

easternmost pair of arches only were strengthened in this

manner.

The arch was treated in the same way, but was further

strengthened by the insertion of new bonding stones.

This work must be little later than the main budding, as

the arch mould is exactly copied. A similar example of

strengthening, but of later date, occurs in the same

At tlie Austin canonesses' houees entered from the cloister and not from
of Lacock and Biirnliam the stairs are the elmrcli.
simikrly formed in a thickening of tlie " The object of these was first pointed
dorter wall, but served the double out by my friend Mr. W. H. iSt. John
purpose of day aud uight stairs, and are liope, to the Kev. Canon Bazeley,

belore I vieited the excavations.

2 A
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position at Christchurch, Canterbury, there inserted on
account of some settlement of the tower.

The nave aisles apparently were jorecisely similar to

those of the presbytery. The south aisle wall remains to

a considerable height. At the east end are the bases of

the respond for the cross arch (Fig. 3, Plate II). The
east bay contains the procession doorway to the cloister.

Internally this is mostly destroyed, but it had nook shafts

in the jambs and a draw-bar hole in the east jamb. The
first vaulting shaft has been inserted, but is merely an
alteration in design, as the base mouldings are precisely

similar to all the others, except the third and seventh,

which have different mouldings, but are apparently of the

same date.

The second vaulting shaft was destroyed by the erec-

tion of a stone screen across the aisle. From this west-

Avard was a stone seat, which in the third bay has been
cut down to the floor level, and again at the sixth bay.

In the westernmost bay is an inserted doorway from
the cloister, of the fifteenth century, and immediately to

the west is the moulded jamb of a doorway leading to a

skew passage to the cellarium and the dorter of the lay

brothers above.

At the west end of the aisle is a ])\im\ doorA\ay of one

chamfered member.
The west jiortion of the nave has yet to be excavated.

To revert to the east end and the alterations that were

effected there for the accommodation of the shrine. As
before stated, the orio-inal termination bevond the main
east gable consisted of a procession aisle with five chapels

eastward. Before any of the new work was commenced
it is reasonable to suppose that the basement of

the shrine was erected witliin tlie pre-existing chapel

and part of the eastern aisle. This basement still

exists to al)Out 3 feet in height, built of rough hewn
stone, and was evidently covered up from first to

last with wainscot and tabernacle work. It is placed

over 12 inclies out of centre towards the north, wliicli

would hardly have happened if it had been erected

after the new Avork was finished and the older had been

removed.

From the plan it will be seen that the whole of the
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new work could easily have been constructed round and
over the centre division of the original eastern termina-
tion without interfering witli the procession path to tlie

shrine round the east end.

The novum opus, which took six years to build,

consisted, on 23lan, of a five-sided apse, terminating the

main walls, the aisles being continued around it as a

procession path, with five semi-octagonal chapels radiating

therefrom ; the whole bearing a marked reseml)lance to

tlie work round the feretory of Edward the Confessor at

Westminster built some twenty-five years before.

In addition to the footings, which remain comjjlete, of

the whole of this work, there exists a considerable amount
of the first few courses of the walls of the two southern

cliapels, from which the whole plan can be reconstructed.

Each cha23el contained an altar against the wall

opposite the opening from the aisle, raised upon a single

step,^ and was vaulted with ribs springing from triple

wall shafts in each angle, which met in the centre

without a boss. Externally each angle had a large

buttress. The footings of those to the centre chapel

differ from the others in being wedge-shaped. Whether
this Indicates that the buttresses above followed these

lines is impossible to say, as nothing remains above the

footings.

The main apse was carried on clustered piers of a

curious shape, which will be better understood from the

detailed plan (Fig. 4, Plate II) than by description. The
lowest course and part of the base of one of these piers

remain towards the south-east.

The old east wall, with its three arches, was afterwards

removed, as proved by the existence of stones similar to

the inner member of the main arcade being used up in

the pedestal of the lavatory In the south aisle, of which
more hereafter.

To the west of the southernmost chapel is a small

doorway ojjening outwards into what was apparently the

passage to the infirmary.

With respect to the internal arrangements, the

^ I bag to thant Mr. W. H. St. John by a mortar line against tlie remain.
Hope for pointing out the evidence ing portions of the walls.

of tl;is step, which is clearly shown
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excavations have been very successful, for whereas at

BeauHeii and Waverley^ not a sIo;n has yet been f(mnd of

any cross screens or quire stalls, here they have all

revealed themselves with unusual clearness.

The hisjh altar, as before stated, was immediately

beneath the main east gable, but nothing remains of it

except a rude mass of rubble foundations, which formed
part of the platform. In the second Ijay on the south

side the wall between the piers is thicker than in the

others in order to accommodate the sedilia and pi.'icina.

In the westernmost bay on the north side is an interment

once covered by a richly decorated monument.
The north aisle retains a considerable amount of its

original tile paving ; it had a wide band of tiles down
the centre, evidently to guide the procession.

The south aisle had in its westernmost bay on the

north side a lavatory with a small drain leading there-

from for a short distance. An exactly similar arrange-

ment existed at Beaulieu, and its use was probably

to receive any holy water that remained over after the

Sunday procession. At Fountains it exists in the form

of a piscina in the seat beneath the wall arcade, and

at Furness just within the vestry. In all cases it seems

an afterthought, and at Hayles the pedestal is formed

of stones similar to the inner member of the main
arcades.

The transepts show little evidence of any arrangements

except that the chajoels were raised a step above the main

floor and were enclosed by screens, probably of stone,

between the arches.

The (piire occupied part of the crossing and the first bay

of the nave. The quire screen was of stone and placed

slii!,htly westward of the first pair of nave piers.

Allowing the normal space for each seat, there appear

to have been fifteen stalls to the north and south and

three on either side tlie (piire door facing east, making
thirty-six in all. In front of the north and south

ranges of stalls is a sunk trench 2;^ feet wide, which

' Since tliis was written a portion of research other evidences of tl?e arrange-

the footings of the pnlpiliim has l)een ments may be traced,

found, and it is hoped that by f urtlier
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was apparently the space beneath another range of"

seats for the novices.'

Besides the door through the screen at the west end of

the quire, which was known as the lower entrance,

there were other entrances on either side eastward of

the stalls and immediately westward of the east crossing

piers, known as the ujDper entrances. Between the
eastern piers of the crossing were the gradus preshytcrii.

Six feet westward of the quire screen in the nave
was another transverse screen, and these two screens

supported the ptilpitum. The usual flanking altars

on either side the quire door do not seem to have
existed at Hayles, or if they did at first they were
subsequently removed upon the erection of the nave
altar.

Between the third pair of piers was another cross screen,

upon which would stand the great rood, with the nave
altar in front, flanked by two doorways through the

screen.

Between this rood-screen and the pulpitum was the

retro-quire, where the occupants of the infirmary attended

to hear divine service.

The four westernmost bays of the nave were originally

occupied by the quire of the lay brothers, as Mr. St. John
Hope so clearly proves in his monograph on Fountains.

It seems clear that at Hayles, as in other Cistercian

houses in this country, the lay brothers' quire was
suljsequently disused and removed together with the

solid walls under the main arcades at the l)ack of the

stalls.

In the north aisle opposite the second pier was a cross

screen that apparently had an altar to the west, and in

the south aisle was a corresponding screen, near which

no remains of an altar are now to be found. At the next

pier on this side was another cross screen with an altar,

and in the third and fourth bays between the main piers

are two interments formerly surmounted by very ornate

canopied monuments.

' This was paved witli large lozeuge-sbaped tiles some 12 inches beneath the

flour level.

2 A 2
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St. Mary's Church, Cardington.

An account of the " restorati(^n " of this church recently

appeared in the Builder (August 10th, 1901, p. 140).

It seems to have been suihciently drastic, comprising the

demoHtion of the nave and tower, with the reconstruction

of the chancel windows, " in precisely the same position as

before." A new tower has l3een built at the west end of

the new nave, opening into it by " the large Norman
arch, which divided the old tower from the nave. It

has been most carefully reconstructed stone by stone, the

only change effected in it being the recessing of the

edges, converting the arch into one of a doul)le order."

It is further to be noted that "a numl)er of large

and vigorously designed ancient gargoyles have been

introduced into the external cornice of the chancel."

Such doings as these deserve to he recorded, if oidy

to show that the spirit of the early "restorer" is yet

with us ; but it is disappointing to find these atrocities

printed without a word of comment in tlie pages of one

of the leading professional j)apers.



^BvocccDings at (^rbinar)) jilcciings of tijc liojtal iSlrdjetologual

Instdutr.

July 8rd, 1901.

Emanukl Green, F.S.A., Vice-Pi-esident, in the Chair.

Mr. b\ G. Hilton Prick, Dir.S.A., communicated a pa})er on
" Clay Tobacco Pipes of tlie Seventeenth Century found recently at

Bristol." A number of specimens Avere exhibited in illusti-ation of

the paper, which is printed at p. 342 of the Journal.

Mr. J. McAndrew read a paper on " The Early Churches of

Asturias," illustrated by lantern-slides made from photographs
taken by Mr. J. C. Stenning.
These buildings represent the period between the expulsion of the

]\Ioors from Asturias, about 760 A.D., and the introduction into

Spain of the Romanesque style in the twelfth or late eleventh

century. They owe their origin, in common with all early Eui-opean

architeciure, to Roman tradition, and have the usual characteristics

of lofty and thin walls, rectangular naves with lateral and western
adjuncts, and windows tilled with pierced stone slabs of elaborate

design. Several of them can be dated with some accuracy from
historical records, which adds considerably to their value as examples
of eai-ly work.

Setting aside the somewhat doubtful example of the Camara Santa
in Oviedo Cathedral, the earliest dated building is the church of

Santullano, or St. Julian, near Oviedo, founded by King Troila about
760. It is cruciform in plan, with lofty and thin walls, and windows
with characteristic pierced tracery slabs. The transepts are unde-

veloped, and to be considered rather as lateral chapels than true

transepts, and are divided into two stories. The east end of the

church, as in all other early examples, is square, and the number of

pilaster buttresses in this and the other buildings of its class is a

notable feature. San Salvador de Val de Dios, consecrated in 898
about eighteen miles north-east of Oviedo, has a similar plan, with

the additional feature of a vaulted cloister on the south of the nave,

showing in its west window a very tine specimen of a ])iei'ceil slab.

San Salvador de Priesca is another church of this type, with western

ve.stibule flanked by what were possibly living-rooms. It was
consecrated in 915.

San Miguel de Lino (c. 850) is a very tine specimen of the early

style, being cruciform in plan, but having its transepts shut off and
divided into two stories, of which the upper opens on to the church
by a balustrade. The jambs of the western doorway are ornamented
with panels of figure-subjects in an enriched border which is very

reminiscent of Roman detail. The western vestibule here has on
either side a chamber with staircase leading to a western gallery and
two rooms, now closed, above it. Santa Christina de Lena, of the

ninth century, is cruciform in plan with small ti^ansepts, opening,

as usual, only by a doorway to the nave. The raised east end is
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approached throno-h an arcade of three arches at the head of a
flight of steps. The walls of the church are only 1 foot 9 inches thick.

Another building, now called a church, Santa Maria de Naratico.

close to the last named, and within a few miles of Oviedo, is of a type

quite distinct from all the other eai'ly buildings, being in plan a
parallelogram open at both ends, and entered from a porch in the

middle of one side. There are grounds for believing it to be not a

church, but a royal palace, of 850 or thereabouts. It is roofed with
a tunnel vault with ribs springing from shafted responds.

Professor Bunnell Lewis read a paper on " The Antiquities of

Toulouse," and exliibited coins, engravings, and a series of photo
graphs, the last being kindly lent by Monsieur Leon Joulin.



jEoticcs of .^vdjaolocitcal ^publications.

RAMBLES AND STUDIES IN BOSNIA, IIKRZRaOVINA, AND
DALMATIA, with an Account of the Procekdinos op the Conqukss
op Akcii.=eot.ooists *nd ANTirRoroLooiSTS HKLD AT Saka.tkvo, Auopst,
1891.. By Robert Munro, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.E. Socjiul olition. I'JOO.

8vo. Edinburgli : Blackwood, pp. xxv, 452.

That a book of this kind has reached the stage of a second edition

furnishes the best evidence that it has met a want. The style,

hoAvever, is easy and pleasant, and Dr. Munro has saccessfully

combined a good deal of archa'ology with the recital of facts that

nre usually associated with Murray or Baedeker. He modestly
disclaims for a part of the antiquarian matter any merit for

liiraself but that of having put the facts into an English dress.

The original accounts appear in other languages from the pens
of the officers of the National ^luseum at Sarajevo and Spalato,

and Dr. Muni-o has been indebted to them and to the governments
for much help in this direction, as well as for cliches of the illustra-

tions used in the original memoirs. These advantages have addedo ...
considerably to the value of the book, and the illustrations m
particular are both numerous and for the most part excellent. It

is no bad test of the quality of a work of this character if the reader

feels tliat he would has-e enjoyed taking part in the many functions

described, no matter whether they are polyglot meals or equally

polyglot antiquarian diggings. And this is just the effect produced
by the book. The author's energy and personal interest in all the

work and scenes that he describes are so intense that he carries his

interested reader with him throughout.
There are full accounts of the different stations visited by the

Sarajevo Congress of arcluBologists, and even of the discussions that

followed an examination of the sites. Many of the latter show by
the wide divergence of opinion among the learned men present how
far we are from a true understanding of the early archaeology of

Europe. The neolithic station at Butmii% for example, which Dr.

^lunro himself holds to be a typical pile structure, was held by Dr.

Montelius to be of the Stone age and to date before 2,000 r,.c., by
Mr. Szombathy to belong appi-oximately to the Mycenean period.

M. Salomon Reinach held the art to be entirely indigenous, while

Dr. Hoernes and Professor Virchow saw Phoenician influence and
even colonists there. The mo^t remarkable features were undoubted h'

the clay idols and the spiral ornament on the pottery, and these,

with the absence of any metal whatever, are certainly puzzling. It

would seem almost safe to prophesy that bronze will be found

eventually, if, as seems probable, the settlement belongs to the

final stage of the Stone period. It is well to bear in mind how
rare the metal is in such cases, e.g. in our own British barrows,

where a hundred articles of bone or stone are found to one of bronze.

The real central point of Dr. Munro's book is, however, not so much
the Stone and Bronze ages, interesting though they are, but the Early

Iron period, which for us in this country has so iinportant a bearing

upon our own Late Celtic art. Of this class he gives detailed accounts

of the stations at Glasinac and Jczerine, with luuuerotis figures of
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the typical objects found, wliicli add greatly to tlie interest of his
descriptions. Then on the homeward journey. he visits and describes
a variety of places, more or less well known, Spalato, Salona, and the
palace of Diocletian, and finally gives an interesting sketch of the
prehistoric and historic conditions of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

This is all good and written in a bright and lucid style, but in the
final chapter, which deals with the periods of Hallstatt and La Tene,
good as it is in many respects, there is much left to desire. The
ordinary reader, unfamiliar with the subject, would certainly take it

for gi'anted that no Englishman had had a hand in the determination
of this particular class of antiquities in our own islands. For Dr.
Munro it would appear that the long (antiquarian) feud between
Lindenschmit of Mayence and A. W. Franks over the oi'igin of our
Late Celtic remains had never existed, and that the all too brief

chapters in Hard' Ferales had never been written. Of coui'se Dr.
Munro knows all these things : he knows that Lindenschmit main-
tained to his dying day that the bronze shields found in the Thames
were made by Etruscans, and that Franks held them to be of

indigenous origin and gave the special art the title of Late Celtic.

But wli3' quote the authorities of every country but our own ? And.
to go a little further, why not quote our OAvn collections ? One
smiles at the disregard of British antiquities by a foreign writer,

but ignorance forms a kind of excuse. Dr. Munro cannot plead
ignorance, and. knowledge has its responsibilities. It is not wise
or fair to set up the claims of a host of continental critics, including
some of small note, while one of the foremost antiquaries of our time
is passed suh silentio.

THE ARCHITECTUEAL HISTORY OF THE CATHEDEAL CHURCH
AND MONASTERY OF ST. ANDREW AT ROCHESTER. By W. H.
St. John Hope, M.A. London : Mitchell & Hughes. 1900. 8vo., pp. ri, 233.

The name of Mr. Hope on the title-page of a book on the

architectural history of a building is assurance that the work
within will be sound and thoroughly done, and to a large extent
new. He writes for antiquaries and not for the superficial reader,

Avho.«e digestion is not strong enough for a book like this. Indeed,

even an antiquary may gently hint a wish that the good meat had
been served up in a moi'e attractive form. For instance, it would
have been more easy to assimilate if it had been divided into sections

(or shall we say courses ?) than all put before us in one mess as it is

now. And there are parts of the text which are too highly sea.soned

with feat and inches, most of which would have been better left on
the j)lans and other illustrations, from which the consumer might
help himself to his liking.

But our grumble is over. The book is a capital book, and will be

the quarry for the Rochester guide-book maker for many a year to

come. He may make good or ill use of it, according to his under-

standing of it. But he will not be able to do without it.

The see of Rochester is one of the oldest in England. In three

3'ears it will enter into the fourteenth century of its existence. But
until quite modern times, when all the South of London has come
under its sway, it has always been one of the least important and

most pooi'ly endowed. We do not know wiiat was the constitution
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of the church when it was first founded. But, being tlie \v(n-k of

missionary monks, it was most likely monastic. If it were, it became
secular, as many others did, and we find it so in the eleventh century.
It was then miserably poor, and Lan franc. Archbishop of Canterbury,
gave it a fresh start by refounding it as a Jienedictine abbey.
Lanfranc put in Gundulf as bishop, and he held the see for thirty

years and with the Archbishop's help built the monastic offices and
a large part of the church. The church seems to have been completed
in the twelfth century, and in the thirteenth it was considerably
altered and enlarged. This is the usual story with such churches,
and many a one of them was rebuilt part by part until it was wholly
transformed into the fashion of the later middle ages. At Rochester,
however, we do not find the steady and sustained working towards a

definite and understood end which has given us such churches as

Wells and Lichfield. Work was done from time to time, and much
of it, looked at in detail, is good; but it is not coherent, and tlie

architectural history of the place is the record of a succession of

false starts.

It has been Mr. Hope's task to follow these up and distinguish

between them. And his long study of building has enabled him to

make plain much which before was a confusing tangle.

In the sixteenth centuiy the monks were again replaced by
seculars, but the monastic buildings were kept in the King's
hands and converted into a royal manor house. The life of that
house was but short; it was pulled down for its materials, and so

much of the older work incorporated in it perished with it that the
close of Rochester is poorer in ai'chitectural remains bej'ond the
church than that of any other of the new foundation cathedrals.

This is the more to be regretted because, owing to the shape of the
ground, the arrangements of Rochester were peculiar, and the few
remaining fragments show that some of the buildings must have
been of high architectur-al quality.

It seems that, but for the troubles of the civil wars, through
which it passed with less harm than some, the church had rest

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. But the nine-

teenth was a bad time for it. The " restoi-ation " agony began early

there and appears not yet to be over. Cottingham set it going by
destroying the old central tower and putting up one of his own
which is absolutely and irredeemably bad, and the other work he did

is no better. Sir Gilbert Scott came later and did after the fashion

of his time. He would not destroy where he knew it, but he did not

always know. And his respect for old work did not prevent him
from smartening it iip to the vulgar shine which is deliglitful in

the eyes of too many cathedral authorities. Later works show no
improvement on Scott's, and Mr. Hope calls attention to some of the

more lamentable exhibitions of bad taste,, such as the covering of the

backs of the Norman arches at the west end with inscriptions in

mosaic. That truly is an ati-ocity not easy to match.

In these days, when so many writers will undertake to give us the

story of an old church with only a diagram plan, or even without a

plan at all, it is a treat to find such plans as Mr. Hope gives us. They
are models of what such things should be. The other illustrations

arc generally good.
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SUPERSTITIOKS OF THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS OF SCOT-
LAND, COLLECTED ENTIRELY FROM ORAL SOURCES. Bj Joiix
Uregokson Campbell, Minister of Tiree. Glasgow : MaeLohose & Sons.

1900. 8vo., pp. XX, 318.

The lamented author of this Avork, during thirty years' service as

minister of Tiree, made it his business to acquire at first hand a

knowledge of the superstitions entertained by his flock. He pur-

posely avoided taking books as his authority, and indeed frequently

found ill them statements at variance with the popular beliefs as

actually entertained, generally due to a want of knowledge of the

language, feelini'S, and modes of thought of the jjeople. He even
declined to accept written correspondence as an authority for any
statement, pi^eferring to obtain oral information from the Highlanders
themselves in the spirit of their own proverb, " If it be a lie as told

by me, it was a lie as told to me." The result is a very valuable and
authoritative volume, dealing with fairies, tales illustrative of fairy

superstition, tutelary beings, the urisk, a kind of solitary brownie,

the blue men, the mermaid, the water horse, supei'stitions about
animals, miscellaneous superstitions, augury, premonitions and divina-

tion, dreams and prophecies, imprecations, spells, and the black art,

and finally with superstitions relating to the devil. Altogether nearly

300 distinct legends were recorded by Mr. Campbell.
it would be wholly beyond the space available to us to give any

sort of critical analysis of all this wealth of information and of its

relation to similar superstitions in rural England and elsewhere. We
must be content with picking a few plums as specimens of the whole.

The Gaelic men and women of peace, like the English elf, are,

when referred to in the singular, strong men and beautiful women
who hire themselves to the huinan race for service, and contract

marriages with it, from which no good can come; when referred to

in the plural, are a diminutive race, travelling in eddy winds,

lifting men from the ground, stealing, and entering houses in com-
panies. Fairy hags used to be seen at certain places in Tiree, but
have long since di.sappeared, the islanders having become too busy
to attend to them. By a curious coincidence, two famous Highland
archers, in regard to whom exploits almost as wonderful as tho.se

accredited to our own Little John are recorded, are named respectiA^cly

Little John the Black and Little John of the White Bag ; but Mr.
Campbell thinks these were men really of small stature and not so

called, as our Little John was, in ironical allusion to his great size.

It is unlucky to use for washing your hands or face water in which
eggs have been boiled or washed. It is a common saying when mis-

chance befalls a person through his own stupidity, "I believe egg
water was put on me." The stuiy of the devil joining a party of

young people playing ciU'ds and taking a hand, vanishing up the

chimney in smoke on his horse-hoof being detected, is universal over

the Highlands. The only trade the devil never was able to learn

was that of tailoring. When he went to try, all the tailors left the

room, and, having no one to instruct him, he omitted to put a knot

on the thread, so that the thread always came away, and he gave up
the trade in despair. He wanted to learn it to make his own clothes,

as no one would make clothes for him.



NOTTINGHAM CASTLE.

By EMANUEL QREEN, F.S.A.

Standing on the castle rock on the highest point and
looking northward as far as the eye can carry, on the

left there is Peakland and on the extreme risrht the

mouth of the Humber and the sea. An imaginary line

drawn between these two points will fairly mark the

boundary of the northern part of the early kingdom of

Mercia, of which Nottingham from its situation was the

chief centre. The Humber, convenient harbour for the

natives, also by such convenience invited, as it were, a

visit from neighbours over sea, as it does to-day. Thus
it happened that from the coming of the Danes, those

adventurous vikings, this whole district has now a

very special historical interest. In 868 Danish forces

came down from northward and attacked and took

Nottingham, where they strengthened the fort and made
the place their winter quarters. To account for so easy

a victory, the new-comers, it must be remembered, were
old warriors, sea rovers maybe, in good strength, well

armed and equipped, desperate in their enterprise. They
had already harassed the coast of France quite to the

south and had often penetrated far inland. Their attack

on England, however, resulted in conquest and settlement

rather than loot. The Mercian king, with a sparse

population quite unable to cope with his new neigh-

bours, sent urgent requests for help to the western

king Ethelred. Acceding readily, Ethelred, with his

brother Alfred, then about twenty years of age, marched
for Nottingham with a strong force eager for a fight, but

on arriving he found the Danes had so strengthened their

defences, and were so strong within their fort, that no entry

could be gained. As they refused to come out to fight

nothing could be done, so both sides " had recourse to fair

words," a truce was accepted, a peace was concluded, and
2 B
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the brothers who came to conquer returned with their

troops defeated.^

By other attacks in the south, by the Thames, the

Danes still further succeeded. They marched across and
practically gained all England, except the west, which
was now under Alfred. After trouble, doubt, and
difficulty, after the events of Ethandun and Athelney,

Alfred met Guthrum the Dane at Wedmore, and there,

by the peace terms agreed upon, the Danes quitted all

territory save the northern part of Mercia, Nottingham
being within the retained boundary thus ceased to be
English, and became absolutely and entirely Danish,

the district being known as Danelegh or Danelaw. After

this peace reigned, and the new-comers seem to have been

of good metal, if we may judge by the settlements and
the many homesteads with their place names bearing the

familiar " thorpe," "holme," or "by."
But Alfred and Guthrum being dead, their treaty

had to be revised. In 922 Edward the elder, stronger

in power, and determined to settle the question of

suzerainty, marched into Mercia, where he met with na
opposition, as all the people submitted to him. He took

possession of Nottingham, ordered it to be repaired, and

—

be it noted— ordered it to be occupied both by English

and by Danes.^ This little episode shows that the fusion

or friendliness was already strong, that both parties—it

there were two—were agreed on the wisdom of joining

the predominant partner, and gives us just a little glance

at the early making of England. It may account, too,,

for the very distinct local physiognomy of to-day.

In 924, being again with a force at Nottingham,.

Edward ordered the building of a new burgh or fort on

the south side of the river,^ opposite an old burgh or

mound, with a bridge to connect the two."* This gave

the usual chance of exacting toll from passing boats.

Matters rested thus for nearly a century and a half

Nottingham fort remained probably without change,

until the coming of a new master in 1068. In that

year William of Normandy found it necessary to march

' Florence of Worcester, Eoger of - Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.

Wendover, Ingulf, Gaimar, Asser, •' Matliew of Westminster.
Henry of lluntiugfion. * Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.
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northward and so came to Nottingham, wliere lie

strengthened the " castellwni " and then marched for

York. " Rex cum exercitu suo Nottingham venit, uhi

castello Jlrmato," etc/ Another account gives this event

in rather stronger words and tells that at Nottingliam
the King built a castle and gave its custody to William
Peverell. ''Hex Nottingham castrum construxit et

Guillelmo Peverello commendavit."'

Not perhaps understanding the position in England,
the Danes determined to try again. In 1069 a fleet of

two hundred and forty, one account says three hundred,
Danish ships arrived in the Humber, bringing a strong

force. ^ These ships to us would be but open boats,

perhaps from 70 to 75 feet long by say 15 feet broad,

and drawing from 3 to 4 feet of water, and each ship

could carry a hundred or a hundred and twenty men.
Daring adventurers indeed ! William was obliged at

once to march northward to York. Quitting York on his

return, he came again to Nottingham and then passed on

to Pomfret."*

In early translations, as perhaps elsewhere, the Latin

word " casteUimi," in haste or without care, is very easily

made "castle" in English. But the word "castle,"

conveying as it does to us a special meaning, is not

applicable to these early times. " Castellum," being a

diminutive, means rather a fort, a fortified place. It

must be understood, then, that the early defensive works
often spoken of as castles were forts, moated and
stockaded mounds, or strong earthworks strengthened

by stakes and palisades, but without masonry. There is

no defensive masonry in England dating before the

Norman buildings.

The word " castrum,," on the contrary, marks a larger

intention, a stronghold such as is now known as a castle.

From the two quotations given above, one in which
" castelhim" is used refers to the English pre-Norman fort,

whilst the other in which " castrum " is used comes just

at the time of change, and marks a determination which
clearly required time, but which was afterwards actually

' Florence of Worcester. ' Florence of Worcester.
- Orel. Vitalis, Historia, etc., Lib. IV, ^ Vitalis, Lib. IV, p. 319bc.

p. 314d, ed. 1855.

2 B 2
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carried out. William himself continued the use of the

old plan. At York he built two " castles" ; one occupied

a few months only in building, the other was finished in

eight daj^s. As soon as he was gone both were attacked

and burned. Wood may be found used for this purpose

long afterwards, as in 1323, when Edward 11. from
Nottingham ordered wooden peels to be erected about
the walls of the castle and city of Carlisle, such being

necessary until defects could be repaired with stone and
lime.^

To fix the time exactly when the change took place at

Nottingham is next the trouble.

Keeping this in view, the Domesday survey of

1086 comes first to hand, and herein there is no
mention of a castle at Nottingham. The record only

tells that the waters of Trent, and the fosse, and the

road to York, are preserved, so that if anyone hinder the

passage of boats or dig uj) the ground or make a ditch

within two perches of the King's road he must pay a fine

of £8.

Thus it is presumed there was as yet no castle but

that the old fort remained.

The first notice to be found of a probable building of

stone and lime is in our earliest record, the Pipe Roll

of 31 Henry L, 1131, which tells of the payment or

expenditure by the sheriff of two shillings on the chapel

of Nottingham—presumably the King's chapel in the

castle, and thus showing it as some time in use.

Although Henry I. cannot be traced to have actually

been at Nottingham, he granted the town its first

charter, and was from time to time not far away,
but soon after his death in 1135, the castle comes
frequently into notice, and. in 1139 Stephen ratified

a treaty there.
^

At the commencement of the great troubles ot

Stej)hen's time the town seems to have remained in

peace, until, being attacked and found without power of

defence, it was plundered and burned in 1140.'^ In 1141

the empress compelled William Peverell to surrender, and

1 Close Roll, 17 Ed. II., m. 29. ' Florence of Worcester.
' Priory of Uexham, ed. J. Eaine,

I, 106, 123.
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William Painel was put in his place.* This was again
changed, and in 1153 the town and castle were held by-

Stephen. Henry, known as the Duke of Normandy,
came to attack, but Stephen burned the town, and the
duke drew off,^ " oppugnandae immitionis quae natura
loci inexpugnabilis videhatur, opevam inanem omittens.^

In another attempt, however, he took the castle, although
from its situation it seemed impregnable. In 1154
Stephen died, and the duke succeeded as Henry II.

So far these references have not produced an exact
date for the building, just as would be the case with
other castles of the time and class. The difficulty is

increased here by the entire disappearance of the early

works, there being thus nothing to be seen to guide the

skilled eye and judgment. As Henry I., who began his

reign in 1100, is the first name associated with it, about
that date, or say 1120, may well be assumed as the time
when it became habitable. How the money was raised for

the cost there is no record. Judging by the later events

to be noticed the sheriff found it, taking what was neces-

sary from the county taxes. Towards these the town
of Nottingham paid yearly £26 13^. Ad. The Gild of

the Telarii or Weavers paid 40s. and the Monetarii or

Moneyers 43 marcs of silver.^ Then also there was the

Honour of Peverell. William granted large possessions

to William Peverell, these being known afterwards as an
Honour. As such all dues were paid directly and only

to the King or his sheriff. The Ked Book of the

Exchequer, compiled about 1200 or 1204, shows a

list counting the quarter-fees and half-fees of about

sixty-four knights under the Honour ; another gives

perhaps a better list showing sixty fees and gives also

the personal and place names from which they were due,

all fully set out^ ; but there seems no indication that

with the grant of the Honour and these knights' fees

there was any reserve or enforced feudal payment for

the special jDurposes of the castle.

Henry II., reigning without opposition, soon favoured

Nottingham. He afforested Sherwood and must have

' Priori/ of Hexham, I, 13G. •* Pipe EoUs, 2 Hen. II., KoU 8, m. 1 ;

- Henry of Huntingdon, 294. 4 Hen. II., EoU 6, m. 1.

•* Wm. of Newburgh, ed. Howlett, 89. * Liber Kuber, I, ISO, 181; II, 583.
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been often in the castle. In 1155 he dated a charter

there.^ In 1157 Malcolm, King of Scots, was there." In

1165 Henry was there again, and there is recorded the

carriage of wine from London, and also a sturgeon at

a cost of 12s. 6cl.^ In the same year the burgh of

Nottingham paid its dues, £26 135. 4o?. In 1167 there

is a charge for bacon or hogs delivered.*

So far these notices have referred to the Norman
castle—the castrum—which WilHam ordered to be built,

and a stay may be made here for a glance at the plan and
the elevation of this building (Plates I and II). The
ground plan was made by Simpson in 1617, when all

was i^erfect. The drawing or elevation shows a strong

wall or curtain following the edge or shape of the

high rock, the angles being protected and strengthened
by square towers flush or even with the wall, without
projections. The keep, too, on the highest point is

also built flush with the wall, not, as might be

expected, standing alone a few feet within. " The
donjon or keep standeth by south and west and is

exceding strong."^ Around within are the houses or

lodgings as usual. The main entrance is seen next the

tower. Although perhaps not large, it must have been

very secure and strong. In the wall on the front, as

shown on the drawing, are seen some steps from a

postern door communicating by a j)assage within through
the rock. There are other excavations, cellars, or stores

beneath clearly for the use of the castle. Leland,

coming about 1540, says, "There be great caves where
many stones have been digged out and these caves be

jmrtly for cellars and store houses."'^ But it happens
that Nottingham is associated with other caves, others,

too, of great interest. Our earliest chronicles tell that

in the language of the Britons, Nottingham was called

Tinguobauc,^ or, as another chronicle says, Tigguocobauc,^

meaning the house or dwelling of caves. Later the

name became Snotingham with the same meaning—the

' Ancient Charters. * Leland, fol. 112.
- Pipe Koll, 3 lien. IL « Leland, Vol. 1, fol. 111.
•^ Pipe Roll, roll 2, ni. 2. ' Eoger of Wendover.
• Roll 9, m. 2 dors. '^ Asser.
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cave meadow dwelling, the place of cave dwellers.'

The cave dwellings here referred to were on the hill

slope and are now and long since covered and lost under
the town buildings. They had nothing to do with tiie

castle and must in no way be associated with it or any
cave work near it. It was a fashion or craze in the

sixteenth century in laying out a garden to have in it

at least a grotto and if possible a cave or caves. Garden
cave work may be therefore with fair probability of

that time.

This Norman castle, strong enough as a military post,

as with all others of its class, must have been hardly fit

for a long residence even in those times, especially with

the frequent visits and the growing interest in Sherwood,
Henry, apparently fond of building, and especially castle

building, soon started a new castle at Nottingham, adjoin-

ing the old one, as seen on the plan, and eventually forming
and known as the lower ward. The records now show
and give particulars of the new activity. In 1171 four

entries appear for works done at the castle, totalling this

year £364 IO5. lie/.,"" a large sum in those days. In

1172, again, the sheriff enters payment for "works" at

the castle, £229 35. lOcU In 1173 works at the castle

and the houses in the castle and the gaol cost £140.

Forty hogs this year cost £4 15s. 60?., salt £2 10s. 7(1.,

cheese £2 Is. 6^.* In 1174 building and works on the

castle cost £17 185. Sd. There is also a charge for

knights and servants resident, £24 13s. 7d. Twenty
quarters of flour cost £3 10s. 3d., and twelve quarters

and a half of malt (brasio) cost 12s. Sd.^ In 1175 the

works on the King's bedchamber cost £46.° In 1176

the King was there, and in 1180 he kept Christmas

there. ^ In 1181 the expenditure on the hall of the King-

was £36 Is. lOd., and on the gaol £10 10s. lld.^ In

1182 works at the hall cost £69 4s. 6d.,^ and besides this

the sum of £61 lis. 4d. was taken from the Honour
of Peverell. The total expenditure this year was

• Camden. '" Pipe Roll 5, 20 Hen. IL, ui. 1-2.

- Pipe Roll, 17 Hen. 11. ; Roll 4, « Pipe Roll, ni. 1.

I. 1-2. '• Hoveden.
Pipe, 18 Hen. II., Roll 2, m. 1. ^ Pipe, 27 Hen. II., m. 1, dors.

» Pipe Roll 11, 19 Hen. II., m. 1 dors. » Pipe, 28 Hen. II., m. 2.
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£216 12s. 8d.' In 1183 work at the hall cost

£13 14s. In 1184 the houses cost £20 5.s'. From the

Honour of Peverell for work at the King's houses and
enclosmg the Kmg's wardrobe £47 12s. 8c/. "^ In 1185
works in the King's chamber and raising the walls of the

castle, and enclosing the bailey, which must have
included the gates and bridges, cost £140, and the

houses cost £35 4s. The sheriff records his expenditure

on this work this year as £327 17s. Id. In 1186 for

works at the castle, in the clerk's chamber and the

houses £47 16s. 2d., the total paid by the sheriff

being £105 19s. 6d.^ A strange entry occurs this year,

a charge for carrying to Stutebury the money of the

Archbishop of York and Aaron which the King gave to

John his son to go to Ireland from Nottingham.^ The
association of the Archbishop and the Jew as money-
lenders is very curious ; also the entry introduces

Prince John, soon to be another actor in this castle's

history. The works charges now dwindle, and attention

perhaps was drawn off to other events. In 1187 there

is a charge for works in the castle and again for raising the

walls of the same. In 1188 the charge is for repairs to

the town gaol.^ By this time, then, the new buildings

must have been fully planned and fairly finished, and
here a glance may be given to the plate and ground plan

showing the additions. The new ward had its own
ditch and its own curtain or enclosing wall, which is seen

well strengthened by round towers. The entrance was
through a strong square tower or gate-house just at the

weakest point of the older building. At one side or end
of the drawing is seen the great new tower, the hall and
chamber of the King, and the houses around it. Outside
all, again, there is another wall with bastions enclosing

the outer bailey and having its own gate and draw-
bridge. All round on every side the place is very strong

and well towered. Leland writes, " But the most
beautifuUest part and gallant building for lodging is the

north side where is a right sumptuous piece of stone

> Pipe, 28 Hen. II., m. 2, dors. " Pipe, 32 Hen. II., m. 8.

2 Pipe, 29 Hen. II., m. 8 ;
30 ^ Pipe, 33 Hen. II., m. 12 ; 34 Hen. II.,

Hen. II., m. 7, dors. m. 15, dors.
^ Pipe, 32 Hen. II., m. 8.
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work, one excellently goodly tower of three heights wltli

marvelous fair comi^acecl windows. So that surely this

north part is an exceeding fair piece of work,"'

By the death of Henry II., a new struggle for the
Crown brought the castle again into notice. Henry H.
was succeeded by his son llichard, who soon left England
on his crusade. Differences and discord had already
arisen between Richard and his brother John, and
Richard being so soon far away, John gathered a force

—such seemed to be always at hand—and besieged
Richard's castles. Coming before Nottingham, by the
help of traitors within, he took the castle in 1191.' Three
years later, in 1194, Richard on his return hastened to

Nottingham^ (" Rex iratus venit "), and with a strong
force laid siege to and after three days' resistance recovered
the castle and quickly hanged those who had previously

betrayed it.* He came with a great multitude of men
and such a clamour of trumpets and clarions (" cum
tanta homimim multitudine, et soniiii tubao^um et

huccinu7n ") that those within the castle on hearing and
seeing it were astonished and alarmed and " trembling
came upon them." Yet, not knowing that King Richard
had returned, and supposing this all done to deceive them,
it was determined within to resist any attack. This

further incensed the King, who, after getting so near the

walls that the archers within could " pierce his men at

his very feet," ordered an assault. In this many on
both sides fell, the King himself slew one knight with an
arrow, and presently so far prevailed that he had taken
some outworks thrown up outside the gates and burned
the outer gates. On the 26th March he ordered his

stone engines to be ready, being determined to make
another assault. He also ordered gibbets to be erected

within sight, and on these lie hanged some 23risoners

taken. On 27th March the constables of the castle sent

out two messengers to the King, and these, after an
interview, returned and told what they had seen. Then
William de Wendeval and Roger de Mountbegum went
out with twelve others and threw themselves on the

King's mercy, but they returned to the castle no more.

^ Itineran/, Vol. I, fol. 112. •* Jtinerarii of Richard I., -446.

2 Wm. of Newburgh, erf. Hewlett, 338. " Koger liovedeii, 238.
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On the 28th the castle surrendered on mercy for Hfe and
limb and worldly honour.' Next day the King viewed
Sherwood and Clipstone, seeing them for the first time,

and was greatly pleased and returned to Nottingham the

same day. On the 2nd April he went again to Clipstone

to meet the King of Scots and remained there, the 3rd

being Palm Sunday. On the 4th he left for the south."

In spite of all his troubles and the judgment passed

against him for his work at Nottingham, John was
crowned King 27th May, 1199.=^ In a.d. 1200 he was
at Nottingham and Clipstone, and at Clipstone on
the 19th March regranted and confirmed by charter

to Nottingham all the customs and liberties as granted
by Henry his grandfather (Henry I.) and by Henry
his father (Henry II.) to hold in peace and quiet

fully and wholly, with augmentations made by himself

He confirmed also the Merchant Gild. The charter was
further confirmed in 39 Henry III. (1255) and again in

56 Henry III. (I27ii). The day of the fair was changed
in 1 Richard II. (1377-8) and the charter again confirmed

in 1 Henry IV. (1399-1400).' The grant of Henry I.

(1100-1135) must be especially noticed as it helps to

connect him as the first to inhabit the castle of stone

and lime.

The accounts and records now change somewhat,
as instead of " works " or building, " reparations " begin,

with occasional additions. In a.d. 1203 works in the

gaol in the castle cost 15.9. Sd. and the gaol of Notting-
ham 4:0s., ^ and £10 were remitted to Nottingham for

necessaries for the Queen and family. In 1204 John
was at Nottingham.^ In 1205, 1207, and 1214 repara-

tions are noted and food supplies, especially j3ork,

recorded.^ In 1212 John, desisting from an attack on
the Welsh, shut himself in the castle.^ In 1214 and in

1215 he sent men and horse and arms to the castle and
did some necessary building.'' In 1216 Reginald Marc

' Eoger de Hoveden, Vol. III. An- ' Close Kolls, 6 Jokii, m. 4 ; 7 John,
nales Monasiici (Burton), I, 192. m. 25 ; 9 John, m. 12.

2 Hoveden. ** Annals of Waverley, p. 268;
Annales Monastici(^iorga,n),l,2'k. Wm. of Nevvburgh, ed. Howlett, 513,

Charter EoUs. 514.

Cliancellor's Roll, m. 17. « Close, 16 Jno., m. 6. 11, 16 ; 17 Jno.,

Liberate Roll. 5-6 ; 18 Jno., m. 7.
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was given all the lands of Robert de Chaurc (Cadurcis),

for which he gave the services of three knights, in tlie

castle of Nottingham,
In 1217, his first year, Henry III. was at Nottingham

and continued the reparations. There is a charge for

making a garita in the castle and rej^airing the walls, and
£21 18.s\ Qd. were spent on the mills under the rock of

the castle and £44 lOs. "2^d. for soldiers and servants.'

In 1218 was made a perambulation of the forest
— '

' affor-

ested " by Henry, grandfather of Henry son of John.-

In 1220 Gilbert Hawill received £4 13^. id. for himself

and three " varlettes " and falcons and a robe for his

work.^ In 1222 eight girfalcons were sent to Notting-

ham.^ In 1221 reparations continued and orders were
made for the armaster (? guard room), and bailey, and to

provide two good petrarias (machines for throwing stones)

and two mangonellos (similar machines) and picos and
cords and fundas, querrelles, halistas with ropes and
targias (? barges), also carpenters, engineers, halistarios,

and 77iineatores.^ Again in 1223 it was ordered that

without delay the bretasch and palings of the garden and
roads should be repaired.^ In 1264, by reason of a

revolt, Henry surrendered the castle and went away to

Rochester.^ As the troubles ceased he got his own
again and soon began to enjoy himself at Nottingham.

In 1265 the sheriff was ordered "in his own proper

person " to go to Blye to see twenty-five dolia (casks) of

wine which Hubert de Burgh had there and if it were

good to bring it to the castle. He was to choose also

twenty-five other dolia from merchants' wine, good and
durable, and place the same in the castle.^ Hubert was
paid £46 135. 4cZ, for twenty dolia, so presumably the

other five in his lot did not suit the sheriff. Beef,

mutton, and pork were also provided. Seventeen

carcases of oxen cost £16 96'., seventy-four pigs cost

£6 ll5., one hundred sheep cost £2 5^. lOd., and

'Close, 1 Hen. III., m. 24; » Close, 5 Ken. III., iii. 15.

3 Hen. III., m. 3 ; 4 Hen. III., m. 13
;

'' Close, 7 Hen. III., m. 20.

5 Hen. III., m. 20. ^ Anna/s of Osnet/,
Y>-

1-40; Annals

Close, 2 Hen. III., m. 19 dors. of Dunstahle, p. 231.
^ Close, 5 Hen. III., m. 20. '^ Close. 9 Hen. III.
* Close, G Hen. III., m. e.
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three hraonis cost 5 s. In 1266 the expenses of

Sir Roger de Leyburn, the governor, included the

salaries of two knights, seven serving men, porters,

carpenters, millers, macebearers, bakers, and cooks, cross-

bow men and archers, the total garrison expenses for

the year being £445 17s. Sc/.^ Archbishop Gifford was
governor in 1270 and tried a little game for his own
benefit. In some way a life interest in the mills and
meadows seems to have become vested in another, as the

archbishop wrote, " We have charge of the castle of

Nottingham and understand that the mills and meadows
belonging to it appertain to us as its keeper. Procure

for us a letter from the King granting them to us."""

Edward I. succeeded to the throne in 1272, and but
little seems to have been done or recorded at Nottingham
for some years. The buildings in time again required

attention, so that in 1299 (27 Edward I.) an inquisition

was ordered, as to the state of the castle and the mills,

and to restore, repair, and amend. ^ The following return

was made, with an estimate of the probable cost :

—

Covering the White Tower and repairing

A chamber under the tower—masonry and covering

with lead

Bakehouse and brewhouse in the same Tower
The chamber of the chaplain between the said brew

house and the bridge

Chamber at the bridge . .

Repair of the bridge towards the tower
Walls towards the park and ditch

The chapel, and the chamber of the Senescha
covering and masonry

Another chamber
The hall and chamber of the King and Queen an

•wardrobe

The tower by the chamber of the King
Wardrobe of the King, carpenters, etc.

Walls, kitchen, etc.

Houses, stables, hospital, walls, and dirchcs . .

!Mills, and mending three

Pools and weirs .

.

• Add. MSS., Brit. Mus., 34, 153. ^ Inquis. ad quod dam., No. 120.

2 ChroiiiL-lcs, Vol. LXI ; Sorthern * Accts., etc. Exclieq. Q. R., Bundle
Letters, p. 62, ed. Raine. 477, No. 18.

£
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No immediate attention was given to this report, not
until 1307 (1-2 Edward II.) in the reign of a new king,'

when the expenses in the castle are duly recorded, " from
the day next after the feast of St. Leodgar to the 25th
April in the feast of St. Mark the Evangelist," and will

be found of some interest. The great cost in this

account is for building two chambers in the new works in

the tower, £100 13s. id.-

In the labour list there is a charge for the stipends ot

four women, Elen Scot, Maye Scot, Elene Shep, and
Jowet Shep, carrying mortar and serving the masons for

six days at id. a day, 25. Jowet here is the phonetic
for Juetta, and Maye is probably a distinct name, not as

now the diminutive of Mary. There is also a charge in

this account for carho maritimus (sea coal) ten loads,

5s. 4cZ. This is a strange item seeing the district to-day,

and seems entirely contrary to the proverb which says :

—

"Bear not to yon famed city on the TjTie,

The carbonaceous product of the mine."

Whilst coal had been worked at Newcastle long before

this date and being carried southward by sea became
known and is still known as sea coal, or in full, sea-borne

coal, inland coal was not worked until later, and the

question would be, Was it worked locally at this date, and
if so was all pit coal as it came into use known by the

old name of sea coal as distinguishing it from charcoal ?

Charcoal was in general use long after this date, and at

this time, in 1330, Edward III. after inquiry granted to

Richard Strelly, his yeoman, all dry stovens (" omnes
zucheos aridos, qui anglice vocantur stoven ") of Beskwode
in Shirwode Forest, estimated to be of the value of one

hundred shillings, with licence for him to make charcoal

for his profit.^ Again, in 1336 the Abbot of RufFord had
licence to grant to Henry de Edenstowe, the King's clerk,

trees out of the forest of Shirewode sufficient to make a

hmidred quarters of charcoal.* But going back in date

to a yet earlier time, we learn that in 1257 Henry III.,

going to Chester, left the Queen at Nottingham, but she

' Index List, Foreign Accts., p. 117. ^ Patents, Pt. 1, m. 42.

Pipe Roll, 15 Edwd. II., 28 dors. * Patents, 10 Edwd. III., Pt. 2,

2 Accts. Excheq. Q. R., Bundle 477, m. 23.

No. 19.
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found it impossible to stay there by reason of the smoke
from the sea coal (" quia apiid Nottingham . . . propter

fumum carhonum maris ntdlo modo potiiit demorari"^).

So the Queen left for Tutbury. Except to suggest that

the chimney arrangements must have been defective, it

is difficult to understand this record, especially without

local manorial knowledge. If this coal were not local

then it would be in fact sea coal brought from

Newcastle to the Humber and then up by the Trent.

Edward II. continued his reparations and building in

1312; the windows of the Queen's chamber, the windows
and roof of the tower, and the bakehouse and the mills

were repaired. There were provided "shingul" nails,

" sjjykyngnails," " souwyngnails," and new rods in the

ditch between the mill and the rock of the castle."

In 1315 repairs were still in hand. In the week in

which was the feast of St. Blaises (sic) there were " divers

works " in the houses, mills, and pools, and in the great

hall, boards for the chekerhouse and the bakehouse in

the tower, iron for the door of the chekerhouse and two

new doors for the bakehouse, and covering the great

stable and other houses. Then there were new windows

in the great hall, seven locks for the great hall and guest

chambers, the Queen's chamber, buttery, pantry, and the

constable, and hooks for the windows in the chamber

next the parochial chapel {''juxta capellam parochialeni").

Outside there were charged a hundred hurdles, and piles

driven in repairs to the weirs, and " howatrys " and
" sherys " on the weirs. The mills were named Sparrow

mill. Swallow mill, Doune mill, Dosse mill, and Gloff mill.

There is, again, a charge for eight women carrying turf

and mortar four days and a half at l^c/. a day, and two
men at 2d. a day.'^

In 1321-22 there was another considerable outlay, an

account of which may be given more fully as showing the

wages and customs of the time. In the charges for

expenses and payments on the work of two new chambers

in the tower, the master carpenter was paid for nine

weeks and two days at 3s. 6d. per week, and four other

1 Annates de Dunstable, p. 203. ^ Accts., etc. Exelieq. Q. K., Bundle
- Accts. P]xcheq. Q. R., Bundle 477, 478, No. 1.

m. 20, 6 Edwd. II.
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carpenters fifty-four days at 3c/. per day, two days being
deducted for festivals. Godfrey de Wynton, carpenter,
and two mates were jjaid for a hundred and thirty-five

days, 4th October to 25th April, three days' feasts

deducted, at bd. a day, and five other carpenters, 4th
October to 16th December, fifty-two days at bd. per day,
two days' feasts being deducted. William de Lincoln
and twelve mates, carpenters, were paid for fifty-two

days at ^d. per day. John de Norfolk and four others
received 4(i. a day for bringing oaks from Bestwood and
Schirwood. The masons come next. William de
Bramcote for twenty-four weeks was paid 3s. per
week. Robert de Ocle and two others, masons,
received 4cZ. a day for a hundred and forty-one days,
three days' feasts being deducted. Kobert de Pillesgate

and four mates for forty-one days received 4cZ. a day
;

Bichard de Leyk and twenty others received 3|-(i. a day
;

and Walter Sutton and seven others were paid for forty-

six days at ^^d., two days being deducted for absence at
festivals. Simon de Pecco and fifteen others getting
stone on the old tower and making mortar and serving,

forty days at \^d. a day. Thomas Knave and three

others, masons in the said work, were paid l-g-c/. a day for

ninety-five days, and Elene Shep, the same already found
at the same work in 1315, with three other women, not
now named, received \d. per day for ninety-five days for

serving the said masons. Finally there was the getting
stone in the quarry of Odelinge at 2(i. a day, and the
carriage of lead at 1 Jo?, a day

;
plumbers received 6 c/. a

day, smiths bd., a decorator 3c/. There is a charge for a
hundred and eighty cjuarters of chalk, stone from
Baseford and Stanton, and for " spykyngs " and other nails"

and necessaries.^ In 1323, by order made at Nottingham,
the sheriff was to pay William de Embleby, carpenter, and
William de Bramcote, mason, three hundred marcs hy
instalments, to complete well and truly the chimneys,
doors, windows and ironwork in the tower, the timber
coming from Bestwood and Shirwood." It can be seen
here how our place names preceded by " de " imply origin

only and not ownership.

^ 15 Edwd. II., m. 28, No. 167. ^ close, 17 Edwd. II., m. 39.
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In 1325 (19 Edward II.) there were further reparations

to the houses, weirs, and mills, and to the tower, the
" tabulment " and gables of the new chamber and of the

old chamber, the hall of the King and his chamber, and
the alure. Also the outer bridge and wall next the ditch

;

and the alure in the middle bailey, the stone of the

bridge, the lead on the towers and the doors and
windows.^ All this building and adding of this time of

Edward II. may draw attention to Leland," who describes
" the stately bridge with pillars being beasts and giants

over the ditch into the second ward, this ward being

exceeding strong with towers and portcullos," and then

notices " the most gallant lodging where Richard brother

of Edward IV. built of stone a goodly tower of three

heights, the other part also, and compassed with fair

windows." Richard " as I have heard " added another loft

of timber with round windows also of timber.^ What
Leland saw may well be taken as fairly exact, but what
he heard only may very well be passed ; but by substi-

tuting Edward II. for Richard what he heard would be

fairly true.

In 1327, his first year, Edward III. was at Nottingham,*

and with him it seems to have been a favourite abode.

In 1330 the defects in the castle were again examined,

and it certainly seems curious how often this was
necessary. But it will be remarked that now, save,

as may be expected, in the King's chamber, the chief

expenditure is for the outside and garrison purposes.

The report required the covering the great and high

tower, new casting and replacing the old lead, mending
the bridge towards the entrance to the great tower,

which ought to be newly made, and making two new
doors before the said tower. Mending the little chamber
beyond the entrance to the said tower and the granaries

there, which ought to be pulled down and rebuilt.

Makino; a new kitchen and mendino: and covering: the

great hall with windows, and the cliamber of the

seneschal, the treasurer, and others in the bailey. The
bridge in the said bailey to be newly made. The way

' Inquis. ad quod dam.
,

"So. 165, Y>. 284:. * Chronicles and Memorials,Yol.L^I,
2 Leland, fol. 111. Northern Letters.

3 Itinerary, Vol. I, fol. 112.
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from the cluiinl^er of the King to the chapel of the Kuig
and repairing the walls of the great chapel and the
interclausura (screen) of the said chapel and for new
boards and a tal)le.' In 1334 there were further charges
for timber from Beskwode—" a mighty great park" "—and
stone for the castle, carpenters and masons working on
the Black Tower, a plumber in the chamber of the King
and the chamber juxta the Black Tower and on the
wardrobe and the chapel of the Queen, and again six

women carrying turf at l^d. a day.^ But this did not
suffice, as in this year, it " being brought to the knowledge
of the King that the houses in the castle and the walls

and towers, and the mills in the suburbs required repair,"

he ordered the sheriff to survey and repair to the cost of

£40. The previous cost for this year was £30, and there

was an order for £40 for the year 1335.^ In 1340 the

King enclosed a park by the castle called Larkdale,

between the hill called Wyndeserse and land late of

William de Crophull opposite the castle.^ Additions
were made to this from time to time.^

In 1345 the account is, for the first time, in

English.^

In 1353 (27 Edward III.) Stephen Eomylowe is

constable and returns his account for expenses for

divers defects in the houses and chaj)el in the castle,

duly vouched for by Robert de Norwode, then mayor
of Nottingham, and John de Tumby, burgess,^ and some
other charges which the said Kobert and John could not

testify. Paid for stone, iron, lead, and glass, bowls,
" ladels, rydels, kyttes and vattes," and for two ladders of

28 feet, and two others of 22 feet, a cable of 35 fathoms,

and making one " feme." Four hundred glasses of divers

colours were received from Westminster from Kobert
Campsale, clerk of the works, and five hundred and one
" quarters " of white glass ; all used in the windows of

the chapel in the castle. Then the return shows us how

' Accis., etc. Exclieq. Q. R., Buudle " Ancient Deeds, A'ol. II. p. 162,

478, No. 2. A3 174.
- Leland. « Close Eolls, 17 Edwd. IV., 14
^ Accts. Excheq. Q. E., Bundle 478, Edwd. IV.

No. 3. '' Accts. Exclieq. Q. R., Bundle 478,
•* Originalia, Eolls 26, 28, 35. No. 17.

« Pipe, 27 Edwd. III., ni. 43.
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exactly these accounts were kept. At the end the

materials used up and worn out are accounted for,

the others being returned to store. Thus there were
" consumed" six bowls, five " syner','' four " ladels," four
" ridels," two " cribor'," two " kittes," three " tribul','' and
three " vattes "

; and so there remained four ladders, one

cable, and one " feme." In 1357 there were repairs to the

outer gate on the south, to the bridge of the upper gate

towards the tower drawbridge, to the chamber next

the other tower in the upper l)ailey called the Morrys-

chamber, and to the house on the outer gate called

Fetherand.^ For the corbels of the Morryschamber
the stone was brought from Mawnsfeld. A cord of

21 fathoms was provided for the well, and there is a

charge for carpenters making an engine called a
" feme."

The week's work was until nine o'clock ("^90si horam
nonani ") on Saturday, which was thus reckoned half a

day ; the wages were consequently for five days and
a half

In 1357 Stephen Romylowe charged for reparations

to the houses, walls, and windows, and for ropes, ladders,

stone, and lime used.^ In 1360 the hall of the Queen
was repaired, a new hall built for the constable, and
repairs made to the middle and the outer gates.' In

1362 Romylowe repaired the hall of the King and the

chamber annexed to the eastward, mended the walls of

the upper bailey towards the south, covered the bake-

house, made a buttress next the middle gate, and mended
the bridge next the outer gate.* In 1362, with the

hall, a chapel and mills had their turn, the expenditure

being fully set out for making a chapel and a kitchen

in the castle and four mills outside the same and
mending and repairing defects, the charges amounting
to £276 Ss. Id.'

At this time a return tells us that the men of Notting-

ham paid the King £52, if paid (hlancus) blanche, or white,

1 Accts. Exclieq. Q. E., Bundle 478, ^ Originalia, p. 273, Pipe Eoll, 36

No. 4. Edwd. III., ui. 41.
2 Pipe Eoll, 31 Edwd. III., m. 37 dors. * Accts. Excheq. Q. E., Bundle 478,
3 Accts. Excheq. Q. E., Bundle 478, No. 6 ; Pipe Eoll, 36 Edwd. III., m. 53

No. 5. dovs. (xiii).
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which sum was extended to £54 12.s'. {iinmero), counted,

current, or ready money, as contained in Roll XVI
(Edward III.) and Roll III of King John. Presumably
the " white " payment imj^lied sterling silver, against

the inferior money passing at the time. One reason

given for summoning the Parliament this year was the

feebleness of the coins. ^ Further the men of Nottinc:ham
•owed £8 for mcrement of the town, as in Roll XVI
(Edward III.) and in Roll XII of Edward son of Henry.
Also the men of Nottingham owed 32.s*. Qd. for two
farms, viz. for rent of houses and for the toft of tlie

Moneyers (Monetarii), as per Roll XVI (Edward III.),

and Roll I of King John. The Telarii or Weavers paid

405. for their gild, as per Roll XVI (Edward III.), and
Roll II of King Henry II., and they owed £21 lO.s". for

past years. The 40,9. were duly paid, and the account

ends with the note, " Owing £21 lO.v.""

In 1366 Stephen Romylowe, still constable, accounts

for new building a tower towards the Avest called Romy-
lowe's tower and for mending and suj^portiiig the walls

of the castle towards the west, and for two chambers of

stage, i.e. of timber frame work, next the said tower to

the north newly built, and for another chamber of stage

next the said tower on the south newly built, also

for a new wall built extending from the west wall to

the chamber on the middle gate containing in length

180 feet ; there was further a charge for the front of the

common chapel, for gutters for rain water, and for

repairing and mending the mills and weirs, and other

minor defects. The time occupied was a hundred and
four weeks, the total cost £384 46-. O^-c/.'"' The stone

used w^as from Baseford and Sedlyng, the timber from

•Shirwode and Lyndhurst. Again, there is a payment for

carho marinorum (sea coal) for the lime burning, and
two hundred loads of water carried to the masons cost

5s. The working week was five days and a half

An interesting roll for local purjDOses. The Romylowe
tower mentioned here does not show clearly either

in the ground plan or the restoration drawing, but the

1 Rolls of Parlt., II, 271. ^ Accts. Exclieq. Q. E., Bundle 178,

- Pipe Roil, 36 Edwd. III., ni. 22. No. 7.
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xvall across the court is seen. Two rectangular projec-

tions are seen on the west side ; one may be the Komy-
iowe, the larger jDerhaps, as it is so near the wall crossing

to the middle gate and the houses. Both, however, are

towards the west and well placed to support the wall.

In 1367 (41 Edward III.) Homylowe provided a font

with a cover in the chapel, and paved and whitewashed
the said chapel, and paid for a bell with a clapper, as

also for two chests for the vestments and ornaments.
In 1368 the Damoisel chamber was repaired, and

other houses. There were provided four stone balls,

five catapults, one spear, two sieves, a cart rope of

16 fathoms, and one tub or vat. Of these there

were expended or used ujd two balls, three catapults,

one spear; and so there remained two balls, two
catapults, one cart rope, and one vat to return into

store. Sixty-four oaks were brought this year from
Lyndhurst in Shirwode.^ A mantel-stone from Baseford
for the Damoisel chamber cost 21c/. There was added
also a dividing wall 46 feet long, 8 leet high, with
battlements, 3 feet thick, covered with lead and with a

porch outside. There was also a charge for windows and
for a door with " slote " and " sneke," i.e. a latch raised

by a string through the door. A load of " maillion " was
provided, and gates for the great bridge of the castle

called the Drabridge. The materials came from Lynd-
hurst," In 1372 and 1375 rejDairs continued, as in 1377^
when the chief charge is for stone, iron, lime, wood, and
carho maritimiis (sea coal), for making a new tower over
the gate of the castle.^ In 1378 and 1379 small expendi-

ture continues, a boat and other necessaries being pro-

vided ; and in 1389 the old timber of the chapel in

the castle was sold for 50s.^ In 1395 the kitchen was
repaired and the doors and windows of two chambers, the

gates on the bridge and the doors and windows to the
" wryghthouse," and glazing two windows in the King's

chapel. There seem to have been guests at this time,

as the account paid for a lock for the old door of the

King's chamber, (kl. The same for the door of the

> Forcigu Rolls, 42 Edwd. III., F. '' Foreign EoUs, 51 Edwd. III., m. D.
- Accts. Exclieq. Q. E., Bundle 17?^, '' Foreign Acets., 2 Ric. II., ra. Bj

Ko8. 8, 9. 3 Eic. II., ui. K; 12 Eic. II., m. E.
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great hall, for the chamber of the Duke of York, for

the chamber on the south part of the chapel, for the

door of the chamber in which the lord of l)arl)e lies, for

the Hobart chamber, for the Queen's chamber, and for

others, all at Gc/. per lock,^ The account of William
Peverell, kniglit, defunct, for 1400 (2 Henry IV.)

shows a receipt of £160 and an expenditure of

£1G1 46'. r^dr
During this reign, in 1407, a quarrel arose which

resulted in a duel between two foreigners, fought at

Nottingham, a strange proceeding to us, Init common
at the time. In the preparations, the account of

Oliver Maleverer, chivaler, duly charged expenditure

for timber, ropes, and cords for making the bars and
lists. The timber was bought in the j)ark of Ilkestone,

and the cutting and carting cost £8 3.9. Sd.^ This was
not the first case at Nottingham, as in 1179 (24 Henry II.)

Robert de Trusselea paid half a marc for duello and
in the next year the same.^ This plan or custom was
introduced by the Normans and was in fact a single

combat as an appeal to Providence, the innocence of

right being with the winner. In this case the quarrel

was between John Bolemere and Bertran Usana, both of

Bordeaux. Bolemere tells his story that one day Usana
said to him—

" Mestre John Bolemere, je vous vuille monstrer une
chose grand et marvellouse par ma foy."

Bolemere answered, " II me plaist bien, monstrez moi

ceo que il vous plerra."
" Certes," dit Bertran, '•'

les Engleys sount mauvais

gentz et pleins de grandes outrages, et sachez Bolo-

mere qu'il faut que nous departons hors de lour

Seignuries."

Bolemere answered, " Seynte Marie, sire! comme
cest chose ceo poet faire ? que la ville, q'ad este

tant loiale a la corone d'Engleterre, par touz jom-s du

temps passe et ferra a la grace de dieu desore en avant

;

ne comment pourrioient vivre les poures laborers et les

subgitz du roy nostre dit Seignur quant eux ne purroient

1 Aects. Exclieq. Q. E., Bundle 178, ^ Foreign Accts., 8 lien. IV., m. C.

No. 14. •• Pipe Rolls, in. 6 dors., m. 7 dors.

* Foi'eign Accts., m. D.
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vendre lour vins, ne avoir autres merchandises d'Engle-

terre ainssy comme eux ount acustume ?

"

" n dist—lessez estre Bolamer, qar bien vivrons sonz

eux, qare nous taillerons la moyte de nostres vignes et

si ferrous duble dedeinz."
" Jeo repondi—sire, ne me paries plus de telle matiere,

qar je voudroie mielx murrer que me tenir a vestre

opinion."

So after more conversation they quarrelled, and the

matter coming before the King, he appointed the 12th of

August, before him at Nottingham, for the fight. The
]:»arties ajDj^eared and fought well but without great result,

until the King cried, " Ho ! Ho ! Ho !

" the signal for

closing the combat. The event was didy certified by the

King under the great seal dated at Westminster,
20th June, 1408.'

In 1423, the account being on paper for the first time,

three carj^enters called " mylnewryghtys " working on

three mills making three " mylnehyrstes," three " drawe-
whelys " and " les haxeltres" for the same, three "cogge-

wheles," three " meylearkys," "les waterallys," and
mending the groundwork, cost 100^." In 1478 Gervaise

(Jlyfton, squier, receyvour of the King's diverse lord-

ships, manors, and fee ferme within the shires of

Nottingham and Derby, charged for buildings and
reparations in the castle and making ponds in the

park. The smith for ironwork, and for candle and paper

l)Ought, stone from Wollaston, Baseford, Trowell, and
Hasilbarowe, and baring and digging the same stone,

and divers persons for carriage of the same, some hired by
the day, some by "grette." Board for " durras" windows
and the flooi-s, glass for the windows, and j^ainting the

King's arms. Timber for the battlement of the great

chamber, " tyle " and " l)reeke," " hirdells " and " fleykys
"

for making the scaffold, straAv, ropes and cables, sand,

stone, tubs and sows, bearing barrows, wheel barrows,

shovels, "holies," dislies, " syves," gloves for the masons,

23oles of brass, tin and sawder, chalk and " cooles," " thal-

bord " for covering, wainscot, and other necessaries, and

• Rymer, Fcede.a, Vol. VIII, p. 539, ^ Accts. Exchcq. Q. E.,in. 13, Bundle

ed. 1709. 478.
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carriage of lead from Haddoii in the Peake.' Gervase had
to ride to the King to get his money, but in the end
the total receipt was £825 lO.v, 4|-(:/., and the expenditure

£22 195. lid. more. But the expenditure included repairs

at Clypstone and payments for annuities to foresters, and
other things. The keeper of the herd and deer at

Langton harbour in Shirwood had 4:d. a day. As showing
the duties attaching to the office of constable there may
here be noticed the grant in 23 Henry VI. (1444-45), to

Kalph, lord Cromwell, of the office of constable of the

castle of Nottingham and the office of seneschal and the

custody of the forest of Shirwood and of the parks of

Beskwood and Clipston and the woods of Billowe, Birkland,

Rumwood, Ouselande, and Fulwood in the same, and the

herbage and agistments of the parks and woods aforesaid,

also the mills of Nottingham called Castle milnes, the

waters of the Trent and Lene in Nottingham and liberty

of fishing in the same, and all meadow under the said

castle called King's meadow and Constable Holme, with

the pasturage called Conyngarth otherwise Castell

Apelton and Nuldham, with three other j^arcels of

meadow and other meadows and also the goods and
chattels of felons and fines and other full liberties.^

Changes in domestic habits about this time produced

changes in house accommodation, and those castles not

providing the necessary requirements became gradually

neglected.

In 1525 (16 Henry VIII.) a survey of Nottingham was
ordered and made. The report says " that the able-

ments of war in the castle were seventy-five billes,

thirteen gunnes called faucons, sixteen chambers for

the same gunnes, four wegges, three cofers with arrows,

four score shef of arrows that stande over brode, oon

barrelle of gonne powder, sixteen pellets of lede and
stone, and oon molde to caste pellets. As to the dekay
and ruyne, first a part of the roff of the great hall is

fallen doune both tymber and lede. Also the new
buyldyng there is in dekay of tymber, lede, and glass.

The Kynges chapell, the lodgynges over the wardroppe,

Accts. Eschcq. Q. E., IJundlo 478, - Patent Roll, Ft. 1, 23 Hen. VI.,

No. 16. in. 10.
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the lord stewards lodginge over the biittre and other

dekays of the kechyii and the houses of office longinge

thereto in tymber, lede, tyle, and other necessaries.

Also the brydge goynge up to the dongeon, the bridge

at the inner gate, and the bridge at the utter gate be in

great ruyne and dekay, with divers other dekays ther in

stonework, tymber, lede, and glasse. Also the lodginge

in the parke called the Koche is in dekay and ruyne in

tymber, lede, tile, and glasse." Clipstone was returned

as also " dekayed." ^ Leland, who visited the castle a few

years later, says he saw three chapels and three wells,

one well being of great depth. " Much of the west side

of the inner ward, as also the hall and other things, be

in ruins." ^

Reparations continued in the time of Elizabeth. For
the ten years 1560 to 1570 a rejDort and account show
the expenditure as for

—

Tynne and soulder

Nails, ironwork, and wages
Tyle, bricke, lyme, and lathes .

.

Glasse wronglite and sette uppe in the

castle—four chests containing forty-six

sliefe

Wages
Masons' work and w^ages

Tilers' and plasterers' work
Leade
Wages
Soulder .

.

Stonework
Allowed the surveyor
Plumraers, glazeors, carpenters, tylours,

masons, and labourers ,

.

.

.

, , 398 13 6

There were consumed or used also " nine foder of lead,

seventy-eight tonne of tymber, and sixty-eight tonne of

tymber and twenty-eight trees,
"^

Next the story of the last eventful history must be

told. After long trouble and bickering between the

King, Charles I., and the Parliament, a civil war broke

out. Foreseeing this event, the King left London and
went to York in March 1G42. From tliere in July lie

' Rentals and Surveys, Eoll 12. ^ jfarl. MSS., 368, fols. 130-133.
- Leland, Itinerary., fol. 111.

£
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made a toiu' rcniiid about to test the feelino-.s of tlie

population towards hnii,and so on the 21st July he came
to Nottlngliani' and then returned to York. On the
12th August was issued a Proclamation dated and
printed at York, requiring the aid and assistance of

all his subjects on the north side of Trent and all

within twenty miles southward thereof (for the sup-

jjressing the rebels now marching against him), "that
according to their allegiance they attend our person

upon munday the two and twentieth dav of this

instant Aus^ust at our town of Nottinjjfham whei'e

and when we intend to erect om- standard royall in

our just and necessary defence."" Accordingly on the

date named his Majesty arrived at Nottingham, and at

once raised his " standard royall," his flag of defiance,

his ensign of war against the Parliament. From
Nottingham, dated nine o'clock at night, a letter says :

—

*' This day about six at night his majesty came weary, out

of Warwickshire to Nottinofham and after half an hour's

repose commanded the standard to he brought forth, his

majesty, the Prince, the duke of York and divers lords

and gentlemen accompanying the same. As soon as it

was set up his majesty called for the printed proclamation,

mended with pen and ink some words misprinted or not

approved of, and caused the herald to read it three times

and so dejjarted." ' Another pamphlet gives " the credible

information from Nottingham that his majesty hath set

up his standard there, and hath l)een under it himself

three several days and made proclamation, etc. ' ^ This

was all confirmed in a few days by the issue of " a true

and exact relation of the manner of his majesties setting-

up of his standard at Nottingham on munday the 22
of August, 1642, etc.," with "the form of the standard

as it is liere figured and who were jjresent at the

advancing: of it."
"

'in

The title page of this rare and very interesting

pamphlet, Avith the woodcut thereon, is here reproduced

(%• !)•

' Annals of NotIIngham, ~Bai\cj. ^ "Certain Special and Eeuiarkablf
^ "The Proclamation of His Majesty, Passages, etc."

etc." folio.
'" King's Pamphlets, Brit. Mus.,

' " Speciall Passages," i*s^o. 3. Vol. LXXI.

Wi
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The -writer tells that " Miinday, being the 22 of

August in the morning his majesty left his forces Ijefore

A true and exaft Relation of the

manner of his Maieftics fettingup of Mis

Standard at Nottingham , on Mundaythc
i3.of Au^bft 164-2.

Firft,Tbe forme of the Standtidjts it is'hcrc figured , and whovwercprc

fi»t »t t>je «d?ancing of it

Secondly* Thcdangcrof fctting up of formtr Standards , and the diinagc

V7Hich cnibcd ckcreon*

Thirdly, A relation of all the Standards that ever were fct up by any King.

Fourthlyjthc names of ihofc Knights who arc appointed to be the Kings
Standard-bearers Withth«fbrccs that arcappoyntcd togUirdit.

FifchljTjThc manner of the Kings commJng fiift to Coventry,

Sixtljr, The ^<»»j/»>»-'» rcfolution and dangerous threats which they b-rc

uttered, if the King c»ncladcs a peace without them or hearkens u;-ito

blis great Crunccll the Parlfvnent : Moreover how they have u,arcd

and divided Ltndon amongft thcmrelves alrekdy.

La>*»*-o^tinicd toj P, Celes, 164

FIG. 1. TITLE PAGE OF PAMPHLET, "WITH THE SETTING TIP OF THE STANUAUD
OF CHAELES I.

Coventry and with some lords and others in company

rode to Leicester where he dined that day at the Abbey
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House the Countess of Devonshire's house. Presently
after dinner the King again took horse and with his

company rode to Nottingham Avhere was great prepara-

tion for the setting up the standard that day as a23i)ointed.

Not long after the King's coming to the town the standard
was taken out of the castle and carried into the field a

little on the back side of the castle wall. So soon as the

standard was set up and his majesty and other lords

placed about it, the herald made ready a proclamation

declaring the ground and cause of the act. But before

the trumpeters could sound, his majesty read it over to

himself and disliking some passages corrected or altered

them w4th jjen and ink making it difficult for the herald

to read. After the reading the multitude, estimated at

two thousand who came only to see the manner of the

thing, threw up their hats and with other such exj^res-

sions, cried—God save the King. Not long after it being

toward night the standard was taken down and again

carried into the castle with the like state it was brought
into the field. The next day it was set up again, and his

majesty came with it and made proclamation as the day
before. The like also on Wednesday, his majesty being

also present. Each day it was carried out in great state,

besides the lords and others of the court, three troops

of horse and about six hundred foot were appointed to

attend the taking it backwards and forwards. But since

that it hath been set u]^ wdth less ceremony, there not

being a hundred persons that have offered themselves to

his majesty." It seemed that only thirty actually offered,

and these the King refused. The above daily setting up
with less ceremony seems to have been continued until

the 30th August, when by petition from the town it

was discontinued.' " The likeness of the standard," says

the writer in the first pamphlet (see the j^late), " is much
of the fashion of the city streamers used at the lord

mayor's show, having about twenty suj^porters and is to

be carried after the same way. On the top of it hangs a

bloody flag l^earing the King's arms quartered, with a

hand pointing to the crown which stands above with

the motto—Give Coesar his due." The knights baronets

'
•' Xottin'rlianishiro's Petition to the Kins'."
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appointed to bear the standard were Sir Thomas Brookes,

Si]' Arthnr Hopton, Sir Fnincis Wortley, and Sir Kobert
Dodington. It was carried by Sir Edmund Verney as

knio-ht maresclial.

The above is a clear and minute account and description,

evidently by an eye-witness. The woodcut shows the

standard clearly, a fuller descrij)tion being unnecessary.

Here is seen a streamer with, next the pole, a square

bearing the royal arms, then following, as the streamer

narrows off, a portrait of the King, then a crowned rose,

fleur-de-lys, and harp, finally the point proj^erly bifurcated.

The hand pointing to a crown and the motto are not seen

in the cut, probably from want of space.

Of late there has been printed the copy of a letter'

as from a gentleman near Nottingham to a friend in

London, relating to this event. Unfortunately it is only

a fragment, is undated and unsigned, and no reference

is given as to its origin or whereabouts. The letter,

in describing the standard scene, says :

—
" I came on

Wednesday night last from Nottingham Avhere I saw the

King set up his standard on munday night before. The
manner whereof was this. His majesty came into the

castle yard with the Prince, duke. Princes Robert
(Rupert) and Maurice, the duke of Richmond and others

and finding out the highest pointed hill in the yard
from whence it might be perspicuous, the standard was
brought in and there erected. At what time all the

courtiers and spectators flung up their caps and whooped
God save the King and hang up the Roundheads. After

which the standard was thence removed to the highest

tower of the Castle where it hansfs blowino;. It is a lonjj"

pole like a may pole painted red on the ujoper end
Avhereof hangs a large silk flag in form of an escutcheon

with a red cross and two lions passant ujdou two crowns."

This letter evidently refers to and describes a diflerent

scene from the three others. The others tell of the great

ceremony and parade of taking the standard out of the

castle into the field ; the letter evidently tells of a scene

later in the castle yard after the standard Avas brought
in and tlie special official act closed. Then there is a

' Hutchinson's Memoirs, Vol. T, appendix.
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difference in the " whoop." The three accounts must be
taken to refer to the standard royal, a special ensign of
war, customary and used at tliat date ; the letter must
refer to a personal standard more like that of to-day and
used on the castle on this occasion for the same purpose

—

to signify the royal presence. Tlie second writer says that
the one he describes Avas removed to tlie highest tower of
the castle, where it was left to blow in the wind. The war
standard would not be used for this purpose. It would,
then, be the other as shown in the plate, which was
carried out of the castle on the first day and daily,

although Avith less ceremony after the third day.

The custom of raising a special ensign of war was
early in use. At the Battle of Hastings the banner
of Harold was sumptuously embroidered, and bore the
form of a man in gold and 2^i^ecious stones representing
an armed warrior going out to battle.' At the Battle
of the Standard, so called, at Northallerton in 1138, tlie

English standard bore on the top a silver pyx with a

consecrated wafer therein and rej^resentations of St. Peter,

St. John, and St. Wilfrid. Henry III. showed a war flag

of red silk which bore a dragon sparkling with gold, his

tongue of fire and eyes of sapphire. On other occasions

such a flag will be found in use. It was not, however,
what we call a standard ; the name was gonfanon, large,

long, and tapering, the point being slit or divided, thus
forming two points. Its length was determined by the
rank of the owner—the higher the rank the longer the flag

—and it showed not his armorials but a badge and motto
andhad nearest the staff the English red cross of St. George.
Trades and companies also bore such streamers, often very
long, and usually swallow-tailed. No longer in military

use, the name standard by custom now applies to the
personal flag of the sovereign, but again, this being rect-

angular—escutcheon-shaped—is heraldically a banner,

not a standard. Whilst at Nottinp'ham the Kinof, under
date 25th August, sent a message to the Parliament

suggesting the possibility of some arrangement. But
matters had now gone too far. The Parliament re})lied,

" Having received your message of the 25th August, as

> William of Malmesbiiry.
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your majesty hath set up your standard against the

Houses of Parhament and the whole kingdom, until the

standard be taken down and your proclamations recalled,

no answer can be given. "^ This message accounts some-

what for an error and for the consequent long doubt as to

the date of the raising the standard. Clarendon in his

history^ writes, " The King came to Nottingham two or

three days before the day appointed to set up his

standard. Next day he went to Coventr}^" Then under
date 22nd August he continues, " His majesty returned

to Nottingham very melancholy the very day the

standard was appointed to be set up." So far good,

but in the next paragraph he writes, " According to pro-

clamation upon the 25th day of August the standard

was erected about six of the clock in the evening, a very
stormy and tempestuous day. The King with a small

train rode to the top of the castle hill, Varney the

knight marshall carrying the standard, which was erected

in that place with little more ceremony than the sound
of drums and trumpets." This account refers clearly to

the short proceedings within the castle, but contemporary
writers saw no omens, make no mention of tempestuous
weather. It is easy to prophesy after the event. The
misfortune has been that Clarendon seems to have mixed
up two dates and two events—the 22nd and 25th August.

The 25th August was the date of the King's message
to the Parliament and was not the standard day.

Clarendon overlooked this in his own work, as he begins

his next chapter, "When the King set up his standard at

Nottingham which was on the 22nd August," etc. Yet
the 25th has been officially taken as the day in the

Parliament Journals, thus increasing confusion and
•causing doubt.

Leland^ in his notes says, "The towne hath been

meately well wallid with stone and hath dyvers gates,

much of the wall is now down and the gates saving two
•or three." Beyond this notice nothing seems to be

known of these walls, and perhaps the only drawing in

which they have been shown is that in the Avoodcut seen

in the plate. Here, whilst the troopers are marching

1 " His Majesties Message from Xot- - Edit. 1888, Vol. IT, pp. 289, 290, 291.

tingham." ^ Itinerary, Vol. I, fol. 111.
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out to the field behind the castle, tlie walled to\\ii of

Nottingham—duly labelled—is seen in the distance.

As already noticed, the town was burned in 1140 and
again in 1153, and these events may have drawn
attention to the necessity of protection. The tirst

walling seems to have been in 12GG-G7 (51 Henry III.).

Avhen a patent for murage was granted for three years.

By this jDatent nearly everything brouglit into the market
paid toll or duty—for an ox or cow ^r/., each salmon ^-c/.,

skms ^d., and cloth, horses, pigs, and iron were also taxed,

each article and the amount to be paid being named.
In 1269-70 the patent was renewed, and enlarged and
continued from time to time until presumably the w^ork

was done. In 7 Edw^ard I. (1279), Robert de Tiptoft was
ordered to audit the accounts for the muraofe. In 1288
the money collected for murage was taken and assigned

for the repair of the outer bailey of the castle. In
1293 something wrong occurred, as a commission was
issued to inquire into and audit the murage accounts,

the money having been diverted to wrong uses. There
were also patents granted for pavage and for pontage for

the repair of the bridge ; as with the walling, these

were continued or extended from time to time.'

The King stayed at Nottingham until about the
13th September, when he left, his environment not being
suitable. And here may be mentioned an episode which
may be of local interest to many and which has also a

general interest. When the King left London in

March, 1642, soon after his arrival at York he had a

travelling j)i'ii^ting press sent him from London for

official use under his official printer, R. Barker. On the
4th September, 1642, the King sent orders to York for

the press to be brought to him at Nottingham,^ but as

he left so soon afterwards it was never set up ; no

' Patent Eoll?, 5i Hen. III., m. 20 8 Edwd. III. (5-21) ; 9 Edwd. III.,

(64); 54 Hen. III., in. 8 ; 3 Edwd. I., Pt. 1, ni. 24; 9 Edwd. III., Pt. 2,

m. 22; 7 Edwd. I., m. 14; 8 Edwd. I., m. 21; 14 Edwd. III., Pt. 3, m. 20;
m. 7; 13 Edwd. I., m. 2; 16 Edwd. I., 19 Edwd. III., Pt. 2, m. 3 ; 20 Edwd.
m. 5; 18 Edwd. I., m. 2 ; 21 Edwd. I., III., Pt. 2, m. 8; 21 Edwd. III.,

m. 12d; 35 Edwd. I., m. 18; 5 Pt. 1, m. 20; 37 Edwd. III., Pt. 2,

Edwd. II., Pt. ],in. 19; 14 Edwd. IT., m. 18; 6 Eic. II., Pt. 2, 12, 18
Pt. 2, m. 2 ; 15 Edwd. II., Pt. 1., m. 2

;

dors.

1 Edwd. III., Pt. 2, m. 26; 2 Edwd. - " The last true Newes from Yorke,
TIL, m. 23 (42); 6 Edwd. III., m, 6; Nottiugham, etc."
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jjiinting at this time was done there, Nottingham thus

just lost the distinction of having this early provincial

press, which fell soon afterwards to Shrewsbuiy.

The King being gone, the castle fell into the hands ot

the Parliament. On the 20th November, 1643, the

House resolved that Mr, John Hutchinson, afterwards

known as Colonel—whose autograph is given on

Plate I—be governor of the castle there. ^ Taking office

accordingly, he foimd the place much neglected—the

strong tower called the Old Tower on the top of the

rock, and the towers of the walls, mostly down ; the outer

walls all down ; an old pair of gates with turrets on

each side in ruins, and no outworks save a breastwork

at the outermost gate." All this he set about to remedy.

A pamphlet of the tmie, December, 1643, entitled,

A Discovery of the Treacherous Attempts to hetvay

Nottingham Castle to the Cavaliers, tells how the

governor was temj^ted three times to betray his trust.

He was promised £10,000 ; the command of the castle

to be confirmed to him and his heirs ; and to be

made the best lord in Nottinghamshire. To all he

returned scornful answers. His Ijrother George also was
temjDted to deliver the Trent bridges for £3,000, but he

too replied with scorn to a thing so wicked and base,

that his sj^otless name should not be tainted with the

foul blot of treason, he would not for a little gaudy dirt

sell his soul.

The further events of the war must be considered a

separate story distinct from the present purpose.

Fighting being over, in 1646 the Parliament began to

order castles to l^e slighted and made useless. Besides

that they represented long years of tyranny and

oppression, they had during the war given more trouble

than aid. Nottingham was spared in the first lot, and it

was resolved, 1st March, 1647, that the castle be kept as a

garrison with a hundred foot in it, l^ut at the same time

it was also resolved that the town of Nottingham be

disgarrisoned and all new works slighted.^ On the

17th March, 1647, Captain Thomas Poulton was

' Commons Jouriialx, Ml, 'i\o. ^ Comj)w»<! Journalt, V, 102.

- Hutchinson, Memoir.''.
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appointed governor in the place of Colonel Hutcliinson,

All remained thus until 1651, when on the 19th March
the Council of State considered " what castles and
garrisons are fit to be demolished and disgarrisoned and
how and when, and what walled towns are fit to be
dismantled." On the 9th May, after further consideration

on these points, it was ordered that a troop of dragoons
be sent to attend the demolishing of Nottingham Castle,

the two companies of foot now there to march to Major-
General Hutchinson. On the 9th June the demolishing
of Nottingham Castle was again approved and the
previous order confirmed accordingly.' These pro-

ceedings would seem to have been influenced by the
mayor and others, as the same day the following letter

was sent to Major Thomas Poulton, governor of the castle,

Thomas Comble, mayor, and Robert Reynes, John Martin,
William Drury, William Richards, and John Mason :

—

" We have had your letter as to demolishing Nottingham
Castle and leave it you to see it done effectually within

fourteen days, so that the castle and all the outworks
and fortifications be alto2:ether demolished before

10th November. We are content that Major Poulton
have all the materials for his own use, he paying Daniel

Judd £12 for his charges in sending some persons to

view the castle in behalf of the Commonwealth, and for

whatever any of you do herein you shall be indemnified

against all men." The next day, 10th June, another

letter addressed to the same informed them " that havino"

given order for the demolishing Nottingham Castle and
being informed that there is a great quantity of brass

and iron ordnance, arms, ammunition, etc., belonging to

the Commonwealth which will likely be embezzled if

care be not taken, let them be sent by water to Hull

and thence to the Tower of London, also let other

provisions not mentioned which may be serviceable to

the State be sent with an inventory so that the ofiicers

of the Tower may know what they are to receive."

Mr. Mayor and his neighbours did their work willingly

and thoroughly, and Nottingham Castle disappeared.

^ State Papers, Domestic.
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A NOTE ON THE ARMS OF COLCHESTER AND
NOTTINGHAM.

By W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, M.A.^

In November, 1894, I had the honour of submitting to

the Royal Archaeological Institute a paper on English

Municipal Heraldry which is printed at length in the

Archaeological Journal."^ I have therein described the

arms borne by the towns of Colchester and Nottingham
in the following terms :

" The sj^lendid seal of Colchester, made probably to

commemorate the granting of a new charter by Edward
IV. in 1461, bears on the obverse, in base, the arms of the

town, gules, a cross raguly argent, between tivo crowns

in chief and 2^<^f'S-'^i^ig through a third in base or. As
the principal subject of the seal is a figure of St. Helen,

who is asserted to have been born at Colchester, clasping

the Cross and three nails,

the principal charge in the

arms is easily exjolained,

especially since on the seal

it is shown pierced with

three nails. The crowns of

course refer to the patron

saint of East Anglia, St.

Edmund the King, whose
martyrdom may be indicated

by the red field.

The arms themselves are

of earlier date than the seal,

since they also occur (but

without the nails in the

cross) in the initial letter of aemsof the bobough of colcuester.

the charter granted to the

town by Henry V. This also contains a seated figure

of St. Helen, with the Cross held up before her Ijy a

kneeling king.

' Eead at Nottingham, July 25tli, 1901. - Vol. Hi. 173-197.
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A precisely similar shield, but with the cross vert, is

claimed as the arms of Nottingham, and so entered in

the Visitation of 1569. I cannot, however, find any
other or earlier authority for them, nor can I see how
they are to be interpreted, or what possible connection
they can have with Nottingham."'

Since these words were written I have become con-
vinced that my former conclusions are untenable. I

should therefore like to submit for consideration a, new
explanation of the interesting arms under notice, which
will, I trust, not only make clear the meaning of those of
Colchester, but also show how the ancient town In which
we are to-day assembled may with equal propriety lay

claim to similar arms.

First let me clear the ground by withdrawing my too
positive assum23tion that the crowns refer to St. Edmund.
Mr. J. H. Round has pointed out to me that Essex was
not included in East Anglia, so such a reference to the
martyred king can hardly be looked for in Colchester, and
assuredly not in Nottingham.
The next question that arises is, To whom do the

crowns refer ? A pajoer on " Ancient Legends connected
with the Arms of Colchester" has lately been put forth

by Mr. W. Gurney Benham, in which he discusses the
various theories as to the crowns :

(i) that they are derived from the traditional arms
of a mythical British King, Beli Mawr

;

(ii) that they represent the three crowns in the

arms assigned by the Heralds' College to old

King Coel

;

(iii) that the crowns refer to the arms of the

kingdom of the East Angles
;

(iv) that they commemorate a tradition that

Colchester gave birth to King Lucius, the

Empress Helen, and the Emperor Constantine

;

(v) that the King of England possessed consider-

able demesnes in Colchester, and so the crowns
are introduced to show the royal importance ot

the borough
;

' Archaeological Jcitrna!, Iii. 180, 181.

2 D
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(vi) that the crowns refer to St. Edmund (as

suggested by myself)

;

(vii) that the three crowns have reference to the

Holy Trinity.

Mr. Benham gives various reasons, all good in them-
selves, but which I need not repeat here, against these

several theories, and suggests in their stead yet one
other,

(viii) " that the three crowns are symbolical of the

three Kings of Cologne, whose translation to

Constantinople by St. Helena, is recorded as a

scarcely less wonderful performance than her

Discovery of the Cross ;

"

and in conclusion he remarks :

" On the whole, therefore, I think that we may
assume that the arms of Colchester, as of Nottingham,
were meant to tell the story of Saint Helena ; that the

cross alludes to her discovery of the Holy Rood ; that the

three crowns symbolize the Magi ; and that their position

was, in all probability, intended to remind men of the

third specially important discovery attributed to her, the

discovery of the three Holy Nails."

I am sorry that after reading Mr, Benham's paper I am
unable to accept his theory, but it has suggested to me
yet one other, which I now venture to put forth, namely,

that the three crowns have reference to, and must be

regarded as being associated with, the three nails. This

reduces the arms to perfectly simple elements : the Cross

of our Lord, pierced by three crowned nails. We may
thus at once see (i) why the lowest crown encircles the

cross, because it then hovers over the third nail, and (ii)

that the honour due to the hallowed nails, which are

otherwise liable to be overlooked, is clearly and
emphatically set forth by the crowns, in a manner quite

in accord with mediaeval usage.

In my former paj^er I have stated, but I cannot recall

upon what authority, that in the initial letter of the

charter of Henry V. the Colchester arms are depicted
*' without the nails in the cross." This is a mistake, for

the nails are shown quite clearly, each surmounted by a

crown, and they so appear on the splendid town seal.
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It will be seen that tliis new interpretation of the

arms, so far as Colcliester is concerned, identifies them
more closely than before with St. Helen, wh(j is

represented on the town seals liolding the cross and the

nails.

With regard to Nottingham we can see our way a

little more clearly, since we need no longer try to

associate with St. Helen, in whom Nottingham had no
interest, arms that may equally well refer to our Lord
alone. These arms may, in fact, be regarded as the

well-known emblems of the Passion reduced to their

simplest elements.

I must confess to being still without earlier authority

than the Visitation of 1569 for the assumption of these

arms by the town of Nottingham, and in default of any
evidence of the former existence here of any relics of the

True Cross or of the three nails I can only suggest for

the present that it is by mere coincidence that the arms
of Nottingham are identical with those of Colchester, for

the illuminated initial already referred to shows that in

both cases the cross raguly should be green, or what the

heralds now call proper.



ON SAXON CHURCHES OF THE ST. PANCRAS TYPE.i

Bv C, E. PEERS, M.A., F.S.A.

The study of the earhest types of our ecclesiastical

buildings has of late increasingly engaged the attention

of antiquaries. Now that the later phases of our national

architecture, from the twelfth century onwards, have
become in their general outlines matters of common
knowledge which anyone may acquire if he will, it

naturally results that those buildings w^hich cannot be

arranged under any of the well-known headings have
attracted more general and more careful notice than was
formerly the case. It is not now necessary to contend
for the existence of buildings which date from Saxon
times as it was in the early days of the Institute ; the

question may be regarded as finally settled in their favour.

But beyond this there is much to be done. Five hundred
years of the history of English architecture, from 600
to 1100, have yet to be written, and though in a few
instances materials exist for dating buildings belonging to

this period within a few years, yet in the main comjDarison,

and conjecture more or less probable, are the only guides.

Five years ago, at the Canterbury meeting of the

Institute, Mr. Micklethwaite read a jDaper on Saxon
church plans (printed in Vol. LIII of the Journal), which
first put the subject on a sound and reasonable basis,

and though in no way professing to be final, gave a

working hypothesis which has so far stood the test of

recent discoveries. The present paper is to some extent

an enlargement of part of his argument, and deals with

a class of buildings which he jDut at the head of his list,

as representing the earliest non-Roman ecclesiastical

buildings of which %ve have any remains still in existence.

Briefly, then, there is a small grouj) of churches con-

nected with each other by peculiarities of plan and detail

Read at Nottingham, Jul.v 25th, 1001.
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and Ijy tradition with tlie earliest days of the reintroduction

of Christianity to the South of England by Augustine
in the last years of the sixth century. These have become
known as the St. Pancras type, from the church of that

name at Canterbury, the most representative exann)le

of the group ; a more appropriate name would be the

Augustinian type, but as tliis would lead to confusion

with monastic buildings of a later time, the accepted
title must stand till a better is found.

The churches in question are as follows :

—

Four in Kent— St. Martin's, Canterbury ; St.

Pancras's, Canterbury ; St. Ethelburga's, more
correctly St. Mary's, Lyminge ; St. Andrew's,

Rochester.

One in Essex—St. Peter's on the Wall, Ythanchester,

near Bradwell. And possibly

One in Suffolk—the Old Minster at South Elmham.

And if the excavations now in progress at St. Augustine's,

Canterbury, prove as successful as it is hoped they
will, two more examples may be added to the list

—

Augustine's church of Sts. Peter and Paul, and
Edbald's church of St. Mary.
The characteristics which connect them with each other

and distinguish them from all other early churches in

this country are :—(1) The use of a group of three arches

in place of the usual single arch between nave and
presbytery, a feature only found outside their number in

two English churches—one ofwhich, merely an adaptation

of their typical plan to an aisled church, is Reculver,

founded by Bassa, the mass priest, in 669, and the other

is Brixworth, built about 685 by a colony of monks from

Medehamstead
; (2) the short and broad nave, and the

small vorticus or chambers opening from it
; (3) their

approximation to Boman detail, and the complete absence

of all the characteristics of later Saxon work.

It may be here mentioned that they are all built on

Boman sites, and with the exception of South Elmham
are largely or wholly composed of re-used Boman
material.

For historical references to them we are indebted

chiefly, and indeed nearly entirely, to Bede, in his
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Ecclesiastical History of the English People, written

about 130 years after the coming of Augustine.

King Ethelbert of Kent, he says/ had a Christian

wife, of the royal race of the Franks,^ by name Bertha,

whom he had received from her parents on this condition,

that she should be allowed to preserve inviolate, with

the assistance of a bishop named Luidhard whom they
had assigned to her as a spiritual helper, the observance

of her faith and religion.

In fulfilment of this condition Ethelbert gave to

his queen the church of St. Martin, near the city of

Canterbury, to the east, built of old while the Komans
still dwelt in Britain.'^ We are not told anything of its

state of repair at the time, which after at least a hundred
years of disuse can not have been very good. At any
rate Augustine and his companions found it in use as a

place of Christian worship, and installed themselves there,

making it their headquarters till after the King's con-

version, when they had greater freedom for preaching in

all places and for building or restoring churches, and
Ethelbert gave them within the city a place of abode
suitable to their rank,* This was perhaps the site of the

present cathedral, which is thus described by Bede^ :

—

" Augustine consecrated in the name of the Holy Saviour

our God and Lord Jesus Christ a church which he had
learnt M^as made of old within the city by the work of

Boman believers, and there he fixed a dwelling-place for

himself and for all who should succeed him."

He also built a monastery outside the walls, not far

from the city, to the east, and in it, by his counsel,

Ethelbert erected from the foundations, and endowed
with various gifts, tlie chiu'ch of the blessed apostles

Peter and Paul, in which the bodies of Augustine himself

and all the Bishops of Canterbury and the Kings of

Kent might be laid. This church, however, Augustine
did not consecrate, but his successor Laurence.

Augustine died in 604, and his body was buried close to

the church of the blessed apostles Peter and Paul, outside

the building, because it was as yet neither finished nor

' Hist. Eccl, I, 25. •' Hisf. EccL, I, 26.
- She was a daughter of King Churi- * I/jid., I.e.

bert of Paris. '" Ibid., I, 33.
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dedicated. But soon, wlieii it \vas dedicated, he was
brought inside and buried in the south porticus in a fitting

manner.' Here also, while there was room, his successors

were buried. This church, says Bede, has almost in its

midst an altar dedicated in honour of the blessed pope
Gregory.

The monastery and church of Sts. Peter and Paul were
the first beginnings of the great abbey of St. Augustine,
the site of whose church is now being explored, with the
hope of perhaps coming on some traces of the very build-

ings which Augustine saw rising from their foundations

but did not live to consecrate, and of that other church
of St. Mary built some twenty years later by Edl)ald

to the east of Ethelbert's church, and dedicated by
Mellitus, who succeeded Laurence as archVjishop in 619.

The church of St. Pancras is not mentioned by
name in Bede's history, though it may be one of those
which he says were built after Ethelbert's conversion, and
the first reference to its early date comes from a

mediaeval source, the chronicle of William Thorn, monk
of St. Augustine's, written at the end of the fourteenth

century. Being of so late a date, its value as a record

is not great, but at any rate it tells of what was the

accepted history of St. Pancras's at the time. There was,

says the chronicler, not far from the city to the east,

about midway between St. Martin's church and the city

wall, a temple or idol-house, in which King Ethelbert

was wont to pray after the manner of worship of his

nation, and with his joeople to sacrifice to devils rather

than to God. Which temple Augustine on his return

from his consecration by Etherius of Aries purged from the

pollutions and defilements of the Gentiles, and breaking

in pieces the image it contained, changed this synagogue
into a church, and dedicated it in the name of the

martyr St. Pancras ; and this was the first church

dedicated by Augustine. There still is to be seen in

the south porch of the same church the altar at which

Augustine used to celebrate, where formerly the statue

of the King had stood. This account, which is in form

an adaptation from Bede's history, only altered to suit the

' Eist. EccL, II, 3.
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context, is the source of the legend, current by the end
of the fifteenth century, that Augustine's first mass in

England was said at this altar, and that the devil,

seeking to tear down the building, left the marks of his

claws on its walls in the shape of two deeply cut grooves

in the masonry, drawings of which dated 1755 are to be

seen in Vol. II of Grose's Antiquities.

The establishment of the first church of St. Andrew
at Rochester is chronicled by Bede,^ who says that King
Ethelbert built it from the foundations in the year 604,

and that Paulinus was there buried in secretario hcati

apostoli Andreae in 644.

The city of Rochester was sacked by Ethelred of

Mercia in 676, during his invasion of Kent, when it is

specially recorded that he defiled the churches and
monasteries." Putta, Bishop of Rochester, fled from his

see and never returned, and his successor Cuichelm
found it impossible to remain there ''''prae inopia rerum."

So that it is probable that Ethelbert's church did not

escape damage at this time, but it seems clear that it

was not destroyed. In 726 Bishop Tobias was buried
" in the portions of St. Paul the apostle, which within

the church of St. Andrew he had made into a place of

burial for himself."^ The church is mentioned in 788

as the place " where the holy Paulinus rests," and again

in 823. There is no further history of the building, and
it cannot now be definitely settled whether the old

cathedral church which Gundulf destroyed at the

building of his new church about 1080, and fi'om which

he wdth great pomp translated the relics of the most
holy confessor Paulinus, was Ethelbert's church of 604

or a successor of which we have no records or remains.

Perhaps the traces of an early building discovered in

1876 underlying the wall of the south aisle of the nave

of the present cathedral may some day throw light on

the point.
^

The story of the church at Lyminge is as follows :

—

When Edwin of Northumbria was defeated and slain

' Hist. EccL, II, 3. of the Cathedral Church ajtd Moiian-
- Ibi(t., IV, 12. tery of St. Andrew at Rochester,
^ Ihid., V, 23. by W. H. St. J. Hope, p. 21, aud
* See The Architectural History Plate II.
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at the battle of Hatfield ]jy the pagan Peiida kiiig of

Mercia, Paulinus bishop of York fled for refuge to Kent,
taking with liiin Ethelburga, Edwin's widow, the
daughter of Ethelbert of Kent and Bertlia liis wife.

Edbald, the then King of Kent, Ethelburga's brother,

gave her his royal villa of Lyminge as a residence, and
there she built a monastery in, or soon after, 633, and
there died in 647, and was buried in the north porticus

of the church, as was afterwards her niece and successor

St. Mildred.

The monastery was raided by the Danes, but, as at

Rochester, the church can have been only partly

destroyed, for in 1085 Lanfranc, requiring relics for his

new foundation in Canterbury, St. Gregory, caused the

bodies of the two saints to be translated from tlie north

porticus of Lyminge Church to the church of St. Gregory,
and thereby started the great and long-lived squabble

between the monks of St. Augustine's at Canterbury,

and the canons of St. Gregory's as to which house

possessed the authentic relics of St. Mildred, the details

of which may be read in the polemic of Goscelin, monk
of St. Augustine's, " Contra inanes heatae Mildrethae

usurpatores," written about 1098, and now in the British

Museum (Cott. MS., Yesp. B, xx, f 260). Goscelin,

who seems to have been present at the removal of the

relics, speaks of Ethelburga's tomb as still existing,
" eminentius monumentum . . . in aquilonali porticu

ad australem parietem ecclesiae arcu involutum." And
again, speaking of Ethelburga, he says, " cujus in limingis

eminentius et augustius creditur monume)itum"
The position of the tomb, in an arched recess in

the north porticus against or near the south wall of

the church, is not clear, unless the north porch and the

south w^all are understood as belonging to two difierent

buildings. This would, at Lyminge, fit the case very

well, as the present church is built just to the north of

the old foundations, so that a north 'porticus of the older

church could very well abut on the south wall of the

later. Canon Jenkins claims to have discovered the

site of both grave and porticus in the north wall of the

apsejust to the east of the triple arcade, but the evidence

is inconclusive, and points rather to a later interment.
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Historical references to the chapel of St. Peter on the

Wall, Ythanchester, near Bradwell in Essex, will be
given in the detailed account of the building, and need
not be mentioned here. The Old Minster at South
Elmham, Suffolk, has been connected with the mission of

Bishop Felix, the Apostle of East Anglia, who gained

the favour of King Sigebert, and set up his bishop's seat

in civitate Domnoc, probably Dunwich, about 630.

Here he remained for seventeen years. The fourth

bishoj^ in succession to him was Bisi, at whose retirement

in c. 670 the see was divided and two bishops con-

secrated, Aecci to Dunwich, and Baduini to Elmham.
The reasons for considering that this Elmham was

South Elmham in Suffolk, and not North Elmham in

Norfolk, are set forth by Mr. Henry Harrod in the

Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology^

IV, 7, and my purpose here is not to offer any criticism

on his arguments, but to consider whether the character

of the ruined building known as the Old Minster affords

any grounds for the supposition that it belongs to the

early days of the East Anglian see.

Passing to a detailed description of the remains ot

these buildings, it will be well to take first the churcli of

St. Pancras at Canterbury. Until last November only

the southern and western parts of the site had been

thoroughly examined, these being in the grounds of

the Kent and Canterbury Hospital. The chancel and
north half of the nave were in private possession, and
the owner considering that pigs were preferable to

antiquaries as occupants of the ruins, no further explora-

tions were possible. But fortunately this desecration is

now a thing of the past, and the whole area is in the

hands of trustees and has been thoroughly and carefully

excavated under the supervision of Mr. Hope and Canon
Boutledge, witli the result that the plan of the whole

building, with the exception of the eastern apse, which

has been destroyed to the foundations, is now clearly to

be seen, and much valuable evidence as to the details of

the masonry, etc. has been brought to light. The
church consisted of an apsidal presbytery about 30 feet

6 inclies long by 22 feet wide, opening into a nave

42 feet 7 inches long by 26 feet 7^ inches wide by a
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colouiictde of four Roman columns, of which the base and
part of the shaft of the southernmost remain in situ.

1^^ -m
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FIG. 1. ST. rANCKAS'.*, CANTERBUEY.

In the centres of the north, south, and west sides of the
nave were doorways leading into small rectangular

\i
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buildings, that at the west being an entrance porch, the

other two chapels, probably entered from the nave only.

These latter are clearly adjuncts of the type called

porticus by Bede, and will be so referred to in this

account. The thickness of the walls in all parts of the

building is 1 foot 10 inches. The walls of the nave
remain to a height of about 1 foot to 1 foot 10 inches,

and are built of Koraan bricks in regular courses, five

courses to a foot, set in a yellow-brown mortar, and have

been plastered inside and out. Courses of herring-bone

brick occur in both north and south walls externally, in

the north on both sides of the doorway to the northern

jyorticus, within the space contained by its walls, and in

the south to the west of the west wall of the south

porticus. The mortar is of good quality and hard, and
several large pieces of walling from the upper part of

the walls are lying where they have fallen, in good
preservation, though unfortunately nothing has yet been

found which gives any evidence as to the windows or

architectural features of the upper part of the walls. At
the north-west and south-west angles were pairs of

buttresses 1 foot 10 inches wide and of 1 foot 2 inches

projection, of brick like the nave walls. There were

similar buttresses on either side of the western doorway^

of w^hich more hereafter, and one at each of the eastern

angles of the nave. All three doorways have plain

square jambs, and may have had arched heads, though

no evidence remains on the point. Those on north and

south are 3 feet 1^ inches wide. The western doorway as

originally set out was 7 feet 9 inches wide, but was
altered during the Ijuilding of the church to G feet

6 inches. It was further narrowed in the end of the

twelfth century.

In the eastern wall of the nave is a colonnade of four

columns having a central opening 9 feet wide, spanned by

a brick arch, part of which still lies on the floor as it fell,

and two narrower side openings, 4 feet wide, which may
have had arches or flat lintels. These side ojDenings

were blocked up very early in the history of the church

with a wall 1 foot 10 inches thick of Koman brick in

white pebbly mortar. Of the columns only a fragment;

of the southernmost remains m situ, namely, the base
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and about 2 feet of the shaft—enough to show'that they
were of a good period of Eoman work, of 16|^ inches
diameter at the base, and therefore probably aljout

1 1 feet high when complete ; they had doubtless formerly
adorned one of the public buildings of Durovernium,
and are the only wrought stonework in the Saxon
building.

The presbyteiy was almost entirely destroyed, either

at the rebuilding of the eastern part of the church in the
fourteenth century or at an earlier alteration in the
twelfth, if the many fragments of that date now to be
seen in the ruined chancel walls may be taken as evidence
for such an event ; but sufficient remains to show that the
side walls ran straight for about 10 feet to a buttress

similar to those in the nave, from the eastern side of
which the apse started. Within the space enclosed by
the walls of the fourteenth century chancel no traces of

the apse remain, its foundations having been destroyed
in the interests of its late occupants the pigs, but
externally enough of the springing exists to show that

the plan must have been a half-ellipse, like that at

Rochester, rather than a half-circle.

The northern porticus has completely disappeared ; it

was taken down in mediaeval times and its doorway
walled up, but the marks of its abutment against the
nave wall are clearly to be seen east and west of

the blocked doorway, by breaks in the external

plastering. The walls, or at any rate the lower part

of them, were not bonded to the nave walls, and were
built after them, though forming in all probability part

of the original design.

The southern porticus measures 10 feet 6 inches by
9 feet 4 inches internally. The walls remain to a height

of about 2 feet 6 inches and are built of Iloman brick in

white mortar, with joints wider than elsewhere in the

church, four courses going to a foot instead of five. At
either end of its south wall are buttresses of the usual

projection. As in the northern porticus, its walls are

not bonded to that of the nave. The remains of an

altar against its eastern wall, though of a much later

date, are of great interest as being the subject of the

legend given by William Thorn, quoted above. The
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walls of this porticus were standing in the eighteenth

century, and • are shown in illustrations to Stukeley's

Itinerarium Curiosum, 1722, and Grose's Antiquities,

1755, the buttresses finishing with sloping brick heads
about two-thirds up the height of the walls.

The western porch is of exactly the same dimensions

as the southern, and doubtless the woviheYw, porticus, but
owing to the fact that its north wall formed part of the

boundary between the monks' and lay folks' cemeteries of

St. Augustine's Abbey, which boundary was not altered

at the Suppression, this wall still stands to the height

of 11 feet and more, and afibrds most valuable evidence

as to the erection of the various parts of the church.

It is built, as is the south wall, of which only a few
courses remain, against the buttresses flanking the west
doorway of the nave. These, in common with all

remains of the nave walls now standing, are set in

yellow mortar, as mentioned above. The porch walls

show the white mortar, previously noticed in the

southern porticus and the blocking of the eastern

arcade, and are not bonded to the nave buttresses in their

lower part. But at 3 feet 4 inches from the floor level

the straight joint stops, and the nave buttress and porch

walls are bonded together in such a way that it is clear

that the porch was begun when the western nave wall

was only 3 feet 4 inches in height, and that after

reaching that level both walls were carried up simul-

taneously in the white mortar, which is to be seen

overlying the yellow at the point of junction. If two
other facts are added to this, namely, that the fallen

fragment of the presbytery arch is built in yellow

mortar, and that the mass of masonry lying on the

floor of the nave abreast of the north and south

doorways, and clearly being from the upper part of the

nave walls, has white mortar, the story of the building of

the church is clear. It was begun from the east, the

presbytery and eastern wall of the nave built to their

full height, the west nave wall built to about 3|- feet,

and the north and south walls to full height at the east,

sloping down to the level of the west wall at their

junction with it. Then came a break, in all probability

a very short one, and building was resumed with the
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white mortar, the nave walls were finished and the
three porches huilt, and the church was complete.

Returning to the west porch. The north jaml) of the
western archway remains to a little above the springing,

and shows that the arch was turned in brick, and was
6 feet 4J inches wide by about 11 feet high, of one
square order, Two courses of bricks are set out at the
springing of the arch to form an impost, and the whole
was plastered inside and out. It is to be noticed that
the external plastering consists of a coat of the mortar
used in the walling, brought to a fair face. The internal

plaster is not sufficiently preserved for an accurate
description, but it may be noted that on one of the fallen

masses of masonry in the nave a smooth w^iite plaster

|- inch thick remains, though it is not possible to say
whether this is as old as the wall it covers. There were
pairs of buttresses at the west angles of the porch, but
of these only the two western appear to have been
carried up.

A small piece of what may be the original flooring

remains in the nave, close to the north wall, and west of

the north doorway. It is of smooth white plaster, 6 inches

thick, and although showing a reddish surface, in no way
resembles opus sic/ninum, a scratch through the surface

coat at once showing the white plaster beneath.

The next example to be described must be that

well worn battle-ground of antiquaries, St. Martin's,

Canterbury. The church stands to the east of the

city of Canterbury, outside the walls, on a site which
rises rapidly from west to east. The parts of it witli

which we are now concerned are the nave and the

western portion of the chancel. Taking the latter

first, it will be found to consist of the side walls of

a building 14 feet 4 inches wide and extending 18 feet

eastwards from the present chancel arch, with walls of

Roman brick 2 feet 2 inches thick, the courses measuring
five to a foot. The north wall has been almost destroyed

to give access to a vestry, and shows no features of special

interest. In the south wall are two blocked openings,

of which that to the east is a doorway 2 feet 2 inches

wide cut straight through the wall, with brick jambs
and semi-circular arched head with ragstone voussoirs,

2 E
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set back at the springing line about f inch from

the jamb face. The original plaster remains in part

behind the blocking wall on the soffit and jambs, light

brown in colour and of a fairly fine texture. A break in

the masonry all round this opening shows that it is not

a part of the original building, though from its character

it must be of Saxon date. Into the outer face of its

western jamb is built a small piece of a fine-grained

oolite, bearing part of a dedication inscrij)tion, perhaps

r^'V ^\mym\\m\\\^^^s^s^ L
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FIG. 2.—ST. mabtin's, canteebuky.

that of an altar, in good and well preserved lettering of

an early type:

—

/////N HONORE SLM . . .

6T OMNIVM SrORVM

The second opening in the south wall, some feet west

of the preceding, is contemporary with the wall, 3 feet

3 inches wide, with brick jambs straight through the

wall, and a flat head with a heavy ragstone lintel. It

formed the entrance to a small southern porticus now
almost completely destroyed, though traces of the

bonding-in of its east and west walls remain on

each side of the oj^ening to the height of the lintel,
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and show that it was l)uilt of brick hke the rest, with
walls 2 feet 2 inches thick. Its width east to west was
4 feet 9 inches, and if the proportions of the remaining
porticus at St. Pancras may be taken as a guide, it was
probably a square or something like it, but no traces of

its southern wall are to be found. The only fragment of

the little building now to be seen above ground is a strip

of brickwork ofabout 5 inches projection in the re-entering

angle formed by the south wall of the chancel and the

east wall of the nave. It seems to have been left when
the rest of the porticus was destroyed, and formed the

western half of the thickness of its west wall at this

point, the eastern half being cut away, as the rough
ends of the broken bricks show. It is now level with
the face of the eastern buttress of the nave. When
excavations were being made some years ago on this

site, part of a floor o£ opus signinum was found near the

sill of the flat-headed opening, the only remains of the
porticus floor.

Heturning to the main building—the present chancel

—the evidence for the form of its eastern end is scanty.

In the south wall externally the early brickwork stops

with a straight joint just beyond a modern pilaster

buttress, which is, however, the successor of an original

buttress of somewhat similar form, and this straight

joint runs through the wall and clearly marks the

termination eastwards of the side walls of the early

])uilding. A rough brick inner face to the wall on
the line of this buttress, and foundations projecting

some 2 feet from this face under the chancel floor,

suggest that there was a return here as shown on

the plan, the central space being taken by an ajDse,

though this last is purely a matter of conjecture.

A most important discovery which practically settles,

if not the date, at any rate the relation of this building

to the present nave of St. Martin's, was made some years

ago by Canon Routledge, when he found under the floor

of the nave traces of the continuation of the north and
south walls of the chancel westwards from the chancel

arch. Owing to graves, these could not be followed for

any great distance, and so the plan of the western end
remains unknown ; but whatever it may have been, it is

2 E 2
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quite clear that it could not have existed at the same

time as the present nave, and must therefore either have

disappeared before the building of the latter, or, Avhich

is more probable, have been destroyed when it was added. ^

The only other point to be noticed is that in the north

wall, just east of the present chancel arch, below the floor

line, are several projecting courses, as if there had been

a cross-wall at this point.

The nave of St. Martin's is irregularly set out, being

24 feet 9 inches wide at the eastern end, and 24 feet

5 inches wide at the west ; the north wall also is 4J
inches shorter than the south. The west wall is 2 feet

4^ inches thick, the other three 1 foot 10 niches thick,

built chiefly of E-oman brick and chalk blocks, with pairs

of buttresses at the north-west and south-east angles and

a sino:le buttress somewhat east of the centre of the south

wall. The masonry, rough and irregular in the first

instance, has been much patched and repaired at various

times, especially at the south-west angle, which has been

rebuilt without buttresses, and in the middle of the north

wall, where a doorway now blocked and destroyed has been

inserted. But enough remains to show the construction,

which is of courses of chalk blocks with bands, generally

single, of Roman brick, at irregular intervals, and not

continuous throughout the length of the walls, and in

many cases not running horizontally.'^ The mortar joints

are very uneven, in places as much as 4 inches thick ; the

original mortar seems to be whitish, full of small pebbles,

like that at St. Pancras. The buttresses are tall and shal-

low, of 10-iiich projection, having courses of chalk in their

lower portions, and sloj^ing heads of brick ; that in the

middle of the south wall is unlike the rest, being much
shorter, and in plan a flattened segment of a circle, but was
perhaps once similar to the others, as it shows signs ot

having been cut back to its present shape, and a patch

of brickwork remains in the wall above it, at the level oi

^ There is a very good reasson why great deal of extra walliug and level-

the nave should have been built as far ling u]).

eastward as possible, cutting oil' tlie west - The nearest ap])roach to this kiud

end of the chancel for tliat j)urpose. of masonry occurs in the ruined chancel

The ground falls so quickly westwards, walls of the little cliurch of Stone, by

that a building placed ten, or even five Faversham, though in that instance the

feet farther wejt, would have needed a work is much better and more regular.
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the heads of tlie buttresses at the south-east angle, whicli
looks like the bonding of a similar head. The building
was doubtless plastered externally, but whether anv of
the original plaster remains it would be hard to say.

" A
patch on the south wall, white, with pounded brick in it,

looks early. All the mediaeval plastering has been taken
off the inner faces of the walls, and by this means many
important details have come to light, especially in the
west wall, which has a central opening, long ago ])locked

up, 7 feet wide and 17 feet high, flanked by two windows
now blocked on the outside by the walls of a fourteenth
century western tower, and filled up with masonry
flush with their inner face. Enough of this has been
removed to show that they are splayed, though whether
this splay runs right through to the outer face ot

the wall cannot be seen. Their jambs are of blocks

of chalk, and ragstone. Their heads have had semi-

circular arches in brick with wide joints ; but of these

only the springing remains, as the window^s have been
heightened by cutting away the heads and continuing

the jambs upwards. The tops of the heightened ojDen-

ings are rounded, cut out of the substance of the wall,

with no built arch. The 17-foot central opening before

mentioned is of the same sort, having no dressings to

the jambs and no arch in the head. It has either lost

an ashlar lining or was finished with thick plaster to

cover its irregularities. The upper part of the west

gable has been rebuilt, and part of the head of the

central opening has been destroyed in the process.

The mortar in the jambs of the two windows is white,

but in what remains of the brick arches it is pink, and
identical with that used in Roman work. There also

remain patches of plastering of the same colour on tlie

wall near the windows, and on the south wall of the

nave ; and it seems probable that the whole interior was

once covered with it. No traces of any windows in

the north and south walls exist, though the present

fourteenth century window\s may be some guide to

their position ; nor is anything left to show wliether

there was a w^estern porticus, or what was its plan.

The heightening of the w^estern windows seems to

have taken place at an early date, and suggests the
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addition of a western gallery entered from a room over

the porch, which may at the same date have been carried

up as a tower. The central opening may thus replace

a western doorway with a window over it, as at

Ythanchester. In the south-east angle of the nave,

in the east wall, is a square-headed opening, blocked,

having a brick north jamb, but otherwise very rough.

It would give on to the site of the south 2^orticus of the

present chancel, but cannot have been connected with

it, as the angle buttresses adjoining, which must be

part of the original building, could not have been built

if the i^orticus had been standing at the time. No
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PIG. 3.—ST. Andrew's, bochestee.

additional light can be thrown on its possible use from

an examination of the outer face of the wall, as this is

too much patched to be used as evidence of anything.

Of the two other Kentish examples, St. Andrew's,

Rochester, and St. Mary's, Lyminge, httle can be said,

as little remains ; but both by plan and historical

evidence they can claim to be included in this group

of churches.

In Archaeologia Cantiana, XVIII, 264, is a description

by Mr. Livett of the finding of the Rochester building,

in wliich lie says tliat the walls remain at highest to
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only 20 inches, of irregular masonry, with sandstone
quoins and wide mortar joints, the mortar being hard,

of sand, with a few shells and a little charcoal ; there

were traces of herring-bone work, and of the apse walls

only two courses of lloman brick remained—not enough
to show whether the whole wall was of Homan brick,

or merely banded with it. The thickness was 2 feet

4 inches, with a foundation course of tufa and ragstone,

on concrete full of small j^ebbles and blocks of ragstone.

The plan shows the curious elliptical shape of the apse,

which can now be paralleled by that of St, Pancras's.

The west front of Rochester Cathedral crossed the site

of the presbytery of this little building, but the east
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st. maky's, lyminge.

j^art of its nave was completely uncovered, and showed
a strong foundation wall across the chord of the apse,

giving good grounds for the presumption that the

triple arcade existed here as elsewhere. The western

half of the church could not be excavated, and so no traces

of the porticus mentioned by Bede have come to light.

St. Mary's Church, Lyminge, has likewise nothing

but the lowest courses of its walls to show ; they are

1 foot 10 inches thick, of Roman materials, and the

evidence for the triple arcade is good, as may be seen

from the plan. No trace exists of the jwrticus in which

St. Ethelburga was buried w4th St. Mildred, which,

as before noted, seems to have been standing at the end
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of the eleventh centuiy. Traces of Koman buildings

abound on the site, and a Roman foundation underlies

the western end of the nave.

The chapel of St. Peter on the Wall, Ythanchester, in

the parish of Bradwell in Essex, is built, as its name
implies, across the line of the wall of the Roman fortress

of Othonae, which guarded the mouth of the Blackwater.

It consists of a nave 54 feet 3 inches long by 26 feet

3 inches wide,^ formerly opening at the east by an arcade

of three equal arches into an apse of the same width,

and rather more than a semi-circle. At the west of the

nave is a doorway 5 feet wide, once covered by a

5 10 2o 3o 40 bO
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western porch, which in later times was carried up as

a tower, and has now entirely disappeared. This

building has been claimed as one of those referred to

in Bede's Ecclesiastical Histo^^y, III, 22, where an

account is given of Cedd's work among the East Saxons
about 653, when he was consecrated Bishop of East

Saxony by Finan of Lindisfarne. " He made," says

Bede,^ " churches in various places, especially in the city

which in the Saxon tongue is called Ythancaestir, as

also in that which is named Tilaburg ; the first of these

places is on the bank of the river Pent, the second on

These are external measurements. 2 Hist. Bed., Ill, 22.
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the bank of the Thames." At Tilbury it would, perhai).s,

be unreasonable to expect to find any relic of this early

time, but the lonely situation of Ythanchester, on tlie

estuary of the Pent or Blackwater, lias preserved for us,

in a more perfect state than any other building of this

type, what may with considerable reason be identified

as the church built by Cedd for his Essex converts from
the ruins of the Roman Othonae. The apse has dis-

appeared, and of tlie triple arcade only the resi)onds

and part of the side arches remain—sufficient, however,

to determine their span. The western porch has gone,

and the church having in recent times been used as a

barn, a cart-way has been driven across the nave,

destroying some 12 feet of the middle of both north and
south walls. But a great deal of the original Imilding is

left; the nave walls exist to their full height, about 25

feet, and the east and west gables are only slightly

lowered. And owing to the fact that the place seems

to have been deserted early in mediaeval times—in 1442

it is mentioned as burnt with fire and evidently not at

that time rejDaired—there are practically no mediaeval

alterations to obscuie the early work.

The materials are a coarse oolite, se23taria, and
Roman bricks, chiefly if not entirely taken from Roman
buildings. The mortar is brown and very hard, con-

taining sand and j^ebbles and fragments of brick. At
the western angles of the nave are pairs of buttresses

of irregular width, 1 foot 10 inches to 2 feet 3 inches,

and of 2 feet projection, of stone rubble w^ith a few^ brick

courses at their base, and heads of brick in horizontal

courses, sloping back to the wall face at an angle of

about 50 degrees. Remains of similar buttresses exist

on the north and south walls, two on the north and one

on the south. They are all about 14 feet high, and

die into the wall at the level of the sills of the w^indows.

The western angles of the nave are built in their

upper part with blocks of oolite and bands of brick,

and below w4th heavy quoins of Roman ashlar, and

as the buttresses come to within 6 inches of the angles,

their sides next the angles are built with a straight

joint against the ashlar face of the quoins, bonding

being, of course, impossible ; and this has led to the
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statement in Vol. XLI o( Archaeologia, pp. 451-452, that

these buttresses are additions, Avhich, however, is

clearly not the case. An examination of the masonry
of the walls shows that the coursing is irregular and
uneven ; for 8 feet from the j^i'^sent ground-level

are stretcher courses of Roman wrought and squared
stones ; above this the stones are smaller and uneven,

as if no more facing stone was available on the site,

and the hearting of the Roman work was used ; mortar
joints are very wide and the stones often laid on end,

as if to make them go as far as possible. But the

chief interest of the building, apart from its plan,

centres in the windows. Of these parts of five remain,

two in the north wall, two in the south, and one in

the west, over the west doorway. The west window,
which originally looked over the roof of the west
23orch, and must have afterwards been blocked by the

tower raised on the porch walls, is 4 feet 5 inches

wide internally, with a semi-circular arched head, both

jambs and head being built in brick and splayed right

through the wall, being 3 feet wide at its outer

opening, which is now blocked with modern brickwork.

The bottom course of the jambs, internally, is of ashlar

cut to the splay. The other four windows have splayed

jambs similar in all respects to the western window,
but have flat heads with wooden lintels, which, though
probably not the originals, are at any rate their

successors. The width of the openings at the outer

wall face is 8 feet, and 5 feet 3 inches inside, and they
must have been filled with pierced woodwork screens

or transennae, either fixed or in the form of shutters
;

the mid-wall j^hmks M-hich are still to be seen here and
there in our later Saxon churches are an adaptation of

the same idea. The sills are of brick, stepped in

horizontal courses, and Avere no doubt finished with a

plastered splay.

Remains of two doorways exist, Ijoth Avith jambs
straight tlu'ough the wall. Tlie western doorway is

5 feet wide ; it is blocked witli modern brickwork and
has lost its head, which may have been either arched

or flat. Tlie second doorway is in the south wall just

west of the presbytery arches. Only the lower part
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remains, and shows that It was 4 feet wide, with aslilar

jambs. It may have opened into a small porticus, of

which there is no trace beyond the bonding of its

west wall. There may have been a similar arrangement
on the north of the nave, where the wall has been
altered and marks of bonding are to be seen externally.

Of the triple arcade, as before mentioned, only the

responds and part of the side arches are left. The
responds are of 2 feet projection and 2 feet 5 inches

wide, of brick, with a stone base course and another

halfway up. At the springing of the arch two courses

of brick are set out on the soffit, and the arch, which
is of brick, semi-circular, and apparently slightly stilted,

is set back from the face of the responds at its

springing. From the curve that remains it seems that

the three arches were of equal sjDan ; whether they

were carried by stone columns or brick piers does

not now apjDear. On the wall face above the arcade,

and elsewhere inside the nave, are j^^^ches of a fine

white plaster, very thin, which may be the original

finish. There is no evidence as to the nature of the

floor.

Of the eastern apse nothing can now be seen, but

its roof was lower than that of the nave. ^

The internal western angles of the nave show a

curious system of bonding, by sections and not by
courses, which produces an alternation of straight joints

between the west and side walls which might l)e very

misleading if the building were not as well preserved as

it is, and in any case is an interesting commentary
on the straight joints betM^een practically contemporary

pieces of masonry at St. Pancras's, Canterbury. The
walls of the west porch give another instance, being

built Avithout bond against the "west wall of the nave

for some 4 feet, and then bonded regularly as far as

traces of them can be seen.

The last on the list is the ruined building known as

the Old Minster, South Elmham, Suflblk. It stands

within a quadrangular enclosure of some four acres

called the Minster Yard, surrounded by a bank and ditcli,

1 See Arckaenlogia, XLI, 447, aud for a description of tlic building in

Archaeological Journal, XXXIV, 218, 1867.
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and possibly of Roman origin. Mr. G. E. Fox, in his

paper on " Roman Suftblk" (Archaeological Journcil,'LYIl,

110) considers it to be Roman in form, but says that the
evidence of Roman occupation or use is not estabUshed,
as although Suckling speaks of " urns filled with burnt
ashes and bones" having been found there, another
authority, Mr. B. B. Woodward, says definitely {Pro-
ceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology, IV,

4), that nothing whatever has been discovered within
the enclosed area, though it lias been cultivated and
drained throughout. Nor is there any definitely

Roman material to be found in the walling of the
" Minster." The building consists of three parts, an
apse to the east, a nave, and a western chamber. It is

101 feet 5 inches long and 35 feet wide, built of flint

rubble set in exceedingly hard mortar ; the facing, both
internal and external, has been of flints and pebbles
brought to a fairly even face, about 6 inches thick. This
facing, together with all salient angles, has been
extensively stripped off for building material ; it remains
chiefly on the upper part of the outer face of the south
wall, and at all re-enterin<y ang-les throuMiout the
building. The whole outer face of what remains of the

north and west walls has been removed. Of the eastern

apse nothing but foundations is left, and a short piece

of the west end of the south wall, 3 feet thick. The apse
was slightly stilted, 21 feet 3 inches deep by 24 feet

5 inches wide in the clear. The nave has walls 3 feet

10 inches thick on north, south, and east. The north wall

is almost entirely destroyed, with the exce23tion of 6 feet at

the west end, which remains to a considerable height, and
contains the western jamb of a window. The south wall

is better preserved, and retains parts of tliree windows,
the easternmost of these being left to nearly its full

height, and showing part of the head. All arrises are

gone, and all facing, except a little on the splayed jambs.

The south-east corner externally is in better condition

than any other piece of the outer face ; the salient angle

has indeed been picked off, as elsewhere, but otherwise

the walling is in good order, though nmch overgrown
with ivy, and a certain amount of plastering, of the same
quality as the mortar, remains. And here a question
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arises as to what was the character of the angle dressings.

Owing to its excellent quality, the mortar surfaces

exposed by the removal of the designs remain sharp and
unaffected by weather, and show accurate casts of the

bonding ends of the materials used. These casts by
no means suggest wrought stone quoins, but rather flints

and rounded pebbles, the removal of which has, in some
cases, not destroyed more than 3 inches of the angle.

In one of the windows of the w^estern chamber, to be

mentioned below, so little of the external angle of the

jambs is missing that it is very difBcult to imagine that an}-
thing but flintwork dressings have been used. Against

this it must be mentioned that very small ashlar quoins

are common in the neighbourhood,and that the appearance

of the window jambs in the north wall of the western

chamber suggests that w^rought stone has been there

employed.

The opening from nave to apse is 20 feet 9 inches wide,

the responds being square, of the full tliickness of the

wall, 3 feet 10 inches. The south respond has lost its

salient angles, but retains some 5 feet of its facing on

all three sides. A foundation of the full width of the

responds runs from one to the other, at a higher level

than the presumable line of the nave floor, so that there

may have been a step here.

The western chamber is an exact square of 26 feet

internally, with walls 4 feet 6 inches thick on all four

sides. All stand to a considerable height, in places as

much as 14 or 15 feet. In the eastern wall are two
openings with square jambs on either side of a central

pier, giving access to the nave. There is no evidence

whether they were arched or square headed. They are

G feet S^ inches wide, and retain parts of their jamb
facing, in one case, up to G feet from the ground, but

have lost their angles. In the north and south walls

the window oj^enings remain, two on each side. The
eastern window in the north wall, and tlie western

in the south, exist to their full height, except for a

little masonry at the crowns of the arches. Heads,

Jambs, and sills are all splayed through the wall from

niside to out, the splays of the sills being flatter than the

rest ; they retain at their junction with the jambs some
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of the plastering with which the whole surface of the
opening was originally covered. The sight-line of the
sills is about 7 feet above the present ground level,

and the window openings when perfect were 5 feet

high to tlie springing, with semi-circular heads, and
1 foot 7 inches wide in the clear. There is no trace
of built arches in the heads ; the destruction of the wall
surfaces makes it impossible to say whether there were
facing arches on either or both sides ; what remains of
the heads is formed in the flint rubble, laid, no doubt, on
centering as the walls went up.

As before mentioned, there are some indications of

wrouglit stone dressings on the inner face of the jambs
of the windows in the north wall, but the outer face of

the west window in the south wall, where the wall
surface is perfect to within a few inches of the window
opening, certainly suggests that here, at least, they did
not exist. The west wall has lost much of its central

portion, especially up to 5 feet from ground level

;

above that, where the wall is more out of reach of the
casual spoiler, it overhangs considerably, being held up
by the strength of the mortar, and shows part of the

jambs and springing of a large arched central opening
6 feet wide, the springing being 10 feet above the ground
level, and the opening not sj^layed, but square through the
wall as far as it is left.

Throughout the building the putlog-holes are a most
noticeable and curious feature. Roughly speaking, they
are triangular, with the apex of the triangle upwards
in the lower jDart of the walls, and reversed, i.e. Avith the

apex downwards, in the upper parts. They are also un-

necessarily close together vertically, four rows occurring

in less than 14 feet of height, so that the scaffolds would
have been not quite 3 feet 6 inches apart ; but this can

be paralleled elsewhere in ancient work. They go about
14 inches into the walls, generally tapering inwards, and
in many instances those on the inner and outer faces

correspond exactly in level and position. Nearly all

have a coating of mortar, and their greatest width

averages 8 inches. Those with the apex downwards,
occurring chiefly in the upper part of the walls—there

are tM^o such lower down at the east of the nave—
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naturally have a flat stone or the like above them ; in

some cases they seem to have had thin tiles or boards in

this position, now gone, but leaving casts of their shapes

in the mortar coat which surrounded them.

As will at once be noticed, the Old Minster differs

considerably from all the buildings just described, both in

plan and in the great thickness of its walls. Nor is the

character of its masonry like any of the rest. The question

therefore arises, Is it to be counted as one of their class,

or is it of a later date ? If of a later date, the shape and
proportion of the windows is quite unlike any later Saxon
or early Norman examples,^ both in height and width of

the ojDening, and as there are besides none of the ordinary

and characteristic later Saxon masonry details, it follows

that the earliest assignable date will be 1140 or there-

about. The masonry might also belong to such a date,

and the stone dressings, if they existed. Even the very

hard mortar would not be impossible, though very

exceptional at the time. But with the plan it is a

different matter. Let it be granted that at this date

the chancel arch of a country church might be as much
as 20 feet 9 inches in span, and that the 7 feet 2 inches

of abutment, considering the excellent quality of the

mortar, is sufficient. But where is there another

instance of a middle twelfth century church with

entrance doorways like the present, all with jambs
neither rebated nor splayed, with a western entrance

of so unusual a character, or with a western chamber
such as this ? Again, if an early date is to be

assigned to the church, the following resemblances

are to be noted :—It has only one entrance doorway

—

at the west end, and of considerable width (6 feet).

The three " St. Pancras " churches whose west ends

remain, St. Martin's, St. Pancras's, and Ythanchester,

are entered by a doorway in the same j^osition of

considerable width (St. Pancras's 7 feet 9 inches, altered

during building to 6 feet 6 inches ; Ythanchester 5 feet

;

St. Martin's destroyed, but there is 7 feet between the

rough faces of the early work) and have no other

entrance. The proportions of the nave of the Old

' That is, in .imall churcbes like tliis. early twelfth century church does not

The case of a large late eleventh or apply here.
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Minster are in round nmnbers 38 feet by 27 feet

;

St. Martin's nave is 38 feet by 24 feet, St. Pancras's
42 feet by 26 feet, and Rochester 42 feet by 28 feet.

The wide foundation across the eastern end of tlie

nave is just what one would expect to find if the
triple arcade had existed, and is hard to explain satis-

factorily on any other hypothesis. A sleeper wall as

massive as this, to carry nothing more important than a

stone step, or to steady the jambs of an arch on which
no great weight can ever have been placed, is, to say the
least, an unusual arrangement.
The windows are all splayed right through the wall,

as are all windows in the " St. Pancras " type and
in other early Saxon buildings, as Jarrow ; and
all other openings have square unrebated jambs, a

characteristic of Saxon work of all dates. The great

height of the western entrance suggests that it cannot
have been an outer doorway, but must have ojDened on
to a porch, another regular feature of early Saxon
work, as at St. Pancras's, Ythanchester, Monkwearmouth,
Corbridge, and Brixworth.

There remain the two points in which the Old Minster

differs from all known Early Saxon churches—the thick-

ness of its walls, and the western chamber. Thinness

of wall is a marked feature in all " St. Pancras

"

churches, and generally in all Early Saxon buildings.

The western chamber is a very rare feature in England
;

1 only know one instance of anything like an exact

parallel to this at South Elmham. It is to be found

at Daglingworth, Gloucestershire, where there is a late

Saxon church of nave and square chancel, with at the west

of the nave a chamber exactly 16 feet square, externally

of the same width as the nave, and with walls 3 feet

9 inches thick, as against 2 feet 8 inches in the nave and
2 feet 4 inches in the chancel. Only the south M-all of

this chamber remains intact ; the west has been

destroyed at the building of a fifteenth century tower,

the north " restored " into modern smugness, and the east,

which opened to the nave with a central arch of some
width, completely removed. The entrance doorway of

the church is in the south wall of the nave, just east of the

site of the east wall of the western chamber, and the north

2 F
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nave Avail is destroyed for an arcade, so that no evidence

of a north doorway remains, and whether the western
chamber had a western doorway is equally beyond
discovery. Another western chamber is to be found

at Boarhunt, Hampshire, again a late Saxon church,

entered by north and south nave doorways, east of the

line of the east wall of the chamber. This east wall has

been destroyed, and nothing can be said as to its opening
to the na^'e. Here the chamber is not square, nor are the

walls thicker than the nave walls. It has a modern
west doorway, and it is not clear whether it replaces an
original opening. Foundations of a western chamber at

Methley, Yorkshire, are said to have been lately found,

but I have not been able to get any description of them.

The curious Norman church of Gillingham, Norfolk, is

sometimes given as an instance of a building with a

western chamber, but is not really a case in point. Its

tower, narrower than the nave, is planted across it some
20 feet from the west end, and is carried by two massive

walls 4 feet thick pierced with arches 6 feet 8 inches

wide, thus cutting the nave into two j^arts, but the

western part is intended to be part of the nave, and has

the regular north and south doorways into it, and also a

west doorway.

Here I must leave the question for the present, in the

hope of getting sufficient evidence to come to a definite

conclusion some future day. The many early features

shown by this building make it impossible to ignore its

claims for consideration in a paj)er dealing with these

earliest of our Saxon churches ; but the presence of

other details consistent with a later date make it equally

impossible to decide absolutely in its favour.

Summary.

Such, then, are the characteristics of these buildings,

and it only remains to sum up the evidence they give.

Here we have a group of cliurches, all on sites

historically connected with the time of Augustine and

his immediate successors, and all on just such sites as

would naturally be chosen under the circiunstances, as
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being either centres of population or at any rate rich in

building- material other than wood. They are not only
like each other in plan, but they have common features

which no other building in England has, with the two
exceptions before mentioned, both of which date from
the end of the seventh century. They show none of the
well-known details of later Saxon work, long and short,

double splays, rib work, balusters, and so forth, Ijut

clearly belong to an earlier and simpler age, when
lioman tradition was everything, and a locally developed
style a thing of the future. Their plan is an adaptation

of the small rectangular building with an ajDse at one
end which became common in the fourth century, and of

which the basilica of Junius Bassus in Rome is a typical

example. When this is applied to a larger building, the
size of the arch in front of the apse creates problems
which have to be solved—first, the increased thrust,

secondly, the increased height of the arch, whose crown
must be kept below the flat ceiling, or at any rate below
the level of the tie beams of the roof These difficulties

are got over in a way which suggests the inexperienced

and timid builder—not by accepting the difficulty and
providing for it, but by avoiding it. In place of one
arch three are built, with of course less height and less

thrust. In St. Pancras's, indeed, this development seems
to be in the experimental stage, for when the triple

division had been made, the builders were, as it aj^pears,

not satisfied with its stability, and to further buttress

the central arch walled up the side oj^enings almost

immediately after their erection. And this might be

taken as evidence that the triple arcade is an invention

of the time, and the first step towards a native style.

We should, perhaps, expect to find its prototype in

Gaul, or even in Rome, but so far I have not been able

to find any parallel sufficiently close to be given here.

Another special and remarkable detail is the use of

buttresses, hitherto considered to be a definitely non-

Saxon feature. They occur at St. Martin's, St. Pancras's,

and Ythanchester, and also in the nearly contemporary

Reculver. The complete examples at St. Martin's and

Ythanchester have sloping heads of brick in horizontal

courses, and St. Pancras's had the same, if the illus-

2 F 2
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trations of 1722 and 1755 are to he trusted. They are

of one projection throughout their height, as much as

2 feet at Ythanchester, and about 14 inches in the

other three examples.

The only two doorways which remain to their full

height have flat heads, though the outer opening of the

west porch at St. Pancras's and the west doorway at

South Elmham were arched. As far as the evidence

goes, there were no external north or south door-

ways ; all were in the west wall, and prol^ably all opened
into a west porch, the nucleus of the later west
tower.

The lateral chapels or porticus are another special

feature, and contain no doubt the germ of the transept

of later times. Some of them at any rate were built as

places of burial, and whether they had altars at first

does not appear. Evidences of them exist at

St. Martin's, St. Pancras's, and I think Ythanchester,

and there are records of them at Rochester, Lyminge,
St. Augustine's, Canterbury, and elsewhere, all with

reference to burials.

Walls are thin, those at St. Pancras's and Lyminge
being of the regulation Roman thickness of 1 foot

10 inches ; but as thin walls were built through-

out Saxon times, no stress can be laid on this point.

Floors are of piaster, wherever traces of them remain.

Of windows there are naturally few examples
remaining. All agree in having a single splay from
inside to outside, but otherwise are not much like each

other, except in being closely related to Roman work.

The masonry details of those in the west wall of the

nave at St. Martin's are like those of the undoubtedly
Roman windows in the Pharos at Dover ; and the wide
openings at Ythanchester, though the great rarity of

Roman windows in England makes it impossible to give

a 2:)arallel to them from this country, have many proto-

types in Roman churches, whose wide window-openings
are filled with the pierced slabs called transennae. The
same may be said of their flat heads, though the idea of

having the windows as near the top of the wall as

possible no doubt was a factor here in the discarding of

•an arch ; for in the west wall, where the gable end gave
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height and to spare, the window over the western
opening has the arched head.

From all this it will, I think, appear that these

buildings are just such as would naturally be built at

the date which is on so many groinids claimed for them

—

full of details borrowed from Iloman work, tlie only

architectural tradition of the time, but having dis-

tinctively non-Roman features. The nave of St. Martin's,

Canterbury, has, both from Bede's writings and from the

details of its west windows and the pink plaster on its

walls, been claimed as actually of Koman date ; but I
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FIG. 7.—SILCHESTER.

must here confine myself to giving a few objections to

the Roman theory shortly :—First, that if so, the

chancel, being undoubtedly earlier, must also be

Roman, and with it the chui-ch of St. Pancras,

which it too closely resembles to be many years apart

in date, and which is in plan and arrangement milike

any known Roman building ; second, that it is not

good enough for true Roman work, but is just what
a non-Roman imitator might build ; thirdly, tliat

Ythanchester gives a parallel to its buttresses with

brick heads, and the proportions of its nave are very

much those of Rochester, South Elmham, and
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St. Pancras's ; and fourthly, that its close resemblance to

Roman detail in the two respects before mentioned tells

no more for than against the argument ; for Reculver,

built in 670, showed lacing courses of brick as regular

as any Roman work, and a floor of opus signinum
throughout.

We have only one possible instance remaining of a

Roman Christian church, namely, the little basilica of

Silchester, whose plan, Fig. 7, in no way resembles

that of St. Pancras's or St, Martin's. The first cathedral

of Canterbury on the present site, as described by
Eadmer, may have been a Roman building, and certainly

in Bede's time the idea that Roman Christian churches

had been reconsecrated and used by Augustine and his

followers was strong. There would be a charm, too, in

the thought of a tangible connection between the earlier

and later Christianity, which might count for some-
thing. Compare for this Bede's Life of St. Vedast,

where it is recorded that the saint when sent on a

mission to Arras made it his first business to discover

and reconsecrate the abandoned church of the Roman
Christians.

For the present, I think the churches of the

St. Pancras type may be arranged thus :

—

Before GOO. St. Martin's, Canterbury, chancel.

,, ,, St. Pancras's, Canterbury.
604. Rochester.

633. Lyminge.
? 650. St. Martin's, Canterbury, nave.

653. Ythanchester.

? 670. South Elmham.

It only remains to me to make some small acknowledg-
ment of the invaluable help given me during the writing

of this paper by Mr. Micklethwaite and Mr. Hope, by the

free use of all their notes and plans of these buildings

and everything connected with them ; and in particular

I must thank Mr. Micklethwaite for coming with me to

Ythanchester last autumn, and Mr. Hope for his timely

notice of the excavations at St. Pancras's, which enabled

me to see all his discoveries there in tlieir first

freshness.
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account," who died in 1614 at the age of seventy-nine.

Lastly, we learn from Cassandra Willoughby, Dncliess of

Chandos, who wrote an account of the house in 1702,

that Sir Francis WillouMibv sent for the master-workmen
who built the house out of Italy, and also for most of the

stone fio-ures which adorn it.

Here, then, we have apparently a number of connictmg
claims. No one, however, contests with Sir Francis

Willoughby the honour of having built the house in the

sense of having ordered and paid for it. Nor is its date

in question. But there are three claimants to the honour
of having designed it, namely, John Thorpe, Kobert
Smythson, and the master-workmen out of Italy. First,

as to the latter. The idea has long been very

prevalent that the houses of Elizabeth's time owed their

sjDecial characteristics to Italy and to Italian workmen ;

and so, in a way, they did, because Italy influenced more
or less directly the work of the Renaissance in all other

countries. But, as a matter of fact, it is extremely

difficult to trace anything but a very small amount of

English work to actual Italian hands. The whole
tendency of recent inquiries goes to show that it was
English hands which executed most of the work which
has an Italian aj^pearance. The tales of models having

been sent for from Italy for English houses are, I

think, a230cryphal, because the plan of an English house

differed widely from that of an Italian ; and although I

am not prepared to say that Cassandra the Duchess was
wrong, still the master-workmen who were sent for out ot

Italy could have had very little to do with the designing

of Wollaton. The chief credit for that performance I am
inclined to give to John Thorpe, and I reconcile his claims

and those of Robert Smythson by regarding the latter as

the chief workman and clerk of the works or surveyor.

It must be remembered that although the same terms are

used now as were used then, the meaning of them has

changed. We find a number of men described as
" architectus "or " architector," who were what we should

regard as master-masons, and that is what I think Mr.

Robert Smythson was. But it must also be remembered
that the relation of the master-mason to the architect was
then very different from what it is to-day. The architect
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to-day designs eveiything himself; in those days he seems
only to have given a general idea of what he wanted,

leaving the detail to be developed by the master-mason.

The latter might therefore well take credit to himself

—

or his sorrowing family for him—as being the " archi-

tector " to a house like Wollaton.

The actual origin of the idea of the house I attribute

to Thorpe. He claims nothing for himself; lie only leaves

certain drawings behind him (Plate II).

In comparing Thorpe's plan witli the actual ground plan

(Plate III), it will be found that the main dimensions tally

almost exactly ; the corner pavilions, however, are not

quite so large as he shoAvs them, and the j)rojection of

the wings l^eyond the entrance and garden fronts is

rather larger than he indicates. The hall is Imilt to

his dimensions of 60 feet by 30 feet. As to the

general similarity of the two j)lans, the likeness is

obvious, but the difference in the thickness of the

various main walls should be observed. The variations

in the positions of the internal cross walls need hardly

be considered, because they result in all probability from

comparatively recent alterations. But in the main

skeleton there are several noteworthy discrepancies.

The corner pavilions in Thorpe's plan do not overlap the

north and south fronts, whereas they do in the Ijuilding

itself. The entrance porch as built is quite different

from what he shows, and so is the projecting window in

the centre of the south or warden front. Tlie two

central bays which he shows on the east and west

fronts do not appear in the building itself : as a matter

of fact the east front has six large windows between the

pavilions, whereas the w^est has seven. Thorpe shows

both these fronts treated alike.

Comparing Thorpe's half-elevation with the photogra])]!

of the building (Plate I), the general likeness again is

obvious. But Thorpe shows no basement windows ;
his

front porch agrees wdth his plan and differs from tlie

actual work ; he shows two four-light windows in the

front at the side of the porch, whereas there ^
are

actually a four-light and a five-light ; he shows a single

pilaster between these windows, whereas there are two.

The end of his wino- has a four-light window ;
the
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building itself has a five-light. Niches which he does

not show have been made on the main front as well as

on the flanks of the various projections. He shows
several ways of ornamenting the pedestals of his

pilasters ; in execution they have the gondola rings

shown to the left of his ground story. The curly

gable of his corner pavilion, although carefully shown,

does not quite tally with the gable as carried

out ; nor does his angle turret on the central tower

agree with what was built. He evidently started by
treating the angle with quoins surmounted by a small

turret at the top, but he subsequently lengthened the

turret downwards. The pilasters Avhich he shows on

this central block do not appear in the building : if they

had they would have served to bring that part of the

composition more into harmony with the lower part and
nothing would probably have been heard of the sug-

gestion that the central pavilion is part of an older

building. A study of the jjlan and of the building,

however, disposes of this suggestion, nor could the lofty

hall and the room over it be harmonized with any known
treatment of houses prior to the Elizabethan era.

The discrepancies here pointed out do away with the

idea that Thorpe's drawings were made from the building

after erection. They are easily accounted for on the

supposition that the drawings were modified in the

course of being carried out.

There is one point in connection with these drawings

which bears forcibly upon the question with which we
are now dealing, namely, the source whence the ideas

which underlay our English Renaissance came. There

was a tolerably widespread desire in Elizabeth's time

to benefit by what was l^eing done in foreign lands. A
young architect, John Shute, was sent by the Duke of

Northumberland to study architecture in Italy. Lord
Burghley made more than one inquiry for books on

architecture recently published in France, and John
Thorpe himself, as his drawings show, studied Italian,

French, and Dutch books. One of the French books

to which he devoted considerable attention was
Androuet du Cerceau's Lc.s plus Excdlents Bastiments

de France, })ul;lislied in 157G, and in that book are
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ii few plans with corner pavilions such as these at

Wollaton, The disposition of Wollaton is so unusual
that it is (juite possible that Thorpe may have })ut

into practice here some of the ideas he gleaned from

Du Cerceau's book. Some of Du Cerceau's plans he
cojjied into his own MS. book, but in doing so he ada])ted

them to English uses, and it was much the same with

Wollaton. The plan is not a direct copy ; it is only the

general idea which, if I am right, was derived from the

French source. Thorpe, having designed the plan and
elevation, may be presumed to have handed them over

to Robert Smythson, who, with the help of the master-

workmen from Italy, carried the work out. Such a course

of procedure would at any rate reconcile the claims of the

various parties.

But leaving the question of who designed the house, a

few words must be bestowed upon the structure itself.

Its plan, although of foreign origin, was so contrived

as to comply with old-established English habits. The
central position of the hall rendered it not altogether

easy of access in the usual way—^that is, into the j^assage

at the end called the " screens." The most direct way
from the front door to the hall is that which now exists,

but this leads you into the middle of the side, not into

the screens. Thorpe, therefore (for I will assume that

Thorpe was the designer), kept his hall floor above the

level of his front door, and led the visitor, not directly

into the hall, but round to the right, and so, by way of

a flight of stejDS, up to the end of the hall and delivered

him into the screens in the usual way. The spare space

not occupied by the stairs he devoted to the porter's

rooms. A further reason for keeping the hall floor

raised was that, contrary to the prevailing custom, he

put his kitchen and servants' rooms down in a basement.

This was almost a necessity of the design, for being of a

pretentious nature, it was obliged to be grand on every

side, and the kitchen and inferior premises had to be

hidden away in a basement in order not to spoil the

symmetry of the four show-sides of the house.

The disposition of the house, with a central hall

surrounded by rooms two stories high, necessitated an

unusual height for the hall, which is over 50 feet high.
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Its window-sills also had to be above the root's of the

surrounding rooms, and they are some 35 feet from
floor. The uj^per floor of these adjacent rooms on the

east side was devoted to the long gallery, but modern
alterations, necessitated by constant use, have not only

divided this up into a number of small rooms, but have
eflectually obliterated from the interior of the whole
house all its Elizabethan character, except what remains
in the basement and in the great hall. The fine stone

screen remains here, and also the origintd roof, which is

an excellent specimen of Elizabethan work. It has this

peculiarity, that though fashioned like an open hammer-
beam roof, it supports in i-eality the floor of a large room
over, called the Prospect-Room, which occupies the up23er

part of the central block that forms so conspicuous a

feature of the house.

It only remains to say that the house was entirely

new from its foundations and that it occupied eight years

in erection : there was apparently no building here before

it, although very frequently we find Elizabethan houses
envelo^Ding remains of a humbler predecessor. The
Willoughbys had lived at Wollaton for some generations

previous to the building of the mansion, but their home
was a house somewhere near the church. It has been
suggested that the central block is earlier in date than
that which surrounds it ; but reflection shows that the
hall must necessarily have been built in relation to the
lower buildings round it, there is nothing to indicate any
alterations of an older building, the detail of the central

block, although different, is contemporary with that of

the rest of the house, and the whole of it is shown on
Thor2:)e's drawing. Everything, therefore, tends to prove
that the whole house was built at the same time.

Duchess Cassandra tells us that the stone was brought
from Ancaster, and that the same pack-horses which
brought it took back Sir Francis's coal in exchange.
Notwithstanding that he got his stone for nothing, she

says, and that labour was much cheaper in those days,

the house cost Sir Francis £80,000.
The external treatment is of pronounced classic

character, with plenty of pilasters and bold cornices.

There are a number of circular niches containing busts
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of classic personages such as Virgil, Plato, Aristotle, and
Diana. The master-workmen out of Italy were presum-
ably familiar with these celebrities, and so might have
been Mr. Robert Smythson, gent., but tlie ordinary

English workman must have been rather puzzled by
them, and perhaps secretly relieved w^hen he heard
that a shipload of them had gone down, an accident

that is said to account for some of the niches being

empty. But, pace Duchess Cassandra, a good deal

more assistance in English houses came from the

Dutch than the Italians in the time of Elizabeth, and
it would not be surprising if the building accounts, which
are some day to be published, showed that Holland ratlier

than Italy was the source whence some of the lower work
was derived (in spite of the gondola rings which adorn

the bases of some of the pilasters), as it certainly was the

place where the curly gables of the pavilions had their

oripfin.

HardWICK Hall.^

Hardwick Hall is a building of considerable interest

to the student of English domestic architecture, inas-

much as it is a good example of one manner of the

Elizabethan designers, and it has undergone no very

serious alterations since it was built. It has suffered,

like most houses of that time, from age and from the

changing fashions of its inhabitants ; but such changes

as it has experienced have been in comparatively small

matters, so that in the general disposition of its plan

and in its external appearance it remains to-day very

much the same as when the eye of its founder, Bess of

Hardwick, last fell upon it. This Bess of Hardwick was a

notable personage, a woman of great ability and strong

will, and being possessed of considerable wealth, she left

her mark upon the times in the shape of several large

houses, of which this is one, and the only one surviving

the others being Chatsworth—which has been rebuilt

—

' Read at Hardwick, July 26tli. 1901.
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and Oldcotes. She was the daughter of John Hardwick of

Hardwick, and was born in the okl hall, the ruins of which

still remain in front of the present house, near the brow of

the hill. That she was a woman of great ability and per-

sonal attractions is sufficiently proved by the fact that she

married four husbands and survived the last. Her first

husband was Robert Barley of Barley. Her second was
Sir William Cavendish of Chatsworth, ancestor of the

present Duke of Devonshire, the owner of Hardwick.

The third was Sir William St. Loe, and her fourth was

George, Earl of Shrewsbury. It was after her marriage

to the last-named that she built Hardwick Hall, since

her initials, E.S., and a coronet form a conspicuous part

of the ornamental balustrade on the towers. The date

usually assigned to the house is 1576. There is a

chimney-piece in one of the bedrooms dated 1588,

another in the dining-room dated 1597, and the door of

the room called after Mary Queen of Scots is dated

1599.

The new hall and the old hall stood side by side, and
hoih were in use for many years. The old hall is,

indeed, not much older than the new. Much of it has

disappeared, but judging by what remains, its general

disjDosition was symmetrical ; its windows, as can be seen,

are mullioned and have rectangular lights ; its whole

appearance points to a date about the middle of the

sixteenth century. Tradition gives this house as the

birthplace of Bess in 1520, and perhaps a careful search

might reveal indications of a building of that date.

But if anything of it still survives, it certainly would

seem as thoug^h the old house had been modernized

during the second half of the sixteenth century, an

additional proof being the remains of a plaster frieze

with figures modelled in relief, of the same character as

the frieze in the presence-chamber of the new house.

Having been thus brought up to date, the old house was
not left to immediate decay in consequence of the

erection of its rival, for we learn from the ingenious

Mr. Collins, who quotes Bishop Rennet's Memows of the

Cavendish Family, in his account of the Dukes of

Devonshire given in his Peerage, that one room was of

such exact proportions and such convenient lights that
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it had been thought fit for a jjatteru for a room in

Blenheim House. It wonkl be, tlierefore, well into the
eighteenth century before tlie old house fell to ruin.

It is not unlikely that the older house was tlie more
comfortable of the two ; for Hardwick Hall can iiardly

be considered as a model of convenient plainiiug. It

belongs to that species of house of which a large number
were built in Elizabeth's days—a house designed as an
exercise in symmetry rather than as a dwelling. True,
it contains the apartments which were then considered

essential, but they are arranged with less than the usual
care to secui^e comfort and convenience. What must
strike everyone who first sees Hardwick is the great
size and number of the windows. This has given rise to

the well-known jingle, "Hardwick Hall, more glass than
wall." It is a fault common to many of the houses of
the time and one which Lord Bacon protested against in

his oft-cjuoted complaint that " you shall sometimes have
fair houses so full of glass that one cannot tell where to-

become to be out of the sun or cold." The fact that

windows were so large and plentiful is one of con-

siderable interest and significance, for it emphasizes
the complete change which had come over house-
planning in the space of a few years. Thirty or forty

years earlier windows were somewhat jealously intro-

duced, especially on outer walls, for the necessity for

defensive precautions had then hardly ceased. Here, at

Hardwick, however, no thought of defence is apparent

;

everything is done to procure the largest amount of light

and air. The windows, in fact, are overdone ; they
make the circuit of the walls with relentless symmetry,
and not a few of them have been blocked up inside, in

order to render the rooms habitable. Some of them
were shams from the outset, and have fireplaces against

them, whilst others are crossed by floors, so that the

lower lights belong to one story and the upjier to

another. That is what comes from trying to carry

out a preconceived idea—namely, that of absolute

symmetry—-instead of making the convenience of tlie

house the first consideration.

The room called after Mary Queen of Scots, wliich is

situated high up on the second floor, in one of the pro-
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jectiiig turrets, has three of its sides on the exterior

filled with windows ; on the inside, however, only one
side is lighted, the fireplace occupying the second side

and the hed the third. The room is called after Mary
and has the arms of Scotland over the door, but there is

no record of the exact length of her residence in semi-

captivity in this house. She was for seventeen years

under the care of the Earl of Shrewsbury and Elizabeth

his wife, and towards the end of that time her attrac-

tions bade fair to rival those of the redoubtable Bess

herself, so that, according to old Fuller, when Queen
Elizabeth inquired of the Countess how her guest did,

that lady replied, " Madam, she cannot do ill while she is

with my husband, and I begin to grow jealous, they are

so great together." Fuller adds that in consequence

of this intimation Elizabeth, who disliked anything
a^jproaching to a friendshij^ between Mary and so great

a peer, gave her into the custody of others. Mary was
beheaded in 1587, and as the door of her room is dated
1599, the probability is that it was adorned in her

memory, evidently not for her own proper delectation.

But leaving the gossip of history, let us look a little

more closely into the architectural character of the

building. Attention has already been called to the
symmetrical character of the plan. The house consists

of a large oblong with two projecting turrets on each of

the long faces, and one on each of the short faces. The
door, as usual, is in the middle of one of the long sides,

but the hall into which it gives access is not disposed in

the fashion which had been customary up to this period,

and which still prevailed in most Elizabethan houses.

That flishion is followed in the halls of colleges. It j^laced

the hall lengthways with the building. At the entrance

end a strip was cut off by a screen and became a passage

called the " screens." The front door was at one end of

this passage, the doors of the hall were in one side of it,

and the doors to the buttery and kitchen department
were in the other. The hall was lighted by windows
along the sides, and at the opposite end from the screen

was the dais with its Imy-window, and beyond this end
were the family rooms.

At Hardwick the hall, instead of being placed length-
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ways with the buildhig, g-oes across it- from side to side
;

instead of being lighted down the sides, it is lighted

at the ends ; the front door, instead of being in tlie end
of the "screens," is in the middle of one side of them;
while at the ends were the doors to the servants' depart-

ment, and also the l)uttery hatch-—all of which are now
built up. This unusual disposition may not seem of much
importance, and it may be said that although the hall

lies difll:eren_tly in relation to the house, yet all the usumI

features are there—^the screens, the buttery hatch, and so

forth. But the difference of arrangement nevertheless

is indicative of a momentous change, and one which
distinguishes mediaeval houses from modern. Up to

Elizabeth"'s time, and even James I., the hall was the

centre of the family life ; it lay between the family rooms
and those devoted to the servants. The dais end, with

its bay-window, was reserved for the family, and there

they dined. Adjacent to this end were the parlovn- and
the staircase leading to the bedrooms and other jjrincipal

chambers. But already the custom of dining in the hall

was falling into desuetude ; the family sought smaller

and more private rooms. With their withdrawal the

character of the hall changed, and it tended to become
no louGfer a livinsf-room, but an entrance-hall or vestibule

for 2)assing traffic. This alteration of character became
thoroughly established in the time of Inigo Jones, and
has remained to the present day. One of the tests of

the age of a house is the disjDosition of its hall. In

mediaeval times it was a living-room ; in modern times it

is a vestibule. The hall at Hardwick, owing to its plan,

is leaving the mediaeval type and approaching the modern.

It may have had a dais, but probably not. Even if it

had, that end had not the snug feeling of the old-

fashioned arrangement, wdth its bay-window and the

fireplace fairly close to the seats of the chief personages.

It must have been somewhat uncomfortable, as on each

side of that end is a passage leading to a principal stair-

case. I have said " staircase," but, indeed, Hardwick
may be said to have no staircase; it has instead long

flights of steps. By " staircase " is meant a special

feature, either of wood or stone, such as is the pride of

most Elizabethan houses. There were ver}?- few stone

2 G
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staircases in English houses of this period. Burghley
House has, so far as I know, the only good example.

But there are hundreds of splendid wooden staircases,

and in a house of the pretensions of Hardwick one would
have expected to find a particularly fine specimen. But
throughout the house the detail is disappointing ; every-

thing is large and coarse, including chimney-pieces and
doorways. It is rather in its general disposition and the

size of its rooms that Hardwick is interesting, for when
one comes to examine the work closely there is an
absence of that fancy and fertility of design which
distinguishes the better class of work of that period.

But although the means of getting upstairs are not very

interesting, there are some fine rooms to go to. There

seem to be no family rooms on the ground floor, unless

they have been turned from their original purpose. All

the principal apartments are on the upjDer floors, and as

each story is unusually lofty the whole height of the

building is much greater than was commonly the case.

The hall itself is two stories high, and the only access

from one half of the house to the other on the first floor

lies across the gallery over the screens. The principal

rooms on this floor are those now called the dining and
drawing-rooms. In addition to these there are a few

bedrooms and various small apartments contrived to meet
modern requirements. The finest apartments, however,

are on the second or top floor, where are the presence-

chamber and library and the long gallery, besides a fine

bedroom and the room named after Mary Queen of Scots.

Above these rooms and partly in the roof are a number
of subsidiary bedrooms. The presence-chamber is a large

and lofty room with a very deep frieze of modelled and
coloured plaster work, representing hunting scenes. The
quality of the work is not very high compared with Avhat

was being done in Italy and France at the same time ; but

it has considerable vigour, and imparts a fine and stately

character to the room. Over the chimney-piece in the

lil)rary adjoining is an alabaster panel of very consider-

able merit, representing Apollo and the Muses. The
long gallery occupies the whole length of the east side

of the house and is a lofty and handsome room. It is

the only apartment which retains its original ceiling,
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and as the ceilings of Elizabethan houses exhibited some
of the most original and attractive work of the period,

Hardwick suft'ers much from their absence. This
particular ceiling, however, has no special claim to

admiration ; it is one of the plainest and least interesting

with which I am acquainted. In this respect it is only in

keeping with the rest of the detail of the house. The
long gallery was one of the characteristic features of an
Elizabethan house. The longer the better, designers of

the day used to think, and although this is of consider-

able length, being 166 feet long, there were several

houses in which the gallery was longer still, reaching to as

much as 200 and 250 feet. The rigid symmetry of the

external treatment has already been referred to. It is as

complete in its way as that of Wollaton, but the latter

house derived more than symmetry from the classic pro-

clivities of the day. It also obtained the pilasters and
niches with which its walls are adorned. Hardwick has

none of these and is an example of the fact that they
were by no means a necessary, although they were a very
constant ingredient in the design of the period. The
treatment of the windows here resembles in some degree

that employed at Wollaton, or rather, one should say,

Wollaton followed Hardwick to a certain extent. In

both places there is a projecting moulding or architrave,

which makes a framework round the window and rests

at the bottom upon a projecting sill, AA'hich is supported

by small brackets. Tlie mouldings of the jambs, mullions,

and transomes, however, differ in the two examples.

The cornices which divide the various floors have only a

general resemblance, and the Imlustrade which crowns

the walls is as meagre in the one house as the other.

The finish of the turrets here is not so ambitious as at

Wollaton, as instead of an elaborate curly gable, there

are only the Countess's initials and coronet supported by
a Dutch flourish, a humble member of the same family

which is so conspicuous on the towers at Wollaton.

There are at Hardwick valuable accessory features which

are now wanting: at Wollaton, as well as at most of the

houses of that time which have come down to us, viz. the

garden walls and lodge. The lodge was almost as much
a part of an Elizabethan home as the great hall and long

2 G 2
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gallery, but being of small size and detached from the

main building, it has in the majority of cases been swept
away in favour of some kind of landscape-garden effect.

Happily it has escaped in this instance, and remains,

together with its supporting walls, as an example not

only of the manner of laying out the approach to an
Elizabethan house, but also of the quaint and sometimes

unworkmanlike way in which artificers treated their

materials. In looking at the lay-out of Hardwick, the

visitor must beware of confusing the original arrangement
with the excellent garden laid out by Lady Louisa

Egerton, on the south side, which, by the lapse of time,

has assumed an appearance admirably in keej^ing with

the house. In conclusion, I desire to leave the domain of

architecture for an instant to call attention to the great

amount and excellent preservation of the tapestry w^hich

clothes the walls and vividly illustrates this method ol

decorating them, and also to the interesting furniture

which survives in considerable quantity. These two
things reconcile one to the absence of fascinating archi-

tectural detail, and help to make Hardwick one of the

fine examples of a large Elizabethan house.
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ANNUAL MEETING AT NOTTINGHAM.

July 23rd to July .SOfch.

President of the Meeting.—The Right Hon. Lord Hawkesbury,
r.s.A.

Vice-Presidents of the Meeting.—E. W. Brabrook, Esq., C.B.,

F.S.A. ; Robert Evans, Esq., J. P. ; the Rev. James Gow,
M.A., Litt.D. ; J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P.S.A.

Director.—E. Green, Esq., F.S.A.
Local Secretary.—G. Harry Wallis, Esq., F.S.A.
Meeting Secretary.—C. R. Peers, Esq., M.A., F.S.A.

Tuesday, July 23rd.

The proceedings of the Meeting began at noon, with a reception

by the Mayor (Mr. F. R. Radford) in the Council Chamber of the

Exchange.
The Mayor said that he had much pleasure in welcoming the

Institute to Nottingham. Nottingham men were proud of their city

and its associations, not only for its historical importance in ancient

times, but also for its growth and prosperity at the present day.

They could claim many distinguished names as natives of their city

and its neighbourhood—Cranmer, who was born and lived a few
miles away, Ireton and Whalley, two of Cromwell's generals, while
the family of Cromwell himself came ftora a Nottinghamshire village.

Lord Byron, Darwin, Earl Howe, William Lee, inventor of the

stocking frame, and many more. Though many of the ancient

features of Nottingham had vanished, they did their best to preserve

in the city every relic of past times, and he hoped that the visit of the

Institute would help them in their endeavours, by increasing among
Nottinghamshire men an interest in their local antiquities.

Lord Hawkesbury, having taken the chair, delivered the

Presidential address.

It gave him great pleasure, he said, to attend the meeting. He
could assure them that he felt highly flattered when the desire was
expressed that he should preside on this occasion. Though there

were many Nottinghamshire men who would have performed the

duties better than he could hope to do, there was no one who more
readily seconded the welcome the Mayor had given the Institute on

their visit to Nottingham and his (the speakci*'s) native county.

Nottinghamshire was rich in archaeological treasures, and there was
plenty of food for the historian. They in this county had tlie

advantage of a county historian—an advantage few other counties

had. Dr. Thoroton's work was a valuable one, but there yet
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remained much to be done in this direction. Dr. Thoroton was a
South Nottinghamshire man, and in his days, as now, " the silver
Trent (as Shakespeare said of anotlier part of the river's course)
came cranking in," and divided the county almost into two, south
Nottinghamshire going very much with Leicestersliire, and the north
with soath Yorkshire and the neighbouring county of Derbyshire.
Could they wonder, then, that Dr. Thoroton did not know so much of
the northern part of the county as he did of the villages around his
own home 'i Recently a local society had been founded in

Nottingham, and by the unanimous wish of its first members it had
been named after Dr. Thoroton. He believed this society, wliich he
hoped without vanity he might look upon in a sense as a child of his

own, was doing, and would continue to do, good work in recording
the history of the county. Fortunately a good deal had been done in
regard to parish registers by Dr. Mar8hall, who had transcribed and
published quite a number of them. Nottinghamshire was rich in the
number of its monastic houses, and though in many cases not much
remained, a great deal of interest attached to them all. They were
chiefly situated in the north of the county and on the boi'ders of the
Forest, the merry greenwood probably proving an attraction, as it

had done since, for residential [lurposes. For the benefit of those

members who were in Nottingham for the first time he would
enumerate them. There were 39 of them, including the smaller

houses, colleges, hospitals, and cells, 13 being houses of importance.
Five were Augustinian, namely, Felley (founded in 1156), Newstead
(1170), Shelford Priory (founded in the reign of Henry II.),

Thurgarton (1130), and Worksop (1102-3) ; two Benedictine : Blyth

(1088), and Walliugwells (founded in the time of Stephen) ; one
Carthusian: Beauvale (1338); one Cistercian: Rufford Abbey
(founded by the Eai-I of Lincoln in 1148 for monks brought from
Rievaulx) ; one Cluniac : Lenton Priory (founded by William
Peverell at the beginning of Henry I.'s reign); one Gilbertine

:

Mattersey (before 1192); two Premonstratensian : Brodholme
(founded in Stephen's reign), and Welbock Abbey (1153). Of smaller

liouses there were the following:—Bingham, Bradebusk (Gonalston),

Clifton, Fiskerton-on-Trent, Marshe, Newark, Nottingham (eight

houses), Rodyngton, Sibthorpe, Southwell, Stoke-by-Newark, and
Tuxford,

In conclusion he expressed the hope that the Institute would spend

a very pleasant and profitable week.
The President of iiik Institute, Sir Henry Howorth, in proposing

a vote of thanks to the Mayor for his reception of the members of the

Institute, said that they were delighted to come to this, one of the

most famous of English towns, Avhich for more than a thousand years

had been not merely a prospei'ous English county town, but had

taken part in almost evei-y turn of English history. They were

hoping to have a very enjoyable week, and to collect for future

publication a great deal of valuable matter in the course of their

excursions and evening meetings. He had been asked to call their

attention to the exhibition of the city maces and plate, lent by the

courtesy of the Mayor and Corporation, as were also the early deeds

and charters which they saw before them. Special mention should

be made of one most interesting exhibit, the only known example of
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a York gradual, most kindly lent by Mr. James Ward, and they were
also indebted to Mr. George Fellows for several valuable manuscripts.

Mr. E. W. Brai?rook having seconded the vote of thanks, it was
carried unanimously, and suitably acknowledged by the Mayor.
Judge Baylis then proposed, and Mr. J. T. Micklethwatte

seconded, a vote of thanks to Lord Hawkesburj' for presiding at the

meeting. The resolution was put to the meeting by Sir Henry
Howorth and carried, and the proceedings terminated.

After luncheon at the " George " Hotel, the headquarters for the

week, the members walked to St. Mary's church, where Mr. W.
Stevenson gave an account of the building and its history as

follows

:

The early history of this church, like many other institutions of

this ancient city, is lost in the mists of time. In Edward the Con-
fessor's time, and unquestionably long before, it was a wealthy
foundation endowed with land and houses in the demesne of the King.

In the later days of William the Conqueror the rectory was in the

holding of Aitard the priest, Avhen the church and all its belongings

were recorded in Domesday as being woith one hundred shillings.

There is no doubt but in early times it ministered to trie adjoining

manors of the castle and Sneiutou, which combined formed the

central wapentake of the county.

The fact of the town being cho.sen as the metropolis of a county
stamps it as a place of early importance, one in which this church
could not fail to have a full share. With the N^orraan Conquest
came a change of ownership—this lordship of the old English Kings
became the lordship of a Norman vassal, William Peverell, who
founded the alien priory of Lenton, a mile or so to the west of the

town, and as part of its endowment gave this church, by consent of

Henry I., with its lands, tithes, and appurtenances. The current of

its history was here turned, and for fully four hundred years this

church, with the chui-ches and chapels in the adjoining manors, was in

the "dead hands" of the piior and convent. This, the richest, they

took to themselves, and reduced the rectory to a vicarage.

The earliest vicar I am able to refer to is Johannes de Ely, in 1290,

but it was a vicarage before 1234. The last of the long line of Priors

of Lenton, patrons and rectors of this church, was Nicholas Ileth,

who, with his brethren, was hanged on the gallows of Nottingham
in 1538 for the part they had played in the great revolt of the north

called " the Pilgrimage of Grace." The priory, with all its property,

escheated to King Henry VIII. His daughter, Elizabetli, sold the

patronage and the rectorial property into lay hands, since which the

tithes have been commuted into real estate. So ends the story of

the financial reverses of this ancient church. The town, from being

the seat of a castle, suffered in the troubled times of King Stephen
and Henry II. It was burnt and pillaged in 1140, when it is

i"ecorded that the churches were burnt along Avith a great number of

the inhabitants who had taken refuge therein. There are some deep
caves in the rock under the church, partly accessible to-day. It was
again burnt in 1153, and a third time in 1174.

We have evidence of an arcaded church in stone being built about

1175, and the rebuilding of an arcaded portion of it about a century

later, in the existence of some late Norman capitals found in the
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foundations of the cliuix-li some years ago, and the remains ol" an
Early P^n^-lish column, which you may see in the base of one of the

2)iers of the north arcade. These early churches are further repre-

sented in the top course of tlie foujidations of the present nave and
ti'ansejit walls. This course, which forms a seat on the inner side of

the Avails, is capped Avith Norman and Karly English incised coffin

slabs, the designs of which may be largely recovered. We are

wholly without docnmentary evidence with regard to the date of the

erection of the present church.
John Leland, the antiquary, was in this church in 1540, and the

following appears in his Itinerarij:—"The church of 8t. Mary is

excellent new and uniform in work, and so many fair Avindows in

it that no artificer can imagine to set more." Yoa will notice that

the capitals at the springing of the arches, such prominent features

during the Norman, Early English, and Decorated })eriods, show signs

of decadence. You will also notice that the arch-moulds in part are

continuous, uninterrupted by an impost, down the columns.

The church, except the restored portions, is built of local stone,

identical Avith that furnished by the old quarries in the Town Wood
at Gedling, a neighbouring village. It is a sandstone of the saline

beds of the NeAV Red Sandstone, Avhich in this part of England
reposes upon the Upper Bunter Sandstone, or pebble beds, which
constitute the rock of Nottingham. As a building stone it is not

quarried in the county at the present time.

A conti'oversj had long exisled Avith regard to the chancel, the

details oi' which, though evidently by the same architect, were A-ery

poor. Some adA^ance the opinion that it is later than the west part

of the church. I submit that they OA'erlook the fact that; the body of

the church would be expected by the munificence of the country gentry

and the princely merchants of the town, Avhereas the erection ot

the chancel would be dependent upon the patron and rector, the

Prior of Lenton. 1 do not think I am far Avrong in laying the

poverty of the chancel at the door of the Prior of Lenton. You Avill

notice there are no sedilia, piscina, aumbry, credence, or Easter

sepulchre in the church.

Our knoA\dedge of the chantries in this church is limited; that of

William de Amys, a great mercliant of the town, Avas founded in the

former church. The northern bay of the north transept is held to

have been its chapel in the present church. We have no evidence

that connects any chantries Avith the south transept.

Inserted in the south Avail of the chancel is a fragment of sculi)ture

in alabaster. The subject is a pope consecrating a bishop. It Avas

found beneath the floor of the church some years ago, and is no doubt

a portion of the original reredos. Nottingham was an important

centre for sculptors in alabaster, and a large business Avas done all

OA'er the country ; the stone could be readily obtained from

Chellaston, Derbyshire, by boats down the Trent. Little can be said

of the contents of the church. The iconoclasts of the last century

destroyed the tombs spai^ed by the fanatics of the Civil War, of which

Nottingham Avas an important centre, and the church has passed

through the fire of a number of " restorations," each in its turn being

deemed an improvement.
The tomb in the south transept has a canopy of the same design as
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the front of the south poi-ch. The recumbent figure remains ; but

the altar tomb, with its inscription to John Salmon aBcl Agnts his

wife, recorded elsewhere as benefactors to this church, has gone.

The tomb in the north wall of the north transept is a very beautiful

piece of costly work. It is considered to be later than the church,

and to be an insertion in the wall.

Here the altar tomb remains, securely fixed, with its beautifully

sculptured alabaster front and ends and its massive marble top,

which has been cut back about three inches to accommodate some
former pews. Originally this slab Avas inlaid with a Flemish brass

and bore the effigies of a civilian and his wife, but the brass had been

removed before the first drawing of the tomb was made, soon after

the Civil War, This tomb is practically proved to have been erected

to the memory of Thomas Thurland, a merchant prince, and his

wife, who resided at Thurland Hall in this parish and were buried

in this church. He founded a county family, the last member of

which came under the displeasure of Lord Cecil, the great minister

of Queen Elizabeth, as a dangerous papist at the time of the

Babington conspiracy.

Another beautiful but unknown altar tomb stood detached in the

centre of the north transept. Its mutilated recumbent etfigy is now
in the north aisle, after enduring years of exposure in the churchyard
and in the vicar's garden. It was specially noticed in its perfect

state by Ur. Richard Pocoek, Bishop of Meath, when he visited this

church in May, 1751, and made a drawing of the remarkable

headdress of the figure.

The first and second Earls of Clare, who figured on the side of

the King in the Civil Wai", are buried in the east side of the i^outh

transept. Their great tomb, placed north and south, with its urn
and four obelisks, is gone, and the inscribed panels now fixed as

tablets on the immediate east wall.

The chancel is the burial-place of the Right Hon. Chambre,
Earl of Meath, 1715, and of the Hon. Margaret Middleton, a

descendant of the great Sir Hugh Middleton ; she lived on an annuity

from the New River Company, and died in 1778, aged one

hundred years.

The font bears an inscription in Greek, readable backwards and
forwards, translated, "Wash away thy sin, wash not thy face only."

The west end of the church was entirely rebuilt in 1725, in the

classic style. The arcades give evidence that the old front was
leaning or falling westwaid. This endured to my time, and was
taken down in the middle of the last century, and the present west

end, as a restoration of the original one, dates from that period.

The vaulting of the tower is a construction designed by ^Ir,

Stretton, a local ai'chitect, and carried out in lath-and-i)laster,

about 1820.

I wish, in conclusion, to draw attention to a remarkable earthen-

ware headstone that has stood near the north-west corner of this

church for nearly two hundred years, and is as fresh and sharp in its

lettering as on the day it was fixed. It has been made in two halves

and pres.sed together. Horizontal lines were drawn across the

surface, as on a school slate, and the block letters were rudely

impreesed in the face of the plastic body. It is possibly the work of
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a potter of the old town, and is, T believe, the only example of the
kind in England. The date is 1714.

Mr. MiCKLETHVNAiTE said that the church was a fine specimen of a
parish church of Henry Vll.'s time, and was built about the year
1500.

St. Peter's Church was next visited, and here Mr. Robert Evans
acted as guide. In the course of his remarks he said :

It is to be regretted that there are so few records existing
relating to this interesting church, one of tlie three churches of the
three parishes of Nottingham. It is evident, from what can now be
seen, that a much older building existed on this site. I refer chiefly

to the south arcade, which is of thirteenth century work. Note the
second pier from the west, which is a massive piece of masonry.
From this point i-emains of a screen were found during the recent
renewals of the floor; the remains were stumps of the main posts of

the screen. The remaining piers of the soiith arcade are of

characteristic detail and good proportions. Turning to the northern
arcade, several changes have been made. The Early English work
has disappeared, and some late fourteenth century work is substituted

;

this, again, has been mutilated by the erection of a gallery, extending
over the whole of the north aisle and across the west end of the

nave; it was removed in 1884. The clearstory windows are of a
debased character, the former ones being traceried of fifteenth

century date. The nave roof is a fine example of the period. It is

said that the Strelleys, an old Dei'byshire and Notts, famil}-, were
chiefly concerned in bearing the cost of this work, during the lifetime

of Archbishop Kemp. Sir Robert Strelley married Isabella, a

daughter of the house of Kemp. She died in March, 1488. The roof

of the south aisle is of similar detail. Perhaps one of the most
interesting discoveries recently made was the staircase to the rood loft.

When some rather loose masonry was removed, some of the upper and
lower steps were found intact. The intermediate steps have been

supplied as now seen. To the left on the top landing is a large altar

slab set up on end, having five incised crosses. In the tower there is a

well constructed groined ceiling; over the opening in the centre is a

covering on which is depicted the emblem of St. Peter, viz., the

cross keys and the head of a pastoral staff. A few remains of mural

decoration, chiefly lettering, are to be seen on the wall at the east

and of the south aisle. Deering records that about 1731) a vault was

being formed at the east end of the north aisle for the Smith family,

when a stone coffin was found, and also an encaustic tile bearing the

symbols of St. Peter and St. Paul. The bones found in this excava-

tion wei^e believed to bo those of John de Plumptree, founder of the

hospital bearing that name. The present chancel is, as will be seen, a

modern restoration. The chancel of the old church was destroyed

during the civil wars at the time when Colonel Hutchinson was

Governor of Nottingham Castle. Another chancel was built soor,

after, the north and south walls projecting inAvards and partly

covering the piers of the great arch, and the ceiling coming nearly

as low down as the pier caps; and when this building was removed

the foundations of the original chancel were discovered and the

present walls erected thereon. The Spiritual Court of the arch-

deaconry was held up to a recent period at the Avestern end of tiie
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south aisle. This court was formerly held in the chapel of All

Saints on the site of the present vestry. Of the tablets or monu-
ments there is but little to be said. Amongst them will be found

one to William Cressey, a judge of the King's Bench, Ireland, who
died in 1645; one to William Ayscough, 1719, of whom Deering says

that he first introduced printing into Nottingham in 1710. In the

restoration of the floor of the church a few years ago many incised

slabs were found covering vaults and gi-aves. A careful plan of these

was made, and a copy for reference now hangs in the vestry. The
dates on the old bells were 1672, 1666, 1635, 1685. These bells

have been recast since 1780. The sacramental plate is not very
ancient, bnt quite worthy of inspection. This reminds me that

aboiit twenty-three years ago my late friend, George Freeth,

informed me that he had seen a document by which, in May,
7 Ed. VI., John Colinson, then Mayor, Sir G. Clifton, and other

King's Commissioners delivered " to Nicholas Cooke, pai'son of the

'•parish church of St. Peter, Nottingham, and Thomas Goldiynge
' and Richard Burton, churchwardens, two chalices, one gilt, the other
" parcel gylte with two pattens for the same for the administration of
" the Holy Communion, and also five bells of one accord and a saint's
" bell all hanging in the steeple of the same church with a clock in
" the same, to be safely kept employed, uneinbesilled and unsold,
" until the King's majestie's pleasure." There are some interesting

records of the Guild of St. Mary and St. George, date about 1440,
chiefly accounts of the Guild ; these can be seen in the vestry.

Leaving St. Peter's, a short walk up Houndsgate, passing the

charming early^ eighteenth century buildings of Collins's Hospital,

brought the members to the castle, where, on the upper terrace, close

to the fine seventeenth century mansion of the Dukes of Newcastle,
which was burnt in the riots of 1831, and now in its restored

condition serves as the Art Gallery and Museum of the city, Mr.
EiiANUKL Gi;ei:x, F.S.A., gave an account of the history of the site

and the buildings which formerly stood on it, down to their

destruction in 1651. Mr. Green's paper is printed at p. 365. The
day's work ended with a visit to the caves in the Hermitage grounds,
by the kind permission of Mrs. Leavers, who also most hospitably

provided tea for the members. The caves, of which there are

many in Nottingham, are cut in an outlying spur of the soft local

stone, which reaches its highest point in the castle rock. The stone
weathers very badly, and the exposed parts of the caves are steadily

worn away; engravings of compai-atively recent date show how much
has gone within the last fifty- yeai's. The Hermitage caves contain no
features to which a precise date can be assigned ; one of them has
been a pigeon-houee, and several have circular shafts in the roof,

Avhich have at some time been used as chimneys, but may originally

have been entrances. Local traditions see churches, and even
monastic houses, in their remains.

In the evening a meeting was held in the Exchange Council
Room, Ur. James Gow, headmaster of the Nottingham Grammar
School, and headmaster elect of Westminster School, in the chair.

Mr. Arthur F. Lkach, M.A., F.S.A.,gave an account of the ancient
schools of Nottinghamshire, with special reference to those of
Southwell, Newark, and Nottingham. He said that it was not now
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necessary to aio-ue against the prevalent idea tliat all schools lit'^'an

in tlie reign of Edward VI. Grammar schools wei-c, of course,
plentiful before that time, and their origin was the ('hnreh. Tliere
were grammar schools at Canterbury within fifty years of the coming
of Augustine. Early schools were by no means necessarily connected
with monasteries ; there were plenty of monastic schools, l)ut the
monks did not care for the introduction of outsiders to their houses.
The collegiate church at Soutliwcll, being ])ractically one of the
four cathedrals of the archbishop of York, was by canon law
obliged to keep a grammar school, ar.d the official charged with the
maintenance of the school was called a chancellor. Newark School
was first mentioned in 1238, although it was usually considered to

have been founded in 1530. Schoolmasters in early times seemed to

have been chosen young; it Avas a very rare thing to find a man
over thirty appointed to a school. The method of teaching was not
in the direction of "sparing the rod," but on the other hand parents
sometimes complained of the number of " remedies," t.e. holidays,

allowed. The ordinary pay of a grammar school master was £10.
Southwell School was not abolished by Edward VI., as it had
previously surrendered to Henry VIII., and had been by him re-

established on his own foundation. Newark School was enriched
and enlarged by an additional income of £42 in 1530, which was to

be devoted to the maintenance of two honest secular priests, the one
to teach grammar, the other jjlainsong, pricksong and descant. The
earliest reference to Nottingham Grammar School was in 1382. In
1401 the head-master, Robert Fole, sued a parent for payment of

school fees at the rate of eightpence per quarter, Mr. Leach con-

cluded with a reference to the meaning of the term " fx-ee " as

applied to schools, giving it as his opinion that a free school was
obviously one in which no fees were charged.

A paper by the Rev. Canon Ravex, D.L>., F.S.A., on " The Church
Bells of Nottinghamshire," was taken as read, owing to the lateness

of the hour. It will be printed in the Journal.

Wednesday, July 24th.

A special train started at 9.30 for Southwell, which was reached

at 10 o'clock, and a short walk uphill brought the members to the

ruined building on the south side of the Minster, known as the

Episcopal Palace, btit more correctly the Manor House of the

Archbishops of York. In the fifteenth century hall on the first floor

the Rev. R. F. Sjjith gave an account of the Iniilding and its

restoration by the late Bishop Trollope. Enough remains to show
that the Manor House consisted of a quadrangular court with

buildings on all four sides, having turrets projecting from the outer

walls on the east and south. There seems to be no work earlier than

the fifteenth century. At the north-east angle are the ruins of the

chapel, its eastern gable retaining part of a traceried window. There

are some remains of the great hall, to the south of the building now
known as the hall, and formerly in all probability the great chamber.

The Minster was next visited, under the guidance of the Rev.

G. M. LiVETT, who first led the party to the west of the church. He
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said there would perhaps be a difference of opinion as to what the

effect of the restoration of the spires on the western towers might be

from an aesthetic point of view. These towers were placed in a

normal position for a Norman church, although not the only position,

and thej became more ornate as the eye ascended. Thei'e ought to

be no windows in the lower stage, and those that were there were

Bot even a restoration, but an insertion without any authority

Avhatever. Two beautiful windows were inserted in that position in

the fourteenth century, that on the north being removed early in

the last century when it was thought the towers were coming to

grief. The other window was removed between the years 1840 and

1850, and at that time the custodians of this noble fabric thought

they would like to put in Norman windows to imitate ihose on

the otter side. A peculiar difference in the arcading was pointed

out in the topmost stage but one. After going round the outside

of the church, and noting among other things the twelfth century

detail re-used to make out the string course broken into by the

fifteenth century north aisle windows, the alterations of design in

the late thirteenth century work at the west of the chapter-house,

the traces of the oi^iginal east gable, the remains of the twelfth

century south transept apse, and the site of Booth's chapel, destroyed

in 1847, the members entered the nive by the west doorway, and
Mr. Livett gave a concise account of the history of the church and
the constitution of the chapter. On reaching the north transept,

Mr. J. T. MiCKLETHWAiTE Called attention to the remarkable alabaster

effigy of Archbishop Sandys, who died in 1588. In spite of the fact

that he was a Puritan of the severest type, he appears on his tomb,

formerly in the presbytery, with cassock, girded albe, a chasuble

with very long train behind, which must have been carried by an
attendant, and a doctor's hood over all.

Mr. Peers remarked on a roughly cut baluster shaft, of Saxon date,

standing in the north-west corner of the transept, and pointed out

that the carved lintel over the doorway of the stair close by was in

all probability a twelfth century tympanum re-used. After a visit to

the well-known chapterhouse, Mr. Livett concluded an admirable and
lucid account with some remarks on the choir and presbytery, and a

discussion arose as to the eastern termination of the twelfth century

church. This is generally assumed to have been square, but Mr.
Harold Bkakspear contended that the evidence upon which this

•conclusion is based would equally apply to a sleeper wall to take the

gable, and that traces of an apse might be found to the east of this

wall if looked for.

After lunch at the " Saracen's Head," carriages started in a steady

downpour of rain which lasted for the rest of the day, and drove to

Thurgarton Priory, where the Rev. J. Staxdish, and after him Mr.

Hope, gave an account of the history and remaining buildings.

The priory was founded about 1130 by Roger Deincourt for

Augustiniau canons, but nothing earlier than the thirteenth

century remains. To this date belongs what is left of the church,

namely, the three western bays of the nave and the northern of two
western towers, as well as the subvault of the western range of the

•conventual buildings, now covered by the palace of the Bishop of

.Southwell, built in 1777. The church was repaired in 1854, when
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the present noi-tli aisle was added and the chancel rebuilt with a
certain amount of old work. The sedilia are three old stalls from
the monastic choir, and the altar slab is ancient. By the kind
permission of the Bishop of Southwell, the membois were enabled to

see the remains of the western range, now forming cellars to the
palace, after which the drive was continued to Nottingliam,
At the evening meeting, Mr. E. W. Brabrook being in the chair,

the Rev. A. D. Hill read the following paper on " Some Ancient
Carved Stones in Calverton Church, Notts "

:

The church of St. Wilfred, Calverton, appears to have been
entirely rebuilt in the thirteenth or fotii-teenih century out of old
material, and consists of a chancel, a nave of the somewhat unusual
form of a wide parallelogram 42 feet 8 inches long and 87 feet

2 inches wide, of one span and with no traces of any arcades, and
a western tower forming the only entrance to the chnrch.

The chancel arch is not in the centre of the east wall of the nave,

but about 5 feet nearer to the north side. It is a plain thirteenth

•century arch of two chamfered orders, but it rests on older jambs of

Norman work with triple-grouped shafts, the easternmost shaft

forming a respond imbedded in the chancel wall. TheAvidth between
the jambs is 14 feet 4 inches, which with the non-central position of

the arch seems to suggest that it has been widened northwards.
The abacus is square, with a hollow chamfer beneath. The long

•capitals are irregularly fluted and ornamented with volutes, between
which on the north side there is a small square panel with incised

sculpture which 1 shall describe fully hereafter.

The walls of the nave have been refaced externally above the lower

courses and finished off with a battleraented parapet at a late period
;

and no doorways or windows remain of the older work, excepting a

Norman double roll moulded arch rebuilt inside one of the belfry

windows, as the church received its final embellishment of a complete

set of round-headed windows in 1763. A porch, organ chamber and
muUioned windows were added to the nave in 1881 and 1889.

In the chancel walls and lower courses of the nave the worked
surface of Norman stones is to be seen, and a number of stones with

incised patterns of the older work have been re-used in various places.

Of these re-used stones the most interesting are to be found high

up in the third stage of the tower, imbedded as a horizontal course in

the inner face of the west wall, and bearing representations of the

various occupations of the months of the year.

Despised by the re-builders, one at least of the masons at work

upon the church felt a tender regard for these old carved stones, for

he has built into his work, where few Avould see and none would

injure them, eight of the pictured representations which perhaps had

served to instruct his dull wit and inspii-e his strong right hand in

the old church of his boyhood. Seven of these stones are voiissoir-

shaped, and must have formed part of a band of ornament 9 inches

wide on the architrave of an arch with a radius of about 5 feet to

their outer edge. The eighth stone has parallel sides, and may have

formed part of a vertical continuation of the same band down the

jambs of the arch. A ninth stone, also rectangular, is to be seen near

the ground in the outer north side of the tower. Each panel has its

own border, and a semi-circular arch of the above dimensions world
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o-ive room for the twelve moutlis with interspaces which may have

borne the sigfns of the zodiac, as in the Norman porch of St. Margaret's,

York, in which, I may add, there is evidence of a thirteenth month,

according to the Saxon calendar in common nse at that period.

Similar representations are to be fonud upon three sides of a stone

font at Burnham Deepdale in Norfolk, Archaeologia, X (1792), at

St. Evroult, Montfort ; and also upon a leaden font at Brookland,

Kent, described in Arch. Jour., VI (1849), and again beautifully

illustrated in an article on leaden fonts by Dr. Fryer in

Vol. LVII (1900). The whole subject of mediaeval representations

of the months and seasons has been exhaustively treated by Mr.

James Fowler in Archaeologia, XLIV.
TheCalverton stones afford but an incomplete series of the months,

but the resemblance to the smaller figures on the fonts is so

remarkable that there can be little doubt that they are of the same
period and may probably be referred to Bome common origin such as

the Anglo-Saxon calendars. This resemblance enables us to identify

the subjects before us.

No. 1, January, is represented by a man seated at a trestle table

which groans beneath the good cheer of a boar's head and a goose on

flat round dishes, a loaf, and a flagon curiously inadequate to

replenish the enormous drinking horn which the feaster holds in his

right hand. His left arm rests on the table, and the hand holds a

knife. His hawk, which I take to be an indication of rank, stands

on the edge of the table. (Plate I.)

No. 2, February, chill and raw, is humorously illustrated by a man
in a hooded cloak and sleeved tunic, seated on a low chair with

scroll back and arms, and sti'elching out his left hand and heavily

booted feet to the warmth of a crackling fire kindled out-of-doors

beneath a tree, evidently an evergreen. His favourite bird is also

enjoying the blaze regardless of the danger to his feathers. (Plate I.)

No. 3.—Here is a man engaged in pruning a tree or vine with a

large knife. At Brookland this subject is allotted to March, and at

Burnham to April. In these agricultural subjects we no doubt see

the Saxon labourers of the country at work.

No. 4.—This is a man holding in both hands an implement which

may be a hoe or a crook stick, which he seems to be using among
growing crops. At first this was supposed to represent ploughing, but

on cleaning away some mortar the upi-ight portion appeared to

repi'esent a plant. In the Burnham figure for June we have a man
engaged in weeding with two sticks, the one in the left hand having

a crook, an operation which is seen again, among thistles, in fifteenth

century stained glass in the Mayor's parlour at Leicester.

No. 5, August, is represented by a man stripped to the waist

reaping corn with a sickle. A neatly banded sheaf stands upright

behind him. We may notice the broad-brimmed hat, similar to those

worn in the summer months of July and August by mower and
reaper on the Brookland font. (Plate I.)

Nos. 6 and 7.—These two stones, each containing a separate panel,

seem nevertheless to belong to a single month, September, and
represent two men threshing corn with flails.

No. 8.—This is a larger rectangular stone 9 inches by 13 inches

which does not fit into the series of months and which 1 suggest may
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have belonged to tlie vertical band on the jamb. It is divided into
two panels by a hoi-izontal lino. TIic upper compartment shows a
knight on horseback holding the reins in one hand and stretching out
the other with his hawk on it. A similar subject is taken for May in

the Brookland series, while in the Anglo-Saxon calendar figured in

Strutt's Manners and Gnstoms (Vol. I, PI. X, XII) hawking is attri-

buted to October. The lower compartment represents a dog, the
body like a greyhound, with a long tufted tail and a large head. It

has a hare or rabbit in its mouth.
No. 9.—This stone, being in the outer face of the wall, is so much

weather-worn that its subject is nearly indistinguishable. It is

about 9 inches by 10 inches and probably belonged, like the last,

to the jamb. Two figures facing each other with outstretched arms
appear to be i-aising something between them, which might, however,
be a third figure at a higher level. It may represent the Ascension
of our Lord, though it hardly seems to me to be intended for a
religious subject. It bears a certain amount of resemblance to a
small tablet inserted twice above the arcading in the Brookland
font, said by Dr. Fryer to represent the Resurrection.

While these ancient carvings have passed an obscure existence

in the tower for the last 600 years, there is another within the
church which was long I'egarded as an object of special veneration,

antil the kindly veil of whitewash came to presei've it, forgotten

but uninjured, to the present time. The Rev. W. T. Smith, vicar

of Calverton, to whose courtesy and interest in these ancient features

of his chui'ch I owe much of this paper, discovered it in 1874 on
removing the whitewash from the capital of the north pier of the
chancel ai'ch. (Plate II.)

The sculpture consists of a small panel about 3 inches by 4 inches

containing a three-quarter length figure of a bearded bishop, seated,

as shown by the folds of drapery over the kuees, wearing a mitre,

short and broad, and holding a pastoral staff, surmounted by a cross,

in his left hand, while the right hand is raised with three fingers

extended in benediction. On his left is a small naked figure,

standing, with crossed arms, representing a recently baptized

convert.

The capital has been partly cut away close to the edge of the panel

for the insertion of a support to a rood beam, in such a way as to

avoid injury to the panel and to leave it quite visible from the nave.

I am told that an old description of Calverton Church states that

on the north pier is a small inlet tablet traditionally said to be a

contemporary portrait of St. Wilfred. Also that in a fifteenth

century will a special bequest was made to the church in its

honour, references which I have not yet been able to vei'ify.

The little figure of the baptized convert may suggest that the

bishop is Paulinus, whose numerous baptisms in the neighbouring

Trent are well known ; but tradition is the best guide, and I have no

doubt that St. Wilfred is intended, the great church builder but

stormy prelate in whose name this church is dedicated, and who was

consecrated Bishop of Yoi-k in 664, and died Bishop of Hexham in

709. This little effigy has thus been the means of preserving not

only his memory but an actual portion of the stately Norman church

which bore his name.
2 H
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Mr. W. H. St. John Hope read a. paper on " Alabaster," dealing Avitb

its early working in England, with special reference to the great

school of " kervera " at Nottingham. He said that there existed

several well defined groups of effij^ies which appeared to radiate from
a common centre, for example the series of kniglitly figures with
orles round the bascinet, which were to be connected with the work
of Thomas Prentjs and Robert Sutton of Chellaston, " kervers," who
made the Green tomb at Lowick, Northants, in 1419, and the same
craftsmen were probably the makers of the Arundel tomb at Arundel
and that of Henry IV. and his Queen at Canterbury. He thought
that for the present it might be assumed that the majority of the
early alabaster monuments in the country Avere worked at Chellas-

ton, in Derbyshire, the site of the principal mediaeval alabaster

quarries, but that the smaller statues and panels were the work of the
" alablaster men " of Nottingham and York. Their works were well

known, not only in their native land, but also on the continent. A
class of alabaster carvings which could with great probability be
attributed to Nottingham workmen were the St. John's Heads,
several examples of which were exhibited in illustration of the paper,

one of them, kindly lent by the Curator of the Leicester Museum,
being in its original painted oak case. Other specimens of alabaster

work were shown, including three fine figures found on the site of

Flawford Church, whose history was given as follows^ :

In the year 1779, whilst workmen were employed in taking up
the chancel floor, three very fine effigies were discovered hidden
beneath the pavement. These effigies, which had doubtless been
concealed by some pious Churchmen at the time of the Reformation,
or more probably at an even later period, to save them from the

fanatical zeal of the local iconoclasts, were in a good state of preser-

vation. One of them represents St. Peter, the patron saint of

Flawford Church, with his right hand raised in the act of benediction

and holding in his left hand the model of a cruciform church. Upon
his head is a triple crown, and over his right arm hang the two
keys. At his right side kneels a small figure, from the mouth of

which a label originally proceeded, bat this has been broken off.

The small figure holds in its hands the model of a church, and was
probably intended for the founder of the church, who is thus repre-

sented as committinof the edifice to the care of St. Peter. The fiorure

of St. Peter measures about 2 feet 8 inches in height, and has
evidently been richly coloured and gilded. Another of the effigies

represents the Virgin Mary, with a crown upon her head, and with
the infant Saviour in her arms. This was the first of the three

Avhich was discovered and was unfortunately slightly mutilated
by the workmen. This figure measures about 2 feet 4 inches in

height. The third effigy represents a bishop in full episcopal vest-

ments, with a mitre upon his head and a pastoral staff in his left

hand, his right hand being raised in benediction. This is the largest

of the three, measuring 3 feet 2 inches in height. It has been con-

jectured by some to represent either St. Paulinus, St. John of

Beverley, or St. William of York, and by others to have been
St. Thomas a'Becket ; but as the vestments appear to be those of a

' From the Mellqvary, July, 1874.
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bishop rather than an archbishop (tlio pall being absent) it is more
probablo that it was intended for Robert Martell, 13ishop of Dunblane,
though it is difficult to understand why this effigy should have been
more conspicuous than those of the Virgin and Cliihl or of St. Peter,
the patron saint of the church. The spot where these effigies were
discovered was immediately beneath the place where the altar had
stood.

As an illustration of the extent of the alabaster industry, a photo-
graph was shown of a fine and well preserved reredos of fifteenth
century English work, now in a church in Iceland. It contained
seven panels of the Passion and Resurrection, fi-amed in the original
woodwork.

Thursday, July 25th.

This was a thoroughly wet day from stai-t to finish, but in spite of
the weather a full muster started in brakes from the " George

"

Hotel at 9.15. Wollaton Hall was the first item on the programme,
and the members were received with the utmost kindness by Lord
and Lady Middleton, who threw open for their inspection the whole
of the house and grounds. After a preliminary tour through the
various rooms, in which Lady Middleton herself most kindly acted as
guide, a halt was made in the great hall, and Mr. J. A. Gotch,
P.S.A., read a paper on the house and its history, which is printed
at p. 435.

The annexed list of the fine collection of pictures, and of the
armoinal shields on the roof of the great hall, has been kindly
drawn up by Lord Hawkesbury, as a memorial of the visit of the
Institute.

Catalogue of the Pictures at Wollatox Hall, Notts., as

REARRANGED BY THE PRESENT LORD AND LaDY MiDDLETON.

Great Hall.

North Side. Upper Itoxv.

1. A Herdsman and his Flock. By Rosa di Tivoli.

2. An Italian Kitchen. By Rosa di Tivoli.

3. Horses and Cattle. By Rosa di Tivoli.

Under Bow.

1. Lions Disputing Possession of a Deer. By Rubens.

N.B.—This picture was at Middleton and went with Lady
Middleton, widow of the fourth Lord, to Shipley.

2. Sir Francis Willoughby, first Baronet. By Sir Peter Lely.

3. Cassandra Willoughby, sister of the first Baronet and of the

first Lord Middleton and who married her first cousin the

Duke of Chandos as his second wife. Sir Peter Lely (school ofJ.

4. Hunting a Wild Boar. By Snyders.

East End. Upper Bow.

1. Neptune and Venus. By Luca Giordano.

2. Jupiter and Europa. By Luca Giordano.

2 H 2
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Under liotv.

1. Sir Hug-h Willoughby, tlie Ai-ctic Navigutor.

2. Market Scene, Fi-uit, Fish, etc., and a Lady. By Sibrechts.

3. Sir Richard Willoughby, Knight, 28 years Lord Chief Justice

temp. Edward III.

South Side. Upper Boio.

1. A Pastoral Scene, Sheep, etc. By Rosa di Tivoli.

2. Hunting the Wolf. By Snyders.

3. A Pastoral Scene, Shepherds and Cattle. By Rosa di Tivoli.

N.B.—These three pictures were purchased by Henry,
fifth Lord Middleton, from Mr. Harrison of Walworth for

d6500. They -were supposed to have been brought from Italy

by Mr. Jennings, who had the title of Count de Walworth.
Mr. Jennings sold Walworth to j\Ir. Stevenson, from whom
Mr. Harrison bouglit it. The pictures were in the drawing-

room.

Under Hoio.

1. Hunting a Wild Boar. By Snydei-s.

2. Portrait of Sir Francis Willoughby, Knight, who built Wollaton
Hall, 1580-88. Over the fireplace.

3. Wollaton House, painted in 1695. By Sibrechts.

West End.

1. Hunting a Wild Boar. By A. Hondius (?).

2. Hunting a Bear. By A. Hondius (?).

On Easels at West End.

1. Henry, fifth Lord Middleton, painted in Italy by L. G. Blanchet,
Rome, 1754.

2. A Boy in Blue (temp. George II.), supposed to be a Pierrepoint,

bought in Nottingham by Lord and Lady Middleton, May,
1889.

Saloox.

N.B.—Besides the pictures there are various sketches and
engravings in this room.

East End.

Over the door leading to the staircase.

1. Elizabeth, wife of Sir Francis Willoughby, Knight, who built

Wollaton, and daughter of Sir J. Littleton, of Frankley. By
Zucchero.

2. Henrietta Maria, Queen of King Charles I. On small panel near

the fireplace. By Van Dyck.
3. King Charles I. on horseback. By Van Dyck.
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Over the recess near the little window.

4. Sir Francis Willouyliby, Knight, tlie hailder of Wollaton. By
Zucchero,

N.B.—Sir Francis died in London and was buried in

St. Giles's Church Without Crijiplegate.

Underneath in the above-mentioned recess are sixteen small chalk or

pastel drawings of family portraits.

Toj) row :

—

1. An Old Lady.
2. Letitia, Lady Wendy of Wendy.
3. A Man unknown.
4. A Lady unknown.
5. Sir Francis Willoughby, builder of Wollaton.
6. An Old Lady.
7. Sir Percival Willoughby.
8. Bridget, wife of Sir Percival Willoughby.
9. Sir Christopher Willoughby (?), Lord Chief Justice temp.

Henry VIII.
10. Lady Cassandra Ridgeway, daughter of Thomas, first Earl of

Londonderry, and wife of Sir F. Willoughby.
11. Man in red unknown.
12. Elizabeth Littleton, wife of Sir Francis Willoughby, the builder

of Wollaton.
13. Letitia, Lady Wendy (?).

14. Sir Francis Willoughby the Naturalist's father,

15. Child unknown.'
16. Boy unknown.^

South Wall.

1. Small landscape.

2. Boy in red with a Dog (a young prince of Bavaria).

West End.

1. Letitia Willoughby, Lady Wendy.
2. King William 111. By Sir Peter Lely.

3. Thomas, fourth Lord Middleton, full lengtli, standing in his

coronation robes and an embroidered coat and waistcoat under-

neath (all still at Wollaton). By Romney.
4. Henry Willoughby, son of Sir Percival and Bridget Willoughby.

5. Queen Mary II., wife of William 111. By Sir Peter Lely.

North Wall.

1. Sir Percival Willoughby (over door leading into the passage

under the gallery). By C. Jansen.

In the background of this picture is a ship with a Latin

motto signifying " Lost by words, not winds or waves," which

* These two children are thought to be the two sons of Francis Willoughby the

Naturalist.
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is supposed to refer to his having been mined by Uiwsuits,

contesting the iinjust will of his father-in-law, Sir Francis

Willoughby, who built Wollaton, and who lived just one year

too long, re-marrying in his dotage a young wife, who
prevailed on him to make a will leaving her the greatest part

of his Nottingliamshire estates, and from some extraordinary

circumstances attending his death it was universally believed

tbat he was poisoned.

2. Thomas, first Lord Middleton, full length, standing, in his

coronation robes and crimson velvet coat and breeches, which
are still at Wollaton in a chest in the Prospect-Room. By
Sir G. Kneller.

3. Elizabeth, wife of the first Lord Middleton, and eldest daughter
and coheiress of Sir Richard Rothwell, of Stapleford and
Ewerby, Lincolnshire, Bt., full length. By Sir Gr. Kneller.

Below is a silhouette of Georgiana Chadwick, wife of Thomas,
fourth Lord Middleton, who afterwords married Edward Miller

Mundy, of Shipley, and by him was mother of the Duchess of

Newcastle, wife of the fourth Duke.

4. Bridget, eldest daughter and coheiress of Sir Francis
Willoughby, the builder of Wollaton, and wife of Sir

Percival Willoughby, which marriage united the houses of

Eresby and Wollaton. By C. Jansen.
5. Francis, second Lord Middleton, full length, standing, in

coronation robes and an embroidered coat and waistcoat
underneath, which are still at Wollaton. By Sir Joshua
Reynolds.

DINING-ROOM.

East Side.

1. Hon. Rothwell Willoughby.
2. Francis, thii-d Lord Middleton. By Sir J. Reynolds.
3. Sir Thomas Wendy.
4. A Lady in a Fish Market. By Palamedes.
5. Wollaton. View from Lenton Gate. By Sibrechts.
6. Thought to be Sir Francis Willoughby.
7. Francis Willoughby the Naturalist.

8. Hon. Robert Ridgeway, infant brother of Lady Cassandra.
9. Captain Sir Nisbet Josiah Willoughby, C.B.H., R.N. (over the

fireplace). By Barber of Nottingham.
10. Lady Wendy.
11. Man unknown.
12. Lady unknown.
13. Man unknown,
14. Lady unknown.
15. Henry, fifth Lord Middleton (over door).
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South End.

16. Sir Francis Willougliby.

17. Man unknown (not a Willougliby).

18. Middleton Hall, Warwickshire.
19. Lady Cassandra Willoughby (in black), Avife of Sir Francis

Willoughby and daughter of the Earl of Londonderry.
20. A Boy unknown, thougiit to be brother to No. 12.

West Side.

21. Henry, sixth Lord Middleton. By Barber of Nottingham.
22. A Party saying Grace. By Heeniskeerk.
23. Digby, seventh Lord Middleton. By Barber of Nottingham,
24. Lady unknown.

North End. Alcove.

2.5. Fruit with a Buimnch.
2G. Dead Game, Lobsters, etc. By Snyders.
27. Alchemist. By Teniers.

28. Fruit with a Monkey and Parrot.

29. Fruit market.

Library.

North End.

1. A Lady in blue, unknown.
2. Landscape.

East Side.

S. Lord Strafford.

4. Man unknown.

West Side.

5. Lady in black, unknown.
6 to 12. Seven other pictures not family portx'aits.

18. Mrs. Winstanley (in pink).

South Staircase.

1. The Park.

2. Boys eating Hasty Pudding. By Sibrechts, after Murillo (?).

3. View of the River Trent. By Sibrechts.

4. Henry, fifth Lord Middleton, his wife and three childi-en.

5. Sea piece (over door at top).

6. Two Park-keepers at Woliaton. By Barber.

7. Sea piece (over door at top of stairs).

8. Henry, sixth Lord Middleton, in coronation robes. By Barber,

after Romney.
9. Lord Howe's Victory, 1st June.

10. Old Lady in grey. An early Kneller.

In the DRAWiN(i-Roo.\r, one picture. By Fran/. Floris (?).
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North Staircase.

The CeiUtig.

Prometheus stealing fii-e from Heaven in presence of the gods and
goddesses, who express their amazement at his sacrilege. By Verrio.
On the left side is Minerva, on the right, Prometheus is accom-

panied by the nymphs and a sylvan god with the Vulture—Jupiter.

The painting on this staircase was done in the minority of the son
of Francis Willoughby the Naturalist, and it is supposed that the
painter was Verrio. The two boys attending the sacrifice represent
the portraits of the Naturalist's two sons.

It was restored by Henry, sixth Lord Middleton, at a cost of £300.
Mr. Reinagle, R.A., was the artist employed.

Entrance Hall.

1. Achilles discovered in a female dress at the court of Lycomedes
by Ulysses. Said to be by Rubens.

2, A Scripture piece. By Rubens (?).

These two were bought at a sale in Dublin in 1833.

Twelve pictures in a small bedroom, three in another bedroom,
and one (a portrait of a man unknown) in a dressing-room near the
north-east coi-ner of the house.

Coats-of-Arms on the Corbels supporting the Roof of the
Great Hall at Wollaton;

East End.

1. Willoughby of Wollaton, or on two bars gules three water
bougets argent two and one.

2. Freville, or a cross patonce gules.

3. Marmion, vair a fesse gules fretty or.

4. Kilpeck, sahle a sword argent (elsewhere blazoned gules a sword
argent hilted and pommelled or).

5. Montfort, bendy of ten or and azure.

6. De la Plaunche, argent billetee sahle a lion rampant of the same.
7. Haversham, az7ire a fesse between six crosses crosslet argent.

8. Buttetort, or a saltire sahle.

9 Bendy of ten or and azure a canton ermine.

10 Quarterly or and gules a bend gules.

11. Somerey, or two lions passant azure.

12. Zouche, gides ten bezants 4, 3, 2, 1.

1.3. Fillioll, vair on a canton g^lles a cross patonce or (or moline ?).

14. Brewes, aziire crusily and a lion rampant or.

15 Argent three fountains or and azure two and one.

16. Field, azure a fesse or between three eagles displayed argent.

Over the entrance door on the north side are two shields bearing
the arms and quarterings of the builder of Wollaton and his wife
Elizabeth Littleton, of which engravings are given in Thoroton.
On the south front is an inscription giving the date of the building
of the house.
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On the chairs in the hall are the avnas of Sir Henry Willouf^hby
of Wollaton (father of the builder), with thirteen quarterings
impaling Grey, quarterly of eight.

The following memoranda are written on the first page of an old
book of homilies (The Works of Joseph Hall, Bishop of Exeter
1628):—

" Lettice Willughby borne att Middelton the Seaventh
day of March, on the yeare of our Lord God

1627 . about five of the clocke in

the afternoone."

" Katherine Willughby borne att Middelton the
forth of Novembei', In the yeare of our Lord
God . 1630 . about Six of the ciocke at night."

" Cap*^™ Francis Willughby was borne att

Middelton, on Sunday, about six of the clocke
in the morning beeing the twoo and twentith

of November, Anno Domini, 1635."

In a Prayer Book dated 1642, on the inner side of the cover is

written :

—

" Emma Willughby."

And opposite is written :

—

" ffrancis Willughby
Borne in the yellow
chamber at Middleton
Hall between two and
three of the clocke

on Sunday morning the
thirteenth day of September

Anno Domini 1668."

" Cassandra Willughby borne at Middleton in

the chamber over the Kitchen the twenty seaventh
day of Aprill thr: quart'" past nine of the

clocke in the forenoone on Wednesday
Anno Domini 1670."

" Thomas Vv'illughby borne at INfidleton in

the Chamber over the Kitchen the nineth day
of Aprill at a quarter & half past ten of the

clocke at night being Tuesday night in

Anno Domini 1672. Easter weeke."

On next page is written :

—

" My Dearest Mr. Willughby
departed this life y« 3rd of July, 1672."

On the next page opposite the last is written :

—

" It pleased God to take

from me my Dcare Ciiiid

Francis WiUughby y*^^ 14th

day of September, 1688."

On the next page is written in a later hand :

—

" This prayer book belonged to Emma Barnard wife of the
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Natural Pliilosoplier Francis Willougliby of Wollaton. The 3
children mentioned :—the eldest who died at the age of 20 was
Sir Francis Willoughby, Bt., 2 Cassandra who married the
Duke of Chandos, o Sir Thomas Willoughby who was 1st Lord
Middleton, Emma widow of the Philosoplier afterward married
Sir Josiah Child, Bart., by whom she bad 3 children. The eldest

son died young, the 2nd was the 1st Earl Tilney of Wanstead in

Essex."

Wollaton Church was next visited, and here the rector, the Rev.
H. C. Russell, received the pai'ty and gave an account of the build-

ing, pointing out the tablet in the south aisle to Robei't Smithson,
the " architector and surveyor " of Wollaton. Mr, Hope described the

two fine monuments to (1) Sir Richard Willoughby (1471) aud his

wife in the north wall of the chancel, and (2) Sir Henry Willoughby
(1528), whose effigy is surrounded by small figures of his four wives.

Both monuments have a cadaver beneath. In the south chapel is an
eighteenth century marble altar on a framework of wrought iron of

very good design, of much the same date as, and probably originally

belonging to the elaborate panelled altar-piece of oak still in the

chancel of the church. Architecturally the church is of no great

interest; the north nave arcade is poor work of fourteenth century
date, and the nave has been lengthened in the second half of the

fifteenth century and a western tower added, which, reaching to the

boundary of the churchyard, has open arches on north and south to

enable processions to go round the church without having to leave the

churchyard enclosure.

A short drive brought the party to Sandiacre, where, after lunch at

the "Red Lion," the church, which stands on a fine and lofty site to

the north of the village, was visited under the guidance of Mr. Hope.
It has a twelfth century nave with a south doorway, a single window
on each side of the nave, and a fine chancel arch. The western
tower and spire are of the thirteenth century. The chancel is of

good fourteenth century work, perhaps built by Roger de Norburj,
Bishop of Lichfield 1322-1369, who held the prebend of Sandiacre

from 1342 to 1347. All the window tracery and the parapets, etc.,

are new, but are believed to be copies of the old, which were "restored "

in 1864. The sedilia are good examples, with I'ich canopies. A lai'ge

early fourteenth century window has been inserted in the south wall

of the nave to light the nave altars, and in the sixteenth century

a low clearstory was added. The font is of the fifteenth century.

Mr. Hope referred to a scheme which has been proposed for

enlarging the church by adding an aisle or aisles ; but while
admitting the necessity for making room for the parishioners, he
suggested as an alternative the building of a new church nearer to the

town.
Amid a drenching rain, the journey was resumed to Strelley, a brief

halt being made on the way to examine the i-emains of the cross at

Stapleford, a monolith pillar covered with Saxon knotwork and
carving. At Strelley the chief features of the church were pointed

out by Mr. Hope. The lower part of the western tower, of the

thirteenth century, is the oldest portion, the remainder of the church,

consisting of a lofty nave of three bays and a chancel with north and
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south transept-like chapels, having been all rebuilt about 1356,

pei-haps at tlie cost of Sir Samson Strelley, whose alabaster tomb witli

etbgies of himself and lady stanils in tiie middle of the chancel. Early

iu tlie sixteenth century a clearstoiy was added and the tower raised

a stage. The church retains a tine hite rood-screen with the coving

and rafters that carried the rood-loft. On the north of the altar is

an alabaster tomb, with effigies, to Sir John Strelley, oh. 15Ul, and
wife, Sanchia Willoughby, beneath an elaborate stone canopy from the

same hand as one in WoUaton Church. In the chancel floor are

several alabaster slabs and a brass to Sir Robert Strelley {ob. 1487)
and his wife Isabel, sister of Cardinal Kemp.
On leaving the church a very welcome tea was provided at Strelley

Hall by the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Edge, and at half past five the

carriages started on the journey back to Nottingham. The evening

meeting was held in the " George" Hotel on account of the bad weather,

Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite in the chair. Mr. C. K. Pkers, F.S.A., read

a paper on " The Saxon Churches of the St. Pancras Type," which is

printed at p. 402. Mr. W. H. St. John Hope followed with a short

paper on "The Arms of Colchester and Nottingham," printed

at p. 398.

Friday, July 26th.

The General Annual Meeting of the members of the Institute was
held at 10 a.m. in the Exchange Council Room, the President, Sir

Henry Hovvorth, in the chair. The minutes of the last meeting were
read and approved. The balance sheet, printed at p. 449, was taken

as read. The Hon. Secretary then read the report for the past year.

Report of Council for the Year 1900-1901.

The fifty-ninth annual report of the Council on the finances and
affairs of the Institute shows the cash income and expenditure with

progressive improvement. The balance in hand is £190 12s. This

compared with last year presents an apparent decrease, but it will

be seen in the account that a further sum of £200 has been added to

the deposit with the bankers, so that the total shows an increa.se of

£91 16s. The actual cash asset is now £590 12s.

There are no outstanding liabilities and the subscriptions in

arrear are the smallest in amouul ever experienced. The accounts

have been rigidly examined by the chartered accountant and duly

certified. All other services for the management continue to be

honorary.

The membership list shows that nineteen have died, of whom nine

were life members, and five have resigned. Thirteen new annual

subscribers have been elected, thus about equalizing the result as

affecting the income of the Institute.

Of those who have passed away, Mr. Arthur Cates and ^Ir. J.

Park Harrison must be noticed. Mr. Park Harrison was one of the

earliest movers in the revival of the practice of Gothic architecture.
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He was an indefatigable worker and lias contributed often to our
Proceedings.

The members of the Council retiring are Mr. Talfonrd Ely,
Mr. Mill Stephenson, Mr. Wrio^ht Taylor, Mr. Longden, Mr. Day,
Professor Pelrie, Mr. Somers Clarke, and Mr. Wilson. Professor
Boyd Dawkins ceases to be a Vice-President by effluxion of time.

It is proposed that Dr. Robei-t Munro be elected a Vice-President,
and tliat Messrs. Talfourd Ely, Stephenson, Taylor, Longden, and
Wilson be re-elected, and that Messrs. Boyd Dawkins, Auden,
Goolden, and Goddard be added to the Council, and that
Mr. Challenor Smith be elected auditor.

The great loss the nation has sustained by the death of Her
Majesty Queen Victoria was officially noticed by the President and
Council on behalf of the Institute by the presentation of the address
printed in the Journal. The Council has now the honour of placing
on record that His Majesty King Edward VII. has been pleased to
signify his consent to continue the royal patronage and has become
Patron of the Institute.

Acting on the resolution of the last Annual Meeting, the offer of
the books Avas made to and cordially accepted by the Society of
Antiquaries. The Council has resumed possession of the library and
removed it from the custody of University College. Certain delays
in effecting this have hitherto prevented the completion of the full

arrangement, but the matter will be settled at an early date. The
new general index to the first fifty volumes of the Jovrnal is in
hand.

On the motion of the President the report was adopted.
Several suggestions were made as to the place of next year's

meetings, Worcester, Yoi-k, and South Wales being mentioned.
On the proposal of the President a resolution was passed pointing

out the desirability of printing the chartularies of Rufford and
Welbeck Abbeys and the Priory of Newstead.
At 12 o'clock the members started by train for Mansfield, and

after lunch in the Town Hall prepared to start for the drive to

HardAvick Hall, but were delayed half an hour by a tremendous
downpour of rain. Arriving eventually at Kardwick, they were
most courteously received by Lady Louisa Egerton, and assembled in
the great hall to hear a paper by Mr. J. A. Gotch, F.S.A., which is

printed at p. 441. On the conclusion of the paper, the upper rooms,
with their wonderful collection of tapestry, were thrown open for
inspection. A most interesting feature was the chapel, with the
desk hangings made of the orphreys of mediaeval copes, and the
great plaster frieze of the presence chamber, moulded and painted,
was generally admired. Mr. Micklethwaite was of opinion that the
room had once had a moulded plaster ceiling, like that remaining in
the long gallery. A fine alabaster panel of Apollo and the Muses,
with E. R. and the royal arms of England, was considei-ed to be
English by Mr. Hope. After spending some time among the
pictures in the long gallery, the members left the Hall, and with a
passing look at the ruins of the old Hall, which is not many years
older than the present building, drove back to Mansfield, and thence
took the train to Nottingham.

In the evening, Mr. Robert Evans being in the chair, Mr. E. W.
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Brabrook, C.B.,F.S.A.,readapaperon" Robin Hood." He considered
that the claims of Robin to be a real person and not a myth were to

be taken seriously, and that he was boi-n somewhere about 1160.
Ballads of Robin Hood were popular 200 years after this time, if

not earlier, and in the sixteenth century his fame was great and
widely spread.

Saturday, July 27th.

After the heavy rain of Pi'iday the Aveather showed signs of
impi'ovement, and with the exception of a shower on the way to

Newark, Saturday was fine and sunny. Newark was reached at

10 o'clock, by special train, and the castle was visited, with
Mr. John Bilson, F.S.A., as guide. Beginning with the history of

the site, Mr. Bilson said that the earliest record of Newark was
during the reign of Edward the Confessor, when it was given to

Stow, then a newly constituted chux^ch of secular canons, by Leofric

of Mercia and his wife Godiva. Remigius, Bishop of Lincoln, held
the manor at the date of the Domesdav Survey, and his successor,

Robert Bloet, redeemed the lands which had been given to Stow.
Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln 1123-1147, built castles at Sleaford

and Newark, as recorded by William of Malmesbury, who describes

the castle as on the river of Trent ; it is really on the Devon. In
1139 Alexander surrendered the castle to Stephen. In the reign of

John it was held for the King during a siege by the Barons under
Gilbert de Gant, Earl of Lincoln; it was relieved by John himself,

who died here in 1216. In 1217 it was seized by the Barons, but
again surrendered after a siege, and restored to the Bisho])s of

Lincoln. In 1487 Henry VII. was here, on his Avay to Stoke to

attack Lambert Simnel, the pretendea Earl of Warwick. Wolsey
lived in the castle in 1530, after his fall, and before he went to

Southwell ; at the time, and until 1547, it was in the possession of

the Bishops of Lincohi, but it was then alienated to the Crown, and
so remained. In the civil wars the castle played a prominent part;

it was four times besieged, but never taken. Finally, in 1646, its

earthworks wei'e destroyed and the buildings dismantled.

The dimensions of the castle are :—294 feet in length on the west
or river side, and 84 feet from the north-west angle to the centre of

the gateway on the north side, and therefore perhaps 168 feet in all

on this face. Traces of a polygonal tower equidistant Avith the

Borth-west angle from the north gateway are said to have been found.

It was protected by the Devon on the Avest, and moated on the other

three sides. The barbican stood on the outer edge of the moat, and
the gateway had a drawbridge.

Of the Avork of Bishop Alexander three fragments are left—the

gateway on the north, a square tower at the south-west, and a

small part of the west Avail. The gateway is of unusual size,

44 feet 6 inches north to south by 30 feet east to west. In plan it

i^esembles the gatcAvay of Bamborough, shown on the sixteenth

century plan, and that of Prudhoe, Avhich is, however, smaller. It is

three stories high, with a vice on the east side in a square turret,

originally entered from the cast. Above it is octagonal and of

smaller size. In the external face of the lowest stage is a large
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semi- circular archway flanked by buttresses, with an arch of two
square orders, and a hood mould with double fillet and scallop

ornament; it had no doors or portcullis. In the second stage are

three round-headed windows, now blocked and partly cut into by
sixteenth century inserted openings. Above is a string with "folded

ribbon " ornament. The upper stage has had two small windows
with shafted jambs and square heads under a round arch. The
central archway of the gate was fitted with doors, behind Avhich on
the west is a small recess for the warder, with a spyhole under an
arched head. Round the inner gate-chamber is a low plinth, and
there may have been a bench ; the room over had a wooden floor.

The inner archway had no doors ; above it in the upper stage was a

circular window. In the east and west walls, on the second stage,

are round-headed windows with shafted jambs and heads with roll

moulding, at a higher level than the others. Alexander built a

chapel here dedicated to Sts. Philip and James, and probably these

windows may belong to it. The west wall has a large round-headed

window, now blocked. The difference between Alexander's work
and the later building is here clearly to be seen, the former being in

oolite with wide joints, the latter in red sandstone, more finely

jointed, and built with larger stones.

The south-west tower measures 24 feet north to south and
15 feet east to west. It is of four stages, each recessed, and the

west face batters considerably ; the basement stage is partly a later

addition. The tower is plain and massive, with no ornament except

a roll above the lowest stage; parts of the original windows remain,

and adjoining its south face is a fragment of the contemporary south

wall of the castle. In a small room on the second floor of this tower

King John is said to have died, but there is no evidence to support the

tradition. Some part of the lower walling of the west front may also

belong to Alexander's work, or to the time immediately succeeding.

In the thirteenth century the whole of the west front, with the

exceptions mentioned, was rebuilt, as well as the north face

between the north-west tower and the original wall by the gatehouse.

To the same period belongs the hexagonal tower at the north-

west angle, which replaced a square tower like that which remains at

the south-west angle. Midway between the two was a similar but

smaller tower. Part of the embattled and pierced parapet of this

date i-emains near the south-west tower.

Somewhat north of the centre of thn west front, and entered from
the terrace by a flight of steps, is a vaulted chamber 4.5 feet by
22 feet, with a central arcade of four round-headed arches of late

twelfth century date, resting on octagonal pillars, reconstructed in

the fourteenth century. The vaults are plain quadripartite without

ribs. The round-headed doorway in the west front is probably

coaeval with this woi'k. Four naiTow slits give light to the room,

and a fifth lights a narrow chamber to the north of it. The original

staircase was at the north end, and ascended partly with steps and
partly with inclines.

Above the vaulted room was the hall. The west wall only remains,

and has several Avindows and an oriel of fifteenth century date.

Above is a shield bearing Three sfaga, 2 and 1. Other windows are

of later fifteenth or sixteenth century date.
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No traces of the keep or any other huiklings remain.
Leaving- the castle, a drive of two niih's bronglit the raombers to

Hawton Church, which was described by Mi-. Hon:. The western
tower, he said, was tlie work of Sir 'J'homas Molineu.x, of Sefton and
Hawton, who died in 1491, and Avhose arms, with tliose of his second
wife, were in the spandrels of the west doorway. To him was
also probably due the clearstory and upper parts of the aisles,
together with the wooden roofs, but the arcades and aisle walls were
of the thirteenth century. The quoins of the Norman nave remain
against the tower. But the glory of the church is the beautiful
chancel of three bays, with its splendid sedilia, Easter sepulchre,
and founder's tomb and effigy, all of richly carved work, built by
Sir Robert Compton, lord of Fenny Compfcon and Hawton, who died
in 1330. Some discussion took place concerning the Easter
sepulchre, which Mr. Micklethwaite thought might also have been
used as a " sacrament house " after the Scottish manner. Mr. Hope
also called attention to the rood screen and the old benches in the nave.
On the motion of Sir Henry HowoitTH, a sincere vote of sym])atliy
was passed to the rector, the Rev. R. Washington, who was pi'ovented
from being present owing to the death of his wife on the previous day.

Returning to Newark, lunch was taken at the " Saracen's Head," and
at 1.30 a move was made for the Town Hall, where the Major,
Mr. F. Atter, courteously welcomed the members, and invited their
inspection of the church and Corporation plate, most kindly brought
together for the occasion. Mr. Cornelius Brown gave a description
of the most important pieces, noticing a communion cup of 1641,
the rest of the old sacramental plate being the gift of Lady Frances
Leeke, 1705. The alms-dishes with handles are of 1730 and 1744.
Of the Corporation plate the finest example was a monteith (hall

mark Loudon, 1693), 6^ inches high and 11 inches in diameter,
inscribed " This munteth and thirteen cups given by the Honorable
Nicholas Saunderson to the Corporation of Newark, Anno 1089.
Mr. Clarke, Mayoi-." The thirteen cups remain, with their original

circular leather case—they have one common cover.

Other interesting pieces were :—
Small drum tankard, 6f inches high, Avith flat lid, inscribed

" The guift of Thomas Jennison, late Alderman of Newark-
upon-Trent." Hall mark London, 1G41.

Tankard, given by Mr. John Johnson, twice Mayoi-, 1GG7-8.
Hall mark London, 1G67.

Tankard, given by Mr. Dan Crayle. Hall mark London,
1727-8.

Three pewter cups, 9| inches high, with no marks or inscrip-

tions.

The large mace, temp. Charles II., silver gilt, 3 feet 10 inches

long, chased with a running pattern of roses and thistles.

The head divided into panels, with the royal badges and
the initials C. R.

The lesser mace, tehw. Charles II., silver gilt, 35 inches long.

The head bears the royal badges and the initials C. R. sur-

mounted by a royal crown.

The Mayor's wand of black wood. Head inscribed " The guift

of Mr. Edmund Mason, Vicar a.d. 1617."
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After a cordial vote of thanks to tlie IVIayor, the splendid parish

church of St. IMary Magdalen was visited. Mr. JOHX BilsON, F.S.A.,

gave an account of the building. He said that the church was given

by Robert de Chcsney, Bishop of Lincoln (1147-1167) to his new
Gilbertine fonndation, the Priory of St. Catherine near Lincoln.

Shortly after this, important building work was begun in the church,

of which two fragments remain, a crypt of three bays under part of

the chancel, and the crossing piers. The crypt has quadripartite

ribbed vaults ; the transverse arches are pointed, of flat segmental

form, the two eastern being broad with keeled mouldings at each

angle, the western narrower with one keeled moulding only. The
diagonal ribs are like the latter. The eastern bay is narrower than

the western, and the crypt doubtless extended farther at both ends,

the eastern end being probably on the line of the piers of the present

arcade which flanks the reredos; this would give the east end of the

original chui'ch, in which case the chancel would have been about

GO feet long and aisleless. Such crypts are not common in parish

churches. The crossing piers have on each face three attached shafts

with a small quarter-round between ; the outer shafts have been

destroyed on the transept sides, and the capitals with square abaci

remain on the western piers only. The bases have a torus of elliptical

section. These piers probably belonged to an aisleless cruciform

church. Sir G. G. Scott thought that the nave had aisles and

clearstory, and that the piers were too shght for a central tower,

especially as the western tower was begun so soon after the building

of the crossing. But if the church was aisleless there would be

plenty of strength to carry a lantern, and the walls at the crossing

are 3 feet 8 inches thick.

The great west tower was begun about 12.30, and originally

designed to project from the west front of the church. It is about

30 feet square, exclusive oFthe buttresses. But before the work had

gone very far it was decided to extend the aisles westward to the

line of the west face of the tower. The north and south arches

of the tower show no signs of subsequent insertion, and are

in detail very like the east arch. Examples of an early engaged

west tower in a similar position may be noted at Conisborough,

late twelfth century, and Tickhill, circa 1200. The thirteenth

century work in the tower extends to one stage above the nave

roof. The buttresses are of no great projection, arcaded on the

lower stage, and plain above ; they set back slightly at each stage

and finish with gabled heads under the topmost string of the

thirteenth century work. The west doorway is very fine, with shafts

and richly moulded arch, flanked by a single wall arch on either

side. The stage above has had an arcade, now much obliterated by
a fifteenth century window. It is surmounted by a plain stage of no

great height, and tliis in turn by a fine arcaded story having two

wide central openings between two narrower blank arches, all with

shafts ; above them the masonry face is covered with a lozengy

diaper like that on the centre tower of Lincoln. Here the thirteenth

century work stops unfinished, and was not again taken up for some

eiirhty years. When building began again the neighboui'ing tower of

Grantham had been completed, and no doubt the men of Newark
started with the intention of making their tower as good as or better
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rlian ibat of tlieir neighbours. But they were haudieapped by liaving
no angle buttresees to carry up, the thirteentli century buttresses
having stopped just at the base of their new v/ork ; so they had to

contrive buttresses by setting back all but the angles of their new
work from the square of the old tower which was their base, and
treating the angles carried up flush with the older walls as

buttresses to their belfry stage. This stage is excellently designed,
with two coupled two-light belfry windows on each face under a
crocketed gable mould. Niches containing figures are on either side

of and in the pediment over the windows. The bnttresses set back
and finish under the parapet with crocketed gable-heads, arcaded in

the upper part below the gables. Over these a panelled parapet
projects, with hexagonal angle pinnacles pierced by a small passage
and finished with crocketed spirelets. Behind them the lofty

broaches lead up to the octagonal spire, having rolls flanked by
hollows on each angle. There are four tiers of richly designed spire-

lights.

Next in point of date to the tower is the south aisle of the nave.

In 1312 Archbishop Greenfield granted a license to the parishioners

to remove a chapel built by Arclibishop Henry of Newark (1298-9)
in the churchyard, and to use the materials for the fabric of the
church and the construction of a certain aisle which it was proposed
to build anew. This was probably the present south aisle, which
seems to have been finished but little before the Black Death. The
windows are of four lights with shafted jambs and good flowing

tracery, the west window having six lights. The buttresses have two
tiers of crocketed gable-heads and a. niche for an image under the

lower head.

The comparative dates of the rest of tlie church are difficult to

fix, and there is very little difference in detail. The Corporation
records show large payments to carvers in 1460, as if some work
was then approaching completion. In 1482 occurs a bequest to the

new fabric of the chancel, and another in 1483 to the new building

of the chancel, if it shall be new built; showing that work was then

in contemplation, but apparently not yet begun. In the glass of the

east window was an inscription mentioned by Thoroton, of date not

later than 1500, by which time therefore the work must have been
complete.

The setting out of the nave shows that the spacing of the north

aisle agrees with that of both arcades, and the aisle was probably

built first. In the chancel the eastern bay is narrower than the rest,

and taken in conjunction with the evidence of the crypt, points to an

eastward enlargement from the line of the old east wall ; its details

also differ from the east ends of the chancel aisles. The chancel

arcades are lofty with slender piers, the clearstory somewhat low,

two windows to a bay ; the details are rather poor, but the e.xterior is

distinctly better than the interior. The sanctus bell cote remains,

and there is a stair turret in the north aisle.

There were fourteen chantries founded in the church, all before

1402, and eight before 1349. There were fourteen altars, besides

the high altar, but the sites of very few are known—Holy Trinity

altar, in the south transept ; Our Lady, on the north side of the church
;

and Jesus altar, probably in the south choir aisle. The others were :

2 I
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Corpus Christi, St. Lawrence, St. Nicholas. St. Catherine, St. James,
St. Peter, St. Stephen, All Saints, St. George the Martyr, Holy
Rood, and St. Saviour.

In connection with the chancel fittings, documentary evidence is

available as follows :

—

149G. Reparation of high altar.

1-498. Fabric of reredos behind high altar and fabric of

chancel stalls.

1501. Nova talnila for high altar.

1508. Making of reredos by Thomas Drawswerd, of York,
carver.

1509. Gilding of " rodehouse."

1521. Right hand half of choir stalls.

1524. " Stallyng " of choir.

1529. Gilding of high altar.

The chantry chapels flanking the high altar are those of, on the
north, Thomas Mering, 1500, and on the south, Robert (?) Markham,
1505.

The south porch of the nave is a late addition of two stories. It

has a niche Avith figures of the Virgfin and Child on the south front,

and contains a library bequeathed by Thomas White, Bishop of

Peterborough, 1685-9.

The font, of 1660, replaces one destroyed in 1G4G.

The brasses were shortly described by Mr. A. R. Bax, especially

the very fine Flemish brass of Alan le Fleming, 1361.

On leaving the church, the drive was continued to Holme, where
the Rev. W. T. Barry received the visitors, and the Rev. A. F.

Sutton described the church as follows

:

The earliest record relating to the parish of Holme is contained in

a deed dated 1262, and bearing the seal of the Chajiter of Southwell,

which confirms a grant made by Richard de Sutton to Hugh de Mortan,
his chamberlain ; and \\\ 1339, William de Northwell, clerk, settled

land at Holme upon Henry Graving, of Northwell. When Rufford

Abbey was suppressed the lands attached thereto at Holme were
granted to the Earl of Shrewsbury. Early in the seventeenth

century the greater part of Holme belonged to Sir Thomas Barton,

a man of great property in Lancashire ; an ancestor of his, according

to Thoroton, ''built a fair stone house in the village, and being a

merchant of the Staple he piously recorded the source of his Avealth

by placing in the window of the same house this posie :

—

" ' I thank God and ever shall

It was the sheep that paid for all.'
"

The Barton estate at Holme passed into the hands of the noble

family of Bellasis through the marriage of the heiress with Lord
Bellasis, son of the first Lord Fauconberg. It Avas the same Lord
Bellasis who so gallantly defended Newark. He died in 1689, and was
buried at the church of St. Giles-in-the-Fields, London.
Holme Hall stands upon an estate once the property of Archbishop

Seeker ; at the present time the greater part of the parish belongs

to the Duke of Newcastle. The parish church of St. Giles, though it

retains some fragments of early work, owes its enlarged proportions
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and most interesting details to the munificence of the Barton family,
one of whom is recorded as having built " a fair chapel like a jjarisli

church," no doubt alluding to the south aisle and the chapel on the
south side of the chancel. The earliest portion of the present
building is a length of roughly worked string course under the east
window, which seems to belong to the Norman period. There is

nothing else remaining of the church of that date, but the north
door of the nave is undoubtedly Early English, the nail-head
ornaments on the narrow capitals supporting the plain chamfered
ai'ch being c;liaracteristic of the thirteenth century. The north side

of the cluirch and the greater part of the east wall seem as though they
might belong to this period. In the fourteenth century the church
was almost entirely rebuilt, the ground plan at that time consisting
of nave with western tower and si)ire, and chancel. The north side
of the nave is built of blue lias, a poor local stone, and does not seem
ever to have had any windows ; there is, however, ono original buttress,

but this does not seem to have been sufficient to prevent the walls
from leaning outwards, as some large binck buttresses were added in

comparatively recent years to keep it up. The tower belongs to the

Decorated period and is in three stages ; the lowest one opens into the

nave by a narrow arch with embattled capitals. The whole of the
vpest; wall is taken up by a large four-light late Perpendicular
window, the insertion of which must have weakened the tower verv
much and probably accounts for its present dangerous condition.

The upper stage has two-light belfry windows in each side in a more
or less dilapidated condition, except that on the south, which is a

simple two-light Decorated window. The Avhole is surmounted by
a low broach spire with single spire lights on each of the cardinal

faces. The upper part seems to have been rebuilt, and (he hnial is

a later addition. The doorway in the south aisle, which gives access

to the staircase to the parvise, from its mouldings appears to belong
to the Decorated period and was probably rebuilt in its present

position w'hen the church was enlarged.

This was in the Perpendicular period, when most important

alterations and additions to the fabric w'ere made. The tower was
strengthened by the addition of buttresses, that at the north-west

angle having an ornamental panel on the face with the Barton
arms carved in it. The north wall of the chancel seems to have been

rebuilt and two large four-light windows inserted, and the live-light

east window, with remarkably good Perpendicular tracery, was made
at the same time. A south aisle was then added to the nave, and a

chapel on the south side of the chancel, also the south porch, witli

parvise over, reached by a circular turret staircase. The seats,

screens, and stained glass w'ere all added in the fifteenth century.

The arcade between the nave and aisle consists of three well moulded

arches with roughly worked capitals. The two three-light windows
in this aisle and the four-light one are similar in design. There does

not seem ever to have been any chancel arch. On either side of the

window above the altar are small brackets for figures. Between the

chancel and the ch?pel is an arcade of two unequal arches, very

much the same in design as the nave arcade, but the capitals have

a rather unusual ornamentation of square projecting bosses carved

on them. The western arch is tilled up by a carved oak parclose screen,

2 T 2
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the eastern by the Barton tomb. Tlie roofs of the church ai-e com-
paratively late and poor in design, and look worse outside from
having been covered by common pantiles and the pitch raised.

Inside many of the corbels which sujiported the original roof

remain, and are well worthy of careful examination. The soutli

aisle and chapel were originally covered by a nearly flat roof, the

line of which may be seen outside at the west end. A wide spreading

arch resting on corbels separates the aisle from the chapel ; a doorway
in the south wall near this arch seems to have been the entrance to

this chapel from the outside. Underneath the arch is a carved oak

screen in a fair state of preservation ; one of the doors remains. The
chapel is fitted with very massive oak benches and kneeling desks,

the bench ends are finely carved with angels and grotesque animals.

On either side of the east window of this chapel are canopied niches

which, even in their mutilated condition, are fine examples of stone

carving
;
pi-ojecting from the under side of the one on the north is

the figure of a deacon, in a dalmatic, holding a chalice. In the south

wall is a very beautiful piscina, the drain being formed of a flower

with holes cut at the junction of the petals ; over the arched recess

is a crocketed ogee hood mould; the flanking pinnacles and the

tinial are gone. The windows in this chapel, two on the south side

and the east window, follow the same design as the others in the rest

of the church. This chapel was no doubt a chantry chayjel of the

Barton family, and the tomb under the eastern arch bears the efiigies

of a man and woman, who most likely were members of that family,

though there is no inscription or armorial bearings by which we may
identify them. The lower part of the tomb seems to have been

reconstructed ; it has been suggested that it may have been made for

the husband and altered when the figure of his wife was added.

Under an arch is a cadaver in a winding sheet, and round the stone

on which it rests is the following inscription in Latin fi-om the Book
of Job, " Pity me, pity me you my friends, because the hand of the

Lord hath touched me "
; above this, on the upper surface of the tomb,

are the figures of a man and a woman, the former in a long flowing

garment with a bag at his waist, and a ton at his feet; the woman
has a very finely worked girdle and her feet rest on a dog. Under
the altar an altar slab has been set in the floor ; it is quite perfect

and retains the usual five crosses ; before it was placed in its present

position it was in the floor of the nave. It is too small to have been

the high altar, but may have belonged to au altar before the rood

screen.

Nearly all the original bench ends remain, they are simple in

design with carved tops, but at the end of the south aisle is a small

narrow one elaborately carved. There are several interesting remains

of stained glass which give some idea of what the windows must
have looked like when they were all filled; in the north-east window
of the chancel are parts of the figure of a bishop, but it is put

in upside down, the chasuble and dalmatic are very perfect ; the

merchant's mark, which may be seen on other parts ot the church,

appears on the glass, as well as B and a ton outside ; the plinth

mouldings of the porch and south aisle are very fine, and on the

parapet of the aisle a rose with leaves and a stem is carved, and a

short distance fi-om it a grotesque animal.
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But the porch is peihaps as interesting as any part of tlie buiklin<r,

and especially so to a student of heraldr}'. It is of the late Perpen-
dicular period, the lower part serving as a porch and the main
entrance to the church ; both the outer archway and the door into

the south aisle, have low four-centred arches ; inside to the right of

the door is a holy water stonp with panelled sides; above tliis is a
parvise reached by a staircase with doorway in the south aisle. This
chamber is llohted by a three-light perpendicular window, and
retains its original roof; in it are the remains of a mediaeval chest
with a good iron lock plate. This room has been called " Nan Scott's

chamber," because an old woman of that name is supposed to have
taken up her abode here during the plague which visited Holme in

1606.

Over the archway of this porch, outside, and under the window,
are seven shields.

I. Quax'terly of 8. 1 and 4 az. on a fesse betAveen 3 bucks' heads
cabossed or, a mullet sa. (Barton) ; 2 and 3 org. 2 bends
engrailed sa. (Ratcliffe) ; 5 and 8 arg. a mullet voided sa.

(Assbeton) ; 6 and 7 gu. a cross engrailed arg. (Leigh).

The letters R and K are cut on either side of this shield,

and below it two sprigs of oak.

II. Sa. a bend between 6 crosses crosslet, arg. (Longvillers, and
borne by Stanhope) impaling az. a cross moline quarter

pierced or (Molyneux) with the letters I and S on either

side.

III. Az. on a fesse between three bucks' heads cabossed or a mullet

.sa., with the letters I and B. on either side a sprig of oak
and a dolphin embowed, below it two bears on tons.

IV. Barry nebuly of 6 arg. and sa., on a chief gu. a lion passant

guardant or (Staple of Calais) with on one side a falchion,

on the other two snakes intertwined, and below two sheep.

V. Arg. a merchant's mark .sa. with the letters I and B on either

side, below two bales of wool, each marked with 3 estoiles of

6 points in fesse.

VI. Barton impaling or on a fesse gii. 3 water bougets erm.

(Bingham) with the letters I and R on either side.

VI r. Barton impaling quarterly 1 and 4 Ratcliffe, 2 and 5 Leigh,

3 and 6 Ashton, with the letters R and B. on either side

and two sprigs of oak below.

Driving back to Newark, the members returned to the Town Hall,

where tea was hospitably provided by the Mayor, and afterwards left

for Nottingham by train.

Monday, July 29th.

This day was again fine and sunny. Starting from the Midland
Station, Worksop was reached at 10.50, and carriages were in

readiness to convey the members to the Priory church, which was

described by the Rector, the Rev. H. T. Slodden.

It consists of a fine rich Norman nave of eleven bays, with

triforium and clearstory, and two western towers, all of which
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owe their preservation to the fact that the nave was the parish
church. The eastern portion, which was the church, of the Priory
of Austin Canons fotinded here in 1103, has entirely disappeared,
with the exception of a rained thirteenth century chapel, that
formerly opened out of the south transept. Some remains of the
"western range of the monastic buildings are lef^, and the vaulted
outer parlour now forms the vestry. All the old fittings of the
church have disappeared, and, as was pointed out by Mr. Hope, a
series of large square-headed windows in the south aisle, that lighted
the parish choir and altar, were "restored" away by Sir Gilbert
Scott in 1845. An alabaster effigy of a lady and two other mutilated
figures of William Lord Furnival (ob. 1383) and Sir Thomas Neville

(+ 1406) lie on the floor in the western part of the nave, and
might be taken better care of. A move was next made to the fine

fourteenth century gatehouse, a very complete example, with the
"casual ward" for the lodging of tramps on the first floor. On the
south side of the entrance a small and richly decorated chapel of
curious construction has been added to contain some image of peculiar
veneration. From existing sculptures of the Annunciation and of
the Adoration of the Three Kings, the image was, perhaps, one of
Our Lady. Other images of St. William (r), St. Cuthbert, and the
Holy Trinity adorn the front of the gatehouse, before which stand
the steps and part of the shaft of a cross.

After lunch the journey was resumed in carriages to Blyth, where
the church was described by Mr. W. H. St. John Hope. It originally,

he said, like the churches at Thurgarton and Worksop, formed part
of a monastic church founded for Benedictine monks in 1088 by
Roger de Buiili as a cell of the Abbey of St. Katharine at Rouen,
and owed its preservation, as in the other cases cited, to the fact that
it served as the parish church, which was given as part of the
endowment of the priory. The monastic part of the chui'ch had been
utterly destroyed, but the nave and its aisles of seven bays remained,
together with a western tower of later date. The nave and north
aisle formed part of the first church of 1088, but a slight pause had
occurred in the building, since the lower part of the north wall
indicated a settiug out that was not eventually followed, and the
bays of the aisle were now oblong instead of square, as first planned.
The early character of the work, in arcades, trifbrium, and clearstory,

was pointed out, but the original flat ceiling of the nave had given
place to a thirteenth century quadripartite vault. The early Norman
unribbed vault was left in the north aisle. The south aisle was replaced
by another of greater width about 1290, with a wooden roof only,
and to it the parish altar seems to have been transferred. The south
porch was of the same date. Late in the fourteenth century a new
tower was begun within the last bay of the nave, after the manner of
that at Furness Abbey, but Mr. Hope said he could see no reason for
its being so built here unless the old western boundary of the
cemetery had then been close up to the church. The tower seemed
to have been slowly built by stages and not finished until well in the
fifteenth century. Of the fittings the old Avooden transverse screens
remained, with painted figures of saints, and thera were some good
seventeenth century pews at the west end. Several interesting floor

slabs remained, and an early Purbeck marble effigy of a knight in
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flat-topped helm with a lozengy shield and surcoat, perliaps a
Fitzwilliani.

The return journey was by rail, reaciiinj::^ Nottingham at 7 o'clock.

The concluding meeting was held in the p]xchange Council Room,
the President m the chair. Votes of thanks were given to Lord
Hawkesbury, President of the Meeting, the Vice-Presidents, the
Mayor of Nottingham, Mr. G. H. Wallis, the local Secretary for the
Meeting, the local Committee, the readers of papers and tlie guides
at the various places visited, the Director, and the Meeting Secretary.
A vote of thanks to Sir Henry Howorth concluded the proceedings.

Tuesday, July 30th.

The members left by train to Aslockton for the final day's
excursion, ariving about 10 o'clock, and walked to Whatton church,
where Mr. MoxTAGU H. Hall gave an excellent description of the
iiuilding. The dedication is in honour of St. John of Beverley, and
the church consists of chancel, central tower and spire, and nave
with north and south aisles and porches. It has suffered much from
the " restorer." In 1808 the south transept was pulled down entirely,

and the Norman archway, now on the north side, was blocked up.

The south aisle Avas entirely rebuilt of brick and stucco, with large

hideous windows uniform with those in the north aisle. All the

monuments were crammed into the east end of the north aisle aAvay

from view, and it was then probably that the north side of the

Newmarch tomb was destroyed and replaced by bricks. A painted

wooden screen hid the monuments from view, and there was a large

gallery at the west end. In 1848 the chancel w^as pulled down and
the present one built about 3 feet shorter. In 1870 the church
was further restored, at a cost of £2,000. The tower was in an

unsafe state and unable to bear the spire, being only held together

by iron cramps. It was pulled down and new foundations were put

in, a small late doorway on the north side being done away with and
a new one made on the south side. It was impossible to rebuild the

transept owing to graves. The tower was rebuilt about 3 feet

higher, the old pinnacles and battlement put on, and the spire

rebu.ilt stone for stone as the old. All the other parts of the tower

are quite new. It is remarkable that the dormer windows lie in the

same plane as the octagonal side of the spire, and not perpendicularly,

as is usual. In the old tower the bells were rung from below, but

the increased height has allowed of a ringers' loft, access to which is

by a new staircase built in 1870, an internal wooden ladder being in

use previously. The nave arcades, of fourteenth century date, are of

three bays with octagonal pillars, and the north porch is coaeval with

them. There are no old fittings except the font, which is of a

curious local type, and dated 1662. The church contains some

interesting monuments, which were described by Mr. HorK. The
earliest is the effigy of Sir Richard de Whatton, known to antiquaries

from the engraving by Stothard, but since restored. The next is an

early fourteenth century figure of a canon of AVelbeck under an arch

in the north aisle wall, and a third is a fine alabaster tomb with .'hields

of arms in low rehef (partly restored), and elligy of a knight of the
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Newmarch family circa 1380. There is also an incised slab to

Thomas Cranmer, father of the Archbishop, who died in 1501,
Some iuterestinp; fragments of the early effigies of another knight
and his lady and of a fourteenth century village cross with figures of

saints are preserved in the north aisle. A five-mile drive brought
the party to Bottesford, where they were welcomed by Canon
Vincent Jackson, and Mr. E. B. S. Shepherd described the church as

follows :

For this account of the church at Bottesford almost the only
document which I have at my disposal is the building itself; if

written records exist which would help to elucidate it, they are

unknown to me, and I gather that the experience of most who have
made the fabric of a parish church the subject of an inquiry, squares
with mine that such records are difficult to find.

A glance at the plan of the church is enough to show that we have
here a somewhat complicated problem to unravel, but the
application of what I may call Mr. Micklethwaite's method, together
with comparisons drawn from the neighbouring churches, may give

some help.

There can be no doubt that the present church stands on the site

of a former Norman one, Domesday Book mentioning a priest at

Bottesford, though how old the church then standing may have
been there are no means of judging. If there was a church on this

site in the eleventh century, no doubt there was one also in the

twelfth, and there is reason to believe that it has its influence in

determining the form of the church we see to-day, even though none
of its substance remains.

The church of the twelfth century was probably cruciform,

consisting of nave, chancel, two transepts, and a crossing crowned
by a large low tower, thus resembling many others of its age. The
assumption that such was its original plan derives support from tlie

present form of the church in two ways ; the transepts are more likely

to be inherited from a building of the twelfth century, in which they

were common, than to be additions of the fourteenth or fifteenth

centuries, in which they were more often suppressed, and the fact

that the present nave and chancel are nearly equal in width,

suggesting that their predecessors were so also, points rather to a

cruciform church whei'e the chancel would be equal in width to

the nave than to a church with nave and chancel only where it Avould

be narrower.
The church which stood at Bottesford in the twelfth century had

1 conceive a chancel equal in width to the present one but wanting
one or possibly two bays of its length, a nave as wide and probably

not much shorter than that now existing, a south transept nearly as

wide as that we see to-day but not extending beyond the face of the

present south aisle, and a north transept both narrower and shorter

than the present one, fitting inside it, and of just the same size as its

fellow on the south. The crossing formed by the intersection of the

tv/o alleys and bearing the tower would evidently be decidedly

oblong in form since the transepts were narrower than the nave and
chancel, but central towers of churches in the twelfth century were
often oblong, and I believe that cases might be found where the

departure from the true square is as pronounced as I am supposing it
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here. The four piers suppottiuf^ tlie tower uoukl come thus, the two
eastern ones in a direct line witli the east wall of the present south
transept, and the two western ones just to the east of the western
pillars of the present crossing.

This aisleless cruciform church would pi'obably undergo such
alterations as were made elsewhere to meet the needs of an increasing

population. Aisles, no doubt much narrower than those which exist

at present, were probably added to the nave in the thirtrenth century
or perhaps before the close of the twelfth, and it is evident that the

addition of aisles would entail nave arcades, and arches of entrance
from the aisles to the transepts. It is certain that aisles were added
to the chancel in the first half of the thirteenth century somewhere
about the years 1220-80 because remains of the arcades which gave
access to them from the chancel still exist on either side of it. (The
pillars which support this arcade are stiown on the plan in solid

black.) The arches are exceedingly plain, consisting merely of two
chamfered orders ; the pillars, recalling those of Thurgarton Priory

church, were in some cases surrounded with eight shafts, four

detached and of stones in long lengths, four attached and of coursed

masonry ; the easternmost pillar on the south side exhibits the dog-

tooth ornament and a capital with foliage ; the rest of the capitals are

merely moulded.
The next step in the enlargement of the church is an important

one, since it is the earnest of a great scheme which would have

amounted to a rebuilding of the whole church. The intention I

conceive was this, to lengthen the chancel eastward and to build new
aisles to it longer and wider than the old ones, to enlarge both

transepts in width and length, to build new and wider aisles to the

nave, and to abolish the central tower, replacing it by a new one at

the west end of the church. It is evident that all or much of this

alteration could be carried out without rendering the church already

existing unfit for use during its progress, a condition which would be

of weight to-day, and was of greater weight in the middle ages. The
new bay could be added to the chancel before the old east wall w.-^s

taken down; the new aisles in all cases could be built round the old

ones and they not taken down till the new ones were nearly finished
;

the new transepts in the same w^ay could be built round and over the

existing transepts without disturbing them, and only wlien it was time

to deniolish the old central tower would the use of the church be

seriously interrupted.

But itiis evident that alteration could not be confined to the outside

walls, since the new widths of the transepts would entail a larger

crossing, and its pillars would fall one pair just to the east of the old

eastern pair, and the other just to the west of the old western pair,

the arcades therefore both of nave and chancel being shortened

would of necessity require some remodelling.

This ambitious and comprehensive scheme was never carried out in

its entirety, although it was begun. A bay was added to the chancel,

the north transept or rather its northern and western walls were

built outside the old transept, which no doubt was left standing, and

the base of a pillar, the north-western of the intended crossing, was

set. These works would appear from their details to belong to the

beginning of the fourteenth or the end of the thirteenth century.
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At this point the work seems to have been suspended, for the next

aildition to the church, the widened south aisle, can hardly be

assigned to a date earlier than 13 iO, and it is doubtful whether the

builders of this aisle were following' the same sclieme of which the

new noi-th transept formed a part. I am rather disposed to think that

they had in their minds a church such as that of Newark, whose aisle

walls are continuous from end to end of the church, and that with

this design in their heads they built their new south aisle equal in

width to the depth of the transept, so that the south walls of transept

and aisle were continuous. Granted that this was the case, it is clear

that there was no reason Avhy the windows should be spaced with any
reference to a transept whose existence as a separate feature had
ceased, and so we might find a window in the position of the eastern-

most one in the south aisle, which is quite incompatible with any
intention on the part of its builders to repeat on the south side the

larger transept already half built on the north.

The south aisle can have been finished but a short time before the

Black Death. The next stage in the alteration of the church must
have taken place during the prevalence of that pestilence or directly

after it. One of the most remarkable points brought before the

notice of the Institute during its visit to Nottinghamshire is the

large amount of building which by the poverty of its details and
workmanship may reasonably be attributed to this period ; and it is

greatly to be wished that someone should collect the examples of

such work and connect them with such documents as may be

available. The work of this period at Bottesford seems to me to be

somewhat as follows.

The north arcade of the chancel was walled up so as to convert

the old aisle into a vestry, communicating with the chancel by a low

door of feeble design. The south arcade was at any rate partially

demolished and replaced by a wall pierced with three windows of

three lights each, having uncusped ogee shaped heads, very debased,

but imitating in their mouldings the east window of the chancel ; at

the same time the south aisle of the chancel was taken down. The
curtailment of a church during the ]\Iiddle Ages is a somewhat
remarkable fact, though there can be no doubt that it took place

here ; but I feel that it needs more explanaticm than I can see for it.

The central tower was taken down and also the old north transept,

which had then stood for some fifty years within the unfinished

larger transept designed to supersede it. But instead of completing

this larger transept as had been intended with an east wall parallel

to its western one, and abutting on a pillar to the east of the old

north-east pillar of the crossing, the builders of this period

economized by using part of this old pillar and canting the wall

westward in order to liit it , thus narrowing the transept from the

north tovvai'ds the south. Tlie old south transept was preserved and
the eastern walls of the two connected by a chancel arch necessarily

set askew. The two eastern ])illurs of the crossing wei-e finished

with responds jutting eastward and the larger space available on the

north side was utilized to contain a staircase leading to the rood-

loft. The north-western pillar of the enlarged crossing, oi" at least

its base, had been set some fifty years before ; another pillar was

now set opposite, whose debased mouldings contrast strangely with
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those of its older companion ; a new respond was also l)uilt (thus

reviving the idea of a south transept), taking its start, from tlie wall

of the south aisle and bearing at its other end an arch which
abutted on the new south-west pillar ; but tbis respond again could
not be at right angles to the main axis of the building, as it should
have been, lest ifc should block the easternmost window of the

present south aisle ; so it was l)uilt askew. At the same period new
nave piers and a western wall were built, and arches sprung from
pillar to pillar bearing a small portion of wall and a high pitched

roof whose marks ai-e still visible at either end of the nave. 1 should
be inclined to assign the low pitch of the roofs over chancel iind

north transept to the same date ; for with a low pitch tiie gable

Aviudows of each had to be cut short ; and the remodelling of their

upper parts to meet tbis necessity is in the same style as the

windows on the south side of the chancel. Of the aisles to tlie nave
that on tlie south had already been rebuilt on an enlarged scale; but

on the north the old and narrow one was retained. This view of the

history of the north transept and aisle derives some confirmation

from a rough break which occurs in the masonry of the west wall of

the north transept ; this wall according to the original scheme would
have been built only long enough to reach the wider aisle which was
intended : but when it was decided to keep the old and narrow aisle,

it was obviously necessary to extend the wall further; and I would
suggest that the break I have mentioned shows the junction of work
built about the year 1350-60 with the older work of 1290-1310.

The works carried out during the period of the Black Death did,

after a fashion, render the church complete, full of irregularities as

it was : it is difficult to date the work with any exactitude, but I

noticed some small features about the bases of the nave arcade which
occur also in the neighbouring church of Strelley which, as

Mr. Hope pointed out, was certainly being rebuilt in the year 1356.

It was not long before the work of enlargement was once more
resumed, probably late in the fourteenth century or early in the next.

First the fine western tower and spire were built. Then came, in an

order which can now be hardly distinguished, works in the south

transept ami vestry, and the widening of the north aisle of the nave

to match that on the south. Of the old south transept much
remained; its east wall on the line of the present one; its south

wall flush with the south wall of the adjoining aisle ; while its west

boundary consisted of a respond and arch passing in an oblique

direction from close against the easternmost window of the south

aisle to the south-west pillar of the crossing. The alterations

involved increasing this transept to the length of its fellow on the

opposite side, while its width was governed by the old east wall

whose foundations at least were retained, and by the canted res])ond

which connected with the south-west pillar of the crossing: but in

order that the new west wall of the new transept should lie in a true

plane it was necessary to conceal to a certain extent the cant of the

respond ; so its nose was widened by the addition of a large hollow

chamfer, thus causing the strange appearance of this respond upon

the plan. It will be noticed from the plan that the gable wall of the

south transept is not really wide enough for the building it masks

;

for the western buttress does not project so far beyond the west wall
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as the eastern buttress beyond the east wall. IS'ow it will be
observed at once that the width of the gable wall corresponds very
closely to what I suppose to have been the width of the original

transept ; and it may be that its anomalous size is connected with
the baildiug that preceded it; if so my explanation of this part of

the church is somewhat vitiated ; for it would look as though this

transept was built while the old crossing was still standing, and that
both crossing and transept were widened contemporaneously and at

some later date ; on the other hand I would point out that, setting

aside the evidence of the details on pillar and respond, there are no
marks of a break in the work between the southern and western
walls of the south transept ; and the narrowness of the gable wall

may be due only to a desire not to block light from the window of

the south aisle.

The north aisle of the chancel already walled off and converted
into a vestry seems to have been rebuilt in two parts ; first a bay
was added to it on the east ; then it was itself taken down and
rebuilt; the whole length was of the same height, but on the inside

the full height was visible only in the new bay, as the old part was
divided into two storeys ; these were furnished with diminutive two-
light windows, made -thus narrow perhaps that no thief might get in

and rob the church of the ornaments kept there.

From the date of these alterations no further modifications seem
to have occurred in the plan ; but at the end of the fifteenth century
considerable Avorks were undertaken in the upper portions of the

buildmg, consisting of new arches along either side of the nave, nevv

arches between the aisles and transepts, and a clearstory and roof to

the nave ; we are given some help in dating these works by a shield

of arms carv^ed in the spandrel between the first and second arches

on the south side of the nave ; it bears the arms of John Marshall,

Bishop of Llandaff, who in 1495 bequeathed 100 marks for masses
to be said in the parish church of Bottesford, his native village.

Opposite are the arms of the de Ros family, who may be supposed to

have lent their aid to the work. The straight joint of the clearstory

with the tower, showing the difference in date between them, is

obvious.

Two unimportant alterations remain to be noticed; first the

clearstory introduced into the chancel, presumably in the seventeenth

century when the Belvoir tombs blocking as they do much of the

light from the lower windows made something of the kind
advisable ; and second a further flattening of the roof of the chancel

by which means the apex of the roof was brought below the crown of

the chancel arch ; the aperture thus formed was blocked up with
boarding carried by a timber arch and bearing on its side towards
the nave the royal arms and the letters V. R. It appears, however,
that the alteration dates from before Queen Victoria's reign since

the flatter I'oof is shown in the illustration given by Nichols in his

history of LKicestershire.

In conclusion I wish to express my most hearty thanks for many
valuable suggestions to my friends Mr. Brakspear, Mr. Hope, and
Mr. Peers ; and to Mr. Challenor Smith for information concerning

the Bishop of Llaudaft's will ; without the help of these gentlemen
this account such as it is could not have been written.
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Mr. Arthur JMarsiiall also contributed some remarks. He
mentioned that in 1730 no less than eipfhteen out of the twentv-two
clearstory windows were filled with stained glass, with the arms of
Manners, de Ros, Espec, Belvoir, ]\Iareschali, Jackson, and Staunton.
The leaden coffins removed from Belvoir Prioiy at the suppression
were still to be seen at Bottesford in the end of the eighteenth
century, some having metal inscription plates fixed to them. Of the
six bells the earliest dated from 1G12.

Mr. Hoi'E described the magnificent series of tombs in the chancel,
consisting of (1) a small Purbeck marble effigy of a knight that
(commemorated the heart burial of Robert Lord Ros at Croxton
Abbey in 1285 (2 and 3) the alabaster tombs and effigies of
William Lord Ros, K.G. (oh. 1414), and his son. Lord John Ros (oh.

1420-1), brought here from Belvoir Priory at its suppression; and
(4 to 11) the monuments and effigies of the first eight Earls of

Rutland and their countesses. There are also two good brasses to

former rectors in the floor.

After lunch in the schoolroom, the drive was continued to Langar,
where the church was described by Mr. Harold Bkakspeak, F.S.A.
It is a fine cruciform building of the thirteenth century, with a
central tower, chancel, transepts, and nave with north and south
aisles and south porch. It has been severely "restored," and very
little of the old stonework i-emains, except in the nave arcades, which
are very good of their kind. The noi'th arcade has a curious feature,

the arches having a widely spaced dog-tooth ornament towards the

aisle, and only a plain chamfer towards the nave. A great deal of

fifteenth centuiy woodwork remains in a fragmentary state, used
up as panelling at the west of the nave, and made up into .screens

under the tower. In the north transept are two good sixteenth

century alabaster altar tombs with effigies of the Chaworth family,

and in the south transept several floor slabs and a fine seventeenth

century canopied tomb of the Scropes. Langar Hall, close to the
church, was the residence of Eai'l Howe, and some relics of him,
notably a fine sea-chest, are there preserved.

The next stopping place was Wiverton Hall, where Mrs. Musters
most kindly provided tea for the members. Mr. Harold Bailey gave
a short account of the Hall as follows :

Beyond what can be gathered from Thoroton and the existing

portions of the ancient manor house of Wiverton, which consists of

gate house and some few remains of the offices, nothing is known,
and any attempt to describe it must therefoi-e be based mainly upon
what is found in the more perfect remains of manor houses erected

at this period. Thoroton says that " Sir Thomas Chaworth had the

King's licence to make a park here, who likewise granted him free

warren in this place, whereby it was very probable that he was the

chief builder of the principal mansion of hi.s worthy successors and

in our times made a garrison for the King, which occasioned its ruin,

since when most of it is pulled down and removed, except the old

uncovered gatehouse, which yet remains a monument of the

magnificence of this family." He also says, " that there was a very

good Chappell in the house, now ruinous with it." The stately

character of the gatehouse indicates it as the appi'oach to a building

of considerable importance though it has less resemblance to a
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fortified structure than to a comfortable residence for the porter and
other household retainers, but as the iutroduction of gunpowder in

Avarfare rendered the old mode of fortification in a great measure
useless against an enemy, it caused the grim old bastioned approach,

with its arrow slit openings and spiked portcullis, to give way, as in

this case, to slender turrets, mullioned windows, handsome moulded
arched gateways and other features of a more pleasing and domestic

character.

The building, including the round turrets at the angles and the

porter's room on the west side of the gateway, measures 56 feet

b}' 30 feet, and is three stories in height, approached by winding
stairs iu the turrets and surmounted by a flat lead-covered roof.

The uppermost range of the deeply miillioned windows has been
removed or otherwise blocked up by the parapet to the sloping

roof of the mansion, with which the gatehouse is now incorporated.

The gateway has a fine moulded groined i-oof springing from carved

corbels in the angles.

Wiverton House was built by the Chaworth family in the time of

Henry VI. The work left, though mutilated, is seen to be of the

last period of the fifteenth century.

The oldest engraving of the gatehouse appears to be by Thoroton,

dated about 1676. No battlements are shown, and there are wooden
mullions in the windows. There is an old oil painting dated 1801,

showing the two doors to the gatehouse on the south side.

The old archway on the south side is clearly defined in the plaster

work. Thoroton does liot show either the buttress or small doorway.

The latter is shown in the small painting previously mentioned, and
there appears to be an arched doorway beside it. This was perhaps
added in the seventeenth century, as was probably also the buttress,

which if of fifteenth century work would have had a moulded
weathering. The gateway was converted into a farmhouse at the

•end of the seventeenth century
;

previous to that it was in a

ruinous state.

The windows on the first floor originally had mullions and cusped

heads as the remains show. The cusping of the single light windows
is clearly seen on the south side.

The battlements are undoubtedly modern, as none are shown by
Thoroton.
The whole of the south side, that is the modern house, was built

in 1814.

The day ended with a drive to Bingham Station, whence
Nf)ttingham was reached at 7.15 i).m.

The neighbourhood of Nottingham is not rich in examples of

domestic architecture, and with the exception of Wollaton and
Hardwick, no houses of the first importance were visited. Tlie fine

series of alabaster monuments and effigies formed a special feature of

several excursions, and a good number of village churches were
included in the programme, the elaborate fourteenth century work
being very noticeable.

It has not been the fate of the Institute for many years to

experience such bad Ave;ither as marked the opening days of the

meeting, but in spite of this all excursions were well attended, and

the number of meeting tickets taken, about one hundred and ten, is
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a proof of the popularity of what may be set down as a very
successful meetine.

Wednesday, November Gth.

Sir H. HowoiMH, President, iu the Chair.

Mr. C. A. BuAnKORD read a paper on "A Vesica Piscis Window in

Miliom Church, Cumberland," exhibittiig drawinn;s and photograph
in illustration. The window is in tlie west wall of a Avide south
aisle, which is apparently an addition of the middle of the
fonrteeuth century, to the original nave. The interest of the
window lies in its large size and late date, it being oF one build with
the fourteenth century wall in wliich it occurs, and in the fact that

it contains tracery suitable to a two-light window of the period, with
trefoiled main lights and flowing tracery in the head. The details

are simple, consisting of plain chamfers only. Other windows in

this aisle are large, of three and four lights. The present arrange-

ments of the building give no clue to the reason why the west window
should have taken this unusual form. Messrs. Peers, Audex, and
Johnston" joined in the discussion.

Mr. R. L. HoBSON I'ead a paper on "English Mediaeval Pottery,"
illustrated by lantern slides. The paper will be printed in the

Journal.

The President and Mr. (jREEN took part in the discussion.

Wednesday, December 4th.

Mr. E.MANUEL Green, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Dr. A. C. Fryer I'ead a paper on " Fonts with Repi^esentations of

the Seven Sacraments," which will be printed in the Journal. A
very interesting series of lantern slides was exhibited in explanation

of the treatment of the various subjects.

On the conclusion of the paper, the Rev. W. Bedford Pim con-

tributed some remarks.
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A.

Abbots' Langley, Herts., mural paintings

at, 49.

Aclis, 209.

Adam, abbot of Meaux, 13.

Amber, Professor T. M'Kenny Hugbes
on, 35.

Amentum, 209, 210.

Ankerbold at Hardham Church, Sussex,

G7.

Annual Meeting at Nottingham, Pro-

ceedings at, 450.

Armiger, the, by E. Marion Chadwick,
305.

Arthingworth, Northants., 115.

Ashmansworth, Hants., mural paintings

at, 56.

Asturias, the Early Churches of, J.

McAndrew and J. C. Stenning on, 358.

Atchley, E. Gr. Cuthbert F., on Some
Documents relating to the Parish

Church of All Saints, Bristol, 147.

Aynho, Northants., 119.

B.

Badby, Northants., 119.

Badenweiler, Koman baths at, 272.

Barby, Northants., mural jjuintings at,

50.

Barnack, Northants., 124.

Barnstaple, Devon, mural paintings at,

59.

Barnwell, Northants., 116, 124.

Basilia, island of, 41.

Suton de commandemeni , 206.

Battle-axe, 206.

Benefield, Northants., 120, 127.

Billing, Great, Northants., 117, 119.

Bishops' Cannings, Wilts., mural paint-

ings at, 58.

Bishops' Cleeve, Gloucs., mural paintings

at, 52.

Blyth Church, Notts., 482.

Boke of St. Albans, 309, 310.

Bolcmere, John, 385.

Bone, the use of, 201.

Boomerang, 208.

Bottesford Churcli, Notts., E. B. S.

Shepherd on, 484.

Boxgrove Priory, Sussex, mural paintings

at, 56.

Brabrook, E. W., on Mediaeval Lava-
tories, 224.

Bradford, C. A., on a Vesica Piscis

window at Millom, Cumb., 491.

Bradwell, Essex, 408, 420.

Brafield, Northants., 117.

Brakspear, Harold, on Hayles Abbey
Church, 350.

Bramston, Northants., 119.

Braybrook, Northants., 123.

Breamoi'e, Hants., mural paintings at,

56.

Brightwell, Berks., mural paintings in

house at, 61.

Brigstock, Northants., 116, 123.

Brington. Northants., 117, 123, 125.

Brington, Great, Northants., 118.

Brinkworth, Wilts., mural paintings at,

59.

Bristol, documents relating to All Saints'

Church, 147 ; clay tobacco pipes found
in, 342.

Brixworth, Northants., 124.

Bronze implements, find of, near Bristol,

93.

Broughton, Northants., 123.

Bugbrook, Northants., 119, 122, 124, 125.

Burgh, Hubert dc, 375.

Burghclere, Hants., mural paintings at,

58.

Byfield, Northants., 119.

Cadency, marks of, 317.

Caerwent, excavations at, 93.

Caiiu at Gop, near Prestatyn, 322.

Calator, office of, 138.

Callixtus, on gilded glass, 231.

Calverton Church, Notts., Ancient Carved
Stones in, Rev. A. D. Hill on, 459.

Canons' Ashby, Northants., 115.

Canosa, glass bowls from, 248.

Canterbury, excavations at St. Augus-
tine's Abbey and St. Pancras's Church,
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220 ; St. Martin's Church, 404, 413

;

St. Pancras's Church, 405, 408.

Canyngcs, William, 149, 157.

Cardington, St. Mary's Church, 358.

Carleton Rode, Norfolk, mural paintings

at. 47.

Carlton, Northants., 117, 118.

Cateia, 209.

Catesby, Northants., 119.

Cave, sepulchral, at Gop, near Prestatyn,

326.

Caves at Nottineham, 370, 456.

Cennino Cennini, 250.

Chadvvick, E. M., the Armigcr, by, 305.

Charniinster, Dorset, mural paintings at,

59.

Charwelton, Northanta., 119.

Chaurc, Eobert de, 375.

Cliicksands, Beds., Gilbertine Priory at,

6,7.
Cliipping Warden, Northants., 116, 117,

120, 124-5.

Christian subjects on gilded glass, 232-6,
238-42.

Cilli {Celeia), 261.

Clay tobacco pipes, see Tobacco pipes.

Clyfton, Gervaise, 386.

Colchester, arras of, 398.

Cold Ashby, Northants., 119.

Collingtree, Northants., 122.

Colston, Edward, of Bristol, 147.

Contabidatio, 24<i.

Contre-T'oisin, 195.

Costessey Hall, Norfolk, mural paintings

at, 61.

Courteenhall, Northants., 126.

Cox, Rev. J. C, on Parish Churches of

Northants., illustrated by Wills, temp.
Henry VIII., 113.

Cransley, Northants., 115.

Crick, Northants., 120.

Croughton, Northants., chapel of Our
Lady at, 115.

Cupid, on gilded glass, 248.

Current Archaeology, 93, 213, 350.

D.

Dallington, Northants., 121.

Dalmafica, 244.

Dalton, O. M., on the Gilded Glasses of

the Catacombs, 223, 225.

Damas (Damasus) on a gilded glass, 231.

Danes at Nottingham, 365.

Daventry, Northants., 117.

Dawkins, Professor W. Boyd, on the

Cairn and Sepulchral Cave at Gop, near

Prestatyn, 224, 322.

Deeping Gate, Northants., 116.

Denford, Northants., 116.

Dovercourt, Essex, mural paintings at,

48.

Drayton, Berks., mural paintings at, 55.
Dudley, John, Earl of Warwick, 34.

E.

E. C, of Bristol, pipe by, 348.
East Haddon, Northants., 124.
Edenstowc, Henry de, 377.
Edwards, Philip, of Bristol, pipe by, 347
Ei'/cJvfs of Pliilostratus junior, 250.
Ehieston, Noin hunts., 119.

Everton, Nortliants., 119.

Excestre, Philip, 176.

Exton, Northants., 119.

F.

Fairford, Gloucs., mural paintings at, 53.

Farthingstone, Northants., 119.

Fasti Constdares^ and Triumphalen, 139.

Fawsley, Northants., 119.

Fenestra versatilis, at Watton Priory,

10.
^

Finedon, Northants., 125.

Fitzjohn, Eustace, 2.

Flint flakes from Gop Cave, 334.

Flore, Northants., 117.

Fondi d'oro, 226, 246.

Fans Juturnae, 141.

Fonts with Representations of the Seven
Sacraments, Dr. A. C. Fryer on, 491.

For, of Oloron, 189; of Morhias, ii.
;

of Beam, 190.

Forbes, Dr. S. Russell, on Excavations

in the Forum at Rome, 106; on tlic

Regia, 133.

Ford, Sussex, mural paintings at, 55.

Foxton, Northants., 126.

Fryer, Dr. A. C, on Fonts with Repre-

sentations of the Seven Sacraments,

491.

a.

Gazailhat, 198.

Germany, South, Roman Antiquities in,

Professor B. Lewis on, 255.

Gifford, Archbishop, 376.

Gilbert of Sempringham, 3.

Gilded Glasses of the Catacombs, O. M.
Dalton on, 225.

Good Shepherd, the, in Roman art, 264.

Gop, Cairn and Sepulchral Care at.

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins on, 322.

Gotch, J. A., on Wollaton and Hardwick
Halls, 435.

Great Billing, Northants., 117, 119.

Great Brington, Northants., 118.

Great Houghton, Northants., 124.

Green, E., on Nottingham Castle, 365, 456.

Guilden Morden, Cambs., 147.

2 K
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H.

H. S., of Bristol, pipe by, 348.

Haddon. East, Nortliants., 124; West,
116, 117.

Halye, Alice, will of, ]50, 162.

Hamme, family of, of Bristol, 162.
Hardliam Church, Sussex, P. M. Johnston

on, 62, 219.

Ilardingston, Nortliants., 119, 122.

Hardwick Hall, Derby, J. A. Gotcli on,

4-11 ; Bess of, 441.

Hardwick, Sir Maurice, 152.

Harringworth, Nortliants., 119.

Hari'owden Parva, Jforthants., 118.

Hatford, Berks., mural paiutings at, 55.

Hawill, Gilbert, 375.

Hawkesbury, Lord, presidential address
by, at Nottingham, 450.

Havies Abbey Church, Harold Brak spear
on, 350; painted bosses at, 53.

Hazelbeach, Northants., 115.

Helidon, Northants., 119.

Heraclius, De Coloribus et Artihus Roman-
orum, 249.

Hercules on gilded glass, 231.

Heyford, Northants., 126.

Hill, Ear. A. D., on Ancient CarTed
Stones in Calverton Church, Notts., 459.

Hobson, R. L., on Englisli Mediaeval
Pottery, 491.

Holcot, Northants., 117.

Holdenby, Northants., 119, 122.

Holgate, E., bishop of Llandaff, 2, 33.

Holme Church, Notts., 478.

Hope, W. H. St. J., on Watton Piiory,

Yorkshire, 1, 223; on the Arms of

Colchester and Nottingham, 398.

Houghton, Great, Northants., 124;
Little, ib.

Howell, Nathaniel, of Bristol, pipe by,

345.

Hughes, Professor T. M'Kenny, on
Amber, 35 ; on Natural Forms which
have suggested some of the Commonest
Implements of Stone, etc., 106, 199.

Human remains from Gop Cave, 337.

Hunts, the, of Bristol, pipes by, 343.

Hutchinson, John, 396.

I.

Imber, Wilts., mural paintings at, 58.

Implements of stone, bone, and wood,
suggested by natural forms, 199.

Inventory of church goods. All Saints'

Church, Bristol, in 1395, 170; in 1618,
180.

Irchester, Northants., 116, 130.

Ireland, amber bowl found in, 38.

Iron tools from Silchester, 217.

Irthlingborough, Novthants., 116, 118,
120.

Isgar, William, 153.

Islip, Northants., 130.

Jean de Gai'lande, 250.

Jewish subjects on gilded glass, 236.

Jolinfton, P. M., on Hardham Church,
Sussex, and its Early Paintings, 62, 219.

Kalendars, fraternity of, at Bristol, 148.

Keevil, Wilts., roof decoration at, 59.

Kelmscott, Oxon., mural paintings at, 53.

Kettermg, Northants., 115, 118, ]26.

Keyser, C. E., on Mural Paintings in

English Churches, 47 ; exhibits plioto-

graplis of Norman tvmpana, 107.

Kilsby, Northants., 118, 130.

Kingsthorpe, Northants., 122, 123.

Kingston, Cambs., mural paintings at,

50.

Kingston Lisle, Berks., mural paintings

at, 55.

Knyght, Stephen, 152, 171.

Lacerna, 244.

Lacock Abbey, Wilts., mural paintings

at, 59.

Lacic; Orphei, 263.

Laena, 244.

Langar Church, Notts., 489.

Laurence le Mercer, 148, 157.

Leach, A. F., on the ancient schools of

Notts., 456.

Lenche, William, 152, 171.

Lewis, Professor B., on Roman Antiqui-

ties in Soiith Germany, 254; on the
Antiquities of Toulouse, 360.

Leyburn, Eoger de, 376.

Lichborough, Northants., 119.

Little Houghton, Northants., 124.

Long Buckby, Northants., 124.

Longden, IL, on Cast Iron, 223.

Luffenham, Northants., 125.

Lvminge, Kent, St. Mary's Church of

"633, 406, 419.

M.

McAndrew, J., and Stenning J. C, on
Early Churches of Asturias, 358.

Maids Moreton, Bucks., mural jmintings

at, 54.
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Malevor.T, Oliver, 385.

MiiltoD, Yorksliire, Oilbcrtine Priory
at, 7.

Manscl, Alicia, 148, 158.

Marc-, Reginald, ;J7-A.

Marcolliims, on gildod glass, 231.

Martin elligy at Piddletovvn, Dorset, 98.

Mary Q.iieen of Scots, at Hardwick, 442.

Mea'rs Asliby, Northants., 117, 119, 125.

Medallions in gilded glass, 251.

Middleton Cheney, Northants., 124., 125.

MilIoDi, Cuuib., J'esica Piscis window at,

C. A. Bradford on, 491.

Mimicius, Porticus of, 144.

Misseuden, Great, Bucks., mural paint-

ings at, 54.

Mithras relief from Osterburken, 282.

Monefa, on gilded glass, 231.

Moretou Pinkney, Nortliants., 115, 123-4.

Morrys-chaniber at Nottingham Castle,

382.

Morwenstow, Cornwall, mural paintings

at, 61.

Moulton, Northants., 116.

Mountbegum, Roger de, S73.

Munro of Foulis, arms of, 307.

Mural Paintings in English Churches,
C. E. Keyser on, 47 ; at Ilardham
Church, Sussex, P. M. Johnston on, 62.

N.

Nabac, 184.

Naseby, Northants., 117-9, 122.

Newark, Notts., St. Mary Magdalen's
Church, 476 ; Castle, 473 ; Church and
Corporation plate of, 472.

Newbery, William, 149.

Newbury, Berks., painted beam in house
at, 61.

Newnham, Northants., 119.

Nisbet, Essaii on Additional Figures and
Marks of Cadency, 317.

Northampton, All Saints', 116-7, 119,

125; Carmelites, 124; St. Giles's, 118,

123-4; St. Gregory's, 117; St. Peter's,

119,124-5; St. Sepulchre's, 115,118;
St. Thomas's bedehouse, 125 ; White-
friars, ih.

Northamptonshire, Parish Churches of,

illustrated by Wills, temp. Henry VIII.,

Rer. J. C. Cox on, 113; church
dedications, 114; guilds, 126.

Norton, Northants., 119.

Norwich Cathedral, mxiral paintings at,

47.

Nottingham, Annual Meeting at, 450;

Arms of Colchester and, W. II. St. J.

Hope on, 398; Castle, E. Green on, 365 ;

caves at, 370, 456; St. Mary's Church,

452; St. Peter's Church, 455; raising

of standard of Charles I. at, 389.

Nuiiny, Ricliard,

347!
of Bristol, pijic by,

O.

Oliringen, Roman fort at, 285.
Old, Northants., 115, 124, 1X0, 1.32.

Ops Consiva, tSacrarium of, 135.
Orliugbury, Northants., 118.
Oupheus, on a Roman mosaic, 255; in

sculpture, 258.

Osterburken, Mithras relief from, 282.
Oundle, Northant.s., 116, 117.

Paenida, 244-6.
Paiuel, William, 369.
Paintings, mural, see Mui-al paintings.
Palla, 245.

Pallium, 213.

Partridge, Henry, of Bristol, pipe bv,
346.

Patoo patoo, 205.

Paulerspury, 116.

Peers, C. K., on Saxon Churches of the
St. Pancras tyjie, 402.

Peuus, the, iu the Regia, 136.
Peterborough, Northants., 116.
Pettau {Poetovio), Orpheus on tombstone

from, 258.

Peveusey, Sussex, mural paintingf) in

hoiise at, 61.

Pevcrell, William, 367 ; honour of, 3f;9.

Philostratus junior, 250.

Piddletown Church, Dorset, Martin
elEgy at, 98.

Pipes, toba?co, see Tobacco pipes.

Pitsford, Northants., 116, 125.

Pleistocene remains at Gop Cave, 327.
Pluniptou, Northaiits., 119; Sussex,
mural paintings at, 69.

Pottery, English Mediaeval, R. L.
Hobson on, 491 ;

prehistoric, at Gop,
332.

Poughill, Cornwall, mural paintings at,

60.

Poundstock, Cornwall, mural paintings
»t^ 59.

Prehistoric remains at Gop, 328.

Premier Toisin, 195.

Preston, Noithants., 119.

Preston Capes, Northants., 118.

Price, F. G. Hilton, on Clay Tobacco
Pipes found in Bristol, 312, 359.

Prince, Sir John, 155, 179.

Proceedings at Meetings of the Institute,

106, 223,359, 450; Professor Hughes
on Natural Forms suggesting Im))ie-

mentsof Stone, etc., 106 ; Dr. S. Russell

Forbes on Excavations m the Forum at

2 K 2
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Eome, ih. ; address to His Majestv the

King, ih. ; C. E. Kejser exhibits photo-
graplis of Norman tympana, 107

;

O. ]\r. Daltou on the Grilded Glasses of

the Catacombs, 223 ; W. H. St. J. Hope
on "Watton Priory, ib. ; A. E. White way
on the Pyrenean Neighbour, ib. ; H.
Lougden on Cast Iron, ib. ; iron earrings

exhibited, 224; Professoi- W. Bojd
Dawtins on a Sepulchral Cave at Grop,

ib. ; E. W. Brabrook on Mediaeval
Lavatories, ib. ; F. Gr. Hilton Price on
Clay Tobacco Pipes of the Seventeenth
Century found in Bristol, 359; J.

McAndrew antl J. C. Stenning on the

Early Chiirches of A&turias, ib.;

Professor B. Lewis on the Antiquities

of Toulouse, 360 ; Annual Meeting at

Nottingham, 450 ; C. A. Bradford on a

Vesica Piscis window at Millom, Cumb.,
491 ; E. L. Hobson on English
Mediaeval Pottery, ib ; Dr. A. C.

Fryer on Fonts with Eepresentatious of

the Seven Sacraments, ib.

Projecta, silver casket of, 235.

Publications, Archaeological, Notices of,

108, 361; History of Surrey, 108;
Defensive Armour, etc., of Mediaeval
Times and Eenaissance, 110 ; Old
English Churches, 112 ; Eambles and
Studies in Bosnia, Herzegovina, and
Dalmatia, 361 ; Architectural History of

Eochester Cathedral and Monastery,
362 ; Supei-stitions of the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland, 364.

Purton, Wilts., mural paintings at, 58.

Pyrenean Neighbour, the, A. E. White-
way on, 182.

Pytciiley, Northants., 118.

Q.

Quaituor Coronati, 236.

E.

Eadlett, Herts., excavations at, 95.

Eampton, Cambs., mural paintings at,

49.

Eauworth, Norfolk, mural paintings at,

47.

Eegia, the, Dr. S. Eussell Forbes on,

133.

Rochester, St. Andrew's Church of 604,

406, 418.

Eoger ihc Girdlcr, of Bristol, 151, 167.

Eoman Antiquities in South Germany,
Professor B. Lewis on, 254; batlis at

Badcnwciler, 272.

Eomsey Abbey, Hants., discoveries at,

99.

Eomylowe, Stephen, 381 ; tower, at Not-
tingham Castle, 383.

Eothwell, Northants., 115, 116.

Eott'.veil, Eoman mosaic at, 254.

Eushdcn, Northants., 118, 123-5.

Saalburg, 281.

Sacrarium Mart is, 137 ; of Ops Consiva,

135. «

St. Alban's Cathedral, mural paintings

at, 49.

St. George, paintings of, at Hardham
Church, Su>sex, 82.

St. John of Beverley, 1.

St. Pancras type, Saxon Churches of the,

C. E. Peers on, 402.

St. Savin, Vienne, paintings at, 87.

Salisbury Cathedral, paintings at, 58.

S. Silvestro in Lacu, church of, 145.

Sandiacre Church, Derbyshire, 470.

Saxon Churches of the St. Pancras type,

C. E. Peers on, 402.

Schoche, Sir William, 152, 168.

Schools, ancient, of Notts., A. F. Leach
on, 456.

Selke, William, 153.

Sempringham, Order of, 3; priory, 7.

Shepherd, E. B. S., on Bottesford Church,

Notts., 484.

Silchester, basilica at, 433 ; excavations,

210.

Smyth, Thomas, of Bristol, pipes by,

346.

Smvthson, Eobert, 436.

Soiith Elmham, SufColk, the Old
Minster at, 408, 423.

South Newington, Oxon., mural paintings

at, 54.

Southwell, Notts., Manor House of Arch-
bishops at, 457 ; Minster, 458.

Spratton, Northants.,^116.

Standard of Charles' I. raised at Not-

tingham, 389; bearers of, 392.

Stapleford Cross, Notts., 470.

Stenning, J. C, and J. McAndrew, on
Early Churclies of A.sturias, 358.

Stephen de Gnousliale, 148, 157.

Stowc Nine Cliurches, Northants., 116.

Stowell, Gloucs., mural paintings at, 51.

Strachan of Glenkindie, arms of, 307.

Strellev, Notts., 471.

Strelly^ Eichard, 377.

Sutton, Eev. A. F., on Holme Church,

Notts., 478.

T. M. of Bristol, pipe by, 348.

Tece.'<pita, 136.
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Theopliilus, Schedula diversarum artium,
249.

Thomas, Sir Jolin, 152.

Tliorpo, John, designs for Wollaton Hall
by, 435.

Tliiirgarton Priory, Notts., 458.

Tiffield, Northants., 119.

Tinguobauc, 370.

Tobacpo Pipes, Clay, of Seventeenth Cen-
tury found in Bristol, F. G. Hilton
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